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You mean in the city we have just been founding and describing, our hypothetical city, since I don't think it exists anywhere on earth.'

'No, though there may perhaps be a pattern or model laid up in heaven somewhere, for anyone who chooses to see it - and seeing it, chooses to found a city within himself. It makes no difference whether it exists anywhere, or ever will. It, and no other, is the only city whose politics he would engage in.'

Plato (2000: Book 9, 592ab)

A complete community constituted out of several villages, once it reaches the limit of total SELF-SUFFICIENCY, practically speaking, is a city-state. It comes to be for the sake of living, but it remains in existence for the sake of living well. That is why every city-state exists by NATURE, since the first communities do. For the city-state is their end, and nature is an end. [...] It is evident from these considerations, then, that a city-state is among the things that exist by nature, that a human being is by nature a political animal, and that anyone who is without a city-state, not by luck but by nature, is either a poor specimen or else superhuman.

Aristotle (Book 1, 1252b-1253a 1998: 3-4)

And it will happen that after he has brought down everything which is in the world, and has sat down in eternal peace on the throne of the kingdom, then joy will be revealed and rest will appear. And then health will descend in dew, and illness will vanish, and fear and tribulation will pass away from among men, and joy will encompass the earth. And nobody will again die untimely, nor will any adversity take place suddenly. Judgement, condemnations, contentions, revenges, blood passions, zeal, hate, and all such things will go into condemnation since they will be uprooted. For these are the things that have filled this earth with evils, and because of them life of men came in yet greater confusion. And the wild beasts will come from the wood and serve men, and the asps and dragons will come out of their holes to subject themselves to a child. [...] And it will happen in those days that the reapers will not become tired, and the farmers will not wear themselves out, because the product of themselves will shoot out speedily during the time they work on them in full tranquillity. For that time is the end of that which is corruptible and the beginning of that which is incorruptible.

Baruch (1983: 645-646)

Meanwhile, tough in other respects [Raphael] is a man of the most undoubted learning as well as of the greatest knowledge of human affairs, I cannot agree with all that he said. But I readily admit that there are very many features in the Utopian commonwealth which it is easier for me to wish for in our countries than to have any hope of seeing realized.

Thomas More (1518, 1965: 245-247)

A map of the world that does not include Utopia is not worth even glancing at, for it leaves out the one country at which Humanity is always landing. And when Humanity stands there, it looks out, and, seeing a better country, sets sail. Progress is the realisation of Utopias.

Oscar Wilde (1st ed. 1891, 1912: 43)

Even the Catholic Church of the Middle Ages was tolerant by modern standards. Part of the reason for this was that in the past no government had the power to keep its citizens under constant surveillance. The invention of print, however, made it easier to manipulate public opinion, and the film and the radio carried the process further. With the development of television, and the technical advance which made it possible to receive and transmit simultaneously on the same instrument, private life came to an end.

George Orwell (1989: 214)

Utopia(s), Worlds and Frontiers of the Imagination

1. The roots of Utopia

The idea of Utopia springs from a natural desire of transformation, of evolution pertaining to humankind and, therefore, one can find expressions of “utopian” desire in every civilisation. Having to do explicitly with human condition, Utopia accompanies closely cultural evolution, almost as a symbiotic organism.
Maintaining its roots deeply attached to ancient myths, utopian expression followed, and sometimes preceded cultural transformation.

In the Western culture, this mythic desire for a better life gave origin to a long tradition of narratives, philosophical conceptions, political ideologies, artistic works, architectural plans, etc.

2. Myth becomes earthbound

This year we celebrate 500 years of Utopia, or expressing it in another form; we celebrate the author who brought Utopia from the dominions of myth, religion, and metaphysics to the concrete, actual world while keeping it in the realm of fiction.

Utopia as a mode gained form in a genre. This transformation happened, probably, in the most fortunate way. Thomas More condensed in a short narrative almost all possible ways of assuming definitely the permanent, sometimes desperate, need for transformation felt by the “political animal”. At the same time, he somehow entrusted on each human the responsibility to find ways to live a better life, to assume the responsibility of seeking new paradigms, to improve existing ones.

More’s ambiguous narrative has, in latent, all the forms literary utopia has been developing through the last 500 years. It also challenges architects, scientists, philosophers, politicians to explore beyond the known reality, using imagination, to discover other “better” worlds.

More’s challenge is not for perfection. Being a Christian humanist, he knew better. His challenge points to the route of improvement, to a process of constant revaluation of different options, of imagined alternatives, all faulty (because they are product of human endeavour) nevertheless better solutions.

The island of Utopia is not a perfect world, but always bear in mind that it is not intended to. For us, living in the 21st century, it would definitely be a dystopia, but then, as says Lyman Sargent, if we were poor peasants in 1516 we would find life in Utopia to be extremely appealing. Or maybe not, because as peasants:

[we] would not have heard of it at all, and even in the unlikely event that [we] could read, it was only available in Latin. [...] Secondly, if [we] did come to hear of it, [we] would have filtered it through [our] understanding of the world, an understanding in which reason played a very small part. (SARGENT 2004: 2-3)

3. Utopia, reason and imagination

More ends his narrative expressing both doubts and expectations. And he even leaves his narrative opened to further development. Many did try to develop it thought few had the ability to understand the meanings of either the doubts or the openness.

Some corrected what they felt was missing in the Island of Utopia. Just to mention two examples: Campanella and Bacon understood that reason was calling for science to emancipate itself from philosophy and assume a central role in social organisation. Centuries later, under the dominion of positivism, Oscar Wilde made a call for the importance of a central element that, since Enlightenment, was being progressively discarded: desire.

To move forward, to improve, to find Utopia, one needs reason and imagination. These two drives, so often understood as antagonists, must become complementary, balanced. If one prevails, hell gets loose. So warns Orwell, turning his dystopian 1984 into a serious warning. Dystopia results from either reason without imagination, or from imagination without the restrains of reason. But also from the lack of ethic values, of respect for the Other, or simply due to pure stupidity.

4. 500 years later

Why do we, Westerners, still celebrate Utopia?

We live better than the vast majority of world population and yet we are not pleased. Too many things just do not seem right, not to say some are
preposterously wrong.

We have better technology, but its use is also responsible for, at least, a critical climatic crisis.

We have better and faster forms of communication, but this is not synonym of better communal life. Isolation, solitude, loneliness prevail in the world of instantaneous communication.

Democracy triumphed in most western cultures, but politics and some (too many) politicians seem to have stopped after reading Machiavelli’s *Prince*, retaining only the ideas of how to remain in power regardless of any ethical or social values, aiming at economic individual wealth.

Knowledge has never before been so easily accessible to so many people, but bombastic headlines, scandalous faits divers, corruption, and lack of critical reasoning seem to threaten of extinction our millenarian culture.

Thomas More, returning to his beloved London today probably would yield due to the absence of humanist values in Western society. The vast majority of the people are no longer poor, illiterate peasants, but neither do they work six hours a day and enjoy or search for knowledge during the rest of the time.

To tell the truth, More’s beloved London was hell too in the 16th century: unethical political elites, unjust judiciary system, and poverty and ignorance menacing constantly the vast majority of the people.

5. Conclusion

What have we learnt in 500 years?

That Utopia is definitely the country we strive for, not a perfect land, not a perfect society. However, one can surely imagine and build a better one. A society that might lay its foundations on the wealthy western culture, with the benefits of science and technology, with the respect of difference, seen as an enrichment. Human diversity is like natural diversity: it must be protected, cherished, developed, and enhanced. In addition, hubris, that ever-menacing feeling must be restrained. Utopia has to be reinvented every day, an unfinished and unfinished task laid on the shoulders of every human being. A shared responsibility but also an individual one. Through the next almost five hundred pages (virtually close to one for each year since *Utopia* was published) researchers on the fields of Architecture and Urbanism, Arts and Humanities present the result of their studies on the different areas of expertise under the umbrella of Utopia. Past, present, and future come together in one book. They do not offer their readers any golden key. Many will leave questions unanswered, as they should.

When we stop asking: “What if...?” we stop evolving, and then human society is as good as dead.

Bibliography:
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Utopia has a long history, from Antiquity to the present. Therefore, it has been subjected to several transformations, incorporating different cultural elements, according to the Weltanschauung of each moment. This paper traces some of the most influential elements and their transformations with particular emphasis on the cultural and literary foundations from Antiquity to the present. It should be read as an introduction to Utopia as a cultural and literary phenomenon and to its influence on occidental social and cultural evolution.
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6. Utopia: the non-place as human resource

Etymologically, utopia means "non-place". If so, why does it establish itself as target of a quest? Basically, because the "place" people inhabit, due to its corporeity, is incapable of containing them, and the consciousness of that fact compels them to acknowledge their responsibility regarding all the places inhabited. Being an extension of whoever inhabits it, the place we were randomly endowed with does not possess enough space to shelter us in our whole dimension. Being space it is but a mere reference spot that gives us a location and tensionally launches us at the others (BELUGUE 1999).

Had we by any chance sought refuge on an Island, the meditation we would carry on out there would not fail to put forward, with more intensity than any other pledge, the fragile that seclusion would turn out to be and how crucial it would appear to depend on the sense of human involvement as to what might have been left aside. While revealing man to himself, the place means to him nothing but the starting point of a building process that is never finished. Although inhabited, the place is never definitively concluded: before being inhabited, it is an object of desire, but once inhabited, it becomes the object of never-ending transformation. Due to depredatory invasion, the new history is driven to consider the era of the Anthropocene must fight against the destructive habits, in order to find a responsible ecotropia for the planet, able to embrace an environment friendly culture¹.

Taken as an anthropological symbol, place is man, by "culture". The Latin verb colo clarifies this process: originally, it meant, "move within a given space"; then it acquired the meaning of "inhabit"; subsequently it acquired the sense of "cultivate"; finally, it favoured the attitude of 'worship'. Each pattern discloses an outward movement towards something new; the last step points to transcendence. The verb colo originated the term culture, being quite significant the suffix that translates both a process and an outcome (or just an outcome because it is born from a process - never finished), in itself, culture is a project rather than an outcome.

Utopia, being formally a negative denomination, adduces the expectation that provides human being with the necessary drive to give the inhabited place the human dimension it originally lacks: in that place we do not simply are for we transform it by inhabiting it. In fact, place limits us, but if it contains us, it does not satisfy us; rather it throws us forward and becomes launching platform for new ways of being and living. In a now emblematic statement (more than a century has gone by since), Oscar Wilde wrote that a map of the world that does not include Utopia is not worthy of attention. However, even if it did, people will not focus on it, because
Once arrived at Utopia, as soon as one looks out of the window and sights another place, sails up and departs immediately in search of it.

However, it would be paradoxical that once established the need to hail the “non-place” one would simply acknowledge it, without granting it content or integration. However, futile and ridiculous would it also be if, while paying attention to the “non-place”, we were to run deceitfully after a mirage.

In other words, by pursuing the difference (a transfer from what we inhabit) we are committed to turning the place we are into something it is not yet, but which, filled with hope, we quest as pilgrims.

Somewhere, in a place it took me a while to recall, I had left Oscar Wilde’s little book and I felt tempted to borrow his formulation; such a contingency immediately made me feel the importance of a dwelling-place, which makes a place the right spot to dwell in. However, I also realised that such a place is not worthy in itself. A construed relationship is required to turn it into a place of return and to turn it into a dwelling worthy of lodging whatever is in it and whatever we take in. As a meeting place, it must be open to things we have not taken into yet. And as a place of return it will also become an abode of identification - so steady that I expect the postman will ring the doorbell to deliver the mail addressed to me without fear of being wrong about the addressee or being informed that, after his previous passing by, I have left in quest of another destination.

Defined by marks, the place that is mine will have to be inhabited without restriction of space and interaction, so that it will not become a prison; extended in size, it can only be filled by the desire to make it ever larger in order to accommodate every human being and cover the arc of the universe. Being object of desire, it is not object of conquest; allowing being visited, it is not opened to the wanderings of a hasty tourist because it only reveals itself to the one who, during the quest, takes upon oneself the pilgrim’s condition.

Questioned by the “non-place”, I feel myself entangled, without further justification, in the construction of the place that only I can and must invent as an extension of myself. Knowing, moreover, as it happens with any architect worthy of being known as such, that only through invention is it possible to create human spaces and turn them into places of identity and interaction. In the same way, it happens with any. I am thus challenged to enhance the “non-place”, which is not a place yet, but will become one. Moreover, I will not let myself be fooled by some mirage empowered only to instil courage in whoever wanders lost amidst the sands of the desert. A mirage that cannot provide more than a mere reflection of a remote reality, and will not even offer the possibility of a friendly shade. In fact, if the abode is a dimension I must build, a transitory shelter will only be meaningful to measure the capacity of personal investment.

Between desire and utopia

In a restrained explanation, Oscar Wilde ensures that Utopia is the only country one always yearns to reach, because there resides the one place worth of such desire. However, being a desire does not imply it immediately stands for fullness - it can even derive into frustration... If it is a desire it is not a place to live in, rather an ambition that impels us to reach yonder, where perfection waves and happiness awaits.

With a premonitory attention, Wilde warns that (contradiction of contradictions), not even by being imperative to demand Utopia (in order to acquire human dimension), will there be someone who, inhabited by the dynamics of Desire, will tolerate to live there for a long time (let alone forever). Because, he explains, when someone casts anchor there and tries to settle in, there arises the urgent feeling to peep at the horizon, and perceiving a country that looks better, immediately sails are set for another destination.

After all, utopia always demands alterity, in a permanent quest for something that is not what is actual. It is more than a
simple alternation- to change from an inhabited place to one recognised as outside. It may eventually be a strife, because it feeds on the opposition between the acquired and the desired; but it only performs its function when it integrates what is further in what is nearer. If I may use a neologism, the otherness (a word we find in Fernando Pessoa) should also mean *ultridade* [“ultrotherness”], that is, as exceeding in what we demand; it is not just a state, rather a dynamic: therefore, the poet also allows himself the use of the verb “outrar” [“to other”].

Utopia will be shadow; it remains in the half-light waiting for revelation: that is why Amaurotum, the concealed city, is the capital of More’s Utopia⁶; this is also the reason why in such emblematic texts as *Navegação de S. Brandão* [Voyage of Saint Brendan] (NASCIMENTO 1998), the Promised Land lets itself be seen through the clouds⁷.

However, more than shadow of others, Utopia is our own shadow; it precedes us and casts light effects on who stares at it; or it acts like the sun that, for fear of dazzling, stays in the background. When we crave for better, Utopia is the one that suggests the way we may pursue relatively confident through the distance that opens before us. At some moment, we will need that shadow to be sure that we exist. All the time we will need that a divine presence “may thicken through the shadow what I, limited and weak, am prone to reduce to my exiguity”, as José Régio taught to say as a “morning prayer”⁸ (2001). However (to be platonic at least once), will we, our back turned, be able to distract ourselves from what is superfluous and focus our mind on the true reality which only from within is able to reach us?⁹

In a no lesser emblematic work than that of Wilde, named *Le città invisibili*, by Italo Calvino (1997; 2008; 2012), there is a simulated dialogue between Genghis Khan and Marco Polo (who brings news about the world to the city where Khan is confined). Here desire and memory intersect in such a way that in its centre we come across human condition. A human condition carrier of accumulated information and willing to engage in the construction of what is still unformed and will never be finished. In this way, he avoids repetitive schemes and innovates in his purposes based on what he has to offer¹⁰.

Calvino does not innovate, because Thomas More, the inventor of the name of Utopia, had previously pointed out that in that “Land-of-Nowhere” the cities (all alike) show no more than a possibility and a glimpse of what we are permanently seeking for, by contrast or by desire of what we keep but is never enough to fulfil us.

The theme Marco Polo introduces in his conversation with the Tartars’ emperor is subtle. So much, that the latter cannot restrain himself from asking Marco if, by any chance, he walks head turned backwards and in this way (urgent and vital question) he travels to revisit his past or to meet his future. Marco’s response comes promptly:

> Somewhere there is a mirror in negative. The traveller recognises the little part that is his, while discovering how much he did not have, neither will. (CALVINO 2012: 27)

Utopia is that mirror of a Dystopia, land of quest, where we incessantly move.

The “Land of Nowhere” opposes and is equivalent to the “Land of Somewhere” because Desire expands as it fills itself, but never quenches because the plenitude is the outcome of a process that has to mature in a constant dynamism towards a remote point we will never be able to determine.

Utopia is Land of Desire. Daniel praised in the Bible precisely because he is a man of desires (Dan. 9, 23). Who expresses this praise is Angel Gabriel, the one who announced the Incarnation of the Word in Mary. She will receive Him, or rather conceive Him, allowing a new life to the One who has no place He can fit in, who is the supreme plenitude and can satisfy completely all desires.

To the Land of Wishes one does carry all the lands ever discovered and treasured. However, Man neither shuts himself in the Land of Wishes, nor does he make a stand there if it will not help him achieve a new dimension and so it gets indefinitely closer to the Infinite. As

It is always in the caves of oppression that the novelty of new times is prepared. [...] that is why, dear friend, I feel the need of your friendship: I thirst for a companion who, outside the disputes of reason, respects me as the pilgrim I have been; I need to enjoy, sometimes by anticipation, the promised warmness and rest from my own self, a little beyond myself, in that meeting place which will be ours”

8. The horizon of hope

The ability to dare reach the "non-place" allows one to open himself to Hope. It is not even worthwhile to let unrestrained desires growing within. Once again, Italo Calvino forestalls:

This melancholic emperor realised his extreme power has little value because the world is heading for ruin. Moreover, a visionary traveller tells him about impossible cities - for example, a microscopic city that expands, extends, and ends up being formed by numerous concentric cities in expansion, a spider’s web suspended over an abyss, or by a bi-dimensional city like Moriana. (2012: VIII).

In More’s *Utopia*, Hythlodaeus, the new land sailor, is the one who tears horizons. He just needs his listeners to accept being confronted with the reality that surrounds them in order to avoid being buried in it and postulate another one. We do know, because we live in them, about tentacular cities branching into satellites, without known mentor - whether in London, in Paris or in Lisbon… The identification between place and resident leads us to perceive in that web the image of the human being entangling himself in what one builds until ending suspended on the abyss of desires, waiting for a moment of redemption. As for Moriana, it carries the epitome of contradictions in the lucidity it promotes. It is a transparent city - tells us Marco: the doors of Moriana are made of alabaster and the sun freely shines through them; it has coral columns crowned by serpentine encrusted pediments; all the houses are made of glass, like aquariums, where the shadows of dancers swim, covered with silver spangles, under jellyfish shaped chandeliers.

Is it a dazzling city or does it create aimless illusions? There is always the danger of the image being taken for what it represents, or of the messenger by the recipient. It is up to the Angel of Revelation to avoid humans from prostrating themselves before the light that points the way. In Apoc. 22, 8-9, John kneels before the Angel who must refuse the gesture and point to the Eternal. The desired City is not always univocal in its suggestions; if it illumines, it merely retrofits our steps, by divergence in what it allows us to perceive.

In the image created by Italo Calvino, Moriana, like any other city, has a reverse: heaps of rusty plates, burlaps scattered on the floor, wooden planks bristling with nails, black pipes soot clogged, piles of cans, walls covered in graffiti poorly cleared, chairs with torn seats, and ropes with knots that would only be useful for someone to hang himself from a rotten beam.

In Thomas More’s representation, it is the kingdom of East Anglia furrowed by everyday petty and degrading interests. Both city and kingdom have no thickness, just front and back side, like a sheet of paper (CALVINO 2008: 107). Only critical awareness can lend some life to its design, which remains on each side, and can give some human dimension to the place inhabited, by showing humans their ephemeris. What we see from the outside creates a form: but it does not reveal humanity.

9. The place to be built - from inside, in the light

Transparency was, in due time and for political reasons, a category brought under discussion: *glasnost*; not even that succeed in changing the course of events for the better. Yet, Dostoyevsky had already attributed to one of his characters "the shine of crystal”14. Is this a sign of openness and sharing? A search for clarity, there is no doubt. Synonym of purity, it is a human exercise, though not a spontaneous one. Pointing
to a hint of the new being, it cannot be but the outcome of a purification achieved by oneself from inside. It is not enough to expose oneself to the sun; clarity has to pass through the pleats created inside. Thanks to clarity, it is possible to give radiance to people, agent of the circumstances (which Moriana brings under judgment).

Being, first, matter for insight, it qualifies the one who faces an ever-unfinished reality. In this case, the contrast brings the observer before the dreamlike vision of something he cannot set specific dimensions to, but through what one imagines and intuits, releases possibilities of altering the things one touches and feeling their real weight... To the indefinable nature of the city, there corresponds naturally the subtlety of wit, which overlays the sense of things, trying and acquiring them from the inside.

Astonished, Kublai Khan asks Marco how can he attest to what he describes since he did not move from the garden where he was welcomed. The Venetian replies:

> Everything I see and do assumes meaning in a mental space where the same calm reigns as here, the same penumbra, the same silence streaked by the rustling of leaves. [...] Perhaps this garden exists only in the shadow of our lowered eyelids, and we have never stopped: you, from raising dust on the fields of battle; and I, from bargaining for sacks of pepper in distant bazaars. But each time we half-close our eyes, in the midst of the din and the throng, we are allowed to withdraw here, dressed in silk kimonos, to ponder what we are seeing and living, to draw conclusions, to contemplate from the distance. (CALVINO 2012: 103-104)

Therefore, the dimension of the gap between Kublai Khan’s gardens and the filthy neighbourhoods of cities scattered everywhere is no larger than the blink of an eye. But, Marco warns, “... we cannot know which is inside and which outside” (2012: 104).

This inner dimension gives light and plenitude to the places we go through during the journey and it alone can transform them into gardens of identity and engagement.

In the utopias that have been created, there should be no place for shadows, at least theoretically, of either nature or the inhabitants. In The Glass Man\(^{15}\), everything is a reflection of his intelligence, everything obeys the rules of square and compasses he wields like a demiurge\(^{16}\). Everything should spring from a program where nothing was left to chance...

Then, what would be left for humanity to carry out in the process of experimenting oneself? In Utopias, everything is devised as if ensuing from a demiurge who orders everything. The truth is that these works only relate to real beings in order to confront them with patterns of happiness. However, not even so is the project they establish less necessary and indelibly solidary with humanity, because in them converges the desire to overcome all human…

### 10. Unfinished and cursed places

There are places one must restore in their dimension and density to grant them dignity.

In the Bible, there is an unfinished place, and quite understandably, because God condemned it for having had its origin in excessive human hubris: the Tower of Babel. Its construction is not brought to its fullness because, according to Genesis 11, the rising tower became suspicious in the eyes of the Immortals and that was reason enough for them to come down and put an end to a boldness only comparable to that of Giants climbing the skies to challenge divinity. Suddenly, humanity was divided by languages, and in the subsequent confusion, ended up dispersed in nations.

Must human constructions remain unfinished? The usual reading of this etiological myth (regarding the diversity of languages) ends in condemnation and punishment. Are we, therefore, facing the myth of a negative place, denouncer of accumulated illusions?

The exegetical scholarship today offers another reading, recovering readings from the Alexandrian Fathers, particularly Origen. According to a literary analysis that takes into account the narrative sequence and does not isolate the episode, it is a negative
project by the very absurdity of leading into slavery passive people subject to Nimrod, an arrogant and violent warrior, who seeks to impose a totalitarian regime where there would be only one language and one people. This is conflicting to the diversifying project of primitive creation. Therefore, the God of Creation counteracts the Tower of Babel.

Opting for the mythological deconstruction, George Steiner comes to similar conclusions: in a restrained analysis (not explicitly put forward), he points out that the biblical account of Babel hides a previous one (of Babylonian origin) and does not mean a damnation. Instead it adduces the gift of languages as a divine gift and a blessing, Pentecost being its most obvious expression, overcoming differences by means of a mutual understanding among all those who open themselves to the insertion of the Holy Spirit (STEINER 1992; 1998: 108-ff.).

Pertinently, the Cambridge Scholar recovers a forgotten lesson. Namely that Babel had a distinct dimension from the one the formulation of the tale pointed to and as Origen, one of the greatest geniuses of early Christianity, had already insinuated (ORIGEN 1980). For the Fathers of the Church, Babel prefigures Pentecost as an antitype (Acts 2: 1-11.). Assuming that humankind tends to dominate each other (a message from the Biblical Wisdom), accepting also that excess brings along nothing but punishment (a message they received from the Greek culture), they contrastively celebrated the fullness of Pentecost, in which the multiplicity of languages congregates in a unit where everyone hears the others in one own language. Celebrating diversity, the Fathers of the Church achieve the gathering of all in celebration of the reencounter of God with humanity.

It is a fact: the Adamic language was tautological, stresses Steiner; Babel is the place where human language acquires dimension and so comes closer to the divine plenitude. This, being untranslatable into human language, postulates the diversity of languages in order to make itself known. It is the plenitude humanity must wait for, but he has also to become involved, for it would be useless to consider it only possible as a gift from Heaven without human commitment in receiving and assuming it through an intense personal participation. The new Tower of Babel is Jerusalem: transfigured, it welcomes the diversity of people; without annulling, it sends back again to the Diaspora so that the envoy will transform it and give it a meaning within a composite unit where differences are complementary.

It is not easy to recover the sense of a place, once its function is misconstrued. The biblical Paradise truly was a finished place. Humanity turned away from that primitive and original place, but ever seeks to return - sometimes angry, other times hopeful.

By chance, I laid hands on a Sermo (exposition) which in the past had been attributed to St. Bernard and the Benedictines still make available, although they claim that it belongs to another author. It is an exposition on the well-known theme of Orto do Esposo that is part of Portuguese medieval tradition: “És um jardim concluso, ó minha esposa, minha irmã, minha amada” [You are a concluded garden, O my wife, my sister, my beloved], (Cant. 4, 12). The commentator remarks (I translate):

Adam kept poorly the garden in which he had been placed; he did not prevent the creeping snake from treacherously penetrating there. That garden, covered with trees, was pleasant: but I give preference to another one I see implanted in his soul. The coming of the snake into the first garden would not have been meaningful had it not penetrated this second one too. It was allowed in, and immediately did Adam feel its poison. Whoever agitates the hedge, will be bitten by the serpent (Eccl. 10: 8). The hedge is a good protection; it separates farmland from what is not, and protects the first. Put that hedge round your garden and watch so that it will not be withdrawn and no one will destroy it, lest you may be handed over to enemies who will tear you, and step over you. (BERNARDO 2003).

The Sermo further warns:

It is not easy for Adam to return to Paradise, which he had left with such an inconsiderate lightness.
It is not easy to get back, but it is possible. This thought underlies the comment and is the fundamental message of the Bible. Despite the exclusion, man is not hopelessly excluded from Paradise; the return is promised and the entire human wandering described in the Bible represents the process towards a new Paradise - which will be eschatological, but not necessarily in the end of time. It will take place in a New Town (the heavenly Jerusalem that reveals the immolated Lamb at its centre). Above all, it will be the place of a Gathering of love (because the final, decisive words of the Apocalypse/Revelation are, Maranatha (Come), exchanged between the Bridegroom and the Bride).

11. Travel or pilgrimage?

Placed in the distance, Utopia is the remote, rebuilt, specular, and rationalised face of Paradise humanity aspires to go back to or aims at reaching. For that it has to reverse its aimless drift and become a viator, in the ancient sense of the word (builder of paths who goes ahead, even not knowing immediately the way nor the term of his effort) (NASCIMENTO 2004: 173-188). Thus transformed into peregrinus (coming from outside and away from his land), he knows his only expectation concerning the place is that it has a distant end and so all lodgings are no more than temporary places to recover one’s strengths. A lodging is, in fact, a fortunate place, because there the dream is fed which comforts and restores the image of human life.

In its representations, Utopia appears out of the immediate reach: separated by sea, the object of hope and expectation continually promised and always poorly spotted. The foresights of the Apocalypse (21.1) give it a specifically eschatological character and cannot but assign it a divine origin. The Fortunate Islands of Antiquity also belong to the world inhabited by the Immortals and destined to the heroes the gods want to admit to their conviviality. Transferred to a human geography they will remain on the horizon as the indefinite fate of the blessed ones. In Navegações de S. Brandão [Voyage of Saint Brendan the Abbot], which has a prestigious history among us (NASCIMENTO 2006), that island of happiness shows itself at a distance from the travellers who repeatedly follow the same courses and progress steadily, but out of reach, because travellers are forbidden to enter it. In a short narrative from the 10th century, an enigmatic character named Trezenzónio is blessed with a short stay in this Promised Land, but at the end of his journey, he cannot stay there forever. The Lost Island the Portuguese king promises to all those who will find it remains undiscovered, although it figures in the maps of the Discoveries.

In the figuration of Thomas Morus, Rafael Hythlodaeus is more fortunate because not only is he admitted to admire the organisation that reigns in that Elsewhere, where he arrives, but he also seems to want to make it a definitive place, when he disappears in the horizon of the text (remaining only in our memory). Returning just for a while to a world that is not even his homeland, and in the context of an ambiguous and complex world (Flanders, where peace treaties are negotiated and exotic products smuggled); Hythlodaeus described that remote Land/Island. It is clear that utopian value judgments are different from those chosen in the ancient world. No pacts are necessary, because they are as easy to violate, as it is to tear the documents ratifying them. There is no appetite for rare metals, because only vanity could give them value. There is a rotational and delegated participation in the administrative agencies. Communitarianism solves everything and everyone renounces ambition.

The new land is Utopia, a land of Nowhere, but in the fiction of contrast, it is the projection of Desire and in the passion of the quest, it sounds like Eutopia. It did not initially occur to his inventor (a true euretēs by name and content) to choose this name as main title of the work he was about to make public. Others (1519 edition, away from the eyes of the author) brought the title to the main entry. More chose to keep at
all times in the foreground a formulation that would take into account the governmental function (The best form of government). This works as a premonition, after all, that human space is dignified by what we dare to invest in it, concerning the strategic management of the existing resources and the pursuing of goals that go beyond mere conservation.

It is worthwhile to warn about the genesis of Thomas More’s fiction, at least as far as we can identify it. Initially, More intended to formulate a theory about an ideal republic (most probably after reading Plato). Soon reality set the narrative framework and gave him the value of experience as shaper of human aspirations. He was judicious enough to understand that the historical moment offered him conditions to measure human limitations and possibilities. The testimonies about a New World that came to him through the narratives of the Portuguese, gave him the hope that it would be possible to find a world different from the one he lived in and where he felt the effects of injustice, of arbitrariness, of opportunism, of flattery, of unlimited ambition. On the other hand, the lesson from the past (by means of a new and intensive reading of texts of the tradition) allowed him the audacity to suggest the amendment of the present through a new form to exercise power, in which new agents would not deprive their subjects of the hope.

Utopia first readers, More’s closest friends, quickly understood the message. In the Morian structure, Utopia is a place of Nowhere; it is also, in a positive way of thinking, not an “anti-place”, but a “fore-place”: the one that is in front and functions as a mirror. Its image is so real that, if denied, the opposite would be lost, but once affirmed, it enhances the value of its own meaning.

Due to its strangeness (almost absurdity), in More novelty prevails in the distance: Utopia, as the humanists did not fail to point out, rather than “no-place” was a “strange land” and thereby provocative, as much as the old mirabilia. Enjoying it will be the result of the audacious attitude of crossing the ocean into the unknown, a journey of discovery. The description will be the extension of the finding.

By admitting that description, More (through the voice of Hythlodaeus) is faced with the difficulty of naming, which, following the biblical style should reveal what it points to. Thus, he reinvents a double-faced language with a multivalence of meanings, which will enable the association of two worlds, the old and the new, the real and the desired, the measurable and the dreamed one. The exercise is about denial and overcoming; here the philological lesson is mandatory and necessary. Using mainly the prefixion a- the outcome is an ambivalent denomination, which on the one hand denies by contrast but on the other opens glades for a human plenitude. In fact, the prefix can be either denial - a in Greek - or accumulation and motion - Latin ad. The authority of Dionysius the (Pseudo) Areopagite had validated this type of language in the denomination of divine realities. The new language becomes now also epiphanous of human resilience.

It is the appropriate language for the pilgrim’s exercise: on Monte do Gozo [the Hill of Joy] and later in the sanctuary (whether in Compostela or in Jerusalem - sources point that way), the pilgrim experiences the highest stage of happiness. Accomplished the visit to the targeted place, he can now return home and tell what he had behold. It is not a feeling or a state of happiness that one can endorse, but an experience that will challenge others. As example none would better ignore, rather assume.

12. Utopia and Happiness

In a six line stanza added by More at the beginning of his work, and which he claims to have translated from a Utopian original set by an enigmatic Anemolius, “nephew of Hythlodaeus by his sister” (MORE 1965: 20-21; 2006: 364-365; 2009: 207), and consequently Portuguese and as much fictional as his uncle (using a name that can either mean “subtle”, “witty” or “weathercock”), he celebrates Utopia (the “non-place”) as Eutopia (the “place of happiness”). The transition from
one meaning to the other was possible by the use of a pronunciation that would make equal the reading of the initial elements of *Outopia* and *Eutopia*, “Country of Happiness”, “Land of the Blessed”. By denying what his place does not allow him to have, he postulates what he wishes for.

Under its new form, the word takes over the long tradition that goes back to Hesiod, Plato, and Lucian, and extends to the *Fortunate Islands*. According to the Budé’s letter to Lupset, published at the beginning of Mores’ *Utopia* (1965: 5-15; 2006: 346-361; 2009: 197-206), the island inhabitants live in innocence and happiness; therefore, their capital would be named Hagnopolis (City of Innocence). Such a designation cannot be found in More’s text. He was careful in predicting something that would go beyond the possible. If the collective aspirations remain cumulated, they are subject to a rationality of restraint, appeasing individual and collective ambitions.

Hythlodaeus does not state (at least not clearly enough to let More retain it) where this desired land is. Despite all, he attempts to describe it. More than simply describing it, he names it and places it in the limit of perfection. It is an island out of reach of human contacts; before it was called Abraxa, city full of limitations (because it lacks a symbol that would allow it to reach the perfection of Abraxas, Kabbalistic name of gnostic tradition that embraces the full circle of a year of 365 days). Now its name is Utopia, derived from the name of its founder. As for the capital, it has the designation of Amaurotum - city where the citizens gather to decide about collective life - but that means “hidden city”. The name implies it is a shrouded city, but it is not a mirage. That is the reason why, in the last edition revised by the author, Amaurotum replaces the name “Mentirano”, used in the 1516 first edition.

The author faltered in the game of the names correlations (*nomina sunt numina*, as Max Müller uttered), but he bet on imagining Utopia at the limit of human perfection, without illusions and with subtle irony.

There are differences to the biblical Paradise. One of them touches us closely. The biblical Paradise was given to humanity as an open space to be cultivated. In it, the only point of reference was one Tree, planted in the centre (source of Wisdom that would be destined for a greater experience and could not be seized otherwise). The new Paradise, according to a built model (and meant to be continuously invented), is presented as a concluded space that everything is programmed by the power of an absolute Organizer (Utopus, the philosopher-king) that arranges and foresees all. It must certainly be a concluded place, as final step of a construction. However, not so closed that it will not accept being subject to judgment. Predicted as such, it forestalls itself only as perspective of a horizon. There is the risk of the wanderer, losing the reasons for enduring his effort until the end and focusing only in a single isolated part, missing the sense of the purpose, failing to assume his commitment with the construction as his own. The apocalyptic Angel will have to remind and free the wanderer from mistakes. There is also the risk that in the effort of constructing the pilgrim may believe that the rationality he admires is the one that may be imposed (the tyranny of intelligence or effectiveness are no less restrictive than weapons; any of them leads to death).

More’s speech acquires more acceptability as fiction approaches and differentiates the experience lived in the historical context (as the Anglian kingdom where Thomas More was living). The alternative is suggested with the smile of benevolent irony. It is legitimised by the lesson brought by an actor of an adventure validated by experience, Raphael Hythlodaeus. It does not lack the lesson of the past, obtained predominantly in Greek sources, then retrieved through erudition. We may do without either and will benefit from it only those of good will, inwardly free to be ready for permanent wandering. The prophet will eventually have to pay with his own life for daring to proclaim and be consistent in his convictions (as happened to More).
13. Utopia as an appeal

Anyway, it is inevitable the perplexity generated by utopias: Christian utopia itself, living from hope, is only rewarding for “who is capable of losing everything to have life” (Math 16, 25). Thomas More’s Utopia, which aims to oppose an ideal against experienced reality, is located in Nusquama, in Nowhere, a non-place, not as a vanishing point of every perspective (without having the arch supported in any known point) but as an instance of judgment.

Each follows a personal path during one’s pilgrimage. More sets himself in his own time and in the place where he fully undertakes his duties in the city of men. The Carthusian life seduces him, but also allows him to feel the attraction of the numinous parting from the kingdom of men. He does not even restrain himself from visiting the homeland of learning in his days: Italy. He deviates himself from the ancient Platonic utopia that still dependents on the dream of the golden age, lost in primordial times or in a lost Atlantis. Neither does he remain entangled in the images of a biblical Paradise - for reasons easily understood (doctrinal orthodoxy and respect for a sacredness the author does not discuss and gives him the assurance that the return will only be real through eschatology).

Set in his country and in his time, he judges behaviour with detachment and irony, and engages himself in the renewal of his City, focusing on the reform of habits and denouncing the manoeuvres of the law to curb excesses.

The ending of Utopia is quite meaningful:

... também me é fácil confessar que muitíssimas coisas há na terra da Utopia que gostaria de ver implantadas nas nossas cidades, em toda a verdade e não apenas em expectativa. (MORE 2006: 673; MORE 2009: 415)

[There are very many features in the Utopian commonwealth which it is easier for me to wish for in our country than to have any hope of seeing realised.](MORE 1965: 247)

Through dream, More intends to provoke a catharsis. Through fiction, he aims to determine the form. Through irony he leads humanity to plunge inside itself, to reform it, and then leading it outside, bring it back to a new dimension. He does not appeal to the supernatural as a way to solve human problems, neither those resulting from evil nor expression of limitations of human nature. He does not appeal to any theology either, although it would be easy to mention St. Augustine, as the thought of this son of Hippo was familiar to him, especially in the City of God, where the opposition of the “two cities” is obvious. More remains within the rationality of the means that the “cultural” man (based on the polyvalence of colo ) has at his disposal and which allow him to pass from “moving” freely to “inhabit” responsibly in order to achieve the cultivate/worship in plenitude, surpassing in every action what had been achieved in previous stage. His Utopia is a perennial appeal always open.
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Abstract

In *O Último Europeu 2284* [The Last European 2284] (2015), Miguel Real inserts into the fictional narrative both literary and philosophical theory. Thus, he abandons the historiographical metafiction and adopts the utopian novel structure. The rereading of the past gave way to a vision of the future - a Utopia (with dystopic touches) that turns out as an invention of the sensible (post)modern humanism. After a brief incursion into the history of literary Utopias beginning with Plato (2001; 2000), Thomas More (1965; 1978; 2009), Francis Bacon (2002; 2008), Jonathan Swift (2005), Aldous Huxley (2004; 2006), George Orwell (1998; 2004), J. V. Pina Martins (1989; 2005), the narrative reveals an (im)perfect society: Nova Europa [New Europe]. This New Europe is defined by an unrestrained technological progress, democratic crises, alienation, and the erasure of basic human features. The Headmaster, as a new Raphael Hythlodaeus, experiences a Utopia. After having suffered the attack from the Barbarians of the Westlands, The Headmaster sails to Azores to recreate the old European democracy. The last surviving European citizen and his work (a synecdoche of both Author and the novel *O Último Europeu*) by sharing with the islanders the tasks of repopulating the islands and restructuring its civilization, giving a testimony of an ethical responsibility for individual and collective freedom. The utopian “happy ending”, however, is not possible, because the American Technological Democracy reclaims the rights for the creation of another “brave new world”. Miguel Real’s utopian metafiction is marked by the reiterative historicism in the image of the repopulation of the Azorean Archipelago. This is a multifaceted novel, with a strong character, the brave Headmaster, possible avatar of a new King Sebastian and the “last European”.

Keywords: Historiographic Metafiction, Utopia vs dystopia, (post)modernity; democratic crises, ideas, beliefs and religions

1. Presenting the author

(Miguel Real’s brief bio-bibliographic sketch)

Miguel Real (Luis Martins’ literary pseudonym) was born in Lisbon in 1953. Graduated in Philosophy by Universidade de Lisboa, and later Master of Portuguese Studies by Universidade Aberta, where he presented a dissertation on Eduardo Lourenço. This dissertation was afterwards divided in two bio-bibliographic books (REAL 2003b; REAL
2007). His first novel, O Outro e o Mesmo, earned him the Prize Revelation in Fiction, awarded by APE/IPBL. From then onward he is known as writer of fiction and essays, and as philosophy teacher.

In 1998 Miguel Real won another award by APE/IPBL, this time for his literary essay Portugal; Ser e Representação (1998). Another important award was won in 2000, Prémio LER/Círculo de Leitores, to the book A visão de Túndalo por Eça de Queirós (REAL 2000).

In 2001, Miguel Real received a scholarship given by Centro Nacional de Cultura (Centre for National Culture), which allowed him to follow Father António Vieira itinerary through Brazil. The writer kept a diary he named Atlântico: a viagem e os escravos (REAL 2005b), as well as a “tribute”, recently published with Filomena Vieira (2015).

From 2003 onward, with the novel Memórias de Branca Dias (REAL 2003a), Miguel Real started writing separately novels and essays thus avoiding mixing philosophical and literary theory inside the fiction. In O Último Europeu, the author abandons this practice. Miguel Real’s novels fit into the concept of historiographic metafiction defined by Linda Hutcheon (1988). Therefore one can base critical analysis of most of Miguel Real’s novels using the concept that views modern historical novels as critical reinterpretations of the past.

One can consider that historiographic metafiction started, in Portugal, with Saramago’s O Levantado do Chão (1980) where fictional action takes place between “history and fiction” developing itself on a vast scenery displaying the life peasants in Alentejo, exhibiting a clear antifascist connotation.

After the publication of Saramago’s book, Portuguese writers had a new point of view for figures until then either marginalized or deleted from historical narratives. In O Último Europeu 2284, Miguel Real instead of focusing directly his fiction on present times or history, uses them as the foundations, focusing on the future, on ethical options, on political tendencies, on human divergences, on ethnic differences, on war and on cultural contradictions.

In 2005, Miguel Real published A Voz da Terra [The Earth’s Voice], a historical novel on Marquis of Pombal and the 1755 Earthquake. This novel was well received by both readers and critics. There he fictionalizes the historical transformation of Lisbon from a superstitious, naval, and imperial capital, that of the Discoveries - the city of Saint Anthony governed by the Voice from Heaven - to a bourgeois Lisbon, rational and geometrically rebuilt according to Marquis of Pombal’s planning. In the old Lisbon, image of Portugal, pullulating with black slaves, Moors, Galician, calhandreiras [washerwomen], colarejas [Lisbon market-women], artisans with their shops always opened, the workers of the dockyards in Ribeira das Naus, nobles, friars and priests surrounding the King, buying English flour, iron and coal, French fabrics and paying with golden doubloons mined in Brazil. In the New Lisbon reborn from the earthquake, under the control of Marquis of Pombal, pullulate the civil servants, the magistrates, the purveyors, the new public teachers, politicians and intellectuals educated under the Enlightenment philosophy.

The focus of Real’s narrative is the earthquake as it was lived by each of the characters in this remarkable historical novel: Júlio Telles Fernandes (known as Julinho), a wealthy Brazilian widower, secret messenger for the mascates [Brazilian wandering seller of jewels and fabrics], herald of Pernambuco’s independence, Father Malagrida, (burnt to death in an auto-de-fé in Rossio in 1761), Violante Dias (a Brazilian jewess who mysteriously disappears among the ruins), Miss Smith, daughter of the purveyor of the English trading-station in Lisbon. There is also the widow Passarinho who suffers from night ailment and the greedy canon, always seeking money and power.

After the earthquake, Lisbon’s social organization changed, as did the politics and the scientific academies, and the same happened to Julinho and to the younger Portuguese generations.

... learn French and laws, Descartes’
analytical geometry, Leibniz and Newton’s infinitesimal calculus would be taught for the first time in Portugal. Teachers were allowed to teach that the earth is a sphere, but planets’ orbits are elliptical, just as Kepler had proved two hundred years before [...]. Everything changed in less than ten years everything kept on changing. Lisbon spread itself, became geometrical, rational, industrial, learned how to read and write. Lisbon put on another skin, bourgeois, rich, European. But regardless of what skin she put on, she would never stop being faithful, rude, superstitious, the city of St. Anthony, homeland of jealousy, always sighing for an enlightened elite to guide her. (REAL 2005a: 364)

A Voz da Terra earned Miguel Real the Prémio Literário Fernando Namora 2006 [Literary Award Fernando Namora], one of the most prestigious Portuguese literary awards. The solid historical knowledge behind this historical novel is based on four excellent books: Lisboa Seiscentista (BRANCO 1990), Lisboa Pombalina e o Iluminismo (FRANÇA 1983), O Mal sobre a Terra; Uma História do Terramoto de Lisboa (PRIORE 2003) e A Vida Quotidiana em Portugal no Tempo do Terramoto (CHANTAL 1986). Equally important were paintings and images that inspired the author to describe Lisbon in the 17th century: “the characters, their expressions, the personality, and behaviour of Marquis of Pombal, as well as the bullfights, the attempted assassination of king D. José I, the sermons of Father Gabriel Malagrida in the streets of Lisbon after the earthquake, the auto-de-fé where Father Malagrida was executed and Violante Dias and the Knight of Oliveira burnt in effigies, the execution of the Marquis and Marquise of Távora, etc. All this information reveals a thorough research, uniting the historian’s labour and literary imagination of one of the best contemporary Portuguese writers. Simultaneously with the edition of A Voz da Terra, Miguel Real published the essay O Marquês de Pombal e a Cultura Portuguesa [Marquis of Pombal and Portuguese Culture] (2006b). By the end of the same year is published O Último Negreiro [The Last Slave Trader] (REAL 2006b) a novel focusing on the slave trader Francisco de Félix de Sousa, who lived in São Salvador da Bahia and in Ajudá, in Benin.

Miguel Real writing activities expand, regularly, from the areas of fiction and essays to writing textbooks on history, philosophy, cultural studies, as well as theatre adaptation, in collaboration with Filomena Oliveira. Since the year 2000, he has been writing regularly in the literary journal JL - Jornal de Letras, artes e ideias. He also took part in a radio program (“Um certo Olhar” in Antena 2), with other authors and critics.

Real’s opus magnum is the novel O Último Europeu 2284, simultaneously a novel and a philosophical essay “dedicated to Thomas More celebrating the 500 years of Utopia, 1516” (2015: 7), as can be read in one of the three dedications. In it, the reader finds a harsh portrait of modern societies and the dangers they engender. The historical metafictionality is achieved through the critic imagination of the future. The intellectual and biographical evolution of the main character and fictional author of a Chronic of New Europe is the narrative central focus. He may even be considered an alter ego of Miguel Real, who visited the Warsaw University during the celebration of the fortieth anniversary of Portuguese revolution, 25th April 2014.

2. Utopia, the essential motif of postmodern humanism

Written in Latin, More’s Utopia, according to José V. Pina Martins, is a fundamental book produced by the humanist movement and the text that instituted Thomas More as an undisputed Renaissance figure, in the sense of a promoter of the studia humanitatis and as a defender of civic rights.

More’s utopian society or new republic was inspired in Plato’s Republic, imagining that only a different place or island in the New World would be able to ensure a life different from that of the unfair polis. A place where citizens would cooperate, where intolerance and fanatics would be punished with exile and slavery, and where “owning nothing all were rich”. The human being is placed
at the centre of the world, holding his/her destiny in his/her hands. No one would be oppressed in the name of religion and the people was free to choose different beliefs and cults, all living in ecumenical harmony.

According to several historians, More was fascinated with the narratives of Amerigo Vespucci about the recent discovery of Fernando de Noronha Island, in 1503. More’s *Utopia* is divided in two parts. In the first there is the criticism to his contemporary way of life in the city of London; the second part, influenced by Plato’s *Republic*, presents and an alternative society.

However, More’s aim was not to defend the view of the Portuguese sailor Raphael Hythlodaeus and the utopian society as models, but to encourage the reader to exercise a critical reflection on both the positive and the negative aspects of the alternative society. The word Utopia, was created using two Greek radicals, one being a suffix of negation and *topos* meaning place: “no” *topos*, a place that does not exist, a nowhere. Moreover, this is an example of how More played with irony. From 1516 onward the word “utopia” became synonym for ideal society, though of impossible existence, or a generous idea, though unrealizable.

In *O Último Europeu 2284* Portuguese readers may find echoes of Agostinho da Silva’s philosophy, or a mythic V Empire Europe is looking for so that its citizens will not need to work, but might always be active.

Not to work but always be busy - the lemma of another philosopher, born in Portugal, when the nations and the languages were considered first priorities in the education of any citizen - this became one of our essential mottos for our collective living. (33)

In 2016, we celebrate the 500 years of More’s Utopia. This small book continues to be read, discussed, and interpreted. More’s imaginative and criticism model as well as the book’s message(s) still makes sense today. There are alternatives to the social-political world order being imposed. Just as the island of Utopia offered an antithetical society to the sixteenth century Europe. According to Pina Martins, More’s work is the product of “renaissance humanism”. I believe that *O Último Europeu 2284* is a novel-essay of contemporary humanism, being inspired in the same ideas of alterity in what concerns the concepts of citizenship, nationality, social organization, and philosophical message. The New Utopia is a project of social transformation and it represents crucial aspects of contemporary humanism. There is still the two-party division between the description of Old Europe, in which the first person narrator lived, and the New Europe that faces its definite decline in 2284. However, there is also the vision of a possible future Europe, an alternative society surviving in Azores, after the attack of Great Asia, which is destroyed by the cynical American Empire. There is food and houses for all, schools for the children, work, or activities that fulfil everybody’s needs, hospitals for the elderly and a kind teacher, former Headmaster:

I volunteer myself as teacher, Ancient word that designates the one who has the prior task of educating the new generations from the moment they are weaned. There are no fractions among us; we are not a fragmented society... (180)

Miguel Real’s contemporary humanism has its foundation on Thomas More’s Renaissance humanism. To have a better understanding of the ideas, structure and problems raised by the novel, one must make use of the basic concepts of utopias and utopianism.

Utopia has as common meaning the idea of an ideal, imaginary, and fantastic civilization. It may be centred in a city or in a whole world. It may be placed in the future or in the present. Either way in Real’s novel utopia is achieved through the succession of past memories that took place in the future. However, the time movement in the novel is not linear. Instead, there are several variations of present/past and future/present information.

Utopia may also be defined as a fantasy, a strong hope, a dream cherished for a very long time. In Real’s novel it is a dream that came true in the future (2294), with the building of a Base, a school, a community of new settlers and, at last, the conclusion and improvement.
of the Crónica da Criação e Extinção da Nova Europa (Chronicle of the creation and extinction of New Europe), concluded at Pico island, in Azores.

We performed a new colonization of the Island; a scientific colonization [...] after the Portuguese had done, in Ancient times, a human colonization, a geographical one, aiming only to people it. (197)

These narrative threads tie historical, utopian, and narrative time to the Island of Newest Europe (Ilha da Novíssima Europa). It is a new utopia, based on democratic principles, with the alternatives, freedom of expression, of reunion, and even the peculiar election of three new companions to replace the old Headmaster.

Each of the three [companions] does not represent a third of the whole Assembly, as if we were back to the Ancient proportional representation in use in the 20th century democracies, as if each were to represent a fraction of the whole, or a “part” of the whole... (180)

More’s Utopia has marks left by contemporary reality, but it is a fiction. More draws a very critical picture of his contemporary England [and Europe] in what concerns its society, political practises, economic structure, and religious acting. These are the true causes for promoting poverty, theft, and hunger. Book II is dedicated to describing the island of Utopia, its organization, and principles. The hero and traveller to Utopia, Raphael Hythlodaeus, as almost every word used throughout the narrative, is full of connotative meanings: while the name “Raphael” points to the Archangel who carried the divine cure for blindness, the name Hythlodaeus means he is an “expert in trifles” or “well-learned in nonsense” (MORE 1965: 301). The structure, the contradictions, the products of the imagination, they all place Utopia in the realm of ideas.

Several basic principles of the island of Utopia are part of our common heritage and goals western societies strive to maintain. In spite of the closeness and dictatorial practises, it was a democracy, with free access to education, respect for the law and the restrictions on private property did not deprive people of whatever they needed and avoided social inequalities.

Miguel Real breaks from this paradigm, as well as from the idea of an Old or a New Europe founded on the historical idea of creating a society completely communitarian, equalitarian and fair (2015: 41).

In the island of Utopia there is religious freedom, peace is privileged over war, this being used as a last resource but considered as contrary to human, social and common good. In The Last European, the Headmaster explains that:

Everything in Newest Europe flowed normally, according to the resources available, the basic needs already supplied and the desire to build the most advanced society one could from the technological point of view. (207)

It took Europeans two hundred years to build a new society, but it collapsed because the pre-historical barbarians, inhabitants of the Waste Lands, proved to be resistant and untameable (2015: 21)

Though not being the first text on the utopian ideal, More’s Utopia is the first of a long tradition of texts with a common origin: the proposal of alternative social projects. The first person narrator in The Last European, assuming the quality of vox populi, presents a somewhat naïve proposal of a new alternative social order unquestionably utopian:

We favour leisure, the pleasure of waking and being available, with nothing to do except what one decides to do, a delightful feeling of the existence of a time permanently empty, filled in a singular way each day, outcome of the wise and selected choice of our actions, which correspond intrinsically to our desires, even though being accomplished only mentally. (32)

Literary utopia, due to its narrative strategies (shared in Portugal by J. V. Pina Martins (1989) and Miguel Real) made possible, in the last five hundred years, the criticism of the authors’ contemporary society and the transmission of subversive messages, either in times of oppression, under totalitarian governments, or in the time of crises in parliamentary democracies. The latter situation made possible, in The
**Last European**, the fantasy of the destruction of the EU, threatened by terrorist attacks and migration crises. The “old Europeans”, according to the narrator are those that rule Europe nowadays and govern it as if it were a grocery. The “Neo Europeans”, according to the Headmaster, led a parasitical existence, surely as happy as useless and delightful.

To favour pleasure instead of work, that is one of our distinctive marks, and one Confucian Mandarins despise because either they ignore its sublime virtue, or due to their technological incapacity, their scientific backlog compared with New Europe. [...] We, the neo-Europeans, fulfil ourselves in the entertainment, free, without schedules nor any other end than the delight and relish achieved by the action itself, as making collections, as I do, since I am the main organizer and director of museums. (33)

The inhabitants of the Wastelands, regions out of the control of the Great Electronic Brain, kept outside the Clusters by the Security Green Thread (2015: 31), did not wait for the extermination of the neo-Europeans. Once the Security Green Thread was disabled, they invaded the New Europe and wildly attacked the neo-Europeans, as reported by the Headmaster:

Screams, the blasting of mechanical fire weapons, shrills of couples fornicating, the groans of the dying people, the sound of barbarian music, mainly produced by percussion, every sound arriving stiffly to my ears. (89)

The Headmaster’s mission is extraordinary: to rebuild a utopian world, two hundred years after the foundation of New Europe, now destroyed by the attacks performed by the Barbarians, after the destruction of the security mechanisms led by the totalitarian Mandarins, in the year 2284. The Newest Europe will be built in Pico Island, in Azores. However, this new utopia will be destroyed in 2299, exterminated this time by the “Democratic American Technocracy”.

In the end of *Utopia*, the fictional More tries to persuade Raphael Hythlodaeus to work as counsellor, but the wise mariner refuses, saying his opinion is too radical and he would not be listened. At the end of *O Último Europeu*, the Headmaster is one hundred and thirty years old. He had put an end to his mission of being Counsellor of the Pantocrates and recreating the Newest Europe. He is about to die after resurrecting the humanist Europe in a small island in Azores. His only friend is Jorge Tomás Evangelista, a descendant of the first Portuguese to live in the island, in the 16th century: Fernão Álvares Evangelista. What the Headmaster has to leave as legacy is the manuscript he wrote on paper and with a pen, telling the history of humanity and the remembrance of a European utopian democracy. The *Chronicle of New Europe*, entrusted to the daughter-in-law of the islander Jorge Tomás, will be a living legacy of “the last European citizen”, the only one who remained always faithful to the civilizational, cultural, and ethical principles of a humanist Europe.

However, *O Último Europeu 2284* is also a narrative on the process of writing a literary text. Therefore, it belongs to the long tradition of discursive dialogical novels, inviting the reader to take part in the discussion. This way, the narrative becomes an evidence that modernity is not over yet, idea defended by Jürgen Habermas, Zygmunt Bauman, Onésimo Teutônio Almeida and Miguel Real (ALMEIDA, RIBEIRO and REAL 2015).

3. **The fall of the myth of “a New Europe invincible by sea, earth or air”, or the not so admirable new world**

Maria de Fátima Marinho presents a study concerning the evolution of this contemporary epic subgenre, from Romanticism to the present, clarifying concepts, themes, and categories (MARINHO 1999). The Portuguese researcher starts her analysis with Georg Lukács’ *The Historical Novel* (LUKÁCS 1983), and then proceeds to the present Portuguese writers in whose novels one can find a new point of view that distinguishes them in what regards the debate, the re-reading, the commentary (sometimes ironical) of traditional historiographic discourse. This was
considered only as a starting point for the elaboration of a world simultaneously real and fictional: the novel. Following this reasoning, authors as Miguel Real, Fernando Campos, Pedro Almeida Vieira, Mário de Carvalho, Agustina Bessa-Luís, António Cândido Franco, and Carlos Alberto Machado all consider the past as a kind of legitimator of the present for they frequently imply the reconstruction of characters’ lives that have their counterpart in history. That is what happens, for instance, in Real’s novels depicting characters as King Sebastian, Queen Amélia, and Marquis of Pombal.

While contemporary historical novels display, each on its own way, an original form of reworking the past, integrating it in the present and playing with the need to contest it, the utopian novel invents a future and plays with the need of a feeling of belonging felt by the reader, the main character, or the first-person narrator. The imponderability of past time gives way to the philosophical invention of the future, in an attempt to denounce (or to exorcise) the present through a future that is perceived as a technological tyranny where all social systems and invented ideologies have already exhaust all their potentials.

O Último Europeu 2284 is a long and descriptive fictional essay (with soliloquies and personal commentaries produced by the main character) that questions the possibility of building a Utopia in the third millennium. Nowadays, after two world wars, the publication of Brave New World (HUXLEY 2004; 2006), exploring the theme of individual freedom versus State authoritarianism, and Nineteen Eighty Four (ORWELL 1998), every utopia must come accompanied by the description of a dystopia, and express the need for demanding a third route by inventing future universes. Maria do Rosário Monteiro expressed this idea.

For some time, dystopia and contemporary culture seemed to have decreed a death penalty on utopia, the eutopia, the promise of happiness. Fortunately, several writers found a middle way, a third route, or a compromising position. (2015: 281)

Miguel Real follows this third route. The long tradition of literary utopia still endures both the memory and practice of More’s Utopia, and of Bacon’s New Atlantis, the latter being the first scientific utopia. However, in O Último Europeu, there is also the construction of a phalanstery, an international community, harmonious and liberal as the one imagined by the French philosopher Charles Fourier. Miguel Real’s narrative echoes all these past literary and philosophical proposals, but there also echo some other contemporary literary utopias.

Using the long utopian tradition, Miguel Real mixed, shaped and recreated it to fictionalize the “Old” and the New Europe in a narrative that echoes More and Orwell. But the fictional Headmaster reminds readers (particularly Portuguese ones) of another first-person narrator, Miguel Marcos Hitlodeu, in Utopia III (PIÑA MARTINS 1989; 2005). The outcome of Real’s fictional and intertextual work is the daily portrait of a totalitarian and repressive regime, cherishing the memories of a still possible happiness, all this in the fateful year 2284, beginning of the narrative, ruled by futuristic prolepses and analepses.

Maybe tired of historical novel and readers and writers historiographic ignorance, Miguel Real took a temporary leave on his historical research and decided to jump to the future. Inspired by More’s Utopia, now celebrating 500 years. Therefore, sharing Maria do Rosário Monteiro opinion on More’s text defending it is “an open narrative avant la lettre” (MONTEIRO 2015), one may expand this to O Último Europeu. The last comments and the way the novel ends leave many questions unanswered, awaiting to continue the dialogue with the new Hythlodaeus and/or the new reader.

Every utopian narrative needs to be contextualized.

Every utopian text gains its full meaning when its reading is integrated in the political and cultural milieu that triggered it, for utopia presents implicit and explicit political differences meant as responses to the actual society the author lives in. Therefore, they become obvious targets for censorship. However, since the last quarter of the twentieth century, Portugal has become a democratic political system.
enjoying freedom of speech. (2015: 280)

Moreover, in the Portuguese context, utopian fictions are still very rare.

If censorship was the only reason for the scarcity of Portuguese utopias, the regained freedom of speech should have allowed for the development of Portuguese utopian literature, but unfortunately, it did not. (MONTEIRO 2015: 280)

Therefore, this paper has the intention of contributing to the study of the second utopian text written after 25 April 1974, the one that followed Utopia III (1989). Hence, its focus on the first-person narrator, the Headmaster, on his actions and ideas, in their implementation on an imagined future society, the endless search for a paradise on earth or a perfect democracy in Azores, pleading strongly for a humanist removal and the defence or European citizenship.

In O Último Europeu, he leaves the past that had been his field for many years, and creates a sinister vision of Europe divided in wastelands governed by martial clans that enslave starving populations, a “medieval” future. Among the wastelands, there is an isolated region that looks like a paradise amid hell, isolated due to highly advanced technology, a small enclave with only one hundred inhabitants called New Europe. Work was abolished and replaced by the activities each inhabitant chose according to his free will, aiming at the full development of the human being. Amusements, radical experiences, everything was allowed in a sort of virtual experience that all can accede and that leaves implanted in their brains the memories felt as being real.

The inhabitants of New Europe, connected to the Great Electronic Brain, give up their individuality to become a collective entity: there are no names, no birthdays. All citizens celebrate their birthday on the same day, a festivity that is meant to develop the notion of collective common good, to achieve kind of ethereal perfection in which all take part, without vanity or loftiness, enjoying stability, personal fulfilment, maintained through constant evolution and research.

Focusing on the egalitarian and utilitarian division of resources, as well as on the freedom of association that gives origin to different familiar models, life in New Europe elapses long and easily, in complete isolation from the other civilizations. Until Great Asia strikes.

In spite of all the evolution, this civilization is naïve in what concerns personal and collective military protection, placing their confidence on the protective shields, supported by the inexhaustible power of earth’s core. When Great Asia manages to disconnect that energy, New Europe is utterly defenceless.

Having eliminated their natural instincts of survival and self-preservation, the inhabitants cannot organize themselves to fight the Barbarians. They can but run, hide or be slaughtered.

Utopia or dystopia? This society is presented from a single point of view, that of the Headmaster. Therefore, it would be sufficient that one inhabitant might feel himself oppressed and this utopia would be a dystopia. However, for the inhabitants, New Europe is apparently a utopia. From the point of view of the reader, it might not be so. One can understand the way how instinctive behaviour are controlled, how conflict is minimized, but in this society there is no place for shared emotions or passions, the fuel that causes conflicts but also the one that promises intellectual and artistic evolution.

The New Europeans are peaceful, intelligent and rational in such a complete and superior way that they seem strange, maybe even plainly handicapped. This fictional future offers several choices, some possible within the concept of utopia, but some announcing dystopia, a dark warning about the future we are walking into, a tyrannical technocracy.

O Último Europeu portrays a civilization despising the self, a society based solely on the collective. Their main goal is the fulfilment of all possible individual desires, if and only if they never become a threat to common good. Nevertheless, to achieve such a rational perfection it was necessary to add an artificial
rationality (by introducing in each brain an electronic hyper-cortex), thus removing individual personality. Ironically, the inhabitants of this brave new world consider themselves as humanists. In fact, in this society that values freedom that freedom is under the control of a Great Brain, commanding, shaping, deciding.

The narrator of *O Último Europeu* is a Headmaster living in a small enclave surrounded by an enormous wasteland. In that small stronghold of peace, protected from the rest of the world, a group of scholars managed to build a perfect society, a bit cold, but whose inhabitants are provided for, free to desire and living a technological happiness. There are no problems, until the Great Asia, dealing with serious demographic problems decided to reclaim European territory to accommodate the exceeding Asians.

Founded in 2184\(^1\), New Europe was a paradise governed by advanced technology, a space without “religious or metaphysical beliefs, different visions of the world, without systems of ideas or ideologies” (REAL 2015: 54). There is no end for leisure, controlled reproduction, a Great Brain with its electronic and neurological nets controlling “every buildings, streets, shops, houses and individual minds” (REAL 2015: 45), along with the Protective Hyper-atomic Bubble, the “safeguard shield”(REAL 2015: 31).

In 2284 utopia ends and becomes a *locus horrendus*, with pillaging, poverty, slavery and the erasing of basic human features.

Armed and pompous barbarian hordes from Old Europe, incited by primitive drums, flags hoisted and the roar of scowling captains, encircle our citizens, orderly grouped in the squares and invade our Depositaries of Nutrition, searching for food, trying to dissolve the nutritive powder in water, exploding the hermetically pressurized boxes where we preserve our vegetables, greens and natural fruits intact. (2015: 45)\(^2\)

Mournful and powerless, the Headmaster observed the result of “the Old European Barbarian’s attacks, due to the prevalence of their reptilian and mammal brains impulses, controlling their behaviours” (2015: 38): men being tortured, women raped, New European corpses rotting in the streets, forming anarchic piles.

Without the connection to the Great Electronic Brain, [Neo-European citizens] can only register an existential memory, the remembrance of actions, behaviours, and reasoning that constitute the unit of our personal identity, our biography not seldom fictionalized from the virtual realization of our desires.(46)\(^3\)

This means that it becomes impossible for them the only capacity of dreaming that the New European had, based on technology and nanoscience. Their identities as well as their individual and collective freedom fall down. The utopian vision of a future Europe disintegrates itself. The Headmaster is “as all the Neo-Europeans, absolutely normal, born, integrated and grown up within the rectorial institutions of New Europe” \(^5\), later [became] Headmaster [one of the] two superior technical categories before the level of Pantocrate, this only accessible due to old age” (49) and unlike the inhabitants of Old Europe wastelands, he has neither mother nor father.

After the invasion of the Barbarians, the Asian Mandarin blocked the mega power centrals installed in Earth’s core, and reintroduced polygamy. The builders of New Europe “considered the monogamic family the most perverted institution of European civilization, spring of all educational, formative and existential perversions” (65), as well as the old “baseless myth of the existence of a permanent motherly instinct justification for the traditional family” (66). It is important to make note of the Headmaster’s complicity regarding the bureaucratic and technological mechanisms of New Europe.

Waiting for the eminent Asian attack, the Barbarians loot the shops, load their primitive trucks with their sack, sell the electronic equipment they find, for the Old Europeans live without electricity, starve, and pigeons, dogs and cats become the inhabitants food. Meanwhile in South America breaks the war between Brazil and Venezuela and three hundred million South-Americans are killed.
The Headmaster decides to dedicate all his energy to writing the *Chronicle of New Europe*, working night and day, sleepless, “because the writing of the book is crucial and its future survival even more” (78). It is as if the “last European” had a mission to accomplish, as a new King Sebastian, or a Marquis of Pombal, herald of science and progress in the midst of vilified crowds.

Relating the present and recording the past, this is the life of the Headmaster, simultaneously an apparatchik and a “golden citizen” of the technocratic system of New Europe. This imbues in *O Último Europeu*, a slight biographic nature, the new Raphael Hythlodaeus acting as former abettor, then as dissident and refugee of the new democratic technological utopia.

The narrative unveiling itself for the reader is an insurance for the future, always more utopian than dystopian, because it will be entrusted to a young girl, guardian of the History of New Europe, mother of neo-Europeans, married with a descendant of the first settlers in Pico Island. Apparently, utopia and dystopia, past and future join in a continuous fight against the American Empire. In the last scene, the dying Headmaster closes his eyes and “opened his heart to the truth”, imagining another utopia, post-future, post everything, sure there was no possible peaceful relationship between Americans and Europeans, for the latter would surely lose.

The chief technicians had concluded that the majority of the adolescents and adults Neo-Europeans would never be integrated in the American Empire, obeying scrupulously to every regulation. Due to their upbringing and personality, the Neo-Europeans become outcast citizens, contestants, disturbers of regulated normality, foundation of the Empire’s happiness. Their privileged past in New Europe, and as fighters for survival in Newest Europe indicated that the majority would rebel, continuously demanding new conditions of life, better scientific instruments, eventually better equipped laboratories, contact with universities and even, probably, demands of freedom and social equality. These demands would never be accepted by the Empire, which decided for them not a life as chief technicians, but a life as regular citizens. All evidence, assured by the best technicians in psychology, pointed to a scenario were the majority would become, eventually, a social problem; some, possibly stimulated by the difficulties, might become leaders of future regional insurrections [...].

Soldiers were ordered to kill - painlessly, assured me Jorge Tomás with an inadequate passion, raising the tone of his words - all the grown-ups and adolescents that boarded the military spacecraft. How they were killed, I do not know.

More than five hundred children would be delivered by the three militaries to an agency that would sell them to American families wishing to become parents without the sufferings of pregnancy and the worries of taking care of infants. They are white people families, said Jorge Tomás, comforting me. The children will be all right, he said, softening my pain, scared by me raising my hand placing it over my heart.

In the new family, the younger will easily forget the Newest Europe and they will become happy adults, according to regulations.

There was no point in keeping on living. I asked to be left alone. I was harsh. Leave me, I said.

I decided I would die that same day, at sunset, I, the last true European. Tomorrow I would not see the sun rising. (275-277)

This new (Portuguese, Azorean, someway dystopic) utopia was terminated by the American invasion. The time of discourse matching the time of the story, the year 2299, only in appearance resembles science fiction. *O Último Europeu* 2284 is an essay, with long narrative sections and many Headmaster’s ramblings, and this turns the novel into a philosophical reflection extremely present about what we can do now concerning our collective future. A novel/essay and an interesting utopian/dystopian philosophical dissertation, even if one does not agree with some cause/effect sequences or with the naiveté of the organization of some scenes. It is, for instance the case of The Flight, Azores, Moral Principles, The State of Nature, Jorge Tomás, Individual Identity, Formation of Families, Vegetarianism, etc. There are also disquieting diachronies in the working of the discourse in the future that become historical with intermittent
lapses.
A scientific and philosophical novel, *tout court*, the Headmaster as philosopher and leader of the surviving Europeans in Azores, forces us to ask some questions and look for some answers. Sometimes the plot is a bit weak, and this does not allow us to make a quick reading of *O Último Europeu*, because the exposition of the several aspects of European, Asian, American and Azorean civilizations is developed slowly, in detail, methodical, but easily understood.

Concluding, taking into account the values and the ancient historical references, the process of imagining the future on different layers seems much more important than the description of the past. In this novel, the future is extremely stimulating, since the references to the present (i.e. the time of the discourse) are vague, always overlapped by the biographical, scientific and technological innovation. The future promises what is new and has a romantic appeal, since it is a utopia deeply grounded on a social, political, and cultural analysis of the future.

As Vítor Aguiar e Silva states:

*According to some critics, the novel today, after so many and profound metamorphoses and adventures, suffers an undisputable crises, approaching its own decline and exhaustion. Regardless of the value of such prophecies, one fact remains undisputable: the novel endures the most important literary form, due to the expressive possibilities it offers the author and to the dissemination, and influence it has in the public.* (684)

Therefore, novels and essays based on utopianism had quite an important role during the 20th century, beginning with H. G. Wells’ *A Modern Utopia* (1905), one pioneer of science fiction, Lewis Mumford’s (1923; 2007), the already mentioned Huxley and Orwell’s novels, and more recently Herbert Marcuse’s *The End of Utopia*, Leopoldo Brizuela *Inglaterra, una fábula* (1999), and *L’ile des gauchers* de Alexandre Jardin (1995).

More recently, Joe Oliver published *Uniorder: Faça você mesmo o paraíso* (2014), based on More’s Utopia and modern technology.

These works are meta-utopians, for they are rational mental exercises on utopian thinking, and they try to validate utopia as a strategy for building a future society. Without being necessarily negative dystopias, each work mentioned above results from a re-evaluation of previous utopias and their actualization. The outcome is the increased value of utopia as strategy, still as valid, when imagining alternative forms of social organization.

*O Último Europeu 2284*, being simultaneously utopian and dystopian, addresses Europe inciting it to build a society where technology might allow a harmonious relationship between human beings and nature. May it ever be possible, with present technology to enlighten and free society, put an end to injustices and inequalities and the investment in future wars? Miguel Real does not seem pessimist, and his “old/new/ Europe” still has a future and some chances of survival as “classical Europe”, democratically governed and without the political interference from The Unites States of America.

### 4. The fictional author presents himself, or the theory of utopian novel

The critical assessment of *O Último Europeu* is guided by the utopian vision one has of the future, in actual Europe, and which gives birth to a new “construction” of historical novel (MEDEIROS 2015: 10). I believe this is a necessity in what concerns utopian novels, future vision of the future based on the same rules Linda Hutcheon established for the historiographic metafiction, but focusing in another direction, “for not all historical novels are historiographic metafiction” (MEDEIROS 2015: 11). In a utopian novel, the future is invented and commented on *a posteriori*. Meanwhile, contemporary historical novel presents a new point of view in what concerns either the winners’ history or the losers’. Therefore, there is clear difference between contemporary discourse and the narrative time - which is historicized in the Headmaster’s point of view and enunciation - and the previous futuristic
discourse in which the utopian historiographer relates events after the year 2284, until the moment he dies, in 2299.

The Headmaster’s metanarrative comments, his omnipresence, essence the future’s present and the future that becomes history, drawing nearer his writing to utopian metafiction, and this happens both in his narrative as in his *Chronicle of New Europe*, which ends his mission as kind of new King Sebastian.

In his typology of the novel, Vítor Manuel Aguiar e Silva, after having discussed the “novel of action or events” exemplifying if with Walter Scott and Alexandre Dumas’ historical novels, analysis another category: “the novel of character”.

[This] novel presents, typically, one exclusive main character, who the author draws and studies lengthily and according to which the whole novel evolves. Frequently this type of novel tends to subjectivity and a confessional tone as, for instance, in Goethe’s *Werther*, Benjamin Constant’s *Adolphe*, Lamartine’s *Raphael*, etc. Usually, the title I quite expressive as to the nature of the kind of novel, for it is, frequently, the main character’s name.

(2007: 685)

*O Último Europeu 2284* is very similar to the definition quoted above. The Headmaster is the character that structures the whole action; he is the commentator and the main character who coordinates the utopian repopulating of the Azorean island, repeating in a future time Portuguese History, almost as if it were an anachronic historical novel.

However, one cannot say that contemporary utopian novel emerged from a complete rupture between utopia and historical novel. The model set after Walter Scott and the other authors mentioned above was object of variations in time. Writers altered the way to describe the characters, the narrators, the place, and this brought about several transformations within the genre. Language became more concise and swift, and description became less dynamic. In Real’s novel, it is frequent to find that a long descriptive reference springs from the Headmaster’s intention to criticize, and not so much from the mere description of a place, of characters or of events.

5. For a new future Europe

After having dominated the world for three thousand years, and looking at the political and social situation of present day Europe, it seems it is on the route of decadence. It is possible that, in the next centuries, Europe will not have a central role, if it cannot stand, decidedly, as a defender of two base pillars: human and ecological rights. This is the role that is left to Europe in world policy. Technological and ideological supremacy lie elsewhere. After glancing at what goes on in the world, it is not hard to imagine what will await us all in the end. There is “Arab Spring”, ceaseless wars, nugatory waves, terrorism. In the name of protection and fighting that terrorism, we are conditioned daily, accepting to change our conception of individual and collective freedom. There is a soothing acceptance regarding the loss of privacy, there is a moral decline and the reintroduction of the concept of “holy war”. Our politicians and the media deal with all this lightly, even when facing pure evil and unruly consumerism.

We cannot foresee what will be the future of China, ruled by cold and cruel “mandarins”. Neither can we know what will become of the American Empire with their false “infantile curiosity”. These were metaphors used in the narrative to give weight to the plot and the narrative discourse.

Democracy either is living a profound crisis or became an impossibility, replaced by a modern utopia, that is, a dictatorship, apparently happy, controlled by faceless ferocious and technologically regulated societies.

The future is opened. We cannot just follow lightly. The flock mentality and the slave morality referred by Nietzsche must be replaced by an ethical responsibility for our actions, our words, our individual and collective political decisions.

*O Último Europeu 2284* is an excellent novel about our individual and collective freedom. It is a utopia because it offers a positive vision of human resilience,
personified in the Headmaster, who opposes a dictatorial civilization, technocratic, even if almost technologically perfect. This is governed by a hyper-rational elite, planned disregarding the principles of life and death, as a new folly exorcized centuries ago by Erasmus in the arguments exchanged with the master of Utopia, in 1516.

Miguel Real wants to point at some black holes that may mean the end of many European ideals that seemed to be the roots of western societies. A novel/essay startles and scares the reader, pursuing the analyses of Nova Teoria da Felicidade (REAL 2013), Nova Teoria do Mal (REAL 2012b), and of the suis generis return to Sebastianism (REAL 2014).

The author does not defend any solution, and neither do Old nor New Europe seem to be political and social models worth pursuing. He expects the reader to do his own thinking about the future and presents alternative sceneries. The reader, as “other” or “new” citizen - a “rectified” citizen, compared with the ignorant hero of Saramago’s Ensaio sobre a Lucidez (2004)- will have to vote carefully and his/her vote will decide who will govern in Europe and in the World and how happier society will be in the future. Choosing what the future will be like is everybody’s responsibility, following the road selected by the author in O Último Europeu 2284, the one that reaffirms the feeling of continuity of the plans of transformation started in Renaissance and followed thereafter.

The future of utopia is an open one, perhaps following the ideas of French philosopher Michel Maffesoli, who defends that today there are interstitial utopias, transformed in micro-utopias50. There are also individual utopias, referred by Gilles Lipovetsky, who believes it to be common, the existence of “individual utopias, resulting from the acknowledgment that collective transformation may result from the action of common people, building nets”51. All this may contribute for a utopian network connecting all the ideas of progress, in either technology or information theory - in the concept of analysis of social networks -, the history of empires past and present, human activity worldwide. All this may help us walk towards a possible, human, hopeful future, as our utopian reasoning can imagine, create, and produce.
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1 “Orgulhávamo-nos do amplo progresso realizado numa dezena de anos, dotados de um plano moral excelente e de um optimismo histórico muito sólido. [...] Prolongar e continuar a civilização dos nossos pais. Grande a responsabilidade, grande a vontade, óptimo o caminho percorrido”.

2 Eduardo Lourenço received the award Prémio Camões in 1996, among other prestigious awards acknowledging his exceptional contribution to Portuguese Culture.


4 “… aprendia francês e leis, a geometria analítica de Descartes, o cálculo infinitesimal de Leibniz e Newton seriam pela primeira vez ensinados em Portugal, os professores podiam ensinar que a terra era uma esfera, mas a órbita dos astros uma elipse, como Kepler descobriria havia duzentos anos [...]”, tudo mudara em menos de dez anos, tudo ia mudando, Lisboa espraiara-se, geométrizara-se, racionalizara-se, industrializara-se, alfabetizara-se, modernizara-se, Lisboa vestia outra pele, burguesa, argentina, européia, mas, qualquer que fosse a pele de que se vestisse, nunca deixaria de ser uma cidade crente, rude, supersticiosa, a cidade de S. António, pátria da inveja, sempre apanhando por uma elite iluminada que a vencia salvar.”


6 See Pina Martins’ Introductory study to the Portuguese critical edition of More’s Utopia (2006). In 1531, Henry VIII, wanting to marry Anne Boleyn, broke the kingdom’s relationship with the Catholic Church, due to Pope’s refusal to concede the divorce to his marriage to queen Catherine. Thomas More refused to acknowledge Henry VIII as head of the Anglican Church. Therefore, he was condemned to death, charged with treason, and beheaded in July 6, 1535. Pope Pio XI canonized Thomas More in 1935. In 2000, Pope John Paul II declared More “patron of statesmen and politicians”. Thomas More, diplomat and Chancellor to Henry VIII was a close friend of the eminent humanist and pedagogue Erasmus (1466-1536). It is attested that The Praise of Folly was written in London, while Erasmus was living at More’s home. It was discussed between them, that important reformist text presenting a violent criticism to both 16th century society and papacy (PINA MARTINS 2006).

7 “Não trabalhar, mas estar sempre ocupado — o lema de um outro filósofo, de origem portuguesa, quando as nações e as línguas eram consideradas realidades primeiras na educação de um cidadão —, tornou-se um dos lemas essenciais do nosso viver coletivo”.

8 “… ofereço-me como professor, palavra antiga que designa aquele que tem a seu cargo prioritário a educação das novas gerações a partir do tempo do desmanche”.

9 “… operámos uma segunda colonização da ilha, uma colonização científica [...] depois de os portugueses terem feito, nos primórdios, uma colonização humana, geográfica, apenas de povoamento.

10 “Não que cada um dos três represente um terço da Assembleia, como se regressásemos à antiquíssima representação proporcional própria das democracias do século XX, como se cada um figurasse uma fração do todo, ou uma “parte” do todo. Não existem fracções entre nós, não somos uma sociedade fragmentada...”.

11 “Tudo na Novíssima Europa corria normalmente, Segundo os recursos possíveis, as necessidades básicas que já tínhamos suprido e os desejos de construção de uma sociedade o mais avançada possível do ponto de vista tecnológico”.

12 “Privilegiamos o ócio, o prazer de acordar e estar disponível, nada ter que fazer senão o que se decidir fazer, a sensação de que a existência de tempo permanente faz a vida de um modo singular em cada dia, produto de uma escolha. A seleção e a reflexão dos nossas acções, que correspondem internamente aos nossos desejos, mesmo que realizados mentalmente”.

13 “Privilegiasmos o prazer em detrimento do trabalho, eis uma das nossas divisas, que os Mandarins confucionistas desprezam tanto por desconhecerem a sua excelsa virtude como por incapacidade tecnológica, por atraso científico face à Nova Europa. [...] Nós, os neo-europeus, realizamos-nos pelo prazer lúdico, livre, sem horário nem outra finalidade senão o deleite e o gosto usufruídos pela própria acção, como fazer colecções, como é o meu caso enquanto alto organizador e dirigente de
The Clusters are nameless cities, rebuilt in some European countries after the 2084 Great Hunger. This calamity led to the “desertion of the old cities, some with more than 20 million inhabitants, several divided in districts lacking electricity and potable water, decadent, unorganized, with minimal education and health facilities, controlled by monopolies belonging to clans. Most of the dead were thrown to dunghills, with no burials, only burnt bodies raised into pyres among the garbage”. [... abando no das velhas cidades, algumas com cerca de 20 milhões de habitantes, muitas divididas em bairros sem abastecimento de electricidade e água canalizada, decadentes, desorganizadas, com reduzidos serviços educativos e hospitalares, cobrados por empresas monopolistas pertencentes aos clãs, a maioria dos mortos atirados para monturos, sem enterro, simplesmente corpos queimados levantados em pira no sítio do lixo… (2015: 39)]. Among the Clusters, the Ancient Lisbon had been one of the poorest cities of the continent. In the oriental part of the European continent, “there was Ancient Poland, a country that in the past had been continuously martyred by invasions from its Russian and German neighbours. [... a antiga Polónia, país outrora martirizado por permanentes invasões dos seus vizinhos Russos e Alemães. (2015: 11)].

“Cities once prosperous and magnificent, as Bogotá, Caracas, Buenos Aires, La Paz, Quito, São Paulo were nowadays radioactive ruins inhabited by decayed people, moribund, burdened with genetic malformations.” [Cidades outrora florescentes e monumentais, como Bogotá, Caracas, Buenos Aires, La Paz, São Paulo, eram hoje ruínas radioactivas habitadas por povos destruídos, moribundos, carregados de malformações genéticas. (2015: 110)].

15 “Gritos, estampidos de armas mecânicas de fogo, guinchos de casais fornecedores, gemidos de moribundos, toadas de música bárbara, assente na percepção, tudo chegava amortecido aos meus ouvidos”.

16 Carlos Alberto Machado’s novel Hipopótamos em Delagoa Bay [Hippopotamuses in Delagoa Bay] (MACHADO 2013) can be included in the mainstream of Portuguese postcolonial prose, as well as contemporary historical hybrid writing. The plot presents the anti-epic saga of the Quaresma family, telling the story of Portuguese immigrants in Mozambique. Living in Africa since the second half of the 19th century, their story is told through the prism of the Portuguese Carnation Revolution (1974), the liberation of Mozambique (1975) and the development of democracy in Portugal and Africa (or rather a credible, but unfortunate side of the phenomenon) up to the present moment of the fictional narration (c. 2010). As the protagonists feel feeble, menaced by the British and Dutch, uncertain in their relations with the Portuguese Metropolis and their new, African homeland, their mixed identity has not yet been fully expressed and leads to an inner conflict, social exclusion, and personal dramas. The novel can be read as a heterogenic, fragmentary, and hallucinatory Black Lusophone memoir (KALEWSKA 2015: 148).


18 Some critics consider Bacon’s New Atlantis as the foundation of another literary genre, quite close to the contemporary: science fiction. Another possible ramification would be a satirical utopia, as, for instance, Swift’s The Voyages of Gulliver. Memoirs of Planets, written by Thomas Northmore (1795) presents a positive utopian perspective of a government that achieves the status of utopia, or ucronia, a future of general happiness.

Fourier’s idea was that communities should be able to achieve total cooperation and self-sufficiency. Some practical experiences were carried on based on Fourier’s ideas: the phalanstery of Sai (1841), in Santa Catarina (Brazil), and the Cecilia Colony (1890), in Paraná (Brazil). The same happened with La Réunion (1855), in Texas, and North American Phalanx (1841), in New Jersey (USA). Marx, in The Communist Manifesto (1848), criticized capitalism and called the attention of the so-called “communists” to avoid “the savage socialism” fearing the natural “market capitalism” since there was the danger of falling into a reproachable utopia (this was proved by the political, social and economic practices in Eastern Europe, 1945-1989). William Morris, in News from Nowhere (1995) still believed in a revolution that would abolish all forms of private property, which would free the human being and give him a more solidary kind of life. Among the dystopias, one can refer the narratives of such authors as H. G. Wells, Orwell, or Zamyatin (1924). During the twentieth century 60s and 70s there was a renewal utopian practice informed by feminism and ecology. Belong to this period the novels Ecotopia (CALLENBACH 1975), Woman on the edge of Time (PIERCY 1976) (Fátima Vieira, apud (COELHO 2016). 20 However, in the last quarter of the twentieth century, almost at the eve of the second millennium, an important Portuguese
Utopia was published: *Utopia III*, written by Pina Martins (1998). This long novel is structured as being the sequel of More’s *Utopia*, presenting the history and actual status of the mother of all literary utopias.

The question at the basis of the whole novel is, “What would More’s *Utopia* be like today?” (2015: 278).

21 “De facto, a História, a verdadeira História, só se iniciou em 2184, quando o homem se libertou definitivamente da sua animalidade, da recordação do cheiro e do sabor do sangue, do gosto da carne, crua ou cozinhada” [In fact, History, the true History, began only in 2184, when men freed himself definitely from his animalism, from the memory of the smell and taste of blood, the taste of meat either raw or cooked] (REAL 2015: 55).

22 “Hordas bárbaras armadas e aparatosas da Velha Europa, acicatadas por tambores primitivos, bandeiras hasteadas e brados dos chefes façanhudos, cercam os nossos cidadãos nas praças e invadem os nossos Depósitos Alimentícios, buscando comida, tentando dissolver o pó alimentício em água, fazendo explodir as caixas herméticas pressurizadas onde conservamos os legumes, vegetais e frutos naturais intactos”.

23 “Sem a conexão ao Grande Cérebro Electrónico, registamos apenas uma memória existencial, a recordação das acções, comportamentos e raciocínios que constituem a unidade da nossa identidade pessoal, a nossa biografia, não raro ficcionada a partir da realização virtual dos nossos desejos”.

24 “Os técnicos superiores tinham concluído que a maioria dos neo-europeus e adolescentes nunca se integrariam no Império Americano cumprindo escrupulosamente os regulamentos. Devido à sua formação e à sua personalidade, os neo-europeus tornar-se-iam cidadãos marginais, seres contestatários, perturbadores da normalidade regulamentar, fundamento da felicidade do Império. O seu passado privilegiado na Nova europa e de batalhadores pela sobrevivência na Novíssima Europa apontava para que a maioria se revoltasse, exigindo continuamente novas condições de vida, melhores instrumentos científicos, porventura laboratórios mais bem equipados, contactos com universidades e, até, quem sabe, condições de liberdade e de igualdade sociais - exigências não aceites pelo Império, que para eles estipulara, não uma vida de técnicos superiores, mas uma vida de cidadãos normais. Com evidência, garantida pelos melhores técnicos de psicologia do império, a maioria tornar-se-ia, a breve ou a longo trecho, um problema social, quia alguns, estimulados pelos obstáculos, poderiam tornar-se líderes de futuras revoltas regionais. [...] Os militares foram encarregados de matar - sem dor, garantiu Jorge Tomás com força desproporcionada, subindo o tom das palavras - todos os adultos e adolescentes levados na nave militar. Como foram mortos, não sei. O mais de meio milhar de crianças seria entregue pelos três militares a uma agência, que as venderia a famílias americanas que desejavam ser pais sem o sofrimento da gravidez e as preocupações do tratamento de um bebê. São famílias brancas, disse Jorge Tomás, consolando-me. As crianças ficarão bem, disse, mitigando-me a dor, assustado com a mão que eu levara ao coração.

Na nova família, os mais pequenos esquecerão definitivamente a Novíssima Europa e serão adultos felizes segundo os regulamentos. Não valia a pena continuar a viver. Pedi para ficar só, fui impestivo. Morreria nesse dia ao poente, decidi, eu, o último verdadeiro europeu. Amanhã já não veria o sol nascer”.
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Abstract
A person, naturally creative, lives of utopias. Architecture is a way for humans to manifest their creativity, motivation, their life and make those utopias possible. In moments of strong urban development, people sometimes desire the restraint of country life. This way of living materializes the ideal of the relation between people and their origins. In these moments, throughout architectural history, expressions of this kind of utopia appear - the villas.

Although their formal and artistic variety being product of centuries, the Villa is always the result of the owner’s will for villeggiatura, for contact with nature and the leisure activities associated to it. These drives are present in the architecture of the Villas, which expands beyond the main building, includes leisure structures, gardens, and similar buildings. Beyond leisure purposes, the Villa is also equally apt for agricultural purposes, potentiating land resources.

The villa project, over centuries of evolution and adaptation, transcends architecture itself and equally transforms its surroundings, by making architecture, gardens and nature a single unit, an entity in symbiosis - the maximum expression of the utopia of country life.

Keywords: Villa, Landscape, Utopia, Country, Garden

1. Utopia
Humans, being naturally rational and producers of cultural artefacts, build their own reality through architecture. Although being a projection, this reality does not always correspond to the ideal of functional and aesthetic perfection. Unable to fix continually the world where they live in, humans create Utopias.

Utopia, a word built from the Greek language, means “no place”. Therefore, Utopia refers to a non-existent place in the real world, a fantasy created by a person to express an ideal world, place, or society.

1.1. The Garden
The garden has always been conceived, throughout social and architectural history, as representation of paradise, the perfection of nature opposite to human imperfection.

The image of walled garden has thus always been the setting for man’s longed-for victory over human frailty and imperfection.” (SCHRÖER, p. 9)

This myth of a harmonious location gave rise to the Persian word pairi-dae’za meaning “walled” etymological origin of the word “paradise” (SCHRÖER, p. 9).

According to ancient myths, the garden enclosed by walls, with a tree or a fountain in the Centre and four “rivers” is the archetype of paradise on Earth and the place of Man’s origin, where he lived in peace, freedom and harmony, protected from the imperfection of the outside world - The Garden of Eden.

This archetype, described in the arts, is the basis of the hortus conclusus, a concept of an ideal and built nature. This model has been continuously recreated in architecture, giving origin, for instance, to the medieval cloister. Another reference to the garden and nature as Edenic places is found, for instance, in Virgil. The author idealized an earthly paradise - Arcadia - where its inhabitants lived in harmony with nature and its elements, a locus amoenus where they can find peace, love, and the feeling of freedom away from the harmful outside world (SCHRÖER). This myth, unlike the Garden of Eden, has an exact location in the Hellenic peninsula.
Unlike Eden’s Garden that belongs to mythology, Arcadia is the product of 1st century BC artistic culture. On the slopes of Arcadia, there were architectural and hydraulic structures that would provide leisure. The activities of its users, reported over the centuries in painting and literature, are related to the pleasure and the delight, including caves, ruins, and small temples (SCHRÖER, p. 11). Despite its literary origin in the first century BC, Arcadia was recovered as reference and reflection of garden architecture since the Renaissance, and more clearly during Baroque. In the 15th century, Jacobo Sannazaro reuses the theme of Arcadia in his literary work.

The garden - walled or not - represents the desire of paradise on earth, of reconciliation and contact with nature. This does not appear in the projected garden, in its pure and natural state. It is a humanized nature, moulded according to a person’s will and his/her idea of paradise, culminating in the sculpture of green elements - *Buxus* gardens. Contrary to nature in its pure state - the forests - gardens offer proximity to nature but, simultaneously, outward-facing security which is accordance with the myth of paradise. In cultural, and architecture the garden is considered, until the Renaissance, as an autonomous entity, with specific mythic significance.

### 1.2. The ideal of villeggiatura

Humans, dependent on the culture and the society, are a product of the city. Urban life and growth had some high moments in the history of architecture. Despite being the birthplace of culture, art, and architecture, the city was, in these golden periods, also linked to accelerated rhythms, diseases, and confusion. Therefore, it gave birth to the craving for a more peaceful and healthier life, associated with the country, as opposed to the city.

Country life combines also the possibility of leisure, like walking, horse riding, hunting, among others, as well as, more rarely, agricultural work.

There were several authors throughout the history of architecture that report the benefits of interaction with countryside, including Pliny, Vitruvius, Petrarch, and Alberti.

The utopia of life in the country grew, portrayed in a house amidst a rural territory, reflecting the culture and taste of its owner and it is associated to the surroundings and nature through gardens and outdoor spaces.

### 2. The realization of Utopia

Humans, creators of myths and utopias, use architecture to materialize them. The utopia of a peaceful country life is registered since Roman Empire. In several moments in history, this utopia came linked to a large urban growth (Ancient Rome, Renaissance, and Industrial Revolution). The city’s image, birthplace of commerce and industry, begins to be speckled by the frenetic pace but also by plagues and severe
sanitary problems. These practical reasons lead the wealthier classes to search for the country for seasonal periods of rest, associated with practices related to nature - hiking, hunting, etc.

2.1. The country house archetype

The country house, an ancient architectural type and the foundation of the exploitation of resources in rural areas - agriculture and livestock - is in its genesis, based on very simple and modest volumes. The implementation is related to its function and, therefore, it is necessarily close to farmland and waterways to ensure land fertility. The construction of the complex follows topographic shape, acting as an organic entity, integrating land. In addition to the topography, the building is also exposed to weather conditions; therefore, it is constructed to take advantage from them. (PIRES)

This way country house, as a minimum entity in farmland, is structured according to very simple and modest shapes and volumes, according to the principle of fulfillment of their functions - agricultural, storage, production, etc. There are no superfluous or decorative elements, expression of a culture or an artistic movement, attempt to achieve any myth or utopia.

However, with the evolution of society and urban environment in different historical periods, the country house comes to be seen as having further potential.

2.2. The roman villa

The villa culture arises associated with a time of intensive urban growth, during which the high social classes look for the quiet, healthy life associated with the countryside. That happened in Western culture during the apogee of the Roman Empire.

Initially, the villa, in suburban territory, was merely used for support and farming work, a way to increase the profits of their owners.

With the evolution of the city and the utopia of country life, the concept of villa entirely dedicated to the farm was blurred. At the height of the Roman Empire, the noble classes built their own villas in suburban territory for their pleasure and entertainment. The purely agricultural villa remained. Their owners lived there permanently and dedicated themselves to its exploitation. Unlike the new emerging class, they did not share the villa ideology as a social and villeggiatura stage.

Villas gained a more classical architectural style, the result of merging the culture with contemporary architectural and decorative elements. These buildings were classified as suburban or maritime villas according to their location and profit.

The change of mentality has reflect in the architecture of these suburban buildings. The farming villa concept, with compact and simple shapes, is transformed gradually into a new villa, with more dispersed volumetry (ACKERMAN), according to the topography of land and its natural resources.

To fulfil its ideological mission the villa must interact in some way with trees, rocks and fields... (ACKERMAN, p. 22)

However, the association with pre-existing elements exits in both types of villas dedicated to leisure: in the suburban villas integrating the main building and associated structures in the slopes, massive plants, waterways, etc.; in the maritime villas recreational structures - galleries, observatories - are structured and distributed along the water line, overlooking the coast or the bays (Naples).

Accompanying this evolution, there is also progress in the compositional elements.

The change of culture is reflected in the main building volumes - from compact (influence of the city) to disperse (related with the country) - and there are new elements of relationship between entities - gantries, recreational...
structures, terraces, etc. (PIRES).
The architectural elements of the main building show the relation with the outside. While the cubic villa has, in many situations, large balconies with porches - loggias -, dispersed villa may have structures such as gantries, galleries, gazebos, etc.
Despite the distinction between rustic villa and recreational villa, it is common the existence of hybrid cases (ACKERMAN), where the functions of recreation and farming coexist. In these cases, the building house of the noble family adopts a relevant imbedding into the farming complex. The two complexes may either be completely independent or articulated (Villa San Rocco and Villa Settefinestre).
This knowledge is the outcome of either archaeological discoveries or the product of literary texts.

Fig. 3: Villa Settefinestre. ACKERMAN, James. The Villa: Form and Ideology of Country Houses. 1st ed. London: Thames and Hudson, 1990. p. 47, fig. 2.5.

The only Roman architecture treaty that survived until today was Vitruvius’s De Architectura (circa A.D. 27). However, regarding the villa architecture, the author only refers aspects of its implantation and the arrangement of component parts.

The owners of villas with both functions are usually more involved in agricultural labours and they spend more time in the field - they do not share the ideology of the villa as a refuge but as a resource.

Those who share it, normally own a suburban villa where they live temporarily or even seasonally and without agricultural involvement. There may be specific yields, such as vines, but these productions do not depend on its owner. The villas dedicated to leisure had recreational structures that allowed a visual experience of the landscape and decorative elements - like murals on the walls of gardens. This expresses the utopian desire of relationship with nature and country life (not a physical relationship).
The villa concept was devastated by the fall of the Roman Empire and the implementation of the Feudal System. This era, based on farms, generates city and urban culture depreciation. In the absence or scarcity of urban life, there is no urge to dwell in the countryside. Thus, there is no record of the construction or usufruct of villas until the Renaissance.

2.3. The Italian Renaissance
The villa

From the fifteenth century on, with Italian Renaissance gaining a new impulse with the humanists, there was a return to the city, the arts, and consequently the villa culture, as refuge of cosmopolitan life. Thus, new buildings begin to emerge in suburban areas of large contemporary cities such as Rome, Venice, but specially Florence.

One of the principles of Humanism was based on the reinterpretation of classical culture, a symbol of a past apogee. However, as there were no surviving physical models for analysis and comparison, the great humanist nobles resorted to the classical literary sources so that through them they could establish a composition model for this architectural type.

The villa culture as myth is recovered through Virgil’s Arcadia, and his references to a perfect existence associated with country life, opposing the fast pace of business, politics, industry, and the city in general.

Despite based on the work of Virgilio (1st century. B.C.), and Petrarch (sec. XIV), the concept of villa lacked physical and concrete architecture, implantation and composition descriptions, given the absence of real inspirational models.
Thus, Renaissance Villas are based on Leon Battista Alberti’s De Re Aedificatoria (written from 1443 to 1452). Alberti refers the importance of linking architecture and nature as a whole and emphasizes the importance of the gardens. These should be designed, together with the architectural construction, based on natural and cosmic proportions that guarantee the beauty of the outcome.

One must also highlight the work of Francesco Colonna’s Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (1499). Although it is a novel, it describes the ideal garden according to the culture of this period.

Through these two works, it is clear the importance of the garden as a component and vital element of architecture itself and of the villa culture. The garden, consisting mainly of plants, is a reflection of the nature shaped by human endeavour (PIRES, p. 24).

The garden, composed of buxus, was walled - still a medieval influence of hortus conclusus - and close to the main house, so that from it the area could be contemplated. With the evolution of architectural constructions and the increasing the sense of security, the formal garden adopts new settings and delimitations. It evolves, as architecture does, depending on the artistic culture of the time. It is easy to note the increasing existence of landscape and architectural elements that refer to the myth of perfect garden - caves, nymphaion, waterfalls, etc. This becomes particularly clear during the baroque.

However, there are other elements peculiar to the Renaissance villa, as vineyards and orchards. These, in addition to contributing to the economic viability of the property, also played a part on the land segmentation and in particular the orchards; they added the fragrant component to the enjoyment of the gardens.

Another element present in the composition of outdoor spaces is, progressively, the woods. While the gardens represent the “safe” nature, tamed by man through geometric shapes, axes and architectural elements, the woods are nature in its pure state, not shaped by people. Here they could engage in activities outside the domestic sphere as horseback riding and hunting.

The construction of Renaissance villa occurs mainly on the slopes oriented to the city. This location choice is used systematically in the Medici villas around Florence. Factors such as the existence of watercourses and plant masses were also considered, as they would bring an aesthetic appreciation and framing the set. Given the slope structure, the grounds were levelled creating platforms and terraces to maximize the construction and garden areas but also to demonstrate the power of the individual over nature, subduing her to his ideals and wills.

Both house and gardens, sited on the terraces, were subject to a prior plan, based on geometry, axes, and proportions, to achieve the cosmic order advocated by Alberti.

Despite all the restrictions, house, garden, and landscape were considered as a single entity, formed by various organisms in perfect symbiosis.

In what concerns the architecture of the house, the decline of feudalism and of the insecurity feeling, promote changes in formal architectural elements.

The boundaries of the property ceased to be built as walls, which increased and promoted the contact between the main house and the outside.

The Renaissance own language, consequence of a reinterpretation of
classical culture, determined the change of compositional elements. The slain won greater dimensions and a new function - open contact with the gardens, orchards, woods, and countryside.

The mastery of perspective contributed to a new relationship between the house and the garden, making use of the sensation of depth, promoting the contact with the architecture backdrop - the landscape.

2.4. The exportation of the villa culture

The villa culture had such repercussions in the Renaissance that it was imported by other countries, Portugal being one of them. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, given the commercial contacts between Portugal and the Italian Republics, as well as the cultural exchanges, the noble class and some Portuguese-speaking architects had contact with this type of architecture, adapting it to Portuguese geography, scale, and purpose. It was born Quinta de Recreio.

Fig. 5: Quinta dos Marqueses de Fronteira, Lisbon, Portugal

The villa culture and the taste for classical architecture were also imported by other European countries at different moments. It is noteworthy in England, the Palladianism in the eighteenth century, where, besides the architectural style based on the Palladian villas, the gardens are punctuated by small recreational and pleasure structures - temples, waterfalls, gazebos, among others.

Treasuring the ideal of life in the countryside, there is even mention to the pictorial movement, between the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Their fundaments are the Romantic landscape painting. This movement, more aesthetic than architectural, advocated a deliberate organics of the buildings, so that they could be integrated into the landscape and surrounding natural elements. This longing for the symbiosis between building and environment, through architectural and/or vegetable elements, gives origin to a new profession - the landscape architect.

3. Conclusion

The villa, more than a utopia of the simple life in the countryside with its main advantages - escape from the frantic life and the plagues in the cities - it is a physical and actual architectural model. It embodies the country house ideal, where it is possible to rest and enjoy leisure and recreation activities associated with nature. It can also be associated with an agricultural component that ensures the property economic viability. The villa, despite its typological developments and variants, always represents the wish of symbiosis between human beings, architecture, and landscape. This symbiosis is ensured by architecture, with elements such as loggias and gantries, which allow the enjoyment of the house, gardens, and the landscape. Beside the architecture of the house, also the planned gardens ensure a harmonious transition between architecture and nature. The moulded vegetable elements, architecture, landscape, and hydraulic structures guarantee the aesthetic value of the complex and the enjoyment of nature by its owner. Finally, landscape is the last compositional element of the villa, vital for its implementation. Landscape is the basis of the villa's location, structure, and building.

The villa, with the buildings and its gardens, changes paradisiacal country life from mere utopia to an attainable and civilized reality.
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Abstract
In the second half of the XV century and throughout the XVI century Europe went through the revival of the Arts and a renewed interest in human activities that will be known as Humanism in its initial stage, Renaissance as the middle phase and Mannerism in its final stage. “The Renaissance civilization” spread throughout the Italian peninsula, especially in central and northern cities, both big and small.
During the same period, the armies saw the introduction of new equipment, such as the use of gunpowder, which in turn caused the functional and formal reassessment of defensive architecture. Outposts, fortresses, and cities are redesigned to adapt to the presence of cannons and culverins that influenced the physical layout of defensive architecture.

In central Italy and in the Po plain, we meet the military works of the great architects of the time, among them, Francesco di Giorgio Martini and Michele Sanmicheli, but also the theoretical writings and drawings by Antonio Averlino, Cesare Cesariano, Pietro Cataneo, and Daniele Barbaro.

The architects mentioned above, who were at the service of the city-states, the lords, and the Republics of the time, plan and design the defence of the city but also the ideal city with its perfect geometric lines, leaving us with many testimonies of the rich and prolific era of experimentation and invention. In 1593, Giulio Savorgnan will the first Star shaped Fortress City, based in the Friuli Plain, Palma Nova, bringing to fruition the dream of ideal harmony using perfect geometrical shapes which will be reused through the century. This city will have great influence over all Europe.

The description of some military constructions made according to the new geometrical shapes, will allow us to understand the origins, development and architectural features of these buildings that incorporate technical defence, offensive force and the harmonic proportions of the reborn Vitruvian architecture also intended as a symbolic representation of the strength of political power.

Keywords: Military Architecture, Renaissance Geometry, Science of Fortification, Territory and Landscape

1. The origins: Francesco di Giorgio Martini in the Urbino territories

In the second half of the XV century a civilization characterized by the presence of City-States which extended their force-based domain on neighbouring territories, develops in the mountainous regions of central Italy and in the northern plains. It is for this reason that they are studied and military constructions are developed in defence of the civil buildings functioning as military support and control of the territory.

Emblematic in the case is the story of Architect Francesco di Giorgio Martini who was initially formed as a painter at the court of Federico da Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino, and then became involved in sculpting, civil, and military
architecture and the Art of War.

He belongs to that host of marvellous Renaissance artists, who’s genius seems to know no limits to its expansion, and by who’s work transformed not only marble and bronze but also wood, clay and even papermache, were into precious material."

Francesco di Giorgio participates in the construction of the new defensive structures adapting them to resist the new firearms. The walls become tilted at the base and thicker. He introduces new flanking structures such as the “Rivellino” and the “Capannato” or “Casamatta”.

Similarly, the “Rocca di Sassocorvaro” (1476-1478) has a similar but more compact layout, given the location of the inhabited centre, which is within.

In the Fortress of Ostia (1483-1486), attributed to both Martini and Giuliano da Sangallo, the design is in the form of an equilateral triangle, which has two circular bastions at the top and a triangular one. In the fort’s layout we find the equilateral triangle and the square, both perfect shapes and symmetrical, but - in Sassocorvaro- a reference to zoomorphic shapes, in this case a turtle, with symbolic functions of defensive force and longevity.

In the “Rocca di Sassofeltrio” (1478-1480) the square layout is characterized on one side by a central polygonal Ravelin, located between two angular circular bastions along a curtain, while on the opposite side, in the middle, we find a pentagonal tower.

Fig. 1 Rocca of Sassofeltrio ROCCHI E., 1900)

In the designs of the Magliabechiano Code, found in Florence, he uses anthropomorphic shapes as outlining tracks to the fort's geometry adapting the shapes to the needs of the contemporary military technique, but also practically to the site’s topographic characteristics.

The form of the old wall was represented in the “Good government allegory” painted in Siena by Ambrogio Lorenzetti.

This image of the medieval city when compared with the work of Francesco di Giorgio allows us to comprehend the revolutionary magnitude of these new shapes.

In the “Rocca di Sassofeltrio” (1478-1480) the square layout is characterized on one side by a central polygonal Ravelin, located between two angular circular bastions along a curtain, while on the opposite side, in the middle, we find a pentagonal tower.

Fig. 2 Rocca of Ostia (ROCCHI E., 1900)

Martini’s work is characterized by formal research, but his solution appear often conditioned by the context.

In the Fortress of Aulla, erected in Tuscany in the first half of the XVI century, we find that the model of the fort is based on a square plan with four angular polygonal bastions: this model will spread throughout Europe in the following centuries.

The ideal shape of the walls of the city has only been theorized at the beginning of the XVI century. Antonio Averlino, called the Filarete, designs the ideal city based on an eight-sided star inscribed in a circle called Sforzinda in honour of the Duke of Milan Francesco Sforza. In this case the attention of the architect is directed more at functional buildings, such as the Hospital, the house of Knowledge, the Buildings of Vice and Virtue, more than to military defence problems.
The case of Venice is different. The city, defended by the sea, chooses to remain without walls to affirm the idea of freedom, but also the eastern imperial force through the symbols exhibited in San Marco square that represent it as:

[...] the new Constantinople (or new Jerusalem) as it is represented in the second half of the XV century by the architects Mauro Coducci, Pietro Lombardo, Giorgio Spaventa, Antonio Rizzo, or the paintings of Carpaccio. (FOSCARI and TAFURI 1983: 42)

In the same XV century the Republic of Venice expands to the mainland until the plains of the Po River and Friuli: “Vicenza and Verona were annexed in 1406, Udine in 1421, Brescia and Bergamo in 1428” (DELUMEAU 1984: 34). It is however at the beginning of the XVI century that Venice changes its ideal role identifying with ancient Rome. This program of cultural renewal becomes visible in both the Roman language of Sansovino used in the renewal of Piazza S. Marco, and in the language of the renovated Gates of mainland cities.

The strength of these cities is seen in the construction of defences with bastions and curtain walls that use forms and techniques so modern that they stand out as originally visionary and inventive.

2. The modern Shape: Michele Sanmicheli and the Venetian territories.

In 1527, Michele Sanmicheli, following the precise indications of Francesco Maria Della Rovere, Duke of Urbino and head of the Venetian army, builds the bastion of the Maddalene in Verona, the first example in the world of a polygonal bastion with internal lateral flanking casematte.

Inserted in the new walls of the city, this bastion was used with the internal changes made by the military Austrian engineer Franz von Scholl, until the beginning of the second half of the nineteenth century. Sanmicheli also designs the doors of the city of Verona.

Emblematic is the example of “Porta Nuova” (1532) built in white stones using...
a Doric order that represents strength and power. The semi columns and central pillars supporting a Doric trabeation with a triangular pediment. The external side, which faces the countryside, is completely covered in stone. The inside is less rich, using stone and bricks. The central element of the entrance reminds us of Greek times filtered through the Roman culture.

The work of Sanmicheli in Verona is therefore a linguistic exercise of proposing again the classical language of antiquity via optical repetition, or better of roman Verona as confirmed in the architecture of Palazzo Bevilaqua.

In “Porta S. Zeno” (1532), the experimental application of the Vitruvian language continues, but it is in “Porta Palio” (1547) where we encounter the affirmation of the Doric order’s strength. In this last work, the exterior side of the city has pairs of imposing columns that support a huge trabeation - with metopes and triglyphs- in which the minor order of “lesene” is inscribed - always Doric in style- that frames the entrance. In the extremities of the external facade, the semi columns are transformed into pillars to emphasize the solution in the corner. The inner side is different: is presents the same Doric order but with six pairs of giant twin semi columns made with rusticated stonework.

The trabeation has the same structure of the outer facade and similarly to the outer side in the extremities of the structure the semi columns transform into pilastri with the same solution of the corner.

![Fig. 7 Porta Palio. External facade. (Author, 2016)](image)

With Porta Palio, Michele Sanmicheli reaches, in the territories of land subject to the Venetian administration, the perfect synthesis between “munire e ornare”, between resistance force and classical language.

According to the Author, though, the most modern of Sanmicheli’s achievements is Fort S. Andrea (1535) built in Venice to defend the main entrance of the city. This structure is reinforced with 30 cannons in casemate, has a multilinear symmetrical layout, and is formed by two rectilinear portions separated by a semi-circular element that has at its centre a high construction, which represents a city’s entrance. The columns of the central element, covered in Istria white stone, are rusticated stonework of the Doric order and anticipating the stylistic forms that we find in the inner part of “Porta Palio” in Verona. This Fort, with its purely functional plant, anticipates by approximately three hundred years the most modern forms of the XIX century by detaching itself from the tyrannical perfection of the geometry of the time.

During the same period, we find other construction presenting the application to the military architecture of the geometrical shapes of the Renaissance and modern polygonal bastions.

The Fortress of Peschiera (1549-1553) is built on the shores of Lake Garda - probably designed by the Chief of the Venetian army Guidobaldo II Della Rovere and Duke of Urbino by the military architect Giulio Savorgnan, not far from Verona (BOZZETTO 1997; CONCINA 1983).
the modern forms of the bastion applied to military architecture.

The fortified citadel is based on the star shape, with a regular pentagonal layout and large angular polygonal bastions. In this case, given the preeminent overwatch function of this military installation, we encounter the classic language only in Porta Verona, while the one facing Milan, Porta Brescia, is completely plain, with the only function being combat.

In 1554 in Venice, Pietro Cataneo prints a detailed study of modern forms of military architecture elaborated within the work “I primi quattro libri dell’Architettura.”

In the eighth chapter of the first book, he writes: “of the square city located in the plain field, subject to battery fire.” (CATANEO 1554: 10-12) perfecting the scheme on a square plan with angular bastions appeared in the Tuscany Brunella Fortress, demonstrating his knowledge of the flanking technique and creating perfect geometric shapes in function of the use of military force. Furthermore, Cataneo presents, in his treaty, the pentagonal regular plan, regular hexagonal and regular heptagonal equilateral layouts for forts: these last two forms presenting reinforcement bastions in the middle of the curtain walls. In his works, he also outlines the walls of every town in perspective by highlighting the importance of the geometric shapes within the definition of urban space that affirm its force on the countryside.

Cataneo also deals with “the city of the Prince with equilateral decagonal shape, located in a plain field, with its pentagonal citadels” (CATANEO 1554: 12-13) representing it in perspective. Here we find the union between perfect geometrical shapes of the ideal city and a five-sided polygonal citadel almost to reveal the harmony via the relationship of octaves (1:2) expressed by 5 and 10 represented by curtain walls on the vertices, which are impregnable bastions.

Even Daniele Barbaro in Chapter V of the first book of his ten books on architecture published in 1567, tackles the theme ‘of the foundations of the curtain walls and of the towers” (BARBARO 1567: 44-52) proposing the idea of a city with a circular plan with defensive circular towers that represent a technical involution with respect to the positions of Francesco Maria Della Rovere and Sanmicheli, in these treaties we have seen how defensive strength is implemented in harmony with perfect geometric shapes which separate the space of the city from the dangers of the countryside.

Sebastiano Serlio, in his unpublished works, reminds us that the true strength lies in human behaviour, in fact:

The prince of noble and liberal spirit, just lover of is people, fearful of Good need no fortress” as opposed to “the cruel and greedy tyrannical Prince, robber of others belongings, rapist of virgins, wives and widows [...] all fortresses in the world cannot keep safe. (SERLIO 2001: 91-92)

Fig. 9 DANIELE BARBARO. Fortified city, 1567

The Prince tyrant, expresses the opposite of this ideal but also for him there are in Serlio’s treaty two projects of residence: a palace-fortress with a rectangular plan defended by angular bastions, polygonal for flanking - which rehashes formal aspects presented by Giuliano da Sangallo - but also a palace with a pentagonal plan, easier according to him, to defend themselves.

The writings of Serlio lead us to reflect on the real conditions of life in the cities of that time, where war, sieges and use of force, would lead to the end of the XVI century to the realization of the debate on the theory and practice of permanent defence with the construction of Palma Nova (1593). This star-shaped fortified city, designed by Giulio Savorgnan in the
centre of the Friuli plain, is the first example in the world of a star-shaped city with nine sides with defensive bastions where the curtain walls meet. This work the ideals of geometric perfection and application of new defensive theories to the permanent fortification to fruition, which is intended to serve as a base model to the subsequent military constructions throughout Europe.
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Abstract
Alberti defines harmony (concinnitas) in a broad comprehensive manner, however tangible, and made visible by the pleasure of the beauty (voluptas), the third element of the Albertian triad, linked to necessity and convenience. This paper poses the question of the relationship of architectural design and harmony, in the imagination of a possible future and the promise of a better world.

Over the centuries, architecture has shown the ability to display a harmony that survived the test of time, with intersubjective and universal character. The timeless architectural characteristics favour an aesthetic harmony and this, in the context of everyday life architectural experience, enables a lasting ethical harmony, both in individuals and in society. Relating the parts to the whole, and with the difficult task to improve reality, harmony is a quality at once real and ideal, dreamed by utopian thinking that is our best way to combine human needs, desires, and aspirations.

This text argues that, in designing and building another world, the establishment of a certain human order is a utopian aspiration of harmony. In conclusion, in achieving the triadic harmony, that one perceives and feels every day, the tangible utopia is being achieved along with extended horizon.
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1. The Architectural Triad

In a real perfect synthesis, architectural triad articulates the dimension of human naturalness and the dimension of architectural culture; in this reconciliation impulse, with a utopian vocation that is being held, is engendered the harmony of architecture.

In fact, as stated in the paper “Harmonia e a triade de Alberti” [Harmony and Alberti’s Triad] (MORGADO 2015: 8), in a categorical holistic way [in the] complex relationship with the operators of Albertian triad, creature and nature belong to the scope of necessity and architecture and culture to the scope of convenience. Beauty generates pleasure in man, exists in nature and architecture, and complete the other two qualities of the triad, resulting in a necessary and balanced harmonious whole. (2015: 26-27)

The utopian idea of creating a better world to live in derived from biological survival logic, life organization, genetic mutation, adaptation to the environment, natural selection, and, evolution of species. This natural impulse sublimates needs and aspirations and fits the purpose of living in architecture, in a symbiotic manner. The evolution in its relationship with environment shaped and encoded a genetic preference, setting the aesthetics of survival with characteristics observed in nature and essential for the life of our ancestors.

Therefore, in Darwinian natural selection, there are “matches between characteristics we like and characteristics that would have improved our chances of survival” (HILDEBRAND 1999: 10).

There is a utopia thought whenever man makes up for a lack in nature and transcends himself to change and progress; this transformation, aiming compensation of the reality, gives hope to a possible utopia with stability and the balance between nature and culture. Utopia is therefore a matter of culture.

By human transforming will, through the shelter as an adaptation, the individual improves the environment. The transition from nature to culture corresponds to the passage from necessity to convenience. Making the world habitable, individual
overcomes his natural condition in architecture, overcoming conflicts between desire and reality, and determines the essential way of life conditions.

Since early Antiquity, architecture responds to three essential qualities. According to Alberti, architecture was established for the benefit of humanity. In his De Re Aedificatoria (2004; ALBERTI 2011), the triad, necessitas, commoditas and voluptas (necessity, convenience and pleasure in beauty) offers a coherent architectural unity.

The elements of the Albertian triad are the three conceptual foundations of architecture; the triad is hierarchical, from the previous necessities of daily life, to which the building is convenient and pleasantly adapted.

According to Alberti, the necessitas, belonging to the common order of nature, is linked to the bio-psychological unity of the human being, and implies the materiality of architecture and the constancy of the laws of physics. So, man should not sacrifice the real necessity, underlying the desire, a second order of need; today’s needs are yesterday’s conveniences; the evolution creates new expectations in satisfying needs and desires; architecture has always supported the diversity of human will, which sets the built environment.

For Alberti, the commoditas, belonging to the order of culture, implies creature and architecture, is linked to the diversity of cultures and desires of human and societies, and refers to the use that ennobles the building, whose righteous dignity serves the common good, individually and socially.

When convenience responds to needs architecture also responds with dignity to the needs of people. This social bond with society makes possible what is felt as suitable. While the need provides uses to many, sometimes convenience only grants advantages to a few (ALBERTI 2011: 309).

According to Alberti, the voluptas, belonging to the order of the subjectivity of human psychology, is linked to the diversity of nature and culture, and refers to the pleasure of beauty, supreme end of the building; beauty is a necessary but not sufficient condition.

In Alberti, beauty is the aesthetic result of the correct and appropriate manner. In this lies the perfection contained in the utopian idea; the third element of the triad, the beauty, requires the presence of the other two vectors, for a full and desirable harmony; actually, “the third, [is] of all the noblest and most necessary” (ALBERTI 2011: 375).

In fact, when architecture responds to the necessity, one obtains an appropriate convenience, which confers dignity. As a result, one experiences the pleasure of beauty. Thus, the possession of beauty underscores suddenly some epiphany, a revealed fortunate coincidence; the grace of beauty is not definable, it is felt and it is durable.

We experience the built environment as a whole. In its effects, the triad is constituted a utopia ever undertaken or to be undertaken; because we are unable to think the impossible, when the necessitas and the commoditas precedes the voluptas, in this well balanced architectural whole it gives a certain “cathartic harmony” (MORGADO 2016: 157).

2. The Triadic Harmony

In the context of the triad, the beautiful form is the sensitive part of concinnitas (harmony), and architecture has the potential to reveal the beauty; the effect of triadic harmony is the result of the three qualities of the triad in perfect agreement, regulating an aesthetic and an ethical dimension of architecture.

As stated in “The Harmony and Alberti’s Triad” (MORGADO 2015), the appropriate triad balance allows us to appreciate the architectural qualities and to improve the relationship with people; in the harmony, “the construction only makes sense if resolved at the level of necessity, the utility if provides convenience and the beauty if give pleasure” (ALBERTI 2011: nota, p. 24).

Harmony is unity, the result of the balance of the triad; knowing the totality of human condition, whose equilibrium provides good effects, a responsible
architect may not want that the promised architecture will be a lost harmony; to make shine all the qualities is the “[a]rchitecture’s harmony, its most important quality” (PÉREZ-GÓMEZ 2006: 8).

With the traces of perfection of a demanding idealization, the Albertian harmony is assumed as criteria of excellence in the area of human life and for quality in architecture; the harmony creates beauty and, being cause and effect of each other in a holistic unity, beauty is concinnity and concinnity is beauty. In a coherent whole, the beauty “is the agreement and the union of the parts of a whole” (ALBERTI 2004: note, p. 440).

For an elegant work, it is appropriate that “everything contributes to the decorum and harmony of the whole”. Thus, “beauty is the concinnity, in exact proportion, from all parts of the whole to which they belong, so that nothing can be added or subtracted, or changed without that deserves reproach” (ALBERTI 2011: 197, 377).

The harmony is the attempt to decipher a hidden secret in the beauty of nature, those “dimensions and correspondences of most perfect concinnity”, “we just feel them. [...] we desire what is great in nature” (ALBERTI 2011: 58, 659).

To produce the relief that brings serenity is the intrinsic value of harmony for the potential of architecture, which prepares and promises a beneficial effect. The power of harmony is therefore the most plausible justification for the quality of architecture, which contributes to an idea of improvement, which belongs to the architectural utopia.

Harmony “[c]over all human life and all its principles”; everything in nature “is governed by the law of concinnity. Moreover, there is no greater commitment to nature than making things produced absolutely perfect. What in no way could be without concinnity: or the supreme harmony of the parties we want would”; in a true utopian hope, the Albertian “edificatoria art follows in a special way this same concinnity; with it, claims for itself decorum, grace and prestige: and is respected” (ALBERTI 2011: 593).

Human spirit seeks to contemplate beauty; harmony is “the primary purpose that art of building is chasing; [...] and it is the prize” (Alberti); according to Choay, proper to man, it “is not only an effect, it is also cause and essence” (ALBERTI 2004: note p. 440).

Harmony is invisible, rationally indescribable, but emotionally felt; its complexity is full of implications, with consequences in architecture; the most obvious consensual effect is beauty; the beautiful is the expression of harmony made visible. Probably architecture still lives a manifest lost canon of concinnity. Le Corbusier was also concerned with the essence of emotion produced by all-powerful harmony. Only “the architect is able to establish harmony between man and his environment” (CORBUSIER 2010: 134).

When you cannot achieve perfection, your desire is to mitigate the harm; one aspires to escape the fatal consequences, establishing the circumstances of a possible harmony. For his/her own welfare, she/he wants to apply the improvement to necessary, useful, and beautiful things; and thus “enjoys in plenitude all the comforts of life” (MORE 2003: 62).

In harmony, the pleasure of the beauty is perfectly legitimate. In the good life, pleasure is the end of all human actions; such is the will of nature; for Thomas More, virtue is to live according to nature; outside the ideal perfection, there is the harsh reality that cannot be free from its condition.

Harmony implies the present of a human being, both psychological and sociologically. It is a consequence of what the individual is and what the society does, in a relationship between reality and dream.

Against the absence of triadic harmony, Alberti proposed “the architect to hold a redemptive task that involves providing existential well-being”; the opposed qualities are united in overcoming, by the architectural totality; with the potential of utopian character, the “aesthetic of balance, or agreement between the parties, it underlies the idea of harmony”

3. The all-powerful Utopia

Provided by Albertian triad, the edificatory harmony is pure evidence of a praxis with the will to improve human life, which has the utopian urge to overcome, with the architectural tribute for existential progression.

Utopia has extended the perimeter of the quality of human life, by enabling the passage of the art of building to an art of living. Anticipating the fulfilment of desires, “construct a hypothetical city, from the beginning. It is the product, apparently, of our needs”; “constructing a complete city, and making that happy” (PLATO 2000: II, 369c, IV, 420c).

There are neglected aspirations in human daily life, so the architects have responsibilities to create places that have a value, with the crucial possibility of offering those little everyday amenities, the conveyers of essential joys, that make more pleasant the lives of the inhabitants.

[The soul] is always busy painting images of things that are not present [...] through [...] chimeric trait that our creative poetic power register”, in “dreams [...] taken by true experience of real things. (KANT 2012: 105)

There is an aspiration of fantasy, from which emerges the idea with “the hope of escaping the difficulties of living” a real longing, due to the demanding “actions and [...] neglected thoughts” (RIOT-SARCEY, BROUCHET and PICON 2009: 10).

When designing the ideal, without focusing on the real, the architect abandons the “human environment production process. Instead of serving customers, these are converted to being their servers”. In a realization displaced from reality, and not fulfilling a supportive social existence and then putting setbacks to society, one “does not solve the problem”. From a desirable aspiration, guided by utopia as a project solution, a blurry ideal vision of architect is “a poor compensation for a whole lost world or a remote promise of a possible future world” (TZONIS 1977: 129, 131).

All sustainable magnification of the human being tends, by nature, to be utopian; highlighting the mitigating of daily difficulties of the common man, in architecture, this utopian substance of dreams already exists in the actual experience of global best praxis, always, as Aristotle declared, to make possible the surprising wonderful.

The operative attitude does not mean lower purposes, and is inseparable from a demanding praxis, leading to a good practice; it is useful to contrast with a well-intentioned utopia that, as the promise of a collective dream deferred, “does not take place but betraying itself” (RIOT-SARCEY, BROUCHET and PICON 2009: 103).

According to Michèle Riot-Sarcey, utopia accommodates to the reality of life and the necessity of human existence. Therefore, the architect gives form to the already laid utopias, thinking to overcome its impossibility” (Rouillard). From dissatisfaction is born the dream and a consent, to make this feasible; in this ideal way, the architectural utopia is consistently preventive and, as a whole, there is “a fundamental positivity of architecture, always conceived as a therapy or pedagogy” (RIOT-SARCEY, BROUCHET and PICON 2009: 26, 27).

The power of the architect’s idea is in demanding for a praxis, that “translates into action that which captures in the desires” (Riviale). Indeed, in this optimistic possibility, “[e]ach epoch dreams the following” (RIOT-SARCEY, BROUCHET and PICON 2009: 32, 38).

Even the delayed project or not actualized has the potential to change the mind-set of the future; by an ideal principle, as of a virtuous “inadequacy of the existing order”, architecture contests the real, in a symbolic opposition, projecting “an idea of what could be” (RIOT-SARCEY, BROUCHET and PICON 2009: 118, 119).

Imagination is the only point of contact with the future; and only man is capable for imagining. As harmony, the anthropocentric utopia not just “comes at a place that delimit it, but in the human that is liberated” (RIOT-SARCEY, BROUCHET and PICON 2009: 162).
What we have now is a “survival of a past not fulfilled, a kind of reminiscence of an unmet need” given this desire and the consequent failure of hope and present aspirations. If the dream is relatively impossible, however, it can be actual for “the tragic often comes from the end of a utopia” (RIOT-SARCEY, BROUCHET and PICON 2009: 13, 178).

In addition, utopia is right ahead of time; it is an “unfulfilled dream, but not unachievable” (Dejacque); architectural dream has the character of “premature truths” (RIOT-SARCEY, BROUCHET and PICON 2009: 202, 257).

Being beauty a promise of pleasure and happiness, it witnesses that perhaps utopia is achievable; and the harmony, revealing the absolute perfection of architectural synthesis is a provider of potential utopia; as a friendly utopia, the harmony exists to test, to correct and to reward architecture.

Architecture, as a kind replacement of paradise, translates the original post-sin realistic vision, compared to the original pre-sin idealistic vision. The expulsion from paradise reflects the passage of human misery to human dignity and the ability to transform; the visions of paradise reveal the state of shortage of unfulfilled desires.

Harmony and happiness are the horizons of utopia; if the adaptation and evolution are simultaneous between man and architecture, the true potential of architecture is to restructuring our ways; utopia deplores the unacceptable living conditions and architecture allows the protected man to dream in peace.

In architecture at the service of man, the design holds the promise for a better life, in a better space and in a better time, transforming the non-place in a good place.

In terms of relevance in the utopian dimension of the architectural triad, the moderated convenience does not have the same urgency of necessity, or the same seductive power of beauty, this unique thing.

In a time without utopias, even without a perfectly organized society, the triad seeks the good in humanity; the triad keeps the ideal of improving the response to necessity and perfecting the response to convenience, while it has the amazing hope of a perfect response to the pleasure of beauty.

In Republic, Plato imagines an ideal polis; associating order in the city and order in the soul.

... the person who has a good life is blessed and happy [...]. the government of the city, for us and for you, will be a waking reality rather than the kind of dream in which most cities exist... (PLATO 2000: I.354a, VII.520c).

Even the magnificent island of Utopia has as ideal, the architectural triad: “eventually live [...] in good peace and in the best harmony”, the buildings are “conveniently arranged [...] according the necessity [...] The buildings, well built and comfortable, are elegant and clean” (MORE 2003: 26, 73).

4. Conclusion: a Tangible Utopia

Concluding, the triadic harmony is present as a true tangible utopia in the fullness of the architectural totality. In architecture, the anthropocentric core precedes and provides the beauty and harmony; then, the balanced application of the Albertian triad has the potential to generate the indissoluble whole, present in harmony, and to convey the possibility of a better world.

Architecture influences human experience of the world; thus, if architecture has a purpose, then probably it will affect humans, with the possibility to recover a lost harmony. Overcoming the transformative potential of harmony allows for a powerful architecture, with a utopian ambition.

Already present in everyday reality, in good and harmonious buildings, the pleasure of beauty appears because of an ideal solution; there is the powerful effect of “harmony [...] admirable that, in a superior way, delights and holds the soul” (ALBERTI 2011: 172).

The architectural pleasure already qualifies its success. Under the criteria of the triad, the intelligible necessitas, and the sensitive commoditas, make visible the voluptas; the building responds
accordingly to what is humanly intended; the social commitment to the triad creates the conditions for human happiness, here and now. To organize public happiness through the principle of equality implies the sacrifice of individual freedom; hence, in condemning the individual, there is a moral reward of virtue.


Utopia seduces with bright promises for purging the earth one day; “the greatness of the danger is largely offset by the magnificence of the benefit” (MORE 2003: 131).

In a cultural selection, as in natural selection, the fixed ontology of architecture favours individual ontology. Hence, ethical and aesthetic imperatives to preserve good architecture, and phenomenological experience as an aesthetic enjoyment.

Good ideas anticipate the future, causing a shift in consciousness (DAMÁSIO 2000) because we know that we really can shape architecture and configure human life, where we live can be a better place.

We conclude that architecture provides a sublime harmony that, in aesthetics and ethical level, has a beneficial effect on people. This is the aim of utopianism guiding human quest for happiness.

Of course, there are counter-utopias and even poorly designed utopias in need of correction. But the ontology of utopia is in line with the true longings of human beings, so that someday the primary utopian ideals will be a reality for the benefit of humanity.

Today there may be some kind of utopia; an “architecture enhanced in effect, whether in a dimension of harmony, either in a dimension of catharsis, see magnified the holistic force that [...] reinforces the intensification of his power; probably we already have the means to actualize the cathartic power, encouraging a triadic and conciliatory cathartic architecture” (MORGADO 2015: 239).

In Aristoteles’s Nicomachean Ethics, for man the practical horizon admits an alteration. “This is no dream, but a happy waking vision, real as day that will come true for you” (HOMER 1996: XIX. 547, p. 408-549; HOMERO 2003: XIX. 547-548, p. 322-523).

An immense happiness awaits humanity. By degrading the dignity of the sublime soul, humanity expects nothing. This idea is prohibited throughout More’s Utopia. Only hopeless souls and guilty consciences anticipate the end of utopia.

Fulfilled the promise of human will, the “the city we have just been founding and describing, our hypothetical city, since I don't think it exists anywhere on earth”. In a certain sense, the imagination already embodies our wishes in utopia worlds and frontiers of the imaginary. “Moreover, no matter that the city exists anywhere, or it will exist”. Because for now, and there and on the thousand-year journey we have described, let us fare well” (PLATO 2000: IX, 592a-592b, X, 621d).

Offering ordered life with a reconciled and purified consciousness, the hope to enjoy the desired delights gives force to utopia; but, dazzled before an imagined possibility, reason dreams of an ideal humanity waiting for a better future; with wisdom, the lesson of Aristotle warns that the triumph of rational idealism has its dangers.

From the ancient doctrine of the Pythagoreans, Alberti’s aedificatoria theory established the idea of perfection and influenced the model for the ideal city, embodied by Filarete’s Sforzinda (c. 1464) or by Francesco Colonna’s Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (1499).

Geometry is an essential tool for architectural design, but it is not the line that makes the lineamentum. Alberti’s lesson warns that only through the proper balance of the triad, harmony enhances certain architectural qualities.

There are very many features in the Utopian commonwealth which it is easier for me to wish for in our countries that to have any hope of seeing realized. (MORE 1965: 247)

Thomas More last words can be properly adapted to the question of the favourable
application of the triadic harmony in a tangible utopia. It has only to do with human will and decision; and, fortunately, the sun of humankind never sets; so, for a more human existence, in this case architectural, one can say: I hope it more because I wish it.

Fig. 1: Plan of Sforzinda, c. 1461-1464, Ideal city. Florence, Antonio Averlino, Filarete.

Fig. 2: Map of Utopia Island, 1516, Ideal city. Leuven, Thomas More.
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Abstract
This paper sets out to analyse how Kepler’s thoughts aligns with that of architects such as Alberti and Palladio: how that thought constructs an architectural place based on Pythagoras/Plato-derived geometry in which music plays a fundamental role.

It seeks to position Kepler as the architect of the ideal dwelling: a cosmic dwelling that was conceived analogously to the earthly dwelling of Alberti or Palladio. Like in Alberti’s or Palladio’s, Platonic influence is particularly evident in Kepler’s work. He applies to his model of the universe the Platonic solids and calculation based on harmonic proportions while dealing with highly symbolic and aesthetic values. He also embodies in his theories fundamental aspects of humanist architecture, such as the prominence of mathematics, the mathematics-music relationship’s presence, the (human-produced) work as an organism and the centrally planned design.

It is also important to position Kepler amongst those authors who paradoxically struggled between rationalism and mysticism - a struggle that was so characteristic of the 17th and 18th centuries. Those paradoxes that were still nurtured when Humanism reached maturity were manifested in the models they created.

Keywords: Humanism, Platonism, theory of architecture, Johannes Kepler

1. Mathematics and music in Humanism

Some of the theories of architecture in the Renaissance refer to ideal objects, ideal spaces in an ideal space - ideal places, ideal dwelling (being them to man or to God). That ideal place - a microcosm mirroring the macrocosm - was conceived according to the laws of God. Those laws are mathematical - more arithmetical or more geometrical. In this vision of a work created by man, of the architectural work in particular, music (harmony, actually) played a fundamental role, for music was a reflection of those divine laws.

In spite of the scientific Revolution that emerged in the early 16th century, Kepler’s (1571-1630) ideas as a scientist came markedly close to that of architects such as Alberti (1404-1472) or Palladio (1508-1580). Mainly in terms of the respective notions of the ideal place conceived based on the ideal and idealised Pythagorean-Platonic geometry, where music was seen as a revelation of divine order, precisely because of its concurrence (and respective proof thereof) with said mathematical principles. This whole conception of the world was imbued, of course, with a deep religiosity.

Humanism brought philosophical and scientific thought into line with each other; Plato and his admiration of mathematical reason ascended over the views of Aristotle. This mathematical and deductive approach, as opposed to the more Aristotelian or experimental one, gained considerable attention in the Renaissance, as Humanism preferred Plato to Aristotle, thus giving a new lease of life to the mathematical theories of Pythagoras, in which the former based himself. The Platonic notion that circles, triangles and other geometric figures were more perfect than the observed reality was perfectly matched to the Humanist mind. The same happened with the revelation brought upon by Pythagoras that makes the coincidence
between harmonic consonances and the ratios between the first integers.

In contrast to traditional knowledge, which was acquired through the senses in a world of the senses and was based on intellectual activity that did not question the experience of the real as a means of arriving at the truth (which was in the cosmos and not built by man), modern science now began to favour the conceptual model over that of experiment (PÉREZ-GÓMEZ 1999: 11).

The truth, according to the new science, was no longer perceptible in the sensitive world; it emerged only through the medium of human action. One example of this is the Copernican heavenly system, which required man to deny what his own senses told him, given that they were patently telling him that the Sun revolves around the Earth (REMPER)

However, it is also true that with the emergence of the new science, the notion of synthesis of microcosm and macrocosm, the belief in omnipresent order and harmony that had existed since Pythagoras, began to disintegrate. However, that process that led to a profound reorientation in the field of aesthetics in general, and proportion in particular (including, of course, proportion in architecture), did not determine the end of the doctrine of a mathematical universe governed in all its manifestations by a system of harmonious proportions. That doctrine was still followed by several authors throughout the 17th and 18th centuries.(WITTKOWER 1998: 130). Scientists - natural philosophers - such as Johannes Kepler reaffirmed the hegemony of music and thus celebrated and were part of a truth that was also shared with science. Architecture, music, and science shared a set of rules that established an analogy with the divine and symbolised its perfection. Modern science the one that “is highly mathematical in structure and argument”, that “demands rigorous standards in observation and experiment”, that “excludes spiritual agencies from its province and accepts a pure materialism”, was “finally established only in the late nineteenth century” (HALL 1983: 4).

1.1. Mathematics takes centre stage

The protagonist role of mathematics in that process was decisive. The change in the way of explaining things, from verbal to mathematical, can be regarded as the greatest epistemological change during the Renaissance (HALL 1988: 28). The idea that mathematics offered a unique key for understanding the nature of things was fundamentally based on two assumptions: one, that nature was inherently mathematical, because God eternally geometrizes; and two, mathematical reasoning was the most certain that we could command (HALL 1988: 25-26). For Galileo (1564-1642), the Book of Nature was written in the language of geometry and the mathematical proof of a proposition is, in logical terms, the best that we can have (HALL 1988: 26).

Philosophy is written in the grand book, the universe, which stands continually open to our gaze. However, the book cannot be understood unless one first learns to comprehend the language and read the letters in which it is composed. It is written in the languages of mathematics, and its characters are triangles, circles, and other geometric figures without which it is humanly impossible to understand a single word of it. (PADOVAN 2003: 255)

The mathematisation of nature was a burning issue - nature had mathematical origins and was subject to the laws of mathematics. The most eloquent argument for this process was advanced by Galileo, whose mathematisation of the science of the movement of real bodies provided a model for physics in general afterwards (HALL 1988: 28). Galileo arrived at the law of falling objects, for example, without conducting any experiments. The formula $s=gt^2$ is the mathematical law that governs the falling of objects regardless of what the human senses “say”. The formula is the mathematical proof. Mathematics also made it possible to account for external factors, such as air resistance. It was a guarantee of having no errors.

1.2. Aesthetics guides science
Aesthetic judgement, which is present in Kepler’s work - and is likewise a Humanist idea - was a subjacent factor in all intellectual progress since the Scientific Revolution. There emerged a strongly aestheticizing mentality in connection to mathematics and, in particular, to an interest in regular geometric figures. Copernicus (1473-1543) was unable to free himself of the notion of epicycles and insisted on seeing uniform circular movement in his heliocentric system (according to Platonic theories, the circle was the most perfect of trajectories). In a certain sense, he appealed to the aesthetic judgement of his fellow mathematicians. He rejected the Ptolemaic system with the same reasoning other Humanists used to reject the work of the Scholastics: because it lacked beauty and unity (BRONOVSKI and MAZLISCH 1988: 129). Likewise:

Galileo found Copernicus’ proposal convincing not because it better fit the observations of planetary positions but because of its simplicity and elegance, in contrast to the complicated epicycles of the Ptolemaic model. (HAWKING 2002: IX)

This faith in mathematical simplicity was so strong that it remains a constant in science up to Einstein and beyond and is, without question, intrinsic to the very idea of science (LIPPMAN 1992: 15)

In this spirit:

Johannes Kepler was a man who preferred aesthetic harmony and order, and all that he discovered was inextricably linked with his vision of God. (HAWKING 2002: XII)

2. The idea of organism

If it is true that, as Lowinsky points out (1989: 71), from Copernicus onwards the minds of both the musician and the astronomer seem to have turned towards the concept of organic unity, this was also evident in the architectural discourse. Wittkower sees Bramante’s (1444-1514) plan for St. Peter’s Basilica, for example, as the supreme example of organic geometry, that type of proportionally integrated “spatial mathematics” that became a distinctive aspect of the Humanist architecture of the Renaissance (1998: 34).

This idea of an organism which could be provided by proportion - evident and scientifically proven in music - was also advanced by Zarlino (1517-1590), who introduced the definition of a corpo for polyphonic music, now regarded as “a body, as one coherent organism” (LOWINSKY 1989: 73). It was also Zarlino who, using a scientific approach, classified all musical material since Antiquity in the mid-16th century, declaring himself to be marvelled by the fact that musical consonances were determined by arithmetic and harmonic means, thus giving continuity to the tradition (WITTKOWER 1998: 124).

Zarlino is contemporary of Palladio who in the latter’s Quattro Libri recommends and shows his own use of harmonic proportions. The same Palladio who defines beauty thusly:

Beauty will result from the beautiful form and from the correspondence of the whole to the parts, of the parts amongst themselves, and of these again to the whole... (WITTKOWER 1998: 31).

Even before, Copernicus considered is new theory as a way that could establish:

The order and magnitudes of all the planets and of their spheres or orbital circles and it would bind the heavens together so closely that nothing could be transposed in any part of them without disrupting the remaining parts and the universe as a whole. (LOWINSKY 1989: 71).

For Kepler, as for Copernicus before him, the idea of the symmetrical harmony of the universe, of its form as a giant, coherent, and well-proportioned body, was of vital importance (LOWINSKY 1989: 60).

Every description on the theme echo Alberti’s discourse on beauty.

3 The centre, the circle and the sphere: representing God

The association of the form of the ideal temple with regular, fixed-centred geometric figures, the idea of the centralised plan that became so desired in the Renaissance, and is praised by Alberti in De Re Aedificatoria, was also an idea taken up by Nicholas of Cusa
(1401-1464), for whom mathematics was a necessary vehicle for penetrating divine wisdom, which we should imagine through the mathematical symbol (the centre and circumference of the circle) (WITTKOWER 1998: 38). Only “God, who is everywhere and nowhere, is [the universe’s] circumference and centre”. The natural universe itself, as a contracted image of God, has a physical centre that can be anywhere and a circumference that is nowhere (MILLER 2015). For Copernicus, “it is the circle alone that can bring again what has already taken place” (LOWINSKY 1989: 77).

Both in the idea of the circle and in that of the sphere (or, to be more precise, the semi-sphere, which is what Alberti proposed for the roofs of temples and came to prominence in the dome forms of the Renaissance), the ratio between the circumference and the centre is always the same. It corresponds to the unison from the musical point of view - the 1:1 ratio. Naturally, the square, also representing the unison, had a fundamental importance as well. In consonance with this was also the interest in the octave (which replaced the traditional hexachords) - the 1:2 ratio. Johannes Gallicus of Mantua (ca. 1415-73) referred to it as the *perfectissima consonantia* dulcissima, *modulatio*. It was the octave that encompassed in itself all the other intervals (hence its denomination - diapason). In the octave, the sounds appeared reborn (LOWINSKY 1989: 76-77).

### 3.1. God’s wisdom

The presence of God continued to be a fact and a fundamental factor. Despite the new scientific advances, the idea of a universe that could function without the active involvement of God was, generally speaking, unacceptable for scientists until the 18th century. Whist it was true that, in the Renaissance, Western Christianity and its relationships with philosophy underwent profound changes.

It would certainly be erroneous to supposed that natural philosophers of around 1600 were less devoutly Christian than those of three centuries before... (HALL 1983: 8).

Prigogine, referring to Newton’s age, likewise argues: although science has separated man’s world and physical nature, it shares with religion the interest in finding universal physical laws that provide testimony of divine wisdom. Modern science rises from the rupture with the ancient animist alliance with nature but it establishes a new alliance with the Christian God, Universe’s rational legislator (PRIGOGINE 2008: 14). Similarly, according to Voltaire (1694-1778), the great minds of the Enlightenment - all of them disciples of Newton (1642-1727) - believed in the existence of God, as the discoveries of science had made atheism impossible (PÉREZ-GÓMEZ 1999: 31). Platonic geometry was the perfect representation of God and His construction.

The work of Kepler - a mystic, philosopher, geometer, and astronomer - can only be understood from the point of view of a world vision that was as purely physical as it was religious and aesthetic (PADOVAN 2003: 247). “[A]s a theologian and astronomer Kepler was determined to understand how and why God designed the universe” (HAWKING 2002: XIV). “Kepler believed he had discovered God’s logic designing the universe” (HAWKING 2002: XVII). The word design has a very strong meaning here, for it is about design.

### 4. Mysterium Cosmographycum (1596)

![Fig. 1: The model proposed By Kepler based on the five Platonic solids in *Mysterium*](image-url)
Kepler had, as he recalled himself, a kind of epiphany: as a lecturer in geometry in Graz he found himself reflecting on what was to be the “secret key to understanding the universe” (HAWKING 2002: IX).

He would go on to construct a model for the universe in which all six planets (then known) were arranged around the sun in such a way that concentric spheres nested in a sequence of the five Pythagorean solids. For Kepler the fact that only five solids could be constructed by regular geometry explained why there could be only six planets with five spaces between them (the spaces not being uniform) (HAWKING 2002: XIII). Euclid fascinated him. The absolute high point in relation to the latter’s Elements was to be able to demonstrate that there were only five perfect solids.

Kepler was thinking as in Antiquity, philosophy comes first.

Kepler’s cosmological model was an architectural model: the cosmological geometry of the ideal dwelling. A model of the cosmos, the ideal dwelling, mathematics, laws and forms, numbers and figures, arithmetic and geometry. It is also an object without accidents in a space without accidents.

In conceptual terms, one can also draw a comparison with what was happening in architecture. The problem was isolated, for example, when Alberti designed a church - a “temple” - with a centralised plan. The problem emerged when there were other factors, such as where to place the altar. Palladio’s villas also had no mass, like Galileo’s formulas without the resistance. In an ideal situation, things would be thus: Galileo’s objects would fall at the same speed regardless of mass, and Palladio’s villas would not have to adapt to the location and their walls would have no thickness. In the ideal world, science and architecture are closer (still).

Kepler transposed that model of the idealised villa - that “Rotonda free of gravity” - to the real world. That is to say, the universe in the image of man’s work, which in turn, is conceived in the image of the world.

5. **Harmonices Mundi** (1618)

Harmonices Mundi, as Kepler’s biographer Max Caspar puts it, was “a great cosmic vision, woven out of science, poetry, philosophy, theology, mysticism” (HAWKING 2002: XIV).

That mysticism is not only present in Kepler’s work, for it was one of the defining features of the 17th and 18th centuries.

The Counter-Reformation and baroque era was one in which oppositions that were impossible to reconcile were forced to find a way to coexist. The rise of rationalism was accompanied by the march of militant mysticism. The aristocratic cult of majesty was opposed by bourgeois domesticity. The internationalism of Roman Catholicism conflicted with the nationalism of the Protestant sects and rising monarchies. Religious orthodoxy had to contend with freedom of thought. (MARIEN 2005: 359)

Kepler is a good example of the contradictions so typical of his time. How wrong his principles, thinking or conclusions were, has indeed been widely pointed out by the countless authors fascinated by his work.
Harmonices Mundi work brings together astronomy, music and geometry. That worldly music one believed in since Antiquity. That extraordinary song/dance exhibited by the planets that was beyond the human senses.

For Kepler, geometric beauty and musical beauty were a source of knowledge for astronomy. Geometry predates the world and, therefore, is divine in character. In other words, it is of God. Because everything that is part of the world is of God. Harmony in music has the same divine character. God created man in His own image and likeness, so that he could understand geometry and enjoy music, thus understanding that the world is beautiful and perfect, as the work of God that it is.

Kepler’s heavenly music can only be experienced from the Sun; it cannot be perceived from the Earth:

We know the score but can never attend the performance”. Its reconstitution by man is a purely intellectual act. Music “is not a human invention, subject as such to change, but a construction so rational and natural that God the Creator has impressed it upon the relations of the celestial movements. (PÉREZ-GÓMEZ 1999: 29)

Music exists in nature; it is mathematical, immutable, and divine. Given these attributes there would seem to be no reason for denying the hegemony of music, particularly how its rules governed architecture, something that had been acknowledged since Antiquity.

Kepler describes the universe as if it were a piece of music:

Thus the heavenly motions are nothing but a kind of heavenly concert, rational rather than audible or vocal. They move through the tension of dissonances which are like syncopations or suspensions with their resolutions (by which men imitate the corresponding dissonances of nature), reaching secure and predetermined closures, each containing six terms like a chord consisting of six voices. And by these marks they distinguish and articulate the immensity of time.

He goes on to refer to a form of mimesis:

Thus there is no marvel greater or more sublime than the rules of singing in harmony together in several parts, unknown to the ancients but at last discovered by man, the ape of his Creator; so that, through the skilful symphony of many voices, he should actually conjure up in a short part of an hour the vision of the world’s total perpetuity in time; and that, in the sweetest sense of bliss enjoyed through Music, the echo of God, he should almost reach the contentment which God the Maker has in His Own works. (PADOVAN 2003: 251-252)

Before Kepler, what had also led Copernicus to propose a new model of the universe was not a scientific necessity but the conviction that the universe was a mathematically ordered harmony. Thus, it should contain the same concinnitas that Alberti sought in architecture (PADOVAN 2003: 241). As Vitruvius (fl. 1st c. BC) has first referred the importance of building in accordance with the laws of music, Alberti recommends:

We shall therefore borrow all our rules for harmonic Relations (finito) from the musicians to whom this kind of numbers is extremely well known, and from those particular things wherein Nature shows herself most excellent and completed (Alberti, apud WITTKOWER 1998: 109)

For Alberti, following Wittkower:

Harmonic ratios inherent in nature are revealed in music. And the architect who relies on those harmonies is not translating musical ratios into architecture, but is making use of a universal harmony apparent in music. (WITTKOWER 1998: 109)

6. Kepler: the architect of the ideal world

In Mysterium Cosmographicum (1597), Kepler associates the planets and their orbits to the five Platonic solids; in Harmonices Mundi (1619), Kepler’s universe is governed by the Platonic geometry of the regular polyhedra and the numbers of musical harmony. This is a Platonic geometric world governed by musical consonances. One can speak of an architect who in addition to musical consonances also applies the geometry of the Pythagorean-Platonic tradition. He designed the perfect dwelling - the perfect world: nowhere, in the heavens.
Fig. 3: The Rotonda after The Four Books of Architecture
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Abstract
This paper tries to connect together the architectural interest in utopia and the ideal condition of the countryside. In the work of utopians as well as in some works of visionary architects is often exercised the idea of accomplishing an ideal dimension in planning the society or in conceiving the structure of architectural space, the so-called rural utopia.

Firstly, this paper testifies to the growing interest in the many aspects related to the concept of space in the architecture of utopia. Therefore, it intends to analyse, on architectural production, some models of spatial exploration in order to open the study of utopian literature to new lines of inquiry. Classical social utopias are among the main sources of the discipline of architecture.

Then it proposes to think of utopias not as fictional texts about future change, but as basic elements in a cultural and productive process through which social, spatial and subjective identities are formed.

Finally, utopias can thus be read as textual systems implying a distinct spatial and temporal dimension; as ‘spatial practices’ that tend to naturalize a cultural and social construction. By examining the French context, and the period of the Enlightenment, it was considered as a case study the project of Claude Nicolas Ledoux for the Royal Saltworks, and its evolution towards the utopian dimension of the city of Chaux.

Keywords: Ideal settlement, rural ideology, visionary architecture, rural structure, Chaux, C. N. Ledoux

1. Urban constrains and rural freedom

This paper introduces some issues on the development of anti-urban ideology in the context of the French Revolution. Using some requests posed by the doctrine of progressive culture of “Philosophes” until the beginning of the political revolution of 1792, Enlightenment philosophy has traced a path in which many have followed a common trajectory. Worth mentioning social utopia, represented by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, economic research embodied by the physiocrats (among all François Quesnay and Anne Robert Jacques Turgot), and figurative experimenting interpreted by Étienne-Louis Boullée’s rhetoric and Claude Nicolas Ledoux.

Due to the space given, and according to the topic of the conference, it is possible only to mention to some aspects of J. N. Ledoux’s idealization of the city of. This analysis refers mainly to the formation of rural production, which aims to deal with the development of mercantile and proto-capitalist city. There is a particular attention to the case of the settlement of the Royal Saltworks at Arc-et-Senans. More precisely, the analysis centres on a number of welfare facilities, cultural and hospitality equipment settled in the mixed regime of production and research in the region of Franche-Comte.

First, however, it is necessary to contextualize briefly some reasons, which had preceded the resolution of French political revolution, which date back to a direct encounter with a certain cultural and economic emancipation of English bourgeoisie (BERGDOLL 2000).
The English Enlightenment culture, particularly that of the progressive bourgeoisie, moved to the conquest of some rights capable to focus, and incentive, with some public investment, the development of agricultural economy. Conversely, the French culture, a century later in 1789, with the “Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen”, broke up with the foundations of the Ancien Régime, thus achieving individual liberty, collective safety, popular sovereignty, and celebrate the cult of public and communal institution. Bourgeois capitalism gave incentives to urban mercantile economy. This phenomenon has deeply affected the morphology of the city and set-up the production of the countryside. In terms of architectural culture, this trend was reflected in relevant economic investments, dedicated to the exploitation of rural resources and, at the same time, in structural transformation of the city with the reorganization of representative buildings. This new policy constrains rural environment through the deployment of all pre-industrial manufacturing activities, through a process of urbanization involving much of the rural land.

2. Physiocracy and liberal ideology

We deal with this second aspect through the analysis of some structural experiences, with particular regard to some political and ideological constraints.

The first great insight, that was the prerogative of enlightened reformism, involves the elimination of interests and privileges of feudal origin. The investment policy in the area of production was promoted to encourage rural communities in order to organize themselves through collective structures with new settlements. In particular, in this context, the physiocratic culture postulated the return to the countryside through a process of planned and scheduled disurbanization.

To validate this drift there was the intervention of physiocratic ideology, which considered the countryside a source of prosperity, not only from the economic point of view but also as an opportunity for social reorganization. In fact, the state of prostration of the French popular class, at the threshold of the revolution is well known. The physiocrat system considered a kind of active occupation of the territory, through a series of self-sufficient communities, capable to generate economic relations with the urban settlement. On this singular aspect, the point of view of French Physiocrats Quesnay and Turgot is particularly relevant. The physiocratic ideology considered the land as a source of primary resources, essential in a modern state regulated by basic democratic institutions.

François Quesnay’s famous thesis with its Economic Framework, which became the manifesto of Physiocracy, has started this polemic against feudal remnants in French economy. In that analysis there was a radical criticism of Colbert’s policy, which had dominated French economy, during the Grand Siècle. Explicitly, there was expressed a criticism of economic policy detecting some controversial aspects about industrial upgrading, and also protectionist customs policy, which gave comfort to the survival of mercantilist economic forms, exclusive privilege of feudal aristocracy. This wave of liberalization of productive resources belonging to the territory was competing with the state of decay of the city, reported by Abbot Laugier, with its assumptions of urban embellissement:

Whoever knows how to design a park well will have no difficulty in tracing the plan for the building of a city according to its given area and situation. There must be squares, crossroads, and streets. There must be regularity and fantasy, relationships and oppositions, and casual unexpected elements that vary the scene; great order in the details, confusion, uproar, and tumult in the whole... 1
3. The ideal city as a natural place

The implications of this radical theory to imagine the city as a natural place resulted decisive for eighteenth century urban planning practices. They were crucial to organize a figurative style, which inferred new words from ancient vocabulary; the words are used sometimes as reference or postulated as corollary to a compositional theme based on the principles of naturalism. Furthermore, these implications are crucial in the mystification of artefact that builds the urban or rural landscape through the discovery of decadent ruin, introducing themes esteemed by pre-Romanticism century.

These factors can be found in the Claude-Joseph Vernet’s pictorial research where the ruins of a bridge builds a landscape so decadent as celebrated; on the other hand through Hubert Robert (1733 - 1808) who amplifies the picturesque appearance through the courtly classic reference in waterfalls of Tivoli.
Picturesque and exotic terms are also adequate to a research carried out in architecture, showing signs of a decayed landscape with repercussions in the eccentric experiments of Charles de Wailly (1730–1798), such as the park of Marigny’s Château de Menars. It is the case of a Chinese pavilion (1772) placed in a highly compromised context or in the case of François de Couvilliès where he proposes the architecture of a hermitage (1774) in the expanse of a princely garden, or even in the exercises on the central plans of John Soane (1753–1837), that locates circular temples in English gardens. C. N. Ledoux finds himself to work under these circumstances and in this environment. The radical nature of his creativity transforms everyday language liberating it from the superfluous of baroque involution, moving it towards a classic distillate purism, which intervenes to revive the figurative research. Emil Kaufmann noted that fragmentation of the Baroque unit and rejection of the order as the constitutive foundation of the figurative architectural party constitution marked the way to a kind of heresy composition (KAUFMANN 1952). The complaint to the ornamental excess of Marc Antoine Laugier pushed architectural research to rediscover the principles of solidity, simplicity, and naturalness: criteria of a new anesthetization. It demanded a figurative experimentation expressed in the form of free disposal of pure volumetric masses, in the combination of elementary geometric solids (OECHSLIN 1971). This radicalism is fully expressed in the rural setting, without those influences that generate urban circumstances in the revolutionary era. In this regard, the House for an employee of Ledoux and in particular the stereometric effect of the structure composition is a good example of that. A prism, with a rectangular base, rises to its full height renouncing the principles of subordination between the base and the stem.

Ledoux imposes a new way to regenerate an architectural theme: the country house, through the nude exhibition of architectural mass for grafts of elementary geometric solids.

4. Built utopia. The Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans

The project for the Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans started with an explicit request of Ferme Générale as a part of the expansion process in the region of Franche-Comté, under the administrations of Trudaine, Turgot, and afterwards that of Calonne. The eastern provinces of France had been the object of significant investments, both for their strategic location - placed along the routes of important international markets - and for the availability and supply of rich deposits of raw materials (KLEIN 1995: 51). The physiocrats saw in this design a real possibility for the establishment of free movement of goods, and an opening to capital flow for productive investments in the territory. The privileged sectors capable of intercepting the accessibility to capital were mainly those of specialized crafts, to give headway to the proto-industrial production. Unlike the ideological orthodoxy of Quesnay, Turgot realizes that all investment should involve particularly public institutions able to control the concentration of monetary wealth, promoting manufacturing operations for reward in the short term. Likewise, he considered possible subsequent reinvestment for improving extraction techniques geared to the longer term. This mechanism would also have triggered some economies in the agricultural sector, which should regenerate free trade activity, similar to the model of English economic development. Ledoux’s assignment as responsible for the administration of salines royales promoted by Trudaine represented an important professional opportunity: Ledoux approach to that group of public patronage would enhance his disposition as an architect in the role of public official approval.

La Ferme Générale supervised all operations, and therefore the subsequent sale of raw materials, forcing their commissioners to exercise strict
protection of public interests. Therefore, Ledoux began his project for the saltworks imposing a productive pragmatism, according to industrial economies, necessary to protect the interests of public administrators. On the other hand, the same Ledoux appears heavily involved and affected by the productive pragmatism that animated the interests of this public task, having after all a positive effect. In fact, he managed not to elude the goals of the public administration that aimed at full exploitation of raw materials.

Therefore, from these premises, the project for the saltworks of Arc-et-Senans took shape according to State interests, through public investment and did not hesitate to take on requests of the physiocratic’s ideals, when this job becomes an opportunity to restore, in a wide scale plan, the circuit of major trade routes, through the reform and strengthening of territorial infrastructures. Yet, there are two feelings in the design arrangement. One that is rooted in the theme of a productive pragmatism, that for the saltworks of Arc-et-Senans; and another that aimed to be a decisive and radical modelling of an ideal city. Eventually the design evolved from a primitive industrial core towards an idealization of a new city, the utopian city of Chaux. The original ideological strain turned quickly from an ideal settlement to a social utopia, by contrasting state monopoly for the control of rural resources with the liberalization of products, and therefore the affirmation of free trade.

The ambition for this transformation is materialized in the project of an ideal city (TAFURI 1969). A kind of productive settlement was elevated to a public institution, and transformed in a project theoretically related to reforms of social order.

On this architectural design overlaps the ambition of a social order, alternative to the current city, and to the decadent urban arrangement.

Paradoxically the rate of utopia that you may encounter appears clear in some ideals requirements, when such alleged revolutionary gesture ended up. This vision is a model of urban utopia, adopted extraordinary architectural canons, since it interpreted some innovative social conditions, referred not only to public administration but also to the production and deployment of resources in the settled community.

On the other hand, the idealization of an exemplary community was emblematically achieved through symbolic exaltation of special public institutions: these new structures were offered to the community to settle a new social order.

Ledoux had endowed the cities with different forms of social buildings both for education and for entertainment. The desired reform of the production structure in the countryside resulted through modelling an ideal community, directed towards a kind of moral redemption. There are some completely innovative buildings respecting the newly established social order that reflect this form of utopia. Some examples are represented by Pacifière, Panarétheon, Cénobie or by Oikéma (the last one similar to the house of pleasure for Montmartre in Paris).

These organisms were thought as the new public institutions in the city, despite certain subversive pretensions concerning the figurative choice and the program of activities. The vision of the production of Arc-et-Senans Royal Saltworks turned into a moral and social innovation plan, just in some of its representative elements (VIDLER 1984).

Public buildings appeared so radical in the functional program and equally conventional in typological structure, as well as in architectural design, and in the choice of the linguistic code. The discriminant of this ideological and figurative alteration is evident in the distance between experimentalism of some public facilities for the city and rural settlements (the Maison of Education, the rural school of Meilland, the House of guardians of the village of Maupertuis, etc.).

Then there is obvious conformism that refold certain paradoxical institutions located in the urban context, to ensure a new social order. In other words, this project is not adequately demonstrative.
of a revolutionary alternative in architecture, if only read as an abstract program of masonic ideals, opened to initiation rites that symbolically assert an idea of a new world.

This is a rather conventional way to read the work of Ledoux. Many critics have recognized a naive transposing, rather ephemeral, of the social conditioning of the doctrine of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Others have focused on his figurative experiments, in particular on the naive symbolism declaring it artefact and caricatured.

Anyway, it is not possible to dismiss the development of Ledoux’s project in relation to its presumed opportunism, manifested as a result of the political events that saw him, after having been detained, relegated to the margins of official patronage. On the contrary, it is necessary to distinguish the split personality that pushes the architect to some typological experiments, which are rooted in the productive structure of the territory, and which are confronted with objective needs of change in the relations between the state and the city, and especially between the city and the countryside.

5. The construction of utopian landscape.

The evolution of the proposal for Chaux, from a saline to an ideal city, clearly shows the process of a planned settlement modelling theory only for utilitarian purposes to which the ideals of the agrarian reform were related.

The industrial expansion and the commercial liberalism were the basis of progressive ideology that characterized operations of structural renewal in the French economy. The Arc-et-Senans Salines should be framed in this Franche-Comté reforming process for land resources exploitation. Ledoux’s program ideologically aimed to restore internal mobility within the region, towards the opening up to the Mediterranean and Atlantic trades, coming well to the North European harbours.

On an architectural perspective, his proposal aimed to a typological experimentation, which overlapped the rigid functional requirements with expressive license and compositional research, expressed also by the subversive reproduced shapes.

The first architectural plan, made “without knowing the area”, is ordered according to a conventional square enclosure, which unifies the functions of production management, through a rotation of the inner court path, connecting the production pavilions to the residential ones. The second version is a part of a productive context which structurally reconnects some important communication routes into a large, open territory, hemicycle. The alleged hygienist theories cannot essentially justify the choice of a provision organized in separate pavilions along the perimeter and the diameter of a semi-circular plant, where the saline operating devices were contained.

On the contrary, this decision was promoted by the search for the character of each building, according to the principle of isolation of the pavilion, free on all four sides instead of the enfilade, each of which contains specific functions directly related to production. In this sense, the experimental character of the unanimous interweaving between production and residence is revolutionary.

This architectural plant contradicts the character of mechanical nature, of detailed searching for an architectural device, and an extravagant representation, as suggested by a stiff in critical, who claims to see a supposed landscape refinement, referring to some allusion to the picturesque or to backgrounds in the paintings of Jacques Louis David, Horace Vernet and Hubert Robert. As Panofsky argued about the iconological value of art, tends to be neutral in nature and unlikely to contain references to contemporary political events (PANOFSKY 1955)

The use of the Anglo-Saxon picturesque naturalism, shading the landscape etchings, which contextualize the City-Factory into an ideal place, aims to a belated moral redemption, changing ideals of a progressive thinning and decentralization of production, to those
of a modelling settlement. Instead, the “exalted rationalism” of his figuration moves towards a progressive consolidation of rural urbanization through innovative typological experimentations. Production - warehouse - residence, concentrated in a single architectural structure, are characterized by a new figurative order, where it is possible to identify some characters of domesticity, as the endowment of the gardens behind the workshop-residencies, or of representation, as the rough arrangement of the ashlar on internal hemicycle, that marks the pavilions fronts.

The same representation of the production, as a theatrical device, subtracts itself from a simple functional and utilitarian interpretation of the general economy of the architectural plant. The geometrical combination of the hemicycle puts on the front of the scene the salt factories, which border the centre of the directional building, lined with factories, endowing the whole complex by an urban, productive, representative, and institutional coefficient.

All this stands as an alternative to some urbanized suburbs. This settlement formed with the rise of new economies, in relation to some principles of production autonomy and independence from the city, became an example of highly specialized polycentric production model. The subsequent evolution of the project for Chaux denies this principle, taking shape with the characters of micro-universality, through the progressive supply of typical urban institutions that, overpowering the original intention, reproduced by analogy the city from its internal, starting with the contradictions and the effects of alienation that were detectable in it.

It is indeed interesting to note that, for the project of Chaux, the process of building the “ideal city” departed from the supposed conclusion of a completed project itself and built within the settlement of saline. In the same way, some architectural units especially reproduce the experimentations deductible from the study for the village of Maupertuis, whose critical current enhances reductively some allegorical symbolic characters omitting, however, the degree of contextualization, in relation to the structural role and foundation for a possible organization of the rural landscape.

6. Conclusions

To conclude, the work we have examined has been widely known in the architecture discipline. The relation between Ledoux’ social idea and the impact of a new political reform through the physical aspect of the architecture is, on the contrary, rather obscure. This research tries to offer new insights by focusing on the architecture of the cities, on the structure of the space and on the character of the figurative language, in order to deduce some features of the utopic and visionary exploration in the Ledoux's work, and how that architecture represents the author's political philosophy.

Utopia is a word with many connotations both negative and positive, something that is ideal, or something that is impossible to achieve. Yet the utopian dream of the ideal society and city is one of the main aspects in the discipline of architecture. By working on this ideal aspect of the city and with this utopic approach, Ledoux's research reveals that he made a significant contribution to architectural theory and practice and his influence carried on through eighteenth and nineteenth centuries till today.
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Abstract
Portuguese spatial production, between 17th to 18th centuries, experienced a renewal through a new feature of spatial research, the quadratura painting. Intended as action, the contrappunto among Architecture and Quadratura intertwines corporeal space (built) and visual space (represented) creating an apparent reality based upon the power of perspective.

The employment of perspective rules and procedures into space illusion raised quadratura to the condition of architectural instrument overcoming tectonic constraints. By intertwining two-dimensional images and three-dimensional reality, we witness the triumph of the perspective induction over the built space. A metamorphosis of appearances in which the projected image becomes a structural fact, transforming the perception and reasoning of the tectonic truth.

Approaching the Portuguese baroque, this new spatial achievement was introduced by the Italian authors Bacherelli and Nasoni. A path, integrating optical phenomena upon spatial configuration, followed by Portuguese authors whose quadratura works are judged through their capacity of blending strategies from the constructive experience with the potentialities of the pictorial essay.

Keywords: Baroque Architecture; Quadratura painting; Perspective; Illusory space

1. Construction versus representation. Building illusion or achieving a new reality

The synthesis provided by quadratura, painted perspectives of architecture, between built and represented space is taken by the Baroque spatial framework as a level of the spatial experience. About this architectural genre three types of discourse must be considered: a proselytizing discourse (underlying to the image's rhetorical potentiality under the logics of counter-reform and royal absolutism); a technical discourse (which calls up contents from optics and perspective science along with the theory and practice of architecture); and a symbolic discourse (referring a latent spatial induction, either by transformation of the built environment as well as the reflection of desires and ambitions materialize through representation).

Being the proselytizing discourse intrinsic to the iconographical message, the technical discourse integrates contents from the Ars pingendi and Scientia aedificandi supporting the delineation of an Architectura ficta. On the other hand, the approach to a symbolic discourse considers the reception of the image by the viewer and the subsequent validation of quadratura as deception conditioning reality.

According to this logic, the new reality provided by quadratura embraces the exterior of the mind (extra-mentis), the tangible world or the corporeal level of built reality, and its within (intra-mentis), the imagined materialized through representation and apprehend by the contemplation. Blending the quadratura illusion with the material world forges a visual reality. A dreamlike truth where the artifice of perspective is able to transform the corporeal relation towards the built environment.

Identifying the quadratura as an artefact capable of transforming the apprehension of form, measure, and image of the tectonic support, it can be asserted as a structural fact of the
inhabited environment. In the same sense, the practice of quadratura coincides with the practice of architecture in its compositional codes (rules, grammar, architectural orders and its combining abilities) or geometrical reasoning (perspectival management of the outlined representation and recognition of optical laws), being placed within the field of spatial intervention, even if materialized through the instruments and the propositional potential of the pictorial image.

Sharing the object and purpose of its practice, architecture and quadratura may be distinguished by operating, respectively, through the organization of three-dimensional bodies, displacing and arranging the constructive substance, and the outline of two-dimensional figures that, governed by optic and projective laws, induces the viewer into the appearance of three-dimensional facts. Thus, the quadratura may be assumed as an integral and inseparable part of the inhabited space, falling within the disciplinary field of architecture. It organizes, characterizes, and defines space through the power of perspective simulation, surpassing conditions of the physical nature and imposing an apparent truth.

2. Building with the easel

Starting developed experiments aiming an architectural painting by the end of the 17th century, only at the dawn of the 18th century the quadratura, in its full technical and conceptual foundations, was hosted in Portugal. Constituting a novelty for the characterization of internal spaces, this pictorial/architectural genre gets to be articulated with the built environment responding to coeval spatial and imagery requirements (MELLO 1998: 97; RAGGI 2004: 464).

Inaugurating this cycle, the imaginary architectures at the ceiling of the Monastery of S. Vicente de Fora lobby (1710, Lisbon), by Vincenzo Bacherelli, were articulated with the built surfaces imposing a rereading of its spatial dimensions, shape and image. Through observation of the image, a spatial vertical extension is evidenced, hiding the spatial (dis)proportion, and revealing a transformation of its perimeter according to five different levels.

Essentially, the visually induced composition is governed upon the constructed rectangular matrix, the corporeal level, giving rise to an increasingly complex and dynamic space: a surrounding balcony, a gallery that expands vertically the perceived space, a cornice sealing the imaginary space and a central oculus from which the Triumph of St. Augustine’s above Heresy is presented to the gaze. In this sense, the physical space, with a regular and stable perimeter, is juxtaposed by the quadratura illusion, whose successive expansions and contractions streamlines plastically its limits changing the global perception of the inhabited space by the eye.

Fig. 1: Interpretive scheme of the five spatial levels at the Monastery of S. Vicente de Fora lobby (1710, Lisbon), Vincenzo Bacherelli: built space and imaginary space (surrounding balcony, false gallery; upper cornice, central oculus). CABELEIRA 2015, 356.

However, Bacherelli directs its concerns towards a spatial impression rather than a verisimilitude, or even obedience, with the practice and rules of the
architectural science. A different understanding is followed by Nasoni, whose dedication to quadratura is simultaneous to his constructive practice showing operative coincidences (BURY 1956: 7; RAGGI 2004: 661).

At the sacristy of Porto Cathedral (1734, Porto), the intervention of Nicolau Nasoni ranges between moments of purely decorative intent and others of a clear spatial purpose. Here, woodcarving and quadratura are applied to transform the medieval structure under a modern imaginary space. A new arrangement organized at two levels: one until the cornice height, with false frames and valances integrating bays, easel paintings, the altarpiece and furniture; another over the vault where a represented parallelepiped space annuls the curvature of the built surface. If in the first level, the intention is merely decorative, integrating spatial components and its functional and iconographic program, in the second level the built space is amplified and transformed evidencing a visual metamorphosis coordinated under baroque assumptions.

Although we recognize to the works of Bacherelli and Nasoni an operational domain of perspective, the architectural composition and the manipulation of the apprehended space point out differences concerning their architectural intents and practice.

The strategy followed at the ceiling of the St. Vincent's lobby, widely spread in Portugal, seems to be confined to transmute the vault according to a wide and distant image. On the other hand, at the sacristy of Porto's Cathedral the complexity of the supporting surfaces, levels of interaction and assimilation of compositional strategies may reflect a greater spatial awareness and consequently greater ability concerning the tectonic transformation. Whether these differences could be explained through the authors’ formation and background, it seems more credible to consider the disciplinary fields in which they move: while Bacherelli is specialized on painting, Nasoni gathers the practice of quadratura and architecture fostering coincident themes.

Fig. 2: Interpretive scheme of illusion levels and spatial transformation at the Porto’s Cathedral sacristy (1725), Nicolau Nasoni: built space and imaginary space. CABELEIRA 2015, 356.

3. Three imaginary experiences

Among the national authors who assimilate and continued the quadratura experience, the simultaneity among construction and representation practice is not witnessed. For these quadratura painters or masters of perspective, the
knowledge of architecture science is based upon its image rather than a conscious mastery of its strategies and compositional rules. Still, given that the baroque space seems to be formalized under the simultaneous action of different agents, national quadratura masters tend to synchronize the imagined space with the constructive practice, highlighting common themes of spatial and formal research.

In this sense, three imaginary spaces of the Portuguese Baroque are considered either by the quality of the represented and built organism, revealing points of contact between the spatial research of quadratura and constructive practice. Clear examples of the generated contrappunto among visual and corporeal space, they summarize the baroque spirit and the desired phantasy.

Of octagonal plan and vault-shaped cap, the church of Menino-Deus (1711-37) emerges as a model, representative of architectural and artistic developments under the D. João V reign. Here, the imaginary structure stems from the same geometrical matrix of the built nave. Even so, if some incongruities arise from the relation between constructed and represented facts (despite the equivalence of modular hierarchy by some metric and alignments, misfits are detected), a clear effect of spatial transformation and extension is apprehended, fostering the synthesis among built and quadratura proposed space. However, more evident is the coincidence between spatial anxieties and compositional procedures of the constructed and represented architectural design. Although the imaginary architectures reveal a greater formal freedom shaped by curvature of surfaces, handling and segregation of structural plans as well as the ornamental composition, that liberty aims to enhance the three-dimensionality of the illusory proposal.

Despite these variations, tensions amongst central and longitudinal axes are explored either by the outline of the built organism as well as by the illusory space. Besides these coincidences, among the transverse and longitudinal axes of the matrix rectangle, diagonal forces are considered according to sectioning of the vertices of the built rectangle, by a 45º plan, or through concave and convex curvature of the vertices of the represented cornices. Lines and curves, which foster the synthesis of both corporeal and visual features of the apprehended space. If the transverse axis is defined through modular and programmatic exception at the centre of the lateral elevations (the built pulpits and illusory balconies), the longitudinal axis, corresponding to the entry and visual approach towards the main chapel, is evidenced by false porticos and the articulation among represented and physical light.

The vertical propulsion encouraged by the quadratura image is characterized by a succession of parameters. If, on one hand, the represented pilasters and vertical edges of the construction have a special role at the amplification of the perceived depth, on the other hand, surrounding cornices and galleries define levels of the imaginary construction. However, the vertical extension collides with a plan illusory ceiling at which centre a wide frame is open giving to the view, like a telescope, a vision of the transcendent. The specificity of this ceiling, concerning to coeval works, lies precisely at the replacement of a painted frame by an impressive wood frame enhancing the ambiguity between two-dimensional and three-dimensional facts.

At the Shrine of Nossa Senhora do Cabo (1701-40, Cabo Espichel) the obra lisa formulas of the constructive campaign contrasts with the festive spirit introduced by the baroque decorative campaigns that shaped the internal space underlining a scenic ambience supporting the religious message and program. The built and represented space are organized by a transversal and longitudinal axes, giving supremacy to last one as stems from the rectangular shape of the building. Thus, despite hierarchical differences both axes define necessary symmetries to simultaneously solve the quadratura image projection (assisting the transference from an outlined prototype into the vault’s surface), and regulation of the designed composition.
If these axes subordinate the modular variation, and value a longitudinal route, consequent to the built program and shape, an impression of diagonal tension is emphasized through transformation of the rectangular matrix. As such, at the first level of illusion a contraction of the rectangular polygon is operated through projection of the supporting brackets placed immediately above to the nave’s cornice. Here, although the supporting brackets cut out the parallelepiped spatial configuration, in its distribution and rhythm, the thickness of a false slab, on which the second level of the illusory construction stands, evidences the return to the referential rectangle. Also in this second level, the surrounding elevations are arranged regularly, according to the stability of the rectangular matrix, being the transformation of the perimeter induced through the provision of free columns. Freed from its structural circumstance, the columns incite the apprehension of a rotated polygonal space, nullifying intersections of the illusory surrounding walls and bringing up continuities in shaping the spatial perimeter.

Finally, and already at the top of the false gallery, a flat ceiling is placed, on which the rotation among consecutive edges is achieved by a convex contour consequent to the introduction of oblique medallions.

The transformation of the different spatial layers is consistent with the organization of the temple and coeval compositional practices, both constructive and quadraturism, boosting the vertical axis where the major changes are operated. The space perimeter is successively compressed and amplified, the curvature of the vault surface is cancelled, the construction is elevated and the outlined set is opened by a horizontal frame that induces, symbolically, the internal space towards infinity.

In a coordinated approach among construction, sculptural and represented facts, the imaginary architectures are regulated under the modular sequence of the internal elevations. However, from a tectonic point of view the correlating logics of form and void, supporting elements and spans, are inverted. As such, the apparent weight of the illusory construction falls at the centre of the built arches opened at the nave sidewalls, overloading it perceptually. A logic which, along with the polygonal transformation and free combinatorial of the architectural ornament, resonates themes from the coeval project.

Also the church of Nossa Senhora da Pena (1705, Lisbon) is taken as a baroque lab of the age of D. João V, in which new spatial and decorative vocabularies are experience and implement. The internal built structure is characterized by a rectangular plan, oblivious to the polygonal coeval experiences, with a natural emphasis of the longitudinal axis closed by a deep main chapel. However, the stability of the built organism contrasts with the visual momentum generated by the ceiling’s quadratura (1781) whose geometric and compositional variations enliven the perceived space.4 Raising the imaginary architectures over the built moulding, that marks the parallelepiped space of the body of the temple, the quadratura enforces the perception of a vertical thrust broken by a false cornice framing a heavenly vision of the Coronation of the Virgin. Thus, above the stone moulding, false supporting brackets project the illusory construction towards the vertical axis around which the process of transformation is arranged according to contraction and dilation of the built rectangle. However, the rhythm imposed by the false supporting brackets, conditioning the represented structure, does not coordinate it with the composition of the sidewalls of the nave taking advantage of the linear abstraction of the stone moulding that, instead of participating as intermediary, functions as a frame/frontier between the physical and the visual space. A condition that leads to the perception of independent spatial entities, although arranged sequentially around the same visual vertical axis.

While quadratura architectures follow the symmetry imposed by the rectangular plan, only the longitudinal axis of the image is coordinated with same axis of
the built structure. In fact, if the construction highlight is placed on the longitudinal sequence, dictated by form and light, the same happens with the represented space. If the longitudinal extremes of the illusory space are structured through the reinterpretation of the Serliana theme, side elevations are organized through tripartite composition. Unifying the imaginary perimeter a cornice of constant height conditions the impression of spatial depth and a surrounding balcony with straight and curved spans contrasts with the linearity of the stone moulding.

The effect of apparent depth is due to free columns whose simulated materiality (green marble) stands in sharp contrast to the material of the construction (white marble) accelerating the vertical impulse. The setting of free columns, with repercussions at the profile of the entablature, guides the eye diagonally inside the suggested space. A tension that values the relationship among centrality/axiality of the illusory space and may be placed in line with the spatial research of the national Baroque, managing overlaps, rotations, dilations and compressions of the built facts.

But when it comes to architectural grammar the case of Nossa Senhora da Pena distances itself from the constructive practice revealing the quadratura as a territory open to experimentation of architectural vocabulary and its combinatorial and formal manipulation, space rehearsal and articulation possibilities.

4. Acknowledgment

Still, we cannot claim these examples as definitive works of architecture because of the apparent compositional and metric mistakes. Inconsistencies hardly acceptable by construction, but easily surmountable by the architectural representation.

Although, if the evocation of an imaginary space is operated through quadratura, its practice arises as an architectural genre, which simultaneously allows amplifying the tangible space as well as opening it towards an open sky, in which the transcendent is revealed. A vision framed by the corporeal space, which is visually expanded through imaginary architectures.

Perspective image overcomes limitations on the nature of things, manoeuvring visually the reasoning and perception of space metric and formal nature. Therefore, structural complexity of Baroque spaces, achieved upon the intersection of corporeal and visual dimensions, synthesizes a continuous event challenging the apprehension of an imaginary universe faster by a fictional moment which reveals the Aristotelian notion of "image-representation" as phantasy of a transcendent and orderly cosmos.
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Abstract
Many masters of modernist design believed that sociological science and industry stood as the emancipatory powers of the 20th century. Arguably, the social and environmental implications associated with this outlook were framed by a system of thought called Positivism, which was the creation of the French philosopher, Auguste Comte (1798-1857). No work has explored the role this system of ideas played in shaping the utopian moment of early modernism, but it is often thought that Positivism was an icy, objectivist science upholding the status quo. This essay seeks to remedy this gross misrepresentation and neglect by showing that the movement of organized Positivism embraced a desire to reorganize the Victorian landscape. It begins with an analysis of the emergence of Comte’s scientific-humanist ideas and their use in a participatory sociological practice; here his followers were attempting to make convivial spaces in complete regional city-communities. Thereafter, I will argue that the modern masters displayed similar patterns of language by relaying the aspiration to coordinate science and industry to improve the lives of the masses. Effectively, this essay seeks to show that organized Positivism played a role central to creating the utopian moment of early modernism.
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1. Introduction
Positivism was once considered the philosophy of the 19th century, but design scholars have remained ambivalent about its direct and indirect influence on 20th century architecture and urbanism. Peter Eisenman writes that ‘ethical positivism’ produced the functionalist approach of modern design. Positivist-driven functionalism, he maintains, was essentially a ‘phase of humanism’ predicated on a faith in science and industry to benefit the common good (EISENMAN 1996). Along these lines, Harry Mallgrave argues that Positivism informed the architectural theories of rationalism and primitivism (Mallgrave 2006: 353-354, 359, 390-354, 506-315). However, Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter quip that the bearings of Positivism led to little more than a “historical cul-de-sac” (ROWE and KOETTER 1983: 21). To muddy the waters more, some assert that Positivism comprised a backward-looking ideology that made no impact on spatial design (MOORE 2007; Stephen 1869; WRIGHT 2003: 141), but Joseph Rykwert and David Smith Capon state that it offered a new social democratic humanism that aimed to ‘counteract the dehumanizing influence of industrial society’ (CAPON 1999: 140; RYKWERT 2000). Alan Colquhoun confidently concludes that the ‘positivist-functionalist model’ dominated modern architecture during the early modern period, spanning from the iconoclastic 1890s to the 1920s, and survived well into the 1960s (COLQUHOUN 2009: 167-168). Curiously, no study has scrutinised the origins of organised Positivism in relation to the rise of modern architecture. More than any other group, the British Positivists were responsible for popularizing this comprehensive system of life, which was considered capable of ringing in a glorious epoch of global happiness and harmony.

This essay will outline how from the 1850s the Positivists acted on the utopian ideas of the French philosopher, Auguste Comte (1798-1857). Comte was famous
for introducing modern sociology and a complementary creed called the Religion of Humanity. He and his followers established a network of Positivist Societies to disseminate their scientific-humanist theory and practice. Their intention here was to realise Comte’s utopia called the Occidental Republic. Effectively, this paper argues that, like the Positivists, the modern masters articulated a language about coordinating science and industry to create functional, hygienic greenbelt city-communities to improve the lives of everyone, everywhere.

2. Positivist Utopianism, its Emergence and Evolution

From 1817 to 1822, Comte worked as the assistant to Saint-Simon, the philosopher of ‘social physics’. Inspired by the works of Condorcet, they explored the progressive implications of classifying the ‘positive sciences’. Saint-Simon determined that this process could facilitate a return to ‘the science on which society is founded, namely ethics’ and thus ‘a social state in which science will again assume a religious character’ (SAINT-SIMON 1834: 7, 9-32, 44-38). A ‘Newtonian elite’, he imagined, could use their scientific authority to implement ethical social reorganisation. They would provide education, promote pacific solidarity, and coordinate meaningful work as well as resolve local, national, and international disputes. Saint-Simon’s intention was to link art, science, and industry to unify humanity through peaceful industrialisation as opposed to expansionist warfare. Along these lines, he proposed transnational urban infrastructural projects similar to the Suez and Panama Canals.

Under his ‘master’, Saint-Simon, Comte developed scientific-historical surveys of Western society that traced the withering-away of the powers of monotheism and monarchy. Science and industry, he declared, were emerging as new modern ‘spiritual and temporal’ power structures (VERNON 1984). Departing from the Saint-Simonians’ ‘New Christianity’, Comte with unshakeable confidence published his controversial Law of Three Stages, which theorised that all societies develop from a theological, to metaphysical and on to a Positive Era. A ‘deliberate planning and policy’ implemented by intellectuals could transform the West, opening the Positive Era of society, he maintained (COMTE 1877: 538; FLETCHER 1974: 29-40). Along these lines, during the July Revolution Comte introduced his new ‘master-science’ of sociology.

Observing the degrading and defiling conditions of Parisian proletarian life, Comte insisted, like Marx, that it was necessary to engage with the realities of ‘enormous cities’. During the revolution of 1848, however, he neither endorsed a violent revolution nor the communitarian escapism Marx disparagingly branded ‘utopian socialism’ (MARX and ENGELS 2002). Comte instead declared ‘moral revolution’ and launched a humanist creed called the Religion of Humanity. He also produced a utopia-planning programme called the Occidental Republic, which proposed to use sociology to plan the devolution of Western Empires into 500 idyllic regional republics. Comte believed that his followers could help to realise these hygienic, modern greenbelt city-communities across the world by the 1960s. Each city-state, with a land area comparable to Belgium, would contain two million people, approximately.

Like the work of the revolutionaries of the 1790s, Comte’s Occidental Republic programme included a calendar, cultural festivals, banking system, regional currencies, ethical codes, and flag system. Not least, Comte’s programme called on citizen-sociologists to organise a network of new types of architecture for Positivist ‘spiritual and temporal’ interventions in town and country. These institutions would serve as the critical spatial agency for breaking up Western Empires and creating the republics of the Positive Era. The chief ‘spiritual institution’ — known as a Positivist Society Hall, Temple of Humanity, or Civic Society — would coordinate the public life of citizen groups working towards the vision of utopia on the horizon.

As the hub of the local community, the
Positivist Hall was considered a catalyst for structured social change. It would function as a centre for regional sociology, institute of humanist scholarship and republican hall of social activism (WILSON 2015; WRIGHT 1986). Part of the activities here would include cultural festivals, popular education, and social investigations for regional place making. Positivist groups would draw on Comte’s designs for this and other spiritual interventions such as schools, libraries, parks, gardens, hospitals and homes. They would encourage temporal institutions — such as workshops, factories, banks, exchanges and union halls — to operate according to Comte’s system of moral capitalism.

Seeking to disseminate Comte’s utopian vision, the Oxford don, Richard Congreve, founded the first British Positivist Society in 1859. It attracted outcasts and the working classes as well as John Stuart Mill, George Eliot, Beatrice Webb and William Morris. By the twentieth century, a network of Positivist clubs had opened across Britain. They hosted popular lectures, technical training, arts lessons, festivals, and civic rites of passage.

Of paramount importance here was that the British Positivist Society also organised urban and rural field studies. This form of ‘concrete politics’ intended to train and empower conscientious citizen-sociologists for regional place making. Congreve’s allies in this line of activity included Frederic Harrison, Charles Booth, Patrick Geddes, and Victor Branford. They understood the region as a unit nested between and affected by the empire, nation, city, district, and household. From the mid-1850s through to the Great War, they therefore grappled with resolving conflicts on nested spatial levels of human relations. On the international level, Comte and Congreve conducted historical and moral geographical types of surveys. These sociological investigations exposed the links between imperialism and domestic decline. Like Saint-Simon, Comte and Congreve promoted a policy for peaceful international relations leading to the dissolution of Western empires.

Thereafter, on the national level, the investigators Harrison and Booth commenced on industrial and social types of surveys. They documented poverty, overcrowding, and industrial exploitation and proposed programmes to create a national network of industrial republics. The activists Geddes and Branford subsequently led civic and rustic surveys of British regions. They aimed to link town and country into Garden City-state ‘eutopias’ or idyllic real places.

In the footsteps of Comte the British Positivists held that it was possible to create a world of utopian republics if, in each region, four different idealist citizen-groups agreed to rule and be ruled in turn in relation to the spaces of the city. Based in Positivist temples, schools, and studios, ‘Intellectuals and Emotionals’ would perform as the custodians of social and environmental welfare. These sociologists, instructors, and artists would envision programmes and plans for urban-regional social reconstruction and look after the mental and physical health of cities and citizens. Industrial ‘Chiefs’ would manage planning schemes as well as work in ‘temples of industry’. These moral capitalists would be elected, based on merit alone, from the unionised system of trade guilds, or ‘the People’.

The British Positivists’ programmes proposed to coordinate the planning of new streets, parks, schools, factories, hospitals and homes following Comte’s Occidental Republic scheme. They recommended the national municipalisation of industry, equal wages in town and country, and shortened working hours to enable all to enjoy civic life. Strike funds would finance mid-rise mixed use housing blocks and improved transport links. Each green-belt city-community in Britain would be replete with libraries, parks, museums and, also, ‘humanist institutes’, ‘cathedrals of the people’ or ‘pantheons of humanity’ (GEDDES 1887; GEDDES 1904b). Here schools would become the nucleus of the neighbourhood community and the means for eradicating social inequality; these spaces would shape the intellectual and emotional identity of each region. The Positivists were thus concerned with
developing a participatory praxis for transforming industrial agglomerations into self-sufficient regional units.

3. The Utopian Moment of the Modern Movements

In this section, I will argue that during the early twentieth century the language of Positivism percolated into the work of avant-garde designers in Europe, America, and beyond. As such, Positivism created the utopian moment for the modern movements of architecture and urbanism (JENCKS 1985; Pocock 1975).

The Positivists’ aim to deliver modern life in the form of green-belt city-communities passed via Howard, Geddes, and Branford and into the work of the avant-garde. Like Comte’s vision, Howard’s Garden City had a size and scale compatible to the medieval city. Howard similarly suggested that the ‘individualistic socialism’ of trade unionism could play a critical role in producing this new social fabric. Similarly, Geddes and Branford proclaimed Comte’s Occidental Republic scheme was a ‘practical treatise’ for post-war reconstruction (BRANFORD and GEDDES 1917: 52). Through his various town-planning exhibitions across Europe and Asia, and collaborations on designing secular ‘spiritual institutions’, Geddes popularized aspects of Comte’s work (WELTER 2002: 174-250). Like Harrison, who was his ‘moral teacher’, Geddes recalled an important precedent: priests and guilds had united to produce the scale, character, and lifestyle of the medieval cathedral city. They praised its offering of manifold ‘centres of moral and spiritual education’ Geddes 1904b: 1-3, 21-35, 221; Harrison 1894: 236).

Geddes’ American acolyte Lewis Mumford similarly argued that the medieval city offered ‘a higher standard [of life] for the mass of the population than any form of town, down to the first romantic suburbs of the nineteenth century’ (MUMFORD 1940: 44).

Mumford’s colleague Patrick Abercrombie, who is considered the ‘father of British town planning’, acknowledged Comte and Le Play as the founders of the modern ‘French School’ of regionalism. They also supported the coordination of town and country units and suggested that the school should become the centre of the modern neighbourhood (ABERCROMBIE 1959: 9-27, 54-25, 103-104, 126-130; CHERRY 1981; MUMFORD 1940: 351). Abercrombie collaborated with his mentors, Geddes and Victor and Sybella Branford, in an effort to establish a national network of ‘Civic Societies’ to transform Britain into Garden City-states. Here groups of university-led citizen-sociologists carried out regional surveys to inform post-war reconstruction initiatives, which entailed the creation of new communities with integrated transport links, work, housing and public spaces (ABERCROMBIE 1920; GEDDES 1904a).

In America, the functionalist architect Louis Sullivan expressed a Positivist view of history, politics, and science. Science was the ‘power to put forth our WILL -- in place of Destiny. This is the spiritual dawning power of Democracy’ (ANDREW 1985; SULLIVAN 1961), wrote Sullivan. Following Comte, he asserted that sociology would become the ‘gravitational centre of all the sciences; and a philosophy or gospel of democracy, the motive power of the world’. Sociology offered a ‘salvation of man and society’. Like the Positivists he believed sociology could make democracy a ‘living thing’; it would transform architecture, which had been ‘made a plaything for long enough’, into a ‘living force’ — an art for the people and by the people (SHERMAN 1962: 93; SULLIVAN 1978: 65-66; 101-102).

Sullivan’s protégé Frank Lloyd Wright likewise challenged reactionary views about the machine age. In addition, like the Positivists he cautioned his followers about industrial abuses. He stated that ‘the Machine [is] here to serve Humanity ... human imagination may use [it] as a means to more life, and greater life, for the Commonwealth’. The Machine would ‘conquer human drudgery’ and was a symbol of ‘spiritual liberation’, collectivism and a tool of democracy (WRIGHT 2008: xi, 23, 97). It would alter the nature of family life and, just as
radically, the appearance of cities. Along these lines, like Comte, Wright held that the environment of the modern home was an essential conduit to internalise modern civic manners and values in children.

The ‘father of Dutch modernism’ Hendrik Petrus Berlage aired ‘almost Positivist’ political and architectural ideas. He wrote about the establishment of an ‘ethical settlement’ founded on the spiritual concept of scientific progress. It would produce a ‘new age of culture, focused on socialist principles of fraternity’. Berlage’s support of Positivism also appears in the artwork in the vestibule of his most famous work, the Amsterdam Stock Exchange. Here Berlage commissioned the artist Jan Toorop to create opera sectilia panels that depict, in a Positivist fashion, ‘the feudal order succeeded by the class society of nineteenth-century capitalism, which itself would be succeeded by a new age of harmony and religiosity’ (BANHAM 1960: 144; BERLAGE 1996: 37-38, 60-33, 313). Berlage later promoted a ‘religion of the new humanity’ and designed a Pantheon der Menschheid, or ‘Pantheon of Humanity’, which drew on Comte’s ideas. Such institutions, it seems, were meant to reflect the urge to forge a new post-war humanity. They formed part of greater discussions about how university elites, guilds and civic groups would usher in the ‘moral equivalents of war’ for everyone, everywhere (BRANFORD 1921: 45-49, 85-91; GOULD 1920).

In the footsteps of the Positivists and John Ruskin, the German Deutscher Werkbund polemicized against laissez-faire capitalism. They believed that the organisation of guild-communities could connect ethics and aesthetics. True architecture was beautiful through-and-through if it produced a virtuous, memorable and meaningful way of life. As such, Werkbund leader Herman Muthesius aimed to make this group the ‘sole arbiters of taste’ in Germany. As if ‘Positivist sociologists’ they aimed to coordinate national industrial production. Here trade unions would mass-produce modern objects of a high moral and cultural value. Along these lines Peter Behrens, the Werkbund ‘master of the moderns’, designed the AEG’s industrial identity and Turbine Factory, which represented a ‘factory-temple’, an ‘endorsement of industrial civilisation’ (ANDERSON 2000: 145).

Like the Positivists, the Dutch De Stijl group upheld the idea of harmonizing social love, ‘social order, and social progress’. De Stijl’s art, after all, represented ‘dynamic equilibrium’, or the balancing of opposing forces in nature and society. They aimed to establish an ‘objective universal means of creation’, a new visual environment for modern life (VAN DOESBURG 1971b). Mechanised and automated processes would decrease intellectual and physical drudgery, facilitating the growth of international emotional unity. These processes would thus obliterate the ‘old consciousness’, associated with individualism, ancient absolutism and nationalism. Modern art, science and machinery, as such, provided the grounds for a ‘new consciousness’ for a utopian, universal collectivism (VAN DOESBURG, VAN'T HOFF and HUSZAR 1971). De Stijl leader, Theo van Doesburg, accordingly postulated in 1924 that ‘new architecture develops out of the exact determination of practical demands’, and would be ‘anti-decorative’ and ‘anti-formalist’, which was a forecast Comte made during the 1840s (VAN DOESBURG, 1971a). By the mid-1920s, de Stijl’s universalist outlook had infiltrated the Bauhaus.

In his post-war expressionist phase, Walter Gropius contributed to the Arbeitsrat für Kunst. This ‘work council for the arts’ aimed to produce art for the multitudes rather than the moneyed. Along similar lines, in the first Bauhaus manifesto of 1919, Gropius wrote that architecture was the ‘crystalline expression of man’s noblest thoughts, his ardour, his humanity, his faith, his religion!’ (GROPIUS 1971). Here trade union ‘guilds’ would unite to build secular spiritual spaces including a ‘Cathedral of Socialism’. The Bauhaus was not concerned with the ‘decorative, mystical, and metaphysical’. Instead, their aim was to create a new ‘anti-aesthetic aesthetic that would prize functionality’. And also like the
Positivists and the logicians of the Vienna Circle, the Bauhaus was concerned primarily with technical processes for unifying architecture, painting and sculpture, to create airy and hygienic working and living spaces (GALISON 1990; GROPIUS 1971) to avert ‘mankind’s enslavement by machine’ (GROPIUS 1965: 54). Architects, Gropius claimed, had been ‘put into this world to remake humanity’ (GROPIUS 1968: 61). Based on sociological knowledge, the architect was to act as the coordinator of a democratic ‘comprehensive unity’, from domestic to regional and national planning. Thus planning, he maintained, was to ‘grow from the ground up, not from the top down by force’ (GROPIUS 1970: 12-13, 65, 98-19, 103, 145).

The International Congress of Modern Architecture (CIAM) adopted a planning agenda based on Howard’s horizontal and Le Corbusier’s vertical garden city visions. Like the Positivists, CIAM believed that developments in industry and in the scientific understanding of human history and society were making possible a new social system based on universal human association (MUMFORD 2000: 2). For these reasons CIAM, led by the ‘neo-Saint-Simonian’ Le Corbusier, sought to place architecture and town planning ‘morally and materially’ on its ‘true plane’, the sociological plane. They wrote about the need to redistribute the land and to plan the ‘organization of the functions of collective life’ across town and country (CIAM 1971a).

Along these lines Le Corbusier supported the Positivist system of syndicalism, where trade unionists assumed the means of production and elected from their body an empathetic managerial elite; Comte explained this new captain of industry would be a ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’. Similar to the Positivists’ thinking, Le Corbusier and the CIAM thought architecture could temper the ‘ruthless violence of private interests’ and warfare.

Utilising social investigation, the CIAM aimed to produce spaces that harmonised ‘individual liberty and collective action’. This process was to begin with the study of the ‘initial nucleus of town planning’, the home. They examined it in relation to the organisation of the occupational, transport and leisure spaces of the city. Like the Positivists, CIAM was concerned with the city as a social grouping situated ‘within the totality of its region’ (CIAM 1971a). Increasingly, however, this process was less about humanity and more about the dictates of form and style.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the Positivists’ language about coordinating science, art, and industry framed the modernists’ desire to create rational, meaningful, and hygienic designs, to enable humanity to benefit from science and the machine. Positivism served as a theoretical and practical impetus to the early modernists’ ‘ethical functionalism’, the concept of the town and country as a planned, self-sufficient regional unit; the notion that the school is the nucleus of the neighbourhood community and the means for broader social transformation; and that the city-community is defined by its public spaces and civic institutes.

Undoubtedly, the masters of modernism did not subscribe to the complete system of Positivism; they co-opted different aspects of its theory and practice. Positivism, after all, had one fundamental requisite. That requisite was upholding a ‘higher social morality, an enlarged conception of human life’ and ‘a more humane type of religious duty’ to the people and their city-region (HARRISON 1894: 244-251, 412-255) (HARRISON 1908: 262).
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Abstract
This article sets out to discuss the boundary condition between the spheres of public and private / exterior and interior in contemporary housing project, namely the intermediate territory between the two.
Therefore, it gives special attention to the theoretical framework on relations that are determined between the two sides of a boundary. There will be a particular emphasis on social sciences, taking into consideration Georges Teyssot’s contributes on his essay “A topology threshold,” as well as Arnold van Gennep’s “Les rites de passage”, who also explores the concept of “boundary” and “threshold”. Then, based on the analysis of the rites of passage in human societies - as it is a culturally constructed condition - it will be established a connection with the field of architecture, mainly focusing on Alison and Peter Smithson’s notions of “doorstep”, and Aldo Van Eyck’s concept of in-Between.
In architectural design the space between, although ambiguous, sets the negotiation of boundaries between private and public sphere, as principle of integration, dialogue, evasion, and transition.
Finally, we will try to assess which are the architectural elements in the domestic space - such doors, sills, windows, walls, etc. - , that convey this specificity as mediation devices and enable a forthright dialogue and negotiation between both domains.

Keywords: threshold, domestic space, mediation devices

1. Construction of an idea of threshold
In this paper we intend to consider on how the exterior and the interior, as well as the uses associated with them, are related and especially interconnected through the concept of threshold space, seen as an intermediate domain between exterior and interior. These two concepts, exterior and interior space, are intrinsic to the constitution of an architectural object, while distinct, they set limits and define themselves mutually, both at spatial and symbolic level.
... suddenly there’s and interior and an exterior. One can be inside or outside. Brilliant! And that means - equally brilliant - this: thresholds, crossings, the tiny loophole door, the almost imperceptible transition between the inside and the outside, an incredible sense of place, an unbelievable feeling of concentration when we suddenly become aware of being enclosed, of something enveloping us, keeping us together, holding us - whether we be many or single. An arena for individuals and the public, for the private and the public spheres. Architecture knows it and uses it. (ZUMTHOR 2006: 45-47)

As a basic principle, the architect adapts spaces through boundaries, directing and manipulating the inhabitant’s experiences. Consequently, individual’s space is a culturally built entity which human action materialises, either suggesting or prescribing a certain limit, which interferes with the inhabitant behaviour within that space.
Thus, for space to be understood by people, it needs to be provided with limits, since it is through this process of delimitating space that it becomes inhabitable, allowing the development of structured human practices.
Threshold Concept

The threshold concept belongs to the domain of spatial metaphors that designate intellectual and symbolic operations, which can be inscribed as "passages", namely, transitions. The threshold represents an intermediate space that signals the moment of passage, the entrance.

However, it should be noted that Walter Benjamin (1982-1940), in Passagen-Werk, warns about the distinction between boundary and threshold. For him the concept of threshold (die Schwelle) should clearly differentiate itself from the concept of boundary (die Grenze). Thus, the threshold is a zone; a doorstep, a passage; leaking and filling are included in the word schwellen ("to swell").

Walter Benjamin, in Passagen-Werk, was particularly puzzled with the Parisian passages as paradigmatic examples of ambiguous spaces. These spaces assumed a hybrid character; they could not be considered a traditional inner space, neither an assumed outer one; those passages received natural lighting, since they were composed of lightweight iron roofing and glass.

Rites of Passage

In 1909, the French anthropologist Arnold van Gennep (1873-1957) produced a research study on the transition rituals between different realities and various levels of human behaviour, which he gathered in Les Rites of Passage (VAN GENNEP 1960; VAN GENNEP 1978). This study contributed to a spatial reading of the society, where the ritual was the study object. There, he constructs a particular approach towards the threshold question, from an anthropological point of view, that later would have repercussions in the architectural sphere.

Through various collected examples, Van Gennep highlighted the similarity between manifestations of each individual’s life cycle, of those of everyday family life, of time passing, seasons, etc. Rituals dramatized these transitional practices of social expression as if they were theatrical performances, celebrating different stages of development of one’s life.

Concept of Doorstep and In-Between

Similarly, the couple of architects Alison Smithson (1928-1993) and Peter Smithson (1923-2003) built an approach to the idea of threshold. Based on studies made by the photographer Nigel Henderson and the sociologist Judith Stephen, on patterns of association between the populations of a neighbourhood in London, the Smithsons introduced the concept of doorstep, at CIAM IX at Aix-en-Provence, in 1953.
They were interested in promoting the relationship between domestic interior and the street. In other words the extension of house dwelling to the adjacent public space as a potentiating action for new dynamics and appropriations. The extension of the domestic space to the public arena as "a stage of social expression in which identity, social ties, a sense of security and well-being were generated".

However, Aldo van Eyck (1918-1999) redefines the concept of doorstep to in-between. He addressed the concept of doorstep, recovering the sense of ritual space, that of passage:

[the door] fits us on arrival and departure, it is a vital experience not only for those who transpose it, but also for those who encounter or leave behind. The door is a place made for an occasion. The door is a mediation device, made for an act that is repeated millions of times in our lives, between the first entry and the last exit.

Van Eyck suggested that the door could be considered as:

...a place which articulates and belongs to both the inside and the outside, a place where the significant aspects of both sides are presented simultaneously. The door should expand and adopt a capable form of evoking a warm welcoming, as well as materialised an invitation for a break, an invitation to remain.

2. Spatial mediation devices

After the construction of an idea that could clarify the meaning of threshold, it becomes essential to understand how this concept can be materialised, as these liminal spaces, apart from being both “intermediary and intermediate, also articulate and are articulators”, triggering a relationship of interdependence between the outside world and the interior.

The complexity of the concept of dwelling leads us to a realm populated by devices that serve as mediators between what happens inside and outside it. The various architectural resources and features, while providers of distinct qualities, prove to be essential for the intensification of this relationship. These devices - door, window, and sill - are seen as tools or elements that establish relations of mediation between spaces, but beyond this function, they are also influential in the individual’s mode of action.

2.1 The window, the door, the wall

Doors and windows or other type of spatial device that materialise a threshold can be designed as distinct traces of limits, as well as devices that establish the passages/transitions to the exterior. The devices can establish two types of limit, frontier, and bridge. While the first determines an enclosed space, the second refers to a space that opens to the outside.

The window, as a mediation device, implies a static position in space (as opposed to the door), a point from which one observes, contemplates and illuminates the home.

With the innovation in construction technology, windows became wider, thus observing a new spatiality where space is enlarged, integrating interior and exterior into a single frame. Nevertheless, both door and window are distinguished in terms of function, the first concerns an opening, the second a passage; however, they both constitute interfaces between spaces, thus allowing a physical and/or visual transition.

The door congregates in itself a willingness to move from one side to the other, as it is through it that a breach between spaces occurs. The door is, thus, the primary mediator of passage and
articulation, conforming an element of connection between parts and creating the conditions for permanency in both domains, establishing the joint and the invitation for evasion and imagination. The wall is also another mediation device, in the sense that it represents the physical integrity of the boundary, setting apart two worlds by its mass and thickness. As Robert Venturi states:

...designing inwards, as well as from the inside out, creates the necessary strain, which helps to make architecture. As the inside is different from the outside, the wall - the turning point - becomes an architectural event in itself. (VENTURI 1995: 119)

Finally, the wall is in fact a materialised boundary, an event that, by its nature and characteristics, influences how one demarcates the inner and outer world and the relations that they establish.
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Abstract
From the idea of utopia created by Thomas More in 1516, which described an imaginary island with an ideal society living in a place endowed with characteristics of great urban organization, many utopias of cities were developed by philosophers, socialists, architects and urbanists to answer the issues analysed from the observation of post-Industrial Revolution cities, rarely being realized. A negative diagnosis of society, from the description of the terrible living conditions to the evaluation of daily commuting problems and the reduction of leisure, is recurrent to proposals of utopic cities. In the formulation of an answer to a similar diagnosis, utopic cities have come close. From the review of some of these utopias, the objective of this work is to discuss the vertical cities utopic models, developed by Swiss architect Le Corbusier, leading to the formulation of the Plan Voisin in Paris. It is a utopia in a real city, contrary to the previous utopic cities proposals, which are characterized by the no place, without intention to relating the other real cities.
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1. Introduction
The utopian city is based on the idea of improvement of humankind starting with the establishment of a new location gifted with characteristics of great urban organization. To talk about Utopia in the past city is necessary to mention Thomas More, who, in 1516, created the idea of Utopia, describing an imaginary island with a perfect society. In his book, the meaning of the word Utopia is presented, the “u” being the negation of the word topos, place in Greek. The utopian city can then be characterized as the city that does not exist, or the antithesis of the actual city. That is also the way the island developed in Thomas More’s Utopia. Utopian island was considered the only true republic in the world where collective interests were placed ahead of personal ones. Everything belonged to everyone and there was no shortage of anything. Moreover, in this narrative, the end of private property is discussed as the solution to an ideal society, as is the egalitarian distribution of everything that was produced by society.

There are many common aspects between this island and later utopian cities proposals. Rosenau (1988) presents the definition of a utopian city: it represents a religious view, or a secular perspective, in which the social conscience of the population needs is allied to a harmonic conception of the artistic unity. It is not necessary to stress that, when executed, an ideal plan generates specific problems because of the alteration of circumstances, but its value remains intact, in that it constitutes a projection of a perfect image, an expression lived of optimist faith. The detachment of utopia’s author from the society in which he lives is necessary and then, arises a world “not locatable in time and space”, a world in which there are no real world vices, or “the no place”, defined by More.

2. Utopia x Reality
In the period between the end of the 19th century and the start of the 20th century, a profusion of utopian thoughts and proposals emerge as a reaction to a negative diagnose of society. From the description of the terrible living
conditions to the evaluation of commuting problems and the reduction of leisure time due to the time spent commuting in the industrial city (BENEVOLO 1997).

Proposals such as those of Ledoux - through the development of complex social functions and the determination of life in a totalitarian way by the architect. Or Ebenezer Howard's - with a harmonious allocation in the countryside, of the economic advantages of big cities, in a way that suppresses all the detriments of industrial society. On the other hand, there are Robert Owen’s ideas - a city with an ideal population between 800 and 1200, in an area of land of an acre per person. There was even the creation of New Harmony, in Indiana, United States, in 1825, an experience that failed after a short time. There is also the utopian socialist Henri Saint-Simon who defended alternative social structures, which materialized in utopian cities. Alternatively, Charles Fourier with the phalanstery as a counter-proposal to the industrial world he criticized. He materialized his utopia for the perfect equilibrium between the individual wishes and social expectations. The ideal communities, phalanges housed in the phalansteries, a structure with a size, if adopted generically that would replace the petty bourgeois squalor of small isolated individual houses, which then would be installed in the external interstices of cities (FRAMPTON 1997).

There is also William Morris, among many others who have contributed with some ways of getting close to the utopia vision that motivated them, allying infrastructure and sensibility to contrapose the ideal city to the actual city (BENEVOLO 2001).

The ideal city holds a society that cannot be corrupted, therefore is generally projected removed from the actual city. In order to maintain the standard of organization, the population is limited, with no clear solution to its growth. The autonomy of the utopian cities is also recurrent, being that there is no proposal of economic or physical relationship with the actual cities. Socialists like Owen and Fourier were even broadly criticized by their faith in the natural goodness of humankind and the natural order of society. They believed that when artificial obstacles were removed, society could then be fully realized.

3. The First Utopic Vertical Cities

The ideal cities of the 19th century were a response to the utopian socialists for the negative diagnosis made from the observation of post-industrial Revolution cities, transformed by technological revolution and accelerated urbanization. The counterpoint to these ideal cities was the proposals of vertical ideal cities, which started from the same diagnosis, the chaotic scenario of this accelerated growth. The response to this diagnosis, however, is what differentiates them.

While the first ones propose a solution distant from the observed reality, the later appreciate some of the solutions of the existing cities and present in their plans the evolution of these proposals or even the restructuring of the existing cities from solutions of big demolitions and constructions in the urban centres for the implementation of their ideal proposals.

Observing the importance of tall buildings, Eugène Alfred Hénard (1849-1923), in his ideal city proposed the coercive construction of towers 100 to 150 meters high in medium size cities, and in big cities, of towers 500 meters high. These big towers would also serve, besides being pinpoints for pilots, as wireless telegraphy stations, for instantaneous communication between all countries in the world. These great marks opened dreams of aesthetic appearance transmitted to the great cities of the future.

The tower of colossal orientation, 500 meters high, would have at its base the historical part of the city. Around it there would be a belt of eight big towers, placed in the cardinal points of a compass, 250 to 300 meters high, as a warning to pilots over prohibited areas. Each one of these towers would have a different form and would be easily distinguishable from the others.

In 1913, it was Harvey Wiley Corbett’s
opportunity to fantasize the streets of a future New York, with the superposition of highways, suspended sidewalks and 40 floors skyscrapers connected by elevated metro lines. The images of the future city fascinated Italian futurists.

Their debates referred to the relation between tall buildings and traffic congestion. Many newspapers presented their thoughts about skyscrapers, zoning retreats and city planning. Their ideas were usually communicated through lectures and writings. The drawings were not part of their proposals, but for them to be better understood, Hugh Ferris and Hagopian were hired to develop images of their proposals. The most well-known of these images highlighted the proposal for different levels of vehicle traffic.

Arturo Soria y Mata proposed the Linear City in 1822. Observing the traffic congestion of the traditional city, the Spanish engineer proposed an alternative to the traditional city, developed in a concentric way: the extension of the city along a single road of undefined length. At least 40 meter wide, the central road would possess afforestation and an electric railroad. The buildings would be tall and with a reduced rate of occupation, allowing for the creation of an extensive garden between them. It was the first time the imagined city was thought from the point of view of transportation system.

Another detailed study of the vertical utopian city was developed by Hugh Ferriss, a known New York perspectivist, who designed Corbett’s proposal, being their image the most known proposal for different levels of vehicle traffic. In 1925, Ferriss presented a personal exposition entitled *Drawings of the Future City*, inserting himself in the field of urbanism theory. Ferriss analysed positive and negative aspects of great American buildings, mainly from New York and Chicago, he developed images about the new building volumetry from the recessions defined by New York’s 1916 zoning law, and from these two analysis, developed his plan for a utopian city, that incorporated contemporary solutions.4

Raymond Hood’s proposal for the usage of bridge structures for apartments or offices was presented as a possible solution to habitation in tomorrow’s metropolis. These towers would be 50 or 60 floors high and the bridge would be suspended between the towers by cables. The base of the tower would have the boats for yachts and hydroplanes and this would allow a quick access to the private door of the apartment, through the vertical circulation that would connect directly the maritime transportation to the residential building. It presents financial advantages, besides the structural viability of the proposal.

4. Le Corbusier’s utopias

The most divulged and controversial vertical ideal cities were from Le Corbusier, architect born in Switzerland in 1887. Peter Hall (HALL 1995) presents facts of Le Corbusier’s life, showing that his utopian cities proposals were in tune with his personal perception of the world. This is another characteristic of the ideal cities: they take the perceptions of their idealizers as a solution to all the other inhabitants. The author identifies two fundamental characteristics for the understanding of Corbusier’s ideal cities: his proposal for ideal cities, highly ordered and the habitation considered as a “machine for living”, answered the long period he lived in Switzerland and the fact that he comes from a family of watchmakers. Hall also makes the comparison of the watchmakers’ tradition of joining many small pieces so that the whole worked in an organized way as Corbusier’s city solutions.

Fig. 1: The Plan Voisin.
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/corbuweb/mor
Le Corbusier was against the ideas formulated until then for utopian cities. He was not against the proposal of urban solutions, but against the urban solutions proposed in cities projected in an isolated way, with population limits, far from the existing reality. The negation of the conventional city was contradictory to Corbusier’s thinking, which describes the nonsense of living in suburbs, satellite cities, or garden cities. The necessary commuting to the urban agglomerations from the big cities would make the residents lose hours in traffic, which could be used in collective activities.

Besides the time to commute, moving energy, water and gas infrastructure large distances would generate high costs, overloading all taxpayer citizens, since part of the time destined to work, necessary for the payment of taxes, could be utilized in leisure activities.

During the first half of the twentieth century, Corbusier developed three ideal vertical cities’ projects.

In 1922, when Marcel Temporal took on the leadership of the urban section of the Salon d’Automne of Paris, he invited Le Corbusier to the development of an urban proposal for the exposition. In response to this invitation, Le Corbusier developed his first ideal city project: a Contemporary City for three million inhabitants.

In this project, three building typologies were proposed: 40 cruciform skyscrapers were envisioned, each 600 feet high (183 meters) in the Centre, they were designed to be occupied by technocrats, administrators, and bankers; six floor buildings à redents with high density in the intermediate zone and the immeuble-villas, implanted regularly in a park in the periphery. The design was based in a regular geometric layout, cut by a main vehicle circulation axis that takes to a transport centre with many levels.

The study for the city for 3 million inhabitants was developed in a model with 27 meters length. This study resulted in a proposal without precedents, different from the way of thinking the city.

In 1925, when he established the Plan Voisin for Paris, he created a utopia in the real city. This latter plan the proposal for a Contemporary City formed its first concrete urbanistic proposal.

In 1930, Corbusier proposes the utopian “Radiant City”, in which he defends the idea of densification, which only became possible thanks to the evolution of constructive and material technology, such as steel and reinforced concrete. He makes comparisons between the necessary areas for a city with ground habitations and verticalized cities, being necessary an area eight times bigger for the distribution of a population of 1600 people in a garden city, which could be densified in a single habitation unit, covering 4 hectares. The transition from the “Contemporary City” to the “Radiant City” reflected the influence of the international contacts he maintained with other urbanists, especially in Germany and the Soviet Union.

The “Radiant City” would occupy 25 hectares and would be formed by habitation units. Since the habitation unit rises from the ground through pilotis, the land could be used in a collective way, making all the extension of the city a public space. Besides that, the roof terrace becomes a new surface for the use of residents.

Many collective activities were foreseen in the radiant city, such as maternal day cares, primary schools and the club. Corbusier (1979) believed that, with this, the city activities would be again in the human scale.

The city was established in a large park, from the concentric Contemporary City, the “Radiant City” pursued the basic idea of free circulation and vegetation inside a layout of high density, being the building types skyscrapers and collective housing blocks. This new city model allowed the separation between vehicle and pedestrian.

The new model did not deny the technological and industrial development of the existing society, but introduced solutions so that the housing and leisure conditions of industrial workers were more adequate. It is a utopian city that
at the same time tries to distance itself from the previous utopian city proposals, ended up introducing the same characteristics that would hardly be established by the architect design: the ideal society, endowed with similar tastes for work and leisure, resident of the ideal city.

According to Hall in his book *Cities of Tomorrow* (1995), Le Corbusier affirmed that the evil of the modern city was in the density of its development and that the remedy, perversely, consisted in increasing this density.

5. **The utopia in the real city:**

*Paris*

After the proposal of the Contemporary City for three million inhabitants, in 1925, Corbusier presents his first complete urbanistic proposal – The Voisin Plan. Before presenting his proposal, he made an analysis on the serious problems observed by him in the traditional city, which were from the pedestrians’ insecurity, next to the speed of the vehicles, to the typological irregularity of the constructions. He also questioned the urban legislation, which limited the height of the buildings.

He criticizes the traditional street, describing it as a road limited by sidewalks, narrow or wide, which do not offer safety to the pedestrians due to the vehicles’ high speed. The question made by him was the continuity of existence of the traditional street, against to so many observed negative characteristics.

He analyses the constructions turned to the streets, which are individually of low quality, but even worse when analysed as a group, since there are many buildings different from each other. When observing the sky, the irregular silhouette formed by gables, attics, and chimneys worsens the scenario described by Corbusier.

Corbusier understood that projecting cities was a task very important to be given to the citizens. He believed that could be determined by a plan and this would be produced objectively by experts. When proposing the Plan Voisin, he faced the rejection and incomprehension of the Paris’s Municipal Council, but that was comprehensible, after all, he proposed the demolition of a large Paris’s central zone, besides the creation of a system of rectilinear highways.

His proposal was to demolish most of the historical Paris at North of the Seine for the construction of 18 buildings 700 feet high (213 m). Only a few monuments were to be maintained, but could be removed from their original place. For Corbusier, the new city would form uninterruptible glass extensions on the facades of the office buildings. These colossal structures would not have any vestige of masonry, only the glass would remain visible.

According to Curtis (1987), “Corbusier’s health obsession in destroying the old street corridor, underestimating the role of the street as a social institution, while the great overlap of road arteries did not understand the importance of territoriality and the historical memory of the previous landscape of the city”. Even though the proposed city would have more inhabitants than the one to be demolished, due to densification, it would be necessary to walk three or four times less to move.

Corbusier criticized the manner in which the urban ground was occupied, with low buildings and high occupation rates. This kind of occupation generates dark streets, which, according to him, dishonoured the city. To answer the problems generated by the urban occupation in that period, he proposed the verticalization and liberation of the ground. He evaluates the height of the buildings, limited in 20 meters by Louis XIV, in the 15th Century, mostly for a technical issue, due to the masonry constructions, not so much for urban premises. He questions the meaning of those restrictions being maintained with the technological innovations in building of the 20th Century, which would allow much higher buildings.

By densifying the population in vertical buildings, it was possible to created green areas in the city, since the big towers would utilize a small part of the total terrain. The buildings would be implanted with great distances between
them, the construction of skyscrapers would happen in the centre, and they would be destined to offices: industrials, scientists and artists, 95% of the terrain would be reserved for free areas. Besides this zone, residential areas were also proposed, which would have buildings of two types: six floor buildings with luxury apartments, with 85% of the free terrain, and the modest accommodation for workers, built around the patios, on uniform squares formed by the streets, with 48% of free terrain (HALL 1995).

The pedestrian would walk not anymore on the side of vehicles, but through large parks, possible through the vertical densification of the city. Corbusier highlights, in his proposal that the streets of the new city would have nothing in common with nightmare of the streets in Downtown New York.

His proposal, which brought the destruction of the historical centre, with the conservation of only a few historical monuments, such as the Palais Royal, the Madeleine, among others, to the construction of a symmetrical system of cross-shaped skyscrapers and linear buildings was harshly criticized, but the projected was still developed and improved until 1946.

Benevolo (2001) talks about the abstract logic of Le Corbusier’s plan, which classified ways according to the kinds of traffic, the buildings were linked and were implanted in a large green park and the harmony in the relations between pedestrians, automobiles, and planes.

It would be possible to watch the office skyscrapers, among the trees, when walking through these hills.

The implanted skyscrapers, spaced in regular intervals of 400 meters with a different orientation from the roads and the pedestrian paths, would be like crystals with many faces.

The Plan Voisin is the utopian proposal of a verticalized city, which, for the first time, proposes a relation with an existing city, different from the main proposals of utopian cities, which created new scenarios in new places, moving away from the problems that led them to be designed. Corbusier ended up projecting an ideal city over an existing city, for him Paris was the centre of a route and, as such, could not be dislocated. This observation is essential, because it is contrary to the previous utopian cities proposals, which, characterized by being the no place, or the nowhere, do not intend to connect to a route, or to relate to the other real cities.

The Plan influenced many urban projects, even with the criticism due to the idea of destroying Paris’ history. It is understood, however, that the circulation, which occurred in the great urban territory, now defined in the commercial towers, was not fully studied for the analysis of its perfect functioning. The complexity of flows and circulations necessary to the densify a commercial centre with few towers, beyond the need of energy generation, water distribution, garbage collection and sewage, would require a complex internal structure in the building, not represented by Le Corbusier in his project.

For him, with the radical proposal coming from his plane, tomorrow’s Paris would be closer to waking with a new social contract, that is, a proposal of changing of society from architecture and urbanism.

Final Considerations

Still without scientific evidence of its existence, Atlantis was an island described by Plato in the 4th century BC, and, according to him, submerged since nine thousand years before Solon’s Age. Solon was born in the 5th century and was an Athens’ legislator that left a long description of the island of Atlantis, based on what he heard from men of science, in a visit to the Egyptian town of Sais. According to Plato’s description, Atlantis was not just an island, since it possessed continental dimensions (PLATÃO 2001).

In the city of Atlantis, the departure from
the god’s lineage removed from the human being its characteristics closer to them. The human being, gifted with imperfections, by having its human side evidenced, ends with the perfection of the city, starts a cycle of conflicts of species, greed and wrath.

Analysing the decadence of Atlantis, it is perceived that utopian cities had their decadence and extinction previously determined. Once the imaginary of the collective man is utopian, the realization of a city for the collective is also utopian. If men with a direct ancestry to gods left their human side corrupt that which the gods promised as the ideal to live, the utopian cities, with not inhabitants with direct relation to gods, would certainly be corrupted as well. By being limited even in the number of residents, they undervalued the natural question of society, which is growing and multiplying.

The proposals of utopian cities tried to combat the dehumanization arising from the industrial revolution. The overcrowded cities, the creation of workers’ villages with unhealthy conditions, the dangerous streets contaminated with domestic sewage, all of this created a friendly scenario to the imagining of thinkers and architects. The human being was not viewed as an individual anymore, but as belonging to a crowd.

Regina Meyer (2007) affirms that the creation of utopias in the scope of architecture and urbanism is a way of identifying possible solution to the real problems, and a good utopia is, precisely, that proposal for a determined context in which the applied concepts can translate into possible solutions.

Le Corbusier’s utopian cities brought solution in a social and technological context of the existing reality. It was not possible to deny the densification of cities and the necessity of adapt to this demand. It also was not possible to deny the evolution of the construction technology, which would allow the verticalization of cities and would realize the existence of many people in restrict spaces, without losing the necessity of green and leisure areas. Of the addressed proposals for utopian cities, maybe Le Corbusier’s is the one that could be executed in its time, maybe with the reduction of number of towers’ floors, due to technological restrictions.

Considering this solution, the closest to what the modern cities could be transformed into; there was a difficulty in its materialization, since Corbusier does not detail the city inside the building. In Corbusier’s proposals, there are limits in detailing for the great office towers, the working spaces. That leaves a doubt on its technical viability. If the number of users of a big office tower in New York was considered, for example, there are 20 to 50 thousand daily users, which form a complexity of vertical and horizontal circulations, waste generation, water and energy infrastructure needs, etc. If for the cities there are proposals that aim to the improvement of the quality of public spaces and the organization of all sectors of society, it is necessary to analyse the proposals, that seek to solve this cities inside the cities, the building spaces.
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Abstract

The search for “utopia” as an ideal place for life in the state of happiness and justice has been a subject of deliberations of philosophers, writers, and even architects and urban planners for many centuries. Urban utopias were often a response to problems prevailing in cities and attempts at their solution. One of the most significant designs in the history of urban concepts of the 19th century was Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City, becoming an inspiration for numerous accomplished projects. The scope of the paper is a presentation of the earliest, and, at the same time, not well-known example of “the Garden-City” concept - “Giszowiec” housing estate in Upper Silesia. The estate was designed and constructed in 1905-1908 for workers of the coalmine owned by Georg von Giesche Erben Company. An analysis of the design program assumptions and the process of the development of Giszowiec estate over the 100 years of its operations have been conducted, together with the evaluation of its spatial-functional, economic and social values, as well as the reasons for its decline.
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1. Utopia: the assumed interpretation of the concept

The search for a happy and just political system, as well as for harmonious and unified society, goes back to the Ancient Times, i.e. to Plato’s “State” dating back to the 4th century B.C. The term “utopia” is derived from the Latin title of Thomas More’s book published in 1516. This title is not explicit, and its two way interpretation as ou-topos - a “non-existent” place or eu-topos - a “good place” leads to the conclusion that the author’s message was that it is an ideal and at the same time implausible place. As of to date, the concept of utopia is associated with an ideal solution, perfect but unattainable place (SZACKI 1980: 14-27).

However, in such view, apart from the fantasies about an ideal, some specific rational concepts of changing the existent reality for a better one may be discerned. This aspect was highlighted by Lewis Mumford (Story of Utopias), who divided utopia into” utopias of escape”- enabling a flight from the drudgery and frustrations of the reality, and “utopias of reconstruction”.

In one we build impossible castles in the air; in other we consult a surveyor and architect (...) to build a house which meets our essential needs; as well as houses made of stone and mortar are capable of meeting them. (MUMFORD 1923: 15)

Utopias of reconstruction, which attempt to find solutions to human problems and challenges, play a significant role in the development of civilization, as concepts that designated new directions of human thought. This group consists of the majority of the so called: “urban utopias” which appeared at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. They all searched for new forms and principles for the functioning of cities faced with the crisis of unrestrained industrialization in the 19th century. As avant-garde and visionary solutions, they were a driving force behind progress.

The first half of the 19th century witnessed the emergence of the concepts of utopian socialists: Charles Fourier (Phalanstery) and Robert Owen (New Harmony) based on common property and collective work in agricultural and industrial sectors. The dynamics of the
development of civilization led to more technologically advanced concepts: Arturo Soria y Mata proposed a linear layout of cities (Linear City), the skeleton of which was a system of transport. Antonio Sant'Elia designed only a limited number of tower blocks (Città Nuova); whereas, Tony Garnier—a modern industrial city (Une Cité Industrielle), with separated zones of: occupancy, work, services, and leisure, to improve the living conditions of its inhabitants. Implemented, predominately partially, utopian concepts confronted with the reality were sources of successes and failures, but always contributed to the verification of diverse ideas and development of urban planning concepts. One of the most resounding widely disputed and followed city healing concepts was the “Garden City” advanced in 1898 by Ebenezer Howard.

2. “Garden City”: Ebenezer Howard’s concepts
Howard’s ideas were somehow an emanation of reformatory impulses of his current times, when Europe suffered from worsening living conditions in city settlements, the example of which was London (according to Howard). Yet, the elements of his theory may be tracked down to previous concepts, i.e. Claude-Nicolas Ledoux’s “Ideal City of Chaux” from the Enlightenment Period. According to Howard’s definition, the “Garden City” was supposed to be a city designed in consideration of healthy, hygienic occupational and living conditions and industrial activity. The scale of the city was supposed to be small, to protect the development of a local community, and to secure an organic state of equilibrium between the city and its surroundings.

The “Garden City” was to be a satellite of a big industrial city. The layout based on a circle, had centrally located services surrounded by park and cultivation zones. The successive zones were to accommodate housing, and the outer ring would be allotted for industrial establishments.

Howard presented the theory of the three “magnets” that draw inhabitants by the attributes of occupational conditions. The magnet of the city is culture, work and technology; the magnet of the country is nature and ecology; the magnet of the “Garden-City” are opportunities for physical and spiritual development of human beings, building up a healthy society, and provision of economic grounds for the comfort of living (CZYŻEWSKI 2009: 151-159).

Howard put a great emphasis on social processes and the economics of the designed settlement, which was more important than a spatial form of a given development. He dedicated his concept not to utopian idealists, but to rationally calculating investors, who had to see profits from their financial outlays (HALL 2002: 95-97).

The first implementations of Howard’s ideas were Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker’s design of Letchworth Garden-City (1903) and Hampstead’s garden-like precincts of London (1907) and, several years later, Welwyn (1920).

3. Giszowiec: mining Garden-City

3.1. Design assumptions
Giszowiec housing estate was designed in 1905, and initiated in 1906-1908. The estate is one of the earliest implementations of the Garden City concepts, but remained almost unknown. This was due to its location, in Upper Silesia, and complicated history of those lands in the 20th century. At the time of its construction, the estate belonged to the eastern part of Germany. In 1922, the plebiscite was held in Upper Silesia. As a result, Giszowiec became part of the Polish Republic. World War II (1939-1945) was the time of the German occupation. After the War, Upper Silesia returned to Poland, but with the new political and social system of the Polish Peoples’ Republic. The change in the political reality was crucial to further fate of Giszowiec estate.

The estate was constructed by Georg von
Giesche Erben mining company (inheritors of Georg Giesche), and its direct initiator was Anthon Uthemann, at the time the Company director. He secured the architects Emil and Georg Zillman (from Charlottenburgh - which is nowadays a district of Berlin), who created the spatial concept of the estate and designed its buildings. The design was preceded by in-depth studies of the land formation, types of traditional land developments and the style and customs of inhabitants of Silesia, to create the most amicable and familiar habitation conditions. All buildings, despite their reference to historic architecture, were equipped with state-of-the-art technological novelties, thanks to which the estate was very modern, and, in many aspects, experimental at that time (SZEJNERT 2007: 33-46).

The plan for the estate was 750x1000 m surrounded by forest greenery. The name “Giszowiec” is derived from the surname of the founder of the coal company: Georg Giscke (1653-1716) and is a Polish rendering of the name: Gischewald (Giesche forest). The layout of the estate clearly refers to Howard’s Garden-City concept, which is manifested not only in the concentric plan, but also in a distinct separation of the central zone from the agglomeration of buildings in the public and commercial zone. There is also clearly defined boundaries of the further growth of the estate and systematic grounds for its economy. In accordance with Howard’s principles, the estate combined positive aspects of the country and the city into one organism - the variety of its functions and the provision of work constituted the city-like profile of the settlement, whereas, the houses connected by arable allotments - its rural profile. The assumed program and system solutions of the estate guaranteed its economic, administrative, social, and cultural sufficiency, making it an independent satellite of the parent company (Giscke coalmine).

3.2. Construction of the estate

The decision on delineating the site for the settlement and commencement of design works was undertaken in 1905. In June the construction began, and, in October 1908 the first settlers inhabited the already finished buildings; whereas, the almost complete end of the works was in December 1909. In 1910, Herman Reuffurth, professor at the Royal School of Building Crafts in Katowice, published a book devoted to a detailed description of the guidelines and design layout of the estate, its construction process, as well as to the technical, economic, and social principles of its functioning. The author emphasized that the rate of works was consistent with good workmanship and low costs of the investment (REUFFURTH 1995: 74).

The functional program of Giszowiec estate entailed: flats for about 600 workers’ families accommodated in semi-detached houses. The semi-detached houses, according to the designers, met the postulate of an independent flat at the concurrent optimization of the costs of construction and maintenance. Each family had a garden of about 1100-2800 m² with the obligation of its cultivation and an outbuilding utility for animal breeding. The assumption was that miners’ wives would look after the household and the garden, staying within the boundaries of the estate, which would secure proper care of children without the need to establish kindergartens.
enabled use of shingle roofing in observance of the tradition, but, also in fulfilment of fire-resistance requirements. The construction of housing for miners’ families was not expensive, but the grouping of a variety of forms (40 types of houses) translated into an unusual visual attractiveness of the estate and rejection of monotony. The workers’ houses were one-floor. They had high-pitched roofs with various arrangement of the entrance vestibules. They were heated by coal delivered free of charge by the coal company (REUFFURTH 1995: 20-31).

In comparison with workers’ dwellings, the houses for administrative staff, teachers, and a physician were more extended and had higher standard. Furthermore, the estate also offered accommodation for unmarried engineers and miners. It provided a canteen, dining room and bathing rooms.

Fig. 2: Exemplary designs of workers’ houses (source: Archive)

Fig. 3: Design of a physician’s house (source: Archive)

The public utility program was also relatively comprehensive. The main public facilities were grouped around the market square and included: District Forestry Office- main administration and estate management situated in a park in the northern part of the central square, an inn with supporting facilities located in a big part bordering with the central square from the eastern side, a compact frontage of shops from the western part, and, the closing southern part with three schools.

Fig. 4: District Forestry Office- facade(source: Archive)

The inn was the most splendid building in the entire estate. The costs of its construction were high, but the founders’ intention was explicit: to provide the inhabitants with a pleasant place for leisure and a respectable building for celebrations, receptions and other cultural events (REUFFURTH 1995: 53-59). The building contained a restaurant and guest rooms. The main hall with a view was used for receptions, parties, and theatrical performances. In the park there was a band shell.

There was a complex of shops along the central square offering a full range of commercial services. An extensive, over 100 m long sequence of facilities included: textile shop, grocery, green-grocery, fruit, butcher’s, bakery, pharmacy and post office outlets. Such compact settlement on the western frontage of the market square referred to urban architecture and emanated a sense of appropriate prestige.

The occupants of the estate also had an opportunity of baking their own bread and pastry in freestanding “baking ovens” located at every street, to facilitate the continuation of homemade baking traditions. There were three schools for Catholic children and one for Evangelical Church. A huge church for 3500 people was also erected to be of service to the two neighbouring estates, as well as a narrow-gauge railway to transport workers to Gische coalmine.
From the earliest years of its functioning, Giszowiec estate was almost completely self-sufficient. It generated its own electricity, which was supplied to houses free of charge. In addition, it had its own telephone dispatch centre, with connections to the public utility buildings and to some of the administrative buildings. It had a water supply system - with a water tower constructed at the highest point of the estate. Street standpipes served as water supply points and as fire hydrants. There was also a fire brigade functioning at the estate.

Giszowiec estate had a central heat generation unit, which supplied heat energy to the majority of the public buildings, launderettes and bathing house. The launderettes were equipped with boilers for the laundry, centrifuges, dryers, and electric linen presses. All inhabitants were obliged to use public launderettes, as doing laundry in the houses was prohibited. Such system substantially reduced the consumption of water and protected the housing from moistness.

There was also a biological water treatment plant, which processed manure for the cultivation of gardens. Furthermore, the estate had its own ice generation system for food cooling. As far as health protection was concerned, a separate hospital building was built in the vicinity, with technical facilities for contagious illnesses. It should also be emphasized that all service facilities were exceptionally clean and hygienic (REUFFURTH 1995: 60-69).

3.3. Micro-society: local community

The estate was predominately inhabited by qualified miners who constituted the main part of Gische coalmine crew, as well as the biggest social group of the estate. They settled down and had families with many children - in accordance with the Silesian tradition. Other occupants represented the mining management staff, office and administrative workers and teachers. Due to very good living conditions, social care, continuity, and job security, not to mention the sense of familiarity, the occupants were not only satisfied but also proud of Giszowiec estate. In a short time, it became the place of origin of a local community or, more precisely, a network of local families deeply rooted in the place of their occupancy. Friendships and love relationships were formed, the occupants jointly organized wedding receptions, baptisms of numerous children were born to the world, and they also held celebrative funeral receptions.

Women met while laundering and baking bread; whereas men played in a mining orchestra. There was a local theatre, choir in memorial of Frederick Chopin, and other political and social organizations. A local newspaper called: "Górnoślązak" (the Upper-Silesian) was edited.

All inhabitants participated in masses, religious celebrations and other forms of parish activity, as parish church played an important role in the formation of the community. One of the most significant events was Saint Barbara’s Day, who is the patron of miners, when processions accompanied by the mining orchestra, parties and celebrative holy masses were held.

In 1919, one of the occupants of Giszowiec established a photographic atelier, which still exists. It has become a centre for documenting the life and most important events held at the estate, as well as of portraying its inhabitants. The archive of the atelier is a priceless chronicle of this site. The local community created a specific ethos of work, respect, and human solidarity. Many preserved documents and reports testify the authenticity of inter-personal relations and ties with the place of occupancy. Some multi-generation families of the original settlers have survived to date, despite the tribulations of the difficult history of Upper Silesia in the 20th century: two world wars, uprisings, changes of country allegiances, political and social transformations. The families stay in touch and cultivate the memory about the estate, collect artefacts, thus confirming the philosophy of a long-lasting preservation (SZEJNERT 2007).
3.4. Giszowiec: life and death of the place

The estate survived without damages the period of World War II and the first post-War years. The process of spatial degradation and destruction of the community began in the 1960s, when coal began to be extracted from a new “Staszic” mine located near Giszowiec. In 1969, the state authorities of the Communist regime undertook the decision to liquidate the estate due to the need of providing mass housing for miners employed at the new mine. Hence, the estate settlements were systematically demolished and new 11 floor concrete slab tower blocks constructed. The demolition works were discontinued following the decisions of conservators dated 1978 and 1987, on listing the urban and spatial layout of Giszowiec as examples of the heritage of Katowice Voivodship, which prevented only one third of the historic estate from utter destruction.

In the early 1970s more and more occupants of Giszowiec were forced to relocate to the slab concrete tower blocks as their houses had been demolished. “Modernity” that took over the estate was a result of the policy of the Polish Peoples Republic authorities towards Upper Silesia. Such policy led to irreparable damages of material heritage. Wide-spread demolition works in Silesia entailed buildings dated to the turn of the 19th / 20th century, of which procedure Giszowiec is just one example (KASZUBA 2002). The Communist regime also attempted to change the post-German name “Giszowiec” to “Staszic housing estate”, but, fortunately, despite the administrative decision, the old name prevailed and was continuously used until its official restoration in 1990, when political transformations began. In 1999, the coalmine transferred the property rights to the buildings of the historic part of Giszowiec to Katowice Municipality. Some of the buildings were sold to the families that had been occupying them for years. Nowadays the entire unique settlements of the estate are under permanent conservatory protection. The urban layout of Giszowiec was listed as heritage, as well as its separate buildings.

4. RECAPITULATION: success and decline of Giszowiec estate - cause/effect analysis

Giszowiec estate was an implementation of Ebenezer Howard’s postulates of combining: “the health of the country with the comfort of the city”. Such utopian-sounding concept became completely real in the discussed estate. Giszowiec estate combined dreams with the reality.

What was the phenomenon of its success?

• Its founders were perfectly aware of the fact that there are some basic aspects that secure a durable functionality of the city and its further growth: spatial, economic, and social elements, which must occur and develop harmoniously. Their synergy constitutes the mechanism of urban growth.
• The key to success were rational assumptions of the design based on reliable analyses. The future vision of Giszowiec was grounded on strong foundations of tradition and history, creating a sense of preserving the continuity of growth.

• Rational and efficient economic and social mechanisms of the functionality of the estate were applied: jobs for the occupants, good wages, and system of services, social care, and places for leisure.

• The estate was perfectly managed, there was discipline, but also, the sense of security and satisfaction, which was an effective tool supporting its growth.

• The introduction of unusually advanced elements of technological modernity was “discreet” - it enhanced utility and functionality of the estate, without distorting the harmony and continuity of spatial development.

• The program assumptions were based on respecting the dignity of the occupants- miners, who were to find their real home. The assumptions based on truth and honest intentions rendered a good result.

Giszowiec offered friendly space, economic foundations for further growth, and conditions for developing the local community. The emerged social capital- a community of the occupants, their work, talents, involvement- have all created value over the decades of the estate’s existence and contributed to its continuous development.

What was the reason for its decline?
The reasons behind the decline and destruction of Giszowiec were external. They did not stem from the assumed design principles or management system, but from their negation. The estate functioned as a healthy organism in which all its particular elements made up an indissoluble network of connections and relations. Poland’s new political reality after 1945, the political and social command, and control doctrine of the Communist authorities destroyed a subtle network of sustainable relations functioning at the estate. The changes in economic conditions, centrally undertaken decisions concerning the development of industry, caused a dramatic increase in the number of inhabitants and emergence of new, inadequate forms of collective housing. Thus, it was not only the spatial structure of the estate that was destroyed, but also its social capital. The political doctrine assumed an intentional rejection of the “idyllic” image of Giszowiec regarded as heritage of the previous political system. It was only in the 1990s that the remaining historic buildings of the estate became subject to strict conservatory protection.
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Abstract
Beautiful urban utopia by E. Howard promised an ideal city model that combined comfort of the city life with rural paradise. Experiment resulted in fascinating suburbs around the world, yet none of them proved sustainability of the garden city model. The concept greatly influenced on the 20th century urban theory and stimulated various mass housing solutions.

Present paper traces destiny of the garden city concept in Soviet Russia. A guiding idea for constructivists, it inspired new type of housing - zhilmassivs - semi-autonomous estates within bigger cities that combined independent infrastructure with close connection to peer towns. State watched Avant-Garde experiments and used their outcomes to set control over population, which resulted in appearance of the “red villages”: settlements near industrial centres that neither allowed tenants to master land nor use benefits of urban life.

To prevent the raising of autonomous self-maintained households, garden city concept was declared a utopia that propagated bourgeois lifestyle and that was hostile to the ideas of collectiveness promoted through official housing policy. Yet the poor living conditions in the red villages were explained by the failure of the garden city concept and functionalist practice per se, in spite of the fact that those settlements had little relation to both.

Tracing the history of the garden city concept in the early Soviet Russia, I reflect on how and why it could happen.

Keywords: Garden city, urban utopia, Soviet Russia, Avant-Garde architecture, housing estates.

1. Garden city concept in mass housing construction of the 1920-30 - s. in Russia and Europe

In the interwar period, the construction of mass housing in Europe was taken under state control and handed over to Avant-Garde architects. In spite of all financial and political challenges, it acquired mass character.

One of the major concepts that influenced on development of mass housing in the young Soviet State was the idea of the Garden City by E. Howard. Yet, none of the Russian regions received a garden city that fully resembled Howard’s model. Among those districts, where idea of the garden city was realized in a most precise way could be mentioned the Sokol village in Moscow, built by architects N. Markovnikov, brothers Vesnins, I. Kondakov, and A. Shchusev in 1923.

From the very beginning, those estates that resembled Howard’s urban utopia in both Russia and Europe kept close connection to the big city metropolis. Same could be said about Letchworth and Welwyn garden cities laid out by E. Howard in the UK; Hellerau garden city in Dresden initiated by businessman Karl Schmidt-Hellerau; the Gartenstadt Falkenberg in Berlin by Bruno Taut; and Södra Ängby residential district in Stockholm, built by Edvin Engström already in the 1930s as they were not autonomous from their peer cities either.

European experiments that resembled Howard’s models were not sustainable towns that were able to define their own organization and infrastructure, to offer occupation and services for their inhabitants and maintain other development patterns that were crucial for Howard’s garden city concept.
On the contrary, those estates were completely depended on the big cities’ infrastructures. Their existence was provided by the communication system of the peer towns, which turned them into sleeping suburbs rather than sustainable independent settlements. Moreover, even though the life of their tenants was organized more rationally and healthier in Howard’s sense, those suburbs were the types of residential areas that Howard argued against, since they complemented big cities, making them more sustainable and resistant to elimination, which was Howard’s final goal.

Still, those programmatic estates, generally referred to as garden cities, were certainly designed under strong influence of Howard’s ideas. They became early platforms for the functionalist experiments that defined later solutions for mass housing construction and outlined its further development deep into the 20th century. All estates mentioned above were extremely different from each other in size, planning, type of housing, social status of their inhabitants, infrastructure and overall architectural appearance. They were built under rather different political, economic, administrative, and social circumstances. What they had in common was the period of construction and the reference to the concept of the English garden city combined with the functionalist approach.

Such combination resulted in development of new types of housing in Europe of the 1920s: Siedlungen in Germany and Zhilmassivs in Russia and that were creatively processed in other European countries in the 1930s and later on.

In order to trace and analyze the origins of the modernist housing estates in Russia, it is crucial to recall social, political and economic environment in the country that shaped the landscape for their evolution. Far not all settlements that were constructed in the country at that period could be referred to the heritage of functionalism.

2. Constructivists searching, state watching: development of the new housing policy in Soviet Russia

In Soviet Russia of the 1920s the state was watching carefully, first with sympathy, later with concern, but always with great interest after the development of constructivist theory and practice. In the beginning constructivists were given front pages of mass media to propagate their ideas; they were provided with commissions and financing to build.

The results of their work were closely studied by state from all aspects of economy, ideology, politics, timing and efficiency. In the 1920s the new state had not yet developed any unitary policy of how to solve tremendous shortage in housing. The government had no other means to develop housing policy besides watching different experiments that were being realized within modernist movement. Its apologists welcomed Bolshevik Revolution with great enthusiasm and were ready to break with the past not only in the art of building, but in all other aspects as well.

Moreover, constructivists were not simply the minstrels of Revolution, but highly trained and experienced professionals that were able to offer fast and efficient solutions. Thus, theoretical and practical searches by constructivists were moving along the 1920s together with their critical watching and evaluation by state.

Once the vertical of power had grown more or less sustainable, constructivists with their purely scientific approach to construction of reality and aim to raise a liberated man of the future were not
demanded anymore. Constructivism faced severe critique and was later prohibited along with the theories that directly or indirectly influenced on its development, including the concept of the garden city.

At the same time, both the method developed by constructivists and elements of the garden city concept continued their existence in Soviet mass housing construction until the end of the regime. Yet, it was already in the second half of the 1920s when the notion of the garden city disappeared from the officials’ lexicon, state commissions and press.

3. From the garden city to the red village

First, the term of the garden city was replaced with the “garden village”, then with the “workers’ village” or “red village”. That way any reference to the Howard’s model was eliminated.

The “workers’ villages” already by the end of the 1920s were equally and endlessly distant from the reference both to the garden city and constructivism. They remained the unfortunate creation of the Soviet State housing policy of the 1920s to 1930s where workers were forced to live in a perverted space that resembled something in between the town and the village in such a way that it implemented only the shortcomings of both.

The typical “workers’ village” was constructed around a certain industrial centre (a factory, a mine or a power station). According to the electrification plan of GOELRO [ГОЭЛРО], the State Commission for Electrification of Russia established in the 1920, which aimed to provide the country with fast economic and industrial growth, the new industrial centres were usually built in a distance from other metropolitan or even populated areas. Thus, the new “workers” or “red” villages were often organized far from the traditional settlements.

Workers were moved to the apartments in the blocks of houses deprived of direct access to the land even though it could be in a huge excess. After a housing committee had announced a competition for a new workers’ village it could happen that the contest was won by a project, which offered construction of individual houses (cottages or villas) as its major type. Yet such approval was a seldom case, since the state favoured multi-apartment blocks rather than individual houses. Even if independent villas were built, they were inhabited by several families that shared the kitchens and other facilities in the house. Thus, the communal living according to the “one room-one family” principle was always secured.

The green areas in workers’ red villages were used not for individual farming, but only as public areas. Tenants did not have private gardens to grow food, which was natural for living in the country. They could apply only for the seasonally rented kitchen gardens to grow vegetables, and those gardens were kept under close regulation by the factory administration that provided workers with housing. That way the very sense of the countryside with the living in close connection to land was purposely eliminated.

The disconnection from the land and industrial labour that was a major feature of the town life could be assumingly compensated by the infrastructure that provided citizens with living necessities. Yet, the town-like infrastructure was hardly ever built in the workers’ villages due to economic and logistic reasons as such settlements were usually distanced from the older towns.

The density of the villages where people were forced to live in small apartments or even in communal flats in 2-3 storied blocks was not caused by the lack of land or high construction costs, as it could be a case in Western Europe. As the many reports by the architects of that time show, the cost of the construction of the small 1-storied single-family houses, when combined with the low cost of land, was financially more efficient than construction of the multi-storied panel blocks (MEEROVICH 2007).

It was state policy that discouraged workers from living in separate cottages, hidden behind the private gardens, which
would dramatically lower the control over the workers living practices and limit penetrability of the communist ideas (MEEROVICH 2007: 144).

The tenants were provided with the housing by administration of the plant where they worked. Private or even cooperative ownership of land and housing, as it was offered by Howard, was unthinkable. Dwelling was given to a worker for as long as he was employed at the factory. One could not simply live in the “red village” without having a job at the plant. Housing became the means of manipulation over the worker, as it was the major stimuli to keep him at his place of employment.

The idea of communal living when family and private life was exposed to the community was heavily propagated in opposition to the bourgeois’ living in the villas where the exploitation of men by men was inevitable to maintain the living.

4. Contradictions between constructivist method and state housing policy

It is significant, that in the housing estates, where one family occupied an individual villa, most of constructivists had seen no contradiction to the socialist ideology. Along with their Western colleagues, Soviet architects argued for construction of single family cottages proving their economic efficiency in the low populated regions (MEEROVICH 2007: 144).

The counterargument could be the high costs of communications that were to be brought separately to each house, yet it was hardly the case, since the practice was different. Both in the settlements with individual villas and apartment blocks gas and hot water (often cold water as well) were provided not to each house or flat, but to the shared properties such as collective banyas (bathhouses) and kitchens. They could be either separate buildings on the territory of the workers’ village or spaces in the living blocks that were shared by tenants. Even when developing new types of buildings such as collective banyas and collective kitchens, constructivists did not mind individual bathrooms and kitchens in the apartments. The special space for them was given in most of constructivist Zhilmassivs. It was another issue that bathtubs and showers never found their way to the bathrooms.

The decisions to keep flats without facilities were taken by the housing committees that altered original projects by constructivists for economic as well as ideological reasons. In contrast with state housing policy, constructivists offered new way of living, where a man, and first a woman, could choose to socialize and educate herself rather than to do cooking and washing in the kitchen after the end of her working day. The collective banyas and kitchens were means of liberation of women from kitchen slavery. On the contrary, collectivization of the everyday living practices that was realized through the state policy only hardened life of the workers as cooking, washing and laundry remained their personal duty. At the same time, since kitchens, laundries and washrooms were intentionally separated from the living quarters it took more time and efforts from tenants to maintain them.

The difference lied in the very goals that constructivists and state set for their search of the ideal mass housing solution. The architects planned their estates with intention to ease life of the tenants, to liberate them from everyday routines that took their time and energy from working on their life improvement. They managed to keep construction costs as low as possible, while building rational living space. On the other hand, state was interested in holding the worker attached to the site of his employment and in controlling his life in all aspects in order to maintain sustainability of its own power.

The economic, political, and social situation of the 1920s forced the government to use any means to keep huge masses of people under control. Industrialization and collectivization caused enormous migration within the country. Driven by civil war and hunger, workers were leaving cities and their poorly paid jobs at the plants for the
country where they hoped to grow food on the land to survive.

In the 1920s the urban population in Russia was decreasing dramatically, and major leverage of the factory’s administration to keep a worker at his place was to provide him with the housing.

The development of workers’ settlements was nearly fully given in hands of the factories’ administration. Living meters became the means of manipulation, punishment, and stimulation of a worker. To provide employee with the private living in an individual cottage, even if it was the cheapest and the smallest, was the best thing to lose control over him.

Families that shared apartments or at least some facilities of every-day use (such as kitchens and bathrooms) had to open up the most intimate living practices to the public. No space or time was left to spend moments of leisure apart from the community. Family and religious holidays were replaced with the abundance of the “Red Days of Calendar” – different celebrations of communist ideology in the workers’ clubs, which attendance was mandatory.

In fact, the life of an inhabitant was organized in a way that would not allow him to leave his plant as he was chained to it by the living space that was given to him only for as long as he worked there. The holder of a living unit could be punished by the forced eviction if he didn’t meet requirements for a good worker and tenant which would deprive him of the means to survival.

Those practices that secured an employee at his working place were fixed and strengthened through different legal procedures such as registration at the place of living (propiska) that limited one’s mobility. Many workers did not have passports to record even the place of registration, and thus could not move around the country legally. The “labour books” kept records of the worker’s previous and current jobs as well as of his behaviour and personal characteristics.

5. Red village - the blame on constructivists? The reasons of ignorance towards the heritage of architectural Avant-Garde in Russia

The type of the “workers’ red villages” was yet specific as it was developed around the newly formed industrial sites. In older metropolises, the situation was different, and there were other means in use that provided workers with housing.

The type of the workers’ red village, though it was very spread in Soviet Russia, did not belong to the Avant-Garde heritage. Still those workers’ villages that had been massively built in the 1920s and 1930s were often identified with constructivism among general population. Constructivists were unfairly blamed for those inhuman living conditions in the workers’ villages that nearly majority of population had to live in, since a room or an apartment in a red village was often the only alternative to the barrack.

Due to the fact that constructivism as a theory and practice was officially denounced in Soviet Russia, there was little known among general population about what it actually was and what kind of buildings belonged to constructivism as architectural style. In the 1930s to 1950s, while masters of Avant-Garde were still alive, constructivism was heavily criticized, and later it was neglected and forgotten. That might be one of the reasons why there is such a low respect and little recognition of Avant-Garde heritage in Russia, which results in its fast dilapidation and destruction, as it receives support neither on administrative level nor among general population.

The districts that resemble true constructivist style and that are usually called Zhilmassivs - are nowadays located in central parts of the grown cities, where land is the most expensive, and thus they are extremely vulnerable to the replacement and deconstruction.

The tenants who still occupy the houses built by Avant-Garde architects are often unaware of their high artistic and cultural value, since after ninety years of neglect
those buildings remain in poor condition. The usual argument for the destruction of constructivist housing heritage that is articulated by administration, interested in replacement of the low-rise buildings with the modern skyscrapers, is that “people do not want to live in the houses without bathrooms”. Residents often support the efforts to remove constructivist houses, willing to improve their living conditions. However, neither it was ninety years ago, nor it is today that the absence of facilities in the buildings is the fault of constructivists. The original projects included all modern facilities.

For the preservation of Avant-Garde heritage it is important to realize that mass housing in Soviet Russia in the 1920s did not consist of purely constructivist solutions. The leading type of housing in Russia by the start of the WW II and long after it remained the wooden barrack with the corridor system, where a family occupied a room, and all facilities such as shared kitchens and bathrooms were located either in the end of the corridor or outside of the barrack.

6. The origins of Soviet Zhilmassiv. Early zhilmassivs in Leningrad as the functionalist alternative to the garden city.

The more sustainable and innovative type of mass housing in Russia that kept relation to the concept of the Howard’s garden city and was its most successful realization was the newly developed type of a zhilmassiv.

The first Soviet zhilmassiv was raised in Petrograd in the Narva District on the site of the densely populated workers settlement close to the Putilov (later Kirov) Plant, which was the largest factory in the country. Zhilmassiv in Traktornaya street became the very first platform for a social experiment in mass housing that combined the concept of the garden city with the functionalist approach, and which managed to overcome the hardships of existing social and financial conditions.

Fig. 2: Zhilmassiv in the Traktornaya street in Leningrad. Photo of the 1930-s, from: KIRIKOV, B., SCHTIGLITZ, M., Leningrad Avant-Garde Architecture, St. Petersburg, 2008.

The idea was not only to provide workers with shelter, but also to construct new social space with certain ideological resemblance. Architects A. Nickolsky and A. Gegello developed new types of buildings that reformed and rescheduled life of a dweller. In his everyday living a worker was forced to go through certain buildings, which function was to take care of his needs: he would sleep in a room of a zhilmassiv (apartment block), then go to eat in a factory-Kitchen, then work at the plant, wash in the collective banya (bath-house) and spend leisure time in the Palace of Culture. The politically, mentally and socially controlled routine was constructed with its rhythm and trajectories that a worker could not avoid: from food that he ate to the suit that he put on for the concert that he had to see. Thus the district infrastructure served also as a mechanism of social and mental reformation (SEITS 2012).

Architects adjusted modern technologies of contemporary housing constructions used in Europe (such as German Siedlungen) to the Soviet reality and state commission. In the first Leningrad zhilmassiv, architects partially realized the idea of line building that was widely used in German cities. The low-rise three-storey blocks with individual flats were direct references to the garden cities.

The intimate character of the district was close to the atmosphere of the Howard’s urban utopia. The Traktornaya street was designed as a green alley, which added to the calm and garden-like character of the estate.
Yet the first Russian zhilmassivs could not be called garden cities or directly compared to German Siedlungen: they were neither independent villages nor suburbs, but rather the estates that were deeply integrated into the structure of Russian cities. They became inseparable parts of the peer towns and yet developed their own autonomous infrastructure.

Due to the deep ingrowths into the existing urban structure, Russian zhilmassivs were more distant from the independent character of the English garden cities, than German functionalist suburbs.

The paradox lied in the fact though, that Howard argued against suburbs, and his garden cities were to be self-maintained structures, independent from the bigger towns. German Siedlungen were designed as sleeping residential estates, where people only lived and spent their leisure time. The tenants had to go through the buffer zones that separated living quarters from the places of work or areas where other services such as medical care, schools, and shops were located.

Such separation of spaces drastically contradicted with the model offered by Howard, where all sites that a tenant lived through during the day were to be placed within the borders of the same garden city, producing no zoning of the space.

The idea of the garden city was taken to closer consideration by Russian constructivists and was realized in zhilmassivs that possessed very well developed infrastructure. There was no necessity left for a tenant to go beyond the borders of an estate, as her working place, living quarter, necessary services, and entertainment were located within the territory of the zhilmassiv.

The original structure and basic idea of zhilmassivs were their well-organized infrastructure that provided tenants with alternative to the traditional city life, where distances between functional zones were stealing a lot of the lifetime. Unlike garden cities, zhilmassivs were not meant to keep private lives of their tenants away from the community. On the contrary, their structure exposed living practices of inhabitants with intention to improve them in the process of reformation of a former peasant into a perfect resident of the future through the means of architecture.

Residents’ living space was not divided into the working, sleeping and leisure zones anymore: it became homogenous. All spaces, including that of a plant, became the tenants’ living space. The everyday routines were sectioned within that space. In this enchanting model state saw the strings of control, while constructivists - the potential for improvement and reformation of men’s living.

As the state strengthened its power, it swept out all humanistic elements of the garden cities that remained within zhilmassivs, such as separate apartments, small size of the low-rise buildings and the spacious green yards - the last reminding of private gardens. State prohibited the notion of the garden cities, constructivism was abandoned, and the concept of zhilmassiv as a model for the mass housing construction was perverted into the workers’ red villages. The latter incorporated everything that both the Howard’s utopia and constructivism were fighting against.

The dehumanized living space of the red villages possessed little relation to the garden cities as well as to the Avant-Garde housing estates. Yet the responsibility for the unfortunate settlements was put on those, who argued for the most rational and comfortable living for all.
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Abstract
Between 1945 and 1966, California Arts and Architecture magazine commissioned dozens of modern architects to design technologically efficient homes for post-war Americans. The project addressed the post-war need for affordable housing while also displaying the latest in American ingenuity on the pages of the magazine. Most of the realized single-home projects, which were actually quite expensive, were in southern California and embraced the mild Mediterranean climate with transparent glass walls, lush gardens, open floor plans and the views of the Pacific Ocean. The completed houses, situated in the heart of the film industry, were staged, photographed, filmed and animated as models for a new post-war Utopian lifestyle. Case Study #8 (The Eames House, 1950) in Pacific Palisades and Case Study #22 (The Stahl House, 1960) were the most photographed and promoted projects.

Keywords: California, Case Study, Film, Post-War, Magazines

As early as the 1940s, architectural magazines began showcasing designs for small, inexpensive housing for people living alone, married couples or young families. The designs were focused on creating healthier and less expensive lifestyles for people of various social classes. Architects who had professionally come of age during the Depression were focused on the role of architecture as a vehicle for social change. This approach to building was very much influenced by the Bauhaus and formed the basis for the early modernist housing designs. The houses were curated by the architects and photographed and open to the public in a fully staged form - attracting more than 350,000 visitors. Shelter magazines, such as Good Housekeeping, started promoting suburban house designs and new home prototypes as early as the 1940s. Even though experimental designs for small homes were developing across the United States, they took on a particularly innovative tone in the Los Angeles area - where the mild climate encouraged a form of leisure living that way focused on play and sports. The shortage of wood as a building material in Southern California, pushed architects to design houses out of alternative materials.

In Los Angeles, there was an extraordinary amount of architecture within easy reach. Some of its specific lessons were that a good house could be made of cheap materials, that outdoor living was as valued as indoor spaces, that a dining room was less necessary than two baths and glass walls. (Morgan 2012: 166)

The post-war period was one bursting with optimism and idealism. Pierre Koenig (1925-2004) recalled that as a young Case Study House architect,

Everybody wanted to produce answers to housing problems. Everybody was going into mass production ... social problems were being addressed. It was an exciting period of time and all kinds of things were being tried. (Jackson 2007: 9)

The climate and clients in Los Angeles were particularly appealing to many innovative architects who wanted to follow Mies’ lead by connecting indoor and outdoor living.

As a resort and a place of transitory employment for a Bohemian class [Los Angeles] supported an unusual number of bachelor dwellings, temporary quarters and weekend cabins. These small structures with their programs fixed and lifestyles fluid offered wonderful opportunities for architects to experiment and test ways to simplify [their designs.] (Gibbs et al. 2012: 159)

This combination of a mild climate and large number of interested clients formed a fertile environment for modern individual and the later development of
tract homes. This space for innovation was made possible by the *Case Study Home* project that began seven months after the end of World War II. It started as a social program by John Entenza (1905-1984), the magazine’s publisher and his assistant Susan Jonas who was the link to foreign architects and magazine editors.

Following the Bauhaus dictum that architecture must push modernism forward, the ambitious CSH Program shaped and honed an idea of modern design - the influence of which continues to reverberate in Los Angeles and beyond. (Peabody, Bradnock and Singh 2011: 9)

The boundaries of the city were ever expanding into the suburbs and offered … a desirable place of health and recreation, balmy weather and vast uncharted areas of undeveloped land, southern California was available to be designed by the car. (Craig 1986: 26)

Entenza began his career in the movie business working for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in the experimental production department. This early experience taught him the value of encouraging and promoting photogenic homes. After buying *Art and Architecture* magazine, Entenza launched a program that addressed the issues of America’s post-war economy. The first designs for houses were small with two bedrooms, two baths, and no spaces for servants. The intent was to create a new lightweight lifestyle for post-war families. During the post-war era designers and manufacturers used materials and technologies developed or honed during wartime - molded fiberglass and plywood, synthetic glues and plastics - to create stylish furnishings that were accessible and affordable in a way that most earlier modernist designs had never been. (Barter 2001: 16)

One of the earliest completed Case Study houses was the 1949 home and studio of creative partners Charles (1907-1978) and Ray Eames (1912-1988), constructed from industrial steel and plated glass. It is a Utopian paradise that utilizes the latest technology inside the house as well as the spectacular coastal view from Pacific Palisades. It was also a showplace for the Eames’ Bauhaus inspired “moral campaign to improve the world through good design” (Peabody, Bradnock and Singh 2011: 9) They designed an innovative live and workspace utilizing the technology of industrialization, perfected during the war, and applying it to domestic spaces. Julius Shuman (1910-2009) photographed the house in 1958, for *Life* magazine. The image was unusual in that it was curated to show Charles and Ray Eames surrounded by their belonging: rugs, throws, plants, toys and objects collective from their travels around the world. (Stevenson 2005: 34)

The images in *Life* magazine were significant as partners to the role of television within the post-war home.

Though television … was entirely ephemeral … tens of thousands of Americans preserved millions of copies of *Life* and other photo weeklies… *Life*’s talented and well-equipped photojournalists typically shot the same events as television cameras and the photo magazine also occasionally printed excerpts from news footage as stills. Thus it became a universal archive of television imagery, which often ended up on in posters and collages, private albums and scrapbooks. (Walsh 2004: 2)

The Eames own film about their Case Study #8 house, *Home: After Five Years of Living* (1955), was created using fast cutting - a rapid-fire technique that utilizes our optical ability to process images of nature and urban spaces, these films created proto-digital film experiences. The film was assembled using thousands of slides that they took while living in the house. The images, presented as a film, embraced both the still images of popular magazines and the growing importance of moving television
images.

Charles Eames, like Entenza, had associations with the film industry - working as a set designer for MGM in the early 1940s. This experience was influential on the way that he reproduced and promoted his architecture and design.

All Eames architecture can be understood as set design. The Eameses even present themselves like Hollywood figures, as if in a movie or an advertisement, always so happy, with the ever-changing array of objects as their backdrop. (COLOMINA 2001: 22)

Creating design for the masses involved being able to visualize the modern home through the media of the time. Staging of the projects for reproduction was one of the ways that the Eameses became so recognized for their work.

Case Study House #22, situated on 1635 Woods Drive (above the Chateau Marmont Hotel) in Los Angeles, was designed by San Francisco-born Pierre Koenig as a family home for C.H. Buck Stahl, a former football player, his wife Carlotta and their children Bruce, Sharon and Mark. The 1960 house was a dream home for the Stahls who purchased the land in 1954 for $13,500 and still own the property today. Three years after purchasing the lot, Stahl hired Koenig to design the house. Koenig, a professor at the University of Southern California and an early assistant of Greek-born Raphael Soriano (1904-1988), was a lifelong proponent of prefabrication and the social responsibilities of architecture. Soriano had designed and executed Shulman's house, begun in 1947 and completed three years later, in the Laurel Canyon neighbourhood of the Hollywood Hills. The professional connection with Shulman would prove significant in the photographic documentation of Koenig's projects.

In designing CSH #22, Stahl insisted on retaining the 270 degree unobstructed view from the mountains to the ocean. Stahl and Koenig understood the site as "an eagle's nest in the Hollywood hills". The two-bedroom 2200 square foot house ultimately cost $34,000 with an additional $3,600 for the pool and bare some resemblance to a bird in flight - a reference to the eagle's nest metaphor. "As in most Koenig houses, water became a part of the floor plan". (MORGAN 2012: 176) The three large-scale plate glass walls - a remarkable engineering feat - define the house as a transparent pavilion. The heated concrete floors provided the Stahl children with ramps for skateboarding and the dramatic cantilevered living room looking out over the lights of L.A.

The iconic 1960 photograph of the house by Shulman was staged using two female students (one from UCLA and one from Pasadena High School). He believed, models should be used with great care in architectural photography. The architectural design is the important element of the photograph; disturbing, outdated fashion and over powering human forms are merely distracting and have no importance. Therefore placement should be based on normal scale and for demonstration of architectural elements". (STEVENSON 2005: 35)

In Shulman's photograph, the glass living area of this dramatically spare house [is] silhouetted against the nocturnal cityscape, a photograph that captures a wide swath of the 240 degree expanse visible from the house's transparent living room ... Transparency reveals a glamorous and desirable lifestyle as much as it reveals a stunning vista. (WHITELEY 2003: 11)

Nearly all the published commentary on the photograph, which was made using a seven-minute exposure, positions it as a Utopian image that depicts the promise of the California lifestyle and of architectural modernism for residential applications.

CSH 22 was a photogenic project used as the backdrop to numerous films, television shows, music videos, and even video games. The film Smog captured Case Study #22, just two years after its completion. Unlike Shulman's photograph of the home, Italian director Franco Rossi's 1962 cinematic depiction of the house brings up darker, more Dystopian associations. The 1962 film takes place during a 48-hour period when Vittorio Ciocchetti, an Italian attorney lands in Los Angeles for a two-day layover. He meets Italian ex-pats who extol the virtues of the city and who drive
him around empty streets shrouded in air pollution. Ciocchetti says:

Oh this is paradise on earth! Who lives in this paradise? In all my walking, I didn’t meet a soul.

The film, a Dystopian view of Los Angeles, focuses on the isolation of the individual within the car-reliant urban space. As the first post-war European film to be shot completed in the City of Angels, it has something of a documentary tone - focusing on newly built houses (such as the Stahl), the recently completed Los Angeles International Airport, and the oil wells of Culver City. The economic divide between the opulence of the Stahl house and the deserted streets of Hollywood are an indication of the deepening schism between post-war social classes. Both the photograph and the film focus on the private home as an emerging Utopian dreamscape held together with plate glass, steel and spectacular views of the city and ocean.

By the 1960s, the Case Study program evolved from single family dwelling in the 1940s and 1950s to designs for entire communities. The magazine recognized this suburban expansion as a trend and highlighted Fordist prototypes for new forms of mass-produced housing. The 1960s, a seminal decade, saw the dawn of the Kennedy era that began with so much optimism and resulted in such a state of chaos. This political and social shift was reflected in suburban developments that served as an escape from the problems of the time as well as a way of creating a fully contained living environment that was insulated from many of the urban turmoil of the time. The expanding metropolis marketed itself through images of leisure and play - a lifestyle associated with warm climates and the Sunbelt. They also offered many white Americans, who were resistant to change, with the promise of a homogenous society devoid of diversity. This new vision of the city as a suburban, insular, planned community increased the access to a leisure-filled life to middle class whites who profited from the decentralization of urban centres.

The exodus to the suburbs was a search for an imagined Arcadia that was promoted through advertisements - stories about places that have not even been built. Made possible through the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, freeways were built in remote areas where land was affordable and available. The American Dream was marketed to people who were mobile, had cars and were ready to move.

Television and print advertising marketed the suburban lifestyle as a post-war Utopia for many Americans.

Television and Life undoubtedly influenced each other, creating, vivid, highly focused and dramatic images that told a powerful story in an instant and became icons of the events themselves. (WALSH 2004: 9)

Images of smiling, happy families living in their own piece of California paradise were potent images of post-war luxury now available on a mass scale.

By the late 1950s commercial television had found its way into an estimate 85% of all American homes - households where television was watched for some five hours a day ... The aesthetic texture of early television - the foggy, often distorted black-and-white images or the garish, bleeding colors; the incidental static, ghosting and interference - had almost disappeared. (WALSH 2004: 9)

Television shows, such as Leave it to Beaver and The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet, provided weekly templates of emerging American lifestyles - prototypes for suburban houses, interior décor, the latest appliances, fashion and family dynamics. The programs, highly anticipated family entertainment, became barometers for a middle-class lifestyle - an image to be endlessly emulated and purchased through new consumer goods.
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Abstract
Growing cities often leave empty spaces on historic and consolidated areas. The city of São Paulo (Brazil) experienced during the late 20th century a growth movement towards an every expanding area, leaving decaying buildings and public spaces in the city centre. After decades of lack of investment on spaces for public interaction, the city experienced an emerging debate over who was entitled to use those spaces, from parks to streets and avenues.

This paper studies some of the spontaneous events that need the appropriation of public spaces for them to exist. Focusing on one of the most important São Paulo landmarks, the Paulista Avenue, it is developed a system to list residual spaces left on the urban fabric of the area. Studying concepts of public intervention, public space, and architecture heritage developed by authors as Bernard Tschumi, Jan Gehl, and Marta Bogéa it is then proposed an intervention on one of the most representative residual spaces left by real estate speculation at Paulista Avenue.

The intervention proposed is the building of a new museum, the Sexual Diversity Museum, to exemplify the importance the avenue has as the stage for the fight for LGBT rights in Brazil. The final object is a building that is successful in its intention to open some of the last heritage buildings in the region to the population and creates a new public square.

Keywords: space; occupation; connection; museum; heritage

1. Introduction
During the year of 2015, the city of São Paulo experienced a surge in debates about public spaces and who is entitled to use them. New cycle lanes, bus lanes were built and avenues were closed in favour of public use during the weekend. Streets and avenues that were previously the domain of car are appropriated by pedestrians and, through them, acquire new uses and functions.

Imbued with the same objectives to discuss the city, it is intended throughout this paper to see how the architecture can be thought and designed to free the body and its occupation of space. Starting with readings from different architects, trying to understand processes that appeared to question the functional pragmatism and spatial development program in architectural design. Analysing the experiments of intervention and project seeking to create ruptures, disjunctions in the program, and freedom of manipulation and appropriation of space by those who use it, with special emphasis on the movement of the individual forced by architecture, we seek to develop a hypothesis of intervention in the territory that prioritizes the city and the user rather than the closed and restricted space.

2. Paulista Avenue - history and urban development
The current avenue that emerged from deforestation of the old forest of Caagacu is very different from its origin as birthplace of coffee barons and the industrial elite. The study of its history is fundamental for understanding its evolution and its current conformation as a business and cultural centre in the metropolis.

The avenue was created as a high-end luxury region, being inaugurated in 1891.
The choice of location was key at the top of the central ridge of the city geography, with a privileged view, proximity to the city centre, where businesses were located and with remnants of native vegetation.

During the first years of existence until the early twentieth century, the avenue was very sparsely populated. This fact is explained by the region lack of basic infrastructure such as electricity, water, and sewage until the turn of the century. This situation will only be reversed in 1900 with the arrival of the tram, which accelerates the occupation of lots with the first houses, totalling 50 at that time.

Initially the result of a real estate project, the fact that the avenue had been occupied by wealthy population and being conformed as an elegant neighbourhood, explains why it was the target of privileged investment by government; providing services to the area long before other parts of the city, such as the aforementioned tram in 1900 and the asphalt in 1908.

Understanding the ease with which the municipality made investments in the region makes it possible to understand how, from the beginning of the avenue, it was considered a key element in the city and how, later, the higher availability of infrastructure would attract other investments and use profiles for the area.

In 1936, the city hall enacted a law authorizing the construction of residential and commercial buildings on the boulevard. Residential towers began to be built and to replace the old mansions. The towers came as representation of a new architectural movement considered as a “national product”; modernism, in contrast to the eclecticism models present in homes. Modernism that represented progress and was evident in the early buildings, initially sought to piggyback on the ideal of the mansion, being composed of large luxury apartments. However, gradually buildings with smaller apartments were built, providing home to a new middle class.

It was the Conjunto Nacional building, proposed by Argentine businessperson José Tjurs and designed by architect David Libeskind, who led the change of use in the avenue. Foreseeing the migration of sectors of the economy from the city centre to this region of São Paulo, it was designed combining services and shops, with apartments and offices.

A sequence of office buildings were built during the 1960s, however, it was the construction of MASP (Sao Paulo Art Museum) by architect Lina Bo Bardi at the end of the 1950s that created a landmark in the avenue, introducing another use, and beginning with what was to become a cultural hub in the city.

The real rise of Paulista Avenue came along with the decay of the downtown area. The demand placed by cars, especially when they became important elements in the city during the 60s and 70s, exerted pressure for space in the centre that this could not meet. There were few parking spaces and the mesh of streets hindered the access of vehicles to the region. The search for wider areas to facilitate the flow of cars boosted the output of cultural facilities and corporate headquarters from the central region to Paulista Avenue.

Given the high values of land and the ever-increasing pressure from the real estate market, heritage bodies were unable to act at the speed necessary to protect many of the remaining mansions on the avenue, which were demolished and converted to skyscrapers.

In 1991, the centenary of the avenue was celebrated with a series of mostly aesthetic oriented reforms, such as the change of visual communication (signs and street names), change in newsagents and other public facilities, these projects were concomitant with the opening of a new subway line. In 2008, it was carried out a change on the sidewalks, with special floors that allowed the movement and orientation of people with visual disabilities. In the year 2015, it was made an intervention to create a bike path, connected to a municipal system.

The concentration of culture equipment at the region extends to the present day, taking advantage of the area increasing accessibility, with bus lines and subway (from the 1990s), with examples of
libraries, museums, art galleries and cinemas.

Fig. 1: Nolli map showing the permeability of ground floor for pedestrian use in Paulista Avenue area. The selected block is highlighted. Source: Authors production

Paulista Avenue got its first museum installed in the 1960s (MASP), but until today new headquarters of cultural institutions are moving to the area. The road conforms as a cultural centrality, and its easy accessibility and visibility (being home to several radio and television networks) help to attract many investments.

The current situation of the Paulista Avenue is as a multifunctional space. It is not the modern era functionalist ideas that govern it. When analysing land use in the region it is evident that the avenue differs from its surroundings, predominantly residential occupation. There is not a single use that is imposed as a vocation to the area, allowing the development of the various programs that are currently found in it, from retail and basic services to headquarters of multinational companies, judiciary, and central bank offices, through bank headquarters, residences and various cultural facilities.

A key aspect when understanding the Avenue, which is influenced by the multiplicity of existing uses in the area, is the network of paths and shortcuts that are formed in the region, developing alternatives to the flow of pedestrians on the sidewalks, breaking the grid of urban design and significantly increasing areas for the free movement of pedestrians. To make an analysis of these territory characteristics it is necessary to use the criteria developed by Giambattista Nolli and his Rome survey in the eighteenth century, when he developed a method that did not analyse the city from its aerial view, but from its ground floor. Observing the Nolli map it is possible to observe how large private sector enterprises, such as department stores and malls, or smaller ones, such as restaurants, bars and street shops, encourage greater pedestrian circulation expanding public space and making sidewalk enter the interior of the blocks.

2.1 Development of the selected block

The Paulista Avenue as it is today is the result of a long process of territory construction. The first land division and its subsequent subdivisions must always be taken into account to understand the operations of the real estate market, over more than one century of history. Some of the blocks are examples of this process. At one extreme, we have the situation of blocks whose owners have managed to keep their property unchanged to the extent that land speculation allowed, and had the ground sold at its entirety. At the other extreme, we have large lots that were divided over the years among family descendants or when financial needs demanded.

The block studied in this work is an example of this second situation. Composed originally of just one lot, only with one mansion built at the Paulista Avenue corner with Ministro Rocha Azevedo Lane by the René Thiollier Family (Villa Fortunata). Over time, in the early decades of the twentieth century, it was subdivided into smaller lots, reaching a maximum of 12 lots. However, when skyscrapers started to be built in the Avenue this process was reversed, when smaller lots were bought to allow building constructions.

The current situation of the block is unique in comparison to the remaining of Paulista. Inside it are located a public park with the remaining vegetation from the old Villa Fortunata (now demolished), two heritage houses, the Italian consulate, a modern office building with a shopping arcade on the ground floor, a small shopping arcade and a 1991 office building.

Perhaps the most iconic element in the court is the Joaquim Franco de Mello residence, designed by Portuguese engineer Antonio Fernandes Pinto for the Franco de Mello family. The mansion, built in 1909, is one of the few remaining houses from the first residential occupancy period of the avenue. It was listed in 1992, which guaranteed its
existence to the present day.

The project surroundings, comprised of some of the blocks from Paulista Avenue with higher pedestrian permeability, emphasizes the need to develop a project proposal that seeks to achieve the same goals; i.e., provide an alternative for the movement of pedestrians.

In the year 2014 it was undertaken a competition for the design of the Sexual Diversity Museum in this court. It was while working in the office Pauliceia Architecture and Restoration that I had first deeply studied the area, which motivated me to undertake this project academically.

2.2 Social movements occupying the avenue

The Paulista Avenue obtained a unique character in the city panorama, surpassing its condition as being just a road or a commercial and residential area; but certainly becoming a stage for different events and demonstrations that affect the dynamics of the metropolis.

The first decades of occupation were characterized as the representation space of São Paulo's elite, with the emergence of events for this class. Noteworthy are the Carnival Parades, with its apex during the 1930s. Although very restricted, these parades already denoted a vocation for public use of the avenue.

With the change of the occupation from residences to offices and services throughout Paulista Avenue, came the first union demonstrations, with increasing frequency from the 1980s, with the organization of protests by professional categories that link this city space with the activities of the tertiary sector. One can also say that the visibility generated by the presence of several radio and television networks spread over the region also served as an attractive for these events.

Along with the political protests, the creation of events and celebrations in the area grew, based on the same principles of visibility and accessibility of the avenue. The first major event was created in 1924, by Casper Libero Foundation, the annual Race of São Silvestre. The government also began organizing festivities in the region, starting in 1991 with the avenue’s centenary celebrations and other dates such as Christmas and New Year’s Eve.

Always taking into account the visibility by media channels and the accessibility of the road axis, the avenue is occupied annually by various manifestations of social groups. This is the case of events such as the Gay Parade, which has come to gather around 3 million people, marking the region a stage for the struggle for equality and against prejudice.

The Paulista Avenue is configured today as the unquestionable space of popular representation in the city of Sao Paulo and the incorporation of architectural spaces for these occupations has become an inseparable fact.

Spontaneous occupations and population fluxes in the city

With the emergence of modern architecture, a need arises to order the spaces of the building and its contents, creating shapes and patterns that become models for the use of these spaces. Such templates repeated over the course of history generate a conditioning for the use and experimentation of spaces. The advent of so-called “functionalism” sharpened up a search for correspondence between content and form, creating a model that could be universalized and, therefore, the possibility of intervention and manipulation of these spaces by individuals who used them weakened.

In this context, it is clear that the development of Avenida Paulista would only focus on the automobile. When the first skyscrapers were built, the logic should be the application of modern ideas, with the avenue use restricted to the passage, the flow as large as possible, of vehicles and pedestrians. However, it was not what happened. A large number of mixed-use projects were designed
with large open areas and galleries on the ground, responsible for creating spaces that break with the strictly functionalist ideals, emerging spaces that enable the population to use them without barriers. Based on this example about Paulista Avenue, questions arise about how and why such breaks in an established model of organization occur.

The architect's role in this scenario of transgression is based on the search and intention to create conditions so that such events and spontaneous gatherings may occur, promoting the interaction between the "defined and non-defined, the design and non-design, intelligible and not-intelligible " (TSCHUMI 1996). These contrasts and ruptures are made possible through the establishment of tensions that question the hierarchical organization of the spaces and programs. Marilia Solfa is an author that says, from a study of Tschumi and artists such as Matta-Clark and Hélio Oiticica, that the perception of space is fundamental to understanding the body's behaviour, ordering, and logic. Such understanding is crucial when thinking about the transgression of order, because every human body that is inserted into the space can violate it, as well as the order of the space may violate the body that it is inserted.

The city of São Paulo has several examples of this violence. The growing impermeability of public spaces to pedestrians, always focused on the increasingly rapid flow of vehicles, generates a lack of civility, lack of meeting in public spaces and the privatization of living held behind walls and indoors. Some authors have dedicated themselves to the study of how to reverse this situation. Jan Gehl is an architect and urban planner studies the relationship between public space and the urban society. His analysis begins with the identification of elements that attract pedestrians, focusing on the relations between movement and stop of the population within the common parts of the city.

His research also indicates that the existence of the city is governed by the movement of its people and itself (the city) is responsible for creating this movement, because before becoming a fixed living point, the metropolis began as a meeting place, attracting those seeking work, trade, etc. ... in short, the city "is the road correlative", it exists only with the existence of a circuit network.

The appreciation of the metropolis is constituted by the relationship between mobility and permanence; because if the city is known for its ridged face (architecture) it is, in fact, the flow of people that gives it life. As a result, it is clear that accessibility and circulation are the key aspects to define a place. The tools to generate this accessibility are also studied; it is not enough to build a new square and just expect it to be busy. There are elements necessary for this to occur; as shading, spaces to sit, open spaces and a possibility of creating visual.

A completely different situation is the adaptation of existing spaces in the city, for new uses and new possibilities of occupation. The architect Marta Bogêa, studious of the city flows (with a specific focus in the city of São Paulo) and communication and semiotic theories, analyses some fundamentally artistic interventions carried out on the urban fabric, but that went beyond its intentions on to make interventions in the territory. Marta Bogêa further explains that the relationships, created between these interferences and the consolidated city fabric, are as new connections that complement an urban space logic already developed. These elements that get support from the environment are considered mobile, because they have different speeds than the vicinity (the city occurs at a slower processing time), but simultaneously reconfiguring the time the stable element moves. In this regard, the author claims that these movements and appropriations of space "enable transformation without dissolution" of the consolidated city.

The challenge for architects, regarding the need for intervention in the city, emerges in the question of how to transform the movement of people in spaces, so powerful in shaping the city,
in a pause that generates the shift needed to transform the place? In a way, creating generic spaces with features that allow free occupation by events and by body movement ensure that the particularity is installed. Special attention has to be allocated to the creation of these spaces, in order to avoid becoming just places of movement and passing by, but connections (a “between” in relation to two points).

Analysing the studied territory again, Paulista Avenue one observes that this region differs from its immediate surroundings by having an accommodation capacity for the pedestrian, which accesses the area through a unique transport infrastructure in the metropolis and especially for its wide sidewalks. However, it is the high concentration of cultural facilities, shopping centres, coffee shops, and restaurants that guarantee an extended occupation beyond the working hours and weekends.

4. Memory and monuments

In Brazil, there are governmental mechanisms and organizations that are “responsible for preserving, disseminating and supervising the Brazilian cultural heritage, and ensure the use of these assets by current and future generations”. This means heritage preservation institutions have the power to value assets tangible and intangible, with the intention of protecting elements of society, from architecture to a popular party or work of art, which keep the memory of a collective.

The city of São Paulo has examples of listed buildings that vary from parks and nature reserves, through the first milestones of colonial urbanization, to the buildings that represent aspects of São Paulo’s expansion from the late nineteenth century until the present day. Paulista Avenue is a special section of the city, when taken into account the attention given by preservation organizations. In this road axis are found remnants of vegetation that existed before urban occupation, examples of the first homes to be built in the area, buildings displaying the advancement of modern architecture, and representative buildings of the current contemporary architecture.

The most significant thing about this large number of listed properties in a single road axis is the recognition of the importance that the various examples of architecture and occupation have for the history of the city and its memory. The presence of these assets ensures the region a unique character, a real story line that shows how the city from 1889 to 2015 was.

The government has an important role over the definition of what is considered heritage, since social memory is a fundamental part of a project of society, this way giving importance to those buildings and areas that are capable of transmitting the history:

> “The cultural heritage can be thought as a support for social memory, [...] as an external stimulus that helps reactivate and revive certain traits of the collective memory in a socio-territorial formation. (MESENTIER 2005)”

The above quote makes clear the role that listed buildings in the city have as memory support, as always-present landmarks of the society evolution. Such assets survival over time is critical because social memory is not built briefly, but over the course of many generations interacting with those assets and transforming the individual memory in the collective history. As well as the preserving of the listed buildings, the total disappearance of a historical record (the architecture of a time) is harmful because it also disappears with the ability to realize that the social universe subject to a continuous process. However, it is not enough to preserve a heritage property, but also ensure proper access to the property. Therefore, developing a project that attempts to open of some of the last remaining listed mansions at Paulista Avenue is an extremely relevant issue when discussing about the city that we are designing.

5. The project: Sexual Diversity Museum
This project, supported by the studies done, begins with the questioning of what, for us inhabitants of the twenty-first century would be the ideal city, with a special focus on the public spaces for all. The project of the Sexual Diversity Museum attempts to materialize this idealism, creating a space appropriate for LGBT representation, but not unique to this group. Due to pedestrian flows that cross the project, it will be a space for everyone, occupied by all.

The museum can be considered the reality of what in the past was a utopia. A space on the main avenue of the city where the LGBT community may manifest, where they can meet and have truly a landmark in the urban scenario. An area of socialization through culture, which integrates and presents to visitors and passers-by the difficulties of a group long excluded and discriminated.

After selecting the lots for the museum’s implementation, it was important to project a building that could unite all de different heritage elements and that could connect de court to the rest of the avenue.

The two listed mansions on the court (the Joaquim de Mello Franco Residence and Vicente de Azevedo Residence) were integrated into the museum complex.

The first, facing Paulista Avenue was restored and opened its main floor for permanent exhibitions. The second will be used on the upper floors as the museum’s management and on the ground floor as coffee shop.

The design theme led the concept of interior spaces. The large central hall serves as a place to see and be seen and conveys the social struggles for LGBT visibility. A network of walkways connects the different floors crossing the space; generating new points of contemplation to the expositions, the museum surroundings, and even visitors.

The program includes exhibition halls, restaurant, and an observation deck facing Paulista Avenue. There are also areas for the collection, library, and classrooms. Other service and auditorium have been placed underground.

The central void space motivated the structural conception. The building has four concrete cores, in which a large metal structure is supported, responsible for overcoming the central span and conforming the two museum bodies.

6. Conclusion

This paper started from the premise of investigating the flows of people and spontaneous occupations of space, with a particular interest on Paulista Avenue in São Paulo, identifying open spaces in the region and observing how their
occupation does not have a single character, providing ground for different interests and uses, since its origin as the birthplace of São Paulo’s elite.

The development of a representation place for the LGBT community at Paulista Avenue would undoubtedly need to answer to the demand for public spaces that already exist in the region, creating a place of connection and integration. Therefore, the project was designed to meet these demands. Its ground floor is not only an open space but also a conversion point for the different flows coming from all sides of the court, sheltering them and protecting them. Thus, the project is successful and fits perfectly to the regions context.
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Abstract
Adriano Olivetti chose to build another factory, in addition to that of Ivrea, in Pozzuoli near Naples and commissioned the design to an old associate the engineer Luigi Cosenza. Following a conversation in which they determined the terms and objectives, Cosenza went to Ivrea to study the production cycle and understand the principles upon which the industrialist based his working philosophy. The project began in 1951 and a site was identified on a hill with a privileged view of the Bay of Naples. The building was designed according to the centrality of workers and workspaces were marked by a relationship of symbiotic exchange with the outside world and the landscape. The cross floor plan of the factory allowed for an unforced adherence to the ground and the language used by the designer locate the work within the most significant examples of architecture of the modern movement in Naples. The classicism of Cosenza, intensely able in communicating with the Neapolitan artistic tradition, converses peacefully with the utopian vision of Olivetti who aims, through this project, to lead men of the south towards modernity in the workplace without becoming a slave to the mechanization of the assembly line. The Pozzuoli factory is thus part of a broader project of the industrialist, which, through its activities and civic engagement to the problems associated to the territory, managed to turn every decision into a success and of high artistic quality.
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1. One sunny morning: genealogy of a reencounter

An architectural project, any type of architectural project, is the result of a slow and gradual reduction of a distance: a distance between man and nature, a distance between intuition and concretization, a distance between client and designer, a distance between utopia and reality.

The process of this reduction usually begins from a stage, a scene. The Gulf of Naples: an embrace between the land and the sea. A Sorrento Terrace: the silence of the citrus groves. Two characters: the industrialist Adriano Olivetti and the engineer Luigi Cosenza. Therefore, the story begins the early 1950s.

Adriano Olivetti is in Naples as he wants to build a factory in the south and he is discussing it with Luigi Cosenza, with whom he shares an ethical vision and special attention to working conditions. The two are reflecting on the Italian post-war situation and the need for a form of beauty in the workspace as a comfort for the soul. As a consequence of this exchange Luigi Cosenza went on to Ivrea, to study the organization of the first Olivetti factory, to understand relationships and the centrality of the production areas, to become familiar with the production process, to understand the role of workers within the Olivetti working environment.

Client and designer thus cancelled their initial distance: a long and fruitful dialogue begins, animated in the way that conversations between great personalities are animated. Adriano Olivetti had already met Luigi Cosenza during the war when commissioning a territorial plan for the Campania Region,
a very similar design exercise to that performed by the BBPR Studio in the Valle d’Aosta. The war and the complexity of the nature of the territory itself disrupt the plan, yet not the will to resume dialogue in a more favourable moment.

2. “An industrial plant”

We must work in this field with great sensitivity, in the sense that being too rigid towards the functional can lead to results in manners and a formalism no less distant from our modern aspirations in architecture than the old disorderly and presumptuous “factories” (...) Among the fields in which architecture operates, that of industrial buildings is undoubtedly the most attractive in terms of the rational orientation of modern techniques. The consistency of geometric relationships and spatial proportions can express themselves most clearly in this sector. However, it is also the sector in which it is easiest to slip back into cold geometric compositions, back to the dry academy. (COSENZA 1950)

The factory project of Pozzuoli was entrusted to Cosenza in 1951 and lasted for four years. The methodology adopted revealed a clarity of purpose and mastery of design methods that marked the experience as a happy occasion in Italian architectural history. Cosenza drew up the idea for the project, developing it out of a sequence of sketches organized through 59 cards. The design path borrowed the language of a film sequence, where each scene is described in detail through decisive lines, colours that identify functions, pathways, and captions that complement and enrich.

They were the result of Cosenza’s visit to Ivrea and the necessary need to bring order, through drawing, to a flow of ideas and then be able to respond to aesthetic, functional and production requirements. The project progressed towards a more detailed definition: the distance between insight and realization that was slowly being cancelled. They were drawings in which everything is schema, graphs, diagrams, distributions, and flows. Surely, they were not conceived as disposable products, but were probably the result of a final draft of reflections, notes, and inspections. Nothing is known of these preparatory graphical notes, a fate common to many of the sketches of architects of the period; indeed, the cult of the original architectural sketch to display and be preserved is a recent phenomenon (DE SETA 2006: 30).
The plot on which the factory stands is rectangular, bordered by Via Domitiana, the main Roman road that connects Naples to Rome, and by Via Fascione; while on the left side, a possible area for future expansion was immediately identified. From the sketches, one begins to understand just how much and in which ways the distribution values of flows (workers, materials, management, and the public) determine spaces. The compositional concepts on which the entire project was structured include, firstly, a cross floor plan ensuring that the factory adapted itself to the ground, embracing the slopes rather than working against them; the second is the will to ensure exposure and the most natural lighting for workstations. All of this guarantees the possibility of a continuous view even beyond the walls of the building, thus connecting with the wonder of the landscape of the Gulf that opened up in front of the generous sequence of windows. The gardens, designed by Pietro Porcinai (1910-1986), regulate this opening towards the exterior, mediating and combining spaces. (Fig. 2) Marcello Nizzoli (1887-1969) developed the colours of the interior and exterior walls. It is a type of design that is not a consequence of the assembly line, but is arranged according to independent bodies, connected to each other and with the external environment. This greater freedom of composition derived from the fact that processing systems would enter into a crisis during the 1950s, allowing greater flexibility in positioning machines in their spaces. The composition of the factory is organized on two floors with a north-south orientation. Each wing has an element that concludes the axis; respectively, the west has changing rooms, the south has management offices, the east has spaces dedicated to heat treatments, and the north an area designed for future enlargement.\(^5\)
marble. The stairs used by the workers are made of iron sheeting lined with galvanized iron.

Is there not, beyond its apparent rhythm, something more charming, a destination, a vocation in the life of a factory? We can answer: there is an order in our everyday work, in Ivrea, as in Pozzuoli. In addition, without prior knowledge of this order, it is futile to hope for the success of the work we have undertaken. Because a plot, an ideal plot beyond the principles of business organization has informed over many years, inspired by the thought of its founder, the work of our society. (OLIVETTI 2012)

3. “An industrial OLIVETTI plant”

Olivetti products seem almost illuminated by the exact proportions and love with which an object should be manufactured, by the love, with which one carries out their duty, by the love of their work. He placed the responsibility of man with man himself. He wanted to realize the dream of a new society on earth, not postponed by unspecified deadlines. (CORBUSIER 2006: 156)

In 1908, Camillo Olivetti founded the first Italian manufacturer of typewriters in Ivrea. He had five children, including Adriano, who would receive a free, secular education. Adriano’s first work experience was in his father’s factory. His character was forged by ideals related to workers’ struggles in Turin and the experience of World War I, in which he participated as a volunteer. He graduated in engineering from the Polytechnic of Turin but continued to maintain his political views that caused persecution by the Fascist regime and forced him to flee to France. He returned to Italy but was officially marked as subversive.

The experience that would shape his final vision of the conditions of workers and concepts of the organization of a factory was his trip to the USA in 1925. Because of this trip, he would propose to his father the organization of the company through the introduction of several innovations: the decentralized organization of personnel, Directors according to functions, the rationalization of time and assembly methods and the development of commercial networks in Italy and abroad. Yet his desire was not simply the development of the business, he had still higher ambitions. During WW II he would never cease to innovate, learn, share, and inform, waiting for opportunities that would result as profitable in order for the dream of a workable utopia to happen. Moreover, it did happen. He could apply the principles he had formulated during a period in Switzerland (1944-1945) in his theoretical treatise “L’ordine politico della comunità” published in 1945. After the war, the link between territory, enterprise, and workers was solid, and became a powerful tool for organizing and planning. Ivrea would become the hub for ideas arising from a group of philosophers, sociologists, urban planners, architects, writers, and economists. Olivetti founded the Community Movement and gave life to the Edizioni di Comunità publishing house. The magazine Comunità, which he founded in 1947, began to advance the most modern cultural debates in post-war Italy, all marked by the need for modernization of the country and social equality. In 1948 at the Ivrea plant, a Management Board was established, for a number of years the only example in Italy of a joint body with advisory powers of a general nature in the allocation of funding for social services and assistance. In 1956, Olivetti reduced working hours from 48 to 45 hours per week without any loss of pay, several years in advance of national labour contracts. Adriano’s civic engagement, which would also witness a political turning point with his election as
a Deputy in 1958, was to be accompanied by his careful and constant work in the development and modernization of the Olivetti company; indeed, the 1950s saw the firm’s great international expansion and Olivetti’s signature will always be associated with an image of artistic and industrial quality and excellence. The architects and artists who made up the great Olivetti family were chosen carefully and every piece of work was considered as unique. Even today, Luigi Figini (1903-1984) and Gino Pollini (1903-1991) consider Olivetti shops and factories think of the Carlo Scarpa (1906-1978) shop in Piazza San Marco in Venice from 1958, or the one entrusted to BBPR on 5th Av. in New York in 1954 or, indeed, the factory in Ivrea itself (1934-1940). Each project of the industrial plant was accompanied by the construction of auxiliary services, such as cafeterias, schools, kindergartens, housing for workers and configurations entrusted to architects such as Marco Zanuso (1916-2001), Ignazio Gardella (1905-1999), Mino Fiocchi (1893-1983) and Eduardo Vittoria (1923-2009). Adriano Olivetti’s commitment to urban issues saw him cover several positions of significant prestige and commitment such as his accession to the National Urban Planning Institute of which, in 1948, he became a member of the Executive Council; the founding of the journal Urbanistica; his appointment in 1956 as an honorary member of the American Institute of Planners and that as Vice President of the International Federation for Housing and Town Planning. In 1959, he was elected President of the UNRRA-Casas for post- war reconstruction in Italy. Only his death, on February 27, 1960, would interrupt his dream, the continuance of which was delivered into the hands of people who, although having grown up surround by the Community ideas of Olivetti, were not sufficiently capable of continuing their materialization.

As noted by Gregotti, in the preface to the publication referred to above, it is possible to identify three key points in defining the profile of Adriano Olivetti. The first is a sense of moral duty in all of his actions springing from an enlightened spiritualism shared and refined through building relationships with Piero Gobetti (1901-1926) and with the thought of Simone Weil (1909-1943). The second is the discovery, through the work of Frank Lloyd Wright, of the relationship with nature, the possibility of a foundation of an ideal village, antithetical to the notion of the city organized by functions by the Modern Movement in Europe. The third is the idea that disciplines such as architecture, urban planning, sociology and philosophy should share methods and objectives for a common good, namely that of the territory. This vision of a communion of knowledge and tools reached levels of modernity never subsequently attained, where even
workplaces and factories, historically considered conglomerations of alienation, could be incorporated within this ideal. Olivetti himself considers the factory in these terms.

Moreover, as our economy comes from the factory, we will speak first of the factory, in terms of the Community factory. What is this Community factory? It is a workplace where righteousness dwells, where progress dominates, where we may shed light on beauty, around which love, charity, and tolerance are not names and voices devoid of meaning. (...) The joy in work today denied to the great majority of modern industrial workers, will finally return when the worker understands that his effort, his labour, his sacrifice - which will still always be a sacrifice - is materially and spiritually tied to a noble and human entity that he is able to sense, measure and control, because his work will serve to strengthen that community, real, tangible, where he and his children have their life, their ties, their interests". 11

4. “An industrial Olivetti plant in NAPLES” 12

Luigi Cosenza introduced the Modern Movement to Naples, but his architectural production can be considered, without fear of falling into forced definitions, as belonging to the Neapolitan culture and tradition. Franco Purini, in a text devoted to the architectural poetics of Cosenza, identifies certain components, referred to as invariants, when aiming to define Neapolitan architectural culture. The first is related to a strong presence of classicism, which assumes characteristics closer to a mythological essence, rather than to a monumental sense that we may witness in Rome. In the tradition of the latter city, the concept of the classical is identified with the Ruin, an archetypal element to be decoded; in Naples, full of archaeological remains from the ruins of Pompeii and Herculaneum, the classic becomes a figurative object, a vehicle of sensory experiences due to the explosive nature of the earth, always in constant tension and in a condition of permanent impermanence. The second characteristic is added as an explanatory afterthought to the notion of the classic when we talk of Naples: a landscape of hills and coves, of breaths and sudden dizziness. The architecture in Naples is the bodily encounter between nature and artifice, and those who wish to get involved must possess both the strength of Pluto and the gracefulness of Persephone.

How did he do it?” asks Alberto Campo Baeza. “How did that devil Bernini ensure that cold marble could give off so much warmth? As in architecture, there is always in sculpture, there must be, a moment of strength. The algid point, the divine point, in which the outstretched hand of Pluto grabs the soft flesh of the left leg of the worried Persephone. It is undoubtedly a highlight in the history of Sculpture through the ages. Moreover, I repeat, this came to my mind clearly during my visit to Cosenza’s Olivetti. It awakened my admiration for its location on the Via Domitiana hill. With the same wisdom of Bernini. It is no coincidence that Bernini and Cosenza were born in Naples. (CAMPO BAEZA 2006: 214)

Luigi Cosenza is classical, and with the same mastery of the classics, devotes much time to reducing the distance between artifice and nature. He is familiar with every slope of the hill where the factory will be placed, just as the Greeks knew their Acropolis, and works during the breaks in this age-old dialogue between man and the Neapolitan territory, refusing to reduce everything to a single radical surface, a highly frequent attitude within the modern movement. The third component involves a child of the Enlightenment legacy: it is that concrete precision; it is the attention to simple and complex detail, which is born almost as a need to be set against the imposing presence of nature. It is the rationality of simple
All of the works of Cosenza are therefore Neapolitan and have in common the assumption of the role of manifesto, despite their classicism. For example, for the factory in Pozzuoli, the choice of a cross-floor plan also reveals a classical attitude, yet releases the shape from the sacredness of the symbol. It thus becomes secular as importance is taken away from its centre; notoriously the most powerfully sacred and symbolic place in religious buildings, in this case simply the node of the two axes that define the structure of the various spaces. The rigor of his architecture, not exhausted only in the distribution of spaces and functions, allows for absorbing the unforeseen and mutation typical of architectural design. His method has ancient roots and is typical of those who possess a sense of reality, firmly anchored to place, yet without losing the visionary insights of one accustomed to living by the sea. His collaboration with Bernard Rudowsky (1905-1988) with whom he designed Villa Oro, develops and refines an unquestionably Mediterranean architectural language which, however, never falls into localism, is traditional without being folkloristic. Yet the real great design utopia of these spaces is that the worker can, while performing their job, always allow the eyes to wander in the direction of the windows, along the sinuous lines of the Gulf. What an immense form of freedom, in a working environment traditionally marked by mechanical rhythms and obsessive focus on the tiny component pieces that pass you by for a lifetime, never stopping for a moment to consider where they will end up or what they will go on to constitute. Here, the pieces pass you by the same but at least tired eyes have something to admire, every so often.

Thus, in front of the most beautiful Gulf of the world, this factory is elevated, in the idea of the architect, in respect of the beauty of the place and so that beauty may be central to our everyday work. We also wanted nature to accompany the life of the factory. Nature was in danger of being repudiated by such a great building, in which the closed walls, air-conditioning and artificial light would have tried to transform man, day by day, into a different being from that which had entered, albeit full of hope. The factory was therefore conceived on a human scale so that they could find release, rather than suffering, in the workplace". (OLIVETTI 2012)

We left, in little more than a generation, an ancient civilization of farmers and fishermen. To this civilization, which is still the civilization of the South, the light of God was real and important, family, friends, relatives, neighbours were important, the trees, the earth, the sun, the sea, and the stars were important. Man was working with his hands, exercising his muscles, drawing the means of life directly from the land and from the sea.

5. “A POST-WAR industrial Olivetti plant in Naples”

When, four years ago, the construction of this facility was decided, the battle initiated at the Ivrea factory to become an international enterprise was already in full swing. The problem of the South had already entered our soul some time previously in all its painful magnitude (...) yet the issue was not our setting-up in the South. It was, rather, the deviation, demanding and sudden, that could distract us from the hardest fight we had undertaken in Europe, in the Americas, in South Africa. We willingly accepted the new burden. It was an act of faith in the future and the progress of our industry, but above all a conscious homage to the needs of these regions. Moreover, it was
not only a monetary contribution, but also a genuine sacrifice by our workers. Because all of Italy is affected by the painful disease of unemployment. (...) Can industry provide us with aims? Are these to be found simply in the profits index? (OLIVETTI 2012)

Following WW II, the southern question took on dramatic tones indicating the need for resolutions as a matter of urgency. The civil commitment of Olivetti in the desire to restore dignity not only to work spaces but also to domestic spaces was demonstrated on several occasions in which his role was indisputable, such as in the case of the construction of new districts as a result of displacement away from the Sassi in Matera. It is as if the war had suddenly drawn back the curtain of false progress and had revealed social situations that could not be shown to those who, from the other side of the Atlantic, had attempted to establish the price of a covenant: the Americans.

Olivetti arrived in Matera, a city presenting serious sanitation issues, in 1950, the same year that the Lettera 22 was released in Ivrea. This city became the symbol of his strong sense of the redemption of the South after the war, the same sense that had led him to set up a factory in Pozzuoli.

Reduce the distance: this time the social, between North and South. In a constant tension that unfolds, the utopian greatness of Olivetti is outlined, in his ability to fit the dream to the reality, respecting the languages of every territory, understanding the nature of each place and the creative individuality of each action. Only then, in compliance with individual personalities, is universal value bestowed upon all of his works.

I would not say by this that our discipline postulates impossible revolutions and ventures along treacherous paths of utopia. It merely acts according to the precept that says not to leave behind, working meticulously, day by day with fatigue, a faith in other larger and perfect accomplishments, but also requires that we do not overlook, due to a faith in these, the obligation to everyday work. The continuous exchange between practice and the ideal is nevertheless the rule for our conduct also at this stage. Studying and experimenting in the living social body, always meeting new difficulties yet also learning to equip ourselves with new tools and master their use.\(^{17}\)
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Abstract
The events that marked the period after the World War II marked a particularly optimistic moment, but ambiguously also critical in regard the question of behavioural norms and values of society. Reflecting the decisive changes underlying it, this time changes in what regards the realization not only of problems inherent in the functionalist city (urban model that had driven the major reconstruction initiatives of post-war urban structures), but also assists the dissolution of a specific and topic sense of city. Particularly, the previous findings can explain that, after a first exploration period (primarily associated with a visual universe linked to the image of the machine and a certain fascination for a technological universe), the projects tried to attend an important paradigm transition. It would now search for a generic and radical utopian understanding of the city assumed as living organism, expression that would be materialized in a diverse set of proposals for new structures for contemporary dwelling.
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Today we each recognize the existence of a new spirit. It is manifest in our revolt from the mechanical concepts of order and in our passionate interest in the complex relationships of life and the realities of our world...
seemed to present themselves as an alternative to a generic future for humankind; opening new perspectives that should questioned the traditional boundaries, the aggregation modes and the physical and territorial contexts of urban organization.

Consequently, and in addition to the possibilities explored in the new territories, the generic problem of planetary population density seemed present relevant issues: the concentration or density of new urban structures, their capacity of regeneration and transformation; scenarios that from this moment would approach an idea of urban agglomeration as a living organism.

Developing this sense of global and utopian thinking about the city as a natural organic entity, the 50s and 60s promote investigation on the theme of the city and dwelling. Supported by progressive knowledge and historical consciousness, attempt to create a set of associations and analogies with some past period’s achievements, as well as the emergence of renewed interest in the generic study of architecture and urban aggregations of vernacular character.

Following the radical nature of this cultural environment, members of Team X would try to consolidate the intention to design spaces for cultural people, characterized by the sense of aggregation and a new desire for consumption. On the other hand, this period would also be associated with new research conducted by Japanese architects. They were working on new forms of urban structure resulting from a new ‘homo movens’ emerging in the structures of post-industrial society. Sharing a number of common ideas with Team X members and due to the possibility of dialogue, the change of thoughts materialized in meetings that mark the 50s and early 60s. The group of Japanese architects also had the intention to rethink culture and interpersonal relationships, determined by inherent cultural differences resulting from anthropological spaces.

Responsible for one of the first attempts of characterization and theoretical systematization of this universe of search, Fumihiko Maki, a student of Kenzo Tange, in an early period of his research devoted to the problem of urban genesis, sought the work in “Investigations in Collective Form”, definition of a generic concept of Group Form. Specifically, according to this author, the concept could be associated with an urban situation generated by a repetition and agglomeration of anthropological buildings, similar and standardized, articulated in groups or conformations characterized by a clear structure and a varied formal silhouette.

Considered as one of the first attempts for a theoretical definition of ‘mega form’, which later evolved into the generalization of mega-structure, Fumihiko Maki sought to clarify and
define the concept of mega-structure as
...the large frame in which all the
functions of the city or part of the city are
housed. It has been made possible by
present day technology. In a sense, it is a
man-made feature of the landscape..."^3
And came to underline one of its most
important features:
...a mass-human scale form which
includes a mega form and discrete, rapidly
changeable functional units that fit within
the larger framework..."^4

Fig. 11, 12: Le Corbusier, perspective drawing for
"Fort l'Empereur", Argel, 1931; model of "Plan
Obus for Algiers", 1932.

The increase of dimensional, structural
and functional difference of these two
moments of the megastructure,
recovered some of the concepts
previously developed, in 1931, by Le
Corbusier's project "Fort l'Empereur" in
Algiers. It had the possibility of filling
the main structure with different subunits,
and seemed now to delegate in the
future inhabitants of the structure, the
possibility of construction and real final
definition of the basic cells of the
project. This concept, together with the
proposed dialogue between a
hierarchically dominant and permanent
structure, containing a set of subordinate
accommodations, ephemeral and open to
spontaneous local participation, would
be a controversial vision within the
architectural discipline.

After a brief period, four years after the
attempt of Fumihiko Maki to theorizing
the concept of megastructure, Ralph
Wilcoxon sought in the introduction of his
essay "Megastructure Bibliography", to
define the concept of megastructure as:

...not only a structure of great size, but
(...) also a structure which is frequently:
1) constructed of modular units; 2)
capable of great or even 'unlimited'
extension; 3) a structural framework into
which smaller structural units (for
example, rooms, houses, or small
buildings of other sorts) can be built - or
even 'plugged-in' or 'clipped-on' after
having been prefabricated elsewhere; 4)
the structural frame work expected to
have a useful life much longer than that of
the smaller units which it might
support..."^5.

Fig. 13, 14, 15: Mario Fiorentino, section and actual
views of 'Corviale' building (1 km length), Roma,

In this systematization of the idea of
megastructure, and in the creative action
that characterized the artistic and
architectural thinking during this period,
we can detect in the works of many
mega-structuralists, an intention to
propose urban structures open to various
dimensions of future ownership. Indeed,
these new structures sought to sketch a
complex interplay between modern
technological society and the
spontaneous construction of its own
urban cluster through a natural process,
a clear biological evocation of cyclic and
continued growth, contraction, and
reconstruction. Using examples from
vernacular architecture or built
structures of the past and with the
background of problems inherent in most
cities during the post-war period, these
architects wanted, therefore, to rethink
the emerging conflicts between design
and spontaneity, macro-scale and micro-
scope, the permanent and the ephemeral.
In addition to the assumptions underlying the concept of megastructure, the research triggered around this background becomes responsible for an unusual proliferation of images. These not only valued the conceptual assumptions of megastructure idea, also stimulated a focusing around the image of the concept itself, transporting visual allusions that could not be expressed in words. Therefore, the idea of megastructure as utopian and prospective urban proposal began and in addition synthesized the four Wilcoxon’s definition points, to be associated to specific visual universes.

Frequently referenced throughout this conceptual process, is the complex structure of ‘Ponte Vecchio’, in Florence, characterized by the convergence of several functions: articulate along its pedestrian route a set of commercial spaces, promoting the simultaneity of this mixed spaces crossing simultaneously with the living spaces. In fact, the diversity of different spaces and dimensions inherent to these differentiated areas were in analogy with megastructure, with the hierarchical rhythm of the bridge itself and its supports, which in turn could join a broader level of service: the movement of the watercourse itself and pathways that could be established.

Indeed, the complex structure and the diversified spaces underlying the different levels of megastructure would carry also a visual universe with points of contact with numerous industrial structures. Actually, these concerns tended to rediscover an imaginary, which is inevitably linked to the huge complex of refineries, bases, and sea fortifications, which in addition to harbouring a variety of functions inherent in all of its community life, also had a powerful visual image composed of several connected functional units.

This need for discovering these complex products of human creation, in particular mechanisms merged into a whole compact and a great diversity of tasks,
would be also responsible for a symbolic revisiting of structures such as aircraft carriers, submarines or liners, whose direct analogy with the inherent complexity of urban structures and their habitat forms had already been set out by Le Corbusier in the heroic age of the Modern Movement. In fact, the 'big transatlantic' understood as a container of a complex and autonomous human community, would be, during this period, under renewed attention through proposals such as Paolo Soleri's works and its 'arcologies':

(...) compactness and definite boundary; the functional fullness of an organism designed for many, if not most, of man's needs; a definite and unmistakable three-dimensionality...".

Thus, we can argue that the mechanistic inspiration and a certain formal imagination proved, in the first phase of megastructure, clearly recognizable in the huge collages that tend to demonstrate the architectural ideas using technical illustrations worked at different scales, offering amazing urban images, which were evident both in generic aerial views as in the detailed design of small units. Significant, is that these small units tend to be presented as possible assemblies of components of a huge machine, that could be inserted in the general context of the proposal, giving strong, technical and realistic appearance.

Despite the interest initially developed around analogies between the machine and the city, the development of the concept of megastructure would however focus its investigation not so much in the exploration of this concept - or visual image - compact container identifiable, but towards the discovery of the internal organizational structures inherent to various bodies. Indeed, reflecting a broad development in different areas of knowledge, the research carried out by mega-structuralist movement would advocate an investigation operating an unconstrained urban aggregation, an aggregation of functional elements, operated not so much by a bounding entity but through intentional exposure of new spatial and dynamic aggregation, unifying its various elements:

[...] Well before the first manned flights, von Braun and Bonestell had driven the sleek, projectile-shaped spaceship image out of currency and replaced it by images of open frameworks filled with spherical pressure-vessels, command modules, and power packs. When Armstrong set foot on the moon, the module from which he descended must have looked as familiar as home to the megastructure generation...".

The fascination developed around the concept of the ‘transatlantic’ as an universe of analogies (enunciated by Le Corbusier during the golden age of the Modern Movement), which resulted in an image characterized by the compact nature of a form, would during this period, result in the influences of scientific and technological world, progressively replaced by a new sensibility which implied recognition of the constitution principles of complex structures that made humanity's new universe. A new kind of aggregation and visual articulation conform now the design of complex structures of space projects, characterized by a clear hinge of autonomous components coupled in a visually expansive composition.


Thus, according to the new spirit of the times, the concept of megastructure would be, at this stage of evolution, associated with this new sense of diverse and unconstrained aggregation:

[...] as against the international style’s classicizing view of technology and machinery as neat smooth regular solids of anonymous aspect, the younger megastructuralists clearly saw technology as a visually wild rich mess of piping and wiring and struts and cat-walks and bristling
radar antennae and supplementary fuel tanks (…) all carried in exposed lattice frames, Nasa-style.”

Paradigmatic was the conquest of new spaces or new territories, shown in the generic sense of a new exploitation of oceans and their consequent potential, as well as attending to the beginning of the exploration of new territories advocated by space projects, which would definitely marked the arrival of humans on the moon.

In a further move to this achievement of macro-scale, this prospect towards a journey to distant areas of space, scientific research developed also towards the discovery of micro-scale, towards the unveiling of physical structures of various bodies and towards an understanding of structure and metabolism of living organisms. These researches were also responsible for a new vision and understanding of the universe, with consequences in the form of projecting urban and architectural structures. In fact, the daily view of this extraordinary set of achievements and transformations would eventually mark the emergence of a new thinking on the different spatial supports of modern people and the specific needs of the post-war society lifestyle. In fact, despite the intrinsic demand for a greater spontaneity and a possible involvement of individuals in shaping their own habitat, the generic and utopian development of the concept of megastructure, as advocated in numerous architectural projects, would be closely connected with the desire to create a new order or principle for the city. Away from a primary and purely mechanistic concept of order, generated simplistically by economic activities or traffic conditions, the concept of megastructure seek to establish itself essentially as a new general order or principle intelligible according to a true architectural dimension.

Undeniably, the events that marked the post-war made it a particularly optimistic moment, but ambiguously also critical regarding the question of society’s behavioural norms and values. Consequently, reflecting the decisive changes underlying it, this time change respecting the understanding not only of the problems inherent to the functionalist city, model that had driven the major reconstruction initiatives of post-war urban structures, but also assisting the dissolution of a specific and topic sense of city. Specifically, the previous findings can explain that, after a first exploration period, primarily associated with a visual universe linked to the image of the machine and a certain fascination for a technological universe, the projects tried to attend an important paradigm transition, that would search for a generic and radical utopian understanding of the city assumed as living organism, expression that would be materialized in a diverse set of proposals for new structures of contemporary dwelling.

---


2 Supported by an article published by
Fumihiko Maki and Masato Ohtaka in spring 1960 under the title “Group-Form”, the concept of ‘Collective Form’ developed a more significant systematization in the work of Fumihiko Maki, “Investigations in Collective Form” (ed. Washington University orig.; St. Louis 1964). Realizing the need, in methodological research, not only of a critical observation and analysis as well as a use of strategic projective instruments, the previous work is supported by three types of systematic conceptual approach, the concepts of ‘compositional form’, ‘mega form’ (or megastructure), and ‘group form’; “… We become accustomed for so long to design the buildings as separate entities that currently suffer from a mismatch in spatial design languages, able to create meaningful environments. (...) collective form’ represents groups of buildings - segments of our cities. ‘Collective form’ is however not a collection of separate buildings unrelated, but rather a set of buildings with motifs to be together…” (Fumihiko Maki, “Investigations in Collective Form”; Washington University, St. Louis, 1964, p. 5); authors note.

Fumihiko Maki; “Investigations in Collective Form”; Washington University, St Louis, 1964; p. 8.

Fumihiko Maki; “Investigations in Collective Form”; Washington University, St Louis, 1964; p. 9.


Reyner Banham; “Megastructure, Urban Futures of the Recent Past”; Thames and Hudson Ltd; London, 1976; p.17.
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Abstract
The paper concerns the question of utopia in the context of artistic and architectural achievements that were introduced by Austrian neo-avant-garde. Revolutionary utopianism of the Expressionism initialized a visionary creative activity that is especially involved in social communication. Progressive Viennese community in the 60s and later has continued certain tracks. The key representatives of Austrian neo-avant-garde introduced the architectural thought based on a modern technology. However, their works created a kind of paradox, as some of them presented an architecture as elitist issue. That could be concerned as a negation of primary social values.

Particular performative projects introduced by Viennese collectives presented further technological inspirations as a background for autonomous forms that radically opposed the tradition. However, visionary Austrian designers used utopia primarily as the form of expression. Their manifestoes looked at architecture as an expressed opinion.

The both presented myths of “the technology” and “the autonomy” are introduced in this paper as a utopia. However, it should be noted that they are useful for the development of the contemporary thought that refers to a global culture. This solution ensured a wide range of new forms and a sort of resistance against the prevalence of the modernity.

Keywords: architecture, culture, expression, technology, Vienna

1. Introduction

The standard comprehension of the term “utopia” evokes the vision of the ideal solution that is unattainable. The question of this concept may gain slightly different meanings in various domains. Utopia is inherently transgressive because its essence is based on crossing disciplinary and conceptual boundaries, together with ordering and separating existing modes of thoughts (HOWELLS 2015: 25). However, Nathaniel Coleman maintains that utopia always requires an architectural frame because the problems of evolving form refers to the way people appropriate space (COLEMAN 2011: 2). Moreover, the issue of utopia can be seen in the context of the entire city. The evidence may be set in Viennese projects by Camillo Sitte and Otto Wagner (WHYTE 2004: 286).

Utopia may be considered as an effect of the form concept crisis. Coleman claims that architectural invention is akin to utopian projection and utopia harbours the potential to rescue architecture from aimlessness, obsessive matter-of-factness, or a non-critical embrace of global capitalism.” (COLEMAN 2005a: 6)

The social factor seems to be fundamental also. Utopia corresponds to impetuous ideals of the Romanticism, but on the other hand, it refers to the social “organic work”. Theodor Adorno noticed that most of the fulfilled utopian dreams assumed a peculiar character of the spirit of Positivism (BLOCH 1988: 1). According to that point of view, it can also refer to a social as well as an architectural revolution.

2. Escalation of an expression as a way to the new social quality

The great Expressionistic though may be
considered as the one responsible for a contemporary appearance of architectural utopia. Originally, Expressionism, like any artistic movement, set the goal to transfer a social content in the form of visual values. A strong underlying political purpose was present in many aspects. On one hand, the beginning of the trend is marked by a search for a new style indirectly referring to the fanciness and the tradition of Gothic, but on the other hand, the leftist movement adapts it. As primary avant-garde of the Eastern Europe was engaged in the creation of revolutionary utopianism (MARGOLIN 1997: 22), also the German-Austrian trend gained subversive character. The belief in creating a better world based on the interaction between artistic and social aspects. Some influential thinkers, like Ernst Bloch presented expressionism as utopianism, which is revolutionary (WEST 2000: 103), but he proclaimed the new reality supporting by metaphysical rendition. One of his visions is, as he wrote, the “implementation of the central concept of utopia” (BLOCH 2000: 3). However, this philosophical background has become favorable conditions for the development of Austrian neo-avant-garde after a few decades.

3. New visionary approach

Urban context may be concerned on many levels. The city is the combination of the ever-changing entities transformed by ideological, political, economic, and social factors (ALVAREZ LAYNA, MAIDANA LEGAL and VÉLEZ CIPRIANO 2015: 88). That is why the performance can also be seen as a factor of the overall development, including architectural one. First trend in Austrian contemporary art that became famous in the world is a Viennese Actionism. Its role seems to be extremely political and concerned essentially cultural issues in spite of social aspects. However, other movements that were born in Austria at that time proposed different unique visionary solutions.

4. Elitist versus egalitarian paradox

Social associations with utopia represent a sort of paradox, as long as they are associated with the searching for the ideal social system. It seems that such a dispensation should be based on democracy, but on the other hand, leading representatives of this movement enforce an elitist. Hans Hollein, who could be concerned as influential Austrian visionary designer, claimed that the architecture is a matter of elites (WEISS 2011: 267). Together with him, Walter Pichler manifested:

Architecture is not an integument for the primitive instincts of the masses. Architecture is an embodiment of the power and longing of a few men [...]. It never serves. It crushes those who cannot bear it. Architecture is the new law of those who do not believe in the law but make it. (PICHLER and HOLLEIN 1971: 181)

Even the reminiscence of the cult of power in the meaning Friedrich Nietzsche’s thought is identifiable. Hollein’s graphics “Superstructure above Vienna” from 1960 clearly demonstrates the dominance of designed stone structures over the urban landscape. This project highlights the imperfection of the utopian character of the social challenges set itself by a primary avant-garde.

5. Utopian technological thought and aspect of subconscious

Viennese designers introduced also some grotesque values in architectural form, so not only human but even “the machine” could be a new elite for Pichler (JENCKS 1987: 66). New doctrine was supported by surrealistic grasp. Renata Hejduk emphasized that Hollein went on to state that much of this work could be seen in relation to the strong Freud-based Austrian heritage of operating psychologically on the individual user’s mind and consciousness as well as on the immediate environment while introducing ideas of individuality. (HEJDUK 2006: 45)

Processes such as rest and action had to
be related to a new technology.
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Fig. 1: Haus-Rucker-Co (Laurids Ortner, Günther Kelp, Manfred Ortner), “Environment Transformer”. Source: http://www.ortner.at (used with the consent of Ortner & Ortner Baukunst)

Manfredo Tafuri wrote that the presentation of the historical avant-garde, and in the 1960s and 70s of the neo avant-garde, of presenting work as a critical experimentation of the articulation of the language, should thus be measured against the reality of concrete and productive work on the new possibilities of programed communication. (TAFURI 1976: 161)

Selected projects by Viennese collective Haus Rucker Co (Fig. 1) are the expression of both the technological mind and the interest in subconsciousness of an individual. Projects of this team were “adequate medium for easy and provisionary, transistor, and flexible architecture” (WEIBEL 2005: 572). However, the manifesto “Absolute Architecture” seems to be more radical. Pichler claims: “machines have taken possession of it and human beings are now merely tolerated in its domain” (PICHLER and HOLLEIN 1971: 181), but at the same time Hollein explains: “we make an architecture that is not determined by technology but utilizes technology, a pure, absolute architecture” (PICHLER and HOLLEIN 1971: 182).

![Image](http://www.ortner.at)

Project designed by Hollein that represents the supremacy of a modern technology is Media Linien (Fig. 2). It consists of the long pipes in different colours that run through the Olympic Village in Munich. First, it was designed as the media and orientation system. This precast structure could have been built instantly. The utopianism lies in the fact that today the structure fulfils its role only in limited range. Despite it, Hollein as well as Pichler and Haus Rucker Co had been one of the earliest importers into architectural thinking of Information Age. They were able to predict the impact of technology on the contemporary culture. The success of all mentioned designers demands lays in the fact that an architecture was treated as a sort of criticism. At the same time, it was expressive design for the experimental and utopian city environment.

6. Additional myth of autonomy

Utopian Austrian Neo-expressionism assumed the possibility of creating an autonomous work. Andrew Benjamin noticed, “autonomy should not be understood as involving architecture’s separation from the social or the political” (BENJAMIN 2007: 40). Instead, autonomy could skip the cultural context and focus on the work itself. Evaluation of architecture would be the result of its own internal operation and therefore in terms of its own self-conception (BENJAMIN 2007: 41). The very expression of the work could replace the symbolic values.

![Image](http://www.ortner.at)

Fig. 2: Hans Hollein, “Media Linien”, Munich, Germany. Source: phot. by Aleksander Serafin ©
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Fig. 3: Coop Himmelb(l)au, “Restless Sphere”. Source: phot. by Peter Schnetz © (used with the consent of Coop Himmelb(l)au Wolf D. Prix &
Two performative projects called Hard Space and Soft Space by the Austrian collective Coop Himmelb(l)au may be therefore considered as an introduction of the contemporary autonomic architectural form. The phenomenon is based on the complementarity of the two separate and different experiments (SERAFIN 2014: 157). In the field of architecture, this concept is extended to the meaning of a futuristic vision that is entering into discussion with its context. Next project called Restless Sphere refers to a form that protects against the environment rather than adapt to the surrounding (Fig. 3). Coop Himmelb(l)au claims:

the more constricting the demands on architecture become, the tougher architecture has to respond. Till it breaks. (PRIX 2005: 40)

The artistic revolution done by the collective was directed against "political incongruous aesthetics" (PRIX 2005: 40). Recently Wiltrud Simburger noticed that the pneumatic architecture is in relation to the new political utopianism of that time (SIMBÜRGER 2015: 159).

Missing Link’s architecture reduced a form to the level of geometric minimum that was necessary for the preservation of its expression, but the latest works of other movements' participants gained a completely different character. For example, Coop Himmelb(l)au has some projects that referred to the original performance with spherical forms but largely their autonomous architecture was built based on deconstruction, what could be regarded as a direct reminiscence of Expressionism. It should be noted, however, that Haus Rucker Co was able to save the sphere theme. Not only the exhibition at the Museum of Arts and Crafts (Fig 5), but also the projects like the building of the art gallery MUMOK takes the advantage of spatial model developed earlier (Fig. 6).

7. Conclusion

Edward Rothstein wrote: “utopia is not an impossible place, or at any rate, it is generally not supposed to be”
were full of despair (LERUP 2001: 22). According to Lars Lerup, the topic in the category of “positive-negative”. According to Lars Lerup, the situation, which it puts forward, must be pathological, when the model of superior integral part of that language of forms. (ROTHSTEIN 2003: 3). Controversy is an indispensable tool for the creation of new spatial forms. They were in opposition to the formula of modernism that turned out to be a doctrine, which is a menace to the diversity of artistic language. It could be said that neo-avant-garde was not so radical in creating utopia like the modernists. Although “by the early twenty-first century we can still see the ultimate legacy of modernity as part of a strongly ideologically loaded discourse” (ÁLVAREZ LAYNA, MAIDANA LEGAL and VÉLEZ CIPRIANO 2015: 88), the tracks developed by neo-avant-garde are recognizable after all. What is more, they are internally different.
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Abstract
Utopian planning is uncommon. Powerful and long-lasting urban visions are difficult to conceive. Fruitful collaborations are required to implement components of utopian visions. The US city of Providence, Rhode Island (RI), has redeveloped its downtown over the last three decades in hopes of making the city more attractive and competitive. The city’s urban renaissance was envisioned by, among others, Mayor Vincenti Cianci and accomplished through the collaborations of numerous stakeholder agencies and individuals. How can community members work together to materialize a revitalization vision? In this paper, I analyse three propositions on utopian and collaborative planning and place making. I argue that the scale of the revitalization strategy, the individual commitment and the responsibilities of various stakeholders influence the results of collaborations to a great extent. The Providence case demonstrates that coordinated planning and continued efforts are required to materialize the utopian vision of a revitalized city.

Keywords: Utopian planning, urban revitalization, public-private partnerships, territorial equity, Providence, RI

1. Introduction
Recently, there have been extensive efforts at understanding and improving collaborative planning within contexts of globalized and neoliberal uncertainty (e.g. ANGOTTI 2008; HEALEY 1997; SHORT 1996). Many of these efforts have revealed the existence of formal and ad-hoc partnership arrangements involving multiple people and entities (PIERRE 1998; WALZER and JACOBS 1998). In this paper, I use a qualitative storytelling approach to research the reasons why different socio-economic and geopolitical sectors work together to define, promote, and implement urban revitalization strategies.

How can these different sectors with perhaps competing aims and opposite rationales collaborate in the realm of city revitalization? At first, attempting to join these two sectors seems almost like a lost cause. However, there are reasons for both the public and the private sectors to work together in order to attempt to resolve common problems. I argue that effective city revitalization partnerships need the support and expertise of both sectors, and that there are reasons for the success (and potential failure) of these collaborative arrangements (Fig. 1).

The US City of Providence, Rhode Island (RI) is utilized to reflect on the critical elements of collaborative planning. Recently, Providence has implemented a series of audacious planning projects that have led to its internationally acclaimed “urban renaissance” (LEAZES and MOTTE 2004). With a collective vision and a very strong mayoral leadership, the City of Providence was able to establish collaborative partnerships with the state’s economic, social, cultural, and environmental agents to implement its
vision of a revitalized city. This paper is a hybrid and methodologically eclectic piece between an ethnographic and a policy evaluation study. I attempt to not only describe and understand a social and organizational phenomenon, but above all, I strive to reach findings useful to decision-makers and scholars. The methods used in this research included formal and informal interviews, meeting observations, literature reviews, extensive document analyses, and discussions with scholars and practitioners.

This paper has three parts. The first part reviews the basics of utopian, collaborative planning, and place making, while clarifying the role of revitalization partnerships, mostly in the United States. The second part introduces the city of Providence and presents the research findings at the state, city and neighborhood levels. Themes range from public participation in collaborative processes and the difficulties in establishing and sustaining partnerships, to the effectiveness of their outcomes. Part three closes with some concluding remarks.

2. Utopian, collaborative planning and place making

Utopian planning utilizes extraordinary visions of distant imaginary places and social arrangements to stimulate collective memories (PINDER 2002). Usually, one person conceives such visions. Sir Thomas More's (1516) *Utopia* and Edward Bellamy's (1888) *Looking Backward* are only two of a handful of idealized places and societies. Furthermore, powerful visions also have important physical and moral dimensions. Architects and designers have conceptualized visions of the good city, mostly in physical terms. Examples include Ebenezer Howard's “garden city”, Frank Lloyd Wright's “broadacre city”, and Le Corbusier's “ville radieuse” (FISHMAN 1982/1994). Friedmann (2002) has written about the good city in the context of human flourishing and of a fundamental set of rights, freedoms, and responsibilities, such as the right to shelter, fair employment, and decent living conditions, as well as service to one’s community. Central to both physical and social conceptualizations are responsible global city governance arrangements, to which Barber (2013) has alluded to in “If Mayors Ruled the World”.

The incremental implementation of utopian visions requires a whole array of collaborations. Those collaborations are best conceptualized as a group of individuals or organizations working together to resolve an issue at interdependent levels. City revitalization schemes aim to enhance the social, political, physical, and economic value of a certain geographical area of a city. Public-private partnerships for city revitalization are not easy arrangements to establish and maintain, particularly due to their high number of players, and quite often, competing aims and operational philosophies. Table 1 shows a set of principles and puzzles about collaborations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles</th>
<th>Questioning the Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create political influence</td>
<td>Will the public or the private sector set the agenda?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create support networks</td>
<td>What and whom are these networks formed to support?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance credibility</td>
<td>Whose believability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage cost sharing</td>
<td>Whose benefits from the arrangements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage scarce resources</td>
<td>Where are funds to come from?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase efficiencies of service delivery</td>
<td>How is efficiency to be measured?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop collaboration and teamwork</td>
<td>Who constitutes the team?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help build capacity</td>
<td>With what purpose?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get activities done</td>
<td>What activities and who decides on the priorities?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Fundamental principles and doubts of collaborations. (Author’s conceptualization).

It is generally assumed that the public sector is bound by “social rationality”, which aims to improve public goods for all, and that the private sector operates with a “market rationality”, which aims to maximize profits for few individuals or organizations. Public sector organizations are generally slow moving, rigid and with restricted resources for the numerous investments they are accountable for. On the other hand,
private sector entities can be flexible and efficient because their decision-making processes are not subject to the same level of public scrutiny. In this sense, partnerships are effective mostly when both sectors are able to move in the same direction (PAUMIER 2004). Even if each sector commits different efforts, the initiative remains only as long as a certain balance is maintained.

Place making comprises mostly a set of urban design techniques aimed at improving the physicality of specific places (BUNNELL 2002; CASTELLO 2010; LANG 1994). Augmenting the innate characteristics of places, either natural and or man-made and turning them into amenities for human enjoyment requires knowledge, vision, and resources (BOHL 2002; ROSSMAN and RALLIS 1998). Recent place making attempts with traction include a myriad of urban regeneration programs all over the developed world and the new urbanism movement in the United States (DUANY, PLATER-ZYBERK and SPECK 2000).

3. Roger William’s, Cianci’s or Tavera’s Providence?

Providence will forever be associated with Roger Williams, the founder of the Rhode Island colony in 1636—possibly inspired by More’s utopia written more than a hundred years earlier and the puritans’ search for religious freedom in the new world. Fig. 2 is a triptych depicting Providence’s evolution from its riverfront land plotting inception in the mid-17th century to the 19th century settlement structure already with segments of the river’s embankments protected by landfills. Why study the city of Providence? The city of Providence was chosen because it has been subjected to a range of planning projects, which have contributed to its internationally acclaimed urban renaissance. In fact, Providence, a city of approximately 150 thousand inhabitants, has been transformed in the last three decades from a somewhat depressed community to a revitalized city with a wide panoply of arts, culture and consumption oriented destinations.

Fig. 2: Providence’s Triptych 1650-1803-1856. (Images of a mural in downtown Providence, author’s archive)
The state’s size and the metropolitan area’s 1.6 million people contribute to its abundance of activities, strong commitment to historic preservation and quality of life, to the point where Providence was even distinguished with the “City Livability Award” by the United States Conference of Mayors in 1994. The riverfront acreage of real estate in the newly redeveloped central area is particularly impressive when thinking about the New York City - Boston corridor (FAINSTEIN 1994).

Before the shopping malls were built in nearby suburbs, downtown Providence was the only place to shop, visit restaurants and find entertainment activities (BUNNELL 2002). As in other cities in the late 1950s and early 1960s, much of Providence, especially downtown, was eroded, erased, or transformed by the crashing waves of urban renewal (FRIEDEN and SAGALYN 1989/1991; HALL 1995; 2002). Although Providence was founded and prospered due to its waterfront location, the city turned its back on the waterfront in the 1950s. The city literally covered over part of its waterfront with parking. By the 1980s, suburbanization and economic decline had closed all of the downtown's major retail stores (WEST and ORR 2003). However, Providence has been transformed. Massive redevelopments have taken place on the waterfront in the 1990s and early 2000s. The historic retail core has undergone a transformation into a somewhat vibrant arts and entertainment centre with an emerging residential community while retaining its very special character (BIRCH 2009; BUNNELL 2002).

Fig. 3 shows downtown providence and its public works projects in 1989 with the confluence of the Moshassuck and Woonasquatucket rivers to form the Providence River, together with the newly landscaped public spaces Waterplace Park and Riverpark bordering the state capitol (Fig. 4). The Riverwalk Park is a linear stretch, which goes from the Route 1 and Park Street bridges to Crawford Street Bridge. The park by the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) is the most landscaped stretch of the downtown Providence river greenway. Multiple public art sculptures have been placed in Memorial Park to celebrate the city's cultural history. With perhaps the exception of Vancouver, the Capital Centre/River Relocation Project has been recognized as one of the most audacious downtown waterfront undertakings anywhere in North America (PUNTER 2003). Its concept was to remove the decking that covered the Providence River and to make the waterfronts available for public enjoyment. Along the reopened rivers, a number of commercial projects have also been built. Apartment buildings were built nearby, tourism related activities were moved into the former railroad station area and the new convention centre and hotel is pulling visitors to the area. Together these investments have spurred a new regional shopping mall on the edge of the CBD. Providence is believed to be now a completely different city. A city that, with a collective vision and a very strong leadership, including that of a half-dozen terms mayor Vincent Cianci, was able to establish various collaborative partnerships (Stanton 2003).

Since then the daylighting of rivers and streams has been emulated in other US cities, such as Yonkers - NY and Kalamazoo - MI, and abroad in as faraway places as Seoul, South Korea (LEE and ANDERSON 2013). The apparent success of the newly created public spaces is visible in the animation programs and artistic installations on the embankments and in the rivers themselves, which have attracted a high number of visitors, especially late in the afternoon and at dusk on weekend summer nights. Barnaby Evans’ Waterfire installation was a particularly popular attraction (ELLIN 2006). Angel Taveras’s mayoral term was initiated in 2010, giving rise to a stronger emphasis on multiculturalism and ethnic diversity issues in the city (ORR and NORDLUND 2013; SANDERCOCK 1998). Also recently, additional office and condominium towers were built on the waterfront, which finally may have spurred the renovation of the old monumental Mason Building - left unfinished since the depression era - into an upscale hotel.
4. Proposition I: State and city level partnerships

Partnership arrangements at the state and city levels are usually top-down efforts between agencies. Partnerships are commonly recommended economic development strategies, even when they are not utilized to the full extent of the law. Plans and scientific studies present the virtues of collaborative planning among city and state agencies. However, the implementation of partnerships usually proves difficult and with a greater number of stumbling blocks (RYAN 2006).

During my interview with a local economic development specialist in the early 2000s, Astride Stevenson (pseudonym), three themes emerged related to public participation in urban contexts, the effectiveness of collaborative outcomes, and the value of partnerships.

The first theme was the need to include people of limited resources and of traditionally segregated ethnic groups in open and democratic planning processes. When I questioned Stevenson about the advantages of public participation within partnership arrangement, she replied:

Public participation is important, particularly to define the major objectives of a certain program, but many times it is a waste of time and money because we could have just come up with those objectives or plans by ourselves in the office without spending hundreds of dollars hiring people to coordinate the meeting and mediating conflictual interests.

Another interesting perspective arose when I asked her about how easy it was for her to engage other organizations in the creation and implementation of partnerships, to which she replied that community leaders very often see her organization as the “mean to access money” and they tend to cooperate easily (paraphrased answer).

On the other hand, when I asked her to reflect on the outcomes of the revitalization programs she developed and implemented in the past, she answered quite pragmatically: “I believe we were successful in turning lemons into lemonade” (direct quote).

Among other ideas, Stevenson also shared with me

![Fig. 3: Board of Downtown Providence in 1989. (Mural in downtown Providence, author’s archive)](image)

How boring it was to go to certain meetings at night, after a day of work, and coordinate partnership arrangements with people that were not interested in being there at all.

Finally, when I asked her to comment on the following statement:

“Working together to maximize community and regional resources is the most efficient use of time and materials in any scheme”, she replied promptly: “no! It is not true! Collaborative planning is difficult and not efficient at all.

5. Proposition II: Local level partnership organization

At the sub-municipality level, I conducted an interview with the director of a local neighbourhood organization created in 1995 that aimed to improve an area centred on an important avenue which connects downtown Providence to the suburbs and adjacent towns in the metropolitan area. The office was located in a renovated building centrality located in the neighbourhood. My interview with Ana Lopez (pseudonym) was very promiscuous with themes ranging from the type of daily work
performed, to the difficulties in establishing and maintaining collaborative processes, and the value of partnerships.

In my interviewee’s opinion, one of the major problems to implementing revitalization programs and to obtaining more resources for her organization, and consequently to the neighbourhood, was the almost powerless neighbourhood political recognition of the area. In her words, she said:

This is very political, this is a very small community but it is very political, what they [the politicians] look at is the voting power of the community. There is a large Latino-American population and they are very aware of what is going on here. You have a lot of people that are not registered to vote, only about two per cent of Latino population are registered to vote and this also affects how much interest they devote to the neighborhood.

I immediately related this statement to my prior knowledge of politics in the city and Mayor Cianci’s strong leadership, which had unveiled an impressive downtown transformation. I also reflected on what had been happening in other legacy cities, where most of the political attention, and financial resources, in cities such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Buffalo, was being devoted to the central cores and not to their inner-rings, often decaying, and dilapidated neighbourhoods, mainly because of their identities. Usually, downtown revitalization has had priority because of symbolic power, if no longer due to their local economies (MARSHALL 2003).

Another theme that emerged during the interview with Lopez was the difficulty in establishing and maintaining collaborative processes. At the centre of a partnership, arrangement there needs to be a clear and achievable purpose. However, this implies, as Lopez so well put it, “identifying the issue and how to implement it, how the outcome is going to be channelled, and who is going to be responsible for it”. This finding demonstrates that collaborative efforts are not easy, but if they are to succeed, more workable and consensual solutions need to be found. Besides identifying issues and reaching consensus, unresolved conflicts among partners seem to have an important role in shaping the outcomes of collaborative processes. Again, in Lopez’s words: “there are a lot of hard-headed people, to say the least, and there are a lot of egos, bumping heads to each other”. These are just some other examples of unforeseen conditions that can limit partnership accomplishments.

The final theme to emerge from my interview with manager Lopez was the value of partnerships. Several scholars have characterized the planner as an enabler, a facilitator or mainly a technical advisor helping others to identify their problems and to create their own solutions (CULLINGWORTH and CAVES 1997/2009; KELLY and BECKER 2000). This seems to be also applicable to local level partnerships. As long as elected officials and interest groups are committed to working together on resolving common problems and the possibility of duplication and costly competition is reduced and resources are shared, the various benefits of collaborative processes are likely to be achieved (BARBER 2013). Lopez confirmed this belief in local knowledge with the sentence: “community process is slow but very effective”.

6. Proposition III: Equity at the core of urban governance

Social equity and social justice are noble goals in most planning literature, if not well treasured life guideposts and even universal and philosophical humanistic beliefs (MULLIN 2003). When economic development specialist Stevenson faxed me a notice of a neighbourhood meeting in the City of Providence, I did not
believe it to be relevant to my research. Its location outside of downtown Providence made me question the various items on the agenda. However, several expressive terms, such as revitalization, commercial, and neighbourhood needs and improvements resonated with me and I attended the meeting. In fact, this was an appropriate introduction to the planning dilemma of “territorial equity” in allocating investment and fair treatment between downtown and the “rest of the city”.

The meeting took place at the West End Community Centre, a structure six or seven blocks southwest from where I had my interview with manager Lopez. The room was similar to a large cafeteria with a seating capacity of approximately hundred twenty (Fig. 5). The first person whom I met was a young, friendly, Caucasian man, Robert Windsor (pseudonym), the director of a Community Development Corporation (CDC) responsible for an organic farm and various urban gardens, mostly in abandoned lots.

The meeting was chaired by a city planner, Elise Guilot (pseudonym), who started the meeting by explaining its purpose and saying that it was the first time that the City of Providence was conducting a focus group in order to help improve the neighbourhood. Then she introduced the consultant, Roberta Katz (pseudonym), and informed meeting attendees, that independent consultant Katz was going to conduct the meeting to reduce any potential conflicts of interest in the public participation process (SMITH 1961/2000). Planner Guilot started by briefly reviewing the agenda, which had been distributed previously to participants at the beginning of the meeting.

Three major themes surfaced during the meeting: territorial equity among neighbourhoods in the city, collaborative planning, and obstacles and priorities in neighbourhood revitalization.

Regarding the first theme, it is important to clarify what many participants seemed to have realized at the meeting; the “leveraging potential” of funding which depends of where and when the money is invested. For instance, one million dollar spent downtown is different from the same amount invested in another neighbourhood. Downtown was perceived to be capable of, through revitalization partnerships and other types of collaborative arrangements, leveraging additional investments.

The need to avoid competition for scarce public funding and to collaborate in order “to get things done” was a significant belief espoused frequently during the full duration of the meeting.

However, at a certain point, the director of a CDC devoted to neighbourhood revitalization, Jean Strong (pseudonym), voiced the following comment: “collaboration kills me, with so much collaboration we can’t do anything!” This statement was important to reflect on the advantages, limits and the precepts of successful collaborative planning. Fortunately, this is not the case in all collaborative arrangements. Nonetheless, this is something that participants need to be aware of before committing to any partnership arrangements. In other words, this proposition also substantiates that it is frequently easier to diagnose problems, than to agree on the strategies to eradicate them.

This is a brief list of obstacles and difficulties identified by meeting attendees in order to revitalize the neighbourhood:

- “scarce financial resources and technical assistance in the city to help the CDCs” said Strong,
- “the fact that even minority middle class professionals leave the city to the suburbs because they do not want to raise their kids in a possible environment
where there is easy access to drugs” said Michael Elm (pseudonym),
- “absentee landowners” mentioned one resident,
- “land and housing costs” stated another resident,
- “building and fire codes contribute to expensive housing mortgages and insurances costs” further explained an African-American resident.
The following were among the top priorities for the neighbourhood:
- “we need more comprehensive planning, we need a holistic approach!” Windsor said,
- “I want to know more about the history of my street” said the African American resident, explaining that “it bring s respect… to the neighbourhood and creates a sense of place”,
- “revitalize the main streets,” suggested the planner, immediately following up with the argument that “we need more groceries and small shops, don’t you think!” and the enumeration continued...

7. The limits of utopian planning: Lemons into lemonade, anyone?

The initial motivation of my research was to examine the reasons why and how administrations intervene in city centres (REDSTONE 1976). As the research progressed, I expanded my initial questions to include also issues of territorial equity and social justice.

This paper has three main sets of propositions. The first concerns state and city level partnerships. The second sheds light on the role of local level partnership organizations in advancing urban utopias (variously conceived). The third set of propositions is centred on the question of territorial equity, to which unplanned grassroots community gardens, family owned grocery stores, and small viable businesses, are critical components (CARLSSON 2008).

Similar to processes described by Angotti (2008), and after listening on the news that New York City wanted to sell community gardens - cared for mainly by Hispanic individuals - to real estate investors, I found myself reflecting on what I had observed recently in a meeting in a poor part of Providence. The director of a non-profit organization and several other meeting participants vehemently conveyed the dilemma of preserving neighbourhood community assets for collective use to planners. Community planning is conducive to utopian planning so long as physical improvements are complemented by social and moral conceptions of the good, *sine qua non*, the just city (BARNETT 2003; FRIEDMANN 2002).

In these concluding remarks, I reflect on the value of leadership for the implementation of urban utopias (BEN-JOSEPH 2005; OLSEN 2003). Public and private sectors are known to have different, in many cases diametrically opposed, goals, procedures and rationalities.

By their very own nature, opposites are extremely difficult to mix. For instance, water and oil are immiscible – meaning that they cannot be easily mixed. History has shown that the same may occur with public-private partnerships in cases where partner organizations lack a clear purpose, cannot agree on a unified vision, in themselves tend to commit non-equitable resources to the collaboration, have a history of prior conflicts, share information unwillingly, or finally when there is minimum interaction among community leaders (PIERRE 1998; WALZER and JACOBS 1998).

Partnerships are collaborative efforts with binding responsibilities for both the public and the private sectors. In this sense, collaborations can only succeed when representatives from both sectors are able to agree on how to materialize the urban utopia. Each sector can devote and commit different human and financial resources; however, the effort works only as long as a certain equilibrium is maintained. In synthesis, the tenets of successful partnerships involve broad membership mirrored in broad constituency of stakeholders that are likely to create utility from the commitments allocate to the
arrangements (HEALEY 1997; MARSHALL 2003).

A bottom-up approach that emerges from the deeply rooted needs of the community (and is supported by practices and solutions arising from local knowledge is likely to be more effective than a despotic top-down approach, which mostly turns “lemons into lemonade”.

In fact, in his study of sixteen US downtowns, Ford (2003) concluded that Providence ranked in fourteenth place, only above Phoenix and Charlotte, in a list, which was topped by Seattle, Portland, and Baltimore (Fig. 6). The rise of the creative city movement since then, together with the negative consequences of the global financial crisis, a.k.a: great recession, may have altered this ranking considerably (FLORIDA 2014).

An effective communication process, a sense of direction and a multidimensional understanding of urban revitalization increases everyone’s knowledge of what is a possible, thereby reducing possible ground for conflict (ORR and WEST 2002). Partnerships involving real collaborative decision-making processes, rather than only perceived “ways to access money” are more effective in allowing individuals to reach consensus and maintain their compromises. To conclude, the need for resources and to welcoming volunteers is conceivably the most sought after contribution to the success of partnership arrangements and visionary utopias.
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Abstract
This paper discusses Utopia’s concept using an intrinsic strategy familiar to fictional development dilemmas of a dreamed place. First it manifests criticism to a reality that is to be overcome (or transformed); and then discusses the qualities of the new scenario, designed to fit the intervention’s intention, and achieve the goals that throw individuals into the unknown, arguing for the unusual.
From literary construction of the plot, to architectural constructive intervention, the idea of planning a place for a new spirit of social conviviality, democratic and generous, is achieved in the Leisure Centre Factory SESC Pompeii. The leaving of Italian post-war scenario toward Brazil, fertile soil to plant innovative uses in abandoned spaces, redefining the destination of pre-existing building and promoting changes in neighbourhood social relations and society routine, became an opportunity, a challenge, and a hope to the Roman architect Lina Bo Bardi.
In Pompeii Factory scenery, faced with the options to preserve or to innovate, Lina has chosen both and others, giving São Paulo city an indelible mark: a timeless territory in constant metamorphosis, always updated and subject to reinvention use by the ones who adapt it to various purposes. Utopia of utopias, the pioneer experience inspired designs of multiple nationalities, and witness the production of genuine and transcendent knowledge: most devout to spontaneity than to scientific rigor.

Keywords: Utopia, Lina Bo Bardi, Architecture, SESC Pompeii Factory Leisure

1. Introduction
In "The Garden of Forking Paths" (1941) memory is evoked (in this Congress) 500 years after its first edition.
When presenting the Brazilian edition of Utopia, in 1980, the essayist Afonso Arinos comments the double aspect of the book (MORE 2004: 35-37), either seeming to be a fantasy, or a historical report, "a side of satirical fiction and other of realistic libel. Behind the mists, cruel facts. This ambiguity is perhaps its enduring interest". The critic also points out that the voyagers’ writings and letters, especially the narratives of the Florentine Amerigo Vespucci (1454 - 1512), served as inspiration for More, and one can find in the description of the Utopia Republic much of what we would
like to have in our contemporary cities. Recent publications and celebratory editions of Lina Bo Bardi’s centennial in 2014, and the overwhelming contributions that distinguished her career and professional experience in Brazilian metropolises, enable us to identify curious affinity between the Roman inventive idealist and the theme of this meeting.

Also Linda, on her own way, involved with simultaneous and different activities, jobs and dreamed plans with which she divided her attention and devotion, was used to amuse herself challenging and questioning the regular temporal logic, unable to cover the complexity of her ideas articulation, her design proposals and the spatiality generated from her projective work.

A contumacious pioneer, Lina transcends cultural limits opening connections between fields of knowledge and cognitive streams often uneven and adverse.

The contradiction presented in her personal references, as well as identified in her professional production, has never been interpreted as a negative sign or fragility: created in the Fascist Italy and a World War II survivor, Lina sought in America a place to grow and play a new type of humanism, able to harmonize her Illuminist heritage with references from popular culture and simplified and accessible technologies.

According to LIMA (2013), it is noticeable the presence of approaches and interpretations in Lina Bo Bardi’s work, in line with Edoardo Persico (1900-1936), a critic with a visionary thinking, whose collaborator, Giuseppe Pagano (1896-1945) decided to put the Rural architecture as a central theme of the Milan Triennial (1936), suggesting with the exhibition’s title, “Continuity and Modernity”, the underlying dilemmas presented in comparisons between the economy and simplicity of country houses, and the rationalism and functionality tectonics of the emerging modern architecture in Italy.

From experiences of special approaches and her familiarity with the amphibologies, we believe that history understood as “living memory” is probably the essence of Lina Bo Bardi’s architecture. Its synthesis is recognized as a whole made of three main features: her seeking to overcome the historical division between “old” and “modern”; her effort on building a continuity between past and present, and the relationship between the universal and the particular frequently noticed on her work. It is not, however, continuity and restoration of that condition from more distant times when the intervention on the pre-existence obeyed only the injunctions and conveniences of the present. Instead it is an activation process of careful and

2. From experience to science generation

The experience gained throughout childhood, recognized by independent attitudes and living among ambiguity, perfected during university education, became protagonist of a unique production of knowledge and an unprecedented knowing about the science of architectural making, regarding to her particular expression and circumstance, personally and professionally. The decision to defend applied knowledge, evident in her utilities projects executed with rigor, come from careful observation of social and human dynamics. The attention to behaviours and vernacular cultural heritage characterizes the work of Lina Bo Bardi, updating it and recognizing its relevance as timeless legacy, notably marked by an approach that interweaves art and life, and transits between the new and the old, as if they were continuous and reciprocal conjunctures (Fig. 1).

According to LIMA (2013), it is noticeable the presence of approaches and interpretations in Lina Bo Bardi’s work, in line with Edoardo Persico (1900-1936), a critic with a visionary thinking, whose collaborator, Giuseppe Pagano (1896-1945) decided to put the Rural architecture as a central theme of the Milan Triennial (1936), suggesting with the exhibition’s title, “Continuity and Modernity”, the underlying dilemmas presented in comparisons between the economy and simplicity of country houses, and the rationalism and functionality tectonics of the emerging modern architecture in Italy.

From experiences of special approaches and her familiarity with the amphibologies, we believe that history understood as “living memory” is probably the essence of Lina Bo Bardi’s architecture. Its synthesis is recognized as a whole made of three main features: her seeking to overcome the historical division between “old” and “modern”; her effort on building a continuity between past and present, and the relationship between the universal and the particular frequently noticed on her work. It is not, however, continuity and restoration of that condition from more distant times when the intervention on the pre-existence obeyed only the injunctions and conveniences of the present. Instead it is an activation process of careful and

2. From experience to science generation

The experience gained throughout childhood, recognized by independent attitudes and living among ambiguity,
indispensable critical exercise in relation to the testimonies of the past that not only guide conservation, but mainly determine judicious transformation of the goods to be submitted for intervention.

At the same time that her understanding of history shows up in tune with the design of the New History, her words also confirm the perception that the contemporary landscape imposes a critical review of orthodox modernism, especially in what concerns the questioning of the dominant anti-historic vision that permeates the cultural environment of the first half of the twentieth century.

We emphasize, therefore, the attention to architecture as a cultural fact, as “organism fit for life”, which is equivalent to professional acuity in drafting enforceable and enduring architectural programs, in relating to the reality it faces, as well as attention to the user, reconciling one’s everyday physical activities with its own rich symbolic universe.

It is also possible to recognize Lina Bo Bardi’s creative strategy affinities with the curious paradox, according to academic criteria applied to traditional educational institutions, where modern sayings procedures intend to classic principles of generating ideas, subjecting them to criticism and review when facing the seduction imposed by new situations, scenarios and challenges.

Risking to experience unprecedented paradigms and develop her projects in a unique, inaccurate and unpredictable perspective, Lina set processes and methods, dare proposing devices and new perspectives of work, designed in other realities, but not yet observed in the Brazilian context. In this sense it is essential to recover evidence of this questioning attitude in her adventures abroad. One such experience took place just before moving to Brazil, alongside Carlo Pagani and Bruno Zevi, with the launch of the magazine - Culture della Vita, a leading journal for the time, however, short-lived: one total of nine published figures (the first in February 1946), the first seven with fortnightly, the last two as a weekly publication (the last in June of that year). In the immediate post war period, the innovation proposed by the editors was to address the themes of architecture, housing and art, among others, in order to extrapolate a technical focus, discipline, aiming to establish a close dialogue with readers, and to propose an improvement of daily life. In the first issue, dedicated to the topic of reconstruction of the war-torn country, the editorial invites readers to take part in this collective work of rebuilding.

This first edition presented a report entitled “Research on housing” based on an interview with the magazine journalist given by a resident from the centre of Milan, in order to portray the characteristic ways of life of those difficult years of war.

The questions were divided into two types: those concerning the habitability of accommodations: the area of the internal space, the solar insolation conditions of the main environments, possibility to enjoy the scenery; and those relating the everyday habits: contact and coexistence between neighbours, receive visits, use of common areas, go out to ride, and others. Specific questions were raised about the habits of children and places where they gathered to play. Deserves attention the comment that one of the interviewees, although dwell in a tiny apartment, owned a 2,000-volume library. Asked about what would make him happier at home, the mother replied without hesitation: “I would like, as well as additional services privacy (bathrooms were collective, located externally to accommodation), another room where my son could study in peace and entertain friends.”

Is not hard to find in this interview the intimate desire to mobilize architects and other professionals to rebuild a city, aiming to make it ideal. In this attitude we find the source of unrest, and the preference to know and, more than to learn, to respect and incorporate into her plans and work foreign cultural information, exploring the peculiar simplicity and spontaneity of users as a “materiária prima” for the spaces she designed, a procedure that will feature
incisively the legacy of Lina Bo Bardi throughout Brazil. Her words about the second time she visited Factory Pompeii’s place should be quoted: “a Saturday, the atmosphere was different: no longer the elegant and lonely hennebiqueana structure\textsuperscript{12}, but a cheerful audience of children, mothers, fathers, and elders walking from a pavilion to another”\textsuperscript{13}.

Therefore thinking about the design of projects from rates evidenced in the observation of events and / or urban environments to be transformed (created, rethought, reworked), and the behaviour and preferences of the audience for whom it is planned, considering the pre-existence of historical and cultural interest , is a posture that surpasses the anti-historicist one, frequently associated with the modern movement.

This innovative and bold strategy, finds in the Pompeii Factory Leisure Centre plan the most legitimate expression of finding fertile and available ground to build a utopian, timeless territory in constant metamorphosis, always updated and subject to reinvention use by the community and cultural agents who exploit and adapt it to various purposes.

The term “reconstruction”, mentioned in the Italian publication aforementioned, referring to action in setting destroyed by war, deserves attention because, in the field of heritage preservation, reconstruction is considered mistaken in the sense of going back in time, eliminating distinction between the original material and the restored elements, and assuming a connotation of “remake”, while the term “reuse” is more suitable.

Lina Bo Bardi’s project corresponds, strictly speaking, to a requalification of action, reuse or recycling, to the extent that it recognizes the dignity and the documentary value of the pre-existing architecture, and through an elaborate transformation enhances and gives significance to the pre-existence, reviving it and reinventing both the program and the quality of the space. (Fig. 2)

3. Factory Pompeii: Citadel of freedom

Bruno Zevi, Italian historian and critic of architecture, co-founder with Lina Bo Bardi magazine “A - La culture della vita”, writes in the journal “L’Espresso” an article on the SESC Pompeii entitled “Factory of signs” noting that the challenge facing the architect was to present “a complex of socio-cultural services in an 10 million urban gear, with the “connotation of a chaotic mixture of signs and tumultuous in perpetual mutation [...]”; and in addition, he highlighted Lina’s purpose of “keeping intact the existing volumes, reconfiguring it, but in order to transform the introverted structures in bright extroverted spaces. [...]”\textsuperscript{14}.

Lina Bo Bardi’s experience is different from the usual procedure and is somehow pioneering in that context, for there was not even consensus on the value of industrial buildings, nor restrictions to the demolition of the brick warehouses.

It is significant that the tipping of the factory set by the cultural heritage preservation agencies had occurred only after Lina Bo Bardi’s intervention (CONPRESP, 2009; IPHAN, 2015 - respectively to the municipal and federal responsibility. It can be said that the intervention is now considered a national reference in the field of heritage preservation as a valid alternative to the nature of viollettiano interventions.
likely to eliminate the passage of time signals to recover the unity of style or primitive condition, identifying value only on the origin of the object of intervention. Instead, the Factory of Pompeii is an affirmative intervention that is distinguished from the pre-existing, enabling not only differentiation but also the reversibility, as the increases are autonomous and independent of the original structure. Therefore, it is commendable to recognize the relevance of the action that distinguishes the new from the old, and assumes the right to introduce new elements sparingly and with deference to the existing architecture to enable a new appropriation of this architectural space (Fig 3).

The philosopher Eduardo Subirats, among some meanings he attributed to the factory of Pompeii, evokes the intervention as “concrete utopia of a warm architecture, able to transform the alienated labour sphere of the factory” in place "where it makes room to pleasure, to beauty, to the playful". Comparing the recreation centre with a community dedicated to games and pleasures, Subirats suggests to call it a phalanstery (WAINER and FERRAZ 2013: 83).

A kind of seed one wants to spread in São Paulo city, the SESC Pompeii is the idealized space, identified by the Mandacaru flower16, and made of iron profiles, placed on the concrete walkways between the buildings. The metaphor of the plant, unpredictable and unusual, that is born and grows wild, enhances the fantastic character of Lina Bo Bardi’s design: a definite

metamorphosis in São Paulo urban landscape.

---

1 Published in Fictions (1944), the first work of the Argentine writer translated into English, honoured in 1961 with the International Prize for Literature. “[...] Bajo árboles ingleses medité en ese laberinto perdido: lo imaginé inviolado y perfecto en la cumbre secreta de una montaña, lo imaginé borrado por arrozales o debajo del agua, lo imaginé infinito, no ya de quioscos ochavados y de sendas que vuelven, sino de ríos y provincias y reinos [...]. Pensé en un laberinto de laberintos, en un sinuoso laberinto creciente que abarcara el pasado y el porvenir y que implicara de algún modo los astros. Absorto en esas ilusorias imágenes, olvidé mi destino de perseguido. Me sentí, por un tiempo indeterminado, percibidor abstracto del mundo”. (BORGES 2004: 475).

2 “Dejo a los varios porvenires (no a todos) mi jardín de senderos que se bifurcan. Casi en el acto comprendí; el jardín de los senderos que se bifurcan era la novela caótica; la frase varios porvenires (no a todos) me sugirió la imagen de la bifurcación en el tiempo, no en el espacio. La relectura general de la obra confirmó esa teoría. En todas las ficciones, cada vez que un hombre se enfrenta con diversas alternativas, opta por una y elimina
las otras; en la del casi inextricable Ts‘ui Pên, opta—simultáneamente—por todas. Crea, así, diversos porvenires, diversos tiempos, que también, proliferan y se bifurcan.” (BORGES 2013: Preface, p. xii).

“Utopia comes from Greek, unreal place; the name of the capital, Amaurote, means non-existent city; King, Ademos, expresses the idea of a chief without people, and so on” (MORE 2004: 36).

4 “But linear time is an invention of the West, time is not linear, it is a wonderful tangle where, at any time, solutions can be chosen and spots invented, without beginning or end.” (BARDI 2013).

5 “(...) Instead of universal values, her complex work and writing unveil the roles of plurality, otherness, and instability in the constitution of modernity. Instead of agreeable forms, she strove to embrace the contingency and spontaneity of life. She spent her own life in transit, navigating the contingencies of different locations and worldviews. Her ventures established a weaving path in and out of modern culture, materialized in the communication between innovation and tradition, abstraction and realism, rationalism and surrealism, and naturalism and history, as well as between revolutionary impulses and melancholy” (LIMA 2013: Preface, p. xii).

6 “The 1936 exhibition rejected the early culturalists views of environment and architettura minori (vernacular architecture) by presenting rural building techniques as the authentic tradition for a rethinking modernization [...] For all their critical advancements in combining rational logic and rural architecture, rationalist designers’ desire for revision soon met official resistance” (LIMA 2013: 16).

7 “Just before his premature death in 1936, Persico [...] asserted that the purpose of abstract aesthetics, technical simplification, and sanitation, though essential in addressing the realities of mass society, was not to serve efficiency but to welcome human life and to help society define and share collective values. Persico planted the seeds of a self-critical realism that would bud a decade later among Lina Bo’s generation during the efforts of post-war reconstruction. (LIMA 2013: 16).

8 “Despite her praise of the spontaneity of nature and uneducated culture, she remained attached to Enlightenment principles such as rational logic, scientific knowledge, and free will. [...] Her sense of humanism was pragmatic. It acknowledged the constraints of specific situations and aspired to justice. She was especially fond of the improvisation and authenticity of simple people, whom she often saw as deprived of material means but rich in creative capacity” (LIMA 2013: Preface, p. xii)

9 “[...]The modern architecture is, like all human activities, the product of man’s experience in time, and that there is no break between the so-called “modern” and history as it is the “modern” firstly the product of the story itself, through which you can only avoid the repetition of experiments overcome. It is the story [...] as a living thing and present, revived in its fundamental problems endowed with transmissibility and fruitful teachings [...]” (BARDI 2002: 5-6). New edition of the text presented by Lina Bardi to FAUUSP, when she ran for Theory of Architecture chair in a competition in 1957.

10 “The call is a reality that we do not know; it is like shouting in the desert. Even worse is to refer to a reality that is believed to know having it seized by the statistics. The true reality is harvested only from the mouths of those who had lived it. The others are false realities, unable to practice attention. This failure explains the enchantment for which, notwithstanding the splendour of urban theories, reality remains so squalid and miserable. We know the truth about housing only by asking tenants, the more casual the choice of people to be interviewed, more close we will be to the real search. We have more interest in spontaneity than in scientific rigor” (BARDI and ZEVI 1946).

11 It is necessary for people to concern themselves with their own homes, the schools themselves, the plans of cities, factories, public buildings, and means of transport, the sports buildings, and public spectacles. It is necessary that every people participate consciously in the architectural and urban solutions for the country itself.”

12 Reference to François Hennebique, a pioneer in concrete structures design.

13 “Children ran, young people played soccer in the rain that fell from the cracked roof, laughing with the ball kicking on the water. Mothers prepared barbecue and sandwiches at the entrance of Clelia St.: nearby it was running a puppet theatre, full of children. I thought that everything should go on like this, with all that joy [...] No one changed anything. We found a factory with a beautiful structure, architecturally significant, unique, no one modified ... The architectural design of the SESC Pompei Leisure centre came from the desire to build another reality”.

14 “Renouncing professedly the mythology of classical beauty, this socio-cultural centre of Sao Paulo plays the cards of dissonance with boldness and spontaneity. Without intellectualism, provides a desirable environment model, still with humanity and poetic fantasy” (ZEVI 2013).

15 “[...] The intent of this dignifying and recreational architecture resides that revolutionary tradition set by the called utopian socialism. A kind of the new loving
world of Fourier, translated into an industrial civilization of the tropics [...] a kind of *locus amoenus.*” (WAINER and FERRAZ 2013: 83).

16 "Mandacaru quando flora lá na seca, é o sinal de que a chuva chega no sertão” ("Mandacaru when flowers in the dry, is the sign that the rain started in the backcountry". Verse of the song “Xote das meninas”, Luis Gonzaga, Brazilian musician, 1953.)
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Abstract
The paper is focused on the issues concerning shaping and developing ecological concepts of settlements, perceived as a process of spatial and social growth, based on the need of creating a new social order in the face of the necessity of going back to nature, and maintaining the state of equilibrium between the built and the biological environment. In each of such realizations some ideas of utopian visions may be found, targeted at creating ideal conditions for life, based on a certain concise axiological order. The author of this paper declares the thesis that the trend of sustainable architecture, targeted at reaching the state of equilibrium of the ecological, economic and social factors is a continuation of the idea of a new system of values that should motivate action against profound social conflicts and degradation of the natural environment. The selected concepts and their implementation were analysed, demonstrating a harmonious connection of the anthropogenic and natural factors, which became one of the fundamental assumptions. The analyses and the author’s experience from participating in the project: “Eco-Zone Settlement” led to the conclusion that the determinants of such solutions are: joint objectives and professed values of local communities, as well as the processes that enable their functioning in connection with other urban structures.
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1. Introduction
The problems and threats that city inhabitants have to face nowadays lead to a continual search for ideal solutions that could measurably improve the quality of life. Utopia is a foundation of various urban development ideas, as it proclaims the creation of a new social order and the assumption of commonly shared ethical values [Panków, 1990, p. 170]. A considerable number of theoretical concepts of future cities entail solutions aimed at ecological problems associated with the connections between social and spatial concepts. Thus, they are closely related to utopian ideas. Visions of virtual cities and eco-city concepts are based on the Sustainable Development principles, often aspiring to the idea of utopian metropolis. They are successive attempts at creating an ideal city, perceived in terms of architectural and aesthetic solutions. Undoubtedly, they look for new solutions as far as the equilibrium between the natural and the anthropogenic environments are concerned: referring to a certain degree to the utopian desire for harmony between man and nature - which is a key issue in the majority of ecological concepts of cities and housing estates. According J. Wines: The objective of (green settlements- the author’s commentary)”is to take joint responsibility over the environment by all communities on the grounds of profound philosophical, psychological, and cultural awareness” [Wines, 2008, p. 11]. Therefore, the following thesis may be formulated: the trend of sustainable architecture that attempts to reach the state of equilibrium of ecological, economic, and social factors is a continuation of the ideas of a new society whose system of values motivate the prevention of profound social and spatial conflicts. The question arises: What are the possibilities of implementing such assumptions and what is their spatial scale? Multi-scale urban layouts of space create definite values, but also reveal the
mechanisms of social behaviours and relations with space. The scale of modern cities and their multi-functionality results in the fact that it is difficult to find durable social standards obliging all inhabitants and reconciling all interested parties, especially in view of an increasing role of neo-liberalism and relativism. However, there are examples of smaller settlements, implemented by and for smaller social groups and functioning in accordance with the superior values system. This is particularly true as far as the relations between local communities and the natural environments are concerned, which makes them similar to utopian assumptions. Moreover, the concept of the functionality of such separate communities is grounded on social relations based on a new social order and prioritizing the well-being of the community over specific individual benefits.

2. Elements of utopian assumption in ecological urban structures

The search for solutions applicable to ecological cities in compliance with the Sustainable Development principles is nowadays one of the most important directions in modern architecture and urban planning. This search is reflected in a variety of sustainable architecture trends: from low-intensity technologies based on natural building materials and passive energy-efficiency systems, to high-tech solutions and active energy-efficiency systems. Nowadays, the common background is the awareness of the depletion of natural resources and energy sources, as well as the degradation of the natural environment, which impose the reconsideration of the relations between the natural and the built environments and between the biological conditions and the society. Innovative solutions of modern architecture are focused on proficient management of sites, water, energy and building materials efficiency, durability and flexibility of solutions in consideration of recycling and biodegradation, renewable energy sources, advancement of energy-efficient construction technologies.

The starting point of all concepts of ecological cities was the assumption that the city constitutes an eco-system, perceived as a number of biological, social, and cultural dependencies. In the majority, the social concept of such cities refers to the return to nature. The indicated fundamental ethical values were responsibility, frugality, and privacy of inhabitants. An example of such approach is the Dutch biopolis dating back to the 1960s [Gutowski, 2006, p. 112 - 113]. Other eco-city concepts did not assume the creation of new city structures, as they emerged at the time of growing ecological problems, revitalization of post-industrial zones and degraded city quarters. Urban space was treated as a synergy of the ecological elements, social responsibility, attitudes of average people, and the non-violence movement [Gutowski, 2006, p. 117]. The concept of eco-city had a number of long-term objectives leading to the return to life consistent with nature. It indicated the need of social changes in the economy, social ecology and grass-root ecological movements, as well as bioregionalism, in accordance with which the equilibrium was achieved by identifying people with the natural environment of their occupancy area. Urban transports including bicycles, ecological solutions in the architecture of buildings were supposed to create an ecological style of urban life. A certain continuation of this train of thought is the current phenomenon of Transition Towns, which is developing mainly in Great Britain. This is a concept of cities assuming a wide range of activities aimed at energy conservation, perma-culture farming, and profound social changes-cooperation that builds social ties and social involvement [Godlewski, 2011, p. 11].

The concepts of eco-cities have an impact on the current development of cities, especially in the face of growing ecological threats. They are certainly reflected in modern urban planning trends. There are also examples of wide-range activities, such as Healthy Cities Project initiated by the World Health
Organization. Specific stages of this project were implemented in terms of the Sustainable Development principles and healthy lifestyle.

Fig. 1: Buildings in Järn estate near Stockholm based on Rudolf Steiner’s philosophy. By: Author.

Ecological housing estates or urban quarters are opportunities for verifying, in practice, some model solutions. Among many examples of ecological estates, the following should be distinguished: Järn estate near Stockholm based on efficient settlements built of natural construction materials. It is, at the same time, a cultural and educational centre (functioning from 1964) that inspires many pro-ecological activities. It houses Waldorf schools, biodynamic households, shops, and restaurants that use organic food production, a hospital applying an anthroposophy approach in patients’ treatment, alternative-banking systems (fig. 1). The entire estate is based on Rudolf Steiner’s philosophy [www.kulturcentrum.nu].

Another example is BedZED energy-efficient British housing estate founded in 2002, which enabled the testing of an experimental technology and standard solutions for Ruralized housing systems [Arczyńska, 2010, p. 81].

Another interesting example of an ecological estate is EVA-Lanxmeer quarter in Culemborg (Holland). Its layout emerged as a 24-hectare social and ecological settlement situated on former farming sites and surrounded by the protection area of potable water. The quarter designed for about 1000 inhabitants consists of 250 flats, 40 000 m² of office and service floor, ecological farm, information centre, biological renewal centre, congress centre, catering outlets and a hotel. The design is focused at promoting Sustainable Development and reflects an integrated approach to sustainable urban planning. Its objective is to integrate technology and innovativeness with the natural environment and behaviour patterns that promote the care about natural resources consumption in everyday life.

The design was formed following extensive social participation, in the course of which a “coaching-model” was selected as a way of cooperation with future users of the estate. The users took active part in workshops and the planning process from the earliest stages of the design. The creation of the quarter was initiated by EVA foundation in 1994. The concept was devised in participation of a group of scientists and specialists representing different fields. Some of them were interested in moving into the designed quarter. The background for the involvement of future occupants was the changes that occurred despite social divisions and hierarchy of influence, yet in favour of creating a structure of a cooperation network. The network was rapidly expanding and together with it, the number of potential inhabitants who held frequent meetings and co-created the design assumptions. The worked out model provided the appointment of a leader-who, as a chief designer was supposed to supervise the
implementation of the design in cooperation with the project management team.

Fig. 3: EVA-Lanxmeer quarter in Culemborg, view of ecological houses. [www.groenblauwenetwerken.com]

The decisions were undertaken by means of cooperative participation of the specialists and the interested parties, in accordance with the spirit of an “open design” that considered the level of awareness and knowledge of the society. The future inhabitants participated in several workshops, which were opportunities for a dialogue on planning decisions. The authorities of Culemborg, in accordance with the Sustainable Development principles and in consideration of the social awareness of the wide range of the inhabitants' interests, also cooperated in the project [Van Timmeren, 2007, p. 8-9].

3. The concept of “Eco-Sphere Estate” as a model of the synergy of anthropogenic and natural elements. Case study

Conclusions from the author’s own studies certify the importance of a leader who initiates and coordinates the activities associated with planning and social processes in the implementation of the above-mentioned projects, another example of which is “Eco-Sphere Estate” in the Silesian Botanical Garden Complex in Mikołów. The main assumptions for creating the Estate were [Kojs 2011]:

- A structure grounded on a symbiosis of the anthropogenic and natural environment elements,
- Ability of long-term functioning on the bases of renewable and non-renewable energy sources,
- Implementation of the postulates of Sustainable Development in terms of ecology, economy, society, architecture, aesthetics, space, and culture.

The functional assumptions of the Estate followed the adaptation system reflecting a tree in the process of adaptation. Hence, the Estate is subject of the regulation of the laws of nature and creates anthropogenic conditions for the stream of the processes. It was also assumed that the local community of size about 150 families would be formed by participation in all stages of the process so that the final shape of the estate provided motivation for taking part in the spatial reality on the level of undertaken activities. The dynamics of the functioning of the Estate was based on the permanency of supreme objectives and values recognized by the local community. The size of the neighbouring group of inhabitants should enable the formation of deeper ties (about 25 - 150 families). At the same time, the Estate was to have a developmental nature, to enable further growth of other settlements. The elaboration of the conditions for the continuity of the natural and anthropogenic systems involved the following solutions [Szewczenko, Czachowska, 2011]:

- Preservation of the existing biological habitats and their enhancement in the form of a park, botanical garden, recreation greenery zones, to supplement social spaces,
- Introduction of the functions of education, exhibition, experiments, services - as elements supporting the growth of social relations,
- Separation of road traffic from the pedestrian traffic with the demarcation of the zones of accessibility,
- Construction of buildings from natural materials, also as passive energy-efficiency systems.
Fig. 4: Scheme of the “Eco-Sphere Estate”. Worked out by: A. Szewczenko, A. Czachowska

Although the concept has not been implemented, it united specialists representing many fields of science and technology: civil engineering, architecture, economics, culture studies, social psychology. The barriers to its implementation were the absence of a leader, a person that would be a *spiritus movens* of the Project, and, undoubtedly, the lack of cohesion between the specialists’ objectives and future users’ objectives - only few specialists expressed an interest at settling down at the Estate. Furthermore, the assumptions of the Estate were somehow opposite to the concept of a high standard of living, perceived as founded on the application of advanced technologies. It is sometimes essential to change the lifestyle, which may be an obstacle to undertake the decision of inhabiting such type of settlement.

4. Conclusions

One of the philosophical approaches to the concept of utopia assumes the use of values and behaviour patterns to model the social life [Pańków, 1990, p. 78]. If the local community inhabits its particular territory through the generations - ties with the place of residence become part of the community’s culture. Moreover, the homeliness becomes the value of such place initiating the relationships between the place and local community [Pawlowska, 1996, p. 7]. Whereas in case of the newly formed settlement structures the relationship with the place of residence is forming due to the uniqueness the cultural landscape. Most of the ecological concepts of housing settlements present homogenous and spatially readable forms. Furthermore, this uniqueness is a result of participation of their future inhabitants, motivated to create a harmonious relation with the natural environment. Conception of ecological settlement entailed profound changes in the social attitudes towards the biological environment, which is the starting point of building a new quality of social standards. This integration of spatial and social factors results from the scale of habitat that is the foundation of strengthening ties with living place and responsibility for it. In practice, this concerns those estates or urban quarters, the scale of which enables the creation of a cohesive local community that may influence the processes of changes occurring in the surroundings. However, what is the main concern? Utopias are often islands.
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Abstract
This paper proposes the idea of performing the Imaginary within the urban environment, through a specific ephemeral spatial phenomenon - The Architectural Imprint. The imprint, understood as an example of an architectural Non-Design, emerges because of the urban transition of a city, where single-family houses are replaced with multi-family housing buildings. In this non-linear and temporarily stretched process, a demolished house leaves a two-dimensional imprint on the sidewall of a new neighbouring building, exposing fragments of a former life to public space of the urban environment. This imprint functions as spatial evidence - a displayed projection of one's identity, which triggers a dynamic production of narratives within time-space gaps of new urban structures’ development.

Publicly exposing the private - physical traces of the demolished house’s interior - the imprint appears as a specific kind of scriptible architectural text. Being determined by the juxtaposition of numerous oppositions within one single phenomenon: private-public, temporary-permanent, built-demolished, and real-imaginary, it reveals its essentially heterotopic nature.

The spatial system of an architectural imprint fulfils a specific role in its physical context - it appears as a co-creator of produced meanings, and thus can be discussed as a paradigm for performative architectural space. Namely, the performance achieved by an architectural imprint emerges through the mechanism of correlation and results in the production of meanings, which always remain between real and imaginary.

Keywords: architectural imprint, imaginary worlds, spatial performativity, non-design

1. Introduction
The articulation of an idea of the Architectural Imprint is deeply connected to processes of building, and the way they are perceived on the level of urbaniy. The process of creation of a single building demands a certain duration, of several months, sometimes years. On the level of townscape, the existence of this process is never negligible. Similar to the transition of the entire society, the morphological transition of a city as its consequence is rarely happening at once. Considering the perceived scenery of the city, the individual processes of construction are changing almost on daily basis. In that way, a morphological transition is built by a collection of ephemeral, unique images. Understood as connected time sequences, these images demonstrate an increased potential for being open to what Diana Agrest refers to as mise-en-scéne (AGREST 1998: 198-213).

Here, the urban environment is understood as a set of fragments, rather than a closed “object of reading”, where the analysis focuses on the conditions of content, rather than the content itself. Mise-en-scéne, therefore, refers to a situation which “makes possible the inscription of sense in a free and highly undetermined way” (AGREST 1998: 207).

This possibility of the inscription, in the context of an architectural imprint, is ultimately conditioned by its physical and spatial circumstances.

2. Spatial Oppositions
An imprint, as a phenomenon, which is
essentially architectural, is determined by the series of contradictions. Namely, an imprint emerges from the demolition of an existing architecture; it exists in this newly formed spatial gap within the urban tissue and disappears with the construction of a new building. While architecture as such begins with construction and ends with demolition, the imprint demonstrates a specific kind of architectural paradox - its very creation through an inverse process (ŽUGIĆ, MARIĆ and MIRKOV 2010). At the same time, the question of materiality of the very imprint reveals new layers of contradictions. While the imprint is primarily determined by the demolished house - morphologically and on the level of meanings it absorbs - its very existence is conditioned exclusively by a neighbouring building. In that way, it is impossible to read the materiality of an imprint independently of any of the two components that determine it, while at the same time, it essentially does not belong to either of the entities. The imprint does not belong to a non-existing house, but it functions as a specific form of the memory of the house. Being partly defined by the physical void left after the demolition of the house, and by the borderline between the two individual building sites, it becomes an explicit materiality of an architectural absence, rather than a mere witness of empty space (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

Establishing a gap in urban tissue is not only physically determined, but also temporarily. The process of construction of a new building continuously transforms the structure of the very imprint, as well as the possibilities of its perception. The phenomenon emerges in a time gap between the life of two distinct architectures, and in that way, its character often becomes extremely ephemeral. Since architecture, in its most conventional concept, presupposes a category that is essentially permanent this makes yet another contradiction specific for the analysed spatial system.

Therefore, it is possible to determine main characteristics of an architectural imprint: it is a temporary, liminal, dynamic, and metaphorical architectural presence within the time-space rift of the morphological transition of a city. These specific physical circumstances typical of an imprint, function as the main impulse for the interweaving of Real and Imaginary worlds, once the situation is faced by an observer, "putting into play a force analogous to that of the unconscious" (AGREST 1998: 208).

3. Imprint as an architectural Non-Design

In the substantially unstable nature of an architectural imprint, it operates as a perfect example of a phenomenon which Diana Agrest marks as non-design: "a semiotically heterogeneous object in which many different signifying matters and codes intervene" (AGREST 1998: 208). Observing an architectural imprint as a non-design, it is understood as a text, which appears in a dialogically structured system of intertextual relationships. On the level of urbanity, the text of an imprint constantly correlates with other texts from its environment. Being present in the web of surrounding texts (which belong to the realm of urban landscape), an imprint appears as a kind of intervention into its semantic context, while simultaneously this very context, with its "semantic volume" (AGREST 1998: 209) perpetually shifts the possibilities of its reading. Within the complex system of ever-changing perception of the townscape, the process that unfolds is deeply determined by an uncertain play of meanings. The meanings in question are triggered by a scriptable architectural text of an imprint: the text "giving no indications as to how it is to be read, demanding that its reading be in effect its rewriting" (HAYS 1998: 198). With "no unique producer" of those meanings, "the predisposition of non-design to openness implies permeable limits and an always fluctuating or changing specificity" (AGREST 1998: 207).
By exposing the traces of someone’s private life directly to viewers within an urban environment, and, therefore, possibly exposing someone’s identity, the non-design of an architectural imprint offers the possibility of a productive reading - the reading which is not a passive consumption of a previously defined or unique sense, but the one which calls for additional inscribing and imagination. Being reduced to a specific kind of spatial suggestion, rather than a system that transfers the accurate facts, the quality of produced narratives depends equally on several factors. Namely, meaning that emerges is a result of a synchronic correlation between the initial potential given by the materiality of an imprint, its dynamic contact with the urban environment, and the observer that finds him/herself facing this spatial situation. This process results in forming a specific liminal space of the observer, which “provides a spectator with an illusion of the Great Idea, spanning beyond its limits” (ZEKOVIC 2014: 70-82).

The great idea of the situation of the described mise-en-scéne refers precisely to the produced Imaginary, and is directly dependent on both the existence of an imprint, and at the same time, on the “ability of the spectator to reel, recognize and employ all relations that occur in the given space-time framework” (ZEKOVIC 2014). In relation to the typology of architectural spaces, an architectural imprint represents a certain form of heterotopia (FOUCAULT 1997: 330-336). Resulting in the creation of liminal space, which always exists on the borderline between Real and Imaginary, the heterotopia of an architectural imprint is “capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible” (FOUCAULT 1997: 330-336). Existing as a real and imaginary place at the same time, it operates in the juxtaposition of the present, concrete, physical and material, and the absent, abstract, immaterial and inscribed. Resulting in a heterotopia of illusion, it always reaches beyond what is visible. Therefore, the imprint can be understood as an essentially dynamic phenomenon, both physically and semantically.

4. Performing the Imaginary

In this complex system of production of
meanings, the imprint, as an ephemeral state of architecture, fulfils a specific and important role. This role is directly related to producing the Imaginary, and generating a temporary function of this spatial entity - the performative function.

Namely, according to the theory of functions in architecture (DINULOVIC 2012), every architecturally articulated space is capable of fulfilling not one, but many different functions. Depending on the changes of its primary context, architecture is also capable of generating new ones, explained by Umberto Eco as secondary functions of architectural space (ECO 1997: 173-195). The key question in considering possibilities of defining and recognising new spatial functions refers to analysing the roles that space fulfils in a specifically defined problem. In the problem of articulating the phenomenon of architectural imprints and its effects on experiencing the urban environment, the architectural space fulfils the task of production of meanings. The meanings that emerge in correlation with the imagination of an observer are not prescribed meanings - the architectural space was not initially built with an idea to represent the meanings in question. Instead, the meanings of an architectural imprint are being established and realised at the very moment of their reception. This means that the meanings are not previously defined and reflected, nor are they transferred or represented, but produced. The described qualities of the phenomenon open the possibility of analysing it as the problem of performing arts. According to Ana Vujanović, performing arts is the “term that focuses on the problem of performing, as the process of establishing, production and realisation of meanings” (VUJANOVIC 2004: 131). In that way, it becomes an “operative term which can be applied to any artistic discipline, practice or act when it centres the problem of performing or when it is theorised from the aspect of that very problem” (VUJANOVIC 2004: 130).

Relying on this theory, it is possible to define a specific performative function of architectural space, which is, in this research, demonstrated by the idea of architectural imprints as its paradigmatic example. The architectural entity of an imprint performs through a specific mechanism of correlation - a physical and textual juxtaposition of its materiality and the surrounding texts. Precisely the imprint, as a gradually vanishing spatial evidence absorbed with traces of a former life, but also, a fragmentary frame, which allows for loading of meanings, directs this very production towards imaginary narratives that may have never existed. Here, the imprint, with its delayed, exposed, and reinterpreted memories of past times, appears as a co-performer of the Imaginary. Functioning as the unreachable dreamlike places, the worlds that unfold through the co-performance of an imprint appear as potentially personally determined micro-urban utopias.

The established performative function of this space is also ephemeral in its character. It is not related to a static, stable, and existing narrative, but a rather labile, dynamic narrative-in-process. In that way, the space of an architectural imprint becomes essentially performative and acts as one of the key components of establishing the temporary coexistence of the Real and the Imaginary in the public space of a city.

5. Conclusion

Architectural imprint is an ephemeral state of space and time in architecture, materialised as a two-dimensional projection of an imagined private life. Being at the same time a concrete, existing, and material physical fact and an illusionary space of limitless possibilities of inscribing and interpretations, it operates in the mode of a constant and overall tension. Within the urban landscape, an imprint, therefore, functions as a Non-Design - a fluctuating text constantly intervening in its surroundings and opening the possibilities for a productive reading.

Through the mechanism of correlation, the imprint establishes a synergy between the absorbed meanings of its
physical entity, the circumstances of its appearance on the level of urbanity, and the imagination of an observer facing this spatial situation.

The role that the architectural imprint fulfils in this synergic relationship refers to a specific kind of performative function of architecture. As a result, the imprint operates as a co-performer of the Imagined worlds, ephemeral and fictional, and at the same time authentic and personally determined.

Overlapping, layering and facing diverse and opposite characteristics within one single phenomenon, the Imaginary, performed by an architectural imprint, enriches the experience of a built environment, setting in motion an unexpected urban drama.
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to consider from a utopian point of view the activities and theoretical positions of Rotor, a collective of architects and designers founded in 2005 in Brussels, which, for the moment, has never explicitly written about utopia.

First, we underline how this group is deeply engaged with a question that in the last decades has become more and more crucial for utopian theories and projects: the question of sustainability. We will analyse one of its most recent exhibitions devoted to this topic, “Behind the Green Door”, as well a series of examples that show how their work can change our relationship primarily with construction materials, but not only with them.

Then, we consider the relationship between this approach and the work of Charles Fourier. We suggest that despite their apparent distance, their proximity becomes manifest when, instead of the stereotypical notion of phalanstère, we look closer into Fourier’s texts and into the crucial role he gives to details.

In this perspective, we show how Rotor is valuable to rethink the relationship between architecture and utopia, in coherence with the most recent critical reflections on both of them.
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1. Rotor in nutshell

Rotor was created in Brussels in 2005 as a collective bringing together professionals from different fields - mainly architects and designers - to work in common projects

architecture projects such as the remodelling of the building for the Galleries Lafayette Foundation in Paris, or the project for the Mode & Design (MAD) museum extension in Brussels[2]. However, its most renowned projects are its researches and exhibitions, especially the latter ones, which have allowed it to gain recognition in the rising field of architecture exhibition academia. This stems from its novel approach to exhibition design, which it defines as an alternative to museographic displays based on the presentation of documents and materials pertaining to architectural projects, and to “phenomenological” displays that favour the immersion of visitors in a different space, as it is the case with installations. Rotor, instead,
wishes to discuss a topic or ask a question through the presentation of everyday life objects. Another important aspect is that its exhibitions aim at being as objective as possible, avoiding value judgments and letting the visitor construct its own opinion of the subject in question. This was evident in Rotor’s contribution for the Venice Architecture Biennale in 2010, which consisted on the presentation of used materials such as an old carpet or wall panels extracted from demolitions. All objects were accompanied by a label with their description and nothing more. Though minimalist in its appearance, this exhibition was actually the result of Rotor’s extended research and analysis on the use and wear of construction materials, available in the catalogue (ROTOR, 2012).

Rotor was subsequently selected for curating the 2013 Oslo Architecture Triennial, titled “Behind the Green Door, A critical look at sustainable architecture through 600 objects”. This exhibition focused on the question of sustainability through the display of a selection of diverse objects deemed sustainable by their creators. Once again, it avoided a prescriptive point of view. It invited the object’s authors and different specialists to comment on the objects, but the collective itself, rather than imposing its opinion on them, was above all interested in encouraging the visitors to form their own judgment on the topic.

2. Utopia, sustainability and reuse

“Behind the Green Door” is particularly interesting from a utopian point of view because it questions a topic that is not only at the centre of many political and social debates in the last decades, but also of contemporary thinking on utopia. Indeed, as Jean-Louis Violeau has recently stated, ecology is one of the central themes that composes the utopian horizon in our current context (VIOLEAU, 2013, 77). In relation to this question, this exhibition is important because it constitutes an extremely detailed and diverse catalogue of the different approaches in which architects nowadays are attempting to create sustainable architecture. More precisely, it shows the limits of the discourse developed around the term “sustainability”, an “essentially contested concept” (ROTOR, 2014, p. 14) that is not outlined in a clear way and that anyone can interpret differently. Rotor underscores the fact that sustainability cannot be really defined in a scientific way, because it is a political matter that must be confronted as one, without being masked by pseudo-scientific theories that also keep the lay public away from the debate, as it has been so far. In the exhibition’s catalogue, we can see that each project uses the concept of sustainability according to its own rhetoric, with arguments on its favour but also with certain limits. An evident example is Sir Norman Foster’s project for Masdar City, located in Abu Dhabi’s vicinity. A so-called self-sufficient city that one could find rather close to the stereotypical utopian city (but which obviously does not exhaust all forms that utopia can have in architecture) that incorporates the most recent innovations in terms of ecology. Yet, once we look closer it is difficult not to see that the city keeps outside of its walls a series of elements from which it benefits but that do not fit the sustainable category, its airport for example. Rotor even notices that Masdar is in reality an Abu Dhabi neighbourhood instead of a truly independent city.

Even though characterized by their perceptive remarks, members of Rotor do not suggest that we abandon altogether the concept of sustainability. They explicitly refuse the cynical perspective according to which there are no solutions to current climate, social, and political issues, nor any possibility of change. On the contrary, against any resignation, they invite the public to delve deeper into current initiatives and to think of new ones.

For instance, in relation with a fundamental feature of Rotor’s practice - its working with used materials and on existing buildings - we could then mention three related projects. The first is the Vade Mecum for Off-Site Reuse, a manual that begins with the many
benefits of reusing materials, which include those in the perspective of the global environment. Its main characteristic is to offer very pragmatic steps that professionals in the building sector, as well as in theory any reader, can undertake to discover, extract, and reuse differently abandoned materials.

“Opalis”, the second project, is an online platform that offers an inventory of companies in Belgium that deal in different ways with used materials, with the purpose of facilitating access to their services.

“Rotor Deconstruction”, finally, is another more recent website in which members of Rotor resell to the general public materials that they themselves have recuperated from demolition sites: generic materials, but also “more exceptional” ones, such as rare pieces by important Belgian designers, many of them not available in the market anymore.

3. Rotor, Fourier and the “petits trucs”

Such a way of working could give the impression that Rotor’s approach has nothing to do with a utopian project, at least if we refer to the stereotype that associates utopia and monumentality. However, we want to show that things are more complicated and we can prove it by taking one of the most quoted figures when it comes to utopia and architecture: Charles Fourier. On the one hand, in Rotor’s projects there is nothing that comes close to the images we have of Fourier’s phalanstères, that’s to say the gigantic collective housing building that Fourier envisioned for 1200 people. But on the other hand, Rotor and Fourier are closer than one could think if we approach the latter from a point of view that starts from one of the essential aspects to define his idea of utopia: the role of details.

As Pierre Macherey recently highlighted (MACHEREY, 2011, 311-317), but also as Roland Barthes had already noticed, Fourier’s way of thinking on utopia is based essentially on his extreme attention to details. First, in the sense that Fourier’s work is composed primarily of details. In Le nouveau monde industriel et sociétaires there are, for example, meticulous descriptions of pear culture, of the proper art of eating soup or of the infinite varieties of cheese (FOURIER, 182). Then, because details are essential to the passage from the so-called Civilization, which Fourier despises, to the world of Harmony. Indeed, according to him, the creation of the harmonious world does not depend on a sovereign decision, on a political revolution, or on an institutional or legislative project. It depends on activities that pertain to our daily life and which constitute exemplary actions, which Macherey describes as “petits trucs” (small things) that can change everything, not through a break following a decision, but through a form of “spontaneous contamination”, without the intervention of a centralized power (MACHEREY, 2011, 454).

In Rotor’s projects we don’t find the affirmation that if we follow its model we will attain the ideal world. However, its approach is undeniably close to Fourier’s in the sense that it gives value to small actions and everyday objects. First, because Rotor is interested in the reuse of elements destined to demolition, a practice that architects have systematically underestimated. Second, because when the collective works on a building, it gives extreme attention to every single component and object in it, taking the effort to imagine new uses for them. For instance, the former marble façade elements from the Social Sciences Library in the Université Libre de Bruxelles were transformed into tables.

Finally because, as seen in the pavilion for the Venice Biennale that exhibited materials from everyday settings, Rotor encourages the public to change their attitude and their practices: first towards construction materials, but also, in a more general sense, towards all objects that surround us.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we want to come back one last time to the open character of Rotor’s exhibitions and activities, which don’t
pretend to provide any definitive solutions and are the signs of an ongoing research. We can indeed observe that in this sense Rotor’s approach is perfectly aligned with one of the characteristics that utopia has taken in contemporary times. As Miguel Abensour has frequently highlighted, the most interesting utopian texts, starting from the second half of the 19th century, are characterized by their abandonment of pedagogic and monologic postures (ABENSOUR, 2013). In other words, authors such as William Morris increasingly turn away from precise descriptions of ideal models. They are interested instead, without giving the reader solutions from a presumed knowledge, in inspire in him a utopian impulse, that’s to say to make him think of the possibility of a different world.

In this same way, we do not want to restrict to Rotor’s approach the relationship between architecture and utopia in the contemporary world. However, two aspects in the work of this collective must be highlighted again: the first one is the critical approach that Rotor implements towards projects such as Masdar, which can be read as continuations of an outdated idea of utopia in architecture. The second one is the way that Rotor encourages a new relationship to objects and materials through a deeper attention to details. And even though utopia may take unpredictable ways, it seems to us that these two elements are essential to foresee the relationship between architecture and utopia in the world to come.

Fig. 1: View of the Belgian pavilion for the Venice Architecture Biennale, 2010, titled “Usus/Usures”, curated by Rotor. Copyright: Rotor.
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Abstract
The work of the Italian historian Manfredo Tafuri in the domain of history and architecture criticism embody a vast work, which stands out by the number of publications, the temporal scope and especially the radicalism that addresses certain contemporary issues, including criticism of the ideology of modern architecture.

The contemporary cycle begins with the first essays published in Contropiano magazine and the first edition of Teorie e storia dell’architettura, to stand out definitively with the publication of Progetto e utopia. It extends after the 1970s, with works dedicated to the revision of the architecture of the twentieth century, and ends with the publication of La sfera e il labirinto. Avanguardie e architettura da Piranesi agli anni ’70, the author’s final reflection on contemporary architecture.

The critique of ideology had a first formulation in Teorie e storia, but it is the essay Per una critica dell’ideologia architettonica, published in 1969, in the first issue of the magazine Contropiano, which definitely appears as a “working hypothesis to be deepened and consolidated in future”. The goal was to “criticize the guidelines of architectural ideology, rereading the history of modern architecture in the light of the methodological tools provided by a critique of ideology understood in the most rigorous Marxist assertion” (cf. Tafuri, 1985: 9). An expanded version of this essay was published four years later, in 1973, in the form of a book with the title Progetto e utopia. Architettura e sviluppo capitalistico.

Progetto e utopia reveals the most combative side of Tafuri and remains, still today, as one of the most profound and radical analyses of modern architecture. If Teorie e storia is “a positive statement of the critique of ideology”, as stated Jean-Louis Cohen, Progetto e utopia testifies the passage “to the negative charge of the crisis of the ideology” (Cohen 1995: 51).

Progetto e utopia retraces 200 years of contemporary architecture, considered from the earliest formulations of the architectural theories of Laugier to the experiences of the vanguards in the late 1970s. The book’s central thesis is that the course of modern architecture cannot be understood independently of capitalism’s infrastructure and that its development takes place within the parameters of this economic and social model. Tafuri understands that there is a structural analogy between the laws of monetary economy that regulate and
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govern the entire capitalist system, on the one hand, and the movements of the architectural avant-garde, on the other. The aim of the book is to show that this analogy reflects an ideological subservience of modern architecture, which manifests itself even in positions that appear explicitly to reject the model of bourgeois and capitalist civilization. It is this servility that leads the Italian historian to denounce the ideology of contemporary architecture as a “bourgeois intellectual discipline” (Rosa, 1995: 33), considering its intellectual project as a “process of crisis”. Starting from the Enlightenment, architecture has been gradually imprisoned by the strategies of the capitalist rationalism, becoming one of its ideological instruments. It is in this sense that Tafuri speaks of crisis: a crisis of the ideological function of architecture, which makes it irrelevant to the point of questioning its disciplinary survival:

What interests us at this point is to define the functions that capitalist development took from architecture. That is, that it took from the ideological prefiguration.

From this point of view we are almost automatically led to the discovery of what may also seem the “drama” of architecture today: to be compelled to return to a pure architecture, to a kind of private utopia or, in the best cases, to a sublime uselessness (Tafuri, 1985: 10).

The radicalism of Per una critica dell’ideologia architettonica and Progetto e utopia motivates many authors to argue that the ideological emptying imposed on modern architecture by capitalist development implies, in a way, his “death” as a discipline, as Tafuri acknowledges in the introduction of Progetto e utopia:

The conditions were created to consider our article as a tribute to an apocalyptic attitude, as a ‘poetic renunciation’, as extreme denunciation of a ‘death of architecture’” (Tafuri, 1985: 9).

This radical approach won a wide audience throughout the 1970s, both in Europe and in America. However, the complexity of the texts and the erudition of his intellectual constructs led often to misunderstandings and misinterpretations. Not always his readers realized his intentions, and not always Tafuri was willing to correct these misinterpretations that, with time, were assimilated and assumed as faits accomplis, to the point that today integrate architectural culture.

These interpretation problems are not new and are mainly related to how the work of Tafuri was disclosed. In 1995, in a special issue of Casabella magazine dedicated to the memory of the Italian historian, Giorgio Ciucci, his compagnon de route in the School of Venice, attributes the fragmented nature of the reception of his work to the unsystematic way that his books have been translated and published outside Italy (Ciucci 1995: 13). This happened particularly in the English-speaking world, where these readings and interpretations were based mostly in “poor or even disastrous translations” often published without respect for the original sequence of the Italian editions.

The reception of Tafuri is particularly problematic in the cultural and academic context of the United States, as shown by Joan Ockman (1995). In America there has always been difficult, or even inability, to follow the transformations of Tafuri’s thought throughout the 1970s, and the works after Progetto e utopia, past largely unnoticed by American readers. This, as suggested by Ciucci, may be related to how his books were made available in English, but it should be, above all, because Progetto e utopia is his work more widely read in American territory.

One of the most important American readings of Tafuri’s work appeared in the next decade with the essay Architecture and the Critique of Ideology written in 1982 by the critic and literary theorist Fredric Jameson (Jameson, 2000). This text, in spite of the repairs that it motivated in the following years, is one of the most important interpretations of Tafuri’s thought due to the ability to penetrate an extremely dense and complex thinking, and, above all, by trying to position Tafuri in the debate on post modernism which dominated almost all disciplinary discussions at that time. The influence of this text is still detectable in the authors who in recent years have addressed the work of Tafuri,
as evidenced by the critical readings of Hilde Heynen and Ignasi de Solà-Morales, referred to below.

Architecture and the Critique of Ideology tries to overcome what Jameson understands to be Tafuri’s “political impasse”, saying, in a tone of controversy, that the pessimism of the Italian historian is determined by the same problems that gave rise to the affirmative and celebrative postmodernism of Robert Venturi (Ockman 1995: 67).

Jameson analyses the Italian historian’s work from three perspectives: the first concerns the Marxist context in which this work was produced, with particular focus on Progetto e utopia; the second refers to the historiography, and more particularly to narrative history, whose problems and methodological dilemmas determine some of the fundamental concepts of Tafuri work from late 1960s. The latest perspective fits Tafuri within the postmodernism whose doctrinaire principles were in heated discussion at the time when the text of the American critic was drafted. This last issue is the most controversial since, as Jameson relates, Tafuri never recognized in his periodization of historical narrative, the emergence of a post-modern age (Jameson, 2000: 444-45).

Jameson begins with the “crisis” that affects history as narrative since the late nineteenth century, to reconfigure the terms of the critique of representation discussed by post-structuralism, the current of thought that underlies many of the theoretical discussions of post-modernism. In his view, this crisis is rooted in a contradiction difficult to solve: first, “the representation of history tends necessarily to suggest that history is something you can see, you can witness, in which you may be present” - an inadmissible idea for Jameson given the theoretical precepts of post-structuralism. On the other hand, “the story is always the count of one or more stories, being intrinsically narrative in its own structure.”

This dilemma arises mainly among authors who, as Tafuri, are committed to a dialectical view of history. Jameson points out a structural feature of this vision that in his opinion is the final condition to which must be “painfully” submitted all those wishing to prosecute the dialectical thinking: “this feature is the sense of need, the necessary failure, the closure, the hopelessly insoluble contradictions, and the impossibility of the future” (Jameson, 2000: 446).

Tafuri’s negativity is, in the understanding of the American critic, a requirement of dialectical thinking; the account of the “growing asphyxia caused by capitalism” and the “settlement of all aesthetic,” conveys a “paralyzing and asphyxiating” sense which sees any architectural or urban innovation as mere “worthlessness.” Tafuri sees history as a “closed process” increasingly closed by a “totalitarian system” in growing expansion, confirming the view taken by Jameson that dialectical history, “analytical” and “rigorous” is a “stotical resignation of action”, almost a “Hegelian resignation of all possible future” representing ever, and under any circumstances, “the story of a failure.” The Tafuri’s statement about the impossibility of contemporary architecture to achieve something more than “sublime uselessness” (Tafuri, 1985: 10) should be read in this light: instead of being an “opinion” or a “carefully considered position” is a “formal necessity” of the dialectical historiography feeding his work since the second half of the 1960s (Jameson, 2008: 450).

After considering that the pessimism of the Italian historian can be understood as a systemic feature of dialectical thinking, Jameson fits the thought of Tafuri in the discussion of the “end of ideology” promoted in the United States in late 1950s. This discussion advocating the end of classical capitalism, heralding the emergence of a new “post-industrial” social order that the new left currents came to designate as Society of Consumption, Consumer capitalism, Society of the Spectacle.

This new condition of the contemporary world, dubbed Late Capitalism by Jameson gives rise to “new forms of struggle and resistance,” as the great upheavals of the 1960s, however, it is also accompanied by a wave of pessimism
and disenchantment towards a system connoted with totalitarianism and for which you do not see escape. A system in which the revolt no longer means the emergence of new forces of resistance and a radically different future, but only “a mere inversion” within the system itself, “a one-off change of this or that characteristic” of “a system no longer dialectical in its strength, but merely structural(ist)” (Jameson, 2008: 451).

The remarkable attribute of this position is the insistence on what is after all a classical notion of Marx, namely that a revolution and a socialist society will only be possible when capitalism runs out, somehow, all its possibilities, becoming a world and global system. The pessimism of Tafuri has in this idea one of its theoretical foundations arguing that there can be no qualitative change in any dimension of the capitalist system, for example, architecture or urbanism, without first having an eradication or “revolutionary” transformation of this system (Jameson, 2000: 452-453).

This insistence on the “asphyxiating” and totalitarian character of Late Capitalism, is also shared by Massimo Cacciari, Tafuri’s accomplice in the School of Venice, as pointed out by Hilde Heynen. On the negative thinking of Cacciari - writes this author - the reality is defined based on the conviction that every form of “synthesis”, any attempt to reconcile the contradictions, is illusory. Any theory that promises an emancipated society becomes, therefore, impossible. Moreover, any critical system that seeks coexistence with the reality of capitalist civilization is always seen as a crisis phenomenon, which in the end always turns out to confirm the system itself. The only acceptable attitude towards this assumption seems to be an attitude of resistance that promotes a completely disillusioned understanding of its own existence. This resistance does not end any positive definition because it, as Cacciari asserts, would inadvertently take nostalgic or utopian desires, and be, once again, doomed to failure (Heynen, 1999: 145). What remains is the Negative Thinking, that is, the refusal of any dialectical thought.

Heynen following Jameson says that both Tafuri and Cacciari notions of history are monolithic at some degree. The two members of the School of Venice understand modernity as a closed system, within which the policies and cultural practices have no impact on the course of historical development: “In their positions there is little room for practices that may have an effective critical influence on the direction of liberation and emancipation” (Heynen, 1999: 144-145).

Despite all this radicalism, Jameson finds that in the study of specific cases, Tafuri - “the darkest and the most relentlessly negative of all thinkers” - has sometimes a subtler and more ambivalent approach. The book Architettura contemporanea, written “in the most favourable atmosphere of 1976” traces a very different picture of the historian’s “end of history” dominant in the works of the final years of the 1960s and beginning of the 1970s. According to Jameson, the ambiguity revealed in this work supports two positions simultaneously: a totally negative and a more Gramscian one, more open and “realistic” (Jameson, 2000: 455).

This ambivalence pointed by Jameson has been one of the most controversial and more fertile topics in the reception of Tafuri’s work. Not only because it questions the intransigence image that is traditionally associated with it, but above all because it puts relativism in the centre of a thought that has always opposed all relativisms. The historian Jean-Louis Cohen refers to this problem in a 1995 essay, concerning one the misunderstandings more associated with the work of Tafuri:

One of the most common misunderstandings consists of viewing his work as simply announcing the death of architecture. (…) Although he articulates a degree of historical pessimism as to the destiny of architecture, it is no less evident that he also proposes to mobilize the forces of resistance and, at the very least, a critical view of modernization. It would be rash indeed to view this as signifying the irremediable failure of architecture as a sphere of human production (Cohen, 1995: 53).

This topic is also addressed by Hilde Heynen, which, moreover, supports her
views in Jameson, to analyse the changes operated in *Architettura contemporanea*. As Heynen tries to show the ambivalence detected by Jameson lies less in an easing of Tafuri’s doctrinal position, and more in a contradiction that seems to affect the work of the Italian historian since the mid-1970s. This contradiction is related to the incompatibility between the concept of Marxist truth and the concept of truth defended by post-structuralism, with both having active presence in the work of Tafuri. Marxism, in the strict sense of the word, defends the existence of something we can call “objective” reality that allows us to make a clear distinction between ideology and genuine theory: authentic theory explains objective reality, while ideology only gives a distorted and mystified image. Heynen argues that a similar assumption seems to be based on *Progetto e utopia*, which requires a clear and monolithic interpretation of modernity relatively “as a blind historical force that, though clearly scheduled, is not programmatic in the sense that it does not allow us to achieve any conscious project of emancipation and liberation” (Heynen, 1999: 145).

In *Architettura contemporanea*, however, the emphasis is placed from the beginning in the multiple nature of architecture recent history: “obviously the intersection of all these different stories never ends in unity,” says Tafuri (Tafuri apud Heynen, 1999: 145). The influence of post-structuralism, which has as its starting point the notion that reality is a subjective construction that cannot be understood except through socially defined categories - and so distorted - is here more pronounced in the opinion of Heynen. Modern life has such a plurality of layers; the truth is so diverse so that it becomes impossible to portray it thoroughly. The inevitability of this fragmentation produces the negative thinking. This notion is, however, problematic because it is not easily reconcilable with the Marxist conception of a “true theory”. To Heyden, this contradiction is permanent and still remains today as a major epistemological problem of contemporary theory.

Tafuri, moreover, is fully aware of the problem. In *Il Progetto Storico*, the introductory chapter of *La Sfera e il Labirinto*, draws attention to the plurality of languages that necessarily architecture and criticism have to deal with. The languages of the project, technologies, institutions and history, cannot be related through a universal hermeneutics; they remain fundamentally apart, are essentially untranslatable, and its plurality is irreducible. This means that it is impossible for architectural criticism to establish a direct link with architectural practice. The two disciplines act within different linguistic systems and their objectives are not reconcilable. This does not mean, however, that criticism is a neutral or arbitrary work: the goal remains to produce an analysis “able to constantly question the historical legitimacy of the capitalist division of labor” (Tafuri apud Heynen, 1999: 146). For that reason, history should be seen as a draft; a project aimed at subjecting all reality to crisis: “The real problem is how to define a criticism able to constantly put it in crisis by putting the reality in crisis. The real and not just its individual fragments” (Tafuri apud Heynen, 1999: 146). In the wake of Cacciari, for whom the submission of reality to the crisis is the driving force behind the capitalist development, Tafuri’s notion of history finds a language for the more radical implications of negative thinking:

The Venice authors - writes Heynen - assume that their analyses represent the only tenable position for a critical intellectual, even though they might not be capable of directly influencing the course of social development. (...) They have no illusions about the actual impact their work may have. They still maintain, however, that it is necessary to continue this labour of Sisyphus and to do everything within their power to subject the standard narratives in the realm of history to a crisis. This stance originates in a combination of a “total disillusionment about the age and nevertheless an unreserved profession of loyalty to it” (Heynen, 1999: 147).

The conclusion of Heynen that Tafuri lives disenchanted with his age while declaring it an unreserved fidelity relates to the last topic of Jameson’s essay. After
scrutinizing the dialectic historiography, Jameson takes another consequence of the neo-Marxist theory of Late Capitalism: that this period of social and economic history corresponds to the new cultural dynamics of postmodernism, that in the United States was related to the criticism of modernism.

Despite postmodernism cannot be confused with post-structuralism, the ambivalence of Architettura contemporanea, pointed out by Jameson and Heynen, and the criticism of high modernism tested in Progetto e utopia refers Tafuri’s work to a “poststructuralist” if not postmodern dimension. This despite Tafuri always rejected the “weak” way the term was appropriated by architecture, preferring instead the term hyper-modernism, to analyse a production that, in his view, is characterized by a constant fall back of reality.

The question, however, is not limited to a mere reaction to the American context. The problem of rejection of postmodernity by Tafuri lies in its assumption that the “social reproduction” in Late Capitalism takes the same form it had in the previous period of modernism, and that those who are called “post-modernists”, both in Europe and in the United States, simply replicate the old modernist solutions at lower levels of intensity and originality, not even reaching the tragic tension of the utopias of modernist artists (Jameson, 2000: 459). If the last show to exhaust the impossibility of architecture, its exhaustion as emancipatory tool, carrying an idea of progress, personalities such as James Stirling, Aldo Rossi, Vittorio Gregotti, John Hejduk and Peter Eisenman “end up accentuating by individualist approaches (private languages in Tafuri lexicon) the residual nature of an activity and a discipline totally useless.” In the end, pessimistic and disillusioned “they don’t do more than to anticipate, with their lucid experience, the emptiness of a speech totally oblivious to reality” (Solà-Morales, 2003: 249).

Jameson notes a certain inconsistency or contradiction in Tafuri’s position face to postmodernity. This inconsistency lies in “the deep historical affinity” between modernism analysis promoted by Tafuri and the postmodernist attacks on this same modernism, including Robert Venturi, whom the Italian historian, however, distances itself from criticizing him violently in Teorie e storia. In support of this idea, Jameson recalls that in Learning From Las Vegas, Venturi focuses “specifically in dialectics (and contradiction) between building and city, between architecture and urbanism”, i.e. in recurring themes in the historiography of Tafuri (Jameson, 2000: 459).

Postmodernism tries to do something quite different from modernism. No longer embodies the utopian ideology of high modernism, and in this sense, is void of any utopian or proto political impulse, although, as the suspect prefix “post” suggests, remains in a certain parasitic relationship with the high modernism that it repudiates. With postmodernism emerges a completely new aesthetic, significantly different from the previous one, which is sought to distance:

It will no doubt be observed that the symbolic act of high modernism, which seeks to resolve contradiction by stylistic fiat (even though its resolution may remain merely symbolic), is of a very different order and quality from that of a postmodernism that simply ratifies the contradictions and the fragmented chaos all around it by way of an intensified perception of, a mesmerized and well-nigh hallucinogenic fascination with, those very contradictions themselves (contenting itself with eliminating the affective charge of pathos, of the tragic, or of anxiety, which characterized the modern movement) (Jameson, 2000: 460).

Regardless some ideas of Tafuri can be read in the light of postmodernity, in particular its analysis of the ideology of modern architecture; we cannot forget that the censorship of modernity is part of modernity itself, as shown by the critical thinking in which Tafuri’s thought necessarily fits.

Nevertheless, between postmodernism and Tafuri’s pessimism, Jameson finds similarities and a kind of dialectic game, in the sense that both share and are determined by a common problem. Among the cultural pessimism of Tafuri,
with its entire rigor and ideological asceticism, and the free and complacent game of a postmodernism that entertains shuffling the cards of contemporary social reality, without committing to any radical change, there are not, in the end, many differences:

It is possible that these two positions are in fact the same, and that as different as they may at first seem, both rest on the conviction that nothing new can be done, no fundamental changes can be made within the massive being of late capitalism? What is different is that Tafuri’s thought lives this situation in a rigorous and self-conscious stoicism, whereas the practitioners and ideologues of postmodernism relax within it, inventing modes of perception in order to “be at home” in the same impossible extremity: changes of valence, the substitution of a plus sign for a minus on the same equation (Jameson, 2000: 460-61).

Three years after Architecture and the Critique of Ideology Jameson returns to Tafuri with another influential essay, The Politics of Theory: Ideological Positions in the Postmodern Debate. This time presents Tafuri simultaneously as “anti-modernist” and “anti-postmodernist” in relation to several other schools of thought.

Tafuri would certainly have been hostile to the “highly simplified” schemes of Jameson, as notes Joan Ockman. Not only because he refused all “easy” ratings of his own cultural affiliations, but also because he refused all the conventions and categories of historiography (Ockman, 1995: 67). Patrizia Lombardo also criticizes Jameson’s reading. According to this author, the use of labels such as “post-Marxism” and “postmodernism” is a reckless attitude by those who want to provide an ideologically correct framework of Tafuri’s text. These terms may even be clarifiers, but as Lombardo argues, “they imprison an intellectual effort in settings that paradoxically reinforce a linear, historicist approach, that the very Jameson does not stand to call ‘history of Marxism Contemporary’.” In this sense this author argues that Tafuri, but also Cacciari should be framed in the “Benjamin’s project”, or the “conceptual tension of metropolis” (Lombardo, 1993: xxxvii).

Regardless the criticism of Joan Ockman and Patrizia Lombardo, these works of Jameson, especially the first essay, have the merit to question the operability of Tafuri’s method, calling into question its systematic pessimism often associated with the death of architecture. In our case, it also serves to show how the most controversial dimension of the thought of the Italian historian is central to the postmodernism debate underway in America in the 1970s.

Josep Maria Montaner also drew attention to a number of contradictions in Tafuri’s thought. Most of these contradictions have already been pointed out. However, there is an assertion of this author that deserves attention: the statement that the ultimate objective of Italian historians’ research is never the architectural work, but the overcoming of ideological barriers that hide the power strategies and the unmasking of modes of production and power systems (Montaner, 2007: 81-84).

This criticism, enunciated in 1999 schematically and apparently without considering all the ambivalence of Tafuri’s thought noted by Jameson and Heynen, is developed in more depth by another Spanish author, the architect and historian Ignasi de Solà-Morales, in an essay published in the following year. In this work, Solà-Morales criticize Tafuri inability to incorporate conventional architectural attributes, i.e. all perceptual and/or emotional values that have no relation with the “critical history” historical needs. A structuralist unacknowledged prejudice seems to remain in Tafuri’s interpretive system, leading him to reject sensitive values and any experience of architecture that cannot be reduced to grammar (Solà-Morales, 2003: 252). Thus, the whole experience whose object is the sensible pleasure is disqualified for its critical intellectualism, as if this purpose, which Solà-Morales understands to belong to the art of all time, was the “quintessence of a hedonism denounced with the most negative guilt”, as can be read in Le Carboni di Jefferson, the last chapter of La Sfera e il labirinto:
The “pleasure” that we withdraw from reading the works of Hedjuk, Eisenman or Venturi is totally intellectual. Satisfaction with the subtle mind games that hold the absolute forms (designed or constructed: in this case, it is indifferent): there is no “social” value on it, is clear. By chance this pleasure it is not totally selfish and private? Easily we conclude that these architectures perpetuate a “treason” against the ideals of the Modern Movement. (Tafuri, 1984: 536).

Solà-Morales concludes that after thirty years of the founding gesture of Per una critica dell’ideologia architettonica, rereading the historiographical and critical work of Manfredo Tafuri shows “with a certain cruelty” his own dependencies as well as an obvious ideological agenda easy to identify with currents of thought dominant in the troubled years of the post-May 68. In that sense, the work of Tafuri is outdated from the historiographical point of view and today does not make sense to develop a new radical critique from a new unmasking speech of the ideology.

Solà-Morales focus its criticism on the problem of the “experience” of the subject with the architectural object or the city, relying on interpretive resources of phenomenology. Jameson as good post-structuralist remembers, however, that any relationship of this type is necessarily a socially constructed one. Arguments based on human body conceptions, especially in phenomenology, tendentiously are ahistorical, and involve assumptions about a certain eternal “human nature” that supposedly is always hidden behind the data of physiological analysis apparently “verifiable” and scientific.

Against this case, Jameson argues that the body is in fact a social body, and that there is not a human body in advance, but a whole historical set of social experiences of the body, a range of body standards designed by a number of historical “modes of production” and social formations. In this sense, he states that the “return” to a natural “vision” of the body in space proposed by phenomenology also stands as an ideological, if not nostalgic, opinion contrary to what Solà-Morales intimates (Jameson, 2000: 442-43).

Regardless of the judgment we may have about the “monolithic” materialistic and negative view of Tafuri, the truth is, beyond the implementation and expansion of digital resources, with implications in all areas of the discipline - in the design, construction, representation, in languages and forms - architecture has not changed radically since Tafuri ended the study of contemporary. The biomorphic experiments of authors such as Greg Lynn that pointed to a “brave new world” supported by the new digital tools were attenuated in recent years in favour of more conventional approaches and forms, often oriented towards a return to the modernist tradition.

Today also, there is no effort, as it has existed since the mid-1960s to mid-1990s, to transform the architecture, through a practice rooted in ideologies that seek to question, clarify, and improve the world we live in. A critical view of architecture is now changing, if not in crisis, with the last decade witnessing several attacks on the ideas developed by the authors of the Frankfurt School and the French post-structuralist philosophers, considered by many authors as being exhausted. This post-critical position is not only an abandonment of a socio-political conception of architecture in favour of the reality of professional practice and construction, but above all, the adherence to the realistic and pragmatic ideology of neo-liberalism that has become dominant in the West after the events of 1989. In addition, the economic crisis that devastates the world since 2008 and Europe in particular, shows how the “perpetual crisis” scrutinized in Progetto e utopia still retains all its relevance.
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Abstract
In the present context of design research, it is proposed the reflection on the utopia (non-place) as a design methodology for the transformation of thinking and the development of ideas as ideal projection of full freedom of thought. Through an intervention in the entrance area of the Architecture Faculty of the University of Lisbon, this reflection aims to present the Pop Up as an ideal artefact that sees itself, stimulating creativity, revaluing and requalifying the role of participants, approaching utopia and perfection. Thus, it is aspire that the entrance (available place) of the FA-ULisbon develops on it an interface in the search for authenticity and feasibility of creative ideal, fertile for social experimentation with people, materials, and processes. In this scope, creativity is presented as a solution method of collective needs through continuous transformation, based on a dynamic network of relations that establishes a new order in opposition to chaos.

The possibility of a place that can stimulate creativity it is given by the use of no-place (Pop Up) which emancipates the emotional state of the individual through the artefact, in its always-amazing action, promoting behaviours, developing identities and expanding memory. It is proposed therefore to systematize a project that, through its utopian manifesto, defends this interface as a place of creativity stimulus.

Keywords: Design, Utopia, Creativity, Pop Up

1. Introduction
The design should serve the needs and desires of all of us. By moving away from its traditional areas, developed on the materiality of the artefact, the design approaches the dominant immateriality of human experience, which is reflected in areas such as learning, creating, caring, living, working, playing, and buying.

The evolution of design in terms of human experience could be in the critical and permanent evaluation of its results, with the objective of individual growth in its relationship in the community and the territory. This evolution does not seem to be indifferent to the fact that the design has learned to use its own creativity to stimulate the creativity of most people.

In this context, the design is the driving force and generates tools and/or models on which it can express creativity, in particular through the creation of productive systems of intangible objects, such as education, health, politics and knowledge.

It seems important to also underline that experience enables participants to focus in a world of wills and own senses. As stated by Flusser (2010, p. 14), all depends on the intention (design), and both are the result of particular views, as the achievement of their goals can enrich projectable attitude. Until very recently, it is recalled that industrial tools deny such possibilities, precisely because they allowed only their creators to determine the meaning and the expectations of others.

In the present context of research design, which presents the Pop Up1 as an event design strategy, we propose a reflection on the utopia as a project methodology that legitimizes and guides the development of ideas and the transformation of thought, emancipating, ideally, the projection and granting complete freedom to thinking (More, 2004).

2. Non-place (utopia)
Utopia is commonly understood as the motivation behind the design to perfection, establishing itself as thought and process and not as a result. Consequently, the utopia drives the creative development, sustained in the relationship between a fantasist/sensitive thought of emancipation from reality and a technical/practical thinking response to the same reality. As a non-place, it allows creativity; imagination and fantasy intersect with intangibles such as the beautiful, sensitive, and human, a mixed game of identity and relationship (Augé, 2012, 70).

Utopia, as a way of thought, focuses on ways of thinking about reality, in order to reach eventually a situation of social and urban perfection, based on our needs and concerns, drawing on fantasy, but assuming a lower or higher feasibility. One can therefore engage in an infeasible utopia (intangible assets), in literary form or graphical thought, however inspiring, and might encourage research, or, on the other hand, a feasible utopia as Pop Up strategy, of an ideal object and in an exercise of approximation of utopia to perfection. The ephemeral nature of the project through its constant transformation gives greater emphasis to the process - through which it seeks perfection - than its own perfection. The Pop Up is justified as an incessant building model in search of the path to perfection. This principle also reveals the conviction of the dynamic and changing nature of the being of Taoist philosophy. The possibility of a place to stimulate creativity can involve the use of a non-place, the Pop Up that in its amazing action promotes the relationship. Each location requires a suitability, which contributes to a stimulating environment. This stimulation, to be achieved through this artefact boost the action of the individual in the place, revealing his sense of belonging and responsibility by appealing to act ethically. The contexts differ and architecture, along with the design, conceives one scenography that seems more appropriate to each place. The value of the place is the result of the meaning of each element (person, product, process) and their respective stories, building memories and identity. Indeed, utopia is based on society as a whole and does justice to the interaction between people, products and processes, as well as the interrelation between functions, institutions and goals (More, 2004). In its practice, the utopian method imagines life as a whole made of interrelations, in the union of the parties, as an organic structure (network) with increasing capacity for organization, whose balance must be preserved to promote the development and transcendence (Mumford, 2007, 13). In the strive to find a place for action, challenge, opposition and confrontation, utopia can also establish a new order in opposition to chaos, because chaos always exists where the creative spirit ceases to exercise control of imagination.

3. A place for non-places

This reflection on the utopia has as intervention area the entrance of the Faculty of Architecture of the University of Lisbon. On the need to better define and characterize the entry of FA-ULisbon, it is proposed here an interface to the experience of the material/tangible with the immaterial/intangible. The aim is to stimulate the creativity of the participants, but also dignify the institution. In addition, it is desired that this interface will be a platform for a set of tactics, strategically conceived with the aim of manoeuvres (like Pop Up) of wonder that we can incorporate into fantasy and seduction worlds in order to emancipate the individual and collective creativity. At the same time, it aims to evaluate, reuse and requalifying the institution itself and consolidate its presence within the area as a home for knowledge. This exercise in the FA-ULisbon entrance is appealing to a
feasible utopia, in the form of an artefact (Pop Up), an ideal object. Moreover, with the approximation of utopia to perfection, it is intended to demonstrate its application for the recovery of this place, which is available (Figs. 1 and 2). The spatial vagueness in this place makes us feel the need to delimit the implementation of this interface on the existing reinterpretation. The entrance area of the Faculty of Architecture covers the outer space by the stairs to the west, to the Sá Nogueira Street and the area of access to the building 2, the court of the secretariat, bounded on the north by Technical University Avenue and the south by street internal access to the car park. In a functional perspective, it promotes itself in areas that could integrate versatile uses such as the design, the being, and the sharing. In the absence of a program, it is felt the need to define strategies. For the enjoyment of the place, the tactics to stimulate creativity that can be unleashed are: the expectation; the promise (in addition to specific features of the object) that meets the aspirations and moods that encourage and sustain the imagination; by seduction, experiencing the constant call to conversion for innovation; by affection, on relation to the object and the next one. The emotional side, captivated by the repository of memories and stories, triggers the desire to return and thus confirm the promise to expand the experience and intensify the relationship. In an interpretation of the place, three zones are defined: the facade, to call on the promise of an expectation, the route, to the awareness of an experience, the stays, inviting to stay and contemplate, in the confirmation of the relationship (Fig. 2).

To define this interface we developed a facade plan, building a "skin" defined by a reticulated structure (which could be a scaffolding system) representing the relational network. This facade separates the interior from the outside and is covered by a transparent screen. It defines the exterior with a "front" always under construction, a place for dynamic (light, sound, and action) and support for the identification and communication of the institution. For the interior, it surrounds and conforms the territory of the house. This giant and transparent "screen" would allow the identification of the outside of all the "layers" scenographically framing the institution, as a showcase of experiences (Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6).

4. The house
The house is the place where we are most true, authentic, and unique. The house as a general and abstract representation is a “unit” of knowledge that is associated with communication and celebration, the language of objects, colours, and materials, in the will to show who we are and to know ourselves better. We need a house felt physically and psychologically to compensate our vulnerability to the world around us. The spaces where we live are the refuge for our convictions are where our desires take shape and our dreams are preserved. According to Botton (2006, 121), the house is any space able to make more consistent the truths that the world generally ignores or that our heart has difficulty to keep. To feel the house as ours, we must recognize harmony with our own essence, because that is where we meet with ourselves, develop knowledge to interact with the world, and is the place where we lodge references, memories, and stories.

Being a system of references and a perceived image, the house is the abode of authenticity in a physical and emotional interface, where we create the expectation of a promise, practice the experience, and build the relationship (Silveira Dias, 2013).

The entrance (of the house) has the ambition to attract the eye, to seduce and invite into it. The entry should impress as result of the confidence that inspires the house, the prestige assigned to it, and the degree of identification that it transmits. Therefore, we work for the impression of the institution in the territory.

For this impression Zumthor (2006, 11) points out that when we see a person for the first time, we have a first impression. Something similar happens when you enter a building; you see a space and feel immediately an atmosphere. The “first impression” is defined as a promise and its meaning. It creates a resulting expectation of the messages received by the different touchpoints by which the house communicates: more tangible ones, such as the shape, scale, structure, finishes, light and sound and other more intangible as meaning, identification, movement, anatomy, and atmosphere. At first glance, these are some of the forms of communication that the house has with the individual. Thus, based on the expected, we made the decision to enter and confirm if the house corresponds to the previously formulated promise, longing to see and live scenarios that present themselves as closer with what we dreamed (Loução, 2013, 94).

The entry defines the territory of belonging. We are part of an area in which we had no part before we transpose it. We belong to a place where previously we did not belong (Bachelard, 1978, 335). It is about that feeling of tension between inside and outside, be in and out, which Zumthor (2006, 46) tells us about the match between the individual and the crowd, between the private and the public, between our deprivation and public display. The facade of a building speaks and a present publicly, give us references and communicates with the outside. It reveals but does not show everything. What is hidden belongs only to those who enter and want to see what goes in there. Even then, not everything is revealed or discovered immediately.

In the invitation to come in, we are encouraged to participate in the experiment that develops during the course: the experience of enjoyment and participation of our consciousness in motion, over the time we remain in this place, inside of it. We stop being visitors to be participants. Each object, surface, texture, light, colour, sound, smell, motion, should continuously strengthen the initial expectation and consolidate our relationship with the house. So, the project in advance, from a cognitive point of view, should try to understand how the participant will “feel” the house and how will you learn, remember and think about this unity of thought. Indeed, strategic thinking in the project is crucial in building a script: the analysis of contextual conditions that determine the materiality or the intangible character of the artefacts in the built environment; the reflection on language, processes, and design, with an emphasis on creative, methodological, and technological issues, in order to encourage innovative and experimental approaches.
In the globalization age, in the context of reformulation of values and identities in which we live, strategic thinking allows structural changes in the issue of addressing the complex systems that form and function perform. In this context, may develop greater permeability tactics in the construction of experience, which is intended to be dynamic and evolving over time. Heraclitus of Ephesus argued that nothing in this world is permanent except change and transformation. Zumthor (2006) promotes a transition architecture, passion for shapes, the effective achievement of their objectives, which, with the connivance of other arts, architecture refers to the ability to act and link relationships and ability to survive.

Fig. 7: The relational network. http://www.takeacharcoal.com/string-by-numenfor-use/. Accessed 14 February 2016

5. The relational network

The definition of the entrance of FA-ULisbon (a house for the knowledge) as an interface for Pop Up events will allow the ephemeral nature to retrieve the place of tradition insofar as it develops a place for the transmission of practice and values between generations and different experiences. In this perspective, it constitutes a specific area of strategic intervention with polyvalent character, reflecting approaches that adequately respond to various scenarios, crossing imaginary, concepts, ideas, techniques, technologies materials and exploiting the complementarities among the various areas of professional interventions (Duarte, 2007, 24).

The institution has the possibility of increasing the level of supply, creating relevant actions, and partnerships. This strategic alignment offers references to students and community, ratings and recommendations, adding value to the experience of knowledge and enhancing the relationship with the institution. The institution, in turn, expands it visibility and recognition with the community in the territory. Partnerships of various areas of knowledge of the institution (architecture, urban planning, design), with the sponsorship of material brands, and individuals invited in demonstrations associated with a unique character communication, will enable the creation of a more holistic view of the perception about the institution. Still, the additional introduction of support for actions services in this interface can provide parallel experiences, providing additional reasons for students to interact more with the institution and feel that they are part of it and develop an ethical responsibility, with the awareness that they contribute to knowledge.

Thus, it is established a network of logic in a system of relations with the actions described above. The network morphology seems to be well adapted to the increasing complexity of interaction and to unpredictable models of secondary development of the creative power of such interaction (Kelly, 1995).

6. A project as manifest of utopia

As a reflection exercise developed from the intervention and rehabilitation of the entrance area of the FA-ULisbon, it is proposed an interventional reflection as a new way of thinking, assuming utopia as methodology. On the other hand, facing and appropriating this space as an entry in the Faculty’s architectural set (house), is an architectural design challenge on a pilot space where we might want to enable creative responses depending on assumptions and functional arguments associated with large utility spaces as social/meeting/ludic spaces - the fertile interface for social experimentation with people (Bourriaud, 2008, 08). This is therefore a possible definition of constructive design, using sustainable building premises and optimizing recycling, reuse and
redevelopment resources.

6.1. Knowledge areas

In this particular, we propose the application of the following knowledge areas that through interdisciplinary and their reciprocal action, may decide the project: as main areas, Architecture, Design, and Urbanism; Lighting, Acoustics, Thermal, Multimedia, Inclusiveness, and Sustainability, as secondary areas; Marketing, Cognitive Science, Philosophy, Ecology, Economics, Sociology, and Anthropology as complementary areas.

6.2. Knowledge areas

Through the interaction of people, processes and products, is intended to create a synergy between the teachers and the students of this institution, the teachers and students from other national and international institutions (exchange), as well as suppliers and producers of materials, services and technology, brands represented by the respective materials, services and technologies, and invited experts, external to the institution, and the community in general.

6.3. Intention

The implementation of this project aims to build an ideal and practical interface, to increase the capacity to reflect, understand and perform actions through the processes, in order to consolidate a strategy of action for, inter alia: to potentiate and to affirm the perception and value of the institution in the knowledge universe; to continuously assess its position in the community; to reclassify the space of the entrance zone as an interface for creativity; to revitalize the image of the institution for recognition, adding value and promoting its growth; to expand the current cultural, technical and artistic spheres, so that it is part of a broader universe; to appropriate areas less consolidated in its structure, such as recreational, social, economic and even political; to meet an economy of means and enhance the “profit” of participants; to stimulate the interaction of participants through support, collaborations and sponsorships; to promote interdisciplinarity between the institution and the community; to observe the behaviour of actors and outline standards of relationship based on ethical responsibility; to promote entrepreneurship activities or the creation of new methods, in order to develop and stimulate services, or any organization of activities and administration; to modify the place through inclusiveness inherent in processes and mind-sets.

6.4. Methodology

The methodology proposal is based on an interface for utopia as a way to find results through: anticipation of evolution, growth and any changes through the developed models with visionary sense; monitoring from the start (idea) to the implementation of the project (work), a global, constant and ongoing management among participants, product and processes; continuous evaluation of the behaviour and performance of people face the processes and materials (studied, developed and transformed) and the assessment of their life cycle; observation of the enjoyment of the place (behaviour) through the way it appropriates, adapts and expands people in the place, in relation to the materials and others; constant dynamic construction and guarantee of a file/memory display; reflection of the place for tradition, rapprochement of generations with the transmission of values and practices that contribute to the expansion of knowledge; identification of the life cycle of the interface itself, the ability to anticipate its end, if justified by failure of the overall project, or even through the succession of other more effective. The same applies to the parts (Pop Up) which form the all, if they are exceeded by more effective and specific models.

7. Conclusion
In this Project Design is established an ambition for a feasible utopia, validating the Pop Up as ideal object approach to perfection.

Reply and validate through the values of Pop Up (transgression, contamination, portability, revelation, concealment, mishap and manoeuvre) is also using it as a dynamic model of creative strategies with strong economic and social performance, with a view to functional adequacy and enhancement of community life.

This design project aims to answer how the ephemeral sense of Pop Up can help develop behaviour through design and hence consolidate its humanizing capacity (relationship and proximity) in the following possible fields of application: the recovery of the sense of community and new economic and cultural dynamics in the community; in favour of recovery and revitalization of the tangible and intangible heritage; the dialectics with the inside, the outside, the buildings and the mental; the reinvention of application materials (new and used) and their transformation; the reinterpretation of function and form (ready-made) of materials, products and behaviours; the promise, experience and relationship; in the design process as contamination and the definition of its life cycle, for understanding the material ephemerality and the immaterial non ephemerality; the imagination of stimulus globally considered and carried out through inter-relations networks, with increasing capacity for organization, whose balance must be preserved to promote the development and transcendence; and finally the implementation of the non-place for self-consciousness in the appropriation of an affective place.
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1 The Pop Up concept is identifiable in the following realities: in a Pop-up book that, when opened, emerges and develops three-dimensional constructions, revealing dynamic and colourful worlds that arise from within the book; in the extra “window” that opens in a web page, whose sudden appearance interrupts the user’s routine and sends it to parallel worlds, extra information or advertising; in Retail Design, as a definition of shopping categories. Pop Up Store is distinguished from others by its dynamics in time and space. They are temporary stores, which survive for a short period in the transportation of a brand. They have installation character and derive from guerrilla marketing strategy that uses less conventional and more warlike methods and actions. A Pop Up Store can be mobile or simply settle in an unusual place. It has always meant to be an unforgettable event and in the middle of the crowd. This concept serves to
raise the status of the brand and allows consumers access to exclusive products only find in these specific places, or else can also provide consumers to participate in an interactive action and with no product. If we can recognize this category of store used in Retail Design for its event potential (cause/effect), for cell (mobile/portable) and operation (mishap/manifest), its evaluation and validation could be a model applicable to other areas beyond retail.

2 Taoism is a religion arising from the second-century China (Han Dynasty) and originates from an Eastern philosophy, highly valued by Confucianism, known as Tao (way). The origin of the philosophical component of Taoism is attributed to the Chinese philosopher Lao Tse, who lived in the sixth century B.C.

3 According to marketing strategy, consumer perception about a brand is based on the assumption that the message communicated is always the same in all touch points. Name, logo, product, packaging, service, advertising, environment, building, are some of the contact points - or forms of communication - that a brand has with its audience.

4 Heraclitus of Ephesus (sixth century B.C.) is considered one of the most important pre-Socratic philosophers, for formulating strongly the problem of permanent unity of being on the plurality and mutability of transitory things.
PART III - ARTS
Abstract
In the Renaissance, with the growth of humanism, painters dealt with classical themes to fulfil commissions for the decoration of the homes of patrons such as the case of Botticelli’s ‘Birth of Venus’ or allegorical content for civic commissions. Other sources of content were found in the writings of humanists or in religious themes, of which Michelangelo’s Ceiling of the Sistine Chapel is an outstanding example. The pictorial representation underlying painterly practices were being transformed through the observation of nature, the study of anatomy, the establishment of perspective as a system, as well as the study of colour and light.

This paper emphasizes the use of colour and light in Italy, from Giotto’s innovations to the Early Renaissance and how it developed into High Renaissance by invoking the most outstanding technical and artistic contributions of Michelangelo, Rafael and Leonardo da Vinci and their colour systems. The Treatises by Cennini and by Alberti are integrated for their contribution to this innovative era in Florence.

Venice is not contemplated within this paper, not for the sake of its irrelevance, but rather, due to the enormous relevance of the Venetian ‘colorito’, with its unique and distinct direction and development.

Keywords: Renaissance Painting. Alberti and Cennini. Cangiante. Unione. Sfumato

1. Introduction- The appearance of a painting
Painting is a small part of the whole subject of Medieval and Renaissance art, even though extremely complex. Its complexity involves the origins of a particular technique, periods of its use in different regions, stylistic and technical developments, inventions, circulation of literature and documents regarding materials and technical procedures, some of which considered secret. Thompson’s “Materials and Techniques of Medieval Painting” (1956) is an extraordinary account of carriers and grounds; binding media, pigments and metals with descriptions of technical aspects, clarification of effects and functions, variation of methods, craftsmanship, particularities of media and characteristics of the composition of materials, their applications, with and extensive chapter on pigments'.

One of the variables that determine the appearance of a given painting is the medium used. Besides holding the pigment in place, the medium alters the pigment. The mixing of media with pigment is called ‘tempering’ and a tempera can be any binding agent, even an oil. This is the term’s general meaning, although it is associated with a particular technique of mixing egg with pigment for gessoed panels in medieval painting. Later this technique was less used than oil, and combinations of oil with resin replaced tempera in general in sixteenth century Europe. However, egg tempera was revitalised in early nineteenth century when Mary Philadelphia Marrifield published Cennino Cennini’s book “Libro dell’Arte” in its translation to English in 1844. Egg tempera paintings change much less than oil paintings- they dry rapidly and the second coat does not pick up the first as happens in watercolour, and the mixtures in terms of viscosity vary with the amount of water used.

Other factors include opaqueness, transparency and colour changes that
some pigments undergo when mixed with some media, as well as the proportion of pigment to medium in a given mixture or even optical effects and appearances that varnishes, waxes, glairs, and gums produced on the resulting work over time. For example, blue pigments are very often more affected by media. Two accounts are given by Thompson (1956: 56-57) that exemplify the influence of media on the resulting colour appearance. The first is “Livro de como se fazen as côres”, written in Portuguese, but in Hebrew characters in the fifteenth century or even earlier says to temper dark blues with gum; but for light blues to add white lead and temper with glair. Mixtures of gums and glair were often concocted and partook of the advantages of each component. The second appears in Ambrogio di Ser Pietro of Sienna writings in 1463:

If a blue is full coloured, the tempera wants to be weaker in gum; and if the blue is weak, the tempera wants to be stronger in gum.

Fig. 1 Santa Maria del Fiore and Brunelleschi Dome, Florence. Photo credit M. J. Durão, Accademia Gallery, Florence

2. Colour in the Trecento: “Il libro dell’Arte”

Medieval colours used in the Renaissance included bone black, lamp black, vine black; white lead, gypsum, kaolin, orpiment, massicot, yellow, burnt ochre, raw umber, burnt umber, raw sienna, burnt sienna, red lead, red bole, vermilion, cinnabar, brazil wood lake, madder lake, sap green, green earth, verdigris, malachite, green, azurite, flower of woad, ultramarine.

“Il libro dell’Arte” written by Cennino d’Andrea Cennini (1933) describes in detail the very methods used in the fourteenth century - the very methods that he used himself. It contains practical advice on “how to paint” almost everything that a late medieval painter would need for painting in egg tempera and in fresco. It was not published before the nineteenth century, but must have circulated among painting workshops at the time and thereafter. To illustrate Cennini’s descriptions, Bomford and Roy (1994) chose Nardo di Cione’s altarpiece “Saint John the Baptist with Saint John the Evangelist and Saint James”, painted for the church of S. Giovanni Battista della Calza in Florence ca. 1365. Effectively, the panel is gilded, the haloes punched and worked upon as the artisan procedure of the Trecento. The gold brocade carpet depicted by Nardo di Cione in this altarpiece corresponds to the painting technique used by Cennini for making a cloth of gold:

If you want to make the cloth red, lay in with vermillion over this burnished gold. If you need to put any dark on it, put it on with lac; if you need to put on lights, put them on with red lead; all tempered with yolk of egg (…) and in the same way, if you want to make them green, black, or any way you like. (CENNINI 1933: 86-87)

The correspondence between Cennini’s recommendations for painting in panel with egg tempera and Nardo di Cione’s altarpiece extends to the treatment of the draperies:

Always start by doing draperies with lac … leave the first value in its own colour; and take the two parts of lac colour, the third of white lead; and when this is tempered, step up three values from it, which vary slightly from each other: tempered well, and always made lighter with white lead worked up.

A very significant part of Cennini’s instructions deals with the method he used to create volume with colour in the folds of the drapery (CENNINI 1933: 92):

Start to apply the dark colour, shaping up the folds where the dark part of the figure is to come. (…) take the middle colour and lay in the backs and the reliefs of the dark folds, and begin with this colour to shape up the folds of the relief, and around toward the light part of the figure, then take the light colour and lay in the reliefs and the backs of the light part of the figure.

The system of the three colours is stressed in the final explanation of the procedure:

When you have got it well laid in and these
three colours blended, make another lighter one out of the lightest ... and out of this lighter one make another lighter still; and have the variations among them very slight. Then touch in with pure white lead the strongest reliefs. And make the darks, gradually in the same way, until you finally touch in the strongest darks with pure lac.

Cennini describes colour combinations for the painting of fabrics, none of which correspond to Nardo’s, except that he uses ‘cangiante’ or ‘shot’ draperies. One saint wears a green ‘cangiante’: the middle tone is an almond green shade, the shadows are blue, and the highlights are pale green-yellow.

By the end of the 1400s, oil painting was used all over Europe but that did not prevent the development of fresco painting in major works made by Rafael, Michelangelo, and Carracci for example. Although “Il Libro Dell’Arte” is mainly about painting frescoes and egg tempera, a few chapters touch upon the use of oil on a wall, on panel, or on iron. In his account, there is an allusion to Northern Europe’s use of oil: “I want to teach you to work with oil on wall or panel as the Germans are much given to do”. (CENNINI 1933: 57)

Later on, he recommends tempering with oil when you need to paint velvet cut threads: “make the cut threads as the velvet requires with a minever brush, in a colour tempered with oil...” (CENNINI 1933: 89-90).

The second section of “Il Libro dell’Arte” addresses colours specifically in terms of their “character” (the coarsest and the most fastidious; the colours that need to be worked up or ground; the colours that call for tempera or another medium. The approach he uses is overall instructive and informative. As an example, you may find such titles as “How to make a green with white lead and terre-verte; or lime white” or “On the character of the Red colour called sinoper”; “On the character of the Red called vermillion, and how it should be worked up”; “How to make the Red called cinabrese for doing flesh on the wall”; “How to make a green with orpiment and indigo.” This section also includes Cennini’s naming of different colours; black; red sinoper, cinabrese, vermillion, red lead, hematite, dragonsblood, lac; yellow; light ochre, dark ochre; giallorino; orpiment, realgar, saffron, arzica; green, terre verte; malachite (blue-green); verdigris; white lead, lime white; azurite and ultramarine. Aligning with tradition, Cennini claims “seven” natural colours, four of which mineral: black, red, yellow and green; three are natural, but need to be helped artificially, as lime white, giallorino, azurite, and ultramarine.

Fig. 2 Pacino di Bonaguida, tempera and gold on panel (1320-1329). Photo credit M. J. Durão, Accademia Gallery, Florence

3. Transitioning to the Renaissance

From 1434, the Medici dominated Florence and with their wealth supported all the expressions of arts and humanities, gathering around them a group of poets, musicians, architects, sculptors, painters and scholars. A family of tradesmen, the Medici reached all the major centres in Europe and their agent Tommaso Portinari commissioned one of the most famous masterpieces of Northern Renaissance art, the “Portinari Altarpiece” by Hugo van der Goes (ca. 1476). This painting used translucent oil glazes, a technique that produced brilliant colour interactions.

Oil paint was used in glass and stone as early as the eighth century but during the early fifteenth century, Jan van Eyck, ...
Hubert van Eyck, and Roger van der Weyden notably perfected the technique of oil on panel by using the medium to model space, objects and figures. The fact that oil takes longer to dry and that it blends easily on painting surfaces allow for layers of paint to be added without the layers painted underneath. On the other hand, colour modelling may be achieved by addition of colour glazes. The transparency afforded by glazes creates both refined detail and depth of space in the depiction of architectural space - a vehicle for creating the third dimension. Antonello da Messina is often credited with introducing oil painting into Italy and Masaccio as the founder of Renaissance painting with a succeeding generation of painters like Piero della Francesca, Pollaiuolo and Andrea del Verrochio.

The technique made possible with the use of oil liberated the painter from the limitations of painting with egg tempera alone. For example, in “Il Libro dell’Arte” volume was modelled by using pure colours for the shadows and by adding white to pure pigment to achieve mid-tones and more white for the highlights. A variation of this technique using a completely different colour for the shadow is called “cangiantismo” (cangiante). In this case, the shadow hue is still unmixed-except with white-, but never with black, to preserve its brilliance. Giotto was credited for the introduction of this technique, and it is therefore not strange that Cennini would pay a tribute to him in various passages while establishing a lineage of painters: Giotto had Taddeo Gaddi of Florence as his pupil for 24 years, Taddeo had Agnolo, his son, and Agnolo had Cennino for 12 years as a pupil (CENNINI 1933: 46).

In “The Modes of Coloring in the Cinquecento”, Hall (1994) assigns the technique of ‘cangiantismo’ to Michelangelo. She argues that in the High Renaissance there evolved four systems of colouring, each demonstrated by a painter: ‘cangiantismo’ by Michelangelo; sfumato by Leonardo; chiaroscuro by late Rafael and Sebastiano del Piombo; and unione by Rafael.

Michelangelo’s painting of the Sistine Chapel in 1508 revived cangiante changing hue when the initial one cannot be made light enough. The inverse is also cangiante: the change to a darker hue when the initial hue cannot be made dark enough. One of the most outstanding practitioners of the technique was Michelangelo in the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. For example, the use of cangiante can be seen in the transition from green to yellow in Prophet Daniel’s robes.

A technique not in use at a time that other modelling techniques were experimented, such as sfumato, chiaroscuro, and unione. Michelangelo’s cangiantismo takes cangiante further by using it not only in draperies of Angels, but in entire compositions, pairing colour hues symmetrically, named ‘isochromatism’, ‘isochromatism’, a term invented by John Shearman (1987) consisted of a system of organizing colours, such as the symmetrical repetition of the colour of the vestment of an angel. The use of these patterns for aesthetic outcomes, the vibrant colours and saturated hues, the gold and silver, the overall gilding and ornamentation, served the purpose of medieval painter in representing the unearthly and transcendent.

The Sistine Chapel’s frescoes have a distinct brilliance, since Michelangelo operated on the shifting of hue, rather than the value or tone of colour, and the range of contrast is wide due to the use of white to de-saturate the hue. The depth of composition is achieved through the balance of luminance. Yellow, for example has enough luminance, so it does not need to be de-saturated. Michelangelo revived Giotto’s cangiante using vivid hues for shadowing and thus contrasting with the de-saturated highlights, instead of following Alberti’s advice.

Approximately forty years after Cennini’s publication, Leon Battista Alberti wrote “Della Pittura” (On Painting) (ALBERTI 1991) in 1435-1436, a treatise of Renaissance painting in Italy. “Della Pittura” was not a manual for the painter. Rather, it was a treatise on the theory of art and even though it considers the use of colour, it has a different approach from Cennini’s treatment of
Alberti’s treatise focuses on form and its relationships with light-shadow and colour. I have taught how the same colour, according to the light that it receives, will alter its appearance. I have said that white and black express to the painter shade and light; all other colours for the painter are matter to which he adds more or less shadow or light. (ALBERTI 1991: 82)

Alberti’s “Della Pittura” provided advice on how to paint in accordance to nature in a more realistic approach where use of light and shadow are used to create realism, relief, volume, depth, distance and the experience of colour. Shearman (1962; 1992) addresses ‘tonal unity’, claiming that it superseded cangiantismo and all medieval colour techniques, since they became unappealing toward the end of the fifteenth century.

Leonardo found a balance among brightness of hues, by controlling the dimensions of hue and brightness separately, thus achieving unione, i.e. equal brightness. The ‘tonal unity’ that is found in Flemish oil painting is due to ‘down modelling’- one of Alberti’s aspects of colour shading.

Leonardo used sfumato to attenuate colour outlines and chiaroscuro, a procedure for colour modulation with light and dark as did Andrea del Sarto. While chiaroscuro forces high contrast of value, unione is softer in the search for the right tonal key. The tonal key is found when there is harmony between light and dark, without the excesses and accentuation of a chiaroscuro composition.

Searching for greater realism in painting, Leonardo’s sfumato was a quite different solution from Michelangelo’s cangiantismo and Rafael’s unione, and later chiaroscuro. In the gradual transitions of sfumato, colour shadows soften, even though defined. If we classify in a sequence the quality of gradual and subtle transitions, then sfumato would come first, followed by unione, then cangiante and chiaroscuro, last.

Rafael’s ‘School of Athens’ represents an innovative contribution to the Quattrocento colour naturalism. That was done using 6 techniques (BELL 1991): (1) variety in colour arrangement; (2) unione of the whole; (3) unione and dolcezza; (4) relief; (5) the massing of light and colours; (6) chiaroscuro in perspective.

Rafael did not want to part from the use of brilliant colour effects, but found an equilibrium in the use of bellezza di colore and sfumato, achieving at once soft shadowing and tonal unity. Later works by Rafael combined sfumato with chiaroscuro. Rafael was the master of unione leading the way to chiaroscuro, that Hall (1994) considers the modes of colour of the High Renaissance in Italy.

4. Conclusion

The previous disregard for a naturalist representation of depth and the experience of colour conflicted with Brunelleschi’s linear perspective that dictated the representation of spatial depth, recession, formal volume, and relief. This required the understanding of light and its impact on the depiction of the colour phenomenon.

Unlike the unnatural medieval painting,
Alberti’s system aimed to depict a more natural experience of colour. The emergence of this new system was made possible with the introduction of oil as a frequently used medium. Oil allowed for a large amount of experimentation with colour to take place due to the inherent qualities of the medium: transparency; slowness to dry benefiting fusion and blending of colours, underpainting, ‘up modelling’ and ‘under modelling’. When ‘Della Pittura’ was published in 1435–6 both systems co-existed, but it prepared the direction not only for art, but for the artist and the patron as well.

By 1434 in Florence, Brunelleschi was closing the Dome of the Cathedral, Donatello had completed much of the Cathedral’s sculpture, Ghiberti’s first doors had been concluded; Masaccio was dead but his work was new in Florence. ‘Della Pittura’, owing to the art of Brunelleschi, Donatello, and Masaccio, was a fundamental source for other painting treatises of the fifteenth century such as those of Filarete, Piero della Francesca, and Leonardo da Vinci, besides painters all over the world thereafter. This is one of the reasons why Jacob Burkhardt claims that Alberti was the first universal genius (BUKHARDT 1951).

---

1 On materials and painting techniques, see Maria João DURÃO (2006; 2008; 2015).
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Abstract
The search for the essence of colour harmony has a long tradition that, being a quest for aesthetic values, remains a contemporary question insofar as it addresses the interrelated issues of both beauty and pleasure. Colour harmony has been discussed in terms of two different points of view. As a measurement of aesthetics, the researches of colour harmony are based on the discovery of its systematic rules by identifying the relationship between colours and its aesthetic value in beauty and harmony. The proportional and orderly arrangements of colours and their relations to mathematics are the main concerns of this first approach. As a measurement of emotion, colour harmony is regarded as subject matter of pleasure, subjective feeling which is peculiar to an individual. Relying on the second approach, many studies have been conducted to identify the reasons behind why colour combinations are perceived as beautiful, pleasant, and harmonious. Thus, this paper is a retrospective review of the literature of colour harmony, its theories, and principles considering the two approaches. The assumption is that, in either case, colour harmony is grounded in a search for the ideality of pleasurableness.
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1. Introduction

“In the enjoyment of colours, individually or in harmony, is experienced by the eye as an organ, and it communicates its pleasure to the rest of the man.”

In ‘The Principles of Psychology’, James states that the primary layer of emotional responses involves subtle feelings like pleasure which is elicited by harmonious combinations of colours, lines and sounds (apud CUPCHIK 1994). According to O’Connor (2010), the general acceptance of colour harmony, upon the definition of Burchett (2002: 28) is “Colours seen together to produce a pleasing affective response are said to be in harmony.” Depending on the pleasing effects of colours, searching for the essence of colour harmony has a long tradition throughout the history and scientific world by addressing the question, which colours in combination are harmonious, beautiful, and yield pleasure. Some Greek philosophers, according to whom beauty and harmony were inseparable notions that could only be explained by mathematics, held debates on the evaluation of the nature of colour, its beauty, and harmony. The utilisation of mathematical order to describe the notion of beauty forms the basis of colour harmony theories from ancient periods towards contemporary times (HOLTZSCHUE 2011). The thinking of colour in earliest times was largely based on the hypothesis of Aristotle (350 B.C.), who assumed that “Whatever is visible is colour and colour is what lies upon what is in its own nature visible.” (MACADAM 1970: 2). Aristotle also asserted that, “[...] sunlight always becomes darkened or less intense in its interactions with objects.” (NASSAU 1998: 4) thus “[...] what is seen in light is always colour.” (MACADAM 1970: 3). In accordance, he believed that “[...] white and the black could be juxtaposed in quantities so minute that (a particle of) either separately would be visible,
though their combination [...] would be visible; and they could thus have the other colours for resultants.” (MACADAM 1970: 6). In other words, all colours were the mixtures of black and white, or darkness and lightness, and derived from the four elements; i.e. earth, air, fire and water. According to Aristotle, the element fire was considered as white and the earth was black. The elements of air and water had no colours of their own; however, the air had the ability to make the colour whiter and the water made the colour darker. In his work, ‘Sense and the Sensibilia’ Aristotle asserted that, between black and white, there existed five colours which were red, violet, green, dark blue and grey (for the alternative was yellow) (KUEHN 2003; SORABJI 1972; ZOLLINGER 1999). The total number of seven in Aristotle’s colour scale would later influence Newton’s adoption of ‘seven’ perceived colours of the spectrum (ZOLLINGER 1999). Aristotle’s ideas were later employed to develop the modern understanding of science of colour and colour harmony theories (TAFT 1997).

Colour science is conventionally accepted to begin with the experiment done by Sir Isaac Newton in late 17th century. He was interested in the physics of colour, the relationship between light and colour, and the mixtures of colours (ZOLLINGER 1999). In his experiment, Newton discovered that when the sunlight passed through a triangular glass prism the light was bent and refracted. This refraction of the light resulted in an array of different colours. Newton stated that “[...] Light [white light or sunlight] is a heterogeneous mixture of differently refrangible Rays, and a mixture of colours” (Apud. NASSAU 1998: 5). He distinguished red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo (blue-violet), and violet in the visible spectrum. Kuehni states that, Newton nominated seven colours of the spectrum not only because he was in agreement with the spacing of musical scale but also since it was a classical number in ancient periods (KUEHN 2003; KUEHNI 2005). More importantly, he believed that there was a strong analogy between musical harmony and colour harmony. In his book ‘Opticks’, Newton mentioned that the two ends of the colour spectrum, i.e. red and violet, had a correspondence with the two ends of the octave in music (ZOLLINGER 1999). Thus, according to him, whenever the notes and colours were in combinations, their relationship could be harmonious (GREEN-ARMYTAGE 1996).

Although the search for relationships between colour and its aesthetic value in beauty and harmony dates back at least since Aristotle, Newton’s work not only on the nature of light as well as on the nature of colour, forms a philosophical and scientific understanding of the colour and colour harmony. Beginning in the 18th century, after Newton’s ‘Opticks’, theories on colour harmony developed and have been discussed throughout the years.

This paper, thus, is a retrospective review of literature on colour harmony, its theories, and principles. Colour harmony is considered both measurement of aesthetics and measurement of emotion (O’CONNOR 2010), and the underlying assumption of this paper is that, in either case, colour harmony is grounded on seeking for the ideality of pleasurableness.

2. Harmony in Complementary Colours

Green-Armytage states that “In colour theory, according to a long tradition, a combination of complementary colours will be harmonious and, therefore, pleasing.” (1996: 205). In the 15th century, Leonardo da Vinci dealt with the idea of colour contrast. According to him, the most beautiful combination of colours was the pair of contrast colours (XIAO-PING 2007). Da Vinci claimed that (apud. GREEN-ARMYTAGE 1996: 206) “A direct contrary is [...] black with white, [...] blue with a yellow as gold, green with red [...] and yellow with blue.” However, writing on colour being rare, da Vinci’s idea was not established. As has already been stated, the milestone for the scientific world on colour is considered the results of the experiments of Newton in the 18th century. Newton, however, dealt with more on the additive mixture
of light colours. In about 1730, LeBlon suggested the first concept of subtractive mixture of the pigment colours. He discovered that the three primary hues red (magenta), yellow, and blue (cyan) could not be produced using any other colour and all other colours were the result of the mixtures between these three primaries. (HOLTZSCHUE 2011; WESTLAND 2007). With his CMY approach, LeBlon provides a basis for mixing pigments of today printing. In the mid-18th century, Harris used LeBlon’s approach of the three primary colours in a colour circle which was based on the subtractive mixing of the pigments (ZOLLINGER 1999). According to Harris, the primary colours red, yellow, and blue were so dissimilar that, they should be positioned at a very far apart from each other on the circle. Later, in the early 19th century, Goethe adopted Harris’s circular organisation and suggested that completing colours was pleasing (GREEN-ARMYTAGE 1996; HOLTZSCHUE 2011).

In his book, ‘Zur Farbenlehre’ (On the Doctrine of Colours), Goethe claimed that the complementary relationship of colours was based on after-images of the colours. This effect was called successive contrast. Both successive contrast, and the detailed studies on simultaneous contrast, formed his theory of colour harmony (GREEN-ARMYTAGE 1996; ZOLLINGER 1999). Goethe developed his idea with his six-colour circles that comprised of two sides; the positive side (i.e. red, orange, yellow) and the negative side (i.e. green, blue, and violet). According to him, the analogous pairs of colour combinations did not have a character and their combinations were not fully harmonious (KUEHNI 2005; O’CONNOR 2010; OU 2004). Kuehni explains Goethe’s statement as follows;

There is a scale of declining harmony from perfection to character to without character. Lightness and darkness complicate harmonious relationships [...]. Active colours (yellow, orange, red) [positive side of the colour circle] gain energy when combined with black or dark colours, but loose energy when combined with white or light colours. Passive colours (violet, blue, green) [negative side of the colour circle] look dark and foreboding when combined with dark colours, but gain cheerfulness when combined with light colours (apud. KUEHNI 2005: 166).

In accordance, Goethe claimed that, when colours were selected from both sides of the colour circle, opposite to each other, their combinations produced a splendid effect, thus, this resulted in full harmony (OU 2004). Afterwards, in the mid-19th century, Chevreul developed a more systematic theory of colour harmony.

Chevreul’s theory of colour harmony consisted of two principles, harmony of analogy and harmony of contrast (OU 2011). He also accepted the three pigment primary colours, red, yellow, and blue, and developed his theory of colour harmony according to a 72-hue circle (KUEHNI 2003). The first principle of the harmony of analogy included the analogous/adjacent/nearby colours of the same hue, saturation, or lightness. The second principle of the harmony of contrast not only involved the opposing hues, but also the contrast of lightness or saturation within the same hue (KUEHNI 2005). O’Connor states that “Chevreul championed complementary colours and their contribution to colour harmony and he equated maximal contrast of the complementaries with maximum harmony.” (O’CONNOR 2010: 268). Chevreul believed that, “In the Harmony of Contrast the complementary assortment is superior to every other.” (GREEN-ARMYTAGE 1996: 206). In his book, ‘The Principles of Harmony and Contrast of Colours and Their Applications to the Arts’, Chevreul classified four types of rules for the harmonies of colour contrast which were direct complementary, double complementary, split complementary, and triad schemes (XIAO-PING 2007). He also suggested that when colour combinations were seen as dark, the use of white helped them to make lighter; when they looked bright black could be used to balance them; and also when two colours were perceived as disharmonious, white or black could be used as a separation colour. Chevreul’s principles of colour harmony have been regarded as
the most important guidance for colour education in the departments of architecture, design, fine arts, and etc. (OU 2004).

3. Harmony in Orderly Arranged Colours

Other colour theorists (i.e. Munsell, Ostwald, Itten) later followed Goethe and Chevreul’s works on harmony of complementary colours in the late 19th and early 20th century. The major scope of these latter researches was to find out the laws of colour harmony by using rules, control, and order. The measurement of aesthetics of colour harmony was the main subject matter of this period which could only be solved by creating colour order systems with the use of mathematical-balanced representations (HOLTZSCHUE 2011). Alongside the hue of a colour, the other two attributes, lightness and saturation of that colour were considered and three-dimensional colour solids or models were presented by many of the theorists (XIAOPING 2007). Although Runge developed the first colour solid in the late 18th century, Munsell and Ostwald’s colour solids are considered the most important colour models.

Munsell claimed that “What we call harmonious colour is really balance.” (apud. HOLTZSCHUE 2011: 142) and also stated that “Visual comfort is the outcome of balance.” (apud. ARNKIL 2008). In 1905, he published a book, ‘A Color Notation System’, to describe his rules of colour harmony by developing a three-dimensional model. Munsell systematically arranged the colours due to their three perceptual attributes, hue (Munsell hue), value (Munsell value), and chroma (Munsell chroma), in equally graded steps (KUEHNI 2005). In his system, the geometric arrangements of the three attributes of colour were in a cylindrical form that is called the Munsell colour space. Munsell hue (H) was placed on an equal numerical interval with an equal perceived difference of attribute that was represented along a circle. This circle consisted of five elementary hues, i.e. red (R), yellow (Y), green (G), blue (B), and green (G); and five intermediary hues, i.e. YR, GY, BG, PB, and RP. These ten Munsell hues were again divided into ten to give 100 hues. On the other hand, the scales of Munsell value (V) and Munsell chroma (C) were based on the ratio scales. Munsell value had ten equal steps from zero (absolute black) to nine (absolute white) where the achromatic scale was represented vertically along the axis of the circle. Munsell chroma represented the chromatic intensity/strength/purity of colours that started from the value scale axis in the centre. Then it radiated in equal steps starting from 0 (zero chroma) and reaching at the brightest hues to a maximum of 17 outward to the periphery of the circle. The complete notation of a colour in Munsell system is expressed as H V/C (CHOUNDHURY 1996; MAHNKE 1996).

Munsell suggested a set of practical principles in order to attain colour harmony. According to him, colours should be found in a specific path in his colour space. These paths should include the following principles;

a. The grey scale;
b. Colours of the same hue and the same chroma;
c. Complementary colours of the same value and the same chroma;
d. Colours of diminishing sequences, in which each colour is, dropped one-step in value as chroma go down one-step;
e. Colours on an elliptical path in the colour space (OU 2004: 67).

Munsell also recommended the use of colour strength (chroma) in order to balance colour areas “[…] a small area of high colour strength would balance a large area of low colour strength, […] a strong colour should occupy a smaller space to balance a weak colour.” (WESTLAND 2007: 9). Today, the Munsell colour system is widely known as a uniform colour order system. Alternative to the Munsell system, the Natural Colour System (NCS) was developed by Hård, Sivik and Tonnquist in late 20th century (HÅRD, SIVIK and TONQUIST 1996). The NCS was based on Hering’s phenomenological opponent-colour theory from 1874. Hård et al. claim that the NCS as a colour system is based on the relationship between the visual
properties of colour precepts and the human sense of colour vision (HÅRD, SIVIK and TONQUIST 1996). O’Connor states that

while the opponent-process theory of human vision involves pairs of complementary colours [...] there is no evidence to suggest that physiological balance in the human visual system is associated with positive aesthetic response of colour harmony. (O’CONNOR 2010: 268).

However, the two systems have been used as a method of universal colour communication and a tool for colour harmony in colour industries, colour researches and colour education (HOLTZSCHUE 2011; WESTLAND 2007). Moreover, several perceptive colour order systems have been developed in late 20th century, i.e. the CIE system, the OSA-UCS system, the DIN, the Coloroid and the Colorcurve system and today they are used for different purposes by different professions.

Ostwald stated that “Colours appear to be harmonious or related if their properties are in certain simple relationship.” (KUEHNI 2005: 167). In 1917, he began to publish several textbooks on colour science, the first of which was called ‘Mathetische Farbenlehre’ (Theory of Logical Ordering of Colours). In this book, he described a three-dimensional colour solid in a form of double-cone where the achromatic colours were presented along the axis and chromatic colours were placed along the circle. The idea behind his system was based on spinning-disk mixture of full colour, white and black. Oswald’s colour circle consisted of four basic hues; i.e. red, yellow, green, and blue. In circle, yellow and blue were located opposite to each other as red and green. The additional hues were found in equal spacing between these major four hues. According to Ostwald system, opposing hues were complementary when the spin-disk mixture of the proper proportions of colours produced a neutral grey (HOLTZSCHUE 2011; KUEHNI 2005; OU 2004; WESTLAND 2007; ZOLLINGER 1999).

Ostwald developed some colour harmony principles based upon his ring star shaped colour solid. These principles were explained as follows:

1. Colours harmonise if they are located at the equal white and equal black circle in the solid;
2. Colours harmonise if they have equal white content;
3. Colours harmonise if they have equal black content;
4. Colours harmonise if they have equal hue content (WESTLAND 2007: 9).

He believed that order was the basic law of colour harmony. The Ostwald system was accepted and used by several artists and designers. The Ostwald solid was based on equilateral triangles and was seen much simpler that the structure of the Munsell solid (CHOUNDHURY 1996).

Itten followed Goethe’s principles of colour harmony and developed a contrast-based theory. He stated that “two or more colours are mutually harmonious if their mixture yields a neutral grey” (apud. OU 2004: 68). Itten’s ideas of colour harmony were based on his 12-colour wheel. He took the idea of three-pigment primary colours, red, yellow, and blue and placed all subtractive complements opposite to each other (WESTLAND 2007). According to Itten, colour harmony was equilibrium and he explained it as follows:

[Colour] harmony in our visual apparatus then would signify a psychophysical state of equilibrium in which dissimilation and assimilation of optic substances are equal. Neutral grey produces this state. I can mix such a grey from black and white; or from two complementary colours and white; or from several colours provided they contain the three primary colours: yellow, red and blue in suitable proportions. (apud. HOLTZSCHUE 2011: 268).

In accordance, Itten developed some colour chords in order to show the complementary relationships of the colours. According to him

[...] all complementary colour pairs and all triples in relationship of an equilateral triangle, a square, or a rectangle [or a hexagon] in the twelve-colour circle are harmonious.” (apud. KUEHNI 2005: 167).

Although his developed chords were mathematically based, Itten also had an attitude towards individual perception. However, Itten asserted that “The concept of colour harmony should be removed from the realm of subjective attitude into that of objective principle.”
(apud. HOLTZSCHUE 2011: 142). He divided his objective principles of colour harmony into seven contrasts; Hue, Value, Saturation, Extension, Warm and Cool, Complementary, and Simultaneous Contrast. Itten was one of the most important teachers of Bauhaus who made influential contributions to colour harmony and colour education. Today, his book ‘The Art of Color’ is the most widely used books on colour theory in the departments of architecture, design, fine arts and etc. (GREEN-ARMYTAGE 1996; WESTLAND 2007).

The complementary relationship of colours and their mathematical-based aesthetic measures by developing colour order systems were the main concerns of colour theorists from Goethe through Itten. The general acceptance was that balance between complementary colours was the main and the most important principle of colour harmony. However, Albers who was the colleague of Itten in Bauhaus made an end of the traditions of colour order systems (HOLTZSCHUE 2011). According to him, the systematic approaches to colour harmony was inappropriate. He further stated that “no mechanical colour system is flexible enough to pre-calculate the manifold changing factors in a single prescribed recipe.” (apud. O'CONNOR 2010: 269). Albers believed that the visual experience was much more significant than theory. In 1963, he published 'The Interaction of Color' and said about his book that it

[...] does not follow any academic conception of theory and practice. It reverses this order and places practice before theory, which after all, is the conclusion of practice.” (apud. ZOLLINGER 1999: 219).

In the late 20th century, after Albers’s contributions to colour, the subject of colour studies moves more into psychological effects of colour, considering colour harmony as a measurement of emotion.

4. Conclusion

Green-Armytage states that although some of the colour harmony principles have been widely accepted, these principles are based upon the theorists’ own peculiar ideas (GREEN-ARMYTAGE 1996). Kuehni claims that “It is quite evident that there are no universal laws of colour harmony.” (KUEHNI 2005: 145). In accordance, Burchett asserts that there are not specific models accepted to define the concepts of colour harmony (O'CONNOR 2010). Judd and Wyszecki define colour harmony as “when two or more colours seen in neighbouring areas produce a pleasing effect, they are said to produce a colour harmony.” (apud. OU 2004: 60). Cupchick, in accordance, indicates that (colour) harmony is a reactive level emotional response which is based on a subjective feeling and peculiar to an individual (CUPCHIK 1994). This peculiarity not only depends on the individual differences but also is influenced by cultural, contextual and perceptual factors (HÅRD, SIVIK and TONQUIST 1996). Relying on the subjectivity in colour harmony, many studies have been conducted in order to find out the underlying reasons in which colour combinations are perceived as pleasant and harmonious.

Guilford (1931) and Lo (1936), in their studies, tried to determine preference values of colour combinations over individuals’ preference ratings. The results revealed that pleasurableness was comprised of its components as a preference value. Hogg (1969) classified 40 bipolar adjectives into four factors in his study of colour pairs which were labelled as strength, pleasantness, warmth, and usualness. Sivik (1983), Sivik and Taft (1989), Sivik and Hård (1989), Sivik and Taft (1992) in their studies aimed to find out the colour harmony judgements of individuals in two or more colour combinations by using semantic variables and also to identify the reasons behind why colour combinations were perceived as beautiful or ugly. In their study, Sivik and Taft (1989) conducted a study to search for the variables of meaning for judging colour combinations and extracted five factors, i.e. general evaluation, articulation, brightness, warmth, and originality. On the other hand, Ou et al. (2004) and Ou and Lou (2006) intended to construct a colour emotion model for colour combinations
and defined their model with three factors, colour activity, colour weight, and colour heat.

Ou states that, although accompanied by emotions, “[…] the concept and underlying reasons of colour harmony are still far from definite.” (2004: 60). Upon past theories and studies, researches and experiments need to be conducted in order to bring a better understanding to the notion of colour harmony with the motive to discover pleasurableness of ideality.
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Abstract
Colours have memory, and it is this memory that act on the visible world, giving the variety and diversity that we see them give the reality that imaginary hue, archetypical colour that everyone recognizes, but no one knows for sure if the colour I see, it is the same as the other sees. However, the word unifies and puts the world of understanding, making the vision a valuable instrument of this knowledge.

In space, the colour as the surrounding material component relates to the objects or elements, which compose and shape, so that the reading is always a reading / interpretation of the relationship between the components of the space. There is not, in fact, the colour as a whole.

Keywords: colour, memory, perception, imagination

Colours are a mental construction, a manifestation of the nature of things, in our eyes. Colours exist because some animals, and we, humans say that they are there, in the things that surround us and which constitute the visible world. They are the things, because we see them. They are the things because we assign them a name, because by appointment, we vogue them.

However, colours exist only because things and our eyes are sensitive to light.

The science of light has its beginnings in Newton; in the eighteenth century he developed the theory, defined the principles, formulated the chromatic phenomenon understanding rules, the colour spectrum, which states that light makes real the real itself, through objective, the measured wavelengths.

The prism refracting releases of the incident light, the fundamental colours, and recomposition, sets colour in addition to colour, the universal colour, white.

Colour no longer belongs to painting or literature, but to the physical, the authority of individuality and materiality of colour. A glass prism refracts colour light.

With Goethe, colour is both connected to light and to darkness. The black and white when mixed give grey, which is then the synthesis of all colours. Although distinguished chemical, objective colour, physical colour, both subjective and objective, and psychological, subjective colours, the preference of Goethe seems to be addressed to the latter, also because the subjective colours allow him to elaborate on the concept of successive and simultaneous contrast.

The science of colour sets seven fundamental colours that appear in the optical prisms, which recover into a single colour, white.

However, colours aligned with the principle of composition, were reduced to three: yellow, red and blue, colours from which come all other. Of these three colours, which in themselves contain the principles of complementarity and contrast, are derived by mixing all others. Thus, yellow and violet, red and green, blue and orange, which are complementary colours, are synthesized and merge as inevitability. The ability of two complementary colours, which together with the primary, stem white, is added or evaded, approximate the ideal phenomenon of light.

Goethe with his Theory of Colours is, to contest the primary character of white light, and the secondary nature of the chromatic sensations, a philosophical nature testimony from Gray, and not the fictional unit of White Newtonian. To see different colours, man thinks colour...
differently.
The white and black, tend to become, in industrial society, the reference colours, precisely because of their lack of colour, creating neutral colours and a warm grey. Colours take their place in very specific situations: the flag, the uniform, the frame, the garden; the colours of the country, fashion, painting, nature. The industrialized society is a monochrome community.

The classical theories of vision, inspired by Gestalt are developed based on the perception of the "black and white", considering colour as a product of the form (ARNHEIM, 1974). The colour, the shape attribute, and the schematic principles, Kandinsky, Klee, Albers, Sonia Robert Delauny, cannot separate the pictorial work of teaching and artisanal approach to the phenomenon of colour. Thus arose, in fact, proposals for Chevreul, then the systematic catalogues Munsell, which compared nature with printed inks, reproducible, and the studies of Faber Birren, where the subject of colour, uniting historical approaches and psychological ,on the principles of composition.

When we look at the world, we see it colourful. When we dream, some say also the colour paint. When we think of space, when we see images, many idealize black and white. Drawing informs about the form and not about the colour of the objects. However, colour is, or is not, of the nature of the objects?

The physical recognizes pigments. The optical recognizes rods and cones. However, I, when I look at the world, I, because I have memory, I evoke images to recognize what I see, as images of real things, colourful images.

When I distinguish a colour, for example, a red, there is an idea of red inside of me that commands my memory, a certain red apple, a flag, and my mother's dress, I choose colours because I remember seeing them in situations that I want to play like atmospheres.

My white is the lime in Alentejo, a white right beaten by the sun grazing on a facade at sunset August sun. There is no absolute white, additive synthesis of light. There is a white infinity, taking the reflected colour of the colours that are close to it. Thus, we see white, we see it by opposition. White clarified with the other colours. It is not an abstraction, but in poetry. There is no absolute white.

The colour space is a colour of mixing surfaces, subtractive colour, pigment colour, the colour of the light falling on the surface and is reflected then. Colours acquire shades resulting from the mixture of these two sources, are seen in this optical synthesis that unites matter and light.

When I choose a colour, I carry with it a world of evocations. When you pick or choose a colour, because it will inhabit the space with other colours, this association produces the effect of colour in space. Seeking harmony between colours and forms, between forms and textures between shapes and sounds. Seeking a totality that is clear perceptually, resulting in a whole that is effective in the message transmitted to the user, with the purpose of creating living space, i.e. architecture.

The constitution of the objects, their substance contains constitutively colour, which only manifests itself when, in accumulation, two factors occur: the light that makes the visible colour and the man who sees the colour, which makes it real. In addition, it becomes the real colour because we see it. This is because our visual apparatus informs us of its existence, but more importantly, because you assign it to a meaning. Assigning a name to a colour is to make it recognizable, that is, it means giving it a set of qualities, associate it with shapes, smells, textures, temperatures.

Because colours have a sense, the blind man sees colours through the evocations that the colour name confers.

Light, is matter becoming visible, which means that it is the illuminated material, which gives reality and meaning to light. In so-called normal conditions, colours seem to be the one that our memory recognizes as the right to things. However, when the light changes, the sunset, for example, installs another "order". Then we realize that the colour of the world is more than mere
perception; it is aware insofar as we know, we see the colour, although a coloured light that interferes with the colour of objects, distancing the image that have of them is contaminating this colour. What is the true “reality”? What we see? On the other hand, what do we know?

We know the world and its features also because when we see it, associate it to experiences already lived. It is this phenomenon that presides over the colour constancy, the recognition that, for example, a prohibition signal is red, even when we see in fog.

The experience of colour is a result of vision associated with awareness of colour. The experience involves perception. We see why there is light, because our eye reacts to chromatic stimuli and because the mechanism of perception occurs, that is, we perceive colour of objects as a feature of the same and therefore, we can determine, judge and evaluate objects. The evaluation of the colour of objects is, in addition to a physical and physiological phenomenon, a manifestation of our experience in the world of our memory and our thinking.

I see why I re-know, based on my personal experience, giving thus meaning to what I see. It is though the experience, not though the vision exclusively that I know the colours of things.

The colour vision is not, then only the joint action of light in the eye and brain. Mancke already refers to the existence of the collective unconscious as part of our heritage, the individual adoption of collective experiences, archetypal impressions that define us as belonging to a particular society. These factors are keys to the experience of colour, in addition to cultural and personal factors.

Awareness of colour in space thus depends on several factors such as the individual experience, the effects of colour and symbolism.

The colour effect depends on the hue, value, and intensity of each colour and its relationship with the colours that are next, accounting and meaning as the word or gesture. The meaning of colour is cultural.

In space, colour as the surrounding material component relates to the objects or elements which compose and shape, so that the reading is always a reading / interpretation of the relationship between the components of the space. There is not, in fact, the colour at all.

Understanding colour space is the result of the relationship with the other elements that make up this space; is contrast to talk to define a colour space, the colour of objects in space results from the fact to distinguish between colours, i.e., to identify them in opposition, so that the colours are or are not from the individual experiment as members of a particular cultural context partner.

I see because I know what I see, in this sense, my view is commanded by my knowledge of the world around me; in view of the world process apprehend what my eye and brain transmit to me based on my understanding of what I see, rather, or what I know why.

The colours are the garments of the world, according to Ionesco.

These garments, made visible by the eye, become sensitive matter for the appointment, by the word, I would say.

When I name a colour, when you assign a name, it’s all colourful universe that is called for that particular print; is a whole of evocations of the emerging universe that give reality to make concrete, the visual impression, visible, colour; Then, I see.

Moreover, because I only see what I know, perception is preceded, or, I would say, there is only if all the colours of the world I imagine that colour, I see, as an attribute of something I know, to which I attach an identity, a name.

Sometimes the evocation is fleeting and it is the word that leads us to the recognition of a certain colour, a certain hue that inhabits our imagination. That explains that even those who never saw the colour of the sun, may appoint yellow as the colour of the star king, and imagine its brightness, its light.

By the word, imagination draws a colourful world, values, and hues dictated by our memory. It is she who
leads the evocations of colours, colourful things of our real world.
It is the imaginary world, a world of images as the name implies, it commands what I see, and I see.
I look without seeing. Truly seeing implies knowledge, and this knowledge is the domain of the mind, not of the optical device. It is mental fact, to see the colour of the sky, of the sea, of a flower or of architecture. Colour changes with the light, with pollution, with the time of day, and yet I continue to "see" the same colour, because I know that it exists, in the sky, the sea, the flower...
Called Constancy Chromatic, and is nothing more than the primacy of imagination over reality.
Colours have memory, and it is this memory that act in the visible world, giving you the variety and diversity that we see them give the reality that imaginary hue, archetypical colour that everyone recognizes, but no one knows for sure if the thing that I see, it is the same as the other sees. However, the word unifies and puts the world of understanding, making the vision a valuable instrument of this knowledge.
It is with the colours that we find out that only the imagination known as the Purple Room, birthplace of the Roman emperors, which reveals the power of colour as evocative of a place that no one saw, but we can imagine, and to rebuild, only the evocative power of a hue, in that world that no longer exists.
Colours appear on his appointment, in our imagination, pure, untouched, and full. It is to them that the world dresses.
The sense of "no place" also applies to colour; the fact that colour is a mental event, it has no existence, except in our mind, place of thoughts and memories, dreams and nightmares. Our dreams are colourful, and they evoke a world where the order is of a different kind than the one of the ordinary world. Colours are the mysterious vehicles that connect the real, to the imaginary. By naming a colour, we “place” the sensations in order. By naming a colour, all visible worlds come to an order, reminding us that the utopia is achievable even in everyday life. A place where everything is perfect, in its place, with ideals and organization. Such as in the word of colour, in our minds. Colour describes the world, in place. By naming it, we place the world with our thoughts of harmony, and by the power of the word, which does not exist, becomes real, and, finally, the imagination takes place, creating the new and perfect order of things.
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Abstract
This essay was written during the ongoing Conservation and Restoration Plan of the domes of the Santa Maria de Belém church (Jerónimos monastery and church).

The Jerónimos church, Portugal’s most visited monument, is undoubtedly an iconic historic monument that over the centuries has attracted the curiosity and attention of multiple writers, historians, architects, archaeologists, scientists and, naturally, restorers.

During the 19th century the restorers of Portuguese historic monuments, directly influenced or not by the principles of the French architect Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, tried to recover the hypothetical pristine image of these ancient architectonic constructions. In this context, as we aim to demonstrate by addressing the specific case study of the Jerónimos bell tower, some restorers assumed the role of creators of architectonic utopias.

Through this study we will demonstrate that the importance of this monument as a symbol of the Portuguese age of overseas exploration and the principles of the stylistic restoration and European neo-gothic movements, played fundamental roles in the development of different but equally utopic restoration plans of the Jerónimos church bell tower.

Keywords: Restoration of historic monuments, stylistic restoration, Jerónimos church and monastery, 19th century

1. Restoration of historic monuments as utopia
In the mid-19th century, the young French architect Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc (1814-1879) began to assert himself as one of the most important restorers of historic monuments. Within this time, in addition to the restoration works of the Sainte Marie Madeleine de Vézelay basilica (1839), the Saint-Chapelle (1840) or the Notre Dame of Paris (1845), Viollet-le-Duc began to understand and disseminate the restoration of historic monuments as a discipline independent of the architecture design (CHOAY 2008; NETO 2001). Later, between 1854 and 1868, the French restorer, Commission des Monuments Historiques Architect and Inspecteur Général des Édifices Diocésains, wrote the essential Dictionnaire raisonné de l'architecture française du XIe au XVIe, publication that along with the restoration works themselves disseminate throughout the world the principles of Viollet-le-Duc. This theorist was undoubtedly a successor of Ludovic Vitet (1802-1873) and Prosper Mérimée (1803-1870) ideas, to whom we owe the creation of the previously mentioned establishment of the restoration of historic monuments as an autonomous discipline and practice performed by specialized technicians (CHOAY 2008)

The importance of Viollet-le-Duc, as noted by Françoise Choay (2008), must not be limited to the following sentence, however this definition is very significant within the present study. According to Viollet-le-Duc Dictionnaire Raisonné to restore a building “is not to preserve it, to repair it or to rebuild it, it is to restore a state of completion that may never have existed at any given time.” (VIOLET-LE-DUC 1866). This reflects the “idealistic” thought of Viollet-le-Duc, the intention of value the structural functionalism of the historic monuments and the perfection of the gothic architecture.

To the French restorer the restoration allowed him to recover or to create the
hypothetic pristine image of these uncompleted or transformed monuments with the guarantee of authenticity given by the comprehension of a structure as a logic and coherent organism, a characteristic of his beloved gothic architecture. That is, to Viollet-le-Duc to restore a historic monument was to recover or to create a perfect architectonic model, a construction whose form and mechanical performance of materials were perfectly harmonised, even if it was just a fantasy, a utopian architecture.

Despite this tendency towards the materialization of utopian architecture models, it is important to emphasize that through the valorisation of the gothic architecture as a rational and scientific structure and its graphic re-imagination (VINEGAR 1998) Viollet-le-Duc broke through the common mystical and religious interpretations of this construction style. Equally important is the fact that, as noted by Aron Vinegar (1998), to the French theorist, as to the comparative anatomist Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), the main form of revealing and, consequently, of knowing the organism, a biological or architectural one, was the dissection. This exercise was fundamental to the restorer, an architect well acquainted with the structure, the anatomy, or the style of the historic monuments under his responsibility. Thus, the utopian aspect of this process began only after the exhaustive gathering of graphic representations, dissection, and study of the different elements. Actually, the utopian aspect of this restoration plans began with the graphic restoration of these historic monuments according to the ideal-type set by Viollet-le-Duc, even though these constructions do not resemble any real structure.

The theory developed by Viollet-le-Duc was widely disseminated around the world mainly through the translation and publication of his Dictionnaire Raisonné and other works. However, the interpretation of these principles was not always the most accurate. In a context marked by nationalist and historicist claims throughout all Europe and by the overall state of ruin of the majority of the French monuments, the idea of restore a possible pristine state of completion of a historic monument by conceiving structures and decorative elements and by eliminating the so called “dispositions vicieuses” or later modifications was very appealing (CHOAY 2008; NETO 2001).

However, in contrast to Viollet-le-Duc’s comprehension of the restoration of historic monuments as a rational, critical, and scientific exercise, a rational utopia, due to influence of the ideological currents of the time, the approach of the 19th and 20th century “stylistic restoration” architects was much more creative. Therefore susceptible to commit excesses driven by the will to create a harmonious structure supposedly characteristic of a particular time without the French theorist scientific concerns.

2. Restoration plans for the church tower(s) of Santa Maria de Belém church

In the year of 2015 the Directorate General for Cultural Heritage (Direcção-Geral do Património Cultural) and the World Monuments Fund – Portugal organization signed a protocol regarding the phase “Exteriors 1” of the Conservation and Restoration Plan of the domes of the Santa Maria de Belém church, a project that is expected to conclude in 2022. During this specific phase, the works (undertaken by the Nova Conservação team of conservators and restorers) covered the church’s west façade, including the bell tower, the subject of the present study. These works included the study of the history of the bell tower, its changes over time and naturally the much-needed treatments of the deteriorated areas. Regarding this works, specifically the historic and artistic studies that we have been developing within this multidisciplinary project, we must emphasize the unique opportunity provided by the scaffolding assembled on the site. The previously mentioned multidisciplinary aspect of this project is equally important and noteworthy, as it is a highly recommended principle that is not
always followed in conservation and restoration projects of historic monuments. In such cases as this, the art historian is responsible for the historic and artistic study of the monument, for the identification and analysis of the past conservation and restoration campaign. In this particular project, it was needed to address some issues regarding the Jerónimos church bell tower, such as: the total comprehensiveness of the 19th century campaign regarding this structure, the age of some decorative components, such as the armillary sphere or the medallions with crosses, or the reasons beyond the choice of this type of dome. These studies were always developed in full cooperation with the other team members.

However, as we have mentioned before, this is far from being the first time that this bell tower is the subject of a project of conservation and restoration.

The beginning of the laicization process of the 16th century hieronymite monastery of Santa Maria de Belém goes back to the early years of the 19th century, dating from 1833 - therefore before the decree that suppressed all male religious orders in 1834 - the suppression of the monastery. At the time that this deliberation of D. Pedro (1798-1834), Duke of Bragança, was made public, it was also established that from then on the suppressed monastery would be used as accommodation of the Casa Pia of Lisboa that until then was located in the highly inappropriate Our Lady of Exile (Nossa Senhora do Desterro) convent. The church would be use as Belém parish. As has been proved by experts in the field (NETO and SOARES 2013; SOARES 2005) this choice was primarily due to the intervention of António Maria Couceiro, the orphanage administrator, who understood the importance of establishing the Casa Pia in a construction of overwhelming architectonic and historic significance but also the necessity of an intervention that would invert the decay of the former hieronymite monastery. Although the liberal and patriotic D. Pedro IV has welcomed the project of reuse, conservation and restoration of the monastery presented by Couceiro, his death and the withdraw of the orphanage administrator due to a political power change were eventually determining factors to the non-implementation of the monument restoration plan.

The ambitious restoration plan of a historic monument whose past was closely related to the reign of D. Manuel I (1469-1521) and the glorious era of Portuguese Discoveries but that at the time was being used as headquarters of a charitable institution founded in 1780, was resumed during the second half of the 19th century by José Maria Eugénio de Almeida (1811-1872) with the financial and ideological support of D. Fernando II (1816-1885). These restoration works that were started in 1860 and went on for many decades were previously studied by many authors (ANACLETO 1991; CARVALHO 1990; GORDALINA 1986; NETO and SOARES 2013; SOARES 2005). However, as we have already mention, we are interested in a particular aspect: the restoration plans for the church tower(s) of Santa Maria de Belém church as utopian visions.

The iconographic documents known to date are undisputable proofs of the existence of a single bell tower in the west façade. This tower, partially replaced by the actual one in the second half of the 19th century, presented an octagonal shape and a pyramidal roof. Note however that according to some chronicles and authors but especially the architecture, the original 16th century plan should include two towers much more magnificent than the one visible in the image above.

Because of the church parish situation, the restoration of this part of the former
hieronymite compound was not initially included in the restoration plans projected by the Casa Pia administrators. However, it is known that some of the plans presented by the French architect Jean Colson to José Maria Eugénio de Almeida between 1860 and 1862 already included some works in the church. Regarding the bell tower the architect whose proposals were not accepted, suggested the construction of two bell towers in the west façade with a higher and more refined pyramidal roof decorated by acanthus leaves, an element also applied in the surrounding pinnacles. The window vents of the bell tower presented clear similarities with some of the windows of the south façade. A cross should be placed in the top of both towers.

In 1867 the highly respected architect Joaquim Possidónio Narciso da Silva (1806-1896) presented in the *Exposition Universelle de Paris* the result of eleven month and twenty four days of work (MILHEIRO 1997): a wooden model of the Santa Maria de Belém church after being restored. The aim of Possidónio da Silva was to restore the primitive parts that were demolished or altered over the years after the death of D. Manuel and to continue the works that were not finished, such as the two bell towers, “the most embarrassing part of this restoration” (SILVA 1867). As Jean Colson, Possidónio da Silva also proposed two towers whose design was determined by the primitive style of the monument and by the intention of harmonizing the ancient/primitive and new architectural forms (SILVA 1867). However, as we can see in the image bellow, Possidónio da Silva’s plan was much more ambitious than the one presented by Colson. It was also the result of a much more mature comprehension of the monument’s primitive style, a process clearly influenced by the work of Viollet-le-Duc, architect and theorist that Possidónio da Silva knew and admired (CHAGAS 2003; MARTINS 2003; MILHEIRO 1997).

As Viollet-le-Duc, in his quest to restore a “state of completion that may never have existed at any given time” (VIOLLET-LE-DUC 1866), Possidónio da Silva developed a utopian version of Santa Maria de Belém church, an idealization of something that never truly existed as presented. However it was a rational utopia, the result of a methodical approach to the restoration of this church developed, at least, since Possidónio da Silva prepared several architectural surveys of the most important Portuguese monuments (1848), including the Santa Maria de Belém church and monastery.

In fact we know that as soon as August 1847 the architect who was awarded with the title of “Architect of the Royal House” by D. Pedro in 1834, requested authorization to enter in the Casa Pia domains to draw, to measure and to elaborate the plans of the former church and hieronymite convent (SILVA 1847). Later, between 1855 and 1859, Possidónio da Silva would be responsible for the outline and guidance of some masonry and stonework within the restoration of the cloister and south façade of the Jerónimos church (SILVA 1860). New drawings and plans, in a total of four, were subsequently made in 1861 within his works on monumental architecture commissioned by the Portuguese government (SILVA 1861). It is also important to mention that the knowledge that Possidónio da Silva had of the former convent and church of Santa Maria de Belém was fully recognised by Manuel Raimundo Valladas, the engineer responsible for the conservation and restoration works of the Belém monument from 1884. After all during that year Valladas asked Possidónio da Silva for guidance regarding the...
completion of the main façade of the church (Possidónio Narciso da SILVA 1884).

Thus, we can say that the two bell towers suggested by Possidónio da Silva in the 1867 wooden model are the result of a well-considered analytic process that aimed to decode the characteristics of this unique exemplar of the “manuelina” architecture and to restore the harmony between form and the mechanical performance of the materials. However, it is important to mention that, according to Possidónio da Silva, the utility, the solidity and the proportion of a building should not be the only concerns of an architect whose task was also to introduce some beauty in his work, a condition without which an architect was not worthy (Joaquim Possidónio da SILVA 1884). Therefore, we can conclude that despite the scientific method used by Possidónio da Silva, there is an expression of some creativity of the architect in his utopian vision of Santa Maria de Belém. Finally it is also important to mention the reverence of Possidónio towards History, his understanding of historic monuments as historic documents and of the importance of History to understand these same monuments (Joaquim Possidónio da SILVA 1884). This partially explains the interest of the architect in these monument and his attempts of finding the original plan (SILVA 1867) and also the rejection of some advice given by the Brazilian historian Francisco Adolfo Varnhagen (1816-1878) (SILVA 1868). To resume, how could Possidónio da Silva propose a tower above the transept if there were archaeological and historical evidences of the existence of two towers in the west façade? (SILVA 1868).

Nonetheless the serious involvement of Possidónio da Silva in the restoration of Santa Maria de Belém church and his reputation as “Architect of the Royal House”, in 1867 the works were commissioned to Giuseppe Cinatti (1808-1879) and Achille Rambois (1810-1882). In fact, the bell tower that we all know is the result of this highly criticized restoration campaign. Among other alterations intended to endow the church of more magnificence, Cinatti and Rambois presented in 1873 a plan of the south façade that included a single tower in the west façade with all the characteristics that can be seen nowadays.

Despite the demolition of the previously mentioned pyramidal roof of the ancient bell tower in 1870 (SOARES 2005), when in the interior of this structure or at the same height as the window vents it is perfectly possible to see that the former construction was preserved until the base of the removed roof. In summary, a dome replaced the pyramidal roof and some decorative elements and the lacy flying buttress were introduced in the showy structure. However, as we have mentioned before, the public opinion was extremely critical of this result “highly discordant and profoundly disharmonious” (1879), devoid of “elegance not to say proportions” (1872), “an exceedingly poor domed top” (WATSON 1908). In 1895 a public tender launched in order to conclude the works predicted the demolition of the Cinatti and Rambois bell tower and the conclusion of the same two towers proposed by Colson and Possidónio da Silva (1895).

Despite the controversy over the lack of understanding of the distinctive characteristics of the “manuelina” grammar and the public tender of 1895, the bell tower designed by the two scenic designers did not suffer any major changes over the years, remaining as a tangible achievement, the triumph of a fantasy that defeated, among others, the rational utopia proposed by Possidónio da Silva within the development of his restoration plans. In the end, the
restoration as an act of random creativity and 100% pure invention defeated the restoration as a rational, critical, and scientific exercise, but still a rational utopia.
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Abstract
The idea of mediation inherent to the process of artistic creation, establishes a relation scope: promotes the existence of multiple meanings, allowing the connection between two realities: being one, the imagination and the world domain and other, the consubstantiation of the work in streams and the internal disruptions to its emergence. It’s domain is therefore not static but dynamic, tilting between these two instances. Artistic creation interprets the world under this tilt (and this action is potentially inquirer, and defining the continuous necessity of art. Mediation we shall call here, and in the sense that matters to art, is proposed as a way of establishing a relation between the world and the Other, which covers what is human construction in overcoming nature. This coverage is likely to be embraced by the metaphor of translucency: the origin, mediatio, from Latin, means divine intervention. To connect or merge takes place through mediation a medium term or medium that unites what appears as opposition, and seems to be excluded. Thus, mediation requires the filing of a medium. In addition, however, to the literal meaning 'of what is between', mediation implies congregate, compose, assimilate the diverse and the multiple, as well as simultaneously requires the establishment of a distance.

Keywords: Artistic creation, Mediation, Work and absence, Interstitial, Symbolic

1.
In a certain sense, the idea mediation performs a cut in the nature flow. Man, being a living creature in an environment (that of its reality) acts reflectively over his closest horizons. Mediation can be understood as a facet of this action, with regard to a departure from their primary impulses, which provide interaction with its surroundings by assigning a meaning; it is in this building of sense that reality acquires a human dimension. While looking for ways of mediation, man interrupts the flow of nature, by seeking a departure to what is presented as unavoidable; a first step in relation to nature can be understood as the immediacy of the relationship between individual humans and world objects, the given objects. However, through work, man exceeds the distance between the objective and the subjective world, doing his performance, creating his world.

The search for understanding between the world of the living and the world of the dead has always tried to build a place of intermediation. The heterogeneity of space in the religious experience is a fundamental one: the consciousness of this heterogeneity, according to Mircea Eliade, is the relationship that man establishes the recognition that there is a sacred space and not sacred spaces (ELIADE 1989; 1993).

Recognition comparable to ‘a world source’, the myth foundation, attached to a fundamental religious experience and prior to any discussion on the origins of the world. The understanding of qualitative differences is for the religious man proof that the sacred space is matrix for the real and all the rest is therefore exterior and inform extension building out the surroundings. The recognition that space is not continuous is what enables the condition to think about the foundation of the world. The sacred, in manifestation, leads to a break towards the world’s homogeneity and at the same time it imposes and reveals the existence of an absolute reality, opposed to the surplus - that is the huge extension of the surrounding world. The sacred thus
implies the need of men to support the world ontologically, establishing an initial centre, a fixed point of reference in such infinite extent.

The relationship between the two instances, the sacred and profane, is a communication mechanism between the two worlds, and establishes a mediation. The need for this dynamic relates to the dialectical presence-absence, and sets up by the possibility of a dissonant element, a structure based on a binary principle (BURGALETA MEZO 1993: 273-274). The communication, while production of meaning manifests itself because, according to Umberto Eco, the man does not dominate the whole, having need of communication as an alternative among the things known and not known, in a movement between the finite and the infinite, an approach in gradual rapprochement of reality (ECO 1972: 433).

The awareness of this instance as a space of mediation interface is already envisioned by Plato in Timaeus 67d (apud. VASILIU 1999: 15-18), and is the Khora, a kind of transparent space, place of sensitive receptacle placed by the Demiurge leaving the world of ideas. This place of sensitive acceptability takes part of the intelligible of an obscure way by an unclear and chaotic movement.

2.

Thus, we can characterize the analogy between the communication and the relationship between the worlds of hierophany. The need for a dialogue between the superior world and the ground, or between Heaven and Earth, is long ago linked to the development of human existence and to their need for representation. Accordingly, the achievement of man - and all art - is understood to be representation. The idea of temple, as well as of city, was places of mediation between the sacred and the profane and implied a careful location, with the establishment of the 'Etruscan' rite. In the establishment of constructions, mundus and pomoerium were intermediate places to relationship and to mediation between different worlds, between the intelligible and sensible. Thus, Mundus would be a well dug in the village centre connecting the three worlds; the pomoerium, where the wall was built, was related to the rites of passage between worlds, marking the sacred 'land of nowhere'.

There are countless examples in all cultures of mediation places, of which the temples, in all cultures, are the best known, by the appropriation of Christian culture. The gradual loss of these rites, translates in a way, in Western culture, the secularization of society and the implementation of the profane in various ways with a leading role of the rationalism way and its consequences in modernity and in contemporary times.

Back to the idea of khora, it turns out that in Timaeus, Plato relates the creation, the Demiurge’s work, with the conduct of the ideas of Good, being the Good to communicate. The material and sensitive compliance of the created world reflect also, according to Heidegger’s interpretation (HEIDEGGER 1989), the Platonic cosmogony as support for the idea of communication, in the genesis of language needs: Being is only then achievable by the dimension of language, setting up in this mediation the relationship between Man and Being.

3.

The residue idea which assists the creation of products, namely artistic (BURGALETA MEZO 1993: 10-12) relates to a whole. P. Burgaleta even alludes to the operating value of syntactic trace elements as hermeneutical keys, sounding like a residual net integrating all operations. It can be followed as a clarifying way of the work, elements net that act as demonstrating entry doors in space, and this space is precisely the hermeneutical space of khôra. In this sense, every work of art is a surplus reality of a process, and each work of art can be understood as an attempt to close the gap, the fissure between the two worlds, in an exercise of continuity desire. The work, as residue, is symptomatic of the need for a return in face to an original start, where communication was not necessary because the Sense, the original sense,
was inherent to that world. However, this activity introduces a reflective component on acting way of man, by introducing a 'recognition of self in intuition', performing the assignment of meaning to his action through the symbolic mediation.

It is this attitude, characteristically cultural and symbolic, which performs the specificity and universality of human action in relation to what could be considered purely instinctive domain.

The symbolization process, denying the immediate, installs in mediating the assignment of a meaning to the world, drawing a benchmark, for universality. This process - trying to realize a unit in the world - relates the need to overcome the division between human consciousness and what appears to be immediate given in the world, from an externality in face of this awareness.

The work (ARENDT 2007) thus constitutes a fundamental moment at which men begin to transform nature, transforming also themselves. Man opposes to the immediate the built and this reveals the outcome of the mediation. In this way, mediation implies the demand for inter-subjective understanding of the place occupied by Man in the world and that understanding integrates interpretation, transformation and subversion of reality within which the man has been moving. In this search for understanding of man’s place in the world, it is necessary to understand an framework that goes beyond the mere objectification of the world, in a vision of Man only rational but also overtaking image of pure expression of the inner world. Consequently, the mediation process projects and demands the possibility of a constant reflexivity that will imply a certain distance by installing an intermediate space, with porosity capable of apprehending otherness.

4.

The need for communication then installs a differential space, characteristic of epistemological research - in which art has an extremely significant domain. Thus, to the residual character of art, aporia inscribes in the work a kind of absence. The absence that produces the symbol and this relates to the metaphysical territory. Interpretation processes of a work reveal, through the ages, the need to put us in face to decipherment and experimentation of Being.

Seen this way, the work, beyond being a residue is also occultation, and installs the space of the difference. The process of symbolization inherent to the work and its interpretive process is the manifestation of a hermeneutical space - place where the Being lives - the space between worlds.

Testimony of an original fissure presence, the meaning process reverberates Western human experience of Being. In this, the modernness of presence has reverberates itself as a place of difference and exclusion (which is inseparable from the question of temporality).

In the sense that, their expression is, also, at the same time, while presence, a failure. It installs in this original sharing of presence and absence, the reveal and veil, a sense that the ancient Greeks associated with intuition idea of truth as revelation and unveiling. In addition, in this survey process to the fissure, as the rift between presence and absence, that Man needs philosophy: it is through this fracture that its metaphysical anguish is installed.

Due to being divided that this presence, reality becomes capable of being symbolized. You can symbolize, trying to upgrade a sin-chronic process an original reality (TRÍAS 2006) that is accessed or understood in diachronic. In the West, the art has over the years considered to be started from the subsistent, the Being or the Idea, which devalued the Time as pure becoming. The historicist scheme that Hegel pointed (one view of time becoming aware of itself through art forms, in which, through the symbolic, classical or romantic stages, art would ‘accomplish’ the Idea, which thus becomes self-aware) would end in the ‘death of art’ swinging between the reflective romanticism and ‘overcome’ of the religious. These issues will be critically enhanced as the ‘anti-art’ of the
It appears that due to the design of presence not be one - that is, be divided and separate - feels the need to signify and symbolize. The awareness of this separation installs the need for significance, because the whole is not embraceable. (It is) because there is a deferral at the origin of presence that it makes a puzzle that the need to philosophize appears (Agamben 2006: 229). This differs from the source installs in several antagonies: It is the opposition between the being and his appearance, as harmonious relationship between opposites, or as opposing relationship as the ontological difference that Eugenio Trías established between the being and the Being (TRÍAS s.d.) here creating place-address to Ontology.

Consciousness and the denunciation of the fissure in the symbolic process have been veiled, in a sense, until the 19th century in the West. The issues concerning it in the artistic plane and gnoseological are the example: its occultation concerns with metaphysical scope of interpretations related to the truth, such as in paradigm issues, likelihood and copying, among others. It is no accident that the advent of photography in 19th century, will catapult these matters in stark re-examination throughout the twentieth century.

The process of language (linguistic) holds itself, as philological and philosophical problem, the location where it alludes to the representation of the original fissure. The invention of language reflected the need to find the other side of tesserae. In this sense, the sign notion emblemizes the duality of signifier and signified expressed in a unit in nostalgia (melancholy?) of the initial Uno. Significance seeks to fill the rift of the presence, establishing relations between signifier and signified where the commitment is the manifestation but also the concealment.

From the symbolic perspective, where part of the meaning is veiled, we realize only a partial compliance. Agamben (2006: 230) refers to the pragmatic necessity that Hegel stipulated in an attempt to bridge this residue: in “Aesthetics Lessons” sought to reify the work of art a model for overcoming symbol which notes the anguish for total adherence between the two parties.

The symbolic in the sense that we understand it ceases indeed there where the free individuality, rather than indeterminate, general, and abstract representations, constitutes the form and content of figuration. Significance and sensitive representation, internal and external thing and image are no longer so distinct from each other and present no longer as a whole, where the appearance does not already own another essence or the essence another look outside themselves or by their side (Hegel, apud. AGAMBEN 2006: 230).

The original difference in presence is separated in the evidence of a significant convergence built between form and content, internal and external, manifestation and latency.

Time, in its occasions flows and becoming, contaminates and undermines the metaphysics of Western time, so often dedicated to Being and the idea. The otherness of the presence derives from time, from the ephemeral condition that not more immortalizes and installs his variation. The ephemeral captures from time the imperceptible flows. Starting from the consideration of E. Trías on the interstitial as gap or empty space of the shaft still (space) and movement (time), you can understand this interstice as something between the environment and the world, and request the understanding to the ephemeral (Buci-Gluksmann 2006; Byung-Chul 2014; Vattimo 1992). In a way, is out of this exploitation of the interstitial (which paradigmatically has an essential image in the Grand-Verre (1915-23), Marcel Duchamp, with the problematic of infrarimance) and the use of the hybridism and the unveiling of space and time, that many aesthetic of modernity and art forms of the third millennium contemporary are shown.
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Abstract
In the early twentieth century, utopia and dystopia in expressionism were associated with the metropolis, which brought about the ambivalent feelings of anxiety and disgust but also of fascination and hope for the future. Images and designs of the cities were also a metaphor of man, the present and future society, the relationship with nature and cosmic space as well as the relation between the past, present, and future. Comparing expressionist painting, architecture, and film we could talk about the two scenarios of the future, of a utopia and a dystopia; the vision of the ultimate collapse or restoration of the harmony of the universe. In creating a future world, art was to play an important role, architecture in particular, as the artists attributed to it the ability to transform the human environment and to transform man and society. The cited examples of the works of Paul Scheerbart, Stefan Żeromski, Bruno Taut and Lang's Metropolis allow us to show the visions of restoration of the harmony of nature and technology, of art creating the future world unity of man with the cosmic space but also of the fear of progress that is not accompanied by spiritual values and balance at all levels of existence.
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Expressionist utopia and dystopia (architecture, literature, film)
The vision of the world in the expressionist art of the early twentieth century stems from the tensions between the diagnosis of the present and a vision of the future, between damnation and salvation. In the centre of this vision is the city - as a theme, a place, a social and political metaphor. In this context, Ewa Rewers is right when she writes that the images of the metropolis are not just "about capturing some form of urbanity, but they are about the future of the world, the city as a metaphor and metonymy of human destiny" (REWERS 2010: 8). Ambivalent feelings associated with the city; feelings of anxiety and disgust, rebellion, and fascination are combined with hope and future plans and designs. They do not only affect the shape of the city, but the shape of the human fate.

Images of an expressionist monster city continue to support the more and more popular voices of late nineteenth century, when the disease of the city was identified with the disease of the society, of the people who in contact with the metropolis had transformed from [the] noble stream of millions into countless thousands of unfortunate people each working in their dens or cells, hating each other "(HOWARD 2009: 146)

These images could be seen through the layer of the big city glitz exposing what one tried to hide from the view of an average city dweller, ripping off the mask of official culture and revealing its margins, the phenomena undergoing under surface, inseparably fused with the external mask. The other side of the city, its underworld immorality, poverty, and crime was perceived primarily as a threat to the souls of those lost in the solitude of an anonymous crowd. Expressionist paintings wanted to make this cry of the soiled soul heard, while the subsequent architectural projects sprang up from the hope of recovering the spirituality in a world designed by visionary artists, the precursors of a new society. Comparing
expressionist painting, architecture, and film we could talk about the two scenarios of the future, of a utopia and a dystopia; the vision of the ultimate collapse or restoration of the harmony of the universe.

The twentieth century is still an era of faith in ideologies, which shall bring redemption to humanity; hence, the disclosure of misery lurking beneath the surface glitz triggers the expressionist search for a better future. Turning to the spiritual values of the past, the expressionists see their fulfilment in the future combined with the technical progress of modernity.

Assuming that - as Paul Scheerbart wrote - "our culture is to some extent a product of our architecture" (SCHERBART 1914), artists, not only those representing the expressionism, took upon themselves the task of creating a better world. Within that scope, they referred to the tradition of Renaissance utopia of the ideal city as a model of an ideal society, composed of sinful and weak individuals - of which the Christian tradition constantly reminds us - but they also referred to the romantic vision of the demiurge-artists, who through the power of their art are capable of "turning ordinary people into angels" (Juliusz Słowacki, Testament mój/My testament, 1839-1840).

Expressionism thus converges with various political, artistic, and social programs in which the desire for a change was coupled with the fear of a violent and destructive force of the revolution. Yet, what distinguishes the expressionist ideas is the concept of a social change towards the reconstruction of spiritual transformation of man and nature - with the participation of the artist or architect as the creator of the future world, whose works are regarded as the proof of the victory of spirit over matter.

In the expressionist architecture, glass became the dematerialized matter. Scheerbart said:

The earth would really be transformed if brick architecture were replaced by glass architecture everywhere. It would appear as if the earth were clothed in diamonds and enamel decorations. [...] There would be a paradise on earth and we would not have to long for a paradise in heaven. (OSMAN 2001)

Glass would allow people to break free from the ugliness and misery of the existing world, to regain contact with nature thanks to the new technological possibilities, to reconcile progress with man's original purity. Therefore, in Glasarchitektur he thoroughly considers practical issues arguing that a coloured glass reality is at our fingertips and we can create not only glasshouses, but also glass cars and trains or glass furniture. Writing about the coloured glass, Scheerbart regularly refers to the past, mainly to the ancient cultures of the Middle East and to the Gothic era, suggesting in this context the possibility of re-spiritualising human environment. Deliberately, he does not speak about the social forms of the future, and he only refers to certain aspects of the impact of glass architecture on man because life in a glass house, open to the sky and to gardens, would automatically release the dormant [better] spiritual forces.

In 1914, Scheerbart further developed his vision of a paradise on earth, which was first published in 1893, and dedicated it to Bruno Taut, showing the glass pavilion at the Werkbund exhibition in Cologne as the first implementation of a common idea. Taut’s exhibition building was an attempt to combine concrete, iron and glass; it was not so much meant to advertise the glass industry, but rather an attempt to "construct the garments for the soul" made of coloured glass mosaics, glowing in the night like a shining jewel (OSMAN 2001). Surely, Taut’s Glass Pavilion with its dome resembling a diamond cut and the walls of coloured glass was the most complete and unprecedented, in the history of architecture, embodiment of the practical and mystical properties of this material, which Scheerbart expressed in one of his aphorisms:

Das Licht will durch das ganze All - und ist lebendig im Kristall [light penetrating the universe is alive in the crystal].

Perception of crystal and glass as precious materials integrally endowed with spiritual properties has had a long tradition in both art and mystical religious theories, which were invoked
within expressionism. Natural crystal structure, the sharpness of its shapes, its transparency and cleanliness constituted a model for new glass architecture and the features of the new man: that was to be righteous like clear crystal and to live in houses that do not isolate, but are closer to nature. The luminosity of the crystal, in turn, was associated with the splendour of God, or rather of the divinity understood not only in terms of religion.

How much this alluring glass architecture turned out to be seen as a picture of a better future is evidenced not only in the fact that the idea was taken up by a circle of German expressionists, but also by its impact on the vision of a new civilization in the novels of Stefan Żeromski. His vision, which almost literally coincides with descriptions of Glashäuser. Published in 1912, the novel Uroda życia [Beauty of life] includes the following considerations by the main character, Piotr Rozłucki:

Sand has become the most precious treasure, providing glass, which you can build everything with: beautiful glasshouses of farmers with glass furniture and appliances, colourful habitat of a new glass-based art – the source of health (...).

Roads made of glass panes, paved highways reaching far under the linden tree avenues. They smile to the sun, those wonderful houses among the fields. Some are blue, others - pink, white or multi-coloured (...). (ŻEROMSKI 1972: 84-86).

Both descriptions are so similar that Żeromski must have known Scheerbart’s early writings, both writers, however, attach a different role to the motif of glasshouses. Żeromski strongly associated glass architecture with the social change; the perfect environment, which will allow changing “the man of brick” into the man of crystal, glass architecture, was to endow its users with spiritual properties that for centuries had symbolically been associated with glass. In Scheerbart works glass defined the characteristics of the future society and its environment, however, the motif of the harmony of the universe and culture regained thanks to the technical possibilities of glass seems to prevail over the motif of social harmony. It was to create a new quality of nature itself combined with art into nature-art or Kunstnatur, as defined by Regine Prange (1991). An even clearer idea of the harmony of nature and the human activity transforming it was expressed by Taut in the concept of "Alpine Architecture" / Alpine Architektur of (1919), which can be interpreted as a vision of a cosmic Gesamtkunstwerk and as a development and visual embodiment of Scheerbart’s Kunstnatur vision. Tino Werner writes:

In this symbiosis of nature and artistic creation, there is a vision of the transformation of people into cosmic beings through light, colour, and form. (SCHIRREN 2004).

The transformation of the Alps into a work of art being a synthesis of architecture and landscape would allow achieving “an eternal harmony of the world” (SCHIRREN 2004).
Glas- und Alpine Architektur are not only a vision of the future society but a broader, actually, an eschatological utopia. Referring to the title of Scheerbart’s novel “Paradise. The Homeland of Art”/Das Paradies. Heimat der Kunst (1889), we can say that the goal is a utopian unity of man and the world. The visions of the two artists suggest that ideal human relationships and the ideal man will emerge from a transformed world, the man whose creative power will be the human spirit that is capable of defeating, subjugating, and shaping the matter. The organically growing crystal structure with its geometrical clarity and gleam, hardness and brittleness was a harbinger of coincidentia oppositorum. Mutually supportive interaction of nature, the creative will of man and the technology endowed with spirituality would allow us to form an individual who, in cooperation with others, would develop ideal forms of social life.

The fantasy of Alpine Architektur was regarded by Taut as a starting point for a more “specific” idea of City Crown or Stadtkrone that was completed as early as 1917 but was not published until 1919. The common element was the belief in the role of the architect as a “spiritual creator” who is able to discover and express the redeeming desires. While Alpine Architektur was a free creation, a vision, which was not constrained with the prospects of its execution, Stadtkrone, was a utopian city of the future, derived from the historical examples and enclosed with the calculation of the necessary costs. Yet, despite the rational reasoning, it remains a kind of spiritual beacon. Scheerbart’s text on Stadtkrone proclaimed that squandering this opportunity would lead to an apocalypse, plunging the humanity into a sepulchral silence of the night.

Coming up with Stadtkrone Taut proposes a kind of inversion, just like in the previous visions: if the city is a clear reflection of the inner structure of man and his thinking, the implementation of the desired shape of the city, expressing the spiritual aspirations, will trigger a feedback reaction affecting the social system and the people. Yet, as he writes, healthy homes, gardens, parks, factories and shops will suffice if this structure is headless. The building complex dominating over the city would consist of social, cultural, and artistic institutions and would simultaneously express the connection with the cosmic order. There were to be four high towers oriented according to the sun, which were to form the basis for the highest edifice towering over the entire composition as pure architecture. The crystal structure illuminated by sunshine would dominate as a shiny diamond, as a sign of supreme peace and serenity of the soul and it would reveal the essence of the matter with its gleam, transparency, and reflectivity. Stadtkrone as evidence of individual spiritual harmony, with himself, with other people and the cosmic space would dominate over the city. There one would be able to live not only in health and safety, but also in happiness, in accordance with the recommendations of Aristotle - if happiness is understood as awareness of sense and gratification of higher existential needs.

The Stadtkrone concept brings together all the threads, revealed in Scheerbart’s and Taut’s earlier works and gives them a “practical” dimension, inter alia by reference to other ideas, treated as a partial prefiguring of the future city, e.g., as envisaged by Howard or Sitte. Taut also tried to start the journey towards the city of the future in his housing projects by introducing colour to their architecture, e.g., in the Falkenberg housing estate (1912-1916), which seems to have little in common with Glasarchitektur. Yet, looking for signs indicating the revival of the spiritual needs in the society, Taut wrote:

Finally, the colour, colourful architecture is blooming again [...] the entire spectrum of pure colours is poured again onto our homes...

Introducing colour to brick houses would be the first step towards the architecture of coloured glass.

The utopian character of the idea of Taut and Scheerbart lies not only in the fantasies of glass architecture or in ideas of the feedback influence of architecture
on the human psyche.

Considered from the perspective of postmodernism, it manifests itself particularly when we realize that we are dealing with an overall vision which is meant to stop the tottering foundations of the European Logos and its "supreme ideas: faith, god, religion", a vision of social cooperation and harmony with nature.

The disappointment felt after World War I, when after the disaster the inevitable rebirth of the world failed to come, as had been expected, was expressed by Żeromski as prior quoted. The fiasco of the glass houses depicted in his novels not only concerned Poland but also reflected the condition of whole European civilization, which once again, had revealed its dark side. Lang's Metropolis of 1927, which shows the effects of the separation of matter and technology from the spirit, diagnosed by Scheerbart as "the hell, the homeland of lust for power" can also be classified as meeting the atmosphere of disappointment.

It is not by chance that Metropolis combines various incarnations of architecture reaching the sky, from the Tower of Babel all the way to the skyscrapers of New York that were Lang’s direct inspiration for the film after his travels in 1924. In Europe, the skyscrapers epitomized progress and modernity, particularly after the contest for the Chicago Tribune building design in 1922. Previously, the fantasy drawing of King’s Dream of New York from 1908-1909 with skyscrapers and airships docking to the buildings’ upper floors had become the basis for Antonio Sant'Elia’s future city projects. Yet, the Babel Tower was a symbol of pride, while the American cities were also perceived the way Siegfried Kracauer saw them when he wrote for the Frankfurter Zeitung:

Everyone knows the ugliness of New York. Tower monsters that owe their existence to the unbridled will of powerful rogue entrepreneurs stand there wildly and indiscriminately side by side, decorated on the outside and inside with apparent glamour, which in no way befits their goals.

In Metropolis, the city with the airplanes flying between the illuminated skyscrapers, with multilevel arteries congested with vehicles, seems to embody the dreams of progress, it appears a visualization built upon Sant'Elia’s futuristic fantasy. The meaning of the film, however, emerges from the comparison of the two aspects of technical progress as the skyscrapers reaching the sky are founded on the unified work of the human masses. The impressive machinery of modernity is created in the underground passages of the city by the exploitation of machinelike human masses that would then be replaced through further inventions of mad scientists and unscrupulous entrepreneurs. The dehumanized world of a nineteenth-century metropolis inhabited by the philistine and his victims depicted in expressionist paintings would only be a harbinger of further exploitation if the development of technology and the usurpation of reason were not accompanied with the comeback of the spiritual values.

On the outskirts of the dichotomous and simultaneously integrated world of a gigantic Metropolis is the scientist Rotwang's hut, which seems to be a relic survivor, overwhelmed by the dynamics, momentum, and size of the city. Yet, it is in that modest hut where the new inventions are worked out, including a kind of a golem, a mechanical woman with the appearance stolen from Mary, a positive figure. Despite the appearances, the hut is not an incarnation of a rural idyll, but a dummy, like the humanoid created in its interior. It is a symbol of an inventor unable to create the real life creations and able only to produce destructive substitutes thereof. It appears that when Lang created his film warning against progress, he also warned against a mirage of a return to the past, to nature, and above all to a naive negation of the gains of the progress, as in the case of the rebellion of the workers devastating the machines and at the same time destroying their world.

The message of the film is clearly expressed at its very beginning and its end: a mediator between the reason and the hands must be the heart. If one
identifies the heart not only with emotions but also with spirituality, then the film warns against excessive cult of the progress that lures with new opportunities but also destroys the people if they let themselves be overwhelmed by the solutions of their own civilization. After the disaster in the depths of the monster city, the final scene is as follows: in the background of a symbolic portal of the cathedral, a worker and the owner embrace each other, mediated by Mary and the converted Freder, son of the owner. This grip combines the heart, the hand, and the mind.

Stadtkrone and Glasarchitektur propose a vision of a new civilization based on the unity of the heart and the mind, the spirit and the matter, progress and nature, and their purity is the result of the exclusion of doubt or uncertainty. In Metropolis, the fascination with the future world was turned into a captivating but disturbing scenery of dystopia. Both utopia and dystopia stem from the same source, a pursuit of a better world, a desire for progress. However, it is not the progress itself that is bad, but misuse of its achievements, which is depicted in many juxtaposed planes making up the bases of Metropolis. The city above the ground is opposed to the underground city, exploitation to servitude, Mary the prophetess (standing for truth) to Mary the robot (standing for falsehood). Based on these juxtapositions the final gesture of reconciliation gains strength by appealing for existential fullness formed out of harmony and cooperation between all the components of the world. Confronting Glasarchitektur and Stadtkrone with Metropolis makes us aware that the difference between a utopia and an anti-utopia falls from the adherence of man to the dark or bright side. Lang thus reaches beyond not so much utopia, but rather beyond the belief in the possibility of creating it in a world of shaken Logos, where values are subordinated to ruthless technology.
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Abstract
Displaying social dystopia is an artificial creation that has the purpose to contrapose a social reality with an extreme hypothesis, one with little if no concern for moralism or economic production, community rules or expected behaviours. The utopian dystopia generates a place where individual minds work independently but with the goal of endlessly improving each other to the limit of acceptance, people objectifying each other with the purpose of leading others and themselves to the closest thing to absolute knowledge, being this knowledge not exactly what is defined by the current circumstances but a knowledge based on corporeal principals and metaphysisc experiences, the only necessity of organisms that would eventually destroy each other.

This is a reaction towards the inexplicable lightness that people display in contemporary days, in contrast with more reactive times, apparently closed in the past, times that seem to be forgotten or chosen to be remembered only and stories but not as our common history.

This is a personal recognition of the unbearable truth that human individuals have turned society into, but also the acceptance that the opposite is not practically acceptable. There are no determined conclusions, only the constant idea that what remains in thought has often more power than what is said or done.

Keywords: imagination, lightness, damages, madness, fantasy

Ideally, the reality
A world connected in every possible way, by cables, waves, ideas, fashion and tides, contacts, calls, messages, conversations, looks, decrees, laws and documents, alliances, unions, hatred and passion, orders and opinions, photography, food, drinks, bridges, highways and roads, by wheels and rotations, news and preoccupations, fear, nostalgia, the History and the stories, wars and conflicts, bombs and explosions, airplanes and trains, cars, travels, escapes and prisons, hiddings, tunnels, routes and connections.

Looking for information on different subjects, I often notice that, most of the times, the available information is nothing more but comments about comments, interpretations, and reinterpretations. Moreover, it is rare to find lines written for the first time, or sentences never spoken before. Everything is a constant repetition of the past and the present itself, nothing has the right to a premiere anymore. Because the same things happen so often that keep on overlapping, and running over and torturing each other for the chance of moving forward, not having the awareness that the result will necessarily be the same, repeatedly. The same or the closest thing to that, which means similar or the exact same consequences, so similar that guarantee no place where to be described. Nothing is new, nothing is regulated by a different set of rules, and everything plays the same inevitable game. Exceptions no longer exist, for even those have already happen too many times to earn the name of exception; they have actually created their own rule of existence - the rule of exceptions that validate every related idea, which paradoxically liberates them from their original character. Therefore, what can someone continue on believing anymore? If you search and seek about the past, about what is recorded in papers and tapes, you find yourself reading or listening about something intimately perverted in its origin: words have already been spoken and written above others and about others; comments and modifications have
reshaped the primary facts, burning them and deeply redefining them in content and visual appearance.

The human being is equally capable of infinite production of knowledge and infinite destruction of that same knowledge: cumulative knowledge is what could be called to the hypothesis of simply accumulating new skills and learning without ever cleaning the pre-existing ones. However, the problem is that new facts always influence the way we maintain what has already been kept for a while; and the same happens for old ideologies compromising our acceptance of novelty. Why does innovation tend to substitute the pre-existing? Why cannot they coexist without confrontation? Sometimes, it happens that an annulled or vanished object or circumstance loses the possibility to return. And yet, every place you go, people are the same, conversations are the same and sound like each other and like the same nonsense as always: even not understanding the words or trying to do so, it is possible to recognize the same type of smiles, equal, shallow, credulous, always full of that instant joy that seems to completely fill their minds during an exceptional period of time.

How can apparently meaningless moments be meaningful enough to represent everything makes people believe they are happy when in reality they are not, they will never be able to be, because being happy is not a status or an objective condition. It only happens occasionally, in a matter of brief moments and, can only be recognized after a lifetime. It is as fugacious as a shiver, as subtle as feeling cold or a wave of hotness when a door opens for a different environment.

Well, after all, it might be happiness what provokes empty smiles, I will never know for sure. What I know is that those are at least honest, against the ones coloured in yellow and built by lips that melt in the corners of the mouth, smiles of pure concern and accommodation to poverty. In fact, as said, instant joy is the closest thing to happiness, even if it is triggered by pure shallowness.

However, what do you think or say when everything seems unequal, when everyone you meet is “happily accommodated” to life in general, when everyone believes to be in the right place. Do you tell them the truth? Or you don’t tell them a word because you have the intimate idea that they might well be actually happy, in the most complete sense of the word, and you’re the only one you doesn’t have the sensibility to acknowledge that. Most people are probably happy, quietly happy, besides all practical issues.

Then again: how can happiness be quiet? Happiness is madness, it is an unbridled monster, and a monster that shows itself for only a few seconds at a time, very occasionally, for it is too dangerous that people believe in its existence. If they knew it existed, they would be obliged by themselves to question the actual concept of what being happy is about and in that moment, they would find nothing but an unworthy void represented by a monster from which they can only see small parts, such as the ears and the tail, sliding behind a piece of furniture once in a while. If that happened, people would not let him go anymore; they would torture him pitilessly, because men cannot deal with strangeness or uniqueness. Men are naturally dirty creatures, for keeping this monster permanently hidden among themselves;

Fig. 1: POMAR, Júlio. Verbena (São João do Porto), 1955. Linocut in two colours. 30,8 x 22,5 cm. Artist’s edition.
not giving him food or water; allowing its anger to grow and turning into inexistence. Men do this continually, not noticing they are contributing to the destruction of something essential to their own maintenance, something they will never be ready to understand or care for in the humane way. Men close their eyes and keep on behaving like insects, incoherent, eternally wild.

… o mesmo se passa com o amor, para o qual somos preparados de um modo absolutamente excessivo. (MUSIL 2008)

[... the same is applied to love, for which we are prepared in an absolute excessive way. (free translation)]

Fig. 2: DACOSTA, António. Untitled, undated. Chinese ink with gouache. 21,5 x 24,8 cm. Coleção CAM - Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian. Lisboa, Inv. DP1069

Love is corrupted by rehearsed words, programmed conversations, gestures that are directed by guides and manuals, social magazines and every kind of trivial comments.

We are slaves of words distorted by socially controlled power, managed by invisible institutions.

Love is distributed in rice packets in humanitarian actions, in delivered vaccines, tears shed for strangers, standardized meals, used cloths and shoes, broken toys, heavenly gifts. Love is a countable noun; you can actually pay to give it and pay to receive it. You can acquire it in hour or minute packs, with or without extra accessories and fantasies.

Like happiness, love is nothing of what is believed to be, it just can’t be that way. It is impossible to teach or even to learn how to recognize such things, such translation of words into actions. It can only be taught or learned how to deal with false manifestations of each of those things, monstrous versions, objectified versions, possible to describe deviations. People speak of love as if talking about potatoes or cigarette butts; it is talked about with unconcern, lightness, relaxation.

Relaxation belongs to people that levitate between conversations and chitchats, between coffee shops and rooms, between schedules. Relaxation and lightness belong to people that knows as much from joy as from sadness, belong to the ones that go shopping and look for sales, to the ones who drink beer with friends, to the ones that listen to publicity ads. It belongs to the ones that dedicate their time to things and people they like or want, with careful moderation. Everything they do is inevitably balanced, calculated in a way that makes it not excessive to the body or the mind and neither only little distraction.

The world is measured by the places where normal people move around, the size of their feet and the clothes they dress. Nothing is projected for the ones who live out of the regulated scale, those are always the minority: the too much something and the something less, the ones who want everything or nothing at all. Not even these two extremes combined represent the smallest sample, facing all the others, the ones that know exactly in what measure one should want or do something. Because today, people are measured and judged by what they do, no matter what they want.

Imagination should count over practical actions, imagination is everything. It is both fantastic and terrible, driving even the maddest ones to unrecognizable madness: more than what even they can bare, but that they actually do: for the better or the worst, with fewer or bigger damages, internal, external, or collateral.

Teria a vida em geral chegado a um ponto morto? Não, a sua força tinha aumentado ainda mais! Haveria mais contradições paralisantes do que noutros tempos? Dificilmente as poderia haver. No passado não se cometem erros? Houve erros aos montes! Aqui entre nós: o que acontecia
era que se apoiavam as causas dos fracos. E dos fortes ninguém queria saber; acontecia que os estúpidos assumiam papéis dominantes, enquanto grandes talentos assumiam papéis de excêntricos. (MUSIL 2008)

[Could life had reached a dead end? No, its strength had risen even more! Were there even more paralysing conditions than in previous times? It was unlikely. Were not there mistakes also committed in the past? There were tons of them! Just between us: what used to happen is that people would support the causes of the week. Moreover, no one was interested on the strong ones; it happened that stupid people had dominant roles, while the talented ones were seen as eccentric. (free translation)]

To live out of things or entirely inside them? Ideal shapes or the idealism of living out of them? What is that? If the world had the shape of the strong ones, there would be no room for almost the entire population. Would there be a place for the ones that are not always as smart, not always as brilliant? None of that is real; it is not about that, not at all. It is about something bigger than that, bigger than being a man, bigger than being a person. It is about living each and everything intensively, until exhaustion. Always in one extreme or the other. Always painfully.

Is there any justice in that? Where does that idea fit? Does it fit in being able to know what justice means or in having right to that? Where is the modesty or the shame that keeps us from asking for something that we know to be inexistente, unreachable. I don’t actually know it... or I do and because of that I know I could never reach it. I only know it isn’t something practical, something possible to get hotter or colder. It is not an animal that can go through metamorphoses or a plant that can blossom to the world. It just either is or it is not, and generally, it is not. On the other hand, maybe, I have never been in the place where it had the chance to be.

Looking to a room filled with chairs, all empty, all the same. Are the people who sit on them, the same? Alternatively, do they transform into the same because they are sitting on the same chair? Well, maybe. They will probably listen to the same, will they wright similar things about it (?) will they discuss the same (?) they will probably interest for the same or for nothing at all. Those never know what unfairness is about and because of that, nothing will ever seem fair to them (will they say with great lightness), but it can look like it. Is this Utopia? Horror Utopia at least. Unreasonable Dystopia.

Looking to a room filled with chairs, all empty, all the same. Are the people who sit on them, the same? Alternatively, do they transform into the same because they are sitting on the same chair? Well, maybe. They will probably listen to the same, will they wright similar things about it (?) will they discuss the same (?) they will probably interest for the same or for nothing at all. Those never know what unfairness is about and because of that, nothing will ever seem fair to them (will they say with great lightness), but it can look like it. Is this Utopia? Horror Utopia at least. Unreasonable Dystopia.

O efeito narcotizante daquela música paralisou-lhe a medula e aliviou-lhe o destino. (MUSIL 2008)

[The narcotic effect of that music paralysed her marrow and relieved her destiny. (free translation)]

In reality, the ideal

If a man sees, (wants to see) not everything that proposes himself to, he will probably be able to see any of that, at least in the way he wants to. That inevitable failure comes from the already known impossibility of looking at everything with equal intensity... or maximum intensity, even if there is a great intention being devoted. In that way, even if the one that proposes himself to see and look for everything is inevitably a failed man, than the world he lives in might be nothing more than an illusion, a never accomplished desire. One thing is for sure, it is nobody else’s world for no one else will perceive it the same way he does but also, it is not the world he tries to create at every cost, it is something completely different, mutable, animal, independent from its creator. The world that he lives in, is probably the world he generates in is unconscious, more complete that anything he can ever be aware of. That world, being strongest but hidden, is a servant of the world that the man lives consciously, feeds it, keeping it alive. That world, the more complex, and complete, the one that exists in the shadows of the mind is the very essence of the other. It is intensively lived with no intention of that, it is always out of control, highly combustible.

A sound exists because someone listens, a smell torments only because someone smells it. The unconscious world exists because there is melancholia, curiosity, despair, desire, whimper, and dissatisfaction.
If we question the hypothesis of proceeding through this route of eatable stones and delusion and we might find the only possible way of dealing with whatever is happening in any place on the face of the earth; looking for everything till eternity, reaching the out of control status and waiting for balance to come back again... losing the ability of being predictable and assuming as the only possible rule in life, to always remain unsatisfied. To resign, exclusively to live in a continuous *meantime* among things. The *meantime* that is everything.

Is that the possibly innocuous premise of an artist's mind (?) to continuously question and explore, comfortably accepting everything that is purely incomprehensible and that should remain exactly as it is for in reality nothing will turn into the opposite. Is it possible to accept the impossibility of understanding anything and everything in its all and still trying to peel every single layer, knowing that the end will never come...?

Here in limbo, or this world, between the known and the unknown, the rationality and the irrationality; all the extremes collide with each other on a daily basis. Everything exists in direct proportion to the piece of imagination that is devoted to it. What really matters is what goes in your mind at every second, what, in the real world, would make you stumble and fall on the sidewalk. What matters is what we know to be impossible to accomplish but that we still imagine as if it was.

How can someone try to learn about heaven or hell, losing time to question its existence if everything that exists and that is palpable is already here, massively, waiting for someone to notice, everywhere, in the city - that is a sortilege (*a cidade que é um sortilégio*) (Khadra 2010). Why are people afraid of dying but not afraid of living? Why don’t we talk about life the way we talk about death or talk about death the way we talk about life? Or the way we talk about life... There must be life in that death, just as much as there is death in this life. Here, people will start being afraid of simply being and they must learn how to deal with that.

People will live each other the way cities are lived: contributing to its construction, travelling and wandering through it, deforming its sensitive and helpful shapes, infecting its corners and streets with venom, terror, fantasy, and wonder. To leave it absolutely exhausted, destroyed, raped throughout its surface, internally and externally, slaughtering its skin, muscles and bones, an eccentric circus; without apparent reason or easy understanding, without contradicting when people rise at the sight of the elephant of undeniable exuberance.

Acham que a felicidade está em protestar. Mas não é verdade. A felicidade, Júnior, é uma pessoa saber calar-se quando as ondas se divertem. (Khadra 2010)

[They think happiness comes from protesting. But that is not the truth. Happiness, Júnior, happens when someone knows how to be quiet at the sight of waves enjoying themselves. (free translation)]

Fig. 3: DACOSTA, António. *A morte e o jovem (Death and a young man)*. 1985. Acrylic on cardboard. 31,4 x 19,8 cm. Coleção Fundação Cupertino de Miranda. Vila Nova de Famalicão.

However, is necessary to know how to recognize exuberance, otherwise no one will rise at the right time?

It is necessary to learn what is worth, when everything becomes silent and there is nothing passing through except images, with no subtitles for the
represented pictograms. Because living in the foam (VIAN 2013) is one of the available options. Living in the foam is also not wanting to leave that place, it’s correcting mistakes with spit, mending trousers with nails, it is dancing at the sound of sunbeams chocking against taps [free translation, dançar ao som dos choques dos raios de sol com as torneiras] (VIAN 2013). There is living in the foam and actually knowing the essence of foam, but that is too scary to imagine, too compelling, to serious and dark. Everything that is highly composed by a great percentage of fantasy is fatally destined to equal amount of horror.

To live with no barriers would mean daily ecstasy; with no individual precautions, available to each and every torment acquired as a gift, lived as a wonderful opportunity.

It is for another day, for another life, for another world.
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Abstract
This text analyses the sketch as the architect's imaginary. It theorizes the drawing and explains the action of drawing, mainly in the scope of the architecture project activity. It connects the action of drawing with the visual and spatial perception, with memory and imagination. It considers the architect's drawing as the transformation of mathematical space (rational knowledge - geometry - perspective) into the real, concrete, and experiential space. It is based on the ideas of some authors, researchers in the areas of perception, creativity, drawing, and architectural project in order to understand the relation between the real and the imaginary in the creation process of the architect's sketch. I concluded that the drawing consists in "producing" clues towards the project's solution, according to the interpretative and critical sensitivity, as well as organizing the imaginary thinking on what is produced in the mind of the architect.
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1. The architect's drawing

What is a Drawing? Or more precisely, what is the Drawing to the architect? Replying to this is not an easy task, as the drawing is enveloped in several characteristics: it can either mean the representation of the objects that make up the world surrounding us, or represent the objects that permeate our thoughts, the so-called imaginary. The drawing is, additionally, an object in itself, a product, in other words, a work of art created from lines, dots, or strokes. The drawing also lends, so to speak, its name to the discipline where one learns the occupation of drawing: Observational Drawing, Architectural Drawing, Artistic Drawing, etc. may even be understood as outlines/sketches, studies of a painting, towards the creation and, thus, approach the idea of intention, purpose, something that is planned, a plan, a meaning.

There are, then, several concepts that get involved with the term ‘drawing’, and each all of them are interconnected and impossible to separate. However, despite the various conceptualizations about drawing, it can be stated that all of them complement and supplement each other in a context of feelings that become a man-impression relation over a flat surface.

Drawing, the act of making a drawing, implies the direct record of hand movements, meaning a relation between who does it and the results of this doing. It mobilizes the body of the subject who draws, in a unique relation between the hand and the brain, the brain and the eye, imprinting into the results of this action - the drawing - a unique character, directly related to the gesture of doing; an extrinsic harmony resulting from a personal rhythm and gesture. (RODRIGUES 2000: 18)

To draw is the drawing, as confirms Bismark (2001). Agreeing with this author, the drawing is a verb. Since the drawing is understood as a process, as an action. The action of processing information from thoughts, and making its representation. This action is directly linked to the spatial and visual
perception and, regardless of the type of drawing - to observation, memory or of creation - drawing relies on what has been observed, understood, and internalized. The observational is, at the same time, creation, and memory, as perception takes place in a differentiated form for each individual and is related to the memories and the meaning of what is being observed. A memory and creation drawing, in turn, depends on what has already been observed in order to make sense.

There is no way of establishing, then, the limit for each type of drawing. The words from Arnheim (1996: XIII) are then merged: “all perception is also thought, all reasoning is also intuition, all observation is also invention”, and he considers the act of seeing as the one that imposes on reality, in an entirely subjective fashion, form and meaning, as with the ones from Puig (1979), on agreeing that perception is borrowing meaningful structures and not only a record of elements.

Thus, to draw is to perceive, and perceptive activities, according to Piaget (2001), are progressively developed. In the case of the perception of reality, in order to make a drawing, the logic-mathematical notions act as abstract operations, not simply of perceived objects, but also of those actions performed on them. The individual’s perception, under this aspect, is conditional to the medium. Piaget (2001) considers as crucial the role of perception in intellectual evolution, which depends on the figurative aspect of the knowledge about the real, whereas actions transform what is real, deriving operations in the course of interiorization and structuration.

For an architect, drawing is no different. To draw is to bring to reality something that is conceived in the mind, by means of the perception of the world where he lives. Something - spatial configurations - that is conceived in a unique, imaginary, world. It is the relationship between the real and the imaginary. It is clear that the architect’s drawing has a specific purpose: a document for the realization/construction of a building. It, the drawing, unravels the entire process of an architectural project, from the design sketches; the presentation drawing to the strictly technical drawings of the executive project. In this process, the drawings have origin in generalities - or greater imprecision/doubts -, to definition - the precision/certainties.

Thus, the architect’s drawing is the transformation of the mathematical, abstract space, measurable in its three dimensions, within the fundamental concept of the Euclidean geometry notions of the perspective (rational knowledge), in the real, experiential space, that one when architecture is achieved.

What matters here, however, are the drawings from the first phase, in other words, the sketches. As for the “first phase”, it is worth mentioning that drawing the sketch is a strong instrument for imagination and creativity, intrinsic to the various moments of the projection process, but especially at the beginning of the process: as source of inspiration for the creation of the concepts needed for the development of the ideas.

### 2. Sketch; imaginary and reality

The image of the “isolated” architect, leaning over the paper implies a unique moment, one of intimacy with the object of study:

> This intimacy between the architect and his drawing favours the creative dynamic between designing and representation; it is a conflictive interdependence that the brain that projects must control […]. (Henri Ciriani, apud. LAPUERTA 1997: 95)

The sketch appears as the main instrument to organize the imaginary world of the architect, putting order in the project and moving the process forward. Daher (1984: s.p.) describes these feelings in the architect’s personal moment with his ideas: “The initial shapes take form, the outline becomes stronger when the architect writes small numbers, imprints indications about the scale on the drawing, the proportions of those mysterious scribbles. Correction: mysterious for the layman, since for the author they are signs that were only
asleep, waiting for their moment. So they appear when the architect is able to awaken them from their silence in either a peaceful, suffered, or pleasurable process”.

There is, therefore, a close relationship of feelings between architects and their drawings/sketches. American architect, Stanley Tigerman, comments:

In each project, I experience two moments of pleasure: first when I draw the first sketch and then when the work truly completed. (LAPUERTA 1997: 32)

The joy of the first drawing is associated to the spark of creation. The moment that the idea appears in the mind of the architect and he records it on paper. That is not easy, as it is a state of ideas construction. The architect Le Corbusier exemplifies well such a situation by stating that:

[...] When they order a work, I have the habit of including it in my memory, that is, I do not make any sketch for months. The human head [mind] is wired in such a way that it has certain independence: it is a box that we can disorderly fill with the elements of a problem. We allow it, then, to ‘float’, ‘scheme’, ‘ferment’ and, suddenly one day, spontaneously, in its interior, something is triggered; we take a pencil, a crayon, a colouring pencil [...] and we give life to the paper; the idea arrives at the world, it is born. (apud. LAPUERTA 1997: 87)

If we could observe the architect, at this very moment, we would see something as Athavankar describes:

[...] a typical scene: cycles of intense introspective ‘pondering’ followed by ‘flashes’ of scribbles. Not infrequently, they speak and gesture by themselves, and even change the place they occupy in the environment. The process is similar to the projection of what takes place inside the mental space”. (apud. MEDEIROS 2004: 49)

At any rate, the important thing is that the sketches are and should be used to develop the uncertainties present at the beginning of the elaboration of a project. As sustains Lapuerta (1997, p. 91)

The graphical experimentation, the improvement, the rigor, the constructive dimensions... are, also, things that will complement each other with new drawings.

To draw, therefore, consists in “producing” clues towards the solution of the project, as well as giving order to the architect’s imaginary thinking, since:

“Abundant material is produced, and from this, meaningful clues may be selected and used to make concepts emerge. On selecting these clues, mental images are used to interpret, in the draft, more information than it was invested in its lines. When we draw a line, new combinations may appear among these elements, without us having planned this” (MEDEIROS, 2004, p. 58).

Dorfman (2002) reinforces these values on analysing the drawings from Portuguese architect Álvaro Siza, relating to the project from the Iberê Camargo Museum, in the city of Porto Alegre, Brazil:

The ambiguity that naturally occurs in free drawings favours the onset of new solutions and stimulates the conscious development of intuitive skills and creativity. Through the drawing, the thought follows its course, without the need for giving names or labels to things before they are defined. The drawings offered constitute a communication of the architect with himself, while he tests alternatives, developing his thoughts and registering incomprehensible scrawls. Only accompanied by the explanations and indications made by the architect are the drawings useful for the understanding by part of the public.
Architect Eduardo Mondolfo wrote an article, a while ago, in which he ponders this dialog between the architect and his imaginary drawing. In a moment of "rest" from work (as he was waiting for some customer to call or to arrive), in his office, he saw an image:

[...] a very solid and thick wall, coated in white and grey ceramic (and probably 45x45cm): thus making a checker pattern. Initially, this wall appeared to be loose to me - but it could very well be a facade of a building (or a home). Thus - the checker pattern of this element, by itself, by the obvious rhythm it presented - also had no reason for being. None whatsoever... It was when I saw that this orthodoxy was pure appearance. In one of the sides - I say - ends, a row of the ceramic mesh went beyond the wall itself, and advanced into the air, almost suspended, if not for the rounded column, apparently made out of concrete, leaving the ceramics gap in full view: almost 2 and a half meters [...]. (MONDOLFO 1986 77)

Mondolfo continues the description of his unique dialog with his drawing, inserting new elements, no more from his mind as a vision -, but from a debate about several architecture questions, in search of words that would validate the idea (the initial image of the wall ends up being incorporated, in the end, into a drawing of a beautiful home).

However, he finishes the text - and it is what matters - justifying that he desired to expose, from this evolution of an idea, that there is one method of projecting by using the drawing as “interpretative and critical sensitivity” on what is produced in the imaginary of our minds. He means, in and by the drawing, or better yet, by drawing, that it is possible to see, review, err, to be right, refuse, accept, destroy, recompose, doubt, clarify, give up, proceed... and to draw more and more - "in each architect, there is a desire of never finishing the project [drawing]" (VIEIRA 2001: 139).

In short, it is in the practice of sketches that the architect (re)invents shapes, aligns lines and volumes, stipulates empties and fills, defines colours and materials and reinforces the values of his creation. The sketch presents itself, therefore, as a means of personal search for the architect. The drawing and its action: to draw is, therefore, a perceptual activity, something that is not fully complete, as it is open to new visions. It invites us, suggests questions, evokes..., and, thus, exposes our imaginary world for the construction (in theory) of a better world.
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1 “The word representation is used here as a way to evoke a situation in his absence. Because, as based on Pistone (2011: 1): “From the sociocultural point of view, the representation is the system or set of systems through which a society (by means of images, objects and symbols it creates) presupposes a particular view of the world linked to cultural
forces that gave rise to it.

The imaginary understood here, in a simple way, as the production of images, ideas, concepts, visions of an individual or a group to express its relationship with the world.

In 1681, Baldinucci quoted in his "Vocabario Toscano dell’Arte del disegno" the word sketch as: "what painters denominate to these extremely loose brush or pencil strokes that use to parade their concepts without carefully elaborating them; this is what they call to do a sketch".
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Abstract
Bartolomeu Cid dos Santos was an artist that found in printmaking a privileged means of expression. His work took shape by the combination of drawing and the expressive particularities of printmaking, learned and developed at the Slade School of Fine Art, as well as the artist’s strong cultural background, being his work sources and references of scholarly nature, mainly based in the areas of literature and cinema. “I am two” the artist used to say. One that looked inside and another one that looked outside. The part of his work in which he looked inside, reaches themes of metaphysical character. The part in which he looked outside approached reality, with works of interventionist nature. His work had recurring themes, Space, Time, and Memory. In this paper, we will discuss the sources and references of the thematic of utopian nature in the work of Bartolomeu Cid dos Santos, trying to be as comprehensive as possible.
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1. Introduction
Bartolomeu Cid dos Santos was born in Lisbon at midnight and ten minutes of the 24th of August 1931, son of the doctor João Afonso Cid dos Santos and Nazaré Vilhena dos Santos. According to his sister Alexandra, his parents decided to call him Bartolomeu because he was born on the day of St. Bartolomeu (SAMPAYO 2010).

In 1951, he enrolled in the painting course of E.S.B.A.L. attending classes until the year of 1956, in this year he enrolled as a free student at the Slade School of Fine Arts - University. College. - London, attending the course as a student between 1956 and 1958 (Gulbenkian 1959: 2 ). Between 1958-1961, he attends the course of painting of the Lisbon Fine Arts School, not completing the course. He taught printmaking at the Slade School between 1961 and 1996, succeeding Antony Gross after his retirement at the leading of the Printmaking Department at Slade School of Fine Art in 1976.

Bartolomeu Cid dos Santos was an artist who found in printmaking a privileged means of expression. His work took shape by the combination of drawing and the expressive features of printmaking, learned and developed at the Slade School of Fine Art, with its strong cultural background, having his sources scholarly character references, especially to the level of literature and cinema.

The artist said he was two. One who looked inside and another that looked outside. The one that looked inside addressed metaphysical nature themes. The one that looked outside approached reality with works of interventionist nature at political and social level.

His work of great size and diversity, had recurring themes, Space, Time and Memory, having Bartolomeu recurred on an original way to experimentation, and also on the way he mainly used acids, transversely in different formats and scales, from printmaking to the public art, for obtaining the visual record.

Bartolomeu in the initial phase of its work until 1956 works in drawing painting and ceramics, from 1956 until 1996 he works...
on printmaking and public art, since 1996, he combined printmaking and public art, with painting, assemblages, sculpture, and installation. Having developed his artistic activity in London between 1956 and 1958 and 1961 and 1996, the Portuguese art panorama was not a reference to Bartolomeu, despite the artist exhibited regularly in Portugal in that period and exclusivity with the 111 Gallery from 1969.

Specifically regarding to printmaking, Bartolomeu at the end of 50 and 60 was the reference to Portuguese artists. However, because the Cooperative GRAVURA was bringing foreign printmakers to give courses, and the Portuguese artists started to integrate the circuits of international print biennials, his reference is no longer exclusive. Bartolomeu contributed however at the Slade, to the training in this area of some Portuguese artists in particular Fernando Calhau, Victor Fortes, and Guilherme Parente.

Concerning its public art works in etched stone, Bartolomeu pioneered using acids, away from the traditional engraving in stone, or graffito, examples of Almada, with its work in graffito at the University of Lisbon.

2. Sources and references on the utopian work of Bartolomeu

In this paper, we will discuss the sources and references of the works of utopian thematic nature in the work of Bartolomeu Cid dos Santos.

Bartolomeu sources and references vary depending on the thematic and on the various phases of his work. He takes his influences as something natural and inherent to the creative process, in terms of the history of art in general and in their particular case, stating:

We do not start alone. All creators seek inspiration in others. I for example, initially drank in Giorgio de Chirico metaphysical painting, later on the music of Shubert or on Pessoa's poetry (especially Alvaro de Campos). In addition, these artists drank on others who have been drinking on others. This almost endless chain dates back perhaps to the Altamira cave.

Art is always constructed from the existing art. Even when it is to break up with her. (...) Of course, we have to know very well what existed before. Who is considered self-sufficient is just embarking on the most stupid of arrogance. We do, in fact, part of a series of links that are lost in time ... we never start from scratch. (SILVA 2001: 14-19)

As noted above, Bartolomeu’s Work takes on a dual character, according to the artist:

I am two people, I am a person, but I am ... I am two and I am the one that is also me. One looks inside, are the dreams. And the other looks outside in a critical way are the realities. (MELO s. d.)

One looks out to the world around us and reflects or is critical of it. The other, looks inside, and relates to memories and the passage of time. If you want, you can call it a metaphysical attitude towards life. (SANTOS 2007)

These two facets, as different from each other, having lyricism as opposed to a gloomy side, lethal, ironic, political, scathing, are revealing of what structure this author. About the lyrical component in which it is inserted the part of the work in which the artist looks inside, Bartolomeu says:

As for the other aspect, the looking inside, apart obviously of course being part of my persona has many sources of information many derived from literature, music, cinema, as well as works of other artists. (SANTOS 2007)

In the thematic line, consisting of the works of metaphysical nature, a reflection of the inner world of the artist, we have a whole imaginary, whose strong artist’s culture is an inexhaustible source of funds for the creation of his works in these thematic in which are included the works of utopian nature of which we name some of the prints that are part of them: Landscapes: Prints, The Explorers, 1974, etching/aquatint. Labyrinths: The Visitor, 1971, etching/aquatint. Atlantis, 1972, etching/aquatint. The Secret Place, 1974, etching/aquatint.

The works of Bartolomeu incorporating the theme of utopia are mainly related to its series of labyrinths, with references to the lost continent of Atlantis, and some works with closed architectural interior
spaces of monumental scale. In the first works of the series of the labyrinths that Bartolomeu developed between 1970 and 1979, there is only the labyrinth door, case of Untitled 1970, aquatint, and on the last work, False Landscape 1979 etching / aquatint only appears between mountains a piece of wall with the typical bricks used by Bartolomeu in their labyrinths. This series of works, according to Bartolomeu came following his reading of the work of Jorge Luis Borges in 1969, advised by Paula Rego. (MELO s. d.)

As mentioned, the series of labyrinths was started by representations of a door (Figure 1) as noted in the first prints and Bartolomeu himself says:

This is I looking for a proof that was one of the first labyrinths I did. Had not yet the labyrinth, only had the door. (MELO s. d.)

Little by little, Bartolomeu inserts the labyrinth and the sphere in his compositions, in which the architectural elements with sphere are influenced by the Newton's Cenotaph of the architect Boulée and its utopian architecture and by the series of prisons of Piranesi (fig. 2). According to Bartolomeu the prints of this series:

They are metaphysical (...) they raise questions that can be philosophical, have to do with power, with force, with fear. (MELO s. d.)

The sources and references of Bartolomeu's plastic work are mostly of scholar character and come from various areas of knowledge and of the most varied artistic expressions, yet being their main influences, literary, musical, and cinematographic.

According to Bartolomeu all that is creator has references, regardless of the creative area (SANTOS 2002). In his case, the artist says that when works he usually is not really thinking about the references that he is using at that time in his work, and he only exercised retrospectively and more methodically in 1996, a reasoning in order to discover and understand these same sources and references of his work. The reason Bartolomeu did not carry out this exercise before, we find it in his own words:

You will note that from 69 spheres, circular shapes, or even circular prints are part of my form of expression. I have been asked many times why I like to use such elements, and if you ask me frankly, I do not know or seek to know it; it seems to me that on the day that an artist knows to the smallest detail the reasons and motivations that lead him to create a particular work, it risks to lose the sense of adventure that the unknown generates, and that artistic creation requires. (SARRE 1988)

We enumerate bellow the sources and references of the utopian character of works of Bartolomeu Cid dos Santos:
2.1 References in painting

One of the references in painting, was a small painting in the possession of Bartolomeu’s family, from a disciple of Bosch with 22 cm in diameter (Fig. 3) and according to his sister Alexandra (SAMPAYO 2010) belonged to his grandfather Reynaldo dos Santos and was inherited first by João Afonso Cid dos Santos and then by Bartolomeu. This painting is the genesis of the form of all its round prints, as Bartolomeu told us in a telephone conversation.

In addition to the circular shape itself according to Bartolomeu (SANTOS 2002), the frame composition with a set of figures on the left, and another one on the right in the foreground, with an open space in the middle, also influenced the composition of some of his prints, namely Atlantis revisited and The End of Atlantis (fig. 4).

2.2 References on literature and cinema

The series of labyrinths comes from Borges and of the reading of his complete works bought in Madison in 1969. They are labyrinths where according to the artist there is no exit or entry.

Well, I discovered Borges in 1969. It was the end of a cycle on my work and I went to America to teach at the University of Wisconsin. It was in the year of release of the “2001 Space Odyssey”. Two or three days before leaving, I saw the film in London and was very impressed. Speaking with Paula Rego on Kubrick, she told me, “Look, you know Borges? So you read it, you will like it.” I came to America and saw a bookstore showroom in Madison, full of Borges. I bought right there the “Aleph” and other books. When I returned, I already was someone else. (SARRE 1988)

On my return to London, the combination of Borges with Kubrick, both playing with ideas and concepts, with mysteries spaces and questions, completely changed the character and the direction of my work.” (SARRE 1988)

2.3. References in Architecture

In the print Atlantis, the labyrinth ends up on a centre but has a wall behind and a watchtower. Bartolomeu says that without realizing used the architecture of Boullée and its Cenotaph of Newton (fig. 5) and opened the sphere like him without realizing. The architecture of Boullée (LE COMTE 1969) is a constant reference in the buildings with spheres of the labyrinth series.

Boullée tried to create an architecture for a new world, for a future society, tried to create monumental buildings that constitute the expression of a revolutionary ideology and constituted a
starting point for a new world, revealing thus his disposition to a utopia and renewal of society.

Through the work of Boullée, the formal vocabulary of Bartolomeu acquires geometric solids, geometrical pure shapes, spheres, pyramids, and his imagination combines them with other elements, turning them into intriguing and poetic compositions by the nature of its formal purity in transfiguring contexts (fig. 6).

The University College Library staircase giving visual access to 3 floors (fig. 7) influenced the print *The Secret Place*, 1974 (fig. 8) with the sphere on top of a foreground wall with two lower floors behind (SANTOS 2002). The door that we see in this photography with the arc top may also have constitute reference to the doors of the series of labyrinths.

In addressing the photographs taken at the home of Bartolomeu’s sister, Alexandra Sampayo Mello, we realized that the example of what Bartolomeu states about the influence of this staircase. It may also be applied to the the shape of his Sintra house doors that he rented according to his sister Alexandra by 1970, they are also an influence, once that they are morphologically close to the doors used in its labyrinths.
2.4. Other Influences

The influence that triggered the appearance of the sphere in his prints of labyrinths, the utopian architecture of Boullée, is a reference to which we arrive by morphological comparison. The same is no longer true about the other influence that Bartolomeu said in a letter to us (SANTOS 2007), the sparkling sphere that appeared in the television series The Fugitive. An unlikely influence, if we think in terms of references as those originating primarily from the universe of visual and related arts, and therefore only possible to identify by the author's own testimony.

Another difficult reference to spot, which we only reached also through the testimony the artist (SANTOS 2002) is the space of the UCL library access staircase in which we see three floors, which Bartolomeu incorporated in some prints of the series of the labyrinths, namely, The Secret Place, 1973 etching / aquatint, in which the viewer is placed in an observation point that allows him to see one or more plans below is observation point.

After the knowledge of this fact, we were more attentive to this kind of situations, and wen photographing Bartolomeu’s family albums (SAMPAYO 2010) an interior photograph of Bartolomeu’s Sintra house caught our attention. This photo shows a door, which apart from one or another detail, assumes quite relevant similarities with the doors used by Bartolomeu in their series of labyrinths.

The purchase of the house by Bartolomeu around 1969 (SAMPAYO 2010) coincides with the beginning of the series of the labyrinths.

These are all the sources and references of the utopian work of Bartolomeu Cid dos Santos that was possible to us to identify during the investigation for the preparation of this paper. If others exist, they are not obvious and therefore, only the artist himself would be able to say it.
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Abstract
Utopias create an imagined world of possibilities and allow for the visualization of impossibilities; like a dream, they allow for the triggering of the imagination, opening spaces for new possibilities to emerge. At the heart of modernism, was a utopian desire to create a better world, and the belief that design, art, and architecture could transform society and move towards better ideals. In contemporary art and architecture, this utopian desire still defines creation, however in a new and distinct way. Two case studies are presented exemplifying two types of contemporary utopia in art and architecture. In architecture, with John Pawson, the research clarifies a type of utopian spiritual depuration through minimalism, creating a space that allows for a contemplative way of life. In art, with Anselm Kiefer, the work explores a metaphysical and cosmological utopian type of existence, allowing for a deeper connection with the primitive and natural order of the universe. The research shows that not only is utopia part of contemporary art and architecture, but that those utopian visions do in fact, to some extent, come alive in reality. In doing so, we become closer to More’s utopian dream, where men are led by the soul and by spirituality.

Keywords: Utopia, Architecture, Art, Significance, Meaning

1. Utopia: An Imagined Perfection

Utopia can be understood as an ‘imagined perfect place’. The word was coined by Thomas More (1478-1535) in Utopia (1516) and was derived from two Greek words: ‘u’ (no) and ‘topos’ (place), which literally translates to ‘no place’; however More suggests that the word eutopia, which means ‘good place’ “(...) is a better descriptor.” (Sargent, 2005); which means that utopia can either be a place, which has no real existence or can be an imaginary ‘good place. This duality clarifies two contradictory conditions that are innate to the concept: that it is both an impossibility (no place) and simultaneously an optimal ‘real’ condition (good place). The word became part of common language even prior to the various translations of the book. However, multiple ‘utopian societies’ had been imagined prior to his literary work; all civilizations have had a certain form of utopia fuel their existence: for example, the utopian society of Magnesia, imagined by Plato in Ancient Greece described in Laws, one of Plato’s last dialogues, whose aim was “(...) to produce citizens who possess complete virtue.” (Bobonich and Meadows, 2013). Contemporary uses of the word and concept always encompass a form of imagining a ‘perfect place’ or a ‘perfect society’, which defines a human aspiration towards a form of perfection that is always unreachable and in some way impossible. Utopias create an imagined world of possibilities and permit a visualization of impossibilities. Like a dream, it allows for the triggering of the imagination, opening spaces for new possibilities to emerge. This type of imagining a new world, a new vision, a new way of life or even a new type of dream, has always been part of what art and architecture has aimed to do. More so, it defines art and architecture’s essence.
2.1. The legacy of More’s Utopia: Spirituality and Imaginative Possibilities

One of the main points brought forth by Thomas More in his book Utopia (1516), of relevance for the present research paper, is the merging of the real and the imagined world that creates a new imagined possibility, as clarified by author Dominic Baker-Smith (2014) when he explains that Utopia emphasizes “(...) the relationship between imagination and experience.” (Baker-Smith, 2014), were the real and the imagined merge becoming one single dimension. Another focus point of the work is the spiritual way of life led by the Utopian’s, the people that composed the utopian society. They possessed a unique mind-set and way of life that was based in the belief that true happiness could be found in two things: firstly the cultivation of the mind, and secondly, the most important ingredient for true happiness, the cultivation of spiritual pleasure. As such: “(...) the key to their thinking lies in the soul and its destiny (...).” (Baker-Smith, 2014). So what happens when, like the Utopians, we place the soul in the centre of our lives and our creations?

2. Modernism’s dream for a better world

At the heart of modernism, was a utopian desire to create a better world, and the belief that design, art, and architecture could indeed transform society and move towards better ideals. Richard Rinehart (Director of the Samek Art Museum at Bucknell University) in his research paper ‘Utopia Now and Then’ (2014) explains that Modernism, is characterized by a ‘utopian impulse’, and that there were multiple modernist utopias. An example of this was the Arts and Crafts Movement, that with William Morris aimed to re-join people to their labour and to their land, “(...) through use of natural forms and materials and a return to village/communal living.” (Rinehart, 2014, p. 4). In Italy, the Futurist Movement, with the publication of the Manifeste du Futurisme (1909) by Italian poet and painter Filippo Marinetti, proposed a society run by the aesthetics of the machine and industry. In American Art, it is possible also to trace this utopian idea in Abstract Expressionism with; for example, Jackson Pollock and Minimal Art with Donald Judd, that aimed to create a new type of art that (...) points to the perfection of the void (Rinehart, 2014, p. 7), in a spiritual way. In both art and architecture, modernism aimed to create a new form of expression that would reflect and cater to the human intellect, spirit and soul, at all levels of existence, and believed that architecture and art, in a new way, could shape the minds and souls of all humanity.

3. Contemporary Utopias in Art and Architecture

Author Rinehart (2014) continues explaining that utopia implies a break with the past, and that this break also defines a new type of contemporary utopia that lives in the present time. This contemporary utopia in both art and architecture, he claims, is an attempt “(...) to reconcile the universal with difference”. (Rinehart, 2014, p. 22). However, the main aspect of contemporary utopia proposed by the author is a new type of utopia, which lives in the lives of the observers instead of existing in a distance place. In his words, he claims:

So utopia may not be some far off place, but an impulse that exists here and now whose realization is created contingently,
relationally, and immediately in the space between utopia and the subject. (Rinehart, 2014, p. 26)

Stephen Duncombe (2010), professor at Gallatin School, New York University, in his conference talk in the Walker Art Centre, entitled ‘Utopia Is No Place: The Art and Politics of Impossible Futures’ also explains that a growing number of artists are abandoning truth-telling political art for a boldly imaginative utopian practice. He explains that this type of art, allows for a more positive change in society: because by dreaming the impossible we create a sort of imaginative positive change in society, allowing for a bridge between what is real and what could be, by opening up a space for participation and engagement from the audience. He claims: “Everything has to be an engagement with the idea of truth.” (Walker Art Centre, 2010). This idea of truth, in art, is presented in a more fluid and dynamic way, allowing for dreams and imagination to define the reality. Because truth is ever changing and evolving (we are still producing truth), he explains, that we, as humans, need a dream to move us forward and reach towards.

It is this dream, this ‘utopia’, this possibility of a better life associated to an idea of truth, that contemporary art and architecture is presenting to the world. In this sense, as the author Duncombe (2010) explained, art has stopped critiquing what is, and has begun looking at what might be and at what could be, trying to materialize those impossibilities. Although Utopia is the sense of something that is always unreachable, these art and architectural forms, give us a compass to move towards, a possibility in which our minds and souls can inhabit and live in, present... even if always a little unreachable.

4. Two Case Studies

4.1. John Pawson’s Utopia: Spaces for Spiritual Silence

John Pawson was born in 1949 in Halifax, Yorkshire, United Kingdom, where he spent his childhood years. Educated with a Methodist Religion background he was sent to Eton College Boarding School, at the age of thirteen. In his early twenties, he worked for a couple of years at his family’s textile industry, and then left for Japan to become a monk, but ended up teaching English at the Business University of Nagoya for some years. He moved to Tokyo during the final year of his stay, where he visited the studio of Japanese architect and designer Shiro Kuramata. Following his return to England, he enrolled at the Architecture Association in London where he studied for three years before dropping out. At the age of thirty, he decided to establish his own architecture practice, in 1981. Pawson has established himself ever since as a leading exponent of the minimalist aesthetics. He has received multiple architecture awards such as the Blueprint Architect of the Year (2005), the RIBA National Award (2008), and the RIBA Arts & Leisure Regional Award (2008). Although private houses define the core of his work, his projects have spanned a wide range of scales and building typologies, ranging from designing objects, bridges (Sackler Crossing across the lake at the Royal Botanic Gardens), shops (his most prominent being the Calvin Klein store), monasteries (Cistercian Monastery in
Bohemia) and even designing objects in multiple sites (Yorkshire, Okinawa, the Alentejo, California, the Veneto, Manhattan or the Belgian North Sea).

4.1.1. Characterization

Pawson is known for his minimalistic approach on architecture and he is generally considered the master of minimalism. Minimalism as an art movement began in the 60s and 70s; it is derived from the depuration and reductive aspects of Modernism, and can be seen as the opposing art movement of abstract expressionism, in content, form, and significance. The term is generally and loosely used in architecture and design to describe the aesthetic sense of reduction to the bare minimums or essentials. Its aim is to create an atmosphere of absolute simplicity and subtle elegance or beauty.

In most of his architectural work there is a predominance of white and light, defining an atmosphere that is clean and pure. He eliminates superfluous features and reduces design and architecture to its bare minimum, in order to create the essence of the space. The elements that are added to the space, such as furniture or flooring, use natural materials, mainly wood, that give the space a sense of a natural environment and connection to nature. Natural materials allow for the echo of time to manifest themselves. Another aspect that is important to refer in Pawson’s spaces is the sense of proportion and ‘human’ scale, accentuated by the sharp sense of geometry, and the use of pure forms that echo throughout all the elements of each space. John Pawson in an interview by Sherryl Garratt (2010) for the Telegraph explains a spatial installation at an exhibition at the Design Museum:

It will be a room in which nothing happens at all. But you’ll hopefully get a feel of the things we do. Some sense of precision, light and proportion; of scale, and sensual material.” (Garratt and Pawson, 2010, p. 1)

These four elements (light, proportion, scale, and sensual material) define Pawson’s architectural considerations; they are the concepts upon which his spaces are developed. Overall, his spaces combine those elements to create spaces and atmospheres that act on the senses and on the sensitivity of man. Moore (2010) emphasizes this when he claims: “A Pawson space offers a higher form of hedonism which, like snow in a sauna, heightens the senses.” (Moore, 2010, p. 1). He also claims that the spaces allow man to become immersed in another sort of dimension, where simplicity of life and sensuality of material live combined in one single existence.

4.1.2. Utopian Minimalism: Visual Clarity, Simplicity, Elegance, Spirituality, and Grace

The idea of simplicity, John Pawson explains in his book Minimum (1999), is an ideal shared by many cultures and religions, and has its roots deeper than just aesthetics ones: from the Japanese Zen, to Thoreau’s quest for simplicity, from the Quakers to the Buddhists, the simple way of life has always been an aspiration and has always granted a sense of liberation. Simplicity, then, possesses a moral dimension and as such implies the notions of ‘selflessness’ and ‘unworldliness’. This type of minimalism is a form of ‘utopia’ creating an intangible space. Attached to simplicity and to this simple way of life, is the idea that things have to be reduced to their minimum conditions. Minimum, for Pawson can be defined as “(...) the perfection that an artefact achieves when it is no longer possible to improve it by subtraction”. (Pawson, 1998, p. 7); he continues explaining that it is the quality that something has or possesses, when every component, every detail, and
every function has been ‘reduced to its essentials’. He summarizes as such; “It is the result of the omission of the inessentials.” (Pawson, 1998, p. 7). And is the underlying idea that defines simplicity in its core. Overall, the minimum as a way of life that Pawson identifies and describes in all spheres of existence is as much an aesthetic quality as it is a philosophical and a religious one: it is close to a spiritual type of depuration, a cleansing of the superfluous and a focus on what really indeed matters and is meaningful.

Either as a physical experience, a merely visual one or a philosophical one, Pawson’s spaces echo simplicity, restraint, minimalism and harmony, portraying a world that seems to be at a perfect balance within itself and with the world around it; they act psychologically, emotionally and spiritually, on the viewer transmitting those specific emotions and meanings that only the ‘minimum’ and overall ‘simplicity’ can portray. They form a type of ‘utopia’, where life is clean, where meditation, calm, and tranquility are part of the everyday way of life and where harmony exudes from every surface and from every material. Devoid of clutter, things, and noise, these spaces of silence elevate human life, allowing man to become in tune not only with his surroundings but also with his self (his mind, his body and his spirit).

4.2. Anselm Kiefer’s Utopia: Metaphysical and Poetical Places

Anselm Kiefer was born on March 8, 1945, in Donaueschingen, Baden-Württemburg, Germany, a few months before the end of the war. Raised near the region of the Black Forest as a catholic, in a small village in Germany, he began studying law; however, he abandoned his studies in 1966 to study in an Art Academy in Dusseldorf, where he studied under Peter Dreher (a realist and figurative artist). Kiefer went on to study with Joseph Beuys during the late 60s and 70s, an artist that deeply influenced his views on art. Besides paintings and sculptures, Kiefer also creates watercolours, woodcuts, and works with photographs. He has had numerous solo exhibitions in various prestigious art galleries and museums: at MoMA, New York (1987); Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin (1991); The Metropolitan Museum, New York (1998); Royal Academy, London (2001); to name a few. In 2007 Kiefer became the first artist to be commissioned to install a permanent work at the Louvre. In 2014, Kiefer was given the first retrospective exhibition in the Royal Academy of London. Many art historians and critiques consider Anselm Kiefer as “(...) our greatest living artist” (Pritchard, 2014).

4.2.1. Characterization

Kiefer’s art is generally characterized by an individual and unique artistic language, physical materiality, monumental scale, visual complexity and the weight of history and time; through his art he balances powerful imagery, ‘critical analysis’ and an understanding of the poetical and mythical being in the world. Prodger (2014) explains, that to describe Kiefer “(...) perhaps the only word that makes some sort of sense is “shaman”.” (Prodger, 2014) and emphasizes the importance, that “(...) for the artist, there is something meaningful going on, however knotted or nebulous that meaning might be.” (Prodger, 2014). He is varied in his fields of artistic expression ranging between sculpture, architectural objects, spaces, paintings, altered photographs, and some of his creations blend the lines between the fields of sculpture, architecture, installation, and painting. Using either a monumental scale or a smaller one, his work is mostly characterized by layers of multiple meanings (histories, mediums, techniques, influences, and themes). In order to do so Kiefer explores multiple concepts, themes, influences and subjects: the idea of civilization, the concept of time, the opposition between creation and destruction, the power of myth and legends, the weight of history, literature, philosophy, poetry (Goethe’s poetry), architecture, music, archaeology, astronomy, alchemy and other references. Ian Alteveer (2000), in
an article for the The Metropolitan Museum of Art, about Kiefer’s work summarizes:

Their encrusted surfaces and thick layers of impasto are physical evocations of the sediments of time and meaning they convey.” (Alteveer, 2000)

4.2.2. Utopian Connections: Metaphysical, Cosmological, Existential, Poetical, and Spiritual

Kiefer’s art can be generally categorized as ‘romantic anti-capitalism’, aspiring to promote a romantic sense of existence and an integrated kind of life with the natural world and the universe. The term was first coined by Georg Lukács in his studies on Dostoyevsky, explains Rampley (2000), and can be seen in various fields of creation, portraying a sense of a utopian vision. This type of ‘romantic anti-capitalism’, the author continues:

(...) can be traced back to early Romantics such as Friedrich Schlegel and Hölderlin, who sought to overcome the subject-object dichotomy in the name of a pre-conceptual intuitive immediacy. (Rampley, 2000, p. 7)

Rampley (2000) further clarifies, that what these movements and schools of thought have in common is the focus on a ‘pre-reflective experience of the world, prior to modernization (technological and economical), characterized by ‘purity’ and ‘openness’. Kiefer’s work, besides this characterization as a ‘neo-romantic’ or ‘anti-capitalist’, is also linked to what is described as New Symbolism, a movement that sustains the same core principle: the return to a primal world, where technology and economy has not drowned out the mysticism and purity of the world.

Kiefer, in an interview for Tim Marlow (2014) speaks of his art as a journey of self-understanding claiming that with each work, the ‘self’ becomes clearer: through these new connections and unions that derive from this inherent questioning and longing; as such, it is through the establishment of this ‘another world’ and establishing new connections that he expands his own existence and his own consciousness and can convey that to others. In this regard, Kiefer further explains that every work of art he creates is a kind of self-projection or self-aspiration of a continuation of the self; in Kiefer’s words:

A ‘me’ projected into a geological time [...] kind of like a ‘self aspiration’, to be continued into the geological time, and then I have more time... you know?” (Imagine, 2014)

Alan Yentob later clarifies:

Kiefer’s fascination with time seems to be getting deeper and wider. Geological time is the oldest time on earth, stretching back millions of years. A time scale in which the human race, and everything that is achieved is little more than a blip…” (Imagine, 2014)

This fact and fascination with time establishes another utopian connection in Kiefer’s work: the utopian desire of a ‘living forever’ in the fabric of time itself. Through mythology, through art as a sort of religion, thought the self and the projection of the self, Kiefer finds in his artworks a way of creating a unification of the world, and an imprint in the world that seems to propel throughout the ages. In creating ‘another world’: a ‘utopian world’ that is in tune with nature, with the senses, with matter and with the universe, using poetry and metaphysical aspects at its core, Kiefer creates the possibility of the understanding of the self in a universal field of existence; a self that is aware, conscious, spiritual and metaphysical, and belongs to the fabric of space and time itself. This ‘another world’ creates another understanding of existence for the viewers, where life is whole, complete and true, and where the
5. Ending Remarks

The research has shown, that these utopian visions when materialized into artistic and architectural creations (as described above with the two contemporary examples: in architecture with the work of John Pawson and in art with the work of Anselm Kiefer) can indeed become a reality. Both examples use different means to execute their utopian visions, however what both have in common is the profound desire to communicate that ‘utopian’ dream and make it a reality for themselves and for the viewers, allowing for a more in tune balanced and spiritual existence to emerge. In this case, not only does utopia command creation, but also it becomes alive in the hearts and in the souls of man. In doing so, it allows for the people that live and experience these works, to be a little bit more similar to More’s Utopians, and to become more in tune with their souls and their destinies.

Fig. 4: Harmony, nature and the place of man in the universe’s song is heard, understood and lived.
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Abstract

"Greening and Painting" was presented by the creator Edi Rama as a political intervention, involving the painting of several façades of the Albanian capital, among other actions in the public space. This innovative Colour Manifesto announced the end of the old oppressive times, an affirmation of a new political regime, and a change from grey to vibrant colours.

Today, paintings on façades have become a widespread practice all over urban public spaces, giving exposure to many renowned artists, as well as social art and design activist projects, some of which also aspiring to promote social change. Thus, the study of this forerunner project, due to its complex process and context, grounded in a visionary ideal of recovery for the city, can not only provide inspiration, but can also generate insights, questions, and improve critical reflection on processes and achievements.

After a bibliographic review, field research and an interview with Edi Rama in 2010, throughout the present paper, we will revisit the three main phases of the city transformation by colours: firstly, by Edi Rama’s project creation (2000-2005); secondly, by invited artists from the Architecture Biennial (2003 and 2009); and finally, by municipality architects’ drawings. Its imagery and results will be presented and discussed, as well as some consequences on the public space. By doing so, we will analyse, in the author’s words, a path to achieve a Utopia: “Tirana: not a place of fate but of choice” (SALA, 2003)

Keywords: Tirana, façade painting, city renewal, social change, aspiration

1. Tirana

Edi Rama, the artist and Mayor of Tirana there were neither paths nor trees on many streets, and many buildings were also left unpainted. Tirana "was not a city, with the problems of a city, it was a "dead city", said Edi Rama in the given interview, “it was necessary to reinvent it". From the beginning "Greening and Painting", along with other structural work, brought bright colours to façades - bright red, blue, lavender, or gold - and
black, with unexpected painting interventions. Thus, the colour on the exterior walls was the first sign of change.

The paintings were developed in three phases. The first group occurred in 2000, on facades of state buildings at the city core, by Edi Rama as its colour creator, (fig. 2). The mode adopted was "free-style" in geometric shapes, completely autonomous and detached from the original colours and forms of the architecture. It should also be noted that in some buildings the paintings only occurred on the façade of the main street, while the inside of the blocks was left unpainted, strengthening the contrast between "before" and "after." By doing so, citizens themselves would come together to paint the interior of the blocks, (something that had not happened yet by 2010). Deciding how to paint the inside of the block could be done according to each individual’s intention, a gesture framed as a sublimation of dictatorial anodization, a chance to participate in the collective construction of the city, in a freer way.

In the second edition of the Biennial of Tirana, 2003, the curators Hans Ulrich Obrist and Anri Sala, created the "Façade Project" passing the authorship of the drawings into the hands of international artists like Rirkrit Tiravanija, Dominique Gonzalez Foerster, Liam Gillick and Olafur Eliasson, (fig. 3). Later on, in the 2009’ Biennial, six new artists were invited to make drawings for another six buildings, Franz Ackermann, Tomma Abts, and Adrian Paci among others. These were more conceptual proposals and intended to reflect on topics such as indwell and urban environment.

In the last phase of the project, after 2009, and according to the given interview, the design of the paintings was delegated to the Tirana’s municipality architects.

By the time of the field visit (2010), the existing paintings, were located mostly in buildings from the dictatorship period, especially in a circular line around the city centre.

Initially, the process was not participatory. As explained by Edi Rama: After the elections where I had promised very different things, imagine that I began to ask: What colour do you want to paint your house? It was a policy measure in which people had to accept the paintings

Later, after some controversy, the population was consulted.

This happened quickly. The change was sudden and public. It became necessary to discuss colours, assess their significance, their usefulness. The mayor organized a survey. He realized that 60% of the population were in favour of colour and 40% were opposed. A second question: Do you want this to continue? 90% answered «yes» . It seemed as if the colour had the power to overcome the taste and hostile negativity." (NESBIT, 2004, p. 167)

Fig. 2: Painted facade: intervention from 2000-2003, (photo by the author, 2010)

Fig. 3: Painted facade by Olafur Eliasson, 2003, (photo by the author, 2010)

Edi Rama had created “the impossible”, had generated a change in the poorest capital in Europe through something as unusual and seemingly fragile as a make-up painting, but that was simultaneously its motor.
Colour has an accelerating impact on the rhythm of breathing. It allows the dusty veil to be lifted and creates a new era for the city. It is a paradox because it is the poorest country in Europe, riddled with problems, and I do not think you can find another one in Europe, even among the richest where they also discussed colour so passionately and collectively. The biggest debate, from my point of view, in cafes and on the street was: What will come along with the colours? (SALA, 2003)

“Greening and Painting” received a strong international recognition. In 2003, Anri Sala took images of its documentary film “Dammi i Colori”, to Poughkeepsie, in preparation time of the “Utopia Station” project for Venice Biennale. This way, Sala brought a discussion around the subject - colour in the city - to an elite audience, unfortunately, far from Tirana’s inhabitants:

Why should the colour used by an artist necessarily produce art? Why should colour be in a certain shape? Why couldn’t it get into the trappings of city life and accomplish the task of generating hope in the vision of the future? Why couldn’t pain be dismissed with colour? May the shape blend in so well in reality that aesthetic issues become political again? (SALA, 2004, p. 7)

Tirana became a different city, with a new freedom, materialised and symbolized by colour. However, even if we can see a few buildings painted with bright colours, as inhabitants’ spontaneous way to join the colour movement, should not we ask to which extent, didn’t inhabitants become alienated from what was happening on the streets? Was the reason for the change always understood, considering that many painted walls were still missing sheetrock? At this point, I remember CONSTANZO & CONSTANZO (2004) pointing out that rather than following chromatic plans made by experts, in reality, what matters is not when people are committed to an urban “facelift”, but when actually already know what they want for their space. This ideal calls for a long path. In Tirana, the notion of public space had been lost during anarchic times, where the common good had no recognition or protection. The surprise brought with colour was a way to restart the discussion about the concept of public space and its value, a value that belongs everyone. The colour was a promise, a way of generating hope, and a trigger for a subsequent transformation.

2. Colour and Art on the way to Utopia

Since the last decade, the number of artists and collectives of artists whose work is dedicated to covering the cities walls with unexpected paintings has been increasing. Among others, some of the most renowned are the works by the Dutch architects Jeroen Koolhaas and Dre Urhahn, “Favela Painting” in Santa Marta, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2010); by the French photographer JR, “Art” Kibera in Nairobi, Kenya (2008) (RAO, 2010), and by the collective originary from Madrid “Boa Mistura”, in particular “Luz nas Vielas” in Sao Paulo, Brazil (2012); again surprising by their large scale intervention, in contrast to the poverty of the slums.

In addition, the conversion of most deprived areas of cities throughout the facade paintings by Municipal initiatives (or supported by them), can be found in different places from Latin America to Asia. “Las Pamlitas” in Pachuca, Mexico, (2015) and “Villa Carlos Mugica”, Buenos Aires, Argentina (2011) (FERNANDES, 2013), just to name a few examples subsequent to the preceding.

Conceptually we can relate these interventions with the Utopian construction by Ernst Bock:

In his point of view, the question is not about jumping into the abstract construction of perfect societies; instead, it’s about involving what is hidden, buried - aspirations to another life, the desire of other relations with the world beyond utilitarianism, the extension of the self through “us”. (...) The material for Utopia goes through time, is made up of religious themes, legendary tales, but also of poetry, music, of those things that transport you out of yourself. (RIOT-SARCEY, & al., 2008, p. 43)

In all examples mentioned above, this “transport out of oneself”, seems to be achieved by colour and painting, by contrasting landscapes from before and
after, by intervention in places never seen or promoted before.

Along with the visual transformation, some interventions have parallel goals such as to integrate marginal places, to give more dignity and visibility, and, in some cases, to empower (often through the activity of painting by local-participants) those who live there; to make dreams come true, to believe and to aspire.

However, how many people are actually covered by those invisible and more profound effects, from large-scale painting interventions?

Are residents and their culture, sufficiently involved in the process, to make a solid construction of the “us” possible?

What if paintings disguise a risk of gentrification? On the other hand, in another direction, if paintings just delay the construction of basic infrastructure as electricity or sewers?

Quoting Italo Calvino

With cities, it is as with dreams: everything imaginable can be dreamed, but even the most unexpected dream is a rebus that conceals a desire or, its reverse, a fear. Cities, like dreams, are made of desires and fears, even if the thread of their discourse is secret, their rules are absurd, their perspectives deceitful, and everything conceals something else.

But, if we pay attention to smaller scale interventions, such as “Paredes Pinturas / Wall Paintings”, started in 1999 by the Brazilian artist Mónica Nador, (NADOR, 1999), “Pinta Bien” in Arturo Illia, Tartagal, Argentina (2008) promoted by the civil association Más Color (FERNANDES, 2013); or “Vivercor Corabitando”, São Cristóvão, Montemor-o-Novo, Portugal (2012) (FERNANDES, 2013)’, developed during my PhD, we can observe that walls can speak for themselves. In these projects, where creative dialogue is established closely, between promoters of the action and residents-participants, the local traditional culture, poetry, and histories of now and of ancient times were brought to inhabit the present. However, the most cross-bounded paintings, with people and local culture, implies slower processes, they need the time for the establishment of trust and relationships between people, for developing creativity and singularities under a common concept. Quoting the words of the Uruguayan journalist and poet Eduardo Galeano “Utopia is on the horizon. I move two steps closer; it moves two steps further away. I walk another ten steps and the horizon runs ten steps further away. As much as I may walk, I will never reach it. So what is the point of Utopia? The point is this: to keep walking”. Small steps made the road seem longer, but what is the point of rushing if the road is endless? Shall we start our slow walking right now?

The present research made part of my PhD under the theme “Participatory Paintings on Residential Facades - Identity, Culture, and Public Participation” developed at the Faculty of Architecture - University of Lisbon (Portugal) in collaboration with the Faculty of Architecture, Design, and Urbanism - University of Buenos Aires (Argentina).
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**Abstract**
Leonardo Bruni, chancellor and historian of Florence, and among the first men to translate Plato and Aristotle in the 15th century, is also the author of one of the main praises to the city of Florence in that period. By writing the *Laudatio florentinae Urbis*, in 1404, the humanist shows Florence and its government as the ideal to a fair city, organised, beautiful, and where freedom and civic engagement against all tyranny reigns. This article aims to understand the *Laudatio* not only as a political brochure and rhetorical work, defending the republican ideals on a key moment of the city history, but also as one of the earliest texts to see Florence as a model of the ideal city; the city built according to reason and perfectly suited to the new political man and the city-state which then flourished in the Italian Renaissance.
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1. **Introduction**
The *Laudatio Florentinae Urbis* (*Panegyric to Florence*) was written in 1404, by the, then, humanist and historian, and later Florentine chancellor Leonardo Bruni. Conceived shortly after the death of the Duke of Milan, Gian Galeazzo Visconti, in 1402, and the consequent threats that Milan tyranny represented to the survival of Florentine city, *Laudatio* has been interpreted over the last decades basically in two ways: first as the founder text of the civil humanism, as proposed by Hans Baron (1968), and, secondly, as an exclusively rhetorical work, as postulate his opponents (Hankins, 1995, pp. 309-338). Based on these two opposing currents, several interpretations of this controversial text have been discussed. This short article aims to develop a hypothesis so far scarcely approached by researchers: the association between the *Laudatio* and the projects of ideal cities in the early Renaissance.

The discussion surrounding the construction of an ideal city in Florence has existed at least since the 13th century, when became evident the concern with the architectural and urban aspects, such as the Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral, expansion project, and the public buildings construction. In 1293, during the term of the Florentine Republic, the notary Mino Cantoribus suggested replacing the Santa Reparata church by an even larger and more magnificent cathedral, so that “the industry and power of man could not invent or even try anything larger or more beautiful”. When Arnolfo di Cambio, architect of the cathedral, was put in charge of the project in 1294, he was asked to build “the largest and most beautiful church ever built”. Therefore, he did: with 153 meters long, 90 meters wide at its broadest point, and 86.7 meters high. His project also included the construction of a large dome that would become the new symbol of Florence; The dome should be so grand (41 meters) that the solution to their coverage only would become reality a century later, in 1418, with Filippo Brunelleschi. About the Florentine buildings, Bruni says in the *Laudatio*:

What on Earth can be more splendid or so magnificent to be compared with its buildings? I am ashamed of all other cities every time such comparison comes to mind. This is because they usually have only one or two well-constructed roads, and in every other the absence of any beautiful constitution is such that they greatly blush, embarrassed when viewed by foreigners. (Bruni, *Laudatio*, 2008, ch.
Am I a fool by enumerating all this? If I had a hundred tongues, a hundred mouths and an iron voice, I would still not be able to show all the magnificence, the beautiful buildings, the treasures, the luxury, and the luminance of Florence. (ibid, ch. 12)

The Duomo, and its grand architectural design, the Baptistery and Giotto's bell tower, the Hospital of the Innocents, the Palazzo Vecchio, and several other public buildings already pointed to the construction of an ideal city, and a free city. In this sense, as the Republic advances also did the desire to create an urban and architectural model for the city, which should be able to supersede all other rivals in opulence and magnificence. These buildings would be directly associated with the political, republican and expansionist ambitions, constituting an ideal image of a city: where justice, rationality, and freedom should reign. Such an elevated model could only be as thought and built in a republic like the Florentine, heir of Rome and of the principles of virtue of the ancient. Thus, if we look closely, we can mention the Panegyric to Florence (Laudatio Florentinae Urbis) as part of the earliest writings on ideal cities, this would cause an advance of at least half a century in the dating made by analysts that are more traditional.

Some of the major works about the ideal cities concept were written after the mid-fifteenth century: as L'architetura (De Re Aedificatoria), by Leon Battista Alberti, published in 1486, the Trattato di Architettura, by Filarete, (written between 1461 and 1464), and the Codex Atlanticus, by Leonardo (written 1478-1519). It is sufficient to recall Leonardo da Vinci’s representation of the city of Milan. In his Codex Atlanticus, advises Ludovico il Moro to beautify the city: worrying about hygiene, water supply, population distribution and creating neighbourhoods that are more organized. Therefore, we agree with Eugenio Garin (1963, p. 15) when he says that Leonardo's sketch, far from being a purely imaginary plan, is already connected to the real aspirations of the Italian city-states, and to the desire that Milan could also become an urban model in Italy. The ideal cities are connected to a reform project of the real cities. Their constructive space is not equidistant from the real city. As for the theories on utopian cities - such as the Utopia of Thomas More, for example - they are even posterior, dealing with the rational construction of a non-place, or a place in the future.

For the purpose of conceptual distinctions, we classify the ideal cities relating them to existing cities. However, both ideal cities and utopian ones are projects, surpass the reality limits, and therefore are likely to be described in fiction form, but not logically opposing to any of the real aspects of the city, merely placing them in more evidence and modifying their uses, adapting them to the criticism of the real situation. (Rodrigues, 2000, p. 113).

Beyond the writings of Alberti, Filarete and Leonardo, it is also possible to see the concern with the city representations in art, as we have already, since the 14th century, several images on ideal villages, as seen on Simone Martini (figure 1), Botticelli (figure 2), Piero della Francesca, Perugino and Vittore Carpaccio. Below, we analyse these images.

2. Representations of the ideal city

This fresco by Simone Martini is perhaps the most interesting and emblematic example of the exaltation of republican victories. Commissioned between October and December 1328, it is part of the cycle of "Castles conquered by the Republic of Siena", which used to occupy the two largest walls at the the Siena Public Palace room. The whole cycle started in 1314, and have continued on this work by Simoni Martini, and finished by himself in 1331, with the representation of the Arcidosso and Casteldelpiano Castles (unfortunately, both are now lost).
The Republic of Siena was one of the most prosperous cities in non-pontifical Italy. The Sienese people had just promoted a true political revolution: in 1262, the popolani - the new people coming from the effervescent trade but with no political representation - established a people Council, presided by the Capitano del Popolo (People’s Captain), a directly elected leader. (Skinner, 1996, 45). The conquest and annexation of the latter castle - the Montemassi castle - was part of a new campaign to obtain the control of Maremma region. Montemassi was conquered by the Sienese after a long and costly siege, which took place between January and August 1328.

In the painting landscape, on the background, it is possible to see represented an archetypal Tuscan town, with a fortified castle and a large church. The wall gate is open, such as the castle, creating a sense of vulnerability that surely refers to the surrender of the place. The centre of the fresco represents the character of Guidoriccio da Fogliano (condottieri, conqueror of Montemassi and winner of the battle against Castruccio Castracani), goes far beyond a simple equestrian representation. It was, on the contrary, a propaganda image of Siena and the Government of the Nine’s desire to “expand, enlarge and conserve the city” (Castris, 2007, p. 265). Similarly, this politic and civic painting could be seen as a form of celebration and permanent remembrance of the achievements of Siena Republic against the Guelph military forces; a kind of monument to its resistance against the papal claims to predominate in the city. Therefore, it is already possible to see here, which interests us more specifically, the affirmation of a republican ideology, of an ideal government, fairer than the others.

In Botticelli, in his The Tragedy of Lucretia (1498), we can already perceive the presence of classical elements (arches, columns and temples) in the representation of the city; in addition, of course, of elements such as perspective, mathematical precision, and perfection of the lines.

The key issue presented in this work is the honour violation. Lucretia, Collatino’s wife, after suffering sexual violence from Sixth, son of Tarquinius Superbus, commits suicide, causing the revolt that led to the overthrow of the monarchy in Rome. On the background, a great architecture is assembled, richly decorated, as in Calumny of Apelles (1494), with a big triumphal arch inspired by the Roman Forum arches, decorated with bas-reliefs and golden statues.

Lucretia, who suffered a violent death at a young age, was the protagonist of a tragedy motivated by desire, and by the need to save his reputation. However, the moral drama and the celebration of Lucretia’s chastity also take on a political significance. Livy had already emphasized how the Roman heroine was a victim of the tyrant’s abuse, and how his death incited the rebellion against an unfair government. This combination is significantly present, both on Roman fountains and in those from the 14th and 15th centuries, as well as in painting; particularly in this Botticelli composition. We can assume that the painting also deals with the political question of the legality of the uprising against the dictatorship, connected to the Florence’s situation at those years, with Pedro de Medici’s expelling and the Savonarola’s Republic establishment.

In the city of ideal forms of Botticelli, the tyranny imposed by a religious leader against the republic should be broken. As Lucretia, Roman heroine, had been abused by tyrants, also the Republic of Florence was victimized. Moreover, the same way her death caused a rebellion against unfair government, the fall of Medici’s Republic should generate the conflict against the Dominican friar’s religious radicalism.

We agree with Eugenio Garin when stating that such an attitude of mind would have begun to manifest at least since the 14th century, as during the expansion of the Italian city-states would have concomitantly been developed both the desire for a new political organization, as the search for a better adapted architectural reconstruction to an economic growth situation (Garin, 1963, p. 16). For this reason, we cannot
neglect the development of the republican cities - which had pursued, since the beginning of the 12th century, freedom and self-government, be it against the interference of the Holy Roman Empire, or against the Church - are disconnected from urban issues and the building of a model: one of free cities, where civic participation and political autonomy should reign. Likewise, we must not forget that this choice of a political model different of feudal monarchies enabled an intense evolution of the republican cities, especially Florence. Solving the problems of certain popular conglomerates, distribute them more rationally and take care of general aspects such as public health, epidemics contention, popular disorders control, defence against external attacks, as well as the building of imposing and representative public works to show the strength of the republic became, from that moment, a constant in the ideal cities imaginary creation.

Thus, says Garin (1963, p. 17), the political treaties have become treatises on architecture and urbanism, raising the demand for the city rationalization, be it at administrative or architectural level.

It is not difficult to find, in the late 14th century and early 15th Florentine texts, a parallel between the res publica institutions and their buildings, and that is precisely what makes Florence an ideal type of city. The Palazzo della Signoria and the Duomo became more than republican symbols, but expressions of Florence’s strength and wealth. The city should transform itself at the exact pace that men politically evolve. In this sense, Florence sought to harmonize the political advances with the urban concerns. Men so brave - defenders of the republic against the cruellest opponents, and legitimate defenders of freedom, not just for the city but the whole peninsula - should live on the most complete of cities. Leonardo Bruni says:

Just as we see many children have so much resemblance to their parents that it is possible to recognize the affiliation most clearly in their own faces, also this most noble and celebrated city is in such harmony with its citizens that it seems that they, by a high reason, have not been able to dwell in any other city, nor this city have been able to have any other citizens. This is because these same citizens are better than all other men in genius, prudence, elegance, and magnificence, and so is the city, located in the most prudent way, surpasses all others in splendour, architecture, and cleaniness. (Bruni, Laudatio, 2008, ch. 4)

Similarly, it is no less important to note that the humanist writings recognize as ideal the form of political organization in the city-state, in open opposition to the large empires of ancient and medieval world, especially the Holy Roman Empire and the Church. It is clear, therefore, that the city defence, as an ideal of political organization, is closely related to the struggles for the conquest of autonomy, and to escape the interventions of the empire and the papacy. After these brief considerations, we can point Bruni’s Panegyric to Florence as one of the representative texts of this tradition: that associates politics, rhetoric, and idealization of the city. Let us move to the analysis of this work.

3. The Laudatio florentinae Urbis

Leonardo Bruni, historian, humanist, philosopher, and chancellor of the Florence Republic between the years of 1427 and 1444, has published numerous speeches in which the republican city is systematically praised. The Laudatio is one of his earliest texts and an instrument to expose their republican convictions. Written shortly after the death of Duke Giangaleazzo Visconti, in 1402, and of the threats that the Milan tyranny represented to the survival of the Florentine city, the paper presents a set of rhetorical arguments defending the republican cities, in opposition to the attacks from their Empire connected enemies. At this time, armed and ideological conflicts walked alongside, and therefore the eloquence was a clear instrument of political persuasion. However, there is no need to follow only this route: namely to consider Bruni’s text as a rhetorical exercise of incitement to Florentine citizens to defend the republican system. We can
look at this text also on the other bias, analysing it as praise, seeking to turn Florence into a model to be followed by other cities: whether in its architectural, artistic, political, and social aspects, and even an example in care of health related issues.

It is not hard to find among the classical texts, the inspirations, and models followed by the early Renaissance politicians and architects for the creation of the ideal cities. According to Hans Baron, one of the main inspirations of Bruni would be the Greek author Aelius Aristides, with its Panatenaico (mid-second century). Although we agree with the thesis pointed out by Baron, of the influence of Panatenaico in the Laudatio, we do not share his view that this would be the only source that Bruni would have used as a basis to write his work. We believe that other sources, as Coluccio Salutati (also chancellor of the Republic of Florence and Bruni’s personal friend), Menander, and Plato himself may have had great influence on Bruni. Let us move on to the specifics of the text.

The text of the Laudatio can be divided into three parts: 1) Site and situation of Florence and its territory (chapters 4-29); 2) Origins of the Florentine people (chapters 30-47) and 3) Florence’s actions and virtùs (chapters 48-91). Bruni divides this third part into two distinct chapters, initially describing Florence’s actions and virtùs during war. After detailing Florence’s foreign policy, Bruni examines their domestic institutions.

Soon after the exordium, Bruni starts describing the city’s site and situation, and its territory, accordingly to Aristides’ model. The Greek orator uses the following description order: Attica’s situation by the perspective of the sea (Pan 9-13.), the land (Pan 13-16.), the climate (Pan 18-19.), and the territory nature, on the topographic matter (Pan. 20-23). What draws our attention here is that Aristides only analyses the territory of Attica as a whole, and just briefly refers to the city of Athens (Pan. 16: 6-9).

The humanist, in turn, begins, in his first part, describing the city, rather than its territory. Great importance is given to Florence’s health, as well as its beauty, thanks to its monuments and splendid buildings. Many are the filthy cities, which overnight produce all kinds of manure, that every morning is exposed to everybody’s eyes and feet by the streets, the most fetid thing imaginable. (...) As a deformed body, even having many perfect parts, there can be no happiness also in the cities, if they are filthy, even if everything else is present, there cannot be beauty at all. (Bruni, Laudatio, 2008, ch. 7)

[...] Florence is, in fact, as far as we can discern, to such point healthy and clean that one cannot find any other that is brighter. This city is unique and, all around the globe, only in it nothing offends the eyes, nothing is unpleasant to the nose, and nothing is unclean to the feet. Given all the supreme diligence of the inhabitants, as well as their precautions and care, all filth are moved away, so one can only find in the way joy and sense gratification. (Idem, ch. 8)

Therefore, by reversing Aristides’ plan, Bruni has the freedom to address modern issues relating to the city planning and hygiene issues, that emerge due to the economic growth of the city and the political strengthening of the Italian city-states. Bruni’s ideal city must have the necessary conditions to assure harmonious citizens experiences. Regarding the Florentine buildings, the author says: “what, all around the globe, could be more splendid or so magnificent that can be compared to its buildings?” (Bruni, 2018, ch. 10). Thus, by the magnificence of its buildings and sacred temples, as well as their care with hygiene and urbanization, it exceeds all existing cities, having “nothing to shock the eye, no uncomfortable odour” and nothing that is repugnant to visitors (Ibid, p. 211-213). As for the strength of the city, it is revealed by its military power and their victory over an extremely dangerous enemy.

However, why does Bruni reverse Aristides’ plan, first writing about the city, and only later about its territory? We may suspect that Bruni puts the initial focus on what is most important to him: the city of Florence (with its men, its army’s bravery, its architecture’s beauty and its streets’ healthiness), and only then he turns himself to the issues which he attached less importance to: the
climate, the topography, the territory and the distance between Florence and the sea (that protected it from floods, disease and unhealthy conditions of coastal areas) (Bruni, 2008, ch. 25, p. 233).

As stated by Stauble, Bruni made an idealized description of the city, not taking much into account some aspects that medieval sources would consider to be more relevant: such as the city situation, all of its buildings, its people and its different social groups, its political organization, its everyday life (Stauble, 1976, pp. 157-64). Such a difference in the approach of the themes signals to a difference in design.

At the core of the work, we can see the subject of freedom, only achievable by the preserving of civic freedom provided by the republican system. Bruni writes Laudatio shortly after the conflict with Jean Galeazzo Visconti, whose threats aspired to turn Italy into a major force, under Milan’s domain. Against a unification that would put a tyrant in the Italian cities’ political control, Florence throws itself in defence of the republican freedoms. Similarly, resuming an old theme, Bruni said that the city should be free and fair:

First of all, therefore, one has to take care that justice remains sacred in this city, for without justice, there can be no city, nor could Florence be called a city. Next, there must be freedom, for without freedom these people would never consider worth living. (Bruni, 2008, ch. 77)

This idealized socio-political structure (of an equity-seeking repairing state) is also related, according to Bruni, to the architectural structure of the city, as in the Palazzo della Signoria, the Duomo, rationally arranged houses, large squares, and sanitary precautions to prevent further incursions of the plague. This is the reason why Bruni’s praise is important, precisely because his ideal city, so filled with ancient references, is not a fantasy born from out of reality, but it is instead identified with an existing city, which needs both praise and to intensify the rationality of its existing features. Florence is the one that, by its history - and by the strength of its Roman heritage - seems destined to be displayed as the ideal for human coexistence, and for the achievement of a common life based on rational grounds.

The ideal city, as pointed out by Eugenio Garin, perfect in its buildings and political institutions is not from out of this world, from heaven or from the country in Morus’ Utopia: it is present in an exemplary city, even if not perfect: Florence, that can only be an ideal model thanks to its option for justice, freedom and civitas. Due to this reason, unlike Dante’s treatise De Monarchia, for example, the ideal model is the republic. Moreover, the Florentines are those who can best imitate this model, since they are heirs of the republican Rome and, therefore, has always defended the political ideals against tyranny.
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Abstract
Despite the scholars’ interest for the topography of the island of Utopia, place descriptions are often overlooked in favour of narration. Nevertheless, the study of these secondary topographies enables a deeper understanding of Thomas More’s major work.

In this paper, we will first analyse how the author constructs such places and highlight their functions in the general structure of Utopia, building a bridge between reality and fiction. We will do so in the light of Thomas More’s formation as a humanist, which made him aware of literary traditions that take roots in classical literature and develop through the Middle Ages into the 16th century.

Thus, the Polylerites and Zapoletes’ homelands, as well as the desert surrounding the equator, correspond to traditional commonplace scenery whose symbolism has to be pointed out in order to understand fully their importance. We believe that the lack of interest in these fragments is due, at least partly, to this affiliation, which could be considered a lack of originality, a question we aim to discuss in the last section.

Keywords: topography, space, literary traditions, topoi

1. Imagining new horizons
Underlying the concept of Utopia is the idea of new horizons. Though the social and political aspects of Thomas More’s masterpiece are not to be overlooked, topography deserves special attention and treatment.

Indeed, More lived and wrote during the golden age of Renaissance exploration, right after all the known world’s frontiers had been expanded, giving birth to a completely new concept of otherworldliness. Scholars who had always considered “the other” within the limits of Europe, northern Africa, and Asia had then to add an entire continent to their conception of the world1.

Leaving aside the theological and scientific implications of such a change, the impact on men’s imagination was colossal. At the beginning of the 16th century, the New World was far from being fully explored and thus became a source of inspiration for many writers, an example of which being the innumerable travel narratives appearing at that time.

More never clearly states that the island of Utopia can be found in America. However, most editors of the text have explained that, through Raphael Hythloday’s story, we can deduce that Utopia is situated close to the newly discovered continent (MORE 1983: 11)2.

Thus, though one may consider More to be constructing the imagery of his fictional land on a blank page, he nevertheless proves, on several occasions, to be heir to literary tradition. The purpose of this article is to analyse how places are constructed in Thomas More’s narrative. We will give special attention to the link between the text and the images this evokes in the reader’s mind.

1.1.- Places in Utopia
First, we have to admit that the study of loci in Thomas More’s text could be regarded as highly ironical, considering the meaning of the word “utopia” (VIEIRA 2010: 4). Nevertheless, the mere fact that it is a non-place allows More total freedom when creating the setting of the island and the places related to it.

Before going any further, it is essential to remember that the famous description of the island is not the only mention of places in the text. Actually, in the first
book, the author indicates that the Polylerites live far from the sea and surrounded by mountains, as do the Zapoletes in the second book. These are briefly mentioned, barely touched on, but they do matter. There is also this wild desert environing the equator, which does not seem to have attracted the scholars’ interest.

The next two sections will be dedicated first to these brief mentions of surroundings and their link to medieval tradition and, second, to the second longest description of the text, that is the equator, which appears in the first book. Since a serious study has already been made by Brian Goodey on the details of the mapping of the island of Utopia (GOODEY 1970), we will recommend his analysis and will direct our study towards the function of this extract from the second book. Moreover, the topography of the island obeys to the genre of travel narratives and thus is not related to our topic.

2. Following medieval literary traditions

Thomas More was a man of his time. Born at the end of the Middle Ages, his years of studies turned him into an exemplary humanist connoisseur of the studia humanitatis.

As such, More’s admiration and debt to classic thinkers—be they Greek or Latin—is huge and well documented. In our opinion, More is also strongly connected to the medieval tradition of place description. Alternatively, as Fátima Vieira rightly says:

"More did not work on a tabula rasa, but on a tradition of thought that goes back to ancient Greece [Plato] and [...] traverses the Middle Ages.” (VIEIRA 2010: 6).

Even if the subject of landscapes and topography in medieval literature is too complex to be exposed in a few pages, some aspects have to be outlined before proceeding to the analysis of More’s extracts. For the majority of this long period, nature and characters’ environment are mostly skimmed over, bar a few select cases. Indeed, authors and copyists are accustomed to resorting to topoi and using nature description mostly as a symbol or allegory underlining of the events they are recording. However, even if until Petrarch landscapes and nature weren’t considered to be the protagonists of a work of art from a purely aesthetic point of view, this by no means implies that medieval scholars were indifferent to aesthetics when describing a place or that their topographies completely lacked sensibility (OROZCO DIAZ 1968: 26-27).

2.1. Polylerites and Zapoletes isolated by mountains

Back to Utopia, this approach to topography can be clearly identified already in the first book with the description of the Polylerites’ land. Raphael Hythloday mentions this fictional place situated close to Persia—to whose shah they owe a tribute—as exemplary, referring to the judging and punishing of thieves. Though the political and social structure of this land is clearly stated, its situation remains unclear, Raphael only briefly mentioning that it lays surrounded by mountains and far from the sea (MORE 1989: 23). Of course, any precise location would be impossible since Polylerites only exist in the author’s mind and would thus jeopardise the whole process of hypotyposis. Nevertheless, the mention of mountains and the distance to the sea is more significant than it first seems.

It is not necessary to go back to the Middle Ages to affirm that mountains are synonymous with isolation. Actually, high mountains were not really explored until well into the 18th century, leaving this place mysterious and remote. Thus, mountains were considered throughout the medieval period to be a non-place, along with deserts and forests. This means that they symbolized “new horizons”, marking a steep difference between the public—and the author’s—reality and the figures that were described in the text (ZUMTHOR 1993: 63). When it comes to the Polylerites, this symbolic tradition of mountains allows the author to justify, on one hand, why nobody besides Raphael knows of this place and, on the other hand, why
this land has maintained completely different customs.

However, mountains are not only a natural defence protecting autarky. Since they are mysterious, they could also be dangerous, in which case they are synonymous with savagery and deceit. We could of course mention the Moors’ attack against Charlemagne’s forces in the Pyrenees or the adventures of Juan Ruiz with the serranas in the Spanish Libro de Buen Amor, but More’s description of the Zapoletes is just as accurate. In the second book, the reader discovers these mercenaries occasionally hired by Utopians when they need to go to war. Just like the Polylerites, the accent is placed on their characterisation and habits rather than on their homeland. In this case, the only mention that we get is also contained in one sentence:

The forests and mountains where they are bred are the kind of country they like: tough and rugged. (MORE 1989: 91)

As aforementioned, traditionally, forests and mountains are similar to deserts in that they are opposed to civilisation, indicating the opposition between savage and belligerent tribes on one side and utopians on the other.

Thus, in both examples, More used literary symbolism to back up his narrative and reinforce the characterisations of the different peoples. Ultimately, he does not offer a detailed and specific description of the places he presents, but uses traditional patterns. Of course, More does not just follow medieval motives; he also plays with them, integrating them into his game between reality and fiction.

Just as in Utopia—and especially in the first book—the narrator is playing with the reader, mixing real people and locations with invented characters and places, this ambiguity appears also in the description of both the Polylerites and the Zapoletes’ homeland. For the first one, as we have seen, the satiric etymology of the name indicates to the reader that such a population is fictional, and yet the mention of Persia and the isolated location add some verisimilitude. For the latter, the name shows that this is a literary construction too, but are the Zapoletes and their surroundings a pure product of More’s imagination? No. As several editors of the text have pointed out, the Zapoletes are to be identified with Swiss mercenaries and, given that these are renowned for living in the Alps, the location amongst forests and mountains is not simply symbolic. Thus, More is transferring, or hiding, real references into fictional characters.

2.2. The equator: a locus agrestis

The longest description of the text, after the one of Utopia’s island, takes place at the very beginning of the first book, when More first meets Raphael Hythloday and the latter describes his travels after Amerigo Vespucci’s departure. With his men, Raphael leaves the fortress and begins his journey to Ceylon by crossing the arid land that supposedly surrounds the equator (MORE 1989: 11).

Just as More had referred to traditional literary motives for the homeland of Polylerites and Zapoletes, this description brings to mind the topos of the locus agrestis, i.e. the ‘savage place’. Its characteristics can vary according to the authors, but the main components are always the following: heat, a desolate land, extreme survival conditions, total absence of water and vegetation. Ramón Pérez Parejo traces its origin back to the Bible and then adds that throughout the Middle Ages, this topos tends to appear in narrative situations where all seems desperate, or as an initiatory obstacle for the protagonist (PEREZ PAREJO 2004: 265-267). As for María Teresa Rodríguez Bote:

Más que una imagen en sí, casi podríamos afirmar que se trata más bien de una actitud hacia el paisaje, o, mejor dicho, un temor hacia lo incógnito de la naturaleza y los peligros que por ende presentaba cualquier desplazamiento”. (RODRIGUEZ BOTE 2014: 384)

In the case of the equator, it seems that this description fulfils another goal. Of course, it is a motive that evokes of the dangers of travelling at that time, reminiscent of the travel narratives that
were so successful back then; yet it is also a double place of transition. First, it could mean that Raphael and his men actually had to cross savage lands before encountering new civilisations. Secondly, and this is more probable, the *locus agrestis* could be seen as a metaphor used to symbolize the transition from reality - Brazil and Vespucci - to More’s fictional world -Utopia.

The author could also have chosen other images for that purpose, like a voyage through the sea, but, as we will see thereafter, the components of this horrible desert are interesting for the narrative, offering at the same time the opportunity for a symmetrical construction and a contrast for the upcoming description of Utopia.

The first thing that transpires from the fragment is the hyperbolic enumeration of words with a negative connotation. The vastness of the desert is emphasized by its emptiness due to the lack of vegetation and the perpetual heat. Of course, this sterile area offers a strong contrast with the fertile ground, which allows utopian autarky.

Furthermore, the savage aspect of this *locus agrestis* is composed of beasts like lions -that are not here reminders of nobility and dignity but rather of the Roman executioner of the Christian martyrs-, snakes whose symbolism is quite clear, and human beings who are closer to beasts than to men. Again, this offers a welcome contrast to the utopian island presented as a territory. In ancient Rome, the term *territorium* was used to designate the farming land attached to a *urbs*. Leaving aside the popular evolution of this word, it is interesting to note that in the 13th century, this exact term is found again in some documents to describe the space controlled by a jurisdiction (ZUMTHOR 1993: 80). Thus, after explaining the etymology of the medieval conception of “territory”, Paul Zumthor defines it as follows:

> L’union de l’homme et de l’espace fonde le “territoire”, espace civilisé de qui, par son travail, se l’est approprié et y a créé un droit”. (1993: 78)

Of course, this cannot be said of the tribes that live in the desert, since their bestiality proves them unable to create a “civilised space”. Consequently, the absence of society in the desert offers another contrast to the perfectly ruled society from Utopia that reflects the Renaissance ideal of order.

A last word should be said about the symmetrical construction that was mentioned. In an editorial note, Marie Delcourt affirms that More projects onto the cities across the desert the characteristics of northern Europe towns (MORE 1983: 12). Should this be true, this would establish a clear parallel in the first book between real cities and fictive ones, which reinforces the social and political criticism towards actual customs and institutions.

### 3. Conclusion

In her introduction to utopian literature, Micheline Hugues writes that:

> Le rêveur, le voyageur utopique, prennent le essor vers d’autres lieux, vers d’autres temps, où tout semble possible, où il dépend de l’imagination de créer une réalité plus conforme au désir. L’utopiste a pour modèle le Dieu créateur […]. Mais il n’est pas Dieu. Il lui faut donc se contenter de donner au monde qu’il crée une existence virtuelle. Cependant, dans son geste créateur, rien ne semble pouvoir entraver la liberté de son imagination” (HUGHUES 1999: 87)

Yet, as we have seen, Thomas More does not just create out of his imagination, but relies on literary traditions that he projects onto a new world. Does that mean that he lacks creativity?

The reader should never forget that *Utopia* is not about a dreamy paradisical land but that the fiction is here as a pretext for a political treaty -a term which also appears in the original title. As such, descriptions are here to serve the narration. Yet, the fact that descriptions are just a frame does not imply that they are unimportant. They matter because they support the narration and allow either to enlighten certain aspects of the states the author is presenting and or to structure the text, as in the case of the *locus agrestis*. Indeed, once the symbolism of all these *topoi* has been pointed out, it becomes obvious that the hierarchy
between places reflects the hierarchy between men. Utopians and Polylerites benefit after all from urbanised structure and abundant soil that is not dissimilar from the famous Pays de Caucagne. On the contrary, Zapoletes and the bestial tribes from the equator see fit to live in inhospitable lands.

Finally, mountains and snakes are not here for an aesthetic purpose. They appear because Thomas More plays with traditional literary motives and uses them to indicate when his narration transitions from reality to fiction.
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**Abstract**  
The Latin text of *Utopia* is full of sound and semantic resources, few of which have actually been taken into account by its translations. Those resources are important - even if they have been scarcely noted by translators to date - because, as pointed out by Edward Surtz (1967, p. 108), if the manner in which a writer expresses himself is molded by ideas, the ideas are also molded by the tools of expression. The fact that they are inseparable was already noticed by Juan Vives in the sixteenth century, when he mentioned two reasons for reading *Utopia*, its language and its subject (*apud* Surtz, 1967, p. 109). Nevertheless, one of the least studied aspects of the *libellus aureus* is precisely the specificity of the language in which it was written, its style, and its particularities. Among them are its musicality or rather the "physical aspects" of More's language - "rhymes and rhythms" (cf. André Prévost, 1978). This paper aims at appreciating some "figures of sound" (in Surtz's words) of *Utopia*'s book I. For that purpose, we will compare the Latin passages with two Brazilian translations, the most recent Portuguese version, as well as my own.

**Keywords:** *Utopia*, translation, figures of sound, style, Latin

I had never been interested in the Latin text of Thomas More's *Utopia* published in 1516 and had always read it in translations. In 2002, I took up the study of French utopias of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and became curious about the text, with which all French utopias seemed to dialogue, at a time when Latin was still the *lingua franca* of the literate circles. This eventually led me to translate the Latin version of *Utopia* into Brazilian Portuguese. What was my surprise when I found a "musical" text full of sound features that were missing in the translations, which seem to emphasize the spirit, rather than the letter! That separation between form and meaning, however, is not consistent with *Utopia*’s actual wording, in which, as noted by Edward Surtz (and, as it happens with all great literary works), "The expression is molded by the ideas, and the ideas seem to be reciprocally influenced by the expression" (1967, p. 108). It should also be remembered that Juan Luis Vives, in 1523, recommended reading *Utopia* for both the use of language and for its subject.

In fact, one of the least studied aspects of *Utopia* is precisely the specificity of the Latin in which it was written, its style, its peculiarities. This gap, already highlighted by Surtz in 1967 (p. 107), prevails, as observed by Clarence Miller in 2011 (p. 71). I understand style here, in quite a general way, as described by Surtz in his article from 1967: “the selection and the arrangement of words and phrases.” (p. 93).

I aim to present here some of the "figures of sound" (Surtz's expression) of Book I of *Utopia*, compare them to the published translations (two Brazilian ones and the latest Portuguese translation), and then suggest my own translation. I assume that the form and especially the sound mechanisms of the Latin text result from the idea that wants to be communicated and, at the same time, reinforced it (as observed by Surtz). Therefore, it is important to try to translate them, so as not to neglect this aspect of More's wit. The "figures of sound" mentioned by Surtz are figures of repetition, i.e., they are "the repeated placement, in the discourse, of a phrasal part that already had been employed". These repeated figures "hold the flow of information and
give the reader more time to emotionally ‘enjoy’ the information presented as important” (Lausberg, 2004, p. 166). In Book I of *Utopia*, they are usually inserted within short periods, typical of *Utopia*, which, as you may remember, was written in dialogic form. Virtually all of it is made up by Rafael Hythlodeu’s speeches, who only twice utters long sentences in Book I (quite long, in fact, and called “marathon sentences” by C. Miller, 2011, p.73). We agree with Surtz when he states that “The dearth of long, complex, formal periodic sentences corresponds to the conversational and familiar nature of the discourse.” (1967, p. 94), a feature More shares with Seneca (an author held in high regard by the Utopians, together with Cicero). Translators of *Utopia*, such as Marie Delcourt, André Prévost, George Logan, and Clarence Miller point out the “varied language” used by More. Delcourt even hypothesizes that it is a text of oral nature, dictated by More to his secretary, John Clement, a hypothesis rejected by Aires Nascimento, although he agrees that “the pace of the sentence, in its variety, corresponds to the practice of the court bar, which More [who was a lawyer] used to perfection.” (Morus, 2009, p. 150). The figures of sound certainly contribute to the varied character of *Utopia’s* language and their presence, according to Prévost, is not surprising “for an author particularly sensitive to the virtues of music.” (1978, p. 249).

This colloquial style of the utopian text and even More’s judgment about it, in his letter to Pieter Gillis, in which he evokes the “negligent simplicity” (*neglectam simplicitatem*) of his “little book” (*libellum*), should not lead us to believe that it is a simple text, as Elizabeth McCutcheon notes. On the contrary, the impression of natural and effortless writing is an effect More creates to achieve rhetorical sophistication, one aspect of which McCutcheon studied accurately, i.e., the use of litotes, in her article of 1971 (reproduced in *Essential articles for the study of Thomas More*, 1977, p. 263-274). Prévost notes that simplified syntactic structures, as well as modes and tenses that don’t follow the uses of the *consecutio temporum* of classical Latin (and seem to reproduce the spontaneity of spoken language) are used side by side with formally more elaborate structures “and, to meet the ‘research’ of his stylistics, he goes to the limits of preciousness and to what is later called, in England, *euphuisme*” (1978, p. 243).

Let us now analyze some excerpts of Book I - that feature some patent sound-semantic resources - according to the translations of:

- Luiz de Andrade (Moore (sic), 1937; abbreviated LA - it is not known if his translation was based directly on the Latin text); this is *Utopia’s* most reproduced translation in Brazil, by several publishers, the Portuguese spelling of that edition was preserved here;
- Camargo and Cipolla (More, 2009; CC - who translated George Logan and Robert Adams’ English version, 2002); this is *Utopia’s* second most widespread translation; although it has admittedly been translated from one of the English translations, I decided to examine it;
- Aires Nascimento (Morus, 2009; AN - translator of the Latin text); this is the latest and most complete edition of *Utopia* available in Portugal;
- And, my own translation, Romano Ribeiro (RR), in progress.

The number in parentheses that follows the translated excerpts refers to the page of the above-mentioned editions.

Let us analyze some examples of the figures of sound. Among these, we focus on those relating to the repetitions of word parts.

I won’t fully comment on the translational options, but will only briefly mention some plays of sounds that caught my attention while I was translating *Utopia’s* Book I.

**Excerpt 1** was taken from the dialogue between the characters Thomas More, his friend Pieter Gillis and Raphael Hythloday, the Portuguese sailor-philosopher. Pieter, after hearing Raphael tell about the customs and institutions of several peoples he came across while traveling the world, suggests
that such amount of experience would be of high value to a king, who would benefit from his advice, which would result in improved life conditions for Hythloday and his relatives. Raphael replies that his family should not expect to improve its life at the price of him becoming a servant of kings; after all, he already shared his possessions with them.

1 - [Hythloday:] [...] quos debeere puto hac mea esse benignitate contentos, neque id exigere atque expectare praeterea, ut memet eorum causa regibus in seruitium dedam. [Pieter:] Bona uerba inquit Petrus, mihi uisum est non ut seruias regibus, sed inseruias. (CW 54/27-28).

LA: Êles não se queixarão, espero, do meu egoísmo; não exigirão que, para cumulá-los de ouro, eu me faça escravo de um rei. [...] entre estas duas palavras latinas, servire e inservire, [os princípios] vêm apenas uma sílaba a mais, ou a menos. (20)

CC: Creio que isso os deixou satisfeitos, e não vão agora insistir, e muito menos exigir, que para agradá-los ainda mais eu tenha de me tornar um escravo de reis. “Compreendo”, respondeu Peter, “concordo; mas a sugestão que fiz foi de serviços, não de servidão.” (24)

AN: Julgo que eles devem ter ficado satisfeitos com a minha liberalidade e por isso não esperarão que eu, por sua causa, me ponha ao serviço de reis.

- Palavras certas, diz Pedro; a mim querer-me-ia parecer não que deverias servir às suas ordens, mas secundá-las. (239)

RR: [...] penso, devem estar contentes com esta minha benevolência, e não exigir mais coisas nem esperar que eu, por sua causa, me ponha ao serviço de reis.

- Boas palavras, disse Pieter. O que me parece, em relação aos reis, é que não seria servidão, mas serviço.

The word play between seruitium (neutral noun, “servitude”), seruias (2nd person of the present subjunctive of servio, “serve”) and inseruias (2nd person of the present subjunctive of inservuio, “serve the interests of”) is based on a paronomastic organic change that confronts three words with the same root, similar in sound, and whose difference in meaning is emphasized by Pieter’s answer.

Lausberg classifies as organic the changes based on the linguistic system, so words are etymologically connected. He defines paronomasia as “a word play based on the meaning of words, which arises due to the change of a part of the word body, a process which often corresponds to an almost imperceptible change of the word body, a surprising ("that causes strangeness"), "paradoxical" change of the word meaning." (2004, p. 179)

LA chose an explanatory translation, which explains the play of similar sounds, transformed into the Latin infinitives servire and inservire. The syntagma bona uerba was eliminated, thus suppressing Hythloday’s judgment about Pieter words, but uerba is resumed in “two Latin words”, highlighting the infinitives, calling the reader’s attention to the fact that they are Latin words.

CC’s translation maintains the paronomasia “serviços”/”servidão” [services/servitude] and creates another one, “compreendo”/”concordo” [I understand/ I agree] (inorganic or pseudo-etymological), which is not found in the Latin text.

In AN’s version, the trio “serviço”/”servir”/”secundá-las” (service/to serve/to second them) seems to be an attempt to translate, to some extent, the paronomasia, by repeating the first letters: “se-“.

In my translation, I adopted CC’s solution, but maintained the singular and the word order of More’s text (first, the negative form, “would not be servitude”, then the affirmative clause, “but service”). I also maintained the original spelling of Pieter’s name to reveal his origin (Antwerp, in the region of Flanders).

The alliteration of uerba/uisum was only maintained by AN and RR in the pair “palavras”/”parecer” [words/to seem].

Excerpt 2 was extracted from a speech by Hythloday, in which he reproduces the dialogue between him, a lawyer and Cardinal Morton. Prior to excerpt 2, we find Hythloday’s analysis of the reasons that lead people to steal, the main one
being the breeding of sheep that become devourers of men (the picture of sheep that devour men is perhaps Book I’s most famous one). Landowners, no longer satisfied with their income, turned all their land into sheep pasture, stopped cultivating it and expelled the peasants. They are the subject of the verbs in the following section.

2 - [Hythloday:] [...] nihil in publicum prosint, nisi etiam absint, [...] (66/6)
LA: [...] às expensas do público e sem proveito para o Estado [...] (29)
CC: [...] que em nada contribui para o bem da sociedade - precisam, agora, fazer-lhe positivamente o mal [...] (35)
AN: [...] já não se incomodam com a utilidade pública, a não ser que os prejudiquem. [...] (248)
RR: [...] coisa alguma fazem de favorável ao bem comum, coisas desfavoráveis somente [...] (30)

The pair prosint/absint (two verbs in the third person plural of the present subjunctive) plays with organic changes, the prefixes pro- and ob- resulting in opposite meanings of a verb formed by the same radical (sum). The first three translations don’t maintain the paronomasia, which, through repetition of form, emphasizes the antonymy.

Still in this excerpt, observe the repetition of the first syllable in nihil (noun)/nisi (conjunction), an inorganic change in a paronomasia that emphasizes the difference in meaning. This iteration is maintained in the translations by AN (“já não”/“a não ser”) (no longer/unless) and by RR (“coisa alguma”/“coisas”) (nothing/things).

Excerpts 3 and 4 belong to the same reply made by Hythloday that contains excerpt 2. They discuss the financial aspects of economic disorders arising from extensive sheep breeding: the concentration of the wool trade in the hands of a few, which keeps prices high, regardless of the number of sheep.

3 - [Hythloday:] Quod si maxime increscat ouium numerus, precio nihil decrescit tamen (CW 68/4-5)
LA: É verdade que o número de carneiros cresce rapidamente todos os dias; mas nem por isso o preço baixou; [...] (30)
CC: Não que os preços caíssem, por mais carneiros que houvesse, [...] (37)
AN: Assim, mesmo quando o número de ovelhas atinge uma cifra elevada, nem por isso baixa o preço. (250)
RR: Mas, ainda que o número de carneiros acrescesse, o preço em nada decresceria.

In this excerpt, increscat and decrescit, compound terms similar in form, not only have different prefixes (in-/de-), but also differ in tense (third person singular present subjunctive / third person singular present indicative). None of the first three translations preserves the semantic tension of that paronomasia created by the sound play of the iteration of the primitive verb grow (cresco).

4 - [Hythloday:] quod earum, si monopolium appellari non potest quod non unus uendit, certe oligopolium est. (CW 68/6-7)
LA: [...] porque si (sic) o comércio das lãs não é um monopólio legal, está, na realidade, concentrado nas mãos de alguns ricos açambarcadores [...] (30)
CC: [...] pois o mercado da lã tornou-se, se não estritamente um monopólio, pois isto implicaria a existência de um só vendedor, pelo menos um oligopólio. (37)
AN: Quanto a isso, se não se pode falar em monopólio das ovelhas, já que não é apenas um a vender, certamente existe um oligopólio. (250)
RR: Isso porque dos carneiros, se é impossível falar em monopólio (pois não é apenas um proprietário que vende), de oligopólio certamente é possível. (250)

Two parallelisms are found, here. First, the sound match between the neutral nouns monopolium/oligopolium, a paronomasia maintained in CC’s and NA’s translations. The second parallelism, formed by the litotes non potest and by repeating the primitive verb in potest, sounding like est (possum/sum), was maintained by LA and AN. I tried to preserve both using “impossível [...] monopólio”/“oligopólio [...] possível” (impossible [...] monopoly/oligopoly [...] possible). Here, too, it can be said that the meaning is emphasized by means of repetition, by means of the figures of sound.

Excerpt 5, as excerpts 2, 3 and 4, is also
part of Hythloday’s long speech in which he recounts the dialogue that took place at a dinner given at Cardinal Morton’s home. Taken from a part called comic intermezzo by Prévost, the sentence below involves two characters present at that dinner, a parasite mimicking a jester and a mendicant friar. It’s part of Hythloday’s description of that jester, who, when he realizes his success in annoying the friar by comparing him to vagabond, keeps teasing him. In the end, the fool proves wise and the friar a fool.

5 - [Hythloday:] *lam scurra serio scurrari coepit.* (CW 82/28)

LA: Então o nosso bufão gracejou com seriedade (43)
CC: Foi então que o bobo começou a esmerar-se em suas ironias [...] (51)
AN: O bufão começou a representar a sério [...] (263)
RR: Logo o bufão começou a bufonear seriamente [...] (49)

The repetition *scurra* (masculine nominative)/*scurrari* (present infinitive) is an etymological figure that produces semantic intensification, throwing light on the character and the actions of the jester. The etymological figure consists, according to Lausberg, of repeating the radical and “is used to intensify the semantic force”, as in *Hml.* 3,2,1 *Speak the speech*; *vivre la vie*; *sein Leben leben* (2004, p. 181). It’s a type of paronomasia.

In LA’s, AN’s, and RR’s translations the opposition madness/seriousness (*serio*) that runs through the entire *Utopia* is maintained and produces ironic effects, since Hythloday’s comparison between European countries and others, non-European ones, shows the reader that what some consider wise may be madness, and vice versa. However, the etymological figure that emphasizes that contrast was not maintained in LA’s, CC’s, and AN’s translations.

**Excerpt 6** is also part of Hythloday’s long speech. It refers to the lesson of the Azorean, a people located in the south-east of Utopia, in which Hythloday describes an exemplary aspect that contrasts with the French politics of that time: after experiencing the evils arising from a territorial expansion policy, the king of the Azorean decides to content himself with his current territory. At the end of that excerpt, the Portuguese sailor advises the French king to follow the example of the Azorean who loves his people and who is loved by it.

6 - [Hythloday:] *Amet suos & ametur a suis* [...] (CW 90/18-19)

LA: [...] amai vossos súditos, e que o amor déles faça a vossa alegria [...] (49)
CC: [...] amar seus súditos e fazer-se amar por eles [...] (60)
AN: [...] ter amor pelos seus e ser por estes retribuído [...] (271)
RR: Que ame os seus e seja amado pelos seus [...] (92)

There are two inflectional changes of the word body (polyptotons), here: *amet/ametur* (the verb *amare* in the third person present subjunctive, in the active voice/same verb, in the same person and mode, but in the passive voice) and *suos/a suis* (plural masculine possessive pronoun in the accusative/same pronoun in the ablative). I tried to translate this excerpt maintaining the polyptotons, i.e., preserving the repetition of the verb and the possessive pronoun, whose redundancy I believe to be intentionally emphatic. I also chose not to emphasize the fact that the possessive refers to subjects, a meaning that gets clear if one reads the entire former passage, so as to maintain the ambiguity between *suos/a suis* which, in this excerpt, could refer to family members, but also to his children, thus evoking the metaphor of the king as a father and his subjects as his children.

CC maintains the repetition of the verb and the alternation between the active and the passive form, but explains the referent of the possessive and doesn’t repeat it. The choice of non-repetition (*uariatio*) seems to generally characterize the translational choices of the first three translators in the examples analyzed so far.

Before the next excerpt, Hythloday imagines counsellors meeting to find ways to increase a king’s wealth. The first strategy is presented in **excerpt 7**.

7 - [Hythloday:] [...] *dum unus intendendam consulti aestimationem*
monetae, quum ipsi sit eroganda pecunia, deijiendam rursus infra iustum, quum fuerit corroganda. (CW 90/25-27)

LA: Êste propõe elevar o valor da moeda quando se trate de reembolsar um empréstimo, e de fazê-lo descer muito abaixo do par quando se trate de tornar a encher o tesouro. (49)

CC: Um deles sugere que se aumente o valor da moeda sempre que o rei tiver de fazer algum pagamento e se reduza esse valor sempre que tiver dinheiro a receber. (60)

AN: Um conselheiro sustenta que se faça a apreciação da moeda, no momento em que o rei vai lançar uma nova, para de seguir a fazer baixar além do valor real logo que precisar recolher. (271-272)

RR: Enquanto um decide pelo aumento do valor da moeda quando se deva desembolsar em dinheiro e em seguida, pela diminuição abaixo do valor real quando se for embolsar [...] (279)

LA's translation features an amplificatio ("bom e perfeito" [good and perfect] instead of bene), following the first English translation of Utopia (Ralph Robynson, 1551), while CC translate bene/boni as "perfeitas"/"perfeição" [perfect/perfection], which takes the Utopia closer to platonic thought, something suggested by More himself in several passages of his book. The polyptotons of that passage are particularly difficult to maintain during the translation: only LA managed to maintain the same verb, at the price of translating the adverb bene by the adjectives "bom e perfeito" ["good and perfect"]. I chose to translate omnia by "tudo" ["all things"], my previous choice), which has the same number of syllables than "todos" [all], just as the pair omnia/omnes. Translating bene using an adverb forced me to vary sint/sint, translating the first occurrence using "estar" [to be]. I also changed the word order to maintain a rhythm (mutatis mutandis) that's similar to the original. I keep trying to find a more accurate solution in terms of form and sound.

Again, in the first three translations, the paronomasia containing the participles eroganda/corro-ganda in the singular feminine nominative form was not translated. LA and CC maintained the parallelism ("se trate de reembolsar/se trate de tornar a encher" and "tiver de fazer algum pagamento/ tiver dinheiro a receber") (it's about refunding/it's about filling anew and have to make some payment/have to receive some money).

In my translation, I tried to maintain the organic change using the pair "desembolsar"/"embolsar" [to disburse/to pocket].

The excerpt 8 is the conclusion of a part of Hythloday's speech in which he reasons that the impossibility of eradicating all political mistakes at once should not be a reason to turn away from public life, just as a ship shouldn't be abandoned because the winds may not be stopped.

8 - [Hythloday:] Nam ut omnia bene sint, fieri non potest, nisi omnes boni sint [...] (CW 100/2-3)

LA: [...] porque tudo só será bom e perfeito, quando os próprios homens forem bons e perfeitos [...] (56)

CC: Pois as coisas jamais serão perfeitas enquanto os homens não atingirem a perfeição. (69)
monopolium/oligopolium; potest/est; eroganda/corruganda), words with inflectional differences (amet/ametur; suos/a suis; omnia/omnes) or even the consecutive repetition of words (sint/sint). Such procedures seem to aim to draw the reader’s attention on both what is said and how it is said, indicating that a semantic tension accompanies these figures of repetition. I aim to translate these and other figures following the assumption that, as already shown by scholars of the *libellus aureus*, such as Edward Surtz and Elizabeth McCutcheon, the form means: “The devices of sound, judiciously employed, spring from idea and feeling and, at the same time, reinforce both – as they should” (Surtz, 1967, p. 104). In continuing that work, I intend to dedicate myself to the way form signifies in the narrative and argumentation of More’s *Utopia*.

Translated by Christian Greis
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Abstract
Two contemporary 16th century authors, close to the ideas of Christian humanism, one Portuguese, Gil Vicente, the other English, Thomas More, write in the first quarter of the 16th century using the created image of a perfect principality (Castle/Kingdom and the Island of Utopia). This supposedly real archetype is revealed following exploratory land and sea voyages, depending on the case. In comparison with societies whose experience moves away from that model (European societies mainly of Portugal and England), they critically and sarcastically analyse social and mental flaws by way of the use of a carnivalesque narrative discourse. At the same time, they reveal virtues desirable in political ethics and put forward practical civic solutions to correct the regime. The comparative analysis of two testimonials from that era, Utopia by Thomas More (1516) and Frágua d’Amor (Love Forge) by Gil Vicente (c. 1525) of their similarities in terms of objectives and discursive techniques but also of their own definitions of identity, enrich our knowledge of mentalities in the Modern Age.
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1. An archetype of the perfect principality

In Gil Vicente, in Frágua d’Amor, two travellers discuss wonders, the first about a perfect Castle (Pilgrim’s speech) then about a perfect Prince (Wanderer’s speech). In Thomas More, it is a philosophising Traveller, Hythlodaeus, who defines in a narrative style his impressions of his voyage to the island of Utopia.

If the first author posits that, the voyage results from a tradition of journeys, especially over land and symbolically religious, the second author introduces the news of journeys and sea discoveries and the experience of a Portuguese navigator who travelled across the seas of America to Asia and contacted different peoples who were unfamiliar to the European. In both cases, the voyage represents discovery and, after all, initiation in a journey in pursuit of an idealised imaginary world, albeit supposedly real.

By comparing both speeches, considerations of a moral nature, enhancement of civic virtues in addition to the images of an ethical-religious nature, in a renaissance environment, connect the works to a time of transition that characterises 16th century Europe, at least in the first half of the century.

In the play by Gil Vicente a Pilgrim is interested in a Castle founded by the mighty that had for long been praised (its fame is universal, spreading through palaces and shantytowns), built on a good spot, somewhere in Castile, turreted and walled, strong and graceful, happy. In the context of the marriage (desponsório) of D. João III King of Portugal with the Spanish infant D. Catarina, the castle represents the princess as being of noble and virtuous birth.

Among the virtues that safeguard the fortress, Gil Vicente registers three theological virtues - Faith, Charity, and Hope - presupposing belief and full and free submission to God, trust in eternal life and love for one’s fellow man.

Although the inhabitants of More’s Utopia do not follow a religion in an institutionalised way as is done in the Christian principality, the similarities to the Portuguese author’s thoughts are remarkable: valuing the belief in the
immortality of the soul and eternal happiness; total and free submission to a belief and to a complete philosophy of public good that presupposes relations of communion of interests and peace between the inhabitants of the island.

Other virtues referred to by the Portuguese author can also be enhanced with similarities found in More. I am talking about Goodness, the Castle's tallest tower, and Wisdom. It should suffice to recall the belief shared in the writings of the two thinkers in the value of good works to guarantee happiness after death. On the island of Utopia, it becomes the duty of a human to save and comfort his fellow man.

Love (Cupid, principal captain) will have led the King of Portugal, already famous for his victories and the extension of his conquests, for having easily and quickly taken the Castle whose gates are of honesty / the keys of devotion / accoutrements of reason / weapons of sanctity.

In Gil Vicente, it is the final definition of the principality / castle itself with Portuguese arms / political regime / kingdom that guides its conduct by reason and by faith. The foundations of its increasingly greater power are its merits, i.e., the practical manifestations of a political ethics of a Christian ideal whose virtues and good works / merits are extended to the subjects and provide them with a way of salvation / eternal happiness.

The laws of the island of Utopia also have an objective of happiness that goes beyond everyday practice and the short period of time and seek to guarantee what More's work so often insists on: public safety.

2. The forging of a new mankind

Gil Vicente's work uses a time of festivity and renovation to transform positively people according to the virtues of the new queen, the prince, and his politics. Love - Cupid had already renewed bonds with the Emperor, altered feelings, and calmed dissensions.

It is now time to change men. How? By way of a huge forge and the intense work of the smiths, in a fitting renaissance environment. In fact, on stage are shown smiths-planets with their hammers, accompanied by young woodland girls with tongs ("gozos d'amor"), captained by Cupid.

The arrival of such an excellent Queen and the start of an era of new governors were sufficient reason for the re-forging of the Portuguese people and the creation of a new world, in the words of the god of love. The objectives emerge clearly explained: all individuals, in life, may correct themselves.

According to the god of love, Negroes, moors and rustics (villains) may alter their condition and gain happiness. Anybody can refine him or herself and enhance their value similar to transformed gold from the mine. Such aims appear to come close to the pleasure (but good and honest) that in Utopia would be the main objective of life.

It should be noted however that among the characters that in Gil Vicente are submitted to the forge to undergo change, it is especially Fernando, a converted Negro, who comes out unsatisfied. He manages to change his physical appearance, becoming white and resembling a European but not in his speech, stereotyped, that reveals him as an African. In a situation that becomes ironic and causes laughter, the essence of the truth is also reaffirmed here, the truth that cannot / must not, in the viewpoint of the time, be changed.

Fernando's conversion did not bring him religious culture nor did it educate him in the standards of language. In addition, the Fool, in his parlance, apparently reveals himself highly uneducated. However, the topic of education is much more complex and to it is connected the usefulness and functionality of that same education in society, in the common good safeguarded by virtuous leaders.

For whom and for what does culture serve and does education as it is oriented in the Portuguese society of the time result in friars with no priestly conscience, noblemen with no honour,
corrupted justice? More also highlights the idle education and the contagion of vice in England in his dialogues. Thus, admiration for the regime on the island of Utopia that promotes learning of letters and useful things and guides the education of the inhabitants towards contempt for the ostentatious and superfluous (use of precious metal and jewels, for example).

In close relationship with the usefulness of the individuals themselves and social strata is also their productivity. On the island of Utopia only a very restricted number of intellectuals are not occupied with crafts or farming. Among them are included magistrates, chosen for their integrity and superior intelligence among the more gifted citizens, as well as priests of an exceptional nature and the prince himself. The man of the street in turn who has been trained liberally and in agriculture can only travel when his services are temporarily dispensable. The point of contact with Gil Vicente’s thoughts is clear in several of his works: promoting continuity in successive generations; overrating the farmer and the cattle producer; condemning social parasites, and in Frágua d’Amor when he creates a monk who was a former carpenter who wishes to become a nobleman and warrior (of a just war) in order to be useful for the State.

3. Emergence of a new world by correcting a corrupted society

Among the standard characters, that Gil Vicente uses in his play is Justice. It is a vehicle used to criticise strongly one of the pillars of royal governance. It is no surprise it is chosen to figure among the facets of society that should be regenerated to build a new world. It is an increasingly hunched representation due to the weight of the gifts it receives. Corruption invalidates its symbols par excellence, the stick, and scales, from remaining upright.

Only after being hot forged a number of times can the chickens and partridges received as gifts be extracted as slag and with even greater difficulty large bags of money. It appears that the final desired transformation is obtained when forging a beautiful and upright woman.

Would it cease to want to answer favourably to Gentlemen’s requests, as before it complained, by begging for smaller hands and less hearing?

The advice of the god of love is that it follows as its model the acts of Emperor Trajan. It is not known whether at any time or place Justice ever listened to and followed such wise advice. If we reflect on the words of Hythlodaeus in More’s work, good advisors were few and rarely heeded for a governing practice of public good, given the use of sycophancy in many who prefer self-promotion. In the England of the time a cruel justice with penal codes was practiced that made no distinction between the severity of the punishment and the nature of the crimes.

The advice of the god of love is that it follows as its model the acts of Emperor Trajan. It is not known whether at any time or place Justice ever listened to and followed such wise advice. If we reflect on the words of Hythlodaeus in More’s work, good advisors were few and rarely heeded for a governing practice of public good, given the use of sycophancy in many who prefer self-promotion. In the England of the time a cruel justice with penal codes was practiced that made no distinction between the severity of the punishment and the nature of the crimes.

Other characters that Gil Vicente puts on stage are members of the regular church, i.e., monks. One of them, Friar Funil, shows a total absence of awareness of his priestly condition, the rules of his order, and the uncontrollable desire to live a worldly life. In a similar position to his, ready to be submitted to the forge and become laymen would be another seven thousand...

Nevertheless, it is not only the Church and the lack of pastoral vocation of many of its members that Gil Vicente is critical. The religiosity and Catholicism of the playwright resist his very often critical and even sarcastic spirit with regard to the secular and regular members of the Church of Rome (from the simple parish priest to the monk or the Pope himself) when they remove themselves from the
doctrine and example of Christ. He shows an evangelical humanism in many of his works.

Several passages of More's work refer to priests as merciful men and how important they were in forging the character of youths and in correcting the conduct of the inhabitants of the island of Utopia.

Other critical observations are noted in the work of Gil Vicente by way of the creation of another monk, Friar Rodrigo. After several crafts, among which that of carpenter in the neighbourhood of Lisbon's Ribeira, Rui Pires became a monk. He nevertheless continued to live a restless life outside the monastery. He wanted to become a layman once again. However, what kind of layman? He wished to be a nobleman. He wanted to be a warrior. Moreover, he was passionate, a vassal of the god of love.

The references he makes in his speech to the extraordinary abundance of monks in all Christendom are of great interest, especially as to their uselessness for war, by notably referring to the war against the Moors. He considers that at least a third of monks should be re-forged and transformed into lay warriors.

Members of an ultimate social stratum deserve in Frágua d'Amor the observation of spectator. I refer to nobles of different categories.

These are not only the warrior-noblemen that Gil Vicente considers of great usefulness in the Portuguese society of the overseas Expansion, through the speech of Friar Rodrigo. It is not the Marques of Vila Real either, to whom he refers respectfully by considering him a perfect gentleman and by fully dispensing him from being submitted to any transformation in the forge.

The absence of noblemen on stage is nevertheless significant. We see pages and servants that bring their messages. Such a situation on its own qualifies another part of society that follows the rules of privilege, which does not beg for a transformation but naturally expects to be served.

The representations are close to the harsh criticisms of parasitism and idleness in English noblemen made in More's dialogues.

The marquis demands that the forge be immediately taken to his residence. Another nobleman, Vasco de Foes, already ridiculed by the stratagems that he uses to appear younger, futilely orders to be transformed into a child. Finally, a third nobleman, the Earl of Marialva, enquires of the possibility of being rejuvenated in his body and soul but on the condition that his money is not touched. What he really wanted was to be emblazoned in the forge in order to make more money without giving any to anyone else.

The latter two cases are negative characters that reveal falseness and futility, greed and lack of goodness. They are close to the representation of the corrupt and rapacious noblemen of the observation in Thomas More's speeches on the England of the time, that just like some of the wealthy and clergy, they are not content with the idle life and life of pleasure that they live nor with the income they receive that, as is stressed, give nothing to the common good, but they still steal arable space, provoke mendacity and vagrancy in the English countryside and cities, despair and violence.

On the island of Utopia, justice is established because it is a true community that had no private property and did not use currency (channelling that obtained to the national treasury).

4. Cathartic laughter as a conclusion

In the explanation of how the forge works, the frágua do amor or the love forge, with the ability to fix the Portuguese and make a new world emend, laughter is roused by the way candidates are enticed to change their physical appearance, the colour of their skin, even their age. In fact, what is wanted, instead of superficial and futile alterations, is to improve the conduct and moral values of the Portuguese, rendering them more truthful in their nature and upright in their conduct in accordance with the virtues shown by those governing them.
Those who seek the forge to be transformed are the strata that feel maladjusted, like the monk who wanted to be a layman and get married, or being ambitious wanted to be a nobleman, or the idle and futile nobleman who was only concerned about his appearance or he who wants to improve himself by becoming even more miserly and thieving. The love forge, however, is guided by Christian morals and only changes the condition of the monk with no vocation who wants to become useful in the war against the infidels, and straightens Justice that has become hunched, by ridiculing the idle or vile claims of the remaining characters.

Gil Vicente also uses in a carnivalesque narrative discourse, the Negro in his stereotyped and simple speech, closely connected to ideas of food, drink, and carnal love. He shows to be a slave of Venus and wants to be physically transformed to have white traits and white skin. After having been intensely hammered in the forge, he comes out a white man but instead of speaking proper Portuguese, he expresses himself in a “Negroid” form of speech from “Guinea”. Sorry, he imagines the rejection he will be the target of by any woman, black or white, who will not cease to ridicule and despise him. Another carnival-type figure is the Fool, Vasco de Foes’s servant, whose dialogue serves to increase the ridicule of the nobleman who wants to become young.

Circumstances are distinguished by laughter and the jester / Negro or Fool is removed when seriousness is lost in more profound matters, as also occurs in More (attitude of the cardinal when the jester mixes up vagrants with mendicant monks). In Gil Vicente, the forge does not alter the social structure (transforming the Negro into a white man) nor does it operate the miracle of youth but it only corrects how each person works for the common good.

Affectation, haughtiness, and luxury are the target of ridicule in Gil Vicente’s plays, as they are by the inhabitants of the island of Utopia. This can be seen in the scene of the luxuriously dressed noble ambassadors, regarded as jesters. Idleness, greed and evil are not rewarded but are rather addressed ironically and condemned, by seeking solutions for mankind by reversing experiences and discourses, in forms that bring the two authors closer. Both wish for public decency and that virtue is esteemed and rewarded.
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On the island of Utopia atheism is absolutely rejected and Christianity begins its dissemination.

King of Castile and Emperor of Germany, Carlos V, brother of D. Catarina.

Gil Vicente’s known published works range from 1502 to 1536.

It should be noted that as far as this is concerned an extended comment could be made regarding the position of the two thinkers on war and its legitimacy.
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Abstract
Out of a biographical approach to history, I will present us some thoughts related to the ideas of collective identity or sense of belonging bridging the early- and our perhaps-post-modernity. The example of Gregorio Lopez [c. 1542-1596] is somehow paradigmatic of a re-search or attempt of a better understanding of what the historical narrative about modernity entangles, but also to an informed critical position in order to disentangle it. How Gregorio Lopez understood the idea of belonging to a community; how he lived the environmental change of the Americanisation of the “western indies”; but also how we can share perspectives now with a ‘(non)religious’ character from the 16th century Atlantic world; these are the challenges for this time and space trip. Living in, what we now see as, the (un)clear border between the medieval and the modern times, Gregorio Lopez shared his perspectives in ways most of his contemporaries could not imagine. Can we?

Keywords: early-modern globalisation, ‘alter-native’, Gregorio Lopez, ‘Americanisation’, historical imagination

1. Who is this person?

Can we continue on the road for Utopia living in-against-and-beyond the Apocalypse? The story of Gregorio Lopez is the one of a walker in Modern World History of/for both non-places: five hundred years ago, Thomas More’s book was being printed, and many saw old worlds being destroyed and other/new worlds being revealed. In order to deny a monolithic depicting of Gregorio Lopez - or any other 16th century man - we have to proportionally harmonise the frontiers of the imaginary in those literary loci and topoi, admitting his lived experience as part of the realities created and enacted through the readings and interpretations of both re-presentations of the future-real.

We know where he died: in Santa Fe of Mexico City, one of pueblos-hospital created by Vasco de Quiroga in New Spain, inspired by the reading of Thomas More’s Utopia. Did he share the Utopia? On the other hand, did he felt living the Apocalypse? In the next few pages, we will dive in his story to question its “modernity”. I will focus on the identification processes that were put to work to control people’s movements by then, to try to understand what is still
present of such processes.

The official/traditional/historical narratives go like this: Gregorio Lopez was born in Madrid (in Spain) or in Linhares da Beira (Portugal), probably in 1542. Supposedly, he crossed the Atlantic when he was around 20 years old; and in what was called New Spain - a “discovered” realm, essential pièce in the game of thrones of the desired Western Indies-, he started enduring a solitary and virtuous life. For three decades of such endurance, notwithstanding the different geopolitical regions where he lived; the diverse people he connected with; his own physical and mental conditions; the Catholic Church and the Hispanic Monarchy decided to endorse his canonization.

The “heroic” virtues for which he was almost sanctified probably do not appeal much to our contemporary taste. His intellectual activities are much more attractive: not only he wrote a commentary about the Apocalypse’s book, as we also can appreciate his pharmaceutical compendium - a work where he popularized the recent developments generated by the contact between European and native botanic, by translating the Latin-produced knowledge into Spanish. Not works of genius, but important for the time when knowledge was eager to break through, when press was massifying, when people like Gregorio could produce their own world-maps and earth-globes - as several people affirmed he did.

For centuries, he has been compelling people to read his exemplary life, written by his hagiographer, Francisco Losa; and to use him as a time capsule to the second half of 16th century and to several places. Although he was inscribed in History as a religious figure (no matter how heterodox, or polemic, or indefinable), Gregorio Lopez is for sure one bridging-worlds man. Why?

1.1. An alter-native...

Gregorio Lopez struck me as a fellow compatriot, from Serra da Estrela. Therefore, diving into his historical biography I almost drowned in the matter of his ‘nationality’ or, better put as Portuguese and Spanish languages did in the 16th century, in the questioning of Gregorio Lopez’s naturality (naturalidad). It could not only be fait-divers, after all, he kept the secret of his birthplace and family his entire life. Not even his biographer was able to get this mystery out of him; fuelling multiple possibilities: Castilian, Portuguese, Old Catholic, Converso, or Jew, even son of kings.

I tried to overcome the historicity of the problem: the concept of nation and community existed; and to cross the Atlantic in the 16th century (...) till now) every passenger had to state it. Officially, by order of the King, all migrants had to prove: where one was from, what his creed was, what her social and marital condition was, what their profession was. At some point, Gregorio either fulfilled the required conditions to pass legally - and we lost the sources attesting it - or he went to the ‘indies’ in an irregular situation. Nevertheless, from the moment he set his feet in the ‘new world’, he could be who ever he decided to be. Apparently, so he did.

From a place where borders were still so fragile, he passes to another where there was not even a clear notion of where the land ended. A place we would call and we turned into America, alluding an idea of unity of many different lands, different people, different geographical structures, different cultural habits, different languages, and polis - all native, natural from those lands.

Gregorio’s (hi)story then invites us in that process, but in a slight different manner. In fact, when asked where he was from and who his parents were, he got used to respond: my father is god, my homeland is heaven. Obviously, it is a mystical answer; but can there be something more than the theological translation of his enigma?

There is more to it than the obvious religious mind-set in talking through such an epitome. Firstly, and as all the other “European” migrants, Gregorio Lopez was the other - at least to all the million people who were natural from the territories occupied and conquered by
the ‘Spanish’ (the Spanish is somehow also a creation of this time and process). Then, being there as Gregorio did, from the early 60s, the differences between the natives from Tlaxcala, Mexico, the diverse nations of the Gran Chichimec (Northern Mexico), from the Huaxteca (East and Northeastern Mexico) et al., were differences easily noticeable and practical for anyone paying attention. The generalization was easy to be made though through asserting the natives an impossible alterity: their worldview, their perspective was completely downsized. Their religions but also the absence of a religious type of thought, their paganism, their rituals, their monuments; in a way their natural culture was not only not understood, it was demonized. It was then easy to declare inferiority; and to open the room all sorts of prejudices – even when it was possible to acknowledge some degree of sophistication or to admire the diversity. The greed for power at the expense of exploring the dignity and freedom of the other was there in Iberia, and in New Spain, between all of those nations and groups. Gregorio stepped aside one place and the other, and imagined himself as an alter-native, a native from another place, as heaven could be.

1.2.…. in those places we called America

Getting back, and getting some other questions aside (because the ‘Indians’ from the western indies weren’t all friends playing around; because not all migrants were living-demons; because there is no such thing as saints) Gregorio Lopez saw many things we can bridge to our places and times and concerns. He saw ecological devastation provoked by his compatriots’ domination: massive mining, enormous deforestation, and cattle-production causing big disequilibria, destruction of centennial sustainable urban and rural practices. Not to mention all the pervasive social and political changes from the first decades of contact to a colonial system eager to sub-and-ex-tract more profit out of such wide new territories. Unfortunately, we know those stories too well. They became familiar, part of our DNA - not only because we are learning to accept the past; sadly we are also too aware that all of it is still happening! I do not recall who referred peoples from America do not mind being called Indians for it actually recalls how the Europeans were mistaken. And I also bring to this conversation Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, when he keeps reminding us of taking other perspectives; like the Amerindian one - we all know the Brazilian’s anthropologist historical-imagination exercise of trying to picture the end of the world, the apocalypse ...“ask the Indians”, he says. For now, let us just think how long it took for the New World to stop being called the Western Indies; and try to consider how long it will take before it ceases to be called America.

Anyhow, that land was good, wide and wild enough for Gregorio Lopez to walk continuously through it, learn from it, from those who lived there - who knew he was not from there, but recognized him as one, like them. For instance, and although we are not sure of a change, Gregorio became noticed by his vegetarian diet: he would reject offers of meat and fish, coming from the settlers production or from the natives hunters; but he would gladly accept offers of fruit and exchange his own gifts/competences/skills by a piece of land where to grow his house-garden. In those places, we called America, in those artificial entities we call, for instance, Mexico, there are too many alternatives. Living them without a special will to explore, evangelize, enslave, mine, took Gregorio to various worlds. The Desert, the Jungle, the Volcano, the Lagoon; the Wind, the Water, the Earth, the Tree, the Colour, the Light, the Sun, the Moon: did they convert him? Was he able to recognize them as such, with their big capitals?

Julio Glockner advanced the possibility that the reason why the Popocatepetl’ Volcano is also called Don Goyo – from Gregorio - might be connected with the canonization of the first hermit of the Indies. Just as Iztaccíhuatl called Rosa after Rosa de Lima; and seen that Gregorio lived at least for two years in
Atlixco, a town near the Vulcan; it is not such a farfetched hypothesis. And how amazing it would be! It is still so overwhelming now to walk between the two lover-volcanos; that it is hardly impossible not to understand the power and sacredness asserted by the natives to those places. Yet, their voices were silenced, for the impossibility to communicate and to understand - Pannikar targets the problem, in my opinion, by understanding colonization not as a moral evil but as an intellectual mistake. Gregorio Lopez was not the only silent voice (perhaps his silence echoing in time like a scream) criticizing the state or status of things by not engaging with it. There were already other utopias in place. How?

1.3. Religiously online ...

What we know is he never took a Religion: translating from the 16th century meaning, he never took the vow of any religious order. Besides, there are too many uncertainties on what he believed or not - some say he was a crypto-Jew, others say he was a hidden *alumbrado*, the Church tried to make him a saint - and it is time to ask whether we really care. He definitely possessed a strong intellectual character, for no matter his ailments (from depression to typhus, dysentery, and probably inflamed throat for all that he had to swallow), Gregorio was always capable to communicate, to recognize the uniqueness of any interlocutor.

A quick look through the list of processes and accusations present to the Mexican Inquisition, but also a careful reading of multiple sources, take us to picture we are not used imagining. Disguised in the sources, as blasphemy or conversion, there are multiple stories of critical voices and dissatisfied people. Monks that became miners, soldiers that became priests; the roles were not that ecstatic.

It is said that it was God who made him walk; but Gregorio’s feet made the steps of the way. We find him in a modern time not only because of the distances he travelled physically. What an adventure must have been for Gregorio Lopez to cross the sea and experience the radical changes in the worldview that proceeded from the *planetarization* of the Earth. It was already mentioned he made his own earth-globes and world-maps. He discussed the position of the North with seamen. And he went to places completely unheard of few decades, even years, earlier.

(T)his life happened in what is commonly called Early-Modernity. Gregorio fully lived a new time for the ‘socialization’ of knowledge, ideas, ideologies: science and technology, monotheisms, capitalism - all turned read, theorized, practiced, interpreted through easily compiled in small and easily transportable objects, called books! All the worlds he could now visit inside a story, a treaty, a novel, a study, a *vita* - a chronicle.

Gregorio was able to visit even worlds that could only be constructed because they were imagined through a book. Gregorio lived in one of those places, in the last years of his life: the pueblo-hospital of Santa Fe, in Ciudad de Mexico. Long story short, the pueblo-hospital was the political/social/economic translation of Vasco de Quiroga’s reading of Thomas More’s *Utopia*. Vasco de Quiroga, whom Gregorio might have encountered when he first arrived in Ciudad de Mexico, believed it was possible to create the ideal society with the Indians: there would be a clergyman supervising the catholic and Christian morality/identity/principles of the community, but for the rest all its citizens were provided work, communal tasks, physical and spiritual assistance. With all its flaws, we can see from now/here; these communities were oasis in a completely different broader panorama - where there was one imperial policy that could not work out the same way so many places with complete diverse situations.

Either rejecting or embracing the new, Gregorio Lopez was online with his time. As Hallier Dueñas explained me about the changing time we are living now with the internet, teaching me the obvious - we/I belong to the last generation that grew up without the world wide web -; Gregorio must have felt the other way
around. Gregorio was the first generation living in a world with books. We can go even further, if we think of the nau and the galleon as the early-modern spaceships - what was dreamed of, out of necessity and creativity, became reality.

1.4.….or potentially exemplary?

The first time I wrote about Gregorio Lopez, I entitled the text with adjectives in the form of a question: “unadapted or atemporal?” and after years of research, the question starts to fade. An initial rush to identify or classify the man transformed into an immense curiosity on the processes of identification of his time and spaces; moreover, on the way he apparently defied those processes. For now, let me go back to Viveiros de Castro and his appeal for a distinction between what is a model and what is an example. Avoiding slaves when it was currency; avoiding eating meat when it was proudly introduced to others who barely used them - Gregorio retired from the dealings of the Indies that stayed in the winner’s History. For sure, Gregorio would question the search for official recognition of his sanctity. He was no hero; he just knew he could not rest if there was one of his brethren in danger, suffering. Yet, was he not a hero everyday?

Gregorio was also an Indian, in the sense of native, natural from a place: a place he lost, run away from, missed; we do not know. For sure, he moved, and became an alter-native; in-against-and-beyond any nation and community. Nonetheless, he became a part of those new spaces, and he even claimed belonging to another one - heaven.

Amongst others, this was one of the reasons - I believe - the Catholic Church would not canonize Gregorio Lopez. Turning him into a Saint would make him a model of virtue, and a model we apply, we imitate. For the 17th and 18th century cardinals, Gregorio was a servant of God worthy of admiration but not imitation: it was dangerous to proclaim so independently a solitary and such a close connection with god - and although they could not stop that idea, they obviously could not sponsor it. The paradoxes of a closed process of identification of the modern period: for what was/is the Catholic community if not a nation without borders? A nation in expansion closely sponsored by one side of a divided ‘Europe’, which only relaxed after starting the secularization process. Alternatively, was Modernity the process of questioning, deconstructing, and disentangling of that Christian identity that, from Western Europe, colonised inner and outer worlds?

Albeit the macro-histories/pictures, could Gregorio be a potential example of life in-between worlds, times, spaces, changes? In his commentary of the Apocalypse, he conveys a trust in the future of the homo viator, of the man who walks alone through life. Walking, individually, finding ways through contemplation of the divine - that ultimately is everywhere. Online in the virtual world connected by satellites, with no unbreakable walls. All in god, by oneself; I wonder what he would say of life now… are we living Gregorio’s utopia? Again, what is the role of religion still? Some say it is definitely over; some say it is re-entering our lives more than ever. Does it even have to be assigned a role? However, what is religion, after all?

Could your diet become a religiosity in the way we choose to prepare, produce, cultivate, recollect, and eat whatever we eat? Could our work entail a certain mind-set or worldview that allows us to identify and avoid people in our own or between others’ professional networks? Can politic/social/climate/gender/race-related activism be ascertained some degree of sacredness for the intense solidarity that generates inside the movements, the communities, the fighters?

2. Globalising social and historical imagination

Gregorio Lopez lived the Utopia that was transformed in common sense: ships crossing the seas, the centrality of the Sun, a breaking through worlds and frontiers of the imaginary trying to meet limits or borders in new-old realities.
More. He saw the Revelation of the nuclear bomb effects: millions dying of illness, greed, devastation, hunger, violence, traffic. Is there any good left?

The bridges between times, spaces and peoples are what animate me the most when I stop to hear Gregorio Lopez’s voice in the echoes of the universal mind, the cosmoteandric reality, in the historical-architectures of time. Always getting online in the world wide web of authors and stories through the books he read, Gregorio Lopez was also sharing that knowledge to all sorts of others - and the books had just started, and were just starting to become targets of conservative reactions towards the new and the unstoppable socialization of ideas and knowledge. Laurie Anderson reminded us that the book was as much a technology as a computer is: we make it alive, we use it, and we act upon/through it.

Using is different from collaborating, valorising is not consuming. Santa Fe is a good metaphor of the longue-durée of our modernity. As said, this was one of the autonomous islands of alternative settling built by Quiroga, where Gregorio spent the last years of his life receiving all kinds of people with all kinds of questions: women in search of help; man looking for answers, even a viceroy looking for a bit of peace (I like to think it is no coincidence that during this period the Chichimec war was put to an end by Luis de Velasco, the Youngest; a man seen talking for hours with Gregorio whom, about the same ‘Indians’, would only say “let them be”!) Nowadays, Santa Fe is not only one of the more contaminated places of Ciudad de Mexico; it is also the high finance neighbourhood of the whole country. A place from where the best waters would come to the city, a colourful place turned into concrete-money grey. Yet, the ruins of Gregorio's hermit are still there, in a rare oasis of green, trees, spring-water that a part of the community wants to preserve and remember.

Gregorio Lopez lived enough even to see the Utopia vanishing... forbidden books, forbidden people, forbidden. The Time is now, and only in the now I can somehow relate to his actions. It was too dangerous to be him, to say what he said, not to do what he did not do during his lifetime. He actually built his own utopia, his non-place without crosses, with earth-globes. In addition, fortunately, he had no martyr vocation, and there I find a way to connect him here.

It is still a hard choice to be-come critical on what we eat, on what we do, on what we are told (by the institutions, by society, by History) that we are. We are all online already, and we are getting ready to colonise Mars, so they say; but we still can turn a sea into a cemetery. We continue to talk “us” and “them”, and they are all too confused with Good and Evil. If we are going to space, if we find other beings out there, will we continue to use terms such as “western”, “Christian”, “European”, “American”, “Portuguese”, and all that jazz? We might, but probably we will be from the planet Earth first. Therefore, what does it mean still in here, in this globe?

More than an example, Gregorio is an image we can dialogue with to imagine something in-against-and-beyond our own now. (In that new world, who cared if he was from Madrid or Linhares da Beira: “are those cities; where are them? Portugal, where is it, in Spain? You come from a village? Are there places as small and as lost as ours in Europe? Cities, like Mexico? Is it cold, is it hot, is it dry, is it humid?” - Gregorio was from the other side of the sea, where heaven, the sky was the same.) Lennon taught us some verses on imagining; and in a concrete-bridge entering Bremen, we can read: “the only good nation is imagination”.

Well, right now, challenging the social and historical ideas of nation/nationality, production, and consumption systems, even the human constructions of religions, societies and Histories; can we be alter-natives? Can our screams of anger and our dreams hope become realities? The Man walked, Gregorio, until the Moon, you know. However, some insist in building and hiding behind the walls. What if we make a step back before we destroy and cross them? What if we contemplate before? Imagine that!
Fig. 2: Detail of Gregorio López’s commemoration mural in the Church of Santa Fe, in Ciudad de México. Photographed by the author.
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Abstract
Tommaso Campanella is the author of a utopia that reveals, more than any other one, the complex issues of both the Reformation and the Counter-Reformation, as well as the entire spirit of that time. In The City of the Sun (1602), he describes his ideal republic that would, in his view, be the political model that could save the Church from the setbacks of the Reformation and lead it to the top of the kingdom of this world. His idea of salvation of the Church, however, diverges from the predominantly Jesuitical and hegemonic vision produced by the Council of Trent. His theocratic polis is based on Bernardino Telesio's philosophy of nature - the same philosophy that had brought Giordano Bruno to the stake shortly before and would soon bring Galileo before the tribunal of the Inquisition.
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1. Introduction
Tommaso Campanella is the author of a utopia that reveals, more than any other one, the complex issues of both the Reformation and the Counter-Reformation, as well as the entire spirit of that time. In The City of the Sun (1602), he describes his ideal republic that would be, in his view, the political model that could save the Church from the setbacks of the Reformation and lead it to the top of the kingdom of this world. His idea of salvation of the Church, however, diverges from the predominantly Jesuitical and hegemonic vision produced by the Council of Trent. His theocratic polis is based on Bernardino Telesio's philosophy of nature - the same philosophy that had brought Giordano Bruno to the stake shortly before and would soon bring Galileo before the tribunal of the Inquisition.
breaks away from the theological field, actually disallowing the Church and making it superfluous in this field. This is what Telesio advocates.

In principle, there was no opposition, rather a process of making scientific reason autonomous from faith. The Catholic decision to turn into opposition that which was merely automatization was taken at the Council of Trent and had severe consequences - the most obvious one being the violent persecution of scientists, including the bloody episodes commonly known. After all, this entire process started - or seems to have started - in absolute connection with the Protestant Reformation.

The fact is that the Reformation weakened the power of the Church in a substantial part of Europe; only Portugal, Spain, and Italy remained unaffected. It is also true that those three countries, the major European powers at the outbreak of the Reformation, would become the poorest and most deficient countries of the continent a few centuries later. The catholic Tridentine complex - Italy, Spain, and the subordinate kingdom of Portugal, refused to adopt the openly bourgeois procedures that, by way of the new scientific reason, would have led their economies to manufacture and the free development of trade. The triad of those Catholic countries closed itself into the circuit established by the Inquisition, resulting in an economic system based on colonial exploitation. Therefore, inquisitorial irrationalism also became an economic and political system.

It can be argued that this decline could not have been suspected. However, Campanella's *The City of the Sun* seems to dispute exactly that way.

To put it briefly, after the Reformation, Europe is primarily divided into two blocks:

1) The catholic nations, which also are the metropoles of their tropical colonies and which are going to freeze in the regime of the colonial pact, and

2) The protestant nations, still devoid of a colonial empire and which, over time, are going to develop their economies towards manufacturing - making them more modern and open to future industrialization.

The Tridentine church is thus the expression of the pact with the Iberian states, which it depends on and is part of - in other words, the Church mingle with the Iberian state. Rome’s fate is subsumed in the process of mercantile capitalism, which is its economic expression and, at the same time, its limits - a scenario that will also define the social character of the Iberian colonies. That choice, as we see, entailed the exclusion of manufacturing, which was closely associated with bourgeois rationality, as a hegemonic decision made by the catholic economic circuit. The result is a Jesuitical missionary Church that opposes science and actively engages in the inquisitorial processes, which ultimately decides the fate of the Iberian metropoles and their future aspect. The Church’s destiny is thus closely tied to the colonial pact, to this particular form of Iberian mercantile capitalism, leading to the incorporation of new territories occupied by the Jesuit missions. After all, it was not the Church that ran the Inquisition, but rather the Inquisition that ran the Church.

The opposite, which did not take place, would there have been a Church that was opened to the new sciences, that encouraged its modern investigative processes, welcomed unprecedented books, keen on new knowledge. In short, a Church that would tie its fate to the manufacturing bourgeoisie and, as its ally, seized the throne of the World.

What could have taken place, but did not, is described in *The City of the Sun*.

2. The circumstances of a piece of writing: the revolt of Calabria

Before *The City of the Sun*, Campanella had prepared a grandiose and bold project. The advent of the Lutheran Reformation had deepened the gap between the temporal and the spiritual powers, which Campanella opposed. In his view, the Christian world should have a single government, exercised by an authority both sovereign and sacerdotal -
i.e., the Pope. In practical terms, Campanella argued that a powerful European sovereign should invest his economic, political, and military resources to achieve that universal monarchy and put it at the feet of the Roman pontifical throne. He suggests that mission first to Philip II of Spain and then, 40 years later, to the king of France, Louis XIII, and Cardinal Richelieu. The City of the Sun was written to demonstrate and prove that the union between faith and reason, between the Church and the new science would rationally lead to caesaropapism and that the path of the Roman symbiosis with the Iberian metropoles, optimized by Jesuit action, had turned faith and reason into antagonistic and irreconcilable axes, resulting in the closing of the Church to the modern world - withdrawn in its particularism, averse to the universality of scientific reason.

The City of the Sun is a peculiar utopia that departs from the common utopian expressions, since it is not a satire, but rather a neat scientific prediction of a certain and fatal event that would occur in the real world when the astral conjunctions were propitious. It thus blends, with astonishing energy, prophecy, and natural philosophy. In its original draft, The City of the Sun covered the entire earth; it was later reduced to a single city.

The revolt fails; two traitors denounce it to the Spanish government. Campanella is arrested, along with hundreds of rioters, and accused of lèse majesté and heresy, as he is identified as the leader of the revolt. Savagely tortured, the Spanish keep Campanella in prison in Naples for 27 years, where he writes his utopia, aiming to explain his political project based on his theory, to get possibly his acquittal as a result.

3. The City of the Sun

The City of the Sun is a dialogue between the Grandmaster of the Knights Hospitaller and a Genoese sea captain who had been Columbus' helmsman and who, as he landed in Taprobana, discovered the City of the Sun in the middle of a wide plain. That philosophical polis reproduces Copernicus’ model representing the solar system by seven strongly fortified concentric and circular areas featuring the names of the seven planets. At its centre lay a circular temple, the city's heart and brain. The political regime expresses the hierocratic system. Above all is the
Metaphysical or the Sun, called Hoh, the “ruler of all, at both the spiritual and temporal level”, a sacerdotal prince who stands out due to his wide knowledge. In *The City of the Sun*, the power exercised by the sovereign emanates from God and belongs to him, represented on earth by Hoh. This priesthood, invested with political power, owes its prestige to metaphysical knowledge, to historical and technical experience, which is consecrated by a sacramental order and divine investiture.

Hoh is permanently supported in the exercise of power by a supreme council, a triumvirate composed of:

A) Pon, or Power, who has jurisdiction over the activities of war and peace; under his command, men, women and children are continuously prepared for war.

B) Sin, or Wisdom, supervises the production of knowledge and education, which is universal. All seven city walls are frescoed with geographical maps, mathematical figures, personalities, animals, plants, etc., making the city a kind of book in itself. Such radical pedagogy produces wise men, such as Hoh, the Metaphysical, an omniscient creature and, at the same time, a priest, a scientist, and a philosopher, an intermediate between the divine will and human intelligence. The Solarians believe that only the one who masters all the sciences is fit for the science of government, since he is the one who best masters the constitutive knowledge of the social order.

C) Mor, or Love, is in charge of procreation and marriage, closely controlled functions that are not subject to the free choice of individuals; they dutifully deliver their bodies to the State for an essential function, i.e., the reproduction of citizens. Doctors according to physical features defined by the State choose couples and copulation takes place at a time set by astrologers to favour specific features also defined by the rulers. The defining criteria are based on eugenics to improve the race and the production of the type of Solarians required by the state. Not the citizens choose the City; it is rather the City that chooses its citizens. As in Sparta, the children belong to the State.

In principle, no absolute power governs *The City of the Sun*, since the Assembly of the people has the power to dismiss all magistrates, except for the top four ones. Dismissals are based on consensual decisions, since the magistrates are so wise and virtuous that they voluntarily resign from their position when they come across a more suitable and fit citizen able to perform their function.

Fair laws produce social uniformity: there is neither dissidence, nor opposition, nor claims, nor any active minorities, nor political parties. Every citizen is a part of the whole, of a big wheel of which he is just a small cog. His will instinctively follows the rationally fair course of the State and all individuals are permanently subject to the requirements of order and perfect balance.

The city’s geometric structure reveals the total control of the State over all matters. Their passion for symmetry shows its love for order, which has reached a mystical level. Its inner workings are perfect as a clock.

The polis is organized like a convent, including perpetual adoration before the altar in the temple, which is internally decorated with a figuration of the Copernican universe. Divine will inspires everything and the City hierarchy ranges from man to God, by mediation of the priests in the first place. Religious abstraction of deism prevails, supported by rational inquiry: a generic devotion to the Creator, the belief in divine providence, in immortality of the soul, and in reward and damnation hereafter, are the sound foundations of the solar religion. No material creature is worshiped, there is no idolatry, and the sun itself is merely honoured as God’s sensitive representation.

In *The City of the Sun*, only a residual form of trade subsists. There is no idleness, no marginality, no corrupt clergy, nor do the strong abuse the weak; actually, there are neither strong, nor weak. There is no poverty or hunger; there is no shortage, disorder, civil disobedience, uprisings, crime, nor any violence against the institutions. A
sovereign order reigns that reveres the Sacred, which in turn is investigated by scientists.

Collective life is not subject to fantasy and exceptions, but to the standard of rationality that the City implies. "Natural" development is to be avoided, as it is subject to the disruptive actions of history and common events of real life. Therefore, The City of the Sun does not have any past and it is not the result of historical evolution. The Solarian utopia is. It exists in an immutable present that knows neither past, nor future; perfect as it is, it will never change.

The lives of the Solarians are entirely ruled by reason, i.e., they live according to the dictates of Campanella's metaphysics. Their religion is not yet Christian, but little is missing: the Solarians, "who merely follow the law of nature, are very close to Christianity" and the difference lies in the absence of the revelation, i.e., the coming of Christ. As a result, they do not believe in the Trinity, but in a single God represented by the life-giving sun. According to Campanella, Christianity "doesn't add anything to the law of nature, except for the sacraments" and therefore "the true law is the Christian one; once its abuses are eliminated, it will be the mistress of the world".

Thus, in The City of the Sun, faith is aimed at a creator God who is revealed by the spectacle of nature and understood by reason. The City of the Sun is the "philosophical evidence that proves that the truth of the Gospel is in accordance with nature". The Solarians, who live that way, are "almost catechumens of Christian life" merely by complying with the law of nature.

Campanella depicts a republic that is founded not by God, but by philosophy and human reason, to demonstrate that the truth of the Gospel is consistent with human reason. Discovered by philosophy and founded on reason, the natural religion of the Solarians is based on a standard that allows evaluating the value of historical religions, to choose the true one among them, and to bring it back to its true principle by eliminating deleterious abuses. He thus believed that natural religion, which is innate, is always true, while constructed religion is flawed and may be false. Natural religion is found in all beings and, as they originate in God, they tend to return to Him.

Therefore, a rational polis demonstrates a superior capacity of constituting a power that ensures the Church the throne of the world.

The Iberian colonial system is the reverse of The City of the Sun.

4. Science and religion in harmony in The City of the Sun

In The City of the Sun, autonomous natural science and faith are not mutually exclusive, which contradicts the thesis of the Council of Trent, but act to complete each other: since nature is the living statue of God, scientists who research the natural laws and phenomena get closer to God, as He is present in them. Scientific research is similar to prayer. Hoh is therefore both the high priest and the most important scientist.

The underlying philosophy of nature is found in a work by Bernardino Telesio (1509-88), De rerum natura iuxta propria principia that Campanella had read in his youth and that had influenced him in a permanent and structural way. Telesio made of philosophy of nature what Machiavelli made of politics: a sphere of reflection, emancipated from other spheres of thought, such as Morality and Religion. It primarily aims to recognize objectivity in nature, since the things per se, when properly observed, reveal their nature and features. This explanatory principle has universal validity, i.e., nature is one, in all times and places. Man is apt to know nature because he himself is nature; the senses are efficient means of knowledge, and man as nature is sensitivity. Therefore, what nature reveals of itself coincides with what the senses perceive: thus, sensitivity is self-revelation of nature by its part that is man. That principle was adopted by Galileo and taken as a thesis to its ultimate consequences.

Telesio developed a rational method for
the appropriation of tangible reality according to which in nature, only natural forces exist, which must be explained through their intrinsic principles only, excluding metaphysics. Man would possess the ability to know the natural entity and would thus have power and dominion over all things that integrate nature. The natural world is thus a vast heritage available to man, a domain that needs to be benefited from, materially and ideally. This philosophical principle comes up at the early stage of manufacturing and the opportunity and the historical logic of these ideas are easily understood.

This philosophy would thus allow the Roman faith to merge with the scientific revolution, since it admitted the existence of the sacred in the world and it simultaneously set the philosophical foundations of modern science. An intimate union between reason and faith becomes feasible - which means to say that the Church could ally with the modern manufacturing system, already under implementation in Northern Europe.

If Campanella's thesis had prevailed, the Church and its allied empires would be able to embrace the new science, could conceive nature as an entity open to the profane mind that, nevertheless, would find God. The sovereign would be not only a scientist, but at the same time the high priest. Investigate nature through rational science and the practice of prayer would be the same kind of activity.

Eventually, that is more efficient to defend the Church's interests than what was practiced by the counter-reformation universe, by the triad of the Catholic states. Campanella's work, entirely coherent and aimed at a single target, intended to restore the power of the Church. He considered the Tridentine reform to be insufficient, not only to lead the world back under the domain of the Church, but unfit for the rehabilitation of Rome as an efficient entity apt for that task.

5. What Campanella's project means

To compose *The City of the Sun*, Campanella based himself on the social imagination typical of utopia immanently to criticize the Tridentine Church, its options, its commitments. At the same time, he calls for a thorough review of the counter-reformation assumptions. Essentially, as we have seen, Campanella wants to reconcile faith and reason by leading science back to the Church - a vital action to save her from becoming irrelevant for the States that were absorbing the scientific revolution and that would soon become the main hegemonic centres and colonial metropoles.

To be more specific, Campanella wanted the expression of faith built by the Counter-reformation give in to the mentality of the scientific revolution so that it could conquer the throne of the world. That would require a radical change in the policy of the Church, which, through the structural alliance with the Iberian metropoles, was establishing the deepest meaning of its new identity. Basically, he aimed to save the Church from itself, correct the course it had adopted.

This empire, to reproduce itself, dismissed the most advanced points of the scientific revolution in progress and chose instead the Jesuitical directive of the *Propaganda Fide*. This is the inquisitorial aspect, which expressed itself by obstruction, often by means of stakes, to prevent the adoption of the new science and of manufacturing, i.e., the Inquisition as an actual economic agent. By burning scientists, the Jesuit Inquisition makes an economic and political choice. The persecution of science is even a constitutive act of America's colonization, an expression of the Iberian power. At this point, a fundamental question comes up: what would be the best way to constitute the policy of the Church so that it may fulfil its purpose as the mistress and saviour of the world?

Campanella does not need to invent a picture to oppose it; it is simply the opposite of *The City of the Sun*. Campanella's utopia, taken as a blend of scientific reason and faith, is thus a complex system that combines scientific
rationality and prophetic irrationality, a modern mentality and religious traditionalism. Campanella is not an adept of the Counter-reformation, but an exotically rational reformist. With its play of mirror and lights, of criticism and defence of the Church, his work might be, paradoxically perhaps, the most baroque utopia of the seventeenth century.
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1 The Spanish Empire, sustained by the American gold and silver, became an aristocratic and ecclesiastical system, irrational in economic terms, despising work, in which the Church and the nobility were given the bulk of wealth, which immobilized it in sumptuous buildings or governmental obligations and dissipated it in luxury instead of investing it into productive economic activities. In its role as the metropole, Spain was unprepared for the growing demand from the colonies for production materials and equipment and became dependent on countries that were open to manufacture and science - the Protestant countries - for their supply. It thus enriched those who practiced what the Inquisition had crippled and even banned from its domain.
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Abstract
This study aims at analysing the relation between the fragmentary aspect of Bacon’s New Atlantis and the representation of the socio-political structures of his utopian island by the reading of the narrator’s report of the Feast of the Family, a ceremony granted by the State to the man who is able to father thirty children or more. Firstly, I discuss the fragmentary – or deliberately inconclusive – nature of the work, pointing to some divergences among Baconian scholars who have discussed the problem. I will argue that, beyond the author’s apparent conservative attitude towards patriarchal rule, his silence is, at the same time, an evidence of: (a) his awareness that a social and political transformation is unavoidable after the establishment of his program of scientific reform; as well as (b) his awareness of being incapable, given the historical circumstances he lived in, to provide a complete description of the world under de rule of a scientific enterprise. Thus, the second part of the article is the reading of the ceremony of the Feast of the Family, not as an idealized description of Bensalemite society, but also as a satiric representation of English political and social institutions in the author’s time.
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1. On the incompleteness of Bacon’s utopia
A problem that Bacon scholars always face while reading New Atlantis, is the absence of a detailed description regarding the social and political institutions of the utopian island of Bensalem. Some hints of social relations and, implicitly, political institutions are described in a passage, which precedes the meeting of the foreigners with the Father of Salomon’s House: The Feast of the Family. According to the narrator, it was:

a most natural, pious, and reverend custom [...] granted to any man that shall live to see thirty persons descended of his body alive together, and all above three years old, which is done at the cost of the state. (Bacon, 2002, p. 472-3)

This man is the tirsan (the father of the family) and, in this ceremony, he is greatly honoured.

I share the opinion of those scholars for whom it was above Bacon’s capacity to provide a detailed description of the social and political life under the control of scientific enterprising - obviously given the historical circumstances in which he lived in, of which he proved to be fully aware by clearly presenting his personal limits (as in the paragraphs dedicated to the explanation of the fifth part of the plan for his Great Instauration; Works, IV, pp. 31-2). The passages in New Atlantis that refer to the social-political structure of the island are lacunar and complex. Firstly, I believe that those seeking, in these pages, only idealized, albeit fragmented, representations of his political thought, are wrong. Secondly, if we are to give credit to Rawley, Bacon’s secretary and chaplain, who in the preface of the work speaks of the absence of “a structure of laws”, “or of the best state or mould of a commonwealth”, it seems to me that this is due to his clear-sight and confessed limitation, and possibly also due to an intentional silence, rather than to an interest diverted towards more urgent affairs.

Above all, I believe that, despite being
largely considered a conservative regarding his political vision and certain English customs - in his defence of monarchy and patriarchy, for example - Bacon kept at least some degree of suspicion that it would be impossible, with the advancement of knowledge, to keep the English political and social institutions unchanged.

The representation of the Utopian society and its ruling figure, are ostensibly conventional and generate a glaring contrast to the description of its scientific and technological superiority.

Since, in fact, Salomon's House must be seen as the end of the foreigners' "initiatory journey", it should be noted, however, that on the way, none of the interlocutors provides any clarifications regarding the political organization of the island. Some references are made to a governor, whose function seems to be simply to confirm the decisions made by the tirsan (during the Feast of the Family, as it is seen further on), and a mention is made to the delivery, during the ceremony, of a "King's Charter", a document "containing gift of revenue, and many privileges, exemptions, and points of honour, granted to the Father of the Family" (idem, p. 474).

However, in addition to having his dignity overshadowed by the tirsan, this king never makes himself seen. He does not host the travellers, he does not visit them during their stay in the House of Strangers, he does not, at any moment, participate in the Feast of the Family, and he is not in the procession marking the visit of the Father of Salomon's House. Even more impressive is that the highest honour that a foreigner can have in Bensalem is not to be presented to the king, but to get a hearing with the Priest. Albanese (1990, p. 115) makes interesting considerations regarding the use of the terms "kingdom" and "state" in the Baconian utopia:

In striking comparison to its humanist model, New Atlantis never elucidates its civil hierarchy, never gives articulation to its structure of power. Rather, the text uses the words "state" and "kingdom" interchangeably, although the two words summon up images of government that pull [...] in divergent directions: one is corporate, if faceless, the other incorporated by a titled head, known to all. It is possible to read this silence about the authority at the heart of Bensalem as an affirmation of social and political conservatism, the more likely because the text that contains it is the product of a Jacobean bureaucrat in search of patronage for his philosophical program.

Tradition, according to Weinberger (1976, pp. 866-7), believes that New Atlantis:

... is incomplete because it does not contain a teaching about government or political rule", and because "it fails to combine an account of the organization of the project of science with an account of the political rule necessary for the best form of human life.

One of the aspects, which occupies Baconian utopia scholars the most, is precisely its fragmentary character, or, using a more adequate term, its incompleteness. Having this in mind, specific considerations are called for. Formally, its incomplete condition is doubly emphasized: the story ends asserting "the rest was not perfected". In the preface, To The Reader, mentioned above, besides presenting the utopia as an "unfinished work", Rawley alludes to the author's goal and tries to justify the text's lack of completion: the urgency to finish another kind of work which he had already started (which was considered a favourite by the author) is the reason presented by Rawley in order to explain the lack of a detailed description of the island's political and social structures. However, the contradiction is easy to observe, by comparing the preface's final part (where the reason for the work's lack of completion lies) with the beginning, where it is mentioned that Bacon's objective was to provide a description of an instituted school for "the interpretation of Nature". This makes us wonder if the (repeatedly) declared lack of completion of the work must be interpreted in a literal manner.

This issue is considered irrelevant by Berneri (1962, p. 150), because, in her view, even if there was any intention of writing a part in New Atlantis dedicated to the political organization, Bacon probably would not change the fundamental character of a republic
where science plays the role of protagonist. This because, just like Plato:

... who refers, in detail, to the laws with which the existence of the guardians is regulated, and speaks very little of other social classes, Bacon only pays attention to the institutions and the work of the members of Salomon's House - the guardians of his ideal society [...]. However, what is not said might be just as significant as what is: Plato and Bacon are concerned only by the ruling class because, in their view, this is the one that matters.

In fact, in classic utopia, once the core institution is marked, all others are necessarily subordinate. In the utopian world, the clash between two levels of power would be inadmissible. Obviously, for Bacon, who by now was already politically ruined, despite still expecting to go back to his public life under the king's consent, it would be extremely hard and risky to represent in details the submission of the state's apparatus to his collegiate of scientists, perhaps even impossible, considering that the figurative representation of the monarch exonerates the very idea of such apparatus.

In this sense, venturing an answer to Ablanese, it could be said that Bacon's prudent silence, instead of a conservative attitude, suggests that power, once in the hands of the scientific community, significantly alters the way that society is organized, of which, however, the author can only provide some sketches regarding religion and social life, but none regarding the government since the current form would already be overcome in the ideal world.

Moreover, the idea that the state places itself on an inferior, or even subordinate, power level below Salomon's House is explained by the Father himself:

We have consultations, which of the inventions and experiences which we have discovered shall be published, and which not: and take all an oath of secrecy, for the concealing of those which we think fit to keep secret: though some of those we do reveal sometimes to the state, and some not” (Bacon, 2002, p. 487).

Thus, I believe that the formal incompleteness of the utopia corresponds to the completeness of the subject. Alternatively, using White's fortunate formulation (1956, pg. 344), it is a work of deliberate incompleteness. Formally, Bacon remains true to his model, Plato's Critias. However, in the Platonic fragment, while Zeus is about to speak on the punishment brought upon old Atlantis (although he does not, for the dialogue abruptly ends), in the Baconian utopia, the Father speaks about the preservation and the glory of new Atlantis. To the extent that the content of the speech suggests, the text ends only when the speech is complete (Spitz, 1960, pg. 61). Thus, apart from the silence, which may, however, be partially filled when scrutinizing in between the utopia's lines, Bacon's plan should be seen as accomplished, along with the description of Salomon's House.

So, in what manner could the parts dedicated to some of the Bensalemite customs, such as the Feast of the Family, be read? I believe that through the perspective of satirical representation, as it will be seen.

2. The Feast of the Family

The foreigners, who have ported in Bensalem after a series of hardships in their journey through the Pacific Ocean, are placed in quarantine in the House of Strangers, and by the end, are gradually being brought into the island's daily life. They exchange “acquaintance with many of the city, not of the meanest quality” (Bacon, 2002, p. 472), which suggests some sort of social stratification in the island, contrary to Morus' communist utopia. The generosity of the people and the continuous discovery of “many things right worthy of observation and relation” (which, however, the narrator does not describe), gradually makes them forget of all the things which are dear to them in their own countries and accept the Bensalemite life style in a much more sympathetic manner. One of these wonderful things seems to be the Feast of the Family, a celebration funded by the state to praise the father figure, which is entitled to "any man that shall live to see thirty persons descended of his body alive together, and all above three years old" (idem, pp. 472-3).
Considering that conciseness is one of *New Atlantis*’ attributes, it ends up being rather odd to read a passage that is characterized by such a detailed description of a ceremony. In addition, as I said, the representation of the customs and the mention of some particularities regarding social relations, centred on the notion of the patriarchal family, are ostensibly conventional, even more when compared to the final speech of the Father of Salomon’s House, which I believe, is intentional. It has a certain aspect of decaying, the weight, and mould of overcome traditions, which make use of a kind of liturgy devoid of sense in its reverence of dying principles. It is no coincidence, therefore, the representation of the householder, or *tirsan* - the 'shy', the "fearful" - being supported by two of his sons, to listen from the herald the tribute that the State pays him. Nor is the evident turpitude in the image of a father, alone at the table, even in public, having at his disposal some of his children, who serve him on their knees. In contrast with the affected language and the ceremonial ritual, there is the elegant reception and the urban and illustrated language of the Father of Salomon’s House.

Therefore, in my view, the passage cannot be seen as an idealized representation of social relations based on the notion of the nuclear family. I think that, at this point, maybe more than in any other passage, we must discern what is presented from the perspective of the character and, above all, how the plot is woven on an authorial level. I think that it is possible to notice a "Baconian laughter" in certain details which make up the bigger picture, although the philosopher seems to have been a monarchist sympathizer throughout his life and no stranger to a misogynistic point of view. There is some truth in the paradox indicated by Smith (2008, p. 116), for whom “the *New Atlantis* is only funny when we take its apparent absurdities (such as the Feast of the Family) seriously”. This is because, through a satirical perspective, Bacon lays bare the mechanism that maintains the English patriarchal monarchy. This is not just a sarcastic laugh. Obviously, Bacon was aware that the conventions and principles which kept the English state working, as efficient - and, therefore, legitimate -, as they might have been, also had inconsistencies and arbitrariness, not being, however, principles “wherein nature so much preside” (Bacon, 2002, p. 476). On the contrary, the narrator of his utopian state holds to be true in the world he describes. In the case of the Feast of the Family, even more instigating and suggestive is the fact that it is the only event the narrator describes without having witnessed - he reports a ceremony which two of his companions have been invited to, and it can be assumed that the expressed admiration in the description was intensified specially due to the indirect experience of the listener who exacerbates what is already reported to him with enthusiasm. In other words, the ceremony can be admirable in the eyes of those who have witnessed it, or for the narrator who heard about it, but not necessarily, at least not in all aspects, to Bacon. Therefore, his is a witty laughter, of one who has noticed very early and has lived very closely to the inherent contradictions of political life.

I make a final consideration, summarizing what has been exposed so far in this regard: I believe that the passage can be read at various levels, hence its complexity. You can find amalgamated elements which, in fact, are part of the Baconian notion of the greatness of the State and his general political thought: elements of social criticism, elements of political satire, under the the philosopher’s perception that in a world where institutions created through scientific advancements became predominant, many aspects of the world in which he lived would necessarily go through transformations. Since he cannot clearly predict what those transformations would be, he highlights certain issues related to the social political structure, such as they were established in the time he lived while at the same time, paradoxically, addressing them through satire, as Morus also had in the first book of *Utopia*. Thus, how can the Feast of the Family be
Above the father figure as the central element of the family institution - and, by extension, the Bensalemite society - what is exalted in the Feast of the Family is fecundity, the ability to provide the state with numerous offspring. The description of the ceremony is divided into parts that suggest certain characteristics of collective life in New Atlantis, in the case the image of the patriarchal family as a microcosm of the state is considered. In the two days before the opening ceremony, the tirsan, accompanied by three friends, is given all authority (confirmed by the assistance of the governor of the city where he lives) to, among all his children, who are officially called, advise, resolve disputes, mitigate financial problems, censor vices, guide in issues pertaining to marriage, among other actions. Everything he decides, although always in accordance with the "order of nature" and rarely disobeyed is legitimized with the State's seal. On the day of the Feast, after a religious ceremony, this father, accompanied by all his offspring, heads towards a hall, where, in one of its extremities, there is a platform, and in the middle, a table, and a chair at his disposal. Over the chair:

is a state, made round or oval, and it is of ivy [...] curiously wrought with silver and silk of divers colours, stringing or binding in the ivy; and is ever of the work of some of the daughters of the family; and veiled over at the top with a fine net of silk and silver. (Bacon, 2002, p. 473)

The mother does not participate in the banquet. If anything, she just watches:

if there be a mother from whose body the whole lineage is descended, there is a traverse placed in a loft above on the right hand of the chair, with a privy door, and a carved window of glass, leaded with gold and blue; where she sitteth, but is not seen. (Ibidem)

After everyone is set, the ceremony begins. A herald, accompanied by two young men, read the "King's Charter", a document which grants a money donation, privileges, exemptions and honour titles. While the letter is read, the tirsan "standeth up, supported by two of his sons, such as he chooseth" (Ibidem). After reading and delivering the letter, an acclamation is made - "Happy are the people of Bensalem" (Ibidem, p. 474) -, and the herald finally presents the honoured father with a bunch of grapes ("in number as many as there are descendants of the family") made of gold. The tirsan, in turn, passes the gift to one of his sons, which he has chosen to live with him, "who beareth it before his father as an ensign of honour when he goeth in public, ever after; and is thereupon called the Son of the Vine".

After the ceremony, the father withdraws, returning soon after for dinner, in which, alone under the canopy (unless one of his sons, being a member of Salomon's House, follows him), is "served only by his own children, such as are male; who perform unto him all service of the table upon the knee" (Ibidem, p. 475). In the hall filled with guests, dinner is also served. After the feast, hymns are sung praising Adam, Noah, and Abraham. The tirsan, then, retires again to his prayers and when he returns, gives his blessings to all his descendants, one by one, with the following words:

Son of Bensalem, (of Daughter of Bensalem,) thy father saith it: the man by whom thou hast breath and life speaketh the word: The blessing of the everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace, and the Holy Dove be upon thee, and make the days of thy pilgrimage good and many. (Ibidem)

What is reported in these pages is, therefore, the acts and privileges granted to a man who will one day, or more precisely three days, exercise the duties of a king.

As I mentioned, everything that is said and done in these three days, by his own sovereign will, will have permanent validity, with the approval of the State. In fact, his interests converge with the internal policies of the island, in the guarantee of civil peace, in the resolution of legal force of impasses between citizens, in the condemnation and punishment of disorderly conduct, in the orientation, education and counselling. Not coincidentally, the descendants who, in the beginning of the report are called his offspring, in his final blessing are referred to as "the sons of Bensalem". Under the stratagem of the
description of the Feast of the Family, I believe that Bacon, therefore, makes references to the aspects of social organization in Bensalem, founded on the principles of the patriarchal family, but, at the same time, also elaborates a commentary regarding the English monarchic government and the figure of the king as the “father of his people”.

Politically ruined, after exhaustive efforts to win James I’s sponsorship for running his program of reform, Bacon engenders his revenge in the figure of an old man, “shy” or “fearful” (as the term tirsan suggests), who, although “father” of a crowd, is a solitary being, and only remains with the pomp and pageantry of a state liturgy lacking of sense.

In this regard, some information provided by Smith (2008) is indispensable. The author analyses in great detail the description of the Feast of the Family, and observes a syncretism in the ordering of textual citations belonging to different times and cultures, such as references to episodes and names of the Judeo-Christian tradition, the autumnal rites of Bacchic festivals and the influence of Hebrew culture in the development of the image of the tirsan as a ruler or province official, whose authority is entrusted by the emperor.

In her reading of the ritual itself, she demonstrates how, implicitly and comically, Bacon refers to specific aspects of the protocol apparatus around James:

The Tirsan’s relationship to his children is governed by state-enforced “reverence and obedience”. Again, without overdoing the comparison, one may note that [...] the Tirsan is given his privileges through a direct grant from a higher authority. In the case of the Tirsan, that higher authority is the “king of Bensalem”. [...] The Tirsan [...] is not described as a subject of the king, but as his “friend and creditor”. What could be a more effective parody of the notion promulgated by James I that kings are like gods, and that kings receive their privileges directly from “on high”? James is well-known for having regarded and represented himself as a figure very much like both a god and a father of many; in his 1610 speech to Parliament, he famously announced that “Kings are not onlye GODS Lieutenants vpon earth, and sit vpon GODS throne, but euen by God himselfe they are called Gods . . . Kings are also compared to Fathers of families: for a King is trewly Prens patriae, the politque father of his people.” [...] Secondly, one must consider the implications of the setting that Bacon creates for the Feast of the Family. [...] The description of the Tirsan’s seating arrangements is directly evocative of the arrangements described in the House of Lords Precedence Act of 1539. [...] The Tirsan’s repeated withdrawals for private prayers are directly evocative of the king’s withdrawals to his own traverse in recorded ceremonies involving James. Even the fact that the Tirsan stands up supported by two of his sons reminds that King James was “ever leaning on other men’s shoulders”. Thirdly, the cluster of imagery associated with Dionysus or Bacchus subtly evokes the debauchery and dissipation that were known to have characterized the Jacobean court and the drunkenness that was said to have characterized the Jacobean monarch on more than one occasion. (Smith, 2008, pp. 117-8)

However, as the author herself says, this is just a reading possibility, or one of the levels, that the report gives us, and it would be reductive to stick to just this perspective.

In his tacit comment on patriarchy and the divine right of the king, Bacon indicates that, under the designation pursuant to the “natural order”, in fact, what is observed is a political institution whose conventionality, or anti-naturalism, is a striking feature. It helps to ensure civil peace, the good order of the State. However, it is not founded on the natural order.

Based on the true natural order, another, more relevant, institution is built in the island: its college of scientists. This supersedes all the old building structure, whose instability becomes manifest when, finally, it is possible to glimpse the new order established by the progress of science. It is inevitable that part of the old structure falls to the ground with the rise of scientific research. In the eyes of the narrator - and the group of foreigners - it is understandable that the outward signs and “ornaments” the new reality in which they find themselves inserted cause admiration since, essentially, they are not conflicting with the image they can formulate of a well-ordered nation,
from the paradigms produced by European civilization. However, all of this happens before they have knowledge of the structure, the functioning, and the wonders produced by Salomon’s House.

This idea becomes even clearer if we contrast the description of the Feast of the Family with the speech of the Father of Salomon’s House. If the image of the tirsan can be metaphorically viewed as that of the king, the priest’s seems to be far greater, who, solely by the force of his speech is able to inspire respect and admiration. His superiority is undeniable when we compare the acts emanating from the unquestionable authority of the former and the outstanding achievements of the College he presides, where it is possible to breathe a more democratic atmosphere, as well as to observe a long yearning of Bacon fulfilled: “[...] through my hands to endow the human family with new mercies” (Works, IV, p. 20). Besides, as Smith (2008, p. 120) observes:

The Tirsan’s personal authority is exhausted in the very exercise of it (although his decrees and orders evidently persist after the Feast is over), while that of the Father of Salomon’s House is designed to last. It endures because it is transmittable through the dispersal of knowledge and because of the goal it seeks (“knowledge of Causes and secret motions of things; and the enlarging of the bounds of Human Empire, to the effecting of all things possible”) can never be wholly attained.

Finally, there is a great disproportion in the idea of the authority of a man over his family, which, though numerous - as of a king over his people -, in contrast to the image of a House whose power extends over all of humanity.

Salomon’s House is the historical overcoming of patriarchal monarchy and the principles that sustain it. If a contrast - or clash - between two spheres of power is displayed in New Atlantis, this is not by an inconsistency or internal contradiction to the work, or by an incapacity or lapse of the author in finding a solution to various claims of power.

I believe that Bacon did not advance this issue because, from the start, he already had in mind the idea of working out a fable in which the centre would be:

Therefore, the instance of the power is the scientific community. The contrast that is presented should be read in light of what the literary genre of the fable allows us to perceive, specially while considering the philosopher’s commitment to the study of its structure and meaning, besides its ample employment in a considerable part of his work. Read in this light, the Feast of the Family is presented with a plot composed of various levels, as can be observed, and the contrast mentioned, instead of indicating a contradiction regarding the utopian world created by Bacon, serves for a comparison between instances of power that belong to distinct time periods.
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Abstract
Pero Vaz de Caminha has written, in the first letter about America that “the land itself has a good atmosphere”. This statement would be repeated throughout the colonial period in chronic, letters, travel reports, and other books, until the paradisiac image of Brazil was replaced by an idea of an unhealthy place to be in. One of the elements that corroborated with such turn around on the descriptions about the tropics was the emergency of all sorts of diseases: fevers, smallpox, syphilis, measles, animal bites made the life in the South become tough. One of them, well known of the Europeans - and believed not to exist on such land - called the attention and the worries of the settlers’ leprosy. Believed to be a sign of God’s anger with human behaviour, leper meant both insalubrity to the place and punishment to men.

The purpose of this brief article is to follow the paths of the procedures taken against such contagious disease in colonial Brazil, highlighting the main actions to prevent the spread of decease and the sins all over the Portuguese America. It is argued that slaves were blamed as the main responsible for the dissemination of that evil. Leper challenged the utopia of a healthy land, and the utopia of a cure was nurtured by the isolation, a sort of “death in life”.
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And the leper who has the disease on him is to go about with signs of grief, with his hair loose and his mouth covered, crying. Unclean, unclean. While the disease is on him, he will be unclean. He is unclean: let him keep by himself; living outside the tent-circle. (Leviticus 13: 45-46)

Both extracts belong to texts and authors from distinct periods: the first one is part of the Holy Bible’s Old Testament, specifically from the Book of Leviticus - part of a whole chapter devoted to leprosy, indeed - and the second, a letter sent in 1788 by the Câmara de Pernambuco officials (or Senate House), in Brazil, to the Queen Maria I. Although the chronological and geographical distance between those writings, it is possible to find some approaches on their perceptions about the lepers, now identified as those who have the Hansen’s disease: horror, revulsion, aversion. The need for isolation of these individuals, not to offend or infect other people or the environment around them, seems very high. Even with the charitable example of Francis of Assisi - who preached that loving those who were taken as impure was a sign of holiness - and the action of religious orders in gathering these individuals at the early modern period, the physical distance of these diseased had been reaffirmed over the centuries. In Brazil, at least until the eighteenth century, this pattern of action against the infected seems to have persisted, especially when the places where the lepers should stay or where they would be healed were chosen.

1. Lack of mentions
In the first writings about the tropics, there are no register of such morbid manifestation. The absence of descriptions of lepers in the main documents produced by the colonists is, certainly, the pattern among the authors, expressly in the letters of the Jesuits and on general chronic. In the writings from André Thevet (1502-1590) and Jean de Lery (1536-1613) this subject simply does not appear; Gabriel Soares de Souza (1540-1591) spoke of boubas, wounds and fevers, but not leprosy; William Piso (1611-1678) scrutinized Brazil's flora, fauna and diseases without even mentioning the morphea, just to name a few of the most important authors about colonial Brazil.

The lack of mention about ill Indians has opened a gap for discussion about the origin of leprosy in the tropics, mainly among the nineteenth and twentieth historians. While many authors had considered such illness as a heritage from Portuguese settlers, many others had stated that the slaves had direct relation with that evil disease, a disease associated since ancient times with dirtiness, impurity, and lust. Luís dos Santos Vilhena (1744-1814), in one of his many letters about America, had written that:

[...] Another principle for the forfeiture of health in Bahia is the twenty vessels from Africa coast that land here, with infected blacks because of their scurvy, bladders, measles, boubas, syphilis, scabies, and finally the leper plague, as we all believe.” (VILHENA, 1922, 155-156; 171-172)

Furthermore, the data that the most affected by the disease were the slaves was used as some kind of proof that it had an African origin.

2. Built and imagined hospitals in Northeast

Either in the province of Bahia, we are told that, in 1640, in the city of Salvador, one Christian brotherhood has created the Field of Lazarus. That would be the oldest site to lepers in Brazil, built in a specially chosen place where those patients could dwell. The first official representation of the Câmara to the King D. José requesting permission to charge the St. Lazaro Royal tax, which was essential to maintain the isolation hospital, however, dates from 1755 (Representação..., 5 Jul. 1755). Five years later, the Conselho Ultramarino (Overseas Council) refers to the king on such representation, indicating that the place would “collect people suffering from contagious diseases” (Consulta..., 6 mai 1760). D. Rodrigo de Menezes inaugurated St. Christopher’s Leper Hospital, finally, in 1787.

There are also some accounts (SOUZA-ARAÚJO, 1946, 19-25) on the foundation of an asylum for lepers in 1714 in Recife, Northeastern Brazil, which was a strategic port. This first leper hospital in Recife would be the result of Father Antonio Manoel’s efforts, and it was based in his own home. It seems, however, that it has become too small for the high number of patients in a short time. In 1754, there is the request to continue to:

... work on the property [...] because it would result in so many goods in this Bishopric [...] and because the great amount of money there was invested there [...] if that was not made, all the incurable poor people there would be injured [...]. (Consulta..., 6 mai 1760)

Apparently, these works have not been carried out, as shown in another letter from the Câmara to the Queen Maria I in 1788: they complain about the previous administration and say that:

Now the leper hospital is going to be built, because the far-sighted governor [José Tomás de Melo] is doing all the necessary to establish such a useful place”. (Carta..., 25 Jul. 1788)

Two years later, Melo himself writes to the Secretary of State of the Navy and Overseas. He explains “the need to separate the other people from the many lepers who are on the streets” and that had ordained “to all the counties to seek for the sick people and send them to the proper place”. Rather than inform the Crown and the Overseas Council about his achievements as governor, he wanted to remind that it was a hospital “whose income was not right”, (Ofício..., 1 Jul. 1790) and that the doles have all been used for the site’s construction. He also claims that the money was needed to guarantee the help to those miserable lepers, as the hospitals of Bahia and Rio de Janeiro had been doing.

3. Efforts in Rio de Janeiro

Taken on that occasion as a model to be
followed, Rio de Janeiro struggled to find a place proportional to the large number of infected patients in the streets. In 1697, Dom Pedro II, the pacific, King of Portugal, authorizes the foundation of a leper hospital in the town as long as the governor Artur de Sá e Menezes and the Câmara handled with the funding and maintenance of the establishment. Without such amount of money, they said, the hospital was not built. After nearly half a quarter of a century, in 1740, the Overseas Council issues a favourable letter to the granting of funds for that purpose: they had been noticed about an unprecedented epidemic of leprosy in the city. The new request brings alarming statistics about the contagion: they talk about three hundred injured - from an estimated twenty thousand people population, about the urgency to provide medications to the dying people and also the opinions of physicians and surgeons, who warned that patients should be “assisted briefly with proper medicine or Rio’s inhabitants would all get infected” (Parecer…, 24 Nov. 1740).

About this hospital, it is only known that a Royal Order (SOUZA-ARAÚJO, 1946, 33) authorized its construction and that Gomes Freire de Andrade, Count of Bobadela, Governor and General Captain of Rio de Janeiro, built it with by his own expenses (PINHEIRO, 1893). The place chosen was located at the outskirts of the city, in the neighborhood of Saint Kitts, in order to take them out from the city centre. In the Overseas Archives, repository of the exchanged correspondence between Brazil and Portugal, there is a record of a new consultation in 1760, requesting the foundation of a (new?) leprosy hospital in Rio, including a proposal for architectural layout with two large houses - one for men and one for women -, separated houses for the chaplain, the pharmacy, the surgeon and the other servants, two altars for the celebration of Masses. The place should also have running water and it must be finished within four years (Consulta…, 29 May 1760). This one, indeed, seems to have been created, but soon found some difficulty to continue working: according to another letter, in 1793, the Viceroy reveals that, although the construction of the previous hospital had been very useful, its location not provided the necessary safeguards to the other inhabitants remain immune, since this hospital was very close to the city centre (Ofício…, 18 Feb 1793).

Other requirements concerning this matter can be found in the captaincies of Maranhão, Espírito Santo, and São Paulo (RIBEIRO, 1971, 29), as well as reports of the many lepers in Minas Gerais, Mato Grosso, and probably in Pará (SOUZA-ARAÚJO, 1946, 108; 133-134).

4. The need of isolation

Among them all, the clearest message is the need to provide the stigmatized with some kind of treatment, bringing them together in one place not to spread their illness, and that place, to be suitable, should be far from the city. It is important to note that the organization of urban areas, previously not valued by the Portuguese Crown, starts to play a special role on the political aspects, of course, but also on disease control and maintenance of public health: in Rio de Janeiro, for example, Brazil’s capital and seat of the Viceroyalty since 1763, the second half of the eighteenth century became the stage to “the first systematic efforts to control the city and the population related to the interests of the State”. Here we see the very first beginning of notions such as public health, derived from the eighteenth-century Europe. This model will replace the individual attention model to an accurate observation of collective, to the prevention: both will be the basis of health policy in nineteenth century Brazil, namely the “social medicine” (MACHADO).

From the many procedures taken by the Marquis of Lavradio (1729-1790), after there was featured in and reaffirmed by scholars and travellers that the city where he established residence was unhealthy - because its fetid air, wetlands, moisture, heat, waste and lepers on the streets (CAVALCANTI, 2004) - one is particularly interesting.
5. **Blame on the slaves**

It is also Lavradio who says that the slaves, “as soon as they give their input on the Customs by the sea, should be boarded for a site called Valongo, which is on the outskirts of the city, and they must be separated from all communication”, so they would not infect Brazil with their plagues. It is interesting, essentially, because this kind of quarantine recommended to the slaves also appear, for example, in the aforementioned letter on the lepers, sent by the officers of Pernambuco in 1790, which asked for annual receipt of 200$000 to ensure that slaves did not would transmit the “plague” to others.

It is known that many slaves came from endemic regions of leprosy. However, is it a strong reason to affirm that they have brought leprosy to America? Here we combine the question asked once about the responsibility for the introduction of the stigma in Brazil, with the purposed quarantine only to slaves. Well, as leprosy is not an easy-to-hide disease, it seems obvious that a slave, who was carefully examined by the potential buyer, would be passed over in case of apparent pustule.

The slave with active leprosy was deformed, disgusted by his appearance and judged as extremely contagious by scholars and laymen, which suggests that even with lower prices, few would be interested on buying them, and those who perhaps purchase them, they were more aware of the “product” in hand (SOUZA-ARAÚJO, 1946, 11-12). There are some accounts on runaway slaves that say that they sought refuge among the lepers, in the colonies, to avoid capture and return to captivity, due the fear of contamination and spread of leprosy among masters and other slaves (MOURA, 2004, 106). In addition, the leper slaves were usually freed, because keeping them in a proper hospital was expensive and no slave owner would pay for that. In this sense, it is unlikely that the introduction of the disease has been made by slaves and more plausible to claim that they have acted as major agents of internal dissemination, due the poor living conditions and high contact with all sorts of people and things to which they were exposed.

6. **Changes in the nineteenth century**

Throughout the nineteenth century, leprosy became a research subject to doctors, as a disease that should be observed under the light of new scientific parameters, in Europe (GOULD, 2005, 2) as much as in Brazil. From the pages of memories about Brazil, from a wound in travel reports or public calamity in the letters to Portugal, leprosy emerges as a theme in “discussions of scientific associations, medical journals, and theses submitted to the Faculty of Medicine of Rio de Janeiro” (CABRAL, 2006, 35-44). It is a new therapeutic scenario with schools, universities, academies and specialized journals in the medical field, a fruitful environment to the discussion of Brazilian diseases, the healing possibilities not yet explored, the study of new drugs, climate, plants of the tropics. Altogether, it is a new relationship between health and disease, which included rethink leprosy issues. Even so, exclusion and isolation will only be questioned as an essential means of preventing or “treatment” of leprosy in the early decades of the twentieth century, at least in Brazil.

7. **“Death in life” versus the utopia of healthiness**

It is observed, therefore, with the isolation of the stigmatized, in general, and the leper slave, in particular, a kind of death in life, at least regarding to the social one, caused by visual disgust of their illness and the removal of these people, voluntary or compulsory, from the common living. The slave, nonetheless, was doubly victimized with this social death. The leprosy hospitals will eventually become a different and particular place to establish social relations, limited to stigmatized and their caregivers - usually members of Christian charity and slaves under punishment - where families were raised, as much as groups and labour relations,
all internal to the asylum.
By isolating lepers from the view of passers-by, the idea that the disease and the sins were being contained and cured took shape. It would not be wrong to assume, in this sense, that the leper colonies could give the impression of a more wholesome town. Given that the disease, as was signalled, continues to be seen as a kind of punishment until the mid-nineteenth century and that healing was possible only by a miracle, a sort of prevention and cleaning utopia is supplied with insulation.

From the idea of a land “of good atmosphere” to an unhealthy one, many reports full of diseases have emerged, some culprits were elected as vectors of evil and some steps were taken to contain the spread of morbidities. The lepers had the signs of disease and blame enrolled on their bodies, and, to their peers, the city and the ideal society did not have room for them.
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Abstract
The Portuguese 18th Century became notable, among other happenings of political and social order, for the attempt of its men to forge a scientific knowledge, linked to reason and experience. On this stage, agriculture was on the main pillars of discussion and yielded many of the pages produced at the Academy of Science of Lisbon. Based on the analysis of the first volume of Economic Memories published by that institution, this paper intends to produce a brief essay on the indications for improving agriculture in Brazil in the 18th Century. In other words, it intends to map out what was reported about the use of natural resources in that colony at a time when knowledge in Portugal sought to support itself on new parameters. Therefore, this proposal is developed in the sense of apprehending some of the ideals of agriculture written on the pages of the Academy of Science of Lisbon to promote the kingdom and its main conquered land.
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In 1789, the first volume of Economic Memories for the Development of the Portuguese Agriculture, Arts and Industry, the famous Italian naturalist Domingos Vandelli presented a study on the natural products of the Portuguese colonies, highlighting that, among those production activities, “the gold mines are those that are the dearest, and that are universally more cared about than agriculture” (Memorias, 1789, p. 187). To him, the gold mines should not be the main concern and objective of work in Brazil, but rather “its other natural production obtained through agriculture”. (Memorias, 1789, p. 188). All of the most “wise politicians”, carries on the erudite in his diagnosis, are well aware of the mistake that is in the exaggerated appreciation of the gold mines; in other words:

Those who have the mines of the most precious metals and use them to make their patrimony, are less rich than those who care on Agriculture, Arts and Trade.

The tone of the memories of that professor, who was ahead of the major educational reform and of the introduction of studies on natural history in Portugal, denounced the state of the Portuguese economy and warned about the need to value and take advantage of agriculture in its main colony, considering the gradual exhaustion of the mines of precious metals at the end of the 18th century. Hence, it is known that the interest in the Brazilian nature appeared on the Portuguese writings since the previous century, having been intensified during the second half of the 18th century, among other reasons, due to the royal sponsorship of memories and handbooks on agricultural practices, with the goal of promoting the production of raw materials and the revival of agriculture in Portuguese-Brazilian lands (SERRÃO, 1988; DIAS, 2009). In this context, roughly put, the writings on natural history have gained a growing place in the Portuguese publications about Brazil, and nature took a position of holding wide, and yet unexplored, economic possibilities. Making up this scenery, in 1772 an academy of science was founded in Rio de Janeiro. Named Scientific Academy of Rio de Janeiro, that society aimed to exam all natural productions belonging to plant, animal and mineral kingdom, making “all sorts of analysis and observations that could be possibly made, in order to give the public, every month, the full notice of the findings as they are achieved”. (Lavradio, 1978). Despite its short existence, there is no denying the pioneering of this initiative of an...
illustrated viceroy who, somehow, was carried out by the Royal Academy of Science of Lisbon, founded in 1779. Despite being notorious the changes in the Portuguese intellectual atmosphere and interests in the land of the Portuguese America, it was only with the Royal Academy of Science of Lisbon that the scientific knowledge began to echo with greater vibration and those writings on the use and the rational knowledge about the land gained strength and became published systematically. Such scientific conception announced by the erudite men of that society, which favours the desire to learn and to adopt new points of view on arts and sciences, became affiliated, among other names, to the stream of thinking of the French encyclopaedists, which played a decisive historical role in establishing pragmatic relationships between the literate and the rest of society. Diderot (2015), for instance, claimed “an increase in natural science, anatomy, chemistry, and experimental physics as a first step in the reform of society”. Science, in this stage, won a social dimension and the so-called scientific studies came to be understood as capital for the progress of nations. In that sense, the Royal Academy of Science of Lisbon sought to develop a knowledge that would instruct the people and promote the State and its economy. That new scientific approach, as remembered by the Academy members, argued that such a course not only offered “abundant field to the operations of chemists and anatomists, but [enriched] the farmer, the merchant and the artist, and with them the State” (Memorias, 1797, prologo); in other words, it would be a sort of exaltation of the literate and the scientists as the practical man and the man of action, who would carry out the improvement of society through the inventions and discoveries that are useful to the welfare, health and benefit of the country. Thus, that approach would accomplish the “public utility”, as defended by the Academy members.

In this quest of Portugal for a scientific knowledge linked to reason and experience, agriculture was one of the main pillars of discussion and yielded many of the pages produced at the Royal Academy of Science of Lisbon. Hence, let’s see what kind of mention the Portuguese have made about agriculture in Brazil; more specifically, what was reported regarding improvements in the use of the natural resources of that colony at a time when the knowledge in Portugal sought affirmation based on new parameters. Although this space is rather small to carry out a mapping of the many volumes of the published memories, we attempt to draw a brief outline of the projects of an ideal agriculture for the Portuguese America that are presented in the first volume of Economic Memories. From start, it is noteworthy that the first appearances of Brazil in the production of the Academy of Science were a little shy, but anyhow revealing of the new scientific interests of the Portuguese for their colony. Getting back to the initial words of Domingos Vandelli, the concern in reversing the economic model resulting from the so considered mistaken Portuguese strategy that privileged the extraction of precious metals at the expense of agriculture was constant in those first writings of Economic Memories. Not only the tireless Italian naturalist registered in those memories the losses caused by such economic choices, but also the famous minister D. Rodrigo de Sousa Coutinho, in Memory about the true influence of mines of precious metals in the industry of nations which possess them, specially Portugal, and the specialist in astronomy and populations José Joaquim Soares de Barros, in Memory about the causes of different populations of Portugal in different times of monarchy. The first one, in spite of presenting a detailed study of such a scenery does not directly address the Portuguese America, our focus of analysis. Soares de Barros, on his turn, when analysing the major causes of the most notable variations amongst the Portuguese population, highlights the discovery of precious metals and stones when referring to the population of Brazil, and to whom:

... imagination fired up and a growing number of individuals started going from this kingdom to that country, and as well as those who were already there, they
despised Agriculture for risky fortunes. (Memorias, 1789, p. 135)

For that Portuguese man of science, the discovery and the abundance of gold had brought a “misleading rest” to the Portuguese nation, since activities such as agriculture and ways of occupying the space which effectively would make Portugal and its colony develop had been left in the background by the interest and greed of the kingdom for the “most precious metals and the finest stones.” (Memorias, 1789, p. 135). As it turns out, these findings about the neglect of agriculture denounced the interest of those scholars for presenting practical solutions for this key sector of the Portuguese-Brazilian economy.

And it was Vandelli, living up to the ideas of “prompt utility”, who described in more detail some practical measures and notes of an ideal agriculture in Brazil. In Memory about some natural productions of the conquered lands, which are either little known or poorly used, the Italian naturalist, as the title itself suggests, established a sort of guideline on how to use the natural resources and to obtain more profits in the Portuguese conquered lands. Having said that, among the potentially advantageous animals for the economy in Brazilian lands, Vandelli highlights “the little use of the soft Caviacobaya do Brasil skin”- a sort of guinea pig - besides the “little use of the Porco Tajacú meat”- wild pig. More detailed is the analysis of the use of cattle, which could “produce cheese and butter for the whole kingdom and for international trade, thereby avoiding the large extraction of money that each year leaves Portugal after these goods”. (Memorias, 1789, p. 190-191). From the cattle slaughtered in Brazil, continues the erudite, the “largest part is for taking out the leather”, while “more could be gotten out of the penis, which when dried and shredded serves as thongs” and “out of the tendons or the ligaments of the neck” with which one could make “strings for the springs of carriages much better than those made of iron or wood”. (Memorias, 1789, p. 191). From the birds, “dear for their colours”, we have feathers of the Emu, for example, “for the ornament and fluff to the hat factories”, and suggests expanding the fishing of whales and sperm whales, which, up to that time was made only on the island of Santa Catarina and in the Todos os Santos Bay. Presented as a “fishing genre of much use”, Vandelli, making use of the strategy of describing successful foreign examples to serve as a model to the Portuguese, demonstrates the case of the Dutch who with whaling “in the year 1697 earned more than two million Florin”. (Memorias, 1789, p. 191)

Regarding the ideal plantations, the scholar highlights the rice, a “plant also natural from Brazil,” which appeared in abundance in these lands thanks to the incentives of Mr. Martí Mello e Castro and had generated good savings to Portugal, given that earlier the rice was purchased from Carolina, which in the year 1740 earned 800 pounds with the crop, most of which had been paid by Portugal. (Memorias, 1789, p. 189). And “with the efficiency and zeal” of this Minister Secretary of State for the Marine Business and Overseas Dominions, the anil (indigo plant) culture of excellent quality prospered, “not only to our factories but also to trade with other nations.” (Memorias, 1789, p. 189). Thereby, Vandelli exalted the initiatives of some men linked to the Kingdom for the knowledge and use of Brazilian lands in order to generate income for Portugal and to prevent the import of large amounts of goods from foreign nations.

Concerning the “vegetable kingdom,” Domingos Vandelli presents, among other descriptions of the flora and even medicinal plants, a table of the main wood for construction in Brazil, highlighting trees such as the Sucupira that “serves for ships”; the Jequitiba “for masts, grupés, spars and topmasts”; the Jataipeba “for doors and windows of houses”; the Jacarandá “for all sorts of things for houses”; the Cedar “for the figures on the wreath, lions and more carvings and images on the stern” (Memorias, 1789, p. 195); as well as the woods and bushes for dyeing, as the Urucu and the Arariba tree of Pará. In addition to highlighting the pursuit of naturalists for the quinaquina in Brazil, a
"very useful" tree, and a new kind of "Puchari", "called a precious fruit [...]
may well replace the nutmeg ". (Memorias, 1789, p. 197).

Still on the "Vegetable Kingdom", the Portuguese philosopher and physician José Henriques Ferreira presents a study on the economic feasibility of a bush said to be "a pest" in Brazil. The author of Memory about the Guaxima tells that as soon as he learned that with the bark of this plant "the country men made strings to hold their beasts, cattle and other ordinary uses", he went after the Marquis of Lavradio in order to present him the Guaxima and its potential for making fibres for navigation and other uses. In addition, this illustrated viceroy, aware of the news, did not delay in sending cables made of this plant for analysis at the Royal Cordage. Henriques Ferreira, in that memory, describes and shows on a table the experiments of strength and resistance conducted at the Royal Cordage with the guaxima-made strings compared with those made with hemp plant. The results were favourable to hemp, however, the Portuguese physician did not hesitate to point out that he had information from "reliable officials" who have tested the guaxima strings and came to the conclusion that they "suffered a lot more work and lasted longer than hemp", meaning that the fibres of guaxima could offer advantages over hemp as they were less heavy and had greater resistance.

In describing that comparison, José Henriques Ferreira wanted to present to the members of the Academy an economically viable alternative to the incipient industry of sacks and cordage in the colony, given the difficulties of cultivating hemp plant and the fact that the Portuguese navy was almost dependent on the Dutch cordage industry. Assuming the defence of the use of this plant for the Portuguese-Brazilian economy, Henriques Ferreira suggested the use of strings or other materials produced with guaxima at least in some activities, since "we already have it, and in such abundance." (Memorias, 1789, p. 6). The proposal of Ferreira, therefore, was to present a study on the possibilities of economic uses of nature in Brazil. In his own words:

A good economy relies on what each one has at home, avoiding [having to] get outside; each genre has its usefulness, and because some have better quality one should not overlook those of lower quality [...] [what means] the richest country is the one that has the most genres. (Memorias, 1789, p. 7)

And it was precisely those images of the rich nature of the colony across the Atlantic that the Portuguese physician sought to make public to the Academy members, confirming to the saying, so dear to the 18th century and to the members of the Academy: to enjoy the advantages and potentialities of nature it was necessary to know the land and the richness it has to offer.

The Portuguese projects for the Brazilian agriculture in the 18th century, finally, craved for an ideal society in the tropics that would know how to take advantage of the land and generate income for both the Kingdom and for its colony. Much more could be said about the suggestions and prescriptions for an ideal agriculture in Portuguese America; however, what deserves to be emphasized is the search by Portugal for understanding and proposing solutions to the path slips and answering why some initiatives in Brazil have not worked out. Thus, would the learning of the natural sciences and the economic returns from natural resources be another Portuguese utopia for overseas lands?
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Abstract
Jorge Barbosa’s utopia is disclosed intermittently, alternating between what is essential or desired and the possibility of it being satisfied. The author seeks to ground the origin of the islands in a kind of imaginary expedition returning to those origins, thus attempting an existential void of the archipelago with a myth. In this way, he enhances a tradition recovered by the Cape Verlean intellectuals who studied at the S. Nicolau Seminary-Secondary School - mainly Pedro Cardoso and José Lopes - influenced by a teaching model that esteemed Classical culture and Romantic nationalist ideas. This was also due to the handling of the New Luso-Brazilian Almanac of Recollections and to the presence of exiles in the archipelago. Dystopia, in turn, is marked by the tragic situations Cape Verdeans are forced to face, namely droughts that result in hunger and high mortality rates.
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This article aims to make a brief analysis of utopia and dystopia in the literary production of Cape Verlean writer Jorge Barbosa, also known as Nhô Jorge.

Barbosa was born in the island of Santiago on 22 May 1902 and died in Portugal, in Cova da Piedade, on 6 January 1971, from a heart condition. His literary work includes poetry, several Crónicas de S. Vicente, letters, some articles, two short stories and an unpublished novel called Bia Graça, which was left unfinished. He published the poetry books Arquipélago [Archipelago] (S. Vicente, 1935), Ambiente [Environment] (Praia, 1941), Caderno de um Ilhéu [Notebook from an Islet] (Lisbon, 1956) and left a number of poems unpublished, scattered in journals, magazines and newspapers, such as Jornal da Europa, Sera Nova, Presença, Diabo, Cabo Verde, África, Mundo Português, Momento, Descobrimento, Cadernos de Poesia, Atlântico, Aventuras, Noticias de Cabo Verde, Mensagem, Boletim de Cabo Verde, Fradique, Claridade and Diário de Notícias.

As is known, Cape Verde is a small insular state composed of ten islands and some islets divided into two groups, according to their position in relation to the prevailing north-east winds: Barlavento (Santo Antão, S. Vicente, Santa Luzia (uninhabited), S. Nicolau, Sal, Boa Vista, and the uninhabited islets of Pássaro, close to S. Vicente, Branco and Raso, close to Santa Luzia) and Sotavento (Santiago, Maio, Fogo and Brava, as well as some equally uninhabited islets such as those of Santa Maria, close to Cidade da Praia, and the islets of Luis Carneiro, Sapado, Grande and Cima, close to Brava).

It is a country where biological miscenation, the healthy getting together of people and the merging of values and cultural elements turned the archipelago into a Luso-tropical utopia. Therefore, it would become an exemplary prototype in which the revival of insularity prevailed. Thus the «claridosos», in their identity search, namely Jorge Barbosa, felt close to Atlantis. Not only did they reconsider the designation given to the legendary submerged continent, but Jorge Barbosa also opened the book of poems Arquipélago (1935), connecting it to Atlantis, with the poem «Panorama» (Panorama), as we will see further ahead.

Adalberto Carvalho believes that:

When we speak of utopia, we are faced with an area full of ambiguities, of different opinions and views concerning its status, and even with very diverse and subjective value judgements. (CARVALHO, 2001, 145).

In that line of thought, Carvalho feels
there are:
... at least three - the literary, the political and the philosophical - that, despite enjoying a certain number of common features and some instability or precariousness concerning their status, making it impossible to ever find a particular utopia perfectly delimited in terms of its identity, are still distinguishable from one another. This circumstance should avoid their exclusively ideological mobilisation with the inherent waste, namely of their critical and aesthetic aspects. (2001, 145)

Such a discourse appears in the interval that emerges between what is necessary or desired and the possibility of it being satisfied, which is why we cannot avoid recalling Thomas More and his famous Utopia in which he criticises the institutions of his time and projects an ideal, imaginary society, where there would be no private property but the absolute community of goods and land, no antagonism between the city and the country, no paid employment, no superfluous spending and excessive luxuries, and the state would be the body administering the country's production.

In the case of Cape Verde, Jorge Barbosa, one of the leading exponents of Cape Verdean literature, embodying the history of the concept and the myths connected to it, sought to justify in a utopian way the origin of the islands in a kind of imaginary journey returning to those origins and in an attempt to fulfil an existential void of the archipelago with a myth in the author's «imagination», «dripped dots / appeared / almost invisible / upon the globe's / bright, Atlantic blue ...» (BARBOSA, 2002, 177).

This is why the author asks himself whether the islands exist on the map, in view of their smallness and that of the islets, even though they have a millennial history:

Would they all / have been / marked on the map? // Ten islands still / waiting for the end / of this destiny / of us all / that half a millennium ago / one day started! (BARBOSA, 2002, 176)

Historical and geographical constraints make him write a poem about the expectations of Cape Verdeans, as confirmed by the following passage:

Then burst / in the poet’s soul / the desperate poem / of our expectation! (BARBOSA, 2002, 176)

Divided into ten cantos with different titles, Jorge Barbosa presented in this poem some of the facets of the islands’ geology and history. In the first canto, «Existência» (Existence), he introduces the archipelago as being:

Tiny dots / dripped upon the map’s / maritime blue / - it’s us! / ten islands! (BARBOSA, 2002, 177)

In the second canto, called «Contraste» (Contrast), Jorge Barbosa deals with the geographical location of the country and continues to do so in the third, «Destinos» (Destinies/Destinations), fourth, «As Ilhas e a Amplidão» (The Islands and Amplitude), fifth, «Meio Milénio» (Half a Millennium), and sixth, «Problemas» (Problems), cantos of the same text: 2nd Canto / Tiny dots / left there / forgotten on the map / - it’s us! / ten islands! [...] // 3rd Canto / Tiny dots / - it’s us! / ten islands! // Emerged boundaries / At the intersection of routes / that once belonged to seamen / to the kings of the discoveries. [...] // 4th Canto / Tiny dots / somewhere in the ocean / - it’s us! / ten islands / melancholically / and geographically possible / surrounded by the sea / as they come in textbooks...// [...] 5th Canto. / Tiny dots / there was no remedy / and they were left on the map... / - It’s us / ten islands! [...] // 6th Canto / Tiny dots / dropped there / upon the map. / It’s us / ten islands / waiting» (BARBOSA, 2002, 178-182).

Concerning the poem «Panorama», dedicated to Manuel Velosa, the poet raises a series of questions, seeking to justify the geological existence of the islands. He concludes that they emerged from the eruption of a volcano. With that view, he proposed a mythical solution for their origin, influenced by the above-mentioned myth of Atlantis:


Whereas in the poem «Panorama», the author questions the geological origin of the archipelago, given its mysterious surroundings, he himself assumes the responsibility of answering this question in the poem «Descoberta» (Discovery),
referring that those «dramatic islands» were changed: «virgin and red / by the thick lava / of a submerged volcano» (BARBOSA, 2002, 309).

In the poem «Destinos» he also deals with the geological origin of the islands «lost, forgotten in a corner of the world», by raising, once again, a series of questions regarding their formation: «Remains of what continent, / of what cataclysms, / of what seism». (BARBOSA, 2002, 49). He answered those questions saying they emerged from the remains of a «shipwreck» that continues, in view of the problems Cape Verdeans are forced to face:

Islands lost, / forgotten / in a corner of the world... / Remains of a shipwreck!... // ...But the shipwreck continues... (BARBOSA, 2002, 49)

Jorge Barbosa confirms his answer in the third and tenth cantos of the poem «Expectativa» (Expectation), entitled «Destinos» and «Regresso» (Return), by describing geological remains. Thus, in the third canto they are presented as «Volcanic shards / destinations of stone» (BARBOSA, 2002, 179) and in the tenth canto as:

volcanic shards / countless basalts / remote seashells and whelks / hills with remains / from the bottom of the sea / buried craters / barren hills / with their peaks and crests / sharpened and honed / by the strong trade winds / [...] / they seem to be waiting / enigmatic and prophetic / one day perhaps / for Cyclopean bangs and earthquakes / in which everything will be / wrapped once again / in thick, slow waves / of lava and vapour / marching through the plains / dripping along the hillsides / they seem to be waiting / (who knows?) / to return one day / to the bottom of the sea (BARBOSA, 2002, 190-191)

Pedro Cardoso also wrote about the origin of the islands by referring to remains of the mythical continent of Atlantis or of the Hesperides:

Ancient legends say / that in the depths of the sea / The Hesperides stayed / With the famous orchard trees / // Paradise of Fortune, / Filled with charms! / It was the most graceful land / Covered by the rose of the sun. / // Palaces with doors of gold / And ivory balconies / They could be spotted everywhere / They were countless [...] (CARDOSO, 1930, 15-17)

According to that theory, the archipelago would have originated from the remains of the Atlantis continent. It was considered rich because of its flora and mineral treasures. It had a lot of iron, copper, gold and «oricalco» (a type of brass with gold and silver), a metal that glowed like fire. Its inhabitants were highly advanced, which had made them rule over great part of the peoples of the Mediterranean and of the world. However, they were defeated by the Athenians and started to decline, having finally submerged, in a single day, because of a strong cataclysm from which the Azores, Cape Verde, the Canary Islands, Madeira, and the Savage Islands emerged.

This was a mythical tradition recovered by the intellectuals who had studied at the S. Nicolau Seminary-Secondary School, namely Pedro Cardoso and José Lopes, influenced by a type of teaching that esteemed aspects of Classical culture and Romantic nationalist ideas, also due to the handling of the New Luso-Brazilian Almanac of Recollections and to the presence of exiles in the archipelago.

In this way, Jorge Barbosa’s use of the myth, initiated by José Lopes and Pedro Cardoso, works as a way of compensating for a historical discontent by means of a reinvented reality, communicating his intention to approach the utopian reality of the Cape Verde archipelago, an approach he conveyed along with dystopia.

That Barbosian dystopia lies in the physical constraints and bitter experiences undergone by the Cape Verdeans over time, among which droughts, hunger, and death stand out. Death was an emblematic act of a penal archipelago within an archipelago and the closest to an imaginary concentration camp, since everyday life on the islands was marked by suffering because it was a «land a little forgotten, of low budget», punished by «droughts, sometimes partial and having little impact, other times widespread and tragic» (BARBOSA, 1953, 3-4).

Rain symbolises a «gold mine» for Cape Verdeans because it means contentment when it falls, but also anguish when it does not. Thus, Jorge Barbosa, when
faced with rainfall, presages abundance, and new perspectives for the islands because the fields become covered with fruits and there is plenty of food, as noticed in the following passage of the poem «Panorâmica» (Panoramic View):

If heavy rainfall / comes our way / foliage and fruits / sprout and grow / the poor delude themselves / in their optimism / that abundance came / to stay forever. (BARBOSA, 2002, 394)

The years of «good rain» are followed by times of partial or total droughts and dry spells, and by the consequent exodus of people to Angola and S. Tomé, as the author witnessed in his unpublished chronicle «Depois das Chuvas» (After the Rains):

But, unfortunately, it cannot always be like this... The years of good rain are inevitably followed by the anguished years of partial or total droughts. Thus, the traditional tragedy of dry spells - responsible for so many calamities! - will once again fall upon the people, forcing it once more into exodus, towards S. Tomé and Angola. (BARBOSA, 1953, 30)

Droughts and dry spells disrupt the archipelago’s everyday life, as they destroy cultivated fields, taking joy and hope away from all Cape Verdeans, as can be seen in the poem «A Terra» (Land):

«If there is no rainfall, / the low spirits / the tragedy of dry spells! [...] - Oh the tragedy of rain, / of the low spirits / of dry spells! // Oh the whirlpool / of hunger / taking lives! (...)the sadness of the lost cultivated fields...) / - Oh the tragedy of rain! (BARBOSA, 2002, 41-42)

Hunger, because of droughts, in turn resulting from the lack of rain and from the abandonment of the islands by the Portuguese authorities, highlighted a dramatic picture for the history of the people of the islands, particularly in 1927 and 1947. Those two years were marked by long periods of droughts during which not a single drop of rain permitting the harvesting of food fell upon the little «fertile land» that existed on the islands. Hence the restlessness caused by the «agricultural tragedies», caused by the rain «that does not come» (BARBOSA, 2002, 44) because, if it does come, there is plenty of food and, if it does not come, there is malnutrition and many deaths.

Those were painful years that laid the groundwork for claiming better conditions and testifying to the experience of life on the islands, marked by the fight for subsistence and many deaths.

Children were the worst victims of those tragedies by being immediately struck at birth:

How much disgrace is not / spread throughout our islands / at the start of life! // For there are children who die / many children who die / at the start of life (BARBOSA, 2002, 270).

After two years of droughts, during which once again not a single drop of rain fell, the crisis set in and with it the lack of food. Skinny women, men and children left the countryside, formerly abundant, in exchange for the city, where they begged on the streets to survive. Compared to funereal figures, the desperate children sucked the breasts of their mothers, in a sad image that was part of the archipelago’s everyday life, at several times in its history, as noticed in the poem «Seca» (Drought):

Two years of droughts / lived / as / only God knows! / Skinny children / wander through the city (BARBOSA, 2002, 66-67)

Overall, despite being physically weak, Cape Verdeans have a stoic attitude and, even in the worst situations, continue to have hope and seek to solve their problems, mainly because, at such times, they received no support whatsoever, neither from the international community nor from the Portuguese authorities. According to the author, Cape Verdeans are always hoping for rainfall that will quench the population’s thirst and make agriculture possible. These are the situations, along with the return to the historical origins of the islands, which underlie the choice to approach utopia and dystopia in Jorge Barbosa
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Abstract
In this article we intend to approach The Book of Disquiet project to the utopian aesthetics. In 1516, with his book Utopia, Thomas More inaugurates a new type of discursive narrative: the utopian narrative. Many scholars have been working on this genre in an attempt to demarcate this literary space. Regarding Pessoa’s literary work, some researchers approached the concept of utopia from poems of his book Message and his written papers about Sebastianism and the Fifth Empire. In our work we analyze how his theatrical play The Sailor and the project of The Book of Disquiet have aspects that can be related to an aesthetics of utopia.
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Literature is the space par excellence of utopia
Jacinto Prado Coelho
To think is to create utopias.
Unconditionally
Adalberto Dias Carvalho

In the sixteenth century, Thomas More opens with his work Utopia a new kind of philosophical, political and literary discourse: the utopian discourse. In his text the real and the imaginary intermingle. The dividing lines between fictional and political/philosophical accounts are tenuous. The reader finds it difficult to categorize the book Utopia, because it cannot be considered a political/philosophical narrative for one finds many fanciful elements in this narrative; and it cannot be considered a novel, because the theme and many elements refer to real and specific data of English history. To counteract the real and the ideal world, More’s narrative blends the literary and the non-literary, the fictional and the historical. The author’s participation in the text expands the dialogue between fiction and reality.

In Utopia, two islands make up different scenarios: in the English island reigns injustice and oppression, it is a society governed by a system whose vitality overlaps with social welfare; the Utopia island society is based not on an oppressive regime, but in a collective welfare regime: besides work - reduced in this island to six hours per day as opposed to the endless hours that Renaissance man worked at that time in England - Utopia’s resident has time for leisure and for other unproductive tasks according to the perspective of the economic system. The real and the imaginary are present in the text, not only in the opposition between England and Utopia, but also in the writing that reports the British context, switching at the same time, story with fictional elements.

Thomas More works extensively in the social, political and economic areas with respect especially to the critique of the economic system. Apart from this fact, More’s work inaugurates a new literary genre: the utopian genre. This genre is characterized by a textual presentation of another reality, where there is a clash between the utopian world and the real world, and makes an alternative proposal. The imagination, the dream and the need for idealization structure the utopian genre, which aims to build another world, an alternate history, as Trousson argues:

The utopia - as utopianism - supposes the will to build against the existing reality, another world and an alternative history. (Trousson, 2005: 128)

If the work Utopia serves as support to
the literary genre, however this comes down to a proposal of an alternative reality. In this work there is a strong political, social and economic criticism and a proposal to build a new society structured in other paradigms. But beyond this aspect, the work in question has a philosophical and literary dimension, one built by imagination, able to create another reality, enigmatic, mysterious, a non-place. Scholars hold different perspectives regarding the criteria to define the utopian genre, as shown by Geraldo Witeze Junior in his article, "Where is nowhere? A journey in search of utopia":

If we consider that the founding work of the utopian genre actually proposed something to the society of his time, do we need to accept that all other works that have arisen in its wake did it too? That is, can we consider this as a criterion for defining the utopian literary genre? For some, like Trousson, the answer is no, but for others it is positive. (Junior, 2012: 364)

In our work, we are in line with Trousson's thinking, that is: regarding the utopian genre, it does not have to propose something to society in political, social and economic terms. According to the researcher Maria Luisa Malato Borralho, in her article "Are there no Portuguese utopias?", utopian genre would be characterized by four elements: the lack of real, fictionalization, sociability and reflection (Borralho, 2004, p.1).

Fernando Pessoa published in 1915 in Orpheu magazine a theatrical play entitled "The Sailor". This narrative starts in a castle tower, where three watchers talk to pass time. Then appears the image of a shipwrecked sailor in a desert island, creating for himself a reality more real than reality itself. Pessoa reproduces, in this text, the four characteristics listed by Maria Luisa Malato Borralho: the lack of real, fictionalization, sociability and reflection. The reader is led to two instances of the unreal: the first in the tower with watchers and the second on the island with the sailor. It is also worth mentioning that the place or rather the non-place where the sailor finds himself is just an island, as the non-place of More's second book. In this play the question of language is the main point, that is, it would be possible to create through language another reality, more real than the one in which we live. This play, "The Sailor", is an utopian layered writing, expressing the wish to reach another reality. The question that arises is: must an utopia always obey an ideological regulator? That is, as the play "The Sailor" does not have political/social content, can it be considered an utopian work? The answer seems to be in the quotation at the beginning of this article (a sentence that ends the book chapter, "Utopia: concepts to renew senses", authored by researcher Adalberto Dias Carvalho) "To think is to create utopias. Unconditionally." If thinking generates utopias, or generates other places, which are non-places - since in them we are not in concrete reality, but we occupy them with our imagination - we can through this perspective assert that "The Sailor" is an utopian work.

According to Jacinto do Prado Coelho, in his book Camões and Pessoa, poets of utopia, literature is the space par excellence of utopia (Coelho, 1983: 19). Literature is inscribed in a field where the categories of truth and lie don't make sense. Literature is inscribed in the field of fiction. Thus, referring to an utopian literature is referring to a particular literary field where the imagination of the artist creates a space that points to another location, a non-place. Regarding Pessoa's literature, we see this movement in the play "The Sailor", in the book Message and in his writings on Sebastianism and on the Fifth Empire. In addition to these texts, we think it is also possible to consider Pessoa's project of The Book of Disquiet through an utopian aesthetic perspective.

The Book of Disquiet was first published in 1982, by the publisher Ática, an edition coordinated by Jacinto do Prado Coelho, Teresa Sobral Cunha and Maria Aliete Galhoz. During his lifetime, Fernando Pessoa published only some excerpts from The Book of Disquiet. The very structure of this project points to an utopian aesthetics, because it is subjected to several changes, occupying therefore a non-place in this regard. The first published excerpt, "In the Forest of Estrangement" - presented in the
magazine *The Eagle [A Águia]* in August 1913 - is signed by Fernando Pessoa. In this text the atmosphere is pervaded by dream, imagination, utopia. The narrator, in the first few lines, says that he is between dream and waking, between two worlds, between the sky and the sea:

Half awake and half asleep, I stagnate in a lucid, heavily immaterial torpor, in a dream that is a shadow of dreaming. My attention floats between two worlds, blindly seeing the depths of an ocean and the depths of a sky; and these depths blend, they interpenetrate, and I don't know where I am or what I'm dreaming. (Pessoa, 2003: 417)

We have in this passage a perfect description of utopia's non-place. The narrator, embarked on a journey between dream and waking, does not know where he is, lying between two worlds, in a place that cannot be named. Gradually the imaginary landscape will be outlined and the narrator recognizes to be in a forest, the forest of estrangement, imagined, dreamed with all the details, created from a productive imagination. In this other world, this non-place there was no time or purpose, because it is not a real place:

We belonged to no age and had no purpose. For us the ultimate purpose of all beings and things had remained at the door of that paradise of absence. The souls all around us, as to feel or feel them, had became perfectly still: from the nubile soul of flowers to the dangling soul of fruits... (Pessoa, 2003: 422)

In this passage we see the criticism of the real world, where there is time and purpose, where the man is, in a certain way, trapped by his context, where there is a purpose for everything, because society is led by the notions of loss and gain, utility, finality and purpose. In another world, of dream, the whole purpose of things and beings were at the door of paradise. The *Disquiet* project starts with the writing and publication of this first text, immersed in an aesthetics of utopia. This aesthetics is drawn through a journey, accomplished through the imagination that puts the narrator in another space - the forest of estrangement - where it is oblivious of the real world and its demands. This forest approaches the idea of paradise. And in this paradise, paradigms transform themselves, in this non-place, a place of dreams and imagination where the subject is freed from social constraints.

Pessoa continues to write stretches for the project of *The Book of Disquiet* until possibly 1934, a year before his death. Through the documents left in his archives we know that parts of this project were written from 1913 until 1919, suffering a break of ten years from 1919 to 1929. The project was resumed between 1929 and 1934. The structure of this project is involved in an atmosphere of dream and doubt. In the first phase of the *Disquiet* project the fragments are signed by Fernando Pessoa, as indicated by the signature of *The Book of Disquiet* published in *The Eagle [A Águia]* in 1913. In a second step, Fernando Pessoa passes the task of writing the book to his literary personality, Vicente Guedes. In the third phase - after 1929 - Soares assumes the *Disquiet* project.

It's interesting that in the *Disquiet* project, the narrator seems to hover between a lived and a dreamed reality. He imprinted in his writings an atmosphere of mist, and he is always traveling in his imagination, changing places, plunging into abstractions. On the other hand, there is in several fragments of the project a criticism of the existing capitalist society. Central in this regard is the figure of boss Vasques because he embodies the role of the explorer, the businessman who is pure externality, and that somehow holds Soares in a daily reality, ordinary, productive, as is said in the following excerpt:

Today, in one of the pointless and worthless daydreams that constitute a large part of my inner life, I imagined being forever free from the Rua dos Douradores, from Vasques my boss, from Moreira the head bookkeeper, from all the employees, from the delivery boy, the office boy, and the cat. In my dream I experienced freedom, as if the South Seas had offered me marvelous islands to be discovered. It would all be repose, artistic achievement, and the intellectual fulfillment of my being. (Pessoa, 2003: 17)

This excerpt seems to be in full agreement with Adalberto Dias Carvalho's phrase: "To think is to create utopias.
Unconditionally”. The narrator is transported, through thought, to a non-place where the daily and materialistic reality does not make sense, where he would be free of all references to the company: Rua dos Douradores, the boss Vasques, the co-workers and the cat. In his imagination, the narrator felt he could tame wonderful islands. The reference to the islands is interesting for it is a brand of utopian writing. In these islands the narrator finally has rest and intellectual fulfillment of his being.

Following on the text, the narrator confesses that he would be sorry to be free from social constraints, oscillating between the desire for freedom and the desire to continue in a reality that would generate a certain security for himself.

In another fragment, he demonstrates the central role of boss Vasques in the office and in his bourgeois life:

> The capitalist partner of the firm here, always ill at large, I do not know by what whim of disease’s interval, wanted to have a picture of the whole bureau staff. And so, yesterday, we were all aligned, by order of the joyous photographer, against the dirty white barrier that divides with fragile wood boss Vasques’ from the general office. At the center the same Vasques; and in two wings, first in a definite and after in an indefinite distribution, other human souls who gather here every day for little doings whose ultimate aim only Gods’ secret knows. (Pessoa, 2010: 235)

In the center of the imaginary picture is boss Vasques, who owns the hours of their employees (as confirmed by other the Disquiet excerpt). Every day the employees gather at that space in Douradores street for little doings whose ultimate aim only Gods’ secret know. The passage begins with reference to the capitalist partner. There is a fragile line that separates the general office and boss Vasques’ office. Fragile perhaps because the employees who make up the backdrop of the general office and boss Vasques are parts of a labor market occupying a productive task. It is interesting to note that the landscapes imagined delimit at least two realities, one banal, boring, dull, utilitarian, and another composed of dream, utopia, imagination.

In many places of the Disquiet project the narrator writes about the dreamed, imagined life:

> I see dreamed landscapes plainly as real ones. If I lean out over my dreams, I'm leaning out over something. If I see life going by, my dream is of something.

> Someone said about somebody that for him the figures of dreams had the same shape and substance as the figures of life. Although I can see why somebody might say the same thing about me, I wouldn’t agree. For me, the figures of dreams aren’t identical to those of life. They’re parallel. Each life - that of dreams and that of the world - has a reality all its own that’s just as valid as the other, but different. Like things near versus things far away. The figures of dreams are nearer to me, but...

(Pessoa, 2003: 93-94)

Let us live by dreams and for dreams, distractedly dismantling and recomposing the universe according to the whim of each dreaming moment. Let us do this while being consciously conscious of the uselessness and of doing it. Let us ignore life with every pore of our body, stray from reality with all of our senses, and abdicate from love with our heart. Let us fill the pitchers we take to the well with useless sand and empty them out, and refill and re-empty them, in utter futility.


Dream has a major relevance in all the phases of the Disquiet project. As we can notice in the quoted texts, there is a pleasant dream, in living and in dreaming, in weaving another reality as real as a lived reality. From the first sentence to the last one of the Disquiet project, the space is made up of dream, fog, the narrator is always ready to make a journey through imagination (To travel, one must only exist). Pessoa, Guedes and Soares build on their Book of Disquiet an utopist aesthetics that points to a second reality, a non-place, a fictional space and a dream space, where are present the four characteristic elements of the utopian genre highlighted by researcher Maria Luisa Malato Borralho: the lack of real, fictionality, sociability and reflection. The Book of Disquiet criticizes the tedious reality, productive and monotonous and points to an aesthetic output, diving into utopia, dream and imagination.
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Abstract

Abstract text

Howard Phillips Lovecraft (1890-1937) was one of the most influential horror writers of the 20th Century, with a strong stylistic and thematic impact on numerous other writers of the genre but also on literary fiction and on film and videogames. In addition, architecture was one of his preferred tools to create atmospheres of dread and infuse in the reader a sense of alienation and loneliness. Most of his short stories and novelettes are filled with architectural descriptions and details. Either of the traditional architecture of his beloved New England, or of what he called “Cyclopean architecture”, a name usually identified with Mycenaean historical architecture, but which Lovecraft used to qualify the architecture built by his fictional alien races and gods. This Cyclopean architecture seems to have much in common with the Modernist architecture, which Lovecraft detested and that in his time was on the rise.

In this paper, I propose to analyse the most well known example of such architectonic fantasy locations: the sunken “corpse-city” of R’lyeh, also called Arlyeh or Urilia, in Southern Pacific, which figures prominently in his short story «The Call of Cthulhu». I will try to determine which architectural features Lovecraft imbued in the “Cyclopean Architecture” to create his unsettling atmospheres and especially investigate de barreness of references - historical, geometrical, and geographical - that seem to permeate the buildings and cities dreamt by Lovecraft to make them existential dystopias.

Keywords: Modernist Architecture, Howard Phillips Lovecraft, R’lyeh, Imaginary Places

The virtual city

If we access Google Maps and search for the location of R’lyeh, we will find a city near Antarctica, near the coordinates of 47º 9’S, 126º43’O, in the middle of the Pacific, somewhere between New Zealand and Chile, under the sea.

If the user tries to use Street View, he or she will not be allowed to examine the architecture of the city, but the 37 reviews left by users at the time this paper was written tell us that it is a family-friendly destination, speaking about the non-Euclidian architecture, the Cyclopean towers, and the tomb of Great Cthulhu.

This on the positive side, because the negative side is focused on the high cost of drinks, some disappointment in comparison with other contemporary architectural landmarks and repeated episodes of insanity.

This is obviously another of the so-called internet memes, using an online service of mapping the Earth to describe and locate fictional locations. Because R’lyeh, or Arlyeh, or Urilia is arguably the most famous of the fictional locations in 20th century literature, created by Howard P. Lovecraft in his short stories and novelettes, and developed by other writers. It is on the league, but more famous that other fictional locations suggested in the stories of Lovecraft, like Dunwich, Kingsport, Innsmouth, or even Arkham.

This is due to the setting of one of his most famous short stories (Clute & Grant, 1996:596): «The Call of Cthulhu», a short fiction written in 1926 and published in the magazine Weird Tales in 1928, whose popularity I will not try to address or explain in here.

Lovecraft was one of the most popular and influential writers of the conventionally called pulp fiction, which...
was an escapist type of fiction that was commercially very successful in the USA in the first thirty years of the 20th century. It was mostly composed of short genre fiction published in cheap magazines that catered to a mostly male low-class reader, usually with a sensationalistic and chauvinistic bend, following the conventional escapist narrative of the male hero that saves the female interest while defeating the sinister foreigner and defending the traditional values of family, maleness, capitalism, and USA independence.

Some of the most famous authors writing for these magazines were, besides Lovecraft, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Ray Bradbury, Raymond Chandler, August Derleth, Erle Stanley Gardner, Dashiell Hammett, Fritz Leiber, Joseph Conrad, Jack London, C.L. Moore, Sax Rohmer, Clark Ashton Smith, Robert E. Howard, Jack Vance, among many others, writing under the conventions of the fiction genres of Western, Police procedural, Sword and Sorcery, Science Fiction, Fantasy, Horror, etc.

Although the popularity of these magazines and authors declined from the 1940s onwards, like Conan, Tarzan, Doc Savage, Phantom, etc., became quite influential in a series of popular entertainments, like comic books, genre films, videogames, and tabletop games. Just to give an idea of the popularity of some of these authors, a simple Google search for “Cthulhu” at the time of the writing of this paper returns “around 14,900,000 results” (Google Search), a number which, I believe, clearly shows the internet popularity of the work of Lovecraft.

«The Call of Cthulhu» is heavily inspired on Poe’s «The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym». The story is purportedly told by Francis Wayland Thurston and concerns three different stories that the narrator is aware of: one taking place in Providence, Rhode Island, another in New Orleans, and the last part in R’lyeh, all around the time of the awakening of Cthulhu. Each of these different events, although affecting different characters and taking place in different locations all are defined by its atmosphere of dread and portentous omen, which will lead to the climax of the last story, about the awakening of Cthulhu, which takes place in R’lyeh.

The city itself is described as:

The men sight a great stone pillar sticking out of the sea, and in S. Latitude 47° 9′, W. Longitude 126° 43′ come upon a coastline of mingled mud, ooze, and weedy Cyclopean masonry which can be nothing less than the tangible substance of earth’s supreme terror— the nightmare corpse-city of R’lyeh, that was built in measureless aeons behind history by the vast, loathsome shapes that seeped down from the dark stars. There lay great Cthulhu and his hordes, hidden in green slimy vaults and sending out at last, after cycles incalculable, the thoughts that spread fear. (Lovecraft, 1996: 90)

According to the text, the crew of the schooner Emma should have briefly found the city, which was lost in the ocean. Such discovery had been witnessed by the Norwegian sailor Gustaf Johansen, the sole survivor of the crew, which also included a Portuguese sailor, Rodriguez (sic).

The city that Johansen, Rodriguez and their companions found in R’lyeh was described as:

... the unbelievable size of the greenish stone blocks, at the dizzying height of the great carven monolith, and at the stupefying identity of the colossal statues and bas-reliefs. (2000: 91)

and:

Without knowing what futurism is like, Johansen achieved something very close to it when he spoke of the city; for instead of describing any definite structure or building, he dwells only on broad impressions of vast angles and stone surfaces—surfaces too great to belong to any thing right or proper for this earth, and impious with horrible images and hieroglyphs.

Obviously, writing under the genre of horror or weird fiction as Lovecraft described it (2000) he was trying to create an emotional impression on the reader, through a textual description that could cause discomfort, disquiet or even fear, and it is significant that for that he is clearly inspired in a specific architectonic style, a monumental architecture of high drama, causing disorientation, that breaks with the
principles of classical architecture and geometry, yet, at the same time, has a clear affinity to it. It is clearly an architecture very close to the futurism architecture that was then appearing in Italy and inspiring the fascist architecture, or the Nazi architecture of Albert Speer, the Constructivist architecture in Russia or, later, the daring designs of the Frank Lloyd Wright. This massive architecture, of neoclassicism taken to a superhuman distortion, is, for Lovecraft, the writer that lived most of his live in New England, and hated to travel, the close opposite of the picturesque architecture of his homeland, and that he lovingly described in «The Case of Charles Dexter Ward» like this:

Here he was born, and from the lovely classic porch of the double-bayed brick facade his nurse had first wheeled him in his carriage; past the little white farmhouse of two hundred years before that the town had long ago overtaken, and on toward the stately colleges along the shady, sumptuous street, whose old square brick mansions and smaller wooden houses with narrow, heavy-columned Doric porches dreamed solid and exclusive amidst their generous yards and gardens. (Lovecraft, 1999: 71)

Therefore, Lovecraft is comparing the “evil” futuristic architecture, associated to monsters and nightmares, being confronted to the traditional Georgian architecture of the Northeast of the USA, the place of family life, comfort, and intimacy.

There is no doubt about what kind of architecture was the favourite of the Providence writer, even if he, himself, was known to be a sympathizer of the Nazi ideology and Hitler, but I rather describe him as a conservative, than an outright adept of national-socialism. It is known that at the time a sizable part of the conservative parties were seduced by the ideas and flair of Mussolini and Hitler, as paladins of “Western” societies against the “danger” of communism.

Yet, this sympathy clearly was not extended to the ironically referenced “futuristic” architecture and art. Not only Lovecraft, writer of considerable knowledge, contemporary of James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, T. S. Elliot, was strongly against the literary modernism of his time - which, in the short story, is ironically referenced as being composed of “broad impressions” of a time and space described as impossible to understand, that Lovecraft could only relate to a stuff of nightmares.

According to Sayer (2013) the mysterious city is a typical convention of adventurous literature, but the idea of the massive architecture and disorientating city was drawn from the experience of Lovecraft in New York, where he lived briefly, and reflects the rejection of the author for cosmopolitan societies, made of mixed populations.

I would argue that this refusal of modernist architecture and literature were based on the fact that they were trying to display the lack of meaning in the shape and movement in a world devoid of divinity, teleological direction and machine dominance. Moreover, trying to find a way of expressing such a lack of sense, the modernists were promoting the hybridity of shapes, combining the internal and external time of fictional characters, the classical, and the industrial, the deformation of space through fantastic or massive volumes.

And Lovecraft, even being himself an sceptical atheist deeply interested in the processes of machines, and, being, as other pulp writers, like Clark Ashton Smith or Robert E. Howard, coming from small homogeneous North-American town, of conservative population and urban design - looked with suspicion towards these new literature, this new architecture and these new populations arriving to the USA as immigrants - and against the hybridism that they represented, which he denounced as aberrant and incomprehensible, only possible in space or the most remote areas of Antarctica. This is confirmed by Ingwersen (2013: 6), who notes that the non-Euclidian geometry of Lovecraft is an attempt of subverting the categories, which we apply to our worldview, to create a feeling of grotesque and fear.

Yet, Houellebecq (2005: 13) notes that, Lovecraft had no common world routine and no denouement, that is “open works of fear” that is, no lost or regained paradise, no healing story, but an endless
stare at the meaninglessness of the world, which makes Houellebecq say:

An absolute hatred of the world in general, aggravated by a particular disgust for the modern world. This summarises Lovecraft’s attitude well. (Houellebecq, 2005: 16)

Yet, it also does not. Because, even if the narrative structure of Lovecraft is one of revelation - not installation - of fear, there are still different spaces in his works that are clearly connected to different states of fear: Modernist architecture symbolizing the end of hope, and Georgian architecture, probably representing a mistaken state of ignorance, but yet more blissful than the emptiness and incomprehensibility of the universe that existed in the colossal futuristic architecture of R’lyeh is clearly a strong theme in Lovecraft.

Even the different use of locations, which this story exemplifies, is revelatory of the way Lovecraft uses space - more than time - as a way of building fear in the reader. As if emotions were not activated by events, alone, but also by the spaces where these events happen and the way the spaces define and configure these events.

In addition, I would like to draw attention to the way Lovecraft handles modernist architecture. As if he seems to recognize it as a form of truth, of a true vision of reality. Therefore, we have paradoxically Lovecraft apparently rejecting Modernism, not as a falsehood, but as an unnecessary and unwanted vision into the true reality of the world. Of a world devoid of meaning and the consolation of familiarity and order, which he found in the Georgian architecture of his childhood.

Therefore, Lovecraft is also a writer of nostalgia, of the spaces of nostalgia, which we can confirm, for instance, in some of his other works, like The Case of Charles Dexter Ward, with his nostalgic description of Providence, to that create feelings of comfort, of intimacy, of familiarity, of routine and closeness between beings and closing of beings towards other beings - in sum, nostalgia for the lifestyle that Lovecraft could clearly feel was vanishing from his time and being replaced by another lifestyle marked by hybridism, traveling and acknowledgement of the other and of the otherness that Modernist architecture and art encapsulated.
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Abstract
The purpose of this article is to underline the relation between Utopia and carnival imagery in More’s dialogue. Additionally, we aim at clarifying Cioran’s definition of Utopia as “the grotesque en rose”. Subsequently, we try to define the concepts of “seriousness” and “futility” in Cioran’s interpretation of utopian literature. When Cioran says that “futility is the most difficult thing in the world”, he is actually pointing out a problem that will enable us to outline the paradoxical condition of the inhabitants of Utopia.

We will see that in Cioran’s writings the utopian idea of building a perfect society is necessary and ridiculous at the same time: this human attempt to renew and to improve the world reveals the double nature of this renovation: serious and grotesque at the same time. In fact, Utopia is a revolutionary city that looks like a carnivalesque overturning of this unrighteous reality.

Thanks to the enlightening analysis of Carlo Ginzburg, we will examine the complex game that More entertains with Lucian of Samosata and the “ritual of inversion” in his Saturnalia. Finally, we will see how the concept of “inversion” operates in Cioran’s reflections about history and politics, where he defines utopia as the desire “to remake Eden with the instruments of the Fall”.

Keywords: Cioran, More, Utopia, carnival

1. A doubt about Utopia

In History and Utopia Emil Cioran asks himself why Thomas More had decided to follow Plato and to become “the founder of modern illusions”. Such a question not only does imply an accusation toward More, but also represents an effort to understand the ambiguous status of any utopian project. In Cioran’s writings, the utopian idea of building a perfect society is necessary and ridiculous at the same time: this human attempt to renew and to improve the world reveals the double nature of this renovation: serious and grotesque at the same time. In fact, Utopia is a revolutionary city that looks like a carnivalesque overturning of this unrighteous reality.

In order to underline a two-faced profile presupposed by any plan of ideal city, Cioran states “utopia is the grotesque en rose”. As he affirms:

The very notion of an ideal city is a torment to reason, an enterprise that does honor to the heart and disqualifies the intellect. (How could a Plato condescend to such a thing? He is the ancestor, I was forgetting, of all these aberrations, revived and aggravated by Thomas More, the founder of modern illusions.) To construct a society where, according to a terrifying ceremony, our acts are catalogued and regulated, where, by a charity carried to the point of indecency, our innermost thoughts are inspected, is to transfer the pangs of hell to the Age of Gold, or to create, with the devil’s help, a philanthropic institution. Solarians, Utopians, Harmonians—their hideous names resemble their fate, a nightmare promised to us as well, since we ourselves have erected it into an ideal. (CIORAN 2015)

In this quotation, the dream of a “new world” is converted to the nightmare of “the worst of all possible worlds”. This happens because the ideal of a perfect equal society requires a forced homologation of its citizens. One the one hand they cannot do anything by themselves. On the other hand, they have to act exactly as the rest of their fellow citizens. We have the feeling that these cities of nowhere could be illuminated by a light that does not allow any space for shadows, ruled by a logic
that does not admit any reasons but its own. Bronislaw Baczko has noticed that Utopia is the city of transparency, a fully transparency, which reminds us of a brightly prison of glass: an uncomfortable, well-lighted place (BACZKO 1979).

Cioran has always tried to think against himself. Therefore, he does not want to give up of thinking against the city and thus he denounces the risk of this kind of inequality. In his criticism, the structure of an ideal city reminds of the hierarchy of Hell, as if it belonged to a Golden Age dominated by the Devil — and not by Saturn. Such a metaphor recalls an upturning of roles who characterized the playfulness ritual of carnival: according to Cioran, in the streets of Utopia the Devil plays the role of Saturn because we are attending a carnival of unhappiness. Hence, a question needs to be answered: What is the true “mask” of Utopia: the island of joy or the island of sadness?

However, before answering the question we need to analyse the relation between carnival rituals of inversion and More’s utopian imagery

2. Utopia and carnival

Erasmus edited the first edition of Utopia in 1516. More and he had previously translated some tales by Lucian of Samosata, which were published in Paris in 1506 and were known as Lucian’s *Opuscula*. The influence of Lucian on their works, above all on *Praise of Folly*, has already been studied and we know that Utopians were “delighted with the witty persiflage of Lucian” (MORE 2011: 69). However, as Carlo Ginzburg has observed, the philosophical and literary values that More and Erasmus found in the Latin ironist writer are very important to comprehend the sophisticated approach to reality operated in the text of *Utopia*.

In some letters and dedications that follow his translations, Erasmus defines Lucian as a useful, pleasant and elegant author. In fact, he was able “to mix seriousness and frivolousness” in his humoristic depiction of the superstitions and the iniquities of human society (GINZBURG 2002). These three adjectives (useful, pleasant, and elegant) describe a verbal constellation that we can recover in the complete title of the first edition of More’s masterpiece: “A truly golden handbook no less beneficial than entertaining [nec minus salutaris quam festivus] concerning the best state of a commonwealth and the new island of Utopia”. In the second edition, the expression “nec minus salutaris quam festivus” (no less beneficial than entertaining) was substituted for “non minus utile quam elegans” (no less useful than elegant). The third edition, instead, came back to the original title. In any case, we find again the values that Erasmus used to characterise Lucian’s writings: the incomparable example of transforming the most ridiculous joke in the most serious criticism, through the intelligence of the most elegant style. We have just translated festivus with “entertaining” even if its main meaning is linked to the religious word of festum (holiday). From this point of view, it is important to note that in 1514 Erasmus published a new edition of Lucian’s *Opuscula* with the addition of three other tales that he had just translated: *Saturnalia; Cronoloson, id est Saturnalium legume lator; Epistolae Saturnales*. All these stories are focused on social inequality. The narrative setting is the festival of Saturnalia: the week of celebrations dedicated to Cronus — the father of Zeus who was identified with the Roman Saturn — which took place in the second half of December. During this carnivalesque week, social hierarchies were subverted and class differences were (theoretically) abolished: slaves were treated as masters, and masters even waited on their servants. Lucian turns upside down this idyllic portrait of the holyday and images Saturn as a god without authority, unable to guarantee justice even for a single day. When a priest of Saturn asks to his god why he entrusts the administration of justice to the arrogant Zeus and why he allows the strong to abuse the weak, letting his poor worshippers to live in misery for all their life, Saturn simply replies:
... my own charge is confined to draughts and merry-making, song and good cheer, and that for one week only. As for the weightier matters you speak of, removal of inequalities and reducing of all men to one level of poverty or richness, Zeus must do your business for you. (LUCIAN 1905: 121)

In his Utopia (printed two years later of Erasmus translation of Saturnalia), More takes care of those “weightier matters” that Saturn did not want to address, dealing with the “removal of inequalities” and of private property. Therefore, we can say that More’s libellus is festivus in a double meaning: it implicitly evokes the festival of Saturnalia in order to tell an entertaining story about the very serious problem of justice. More himself reveals this aspect in the second letter to Peter Giles, which follows Book II of Utopia. In this passage, More replies to a “very sharp fellow” (who had criticized his Utopia defining it as a story either too absurd to be a fact or too inconsistent to be a good fiction) with this argument:

I do not deny that if I’d decided to write about a commonwealth, and a tale of this sort had occurred to me, I might have spread a little fiction, like so much honey, over the truth, to make it more acceptable. But I would certainly have tempered the fiction a little, so that, while it deceived the common folk, I gave hints to the more learned which would enable them to see what I was about. (MORE 2011: 143)

By using the unreal conditional, More is ironically confessing what he actually did in writing his tale: he gave special names to the parts of the city in order to offer an explanatory key for his educated readers, thus enable them to realize that Utopia was a non-existing place. He states:

Unless I had a historian’s devotion to fact, I am not so stupid as to have used those barbarous and senseless names of Utopia, Anyder, Amarout and Ademus. (MORE 2011: 143)

The last quotation reminds Lucian’s affirmation at the beginning of A true history. Before the narration of his voyage to the Fortunate Isles, the Latin satirist states that his lies are more credible than philosophers’ theories:

... as I have no truth to put on record, having lived a very humdrum life, I fall back on falsehood — but falsehood of a more consistent variety; for I now make the only true statement you are to expect — that I am a liar. This confession is, I consider, a full defence against all imputations.

More, who is as historian as Lucian was, describes a travel to an island, which is probably similar to the ones visited by the Latin writer. In another commendatory letter published in the third edition of Utopia, the preeminent French humanist Guillaume Budé notes that, if the rest of civilized nations imitated Utopian constitution:

... greed [...] would been gone from hence once for all, and the Golden Age of Saturn would return. [...] But in truth I have ascertained by full inquiry that Utopia lies outside the bounds of the known world. It is in fact one of the Fortunate Isles, perhaps very close to the Elysian Fields. (MORE 2011: 138-139)

In his remarks on Utopia, Budé regards More’s project of a perfect society in the context of a carnivalesque representation of equality. Utopians’ legislation is as ephemeral as the carnival overturning of social hierarchy: an illusory fleeting week swiftly bound to end. In this sense, symbolic-subversive connotation of carnival imagery offers to More the instruments to reflect on a revolution which is compelling but impossible to achieve. When Hytloday says “there is no place for philosophy in the councils of kings”, More answers back that it actually exists:

... but not for this school philosophy which supposes that every topic is suitable for every occasion. There is another philosophy that is better suited for political action, that takes its cue, adapts to the drama in hand, and acts its part neatly and appropriately. (MORE 2011: 33)

More was looking for “another philosophy”, a philosophy that understood the ridiculousness of this world because it has been able to imagine the serious possibility of another reality. In his thought, comic tone and serious tone work together, allowing him “to look at reality from an unusual point of view, to pose oblique questions to reality” (GINZBURG 2002: 44). Saturnalia rituals of inversion offered him a model
to imagine a paradoxical city where gold and silver were used to make chamber pots and where jewellery was considered a sign of slavery. However, this kind of paradoxes (typical of Lucian’s tales) is the conditio sine qua non of utopian thinking, because paradox is a philosophical way to find a dimension of possibilities still unknown. In order to see the carnivalesque side of real history, firstly we have to imagine a history ruled by the law of Carnival. If we want to discover what is actually wrong, here and now we have to overturn our orthodox image of reality. Hence, the description of Utopia allowed Thomas More to highlight the absurd condition of his contemporary England: a real island where sheep “have become so greedy and fierce that they devour human beings themselves” (MORÉ 2011: 19).

3. Cioran and the “urgency of the Worst”

In a famous essay dedicated to Rabelais, Michail Bachtin demonstrates that Carnival rituals of inversion celebrated the recurring renewal of the world. Conversely to other religious festivals, which sanctify the past to crystallize the present, Carnival desecrates the past and jokes about the present in order to change the future (BACHTIN 1979). During this festival, any traditional structure of society is overturned for a few days, revealing the irrational logic that rules the world. This is the very reason that allows the slave to be transformed into king, the servant to become master, the fool to be turned into wise man. The law of Carnival claims that we have to laugh in front of the world before overturning it in a joyful spectacle. At the same time, this joyfulness is the effect of a cheerful representation of the scariest and most grotesque aspects of reality, Bachtin underlines that a carnivalesque vision of humankind is not a naïve interpretation of the present, but it is rooted on the historical consciousness, which defines the very essence of Renaissance age. The dreadful aspects of human life are not neglected; they are seen from a different angle: the truths of power and religion (and their punishments, dogmas and anathemas) are fought by the revelation of a new world, from which emerges the comic ground of darkness. Carnival looks like a grotesque celebration of life because life itself is a Janus-faced reality, made up of contradictions and astonishing absurdities (BACHTIN 1979: 91-128). If we want to live truly, we have to experience the grotesque and dynamic essence of existence. Therefore, the chaotic aspect of Carnival can be seen as a reaction against a mournful established order of things which has to be improved (STOICHTA and CORDERCH 2002).

When Cioran reflects on the utopian thought, he asserts that human history is a Carnival of blood and there is no possibility to disavow such an appetite for destruction. In the first paragraph of his first French book, he says:

Idolaters, by instinct, we convert the objects of our dreams and our interests into the Unconditional. History is nothing but a procession of false Absolutes, a series of temples raised to pretexts, a degradation of the mind before the Improbable. Even when he turns from religion, man remains subject to it; depleting himself to create fake gods, he then feverishly adopts them: his need for fiction, for mythology triumphs over evidence and absurdity alike. (CIORAN 2012a)

In the rest of the paragraph, history is painted as a masquerade of wars and crimes, as an “indecent alloy of banality and apocalypse”. At this point, if Cioran defines the project of a perfect city as the most improbable thing that a society could ever realize, he obviously concludes that the utopian hope of human perfection is co-essential to historical development. In fact, in the utopian literature he discerns:

The [fruitful or calamitous] role taken, in the genesis of events, not by happiness but by the idea of happiness, an idea that explains – the Age of Iron being coextensive with history – why each epoch so eagerly invokes the Age of Gold. Suppose we put an end to such speculations: total stagnation would ensue. For we act only under the fascination of the impossible: which is to say that a society incapable of generating – and of dedicing itself to – a utopia is
threatened with sclerosis and collapse. Wisdom — fascinated by nothing — recommends an existing, a given happiness, which man rejects, and by this very rejection becomes a historical animal, that is, a devotee of imagined happiness. (CIORAN 2015: 157)

In these quotations Cioran does not reflect on More’s *Utopia*; he deals with the relation between utopia, ideology, and fanaticism in our contemporary history. Actually, he ponders over the destiny of Western society, which had believed in the illusion of Reason and Progress and has realized nothing but the less righteous society ever imagined: the very negation of the philosophical ideal of Humanism. In the chapter *Urgence of the worst* he states:

Since the Renaissance, humanity has merely evaded the ultimate meaning of its progress, the deadly principle manifest within it. The Enlightenment, in particular, was to furnish a fair contribution to this enterprise of obnubilation. Then in the next century came the idolatry of the Future, confirming the illusions of the one that preceded. To an age as disabused as ours, the Future persists in displaying its promises, though those who believe in them are rare indeed. Not that such idolatry is over and done with; but we are obliged to minimize, to disdain it — out of caution, out of fear. This is because we now know that the Future is compatible with the atrocious, that it even leads there or, at least, that it gives rise to prosperity and horror with equal facility. (CIORAN 2012b: 73)

By writing *Utopia*, More had ironically contested the 16th century Western society. On the contrary, Cioran, by criticizing the utopian presumption of human perfection, wants to deny the philosophical portrait of Man as a rational being capable of building his own salvation. Both of them react to the same necessity of understanding human history, but from two different perspectives. On the one hand, More wants to address the platonist question on what a philosopher can do to create a good city. On the other hand, Cioran defends the anti-platonist thesis that a philosopher is incapable of doing anything to improve human destiny. In his opinion we should do nothing, seeing that “Man moves only to do evil” (CIORAN 2015: 101).

This statement is not a mere provocation: it represents an ethical principle of behaviour. In Cioran’s view, men have always done wrong because they have never known their real dimensions: they created an image of themselves that does not suit the reality. Philosophy is perhaps the main responsible of this falsified image of humanity. This is the very reason that leads Cioran to subvert any metaphysical definitions of Man, which take too seriously his rational essence. In *The temptation to exist*, he writes:

My purpose was to put you on guard against the Serious, against that sin which nothing redeems. In exchange, I wanted to offer you... futility. Now, why conceal it?—futility is the most difficult thing in the world, I mean a futility that is conscious, acquired, deliberate. In my presumption, I hoped to achieve it by the practice of skepticism [...]. Each time I catch myself assigning some importance to things, I incriminate my mind, I challenge it and suspect it of some weakness, of some depravity. I try to wrest myself from everything, to raise myself by uprooting myself; in order to become futeile, we must sever our roots, must become metaphysically alien. (CIORAN 2012c: 211).

Cioran operates a philosophical overturning of humankind, which reminds of the Carnival rituals of inversion. Far away from being “the king” of the universe, the Man has become the most miserable animal ever existed: “he has definitely failed, but masterfully failed”. This failure defines his uniqueness and his foolishness, his “privileged” condition among the rest of beings. Therefore, Utopia is “the grotesque en rose” because there is no happy conclusion for human history, this strange “Odyssey of Rancor”.

When Cioran repudiates Utopia, he is actually doing a utopian exercise of “defatalization” of history. In his very description of the “mechanism of utopia”, he compares the dream of a faultless society with the fear of the end of the world, the conclusion that logically follows “the Fall into time”. He suggests that:

The great majority of mortals [...] never renounce the quest for another time; they devote themselves to it, on the contrary,
with desperation, but locate it here on earth, according to the prescriptions of utopia, which seek to reconcile the eternal present with history, the delights of the golden age with Prometheus ambitions, or, to resort to biblical terminology, to remake Eden with the instruments of the Fall, thereby permitting the new Adam to know the advantages of the old one. (CIORAN 2015: 198)

4. Conclusion

More had used his Utopia to propose a truthful interpretation of the Christian principles of life as the foundation of an admirable commonwealth; Cioran takes advantage of a Christian metaphor to show the diabolic absurdities of any utopian project. In Urgence of the worst (a chapter of Drawn and quartered), he imagines what would happen after a hypothetical apocalyptic catastrophe which would put an end to civilization. A few men will survive and they will decide to forget the past and to destroy the last signs of their old cities:

So radical will be the rejection of history that it will be condemned en bloc, without pity or nuance. And so it shall be with time, identified with a blunder or with a profligacy.

These men will be free and equal, redeemed by the weight of our evil tradition. However, Cioran finally confess:

Let us leave off these divagations, for it serves no purpose to invent a comforting interlude, a wearisome feature of all eschatologies. [...] Boredom in the midst of paradise generated our first ancestor’s appetite for the abyss which has won us this procession of centuries whose end we now have in view. That appetite, a veritable nostalgia for hell, would not fail to ravage the race following us and to make it the worthy heir of our misfortunes. (CIORAN 2012b: 98)

It is difficult to establish if Utopia was created by the nostalgia for hell or by the hope of a paradise; in any case Cioran would say that it is not a very good place to live. However, this vagueness, this ambiguity is a utopian aspect of cioranian thought. As he says in his Notebooks, “I looked for my salvation in the utopia and I only found some relief in the Apocalypse”.
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Island societies and architectural imagination: From Deleuze's desert island to Plato's Atlantis and More's Utopia
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Abstract
The contemporary crisis of spatiality issues lies largely in the sense of the uncanny, the existential anguish. This thesis studies the way in which fictional island societies became the defensive refuge of man, a separate reality. Deleuze in his text 'Desert Islands' studies this separate reality, which he highlights as a fundamental driving force for the re-creation of the world. Plato's Atlantis and More's Utopia are typical examples of such separate island societies that function as virtual places of re-birth and re-creation.

A renewed reading of these classic works has the potential to bring contemporary architecture close to what Deleuze saw in the 'Desert Islands', that is to be the concept of collective in the individual. This approach is related to the recognition that island societies such as More's Utopia are conceived as imaginary worlds where we discover the collective soul of the place that we lost in contemporary cities and elucidate a spatial model of common good where architecture and urban planning emphasize on collectivity -and thus, public space- and convey and draw values from the society.

Keywords: island society, re-creation, collectivity

1. Deleuze's desert(?) island
As always with Deleuze, the desert island is an imaginary place, selected and intended to be isolated. The process of its selection and isolation is crucial as it revitalizes our imagination and prepares us to redefine the world by making space in constant transformation, within the forces of flow, repetition, and re-creation. In his effort to reflect on the causes of the island, the French philosopher begins with the description of the two kinds of islands -continental and oceanic- according to geographers.

Fig. 1c: Concept diagram of continental and oceanic islands illustrated by author. Continental islands are detached from the continent whereas oceanic emerge from the depths of the ocean.

Continental islands are considered as unsubmerged parts of the continental shelf that are surrounded by water. They are created due to erosion, fraction, or disarticulation. If we observe carefully, we see that they are usually found close to the original land from which they were detached. Continental islands are always reminiscent of the continent and their cultural roots. On the other hand, oceanic islands are definitely free from any cultural or social reference. Oceanic islands are those that rise to the surface from the floors of the ocean basins and are considered as the most isolated lands on earth, surrounded on all sides by vast stretches of water.

These two kinds of islands, continental and oceanic, reveal, according to Deleuze, the deep opposition between earth and water. We can reasonably assume that these elements are in constant struggle and that the very existence of islands represents this struggle between them. As result, people will inhabit islands only after they have forgotten what they really represent. It is in this point that Deleuze refers to
another way of comprehending the island, entirely based on imagination.

Fig. 2: Island formation and opposition between the two elements, earth, and water. Either the sea is on top of the earth or the earth gathers its strength to pop up out of the water. Concept diagram by author.

What makes the story of humanity so uncertain and full of charm is that people live in two worlds, the inner and the outer, with the first being subject to transformations including assumptions, illusions, images and beliefs, based on which people shape their behaviour. People persist in this clear separation of the land from the ocean, of the island from the continent because of their primitive instincts and their inability to understand the never-ending struggle between water and land. When they dream of islands, they actually dream of being separate and beginning anew. In the realm of the imaginary, it is not the island that has been created from the bowels of the earth, but people who choose the island as the ideal place where they could re-create the world. When the island is inhabited however, it is still deserted, as the French philosopher claims in his text. In fact, people could occupy the island, if they coordinate with the élan vital of the island, its vital impetus. It is this vital force that would transform life to an indivisible continuity and the inhabitant of the desert island to a picture of the whole, a reflection of the island. This is the moment when imagination and geography are pieced together.

However, what kind of imagination? It is doubtful whether the individual imagination, without help or guidance, would ever consider such a remarkable identity for humanity. The idea of the man as absolute creator, totally separated, demanded the collective imagination, the concept of a "common soul", similar to what we find in rites and mythology. This "common soul" creates a new kind of space, which passes from the finite to the infinite, through a constant process of metamorphosis, a procedure of successive formats, which each time leaves a trail to penetrate it. Here, separation and re-creation are two warring -yet mutually complementary- forces and the reconstruction of the world is no longer a work of God, but it is entrusted to man.

2. Atlantis-Continent or island?

Plato's Atlantis is a typical example in mythology, where society is created anew on an island. In Plato's text, Atlantis is presented as an island larger than Libya and Asia together, that is to say bigger than an entire continent. Both its extent as well as its socio-political formation refers directly to the continent. Nonetheless, we could hardly consider Atlantis as a continental island, mainly because we miss the original piece of land from which it should have been detached. On the other hand, it cannot be considered as an oceanic one, because we encounter traces of human act, populated towns, and organized social institutions. The myth here defines a new kind of land, something between continent and island.
Fig. 3: Illustration of Atlantis by author. The island of Atlantis is presented as a piece of land where a socio-political model is developed and architecture as par excellence symbol of cultural action plays a significant role.

Nobody can say with certainty that Atlantis existed or not, let alone whether it was island or continent. This is of little importance for architecture after all. What matters is that in Atlantis human intention and knowledge crush the barren passivity of nature. Reversing the dominant perception that every cultural reference comes by default from the continent and then is disseminated to the island during the process of detachment is what makes this island society so important. The inhabitants of Atlantis have developed organized social structures equivalent to those of the continent. Atlantis is an isolated piece of land where there is an organized social and political framework and a comprehensive system of beliefs that allowed inhabitants to build cities and even to clash with the continent and claim the extension of their sovereignty. In Timaeus, Athens seems to symbolize the "perfect society" and Atlantis its opponent, representing the very antithesis of the "perfect" features described in the Republic.

3. Utopia—a third kind of island

One would expect that More would place his Utopia on an originary, oceanic island, as those described in the text of Deleuze, in order to establish his fictional island society and its religious, social, and political customs on a place without any cultural reference. However, the social utopia presented in this work has not lost its reference to the functional regulation of its archetype that is to be characterised by features of the real world. We find here the city and its region as a unit of political life (which refers more to the urban organization of the continent). On the island, natives live in fifty-four cities, each of which are thirty kilometres away from its neighbour city and has jurisdiction in the surrounding countryside within these thirty kilometres. In other words, More’s Utopia appears as a continental island. Could it be inferred as a result that Utopia is indeed such an island?

The island of Utopia did not detach randomly from the continent due to erosion of soil structures from water neither emerged from the depths of the ocean as a product of an underwater explosion. Instead, the natives constructed it. From this critical ascertainment a third type of island appears to emerge, which is entirely manufactured and has characteristics of the continent (as had the Atlantis of Plato), but its creation is not due to geological forces or natural phenomena. Utopia owes its existence to human intentionality, strength, and inventiveness and of course, to the stock of human and natural capital. The man here takes responsibility of the reconstruction of the world. In this context, the very structure of the island aimed at understanding that the contemplation of the ideal society cannot be achieved in the real world but will always serve as a reference and...
4. From spaces of singularity to the need for public space

What characterizes strongly the postmodern era is nostalgia that drives us towards an illusory flight to the imaginary, to the dream of community and the lost common soul. The related loss of any collectivity, the sense of the uncanny, the rise of individualism, consumerism, and mass culture of virtual communication systems are some of the characteristics inherited from the 20th century to the 21st. In the introduction of “The poetics of space”, Bachelard examines a mental capacity almost identical to the one that runs through the works of Heidegger: the poetic imagination. According to the French philosopher, the space conceived by imagination offers a lived experience of architecture.

In the same way, Tom Conley argues that Deleuze’s desert island is a place where man comes to realize primary myths and the forces that generate them and this phenomenon makes the island a space of singularity[6]. When it comes to Utopia, the fictional society of More developed its self-consciousness after the “construction” of the island whereas the island of Atlantis served from the beginning as an alternative socio-political model against the perfect society envisioned by the Athenians for their city. The singularity of the path that leads to the myth of the isolated island society hides in fact a desire to redefine the lost collectivity to a new stable place. Here is invoked the aspect of the imaginary that relates to the ideal of a collective, “common soul”, where man will join the élan of the island, establish an identity and become member of a community. The mythical desert island and its society, separated from the continent and its influences could revitalize the driving force to discover the lost collective soul of the place and build a model based on common good.

In such a model, architecture has a dual role: (i) to convey the meanings and functions of the community, and (ii) to derive needs, values and expectations from this community. This role evolves through the process of architectural composition and produces space in harmony with both the environment and the place. The value of the collective spirit expresses the urgent need for public space as a common good of the whole community. The poetic geography of the mythical island serves for a while as a fictional field of shared principles, goals, ideas, worldviews, and moral values and then could provide a proportion of programs and functions for the city space. The concept of the myth will no longer be a subjective picture, but to the extent that it is based on shared thoughts, concepts and planning conditions of the place, it could enhance the design of the collective public space of the city with meanings, ideas, and values.

Fig. 5: Conceptual map of the Alcatraz Island by author. The small island was developed with facilities for a lighthouse, a military fortification, a military prison (1868), and a
federal prison from 1933 until 1963. In this illustration, a new program is proposed, where architecture focuses on public space, whereas the former military buildings and prisons are transformed into places of memory and of potential cultural use.
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Abstract
In this paper, I will attempt to unfold the journey taken by the human mind in its evolving maturity and progressive complexity. This journey has taken humankind and the cosmos from a primordial undifferentiated consciousness through to a dualistic alienation and back towards a redemptive synthesis and reunification of the individuated self within the universe. Philosophy and science, these valuable pursuits of the human mind, emerged with the primary objective to attempt to understand the universe as a whole. Through centuries of evolution, the compiled mass of complementary as well as contradictory theories moved beyond the object of the physical world and its scientific explanation encompassing the moral, aesthetic and spiritual consciousness. Humankind, through its development of philosophical and scientific thought, initiated the struggle to apply reason to existence. Our philosophical and scientific thinking developed hand in hand, with each area provoking adaptation within the other. Our advanced consciousness of self is thus bound in a continuous cycle of reference, examination, and attempts of independence with the otherness. Finally, this creative force is revealed as the archetypal Eros. The universal mind and humankind are thus seen as constituting a living totality, a reality unfolded in our consciousness. We are unconsciously aware of it as a creative boundary that invites us to engage with it in a perpetual dialectic.
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1. Science, Philosophy and the struggle for reason

Starting from the existential beginnings of science in ancient astronomy and cosmology, I was drawn to the pre-Socratic philosophers / scientists who first attempted to analyse the world in a scientific way by attaching individual reason to it. Probably because of the dynamic essence in their religious and mythical traditions, which placed them in stark contrast with the fully developed and constant religious worldview of Mesopotamia and Egypt, the Greeks felt compelled to approach the heavens with an enquiring mind. They allowed themselves to question their beliefs since their religion did not offer to them ready answers to the workings of the cosmos and so they directed the evolution of their thinking to merge the scientific and the philosophical approach.

The Pythagorean worldview unified the spiritual and physical world, conceiving nature as a structured system ordered by mathematical forms and humankind’s understanding of this cosmic order showed its essence as intrinsically linked to that of the universe. Heraclitus saw the cosmos as an intelligent system regulated by Logos, a single intelligent order. He presented a unity in opposites and Flux, paradoxically, as a necessary condition of constancy. Anaxagoras proposed a universe constituted of an infinite number of seeds and postulated that matter was brought to motion by a primordial Mind (Nous); a notion that influenced greatly the philosophies of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle.

Science and philosophy are seen from now on, throughout the ages, to go hand in hand, provoking adaptations within each other. The advanced consciousness of the self and its growing humanism became bound in a continuous cycle of reference, examination, and attempts of independence with the otherness and our role within it or separated from it.
2. Plato and Aristotle’s dual legacy as synthesis

In this evolution of the mind, humankind was seemingly aiming towards a higher level of consciousness.

Socrates was a man consumed by a passion for truth and placed the soul central in achieving excellence. Through his unique and influential dialectic form of argument, he attempted to dismiss conventions and challenge opinions in his search for the absolute essence of things. Socrates’ synthesis of *eros* and *logos* in his desire for truth was complemented by a powerful belief in the immortality of the soul and its longing for a reunification with an immortal cosmos. The divine and universal archetypes of the pre-Socratics found in Socrates and Plato a renewed essence; an independent reality of their own.

Through the supreme discipline of philosophy, these universals could be again contacted by the human mind in its attempt to regain the divine wisdom that was once its possession and to unite with the universal mind. Only in this way could he glimpse ultimate reality where true being resides. Accessible only by the mind this reality was put in opposition with the world of the senses, initiating dualism, the object / subject debate and the questioning of the validity of truth and experience.

The realm of Ideas for Plato revealed the true essence of things. However, the journey towards the revelation of this real world was seen as evoking an intense emotional and mystical response. The sublime form of Eros overcomes the philosopher (the lover of wisdom) and drives him to restore the unity with the divine. In the Republic, Plato refers to this as freeing man from the chains of his sensory body towards an archetypal light, a divine existence where true reality can be experienced (the well-known cave story). Through philosophy, this divine wisdom can be regained and the soul’s eternity revealed.

The Platonic worldview of universal forms, according to Tarnas, revealed this transcendent intelligence, this divine wisdom of the universal mind as coming from within us as an innate structure of the mind. The mind’s ability to penetrate and access this reality implied that they were both governed by the same intelligence.

In the person of Aristotle, the scientific and philosophical scene of the Platonic world is endowed with a powerful opposition, a creative dialectic that will continue to the present day. The interaction of science and philosophy gathers speed as it brings to light an instinctive representation of the duality, the dialectic, and its creative energy. Aristotle was the initiator of empirical knowledge, uniting *logos* with *aitia* (cause) and basing his scientific method on observation and deduction. He employed reason in order to discover an inherent order within the empirical world. He transmuted the principles of formal and material causality into those of actuality and potentiality within a unified universe in which each substance is involved in constant and unending motion. His scientific methodology is to this day, extremely influential.

The dual legacy of Plato and Aristotle is ever-present in human reason. Their opposition has provided a unique synthesis, a guiding light, generating the independence and actualisation of our mind within the world. On the one hand, we have the notion of a transcendental world order accessible to the mind through intellectual development and on the other hand, the belief of a tangible knowable universe accessible through empirical observation. Their search for meaning implied a dialectical reference to the cosmos.
One thing, however, has remained the same throughout history. “All men desire to know”, this is how Aristotle starts his *Metaphysica*. As advocated by Socrates, philosophy questions views that have been established without the consent of our reason, our independent thought, the ones that are mere products of the conventions and beliefs of the society and time we happened to have been born in. Philosophy liberates through the process of raising doubts about what has been taken for granted, it restores and revives the mystery of the world, by challenging what the world is, in its pursuit to unveil what it may be. In this endeavour, science and philosophy are united.

Philosophy is unique in the sense that there is no stage of its evolution that can or should be regarded as falsified. Indeed, one could say that Plato’s theory of Ideas is utterly absurd and unnecessary but his insights have been instrumental in the way we think about the world. It is for this reason that I disagree with this kind of compartmentation of thought. A student of chemistry may not need to study the evolution of his science to move forward, a student of philosophy, however, should. The journey of the mind is so great because its course is mysterious. Every stage is valuable not only in itself but because it will propel us to the unexpected.

The true legacy of the philosophy of Aristotle and Plato is that it has been instrumental and influential throughout the entire course of philosophy. Much of what has been written or thought has been as a reaction to their unique minds and prolific writing that ranged from physics and metaphysics to ethics and politics.

3. The challenge of the Christian worldview: Augustine and the self as a private inner space

A defining factor in the evolution of thought in the West was the growing authority and pervasiveness of the Christian faith. At a time of great upheaval and faced with the imminent distraction of the Roman Empire, Augustine of Hippo (354-430AD), with his Confessions, directs his view towards the self and the soul. In his Confessions - his autobiography - Augustine’s personal experiences and sinful past, recognised in the self, becomes the medium towards finding God. According to Cary, Augustine first affirms the existence of the human ego in the soul. Calling upon the Socratic and Platonic doctrines, Augustine, a Neo-Platonist, asserts that self-awareness and introspection were necessary for the salvation of the soul but places God and his divine grace as the instrument of this salvation. He attempted to locate God within the soul, without affirming the divinity of the soul; God was other and external to the self.

According to Cary, Augustine first conceived of the self as a private inner space, an inner world of human memory.
and thought, starting the Western tradition of inwardness. This ability to look within, which we now conceive of as self-evident, influenced the way we interpret ourselves in relation to our now external world: “[f]or once you have conceived of an inner self, you think differently about the external and the other. If there is an inner world, then the world we all live in can be ‘merely external’, and you can worry whether it is lifeless and meaningless like a Newtonian mechanism. You can even worry whether the external world exists.” (CARY 2000, 141)

Throughout the centuries, the mind has gone through a series of staggering stages in evolution in both the scientific as well as the philosophical realms. The areas presented, though by no means unique, are still powerful examples of the underlying search for a dialectical unity driving humankind in its scientific and philosophical quest. The realms of theology and science eventually reached a critical threshold, a point of no return, a point of emergence, which brought about probably the greatest paradigm shift that humanity has encountered.

4. The post-Copernican paradigm shift: the universe as a measurable model

An important stage in both the scientific and philosophical realms—with enormous religious implications—, according to McClellan & Dorn, was the paradigm shift that occurred in science as a direct result of Copernicus’ planetary model. Living in the height of the Renaissance, Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) attempted to resolve the problem of planetary movements realising that classical astronomy’s imperfections were based on a fundamental error. Having reviewed all accessible scientific literature from the past, he found that the Pythagoreans and Platonists had proposed a moving Earth; Aristotle’s geocentric universe was, therefore, not the only option to consider. Copernicus thus set forth to form a heliocentric model for the universe with the Earth rotating around the Sun.

Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) further vindicated the Pythagorean belief of a mathematically ordered universe, by conceiving elliptical orbits for the planets and Galileo Galilei’s (1564-1642) telescope provided tangible and qualitative new evidence, his observations pointing towards a much larger than previously conceived universe. Unfortunately, the Catholic Church chose to retain the cosmology suggested in the scriptures, favouring a stationary Earth, thus alienating the great minds of the day. It lost its influence and claim to represent human aspiration towards full knowledge of the universe, thus widening the divide between the spirit and the mind.

René Descartes’ (1596-1650) mechanistic philosophy, drawing parallels with the basic principles of ancient atomism, visualised an image of nature as an intricate impersonal machine strictly ordered by mathematical laws. The notion of the existence of an attracting force that governed both falling bodies and planetary motion completed the synthesis of a mechanistic universal model. Finally, with his three laws of motion (inertia, force and equal reaction), Isaac Newton (1642-1727) formulated what appeared to be the governing laws of the entire cosmos. Newton thus fulfilled Descartes’ mechanistic vision of nature establishing the foundation of a new worldview.

5. The advent of dualism: Mankind no longer at the centre of creation

The Scientific Revolution had a multitude of consequences. On the one hand, creation was finally viewed with empirical proof justifying measurable knowledge. On the other hand, however, the mystery of the world was removed. Humankind’s intelligence prevailed. We had penetrated the universe’s essential order. God, the perfect being, existed as the creator of this perfectly explainable world, but was separated from it; the universe was self-sufficient. God’s existence was affirmed through reason.
and the universe was robbed of its Aristotelian teleological purpose. In this environment, Descartes’ dualism took hold and Kant’s critical philosophy attacked humankind’s remaining security; its ability to achieve knowledge. Could we really know anything as it really is? This formed a question that was to haunt and challenge the human mind to this day. The dichotomy between mind and matter, the thinking substance and the physical body was established. Upon this dual foundation philosophy proceeded and science conquered.

The scientific implications of this era essentially removed the Earth and thus humankind from the centre of creation. Up until that point humankind was always assured of its role and importance as the centre of reference. According to Tarnas, a peculiar contradiction ensued. On the one hand, our intelligence was vindicated in revealing the laws of the universe; on the other, our cosmic position was no longer fixed or absolute. The new freedom enjoyed in this new worldview had also stripped us of our cosmic meaning. One could say that Darwin’s theories delivered the last blow. Humanity was no longer at the centre of creation and was little more than an animal whose consciousness rose accidentally through evolution.

6. The revolt against dualism: towards a unification of science and philosophy

The mechanistic worldview escalated to a dichotomy between human culture and nature, robbing our individuality of its context; the cosmos. This alienation is often described as the curse of modernism. By endorsing this mechanistic worldview, modernism ultimately failed because it did not reveal a greater, ordered coherence. It was, however, a necessary part in the evolution of our mind in its attempt to understand the cosmos and our purpose within it. Becoming aware of our own hubris in our self-created seclusion, our mind was again yearning to reunite with the cosmos. Opposing Kant, Hegel saw the world as a single, unified coherent structure of thought. Seeking understanding of anything leads us to relate it to something else. This reference, this relation between things not only reveals but also partly constitutes their nature. For Hegel, the knowing mind and the object known cannot be considered as two separate things; they are related. His ontological dialectics support the coexistence of thesis – antithesis, with synthesis as the interaction of two dialectically opposite definitions whose common denominator is their unbreakable unity. The world was thus revealed essentially as a construct and human knowledge as interpretive. Human endeavours could no longer establish their ground on an independent reality. “Meaning is rendered by the mind and cannot be assumed to inhere in the object, in the world beyond the mind, for that world can never be contacted without having already been saturated by the mind’s own nature.” (TARNAS 1996, 419)

In this way, the phenomenology of human experience started to enter formal philosophy. Instead of analysing an objectified world the philosophers of this age focused their attention on ‘being’ itself; they focused on the lived world of human experience and its complexity.

In our age something indeed is ending; something new, however, has begun; a new paradigm shift in the scientific developments of the 20th century. Crushing the Newtonian model, Modern Physics and especially Quantum Theory showed that there is no objective reality that the physicist can know. The rise of quantum physics brought about the realisation that man is an intrinsic ingredient of observations, an entity we are unable to separate from the phenomena. In fact, human consciousness, observation, and interpretation seemed to have an inherent influence in the phenomena.

This, in a sense, brought humankind back to the centre of reality. The theory of everything in physics as an attempt towards a unified theory of the universe, the anthropic principle and David Bohm’s wholeness and implicate order in an unfolding/enfolding universe portrayed...
as an unbroken whole, point towards the same direction. Echoing Aristotle’s formative and final causes, Bohm (1980) argues that life itself is enfolded in the totality and that even when it is not manifest it is somehow implicit to the totality. Human beings should therefore be viewed in the same way; not as an independent actuality that interacts with other human beings and with nature, but as a creative projection of a single totality.

Karl Popper saw humankind approaching the world as a stranger with a thirst for explanation and an ability to create myths, theories, conjectures that at times turn out to be successful. His unsatisfying explanation was that these successful theories created by man were lucky guesses. Tarnas, however, offers another possible rationalisation, one that detects the quest for knowledge at a far deeper source. He believes that these bold conjectures and myths come “… from the wellspring of nature itself, from the universal unconscious that is bringing forth through the human mind and human imagination its own gradually unfolding reality”. (TARNAS 1996, 345)

Insights into the quantum self further uphold this boundary between matter and consciousness leading us to a coherent worldview of undivided wholeness. We call our conceptualisations of these realities, theories, but they might best be described as insights. According to Bohm, “…our theories are not ‘descriptions of reality as it is’ but, rather, ever-changing forms of insight, which can point to or indicate a reality that is implicit and not describable or specifiable in its totality.” (BOHM 1980, 17)

6. **The Universal Mind revealing itself through our mind**

The relation of the human mind to the world can ultimately be seen not as dualistic but participatory. According to Tarnas, this conception acknowledges the validity of Kant’s critical insight that all human knowledge of the world is in some sense determined by subjective principles. These principles, however, can be seen as sharing their essence with the world, in a way not unlike the one supported by the ancient Greek heritage. They can be seen as “… an expression of the world’s own being, and that the human mind is ultimately the organ of the world’s own process of self-revelation. Nature’s unfolding truth emerges only in the active participation of the human mind. Nature’s reality is not merely phenomenal, nor is it independent and objective; rather, it is something that comes into being through the very act of human cognition. Nature becomes intelligible to itself through the human mind.” (TARNAS 1996, 433-434)

Our mind is thus invited to engage in a perpetual creative opposition with the cosmos, as part of a dynamic unity.

Tarnas believes that there is a reciprocal existence between mind and world. The human mind does not reveal an objective truth in the world but rather that the world’s truth achieves its existence when it comes to birth in the human mind gradually in the form of new stages of human knowledge much as a plant that grows and blossoms. “[A]s Hegel emphasised, the evolution of human knowledge is the evolution of the world’s self-revelation.” (TARNAS 1996, 435)

This thought process sees the mind as sharing a radical kinship with the cosmos, which would also reflect the pivotal role of our mind as the vehicle of the universe’s unfolding meaning. The universe and humanity are thus seen as constituting a living totality. This reality is unfolded in our consciousness, it exists within us.

7. **Eros as the archetypal dialectic**

It becomes clear that through this paradigm shift we are witnessing a powerful archetypal dialectic in the modern mind, our rebirth, a profound boundary between self and other, experience and reality and ultimately us and the cosmos. There is a sense of a renewed consciousness of self. Humankind is searching for its legitimate place in this unity, this cosmic scheme of
things. We are now reaching towards a new synthesis with our world through a dialectical opposition that has taken us from the primordial undifferentiated consciousness through to the dualistic alienation and back towards a redemptive synthesis and reunification of the individuated self within the universal matrix.

According to Anshen, we are beginning to accept our convergence with the Cosmos by allowing the mystery of our surrounding world to be gradually revealed to us. “Mind and matter, mind and brain, have converged; space, time, and motion are reconciled; man, consciousness, and the universe are reunited since the atom in a star is the same as the atom in man. ... We have reconciled observer and participant. For at last we know that time and space are modes by which we think, but not conditions in which we live and have our being. Religion and science meld; reason and feeling merge in mutual respect for each other, nourishing each other, deepening, quickening, and enriching our experiences of the life process. We have heeded the haunting voice in the Whirlwind.” (ANSHEN1983, xxii)

Fig. 3: Unifying Creation Mythology and Science: Shiva’s Cosmic Dance a symbol of creation and destruction, birth and rebirth, quite appropriately placed at the European Centre for Research in Particle Physics (CERN), in Geneva. Source: www.fritjofcapra.net/shiva.html

The scientific and philosophical paradigm shifts can thus be seen as a necessary part of a larger evolutionary process. No stage should be dismissed as a mistake; they are all integral parts of our unfolding being in its dynamic interaction with the cosmos. According to Tarnas, the Cartesian hero that has attempted the separation is a masculine, suffering hero; seeking redemption and unity, he embraces the ‘female’ cosmos. Could we not see this as the creative force that it is? Could we call this the archetypal Eros? Is longing for reunification not an act of love?

In Plato’s Symposium, Socrates and his guests attempt to decipher the nature and meaning of Eros. Socrates calls on Diotima, a priestess, who claims that the highest fulfilment of Eros is the philosopher’s conjugal union with the Idea of Beauty, which brings forth the birth of wisdom. Setting Eros against Beauty, Diotima identifies Eros as the in-between, something that is neither beautiful nor ugly, good or evil, ignorance nor wisdom; instead, she insists that Eros is capable of being either one. Answering her own question, Diotima identifies the function, the ergon of Eros as ‘giving birth in beauty, both in body and soul’, binding together, according to Hyland, the divine, and the mortal into a whole. Ultimately, Eros is the philosopher whose quest, whose telos, though unattainable, is wisdom. Eros is thus manifested as the creative in-between.

This emerging synthesis, this archetypal boundary is indeed the purpose, the direction, the Aristotelian ‘aitia’ of our being. Moreover, it is finally leading us to reunite with our alienated but not lost other. In the words of Wolfgang Pauli, from his ‘Writings on Physics and Philosophy’: “Contrary to the strict division of the activity of the human spirit into separate departments - a division prevailing since the nineteenth century - I consider the ambition of overcoming opposites, including also a synthesis embracing both rational understanding and the mystical experience of unity, to be the mythos, spoken and unspoken, of our present day and age.” (PAULI 1999, 3) Have we not always needed a myth to live by?
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Abstract
This text aims at examining the place of utopia in present times. Initially, we base ourselves on the analysis of two moments of the utopian discourse, namely the time of the sources with which one can identify the following texts: Plato's Republic, More's Utopia and Campanella's The City of the Sun. Following that, we analyse what may correspond to Bloch's theories, which constitute a kind of “re-foundation of utopia” by proposing its connection to Marxism.

From an analytic point of view, utopian discourse is conceived as a communication device that, contrary to what is generally accepted, contains as one of its main effects the mobilization in History. The theoretical apparatus shall convene the virtual, real, current, and possible concepts understood as the production components of the real.

Ultimately, we shall question the place of utopia and the symbolic, at present, before a world increasingly dominated by anthropotechnics, in which the pressing question is no longer representation but creation.

Keywords: Utopia, communication, anthropotechnics, virtual, language

1. Utopia: The non-place that wants to become the place of goodness...

The structure of the utopian thought relies mainly on the devaluation of the present, ephemeral, transitory time, valuing future time as being substantial, true, complete, and eternal. This structure has been announced since Plato in the Republic, whose influence was important in Western thought, and later in Christianity. This transformed the present into a time for the expiation of guilt given the disobedience that led to the Fall. For humanity, there was only remorse and penance so that salvation and eternal happiness could be attained. With Marxism, one of the strongest utopias of our Western world, the utopian structure, as we shall see, shall be strengthened. Conceived by Ernst Bloch as “practiced utopia”, “should be” turns into “can be”.

Utopias are traditionally intellectual creations motivated by dissatisfaction, nonconformity or even the feeling of helplessness in the face of rampant injustices in our societies. Thus, utopias are first a kind of individual, intellectual, and symbolic catharsis, assumed as a revolt. From a narrative point of view, utopias are normative since they radically refuse the present, conceived as violence (motivated by privileges, corruption, scarcity, by the arbitrariness of the power over the weak) projecting it into an idealized future.

The utopian seminal texts refer to from Plato’s Republic, to More’s Utopia and to Campanella’s The City of the Sun, proposing a world under the guise of “should be”, radically refusing the world “as is”. In this sense, the utopian discourse is a critical discourse on the reality that considers Campanella’s The Sun, proposes a world under the guise of “should be” radically refusing the world “such as it is”. Therefore, the utopian discourse is a critical discourse on reality since it assumes that the present has betrayed the fundamental human values, striving to show its restoration in a perfect society.

The figures of the city and of the island are the spatial representations inside this utopian world where human societies live in a perfect communitarianism, based on an irreproachable order illustrated by a...
rigid social hierarchy. The traditional utopian narrative, from Plato’s *Republic* to More’s *Utopia* or Campanella’s *The City of the Sun*, strives to describe minutely and obsessively such an ideal society: the *modus operandi* of social and political institutions, justice, interdictions and permissions, the adoption of ethical, civic and aesthetic values, the form and function of religion, family structure, the form of interpersonal relations, up to the regulation of sexuality itself. Utopian discourse in its narrative transforms the figure of a leader into an action maker, a leading force, usually an exceptional legislator responsible for the production of a perfect legislation. Law acquires, beyond its prescriptive function, a pedagogic character in order to educate the citizens through the correctness of its rules, which should be strictly enforced. The goal is to achieve a perfect identification among the individual, the law, and the state. On the other hand, the “ideal city” exerts on its citizens a permanent surveillance using a panoptic system, through which one may see without being seen. Peace is a function of order, and happiness can only reach a space where war and physical violence have been permanently banned.

Utopian narrative relies on the creation of a complete and perfect world, closed in upon itself, a world without otherness, where conflicts between mankind and nature, the individual and society, society and the state have been resolved; a society where the transparency of the social becomes total, and where all social mechanisms and political decisions are not concealable.

This first utopian discourse is thus in perfect harmony with the Greek root of the word *utopia*[^2], as a non-place and, simultaneously, as the “place of goodness”, as the utopian idealization is built upon the idea of a perfect harmony between freedom and order, the synthesis that will allow the experience of true happiness. Because that harmony cannot take place in existing societies, utopian thinking conceives it as occurring at an undetermined time and in a deterritorialised space, i.e., a non-place.

On this issue, Zigmund Bauman stated that human societies seek — without having achieved it so far — a compatible balance between security and freedom, yet, whenever they achieve satisfactorily one of these, the other is in deficit[^3]. This unresolved equation generates, according to Freud, the malaise in civilization. Utopia realizes the scale of the issue and tries to show that it can be resolved. This constitutes a characteristic feature of many utopias in particularly during the Renaissance. However, the place occupied by Order, that is, by law, is, in these utopias, completely dominant, which means that freedom tends to be “smothered” as the narrative of the “ideal city” becomes obsessively prey of the description of its structure.

The dominance that law and order manifest in the utopian writings also results — that is no doubt our conviction — in the cognitive effects operated through writing, reading, and the book, upon the Renaissance individual. Following Pierre Lévy analysis, in the text *The Technologies of Intelligence* (1993), writing is defined as a highly regulated, logical, linear, reflective, and operationalized structure through a variety of codes, with respect to an “extended” and durable time, unlike oral speech, which is inscribed in a “real-time” caption. Writing is more removed from people because it has to be enough by itself, in order to be “well read”, that is, unambiguous. This new writing paradigm combines itself with the new ways of reading that a book requires. On the one hand, a silent and isolated reading; on the other, the new internal organization of the text that the book presents, with its much defined spatial structure (titles, captions, an index, a bibliography, footnotes, citations). All these aspects train the writer/reader towards cognitive routines in which order acquires a key role. On the same note, McLuhan also underlines the effects that writing, associated with the press, had upon the modern individual, emphasizing the split they cause in human perception, developing its rational mechanical and orderly aspects at the expense of sensitivity and the imagination. In sum,

[^2]: Greek: ὑποταύπησις
[^3]: The Greek root *utopia* (ὑποταύπησις) means “non-place”.
what we intend to show is that these aspects contribute so that the value of order dominates freedom, which, in practice, is being subsumed by order. In this moment, what we want to underline is the fact that the symbolic order contributes to the dominance of the order and law rather than the value of freedom. This argument will be developed later when we treat the way that the culture is sign up in symbolic order. A utopian narrative assumes, from our point of view, a major illustration of how the symbolic strength acts potentiating the logic “should be” and weakening the logic of “could be”. Nonetheless, as we shall later analyse, it is the foundation of the symbolic itself that will form the basis of the rule of law and order, relegating freedom to a secondary place. This is a problem affecting not only the first but also all utopias. Freedom, the value that largely motivates them is systematically cancelled, transforming utopias into their opposites, i.e., into dystopias. In this sense, utopias, since they degenerate into dystopias, can no longer stand in place of the goodness to which the root of word, as we have stated, also refers.

2. Bloch and the foundations of utopia

This is what also occurs in Marxism, a different kind of utopia than the ones we have been addressing, since it presents itself as finished political programme. The theorizing establishing the connection between the utopian universe and Marxism is conceived by Ernst Bloch, a German philosopher of Marxist affiliation (Ludwigshafen, 1885, Tuebingen 1977) in his monumental The Principle of Hope (2005 - 2006), a three-volume work written in exile in the US, between 1938 and 1947, considered one of the finest analyses of utopia. One of the usual criticism on the utopian discourse is that its refuses to face reality by positioning itself outside time and space. “The realm of utopia is not of this world” is the phrase that best illustrates this argument. We have seen that even in utopian discourses, in which there is no action programmes but rather an imaginary exercise, such as in the case of Renaissance utopias, this criticism is unfounded for the reasons already stated. Nevertheless, in the case of Marxism, a programme of action is proposed, in order to attain communism and, therefore, the relationship between Marxism and History becomes clear.

However, let us see, for the sake of argument, how Bloch establishes the relationship between utopia and Marxism. The philosopher argues that the central element of utopia is hope and that this one is what constitutes his true reason of being, its élan. The place of utopia lies between realism and dream, between knowledge and imagination. Bloch proposes a kind of a “dialectic of goodness” governed by the “principle of hope”. Far from being “outside of History” utopia constitutes one of the most mobilizing dimensions of History. In this sense, it “produces a world”, i.e., it organizes the sense of History, framing the mobilization of the masses within the series dissatisfaction-critical-hope-revolt-realization.

From Bloch’s point of view, utopian discourse and its imaginative component is conceived as one of the fundamental components of Marxist thought, without which Marxism runs the risk of being understood — as indeed it does according to an orthodox interpretation — exclusively, as a scientific programme reduced to the observation of the “laws of history”, having a merely economist character. The Principle of Hope, while rehabilitating utopia as a fundamental category of politics and history, seeks to recover Marx’s Marxism in its entirety, giving imagination the privileged place that it has always occupied in the philosopher’s thought.

However, Bloch’s utopia is radically different from the Renaissance ones. Bloch’s has a positive character since it seeks an achievement of the future, of what has not-yet-happened. Hope, inspired above all by the imagination, motivates the struggle in the present and the building of the future. The revolution, the action required for change, is incremented primarily by hope, by a subjective privilege, which,
together with reason, whose function is to guide hope towards the communist
project, builds a positive, rationalized hope. The refound character of Bloch’s
thought, on the one hand, reaches utopia because it does not forget the present,
anticipating the future in it. Utopia becomes what is possible, that which may have a place, and such a place remains the place of goodness. On the other hand, it also impinges on Marxism itself inscribing it in the universe of humanism through the importance that the categories of imagination and hope attain for its project of change. By inscribing utopia in History as the possibility of an achieved goodness, Marxists were challenged by unexpected results. In fact, the existing socialist societies practically do not correspond at all to the hopes deposited in them. Again, utopias become dystopias, as Orwell as masterfully illustrated in his 1984. Once again, the place of goodness and has not lived there.

3. Utopia and Virtualization

Nonetheless, how does utopian imagination work? How can it be thought, as we have stated, as a producer of worlds? What is the mechanism by which it becomes incorporated in reality, creating History? The clarification of these issues leads us to the contributions of P. Lévy, and to Deleuze and Guattari presented respectively in their books, What is Virtual? and What is Philosophy? (DELEUZE and GUATTARI 1993; LÉVY 1996), which we shall analyse. The conception of the constitution of the real, expressed by Deleuze and Guattari, is greatly influenced by Bergson’s philosophy of perception. The authors conceive it as the result of an actualization of virtual images that surround it and enhance it. Such figurations “emerge” under the pressure of specific social circumstances and policies incorporating themselves in the universe of experience. According to the authors of Mille Plateaux, the virtual is a dimension of the real, one of its constituents, a power that actualizes itself in our experience according to the circumstances in which it is questioned.

Ideas, objects, finally, all existing things, are the result of a contamination of images that are virtually associated with them and whose achievements “appear” motivated by given social, cultural, and historical circumstances. In this conception, the real is involved in a universe of virtualities, “ready” to be actualized. The virtual should also be distinguished from the possible since this one would be already constituted in a latent, static, complete state, ready to be incorporated into the real. Contrarily, a kind of tensional environment, comprising a complexity of connections, forces, tendencies, which involve an idea, an event, and an object, constitutes the virtual. Its actualization is thus more problematic and complex than the universe of the possible.

In the same manner as utopia, the virtual has as its matrix the idea of a “non-preset” that opens itself to an actualization, that is, to the real. Utopian narratives of the Renaissance are incorporated into the real through fundamental figurations that will be later incorporated into Modernity. One could point out as examples the figure of mankind and his central role in the world, the place of religion in society, the centrality of the figure of Reason, the subject as a principal category of History, and the preponderance values of order, freedom, solidarity and equality. These utopias are stories whose main function it to highlight the importance of these figures in reality through a narrative structure. The value of these utopias reveals itself in the importance of these figures for human development. They do not inscribe themselves into a logic of the possible, that is, of the realizable, of the “could be”, as is the case of the Marxist utopias, as we have seen, but in the purely virtual, in a “not present”, narrated as an imagined environment which is not without tensions with the experienced. Thus, they are discourses that do not fail to question History, showing a latent dissatisfaction upon the present, through the representation of the main figures of novelty of change. They are not destined to make a revolution; in fact, there is no conceived project of change. Here, in the context
of Renaissance humanism, we are rather within the imaginary experimentation of virtual worlds. Nonetheless, they were privileged vehicles of controversy, as stated by Antonio Monclus. These utopias are imagined and written for a literary society, for elite, a club, for a club of the humanist movement, as Sloterdijk designates. They are texts that work History believing in time, believing, eventually, that time shall prove them right.

4. Change, Speed and Technology or All that is Solid Melts into Air

Technology, a new force that Modernity saw arising within the industrial world, has raised vast hopes by promising formidable achievements for which all individuals yearn. The association between science and technology has increased humankind’s transformative capacity in such a manner, that it was impossible, given the emerging possibilities, that human societies were not able to bring forth transformations able to benefit all. Moreover, technological expansion made possible one of the most productive periods of utopias and dystopias in the Western world. Lewis Mumford (2007) confirms this when he points out that more than two thirds of utopias were written in the nineteenth-century. Marx also underlined, in 1848, the importance of technology for the industrial world, in the Communist Manifesto, when describing the alterations in the pace of change in liberal societies. The phrase that became emblematic — “all that is solid melts into air” — synthesizes one of the effects of technology: speed. With it, Marx was drawing our attention to one of the most important achievements of Modernity: the acceleration of History. In the nineteenth-century context, the phrase clearly referred to the speed of change in societies, stressing the importance of such reality in order for the bourgeoisie to maintain power. However, it has a great relevance nowadays, to the point of assuming astonishingly prescient characteristics. With the technologies of communication and information, developed in the post-industrial era, this acceleration has been greatly intensified. In this context, Marx’s phrase can be interpreted not metaphorically but literally, in fact, ICT (information and communication technologies) transform “atoms into bits” (to use an expression by Negroponte (1999), and make the individual — should we continue citing Negroponte — into a “digital being”. It is in this context that, more clearly, the social effects of digital technologies cut deeper than it may have appeared. They affect the axial axes of human experience — time and space. On the one hand, we are faced with the creation of a new space — the virtual space. This is the space of computer networks generating a huge attraction since it is also the space of desire, where everything can be carried out, contrary to “natural” space, governed by the principle of reality, where law, obligation, responsibility, order, and censorship become masters. On the other hand, they have compacted time, constricting it, i.e., accelerating it in such a manner that they almost nullified its duration. Our social time is not a human biological time, but an instantaneous time, a “real time”, the time of “intelligent machines”. With the spread of digital language and the expansion of the media universe, authentic prolongations or extensions of ourselves, as McLuhan anticipated, human societies have radically transformed themselves.

5. From Anthropo-logical to Anthropotechnics

The issue of acceleration is directly related to the theme of utopia. As we have analysed, the utopian structure always projects the good society into the future. Be it under the form of “ought to be” or under the mode “may be”. Nonetheless, the present is always denied by dissatisfaction. It should be pointed out that acceleration produces the tension to get out of the present, bringing us closer to the future. If we combine this effect with another — simulation — a digital manipulation strategy that allows us to work on a
model anticipating its effects, we realize that the utopian structure is now permeated by questions that challenge its operational capacity. Yet that is not all. The application of technology to human beings — referring to the universe of action of biotechnologies — has sparked a debate on complex decisions that contemporary societies are called to undertake and that are central to the future of humankind. We intend to show that this problem, involving key issues of an ethical, political, social, and cultural nature, also has a substantial relevance concerning the place that utopian thinking occupies in contemporary times.

In this essay, we follow the thought of Gilbert Hottois (2005), which raises the question of the ban on the use of biotechnology in humans, in particular, in the trials related to their cloning. Establishing the difference in attitude between Europe, with a more closed position, and the US, taking a more open one with which Hottois agrees. The author frames the issue noting that Western culture has always considered technology as a reality inscribed in the universe of the homo faber. They should therefore only be applicable to the environment in which humans live, arguing that they have nothing to do with the individuals themselves, seen as rational and free beings. That is, technology has always been conceived as being definitely outside culture, when considered in its most noble sense, that is, when identified with the symbolic order. Against this postulate, one should open an exception concerning medical technologies, to which only certain interventions are in fact allowed, namely those whose purpose is to restore the physical condition of the human being, its balance, and its natural order. Therefore, any medical procedure aimed at improving or exploiting with a view to this improvement is, reprehensible in principle, although many areas of medicine take as problematic this axiom, as is the case of sports medicine, genetics, breeding, and neurosciences, among others. This way of thinking is itself what Hottois designates by the anthropo-logical, meaning with this term that it is only through the logos, the word, that the human being is and evolves. This means that human beings are allowed to be creative from a symbolic point of view, i.e., to create images, languages, representations of all kinds, even though techno-physical creation is completely banned, as well as calling into question the order of nature and, above all, modifying one’s own nature. In terms of a cosmic order, God or nature would be legitimately creators, but individuals should remain creatures. Their transcendence would be restricted to the symbolic order.

It is against this conception of man that anthropotechnics reacts. It may be argued that allowing, without limitations, for an intervention of technology in our human becoming is to run very serious risks, and this is completely true. No one with a minimum of common sense would agree with such a solution. The problem is that limits should not be absolute, as the defenders of the “untouchable” understand, but contingent and modifiable since they depend on the circumstances. Hottois wants to leave this quite clear: we do not pretend to dispute the existence of limits, but only their absolutism, their essentialism. That is, their position regarding experimentation of biotechnology in humans should be possible, but properly regulated or controlled.

What we want to show with this apparent drift on biotechnology is that the refusal of the present and the appreciation of the future by utopia are related, as we shall see, with its subordination to the symbolic order (language) and to its foundations, while the anthropotechnical project is based on completely different assumptions, which offset the utopian logic. Let us look then at the principles of the symbolic order. First, it is based on the conception of man as a being defined as a linguistic entity. This definition goes back to the Greeks, more specifically to Aristotle, who defined us as animals who speak. Contemporary thought departs from this principle, adducing other arguments, among others, of a psychoanalytical and anthropological order, developed by Freud and Lacan. It is language that constitutes and institutes humankind as a subject, that
organizes it by imposing norms (the function of law) that limits it and, at the same time, that stabilizes it. The incest interdiction is the archetypical institution founded on the Father-Law-Order synthesis. It is this decree that allows for our access to the symbolic order, i.e., the order of culture, which enables social organization and the procreation of the species. This prohibition is responsible for overcoming the chaotic state in which humans lived, using, however, their power, the fullness of their strength, although not controlled. There, everything was possible, everything could be. The order of culture, the order of the symbolic, came to place boundaries on this state, establishing the virtual, and a mediation structure that operates as a kind of “censorship”, adjusting what is in power in the real, to the various codes and conventions, i.e., to culture. Without law and order, anything could happen. Anything would be possible. It should be pointed out that anthropotechnics recovers, at present, all that logic that preceded the incest interdiction, where everything could be possible, awakening the human forces still not controlled, proposing a world organized no longer by symbolic representation, but by creation. Now, we return once more to our initial subject: utopia can only be possible as it uses a linguistic strategy able to produce a “gap” between the present and the future. Designing or representing the future in the present is what you can do with language, with the symbolic. However, humankind can nowadays adopt the logic of anthropogenics, liberate itself, finally, from such limitations and create, create in fact, possible futures.
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Abstract
In this paper, the author advances the thesis that utopia has always been an indispensable horizon to philosophical thinking and political praxis and the lack of utopian imagination would render both philosophy and politics dead. This is what the author refers to as “utopian pact”. The author traces genealogy of the utopian pact from Thomas More’s *Utopia* and paying tribute to Theodor W. Adorno. For Adorno the “utopia of knowledge” embodies the desire to reach sensuality without resorting to a conceptual framework. For Fredric Jameson “dialectics of identity and difference” is the source of dynamics which eventually turns any given utopia into a “program” or “impulse” in three distinct areas - that of the body, time and community. And in Ernst Bloch’s approach, utopia is cast as “the principle of hope” embracing all life domains to such an extent that “being” either becomes utopia or blends with it. Corroborating a claim that “there is no alternative to utopia”, the author elucidates its true meaning. The promise of happiness and the expectation of a kingdom come though both unthinkable yet formally admissible are in fact compulsory; we must categorically request the utopia for it is not a Chimera but a kind of “protean investment” and “political practice”.
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1. What is the utopian pact?
Dreams are the essence of sovereign humanity and the foremost dream of humanity represents a desire for self-establishing a community that is in fact a definitional part of humanity itself. Should such a dream be lacking we would speak of “population” instead of “humanity”, or, in other words, we would represent “naked humanity”. However, utopian dreams are not as innocent as they may seem. Dreams of a different society seek not so much “imaginary islands” but project our “hopes” by relating them to the future. Therefore, the “ideas-images” fuse with “myths” of State-Nation, Progress, and Revolution. Consequently, utopian imagination becomes a particular form of organizing a wider set of ideas. Only in schematic terms utopia is “always subversive” and collective memory is “always conservative”; historical reality proves to be much richer and much more complex because there are “invented traditions” along with “archaeologies of the future”. Similarly, there are “times past” which have never happened before and there are “times to come” which have already taken place. Utopia is therefore conceivable only as a distortion; distortion of time and the order of history.

Utopias have been bandied about in the past and still are bandied about nowadays, although not in all life domains. We have thus acknowledged “dynamic utopia”, i.e., the ethical and political utopia aiming at discovery of Rousseau’s “authentic man”, and along with that we acknowledge “elite utopia”, i.e., the social-aesthetic utopia of a Madame de Staël. The prerequisite of the latter is social inequality; the existence of idle, leisure class attempting to synthesize intellectual debate and political intrigue. Elite does not, of course, eliminate social status but it is only able to suspend it. Elite may only attempt to create a life form by indulging in worldly leisure activities. In turn, Rousseau’s dynamic utopia is based on belief that abolishing social and economic inequality is possible. While elite utopia is private space dedicated to
public service, Rousseau’s dynamic utopia is public space catering to private needs. New Heloise warrants life fulfillment from work and provincial life. Socialized individualism, gentle manners, play and idleness – these are the qualities in elite utopia. Work, communism, and utility, simplicity of manners and morals, commitment to work towards community – these are the features of New Heloise.

To Madame de Staël the appropriate life is consumed in talking about politics and literature. To Rousseau appropriate is action. To Madame de Staël all evil stems from lack of social ranks and distinctions. To Rousseau inequality and the lines between “mine” and “yours” are evil. Considering the above inconsistencies allow me to question what indeed constitutes a utopia.

The answer the questions: “what is utopia?” and “what is its philosophical and political meaning?” let us first review the genealogy of utopia. To begin with, a paradigmatic text to all utopian imagination is Thomas More’s *Utopia* published in 1516. The full title of this important book is *Libellus aureus salutaris minus quam nec festivus de optimo Reipublicae stat de que nova insula Utopia* that translates to “A truly golden little book, no less beneficial than entertaining, of a republic’s best state and of the new island Utopia”. The protagonist of this golden little book, a traveller Raphael Hythlodaeus is a clever storyteller, philosopher and a sailor, so to say an amalgam of Plato and Ulysses, who testifies to the existence of a country with the capital city in Amaurotum, which is a city-mirage in itself, a city-in-the-dark, and a city in *felix locus*. At first glance, Utopia is short of a sheer lunacy with the potential to lead all history of utopia into the territory of “political madness”. Yet, this golden book lays foundation for a paradigmatic topic in literature; a fictionalized account of a travel. Along with this topic we get another one; the account of a fictitious society living “nowhere” in this world. This contexture establishes what I refer to as the utopian pact.

Our key word literally translates to “not-place” (Greek οὐ-τόπος), but it may well stand for “good-place” (Greek εὐ-τόπος) if not in fact “best-place” or “best-country/state/regime” imaginable, which in Moore’s rendering eclipses that of Plato’s. One may easily conclude that the best political community, even if conceivable, is set nowhere else but in human imagination and is a derivative product of knowledge. In this interpretation utopia does not represent reality but nonetheless it comes into existence upon it being conceived and founded in text. It is this liaison of foundational text and both geographic and ontological hyper-reality of a given space that constitute “the utopian pact”.

It is the intrinsic characteristics of the genre to refer to More’s text. History and succession of utopian generations are exemplified in later utopias and incorporated into all utopian imagination. Utopian discourse, just as philosophical, carries with it the obligation to respond to the whole lot of utopian tradition, which has preceded it and created it. Consequently, the history of utopia brings with it its entire history. The social entirety is neither Law, nor Love, nor Nature; it is neither Money, nor Delight, nor Relativity, nor even Indifference. The social entirety is the utopia of unification of all and everything and reconciliation between all and everything. This is why utopia always claims the Social Whole (without the Law, or without Marriage, Money, Necessity, Labour, Procreation, institutions, etc.). This dream, as we can imagine it, can only be fulfilled outside the Whole, on a particular island, on an isolated territory - be it Corsica, Utopia, Haiti, Poland, or Nowhere. Utopia is a paradoxical dream of entirety outside the Whole.

What separates the narrative of More and Hythlodaeus from Plato’s theorizing myth narrative or from St. Paul’s revealed truth narrative is “engineering” of the utopian narrative along narrating the story. They are neither prophets who through the illumination wish to restore paradise on Earth, nor they are philosophers who wish to convey truths beyond the grasp of reason. Their intellectual effort is to construct representations and render them as
artefacts. The prerequisite for creation of a utopian paradigm is the creation of a particular place to be occupied by the intellectual who may then claim the right to imagine an alternative social and political reality. Let us try to understand this invention concurrently with the invention of a space of thought. Set aside the critique of existing reality or design of a perfect reality, their endeavour is to discover territories inhabited by people living a good life.

In this respect, utopians have something of geographers, explorers, and anthropologists. Utopia and satire are not necessarily their own inverses. Satire is not in fact anti-political genre as it challenges mindless, stupid life, life controlled by habits, existing laws, and rules of a fallen world. In the light of utopia whoever lives that way is a fool. Of course, nothing stands in the way to invent new and perfect community, but the mere fact of inventing “real communities” living in harmony with their own desire has the potential to establish a paradigm for the utopian imagination and inspires one to “play utopia”. When Benedict Spinoza in the preamble to his Theological-Political Treatise ridicules the entire philosophical tradition by bringing it either to the formula of utopian design of an ideal political order or to the formula of a satirical commentary on human nature he only bears witness to his not understanding a new concept of “concrete utopia”. Intellectual exercises within the paradigm of “concrete utopia” contribute in their own way to answering the grand question of modernity about the possibility of a self-establishing society, a society whose self-determination is based on no external order, yet it binds individuals into community, a community exercising full control over itself. So conceived it is a society not so much disenchanted as it is prepared to maintain a new type of touch with reality.

Utopia is not a Chimera as it is often inaccurately claimed. It is only in everyday speech where we may identify, not without reason, some utopias with “chimeras”. This said, concrete utopias are certainly not the case. Utopian imagination, and in particular its tendency to include in one project the entirety of social otherness is parallel to presenting people as they should be instead of what they really are. In other words, utopias are “chimeric” as far as they stem from desire for logical, consistent, transparent society and a belief that social life can be freely transformed and rationalized. Well, it is simply beyond possible. What we call a “real utopia” is not a representation of our longing for a perfect society or for complete rationality and it neither is a satire on existing society. “Real utopia” is an incentive for inventing “other spaces” and putting them into action by incorporating “imaginary realities” into real and material political order.

At one time, in its history, Utopia was called “Abraxa” and it was inhabited by uncouth and fractious horde. Abraxas is a term of the Supreme Deity in Persian and Gnostic mythologies. Hellenistic texts on magic the word exemplifies magical logic and is synonymous with fullness. It probably derives from the Hebrew ha-berak-hah meaning a blessing, or it is a superposition of two Hebrew words - abh and bara that could mean “the Unbegotten Father.” In More’s narrative the land of Abraxa was conquered by King Utopus who, as the community’s founder, ordered to dig a 15-mile wide channel in order to separate it from the mainland. Later Utopus, we are told, the tyrant and colonizer, raises the quality of man’s life there to unprecedented level. Interestingly, Utopia is constituted only when Utopus separates it from the Whole. Utopia is therefore the political form of a blessed region, of unbegotten territory, a full part, and not Whole. In other words, utopia is representation a project of social life other than that remaining under the rule of the Father or in the name of the Father. In this sense, “real utopia” is always an anti-Oedipal project.

The birth of utopia is closely related to the birth of modern, enlightened forms of tyranny. In 1514, at the time More is writing Utopia, Machiavelli publishes The Prince. At first glance, The Prince, whose motive is political effectiveness devoid of any scruples, is in every way opposed to
Utopia, whose inspiration was primarily moralistic and evangelical humanism. However, one may wonder whether the Utopians, trying to win the war by cunning, bribery, intrigues, etc., are not in fact “machiavellists”. Likewise, there are elements of utopia in The Prince. After all, we get there a glimpse of a fair and orderly community founded on rational practice of policy. The modern forms of stupidity diagnosed by Desiderius Erasmus, utopia discovered by More, and modern politics designed by Machiavelli are all “inventions” of the same time.

We come across Machiavelli’s great theme in Rousseau’s Great Legislator along with the problematics of antinomies that go along with it. A mythical founder of the community must be free from all human weaknesses because only such a figure may transcend corrupt and anomic society to pursue its reform. Where such a figure relies on political status or prestige, it would make of it a fatherly figure (such as Stalin) or a charismatic fascist-type superman. Übermensch of Nietzsche, Freud’s Moses, Modern Prince of Antonio Gramsci, the big Other of Lacan are figures that successively struggle with the same dilemma.

Images of a new society irresistibly permeate the sphere of human life where public dreams are collected, compiled, and devised. Utopian paradigm, once it is set and begins to take effect on social imagination is both inert and it gains momentum. By virtue of imitation utopian stories multiply in series and the term “utopia”, becoming generic and broadens its scope of meaning without compromising on accuracy. Over the years, the genre spawned para-utopias and anti-utopias. Further, we shall trace the history of utopian pact by the milestones in the history of human dreams (of ideas).

2. Genealogy of utopian pact and its decay

It would be worthwhile to trace the genealogy of utopian projects from Charles Fourier’s Théorie des quatre mouvements et des destinées générales published as early as 1808, then move on to Henri de Saint-Simon’s late work Catechism des industriels published in years 1823 to 1824, Victor Considérant’s La Destinée Sociale of 1836, Barthélemy Prosper Enfantin’s La Vie éternelle passée, présente, future from 1861, and finally Frederick Engels’ famous text Socialism: Utopian and Scientific from 1880, Georges Sorel’s Reflections on violence from 1908, Ernst Bloch’s Geist der Utopie from 1918 and Karl Mannheim’s Ideology and Utopia from 1929. Such was the blazing trail of the utopian pact project. I put dates of these works on purpose so that we can fully appreciate the timeline.

To comprehend fully the utopian pact we should at all cost refrain from associating it with messianism or millenarism. After all, we refrain from tracing crypto-theology in liberal and conservative projects just as we do without it inspecting communism and socialism. Truly, no known utopia pronounces the coming of the Kingdom of God. When Thomas Müntzer made public his Prager Manifesto in 1521, entwining the vision the coming Kingdom with the advent of the New Man and initiated German Peasants’ War (peasant uprising) spanning the years from 1524 to 1526. What inspired the peasants was the revealed Word of God rather than a work of fiction or a fantasy novel. For More, on the other hand, the founder of utopian discourse, the idea of social diversity was a product of the written word and imagination that allowed setting on a non-existent island a narrative space wherein ideas-images can mingle with other forms of imagery. Millenarian ideas only support the idea of “Earth-without-Evil” - there is no mention to a perfectly designed, isolated place on Earth where people live a good life. Messianism was it ever compared to utopia, is at best much-generalized utopianism as it pertains to all humanity and to all world. This, as we have already stated, stands in sharp contrast to the regionalism and material setting in the utopian pact.

In the course of the 18th century, the utopian pact gets gradually abandoned. It is the time when utopias give way to
para-utopias. The milestone works in this transformation are *Micromégas*, a 1752 pioneering work of science fiction by Voltaire, Rousseau’s 1761 epistolary novel *Julie, ou le New Heloise* depicting life of a community in Clarens, Donatien-Alphonse-François de Sade’s *Aline et Valcour ou Le Roman philosophique* published in 1786 and, of course, Jonathan Swift’s novel *Gulliver’s Travels* 1726. *Micromégas* (from Greek *mikrós* - “small” and *megas* - “great”) is a resident of a planet in the solar system of Sirius, who in his travel across the universe happens to visit eighteenth century Earth where he encounters a group of scholars returning from a scientific expedition. In his naivety, Micromégas mistakes Earth for a place of perfect happiness. Philosophers manage to prove it otherwise by presenting men as “fools, rogues, and unhappy people”. Micromégas confuses hell with paradise, large with small, senses with reason, madness with presence of mind, and fiction with reality. In *Micromégas* utopia is therefore distorted and Voltaire’s book embodies what we may refer to as para-utopia.

It is for the first time in history that the seals on utopian pact are broken. The reader encounters two opposite civilizations based on offsetting principles. As a result, the idea of universal standard suffers damage. It is for the first time when fictitious societies can be looked upon as para-societies. Rousseau and Voltaire, Sade and Swift, each author in its own way conjures up fantasies that undermine the power of travel experience along with the possibility of a site separate from the rest of the world. It cannot be ruled out that Michel Houellebecq’s *The Possibility of an Island* brings the paradigm of para-utopia to the end. Para-, a loanword from Greek meaning “at or to one side of, beside, side by side” does not make of para-utopia a sheer contradiction of utopia. Likewise, adjective “paranormal” does not contradict “normal” and the epithet “paramedic” does not imply inept imitation of medicine. Para-utopia is a utopia “at the side of island” and “as if on an island”. Two works herald the coming of anti-utopia. It is *The Brave New World* by Aldous Huxley’s published in 1932 and a 1949 George Orwell’s *Nineteen Eighty-Four*. With these two major works the search for a paradigmatic territory, for normative legislation and for exemplary constitution are all abandoned. Anti-utopias are not in search of secluded islands, they abandon geography and space altogether. In return, however, the heroes of these works need to be shifted in time. Anti-utopias are set in “times different” and “beyond present”. Of course, these a settings do not share the characteristics of “proto-time”. Utopian ideas are set in history; for it is in the course of time, that utopia may come to fruition.

There are reasons to talk about conversion of space into time, ou-topia into ou-chronos. The imaginary society which before was set somewhere-else is now situated in imaginary time. It is tempting to speak of the contemporary crisis of enclosed spaces - such as that of prison, hospital, school, or factory in terms of this more fundamental shift. It seems that the very idea of a happiness stands in opposition to a “closed space” such as that of an island. Today, closed places are seen as unfortunate. Similarly to the aforementioned text by Michel Houellebecq, Peter Sloterdijk’s *In the World Interior of Capital: Towards a Philosophical Theory of Globalization* is likely the last chapter of the history of “architectural” utopia which eventually transforms closed space into a human conservatory subjected to political inbreeding.

For both Orwell and for Huxley the principle of a community is that “everyone belongs to everyone else”. Huxley’s Directorate of Hatcheries and Conditioning ensures that through conditioning people accept their inescapable social destiny. Socializing therefore, instead of being a boon to civilization turns out to be its greatest curse. Politics is a constellation of actions undertaken by directorates, which pursue transformation of basic concepts in language. Politics is narrowed down to the politics of collective semantic madness. It is the policy of madness even more so, when we
consider that instead of being detached from reality it questions the reality of intersubjective meanings. Earlier, Swift confronted human nature with the ideal and concluded that it is beyond human reach. In contemporary anti-utopia, however, it is utopia that turns out to be below the standard of human abilities. The focal point of both these novels is the conflict between imperfectly realized utopia that turns into a nightmare and irreducible values found in humans. Here, human nature is no longer the norm; it is the target for subsequent techniques aimed at thinking humanity anew.

Could we go wrong in concluding that humankind today fears dreaming? Does humanity fear the radical dream? Is Huxley’s and Orwell’s warning strong enough to cause fear and constrain human imagination? As it was once aptly noted, the onset of anti-utopia made of utopia nothing but a story, in other words, utopia became known as fiction. Is it not the reason why 20th century presented us with a plethora of works of fiction in this respect? Let us take, for example, anti-utopian writings of Philip Dick and Ursula Le Guin, Isaac Asimov or Stanislaw Lem along with the abundance of science fiction films such as *Surrogates*, *Men in Black*, *The Matrix* trilogy, *The Alien* series and more recently *Prometheus* to mention but a few? Utopia today is not a “concrete utopia” and it is no longer appears a necessary component of the human project. The slogan “utopia or death” has been replaced with “utopia is death”.

3. **Heterotopia or philosophy in the service of utopia**

Perhaps the most astounding is the relationship between utopia and myth. There is a clear trade between myths and utopias: utopias expand and radicalize the potentials and promises of the future (although they can as well put them into inertia in a closed system of ideas), and at the same time utopias draw the dynamics and symbolic material from myths. On the other hand, the mythical resource easily carries utopia away and brings dangerously close to totalitarianism. In this world of global voyeurism, in the times of universal surveillance, utopia loses its liberating and subversive potential. Utopia is often the enemy of freedom, and all the more dangerous that it is masked by the allure of myth. Utopia therefore serves as the anticipation of totalitarian world, not to say: the concentration world.

This new utopian formula led to comparisons of More’s *libellus aures* and Fourier’s *phalanstère* to Gulag. The images of utopia were hastily subjected to prosecution. Utopia was declared dead. Certainly, the haste all too quickly gave rise to false accusations. Utopia faltered but never gave in for one important reason. Utopia was never intended to conserve time but it neither was meant to pursue radical acceleration of time. Utopia is a shake-up of all times available, all available stories, histories, and lands. It is myth that remains at the service of conserving time and making history inert. Therefore, it is chiefly myth that should be sabotaged and protested against, not the utopian imagination.

In order to account for the relations between utopias and totalitarianisms we need to ask questions that are historically accurate. We need to restrict our questions to this or that particular utopia in the context of any given totalitarian system, and especially in its ideology. Having adopted the thesis that there exist concrete utopias we simply cannot proceed otherwise. For example, communist utopia paves the way to revisionism because it remains autonomous from the use that authorities make of it. Consequently, the authorities can be subjected to criticism on the grounds of utopia. Let us recall Nikolai Berdyaev’s warning addressing the utopian imagination of the totalitarian and post-totalitarian policies: “Utopias have today become more real than ever.” The reality of utopia does not mean that the fiction of anti-utopia can be confused with reality. More than ever, utopias are now susceptible to manipulation by means of modern communications technologies, powerful means of propaganda, and new media. Today, the historical appeal of utopia can easily be fabricated by totalitarian power or by the
forces wishing to monopolize or confiscate social imagination. Utopia has evolved into nothing but a story at the very moment when we saw it turning real. It may seem a contradiction, but only if we forget about the new stage of virtuality in modern times.

As utopia transforms into anti-utopia it becomes a projection of fear of anomaly, disturbance, general strike, or of unknown future, and thus it begins to fear its own self. The image of other society is placed in the future at hand’s reach. True, it is future imagined but by no means it is chimerical nor it belongs to fiction. The advent of this future is supposedly predestined by the inevitable course of history known as Progress, culminating with a utopia becoming a reality. Bright, utopian future is the manifestation of the Enlightenment. Utopia belongs to the era of light. In modern times, however, our light is artificial and mediated. People live behind the soft bluish glow of their smartphone and tablet screens, which provide for a new synthesis of time and space, media and body but also mediate false utopias. The main feature of utopia of the Enlightenment was its transparency. In modern and postmodern world the one and only “concrete utopia” is to be found in the shadow, it is shadow where one retreats to in order to avoid overexposure in the real world that is constantly illuminated by the electric glow. Let us remember that before the conquest by Utopus the land of Abraxa was left in the dark.

I return to the question of our fear of utopia. What is it that makes us seek the revolutionary and progressive base in the “real” and deny the power of abstractions? Is it the expression of our thirst for concrete reality, fear of being disconnected from the world, or yet a trauma of thus far realized utopias? Michel Foucault wrote: “First there are the Utopias. Utopias are sites (emplacements) with no real place. They are sites that have a general relation of direct or inverted analogy with the real space of Society.” After utopias there come heterotopias. Heterotopias are sites (lieux) determined by their social and political organization which are like counter-sites (contre-emplacements); effectively enacted Utopias. Heterotopias are not “abstractions” subject to “imaginary order”, they do have a “real agenda” and are a sort of “effectively played utopia”. Heterotopias are abstractions reversed and realised. Rousseau depicts heterotopia in The New Heloise where Clares community live “invented tradition” and “naturalized culture”. The protagonists, Wolmar and Julie celebrate a bountiful grape harvest and live in eternal feast day. In a choir, singing in unison there are no leaders and everyone is equal, everyone sings on their own but in one voice, which allows them to forget about their loneliness. Utopia is played out “univocally” and “unanimously”.

Theodor W. Adorno presents us with the “utopia of knowledge” embodying desire to reach sensuality without resorting to a conceptual framework; without the help of concepts. Fredric Jameson addresses utopia in terms of desire and the “dialectics of identity and difference” being the source of dynamics which eventually turns any given utopia into a “program” or “impulse” in three distinct areas - that of the body, time and community. We also have Ernst Bloch’s approach wherein utopia is cast as “the principle of hope” embracing all life domains to such an extent that “being” either becomes utopia or blends with it. Myself, I would not hesitate to admit, “there is no alternative to utopia”. Paraphrasing Bloch, the promise of happiness, the expectation of a kingdom come, and our hope for dreams come true - though all unthinkable are formally admissible and are in fact compulsory; we must persist and categorically request a utopia. Utopia is real - it manifests human will and as such it a kind of “protean investments” and “political practice”.
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Abstract
This presentation comprises the investigation of *Carta del Carnaro*, written by Gabriele D’Annunzio and Alceste De Ambris, with the objective of analysing the utopian, literary, and modernist aspects of the fiuman constitution. Promulgated in 1920, during the military occupation of the city of Fiume, *Carta del Carnaro* is the fundamental law of the new Italian state. Written in a poetic form, this document is considered a very curious literary exercise to build an imaginary ideal state. The transfiguration of the State form in a prose *d’arte* evokes a magnanimous dream that through politics, man can repair their miseries, offering dignity and social justice to the society. The State is conceived as an artificial being, formed from the will of a people; it would represent the structure inside of which man could develop its faculties and fully achieve its nature. *Carta del Carnaro* is considered an extremely important document for its aesthetic and literary value, but also its political significance. The fusion of mystical and religious radical elements offered an immeasurable contribution to modern political theory.

The aim of this text is to evaluate how the historical events experienced by the generation that lived during the Great War served as a background so that we can understand the direction of the Italian vanguard and how the aesthetic formalization of their ideals transformed the early 20th Century Italy into a political laboratory.

Keywords: *Carta del Carnaro*; Gabriele D’Annunzio; Alceste De Ambris; utopia; fascism.

Between Utopia and Politics
At the end of the Great War and with the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian and the Ottoman Empires, the winning countries got the opportunity to redesign the political and geographical world map. Italy, which fought along with the Triple Entente, presented its delegation in Paris on January 18th, 1919. The London Pact, affirmed on April 26th, 1915, determined that in the case of victory, Italy would have the right to the territories of the Trentino, High Adige until Brennero, Trieste, Gorizia, occidental part of Istria, Dalmatia and its islands and the part of the colonial estate of Germany and the Ottoman Empire. These territorial conquests matched the irredentist’s claims for the conclusion of the process of Italian unification and the imperialist yearnings of nationalist groups. The American president Woodrow Wilson was not part of the Pact and openly opposed the fulfilment of the private agreements signed at the beginning of the war. As a diplomatic alternative, he proposed 14 points that should be followed by the winning nations with the objective to guarantee world peace. As far as Italy was concerned, the American president declared that its borders would have to be readjusted following clearly recognizable nationality dividing lines. The city of Fiume was not enclosed in the area to be annexed by Italy, according to the London Pact, and since the end of world war, was occupied with battalions of the American French, British, and
Italian armies. An atmosphere of tension between the diverse ethnic groups that composed the local population took the city of Fiume. Without ever belonging to the claims of the Italian irredentist movement, the “question of Fiume” only became a central diplomatic stalemate when the just-instituted Consiglio Nazionale Italiano di Fiume, presided by Antonio Grossich, declared that, on the basis of the principle of self-determination of the peoples, the majority of the population of the city (BERTOTTO, 2009, p. 50) desired to join the Kingdom of Italy.

In the Peace Conference, the Italian delegation, directed by the ministry Vittorio Emanuele Orlando and Sidney Sonnino, demanded the fulfilment of a maximum program, that is, of the London Pact and the city of Fiume. This proposal was slandered in such a way both by the allies and by President Woodrow Wilson, for being considered an imperialist proposal and transgressive to the order. The problem was that the Italian delegation tried to reconcile two incompatible diplomatic conceptions. After all, it requested that the right of self-determination of the people should have to prevail as a criterion in the case of Fiume, but not in the other territories established to Italy by the London Pact.

Pressured by the public opinion, Vittorio Emanuele Orlando and Sidney Sonnino abandoned the Peace Conference temporarily. The gesture of hostility with regard to the allies would not go unnoticed. At the end, Italy got the territories written in the London Pact but, due to the behaviour of its delegation, it did not participate of the allotment of the former-colonies of the dissolved Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian Empires. The diplomatic deadlock on the territories of Fiume and Dalmatia kept on. Since it became so difficult to establish a border between Italy and the just-formed Yugoslavia, on the 8th of August of 1919, it was determined that the administration of Fiume would be run by an Inter-allied Military Commission, composed by French, English, American and Italian military troops, while the question remained undefined.

The poet Gabriele D’Annunzio, taking advantage of the atmosphere of resentment to exercise a nationalistic and imperialist campaign, created the slogan “vittoria mutilata”. The expression synthesized a diffuse sensation of disillusionment between the masses, that the war was not really won since its conquests had been embezzled. During the negotiations promoted in the Peace Conference, the idea that the allies had not recognized the effort of Italy was disseminated. It was believed that Italy had been deceived by its allies and that, therefore, the Italian victory had been mutilated. Gabriele D’Annunzio, ‘poet vate’ of the nation, publicly demanded the right of the State for the city of Fiume, based on the right to self-determination of the people and in the trend of the Italianity. Thus, Fiume became a martyr city and symbol of an incomplete triumph.

In the morning of September 12th, 1919, the celebrated poet and war hero Gabriele D’Annunzio and an army of legionaries (composed by former-combatants and defectors) had taken the city of Fiume by assault. The entrance became a great theatrical act. Acclaimed by local crowd, the poet took ownership of the government of the city and publicly declared the annexation of Fiume to the Kingdom of Italy. The act of Gabriele D’Annunzio was not only a challenge to the authority of the chairperson of the board of Ministers, Francesco Saverio Nitti - that ironically was called “Cagoia” by the poet as a nickname - and a spectacular example of international violence, but a great gesture of insubordination of the army and the navy to the Italian crown.

Therefore, not solely for this reason the occupation of Fiume must be considered a fact of great importance in the history of modern Italy. Federico Chabod calls attention to the fact that the dannunzian expedition was considered by leaders of the just-formed fascist movement a form of trial for the Marcia su Rome. The fiumanism, as a mass movement originated from the Great War and as radical reaction to the socialism and the old Italian liberal class, offered a new political form to the fascist movement. Dino Grandi and Italo Balbo, together
The occupation of Fiume was characterized by a climate of adventure and revolt against the old order. The atmosphere was a festive one and deferment of rules. Moreover, while the poet isolated himself from reality in a universe imagined by him, the political and economical situation in Italy deteriorated. Scarcity of charcoal, the lira devaluation, and inflation created general discontent that culminated in a series of strikes, which halted the country. The fascist’s squadrons, paramilitary organization led by Benito Mussolini that opposed violently the worker’s movements generated a civil war atmosphere, which prevented the political and economical recovery of the country. These grave political episodes slowly started to diffuse the attention and interest for the Fiume question.

The post-war economic situation was also disastrous in Fiume. Ousted internationally, the city was surviving on Italian government resources, donations and pirate acts. Gradually the local population became dejected with the constant chaos and the inconvenient deficit caused by the dannunzian government. Political divergences between the radical factions that supported the Fiumian occupancy also harmed the cohesion of the movement. Against the loss of effectiveness of the previous Constitution, and with the need to provide stability to the process of social change, the Carta del Carnaro represents the last attempt to give form to the Fiume political experience.

Publicized on September 8th of 1920, this constitution, written by the poet and the revolutionary syndicalist Alceste De Ambris and destined to regulate the Reggenza Italiana del Stato Libero di Fiume (Name given by Gabriele D’Annunzio to the new State), launched the idea of a corporative State, established in the consecration of work as fundamental to life in community.

The presence of this experienced politician gave a new hope to the poet’s government, when he proposed the establishment of an organic project. Revolutionary action, as a non-legal phenomenon, was the prerequisite for the birth of a new constitutional order. The Carta del Carnaro was thus inaugurated.

The occupation of Fiume was envisaged Gabriele D’Annunzio as the true Duce. They believed that the poet was the spiritual priest of fascism, since he idealized a cultural and political revolution through the construction of a totalitarian State. After the end of the political experience in Fiume, Gabriele D’Annunzio was contacted a few times by directors of the fascist movement, with the objective of being convinced to assume the position of leader of this movement. Due to his status as a national hero, bestowed with five silver and a golden medals during the Great War, the poet was considered the most qualified person to lead the movement. Only when he resigned to this position Benito Mussolini was able to assume as the only fascist Duce.

Through the coup d’état, Gabriele D’Annunzio took the city, which he administered for sixteen months under the heading of “Commander”. Daily, the poet dressed with the uniform used by the arditi, delivered speeches from the balcony of the Palazzo Del Governatorato, which were followed by a multitude that chanted back to him with the hymn “A noi... Eja, eja, alalà”. Hymn that was later incorporated by the fascist regime ideology. Efficient in combining the interests of heterogeneous groups, Gabriele D’Annunzio used to his advantage the power of beautiful words to mould the crowd and to invoke the city as a centre of a new world-wide revolution. The troops of legionaries, dressed with black shirts of arditi, promoted military parades and awarded medals to those that according to dannunzian mysticism, should be considered the new heroes of the Italian homeland. Spectacle politics was thus inaugurated.

The post-war economic situation was also disastrous in Fiume. Ousted internationally, the city was surviving on Italian government resources, donations and pirate acts. Gradually the local population became dejected with the constant chaos and the inconvenient deficit caused by the dannunzian government. Political divergences between the radical factions that supported the Fiumian occupancy also harmed the cohesion of the movement. Against the loss of effectiveness of the previous Constitution, and with the need to provide stability to the process of social change, the Carta del Carnaro represents the last attempt to give form to the Fiume political experience.

Publicized on September 8th of 1920, this constitution, written by the poet and the revolutionary syndicalist Alceste De Ambris and destined to regulate the Reggenza Italiana del Stato Libero di Fiume (Name given by Gabriele D’Annunzio to the new State), launched the idea of a corporative State, established in the consecration of work as fundamental to life in community. The basic law was a manifesto that would have to serve, simultaneously, as a solution to the national problem (creating a model for the Italian modernization and the inclusion of the
masses in the political life of the country) and as catalyst of a Latin revolution. The Carta del Carnaro remains as an obscure object in the Italian constitutional conscience. After almost one hundred years of its publication, the fundamental Law of the Free State of Fiume resists as an enigmatic document, which eludes a precise historical definition. Because of a political experience of a military nationalistic movement, which under the leadership of the poet promoted the armed occupation, and the establishment of a temporary government in the city of Fiume, the Carta del Carnaro is a constitution-manifest that endorsed a radical revolution of the society. Written by Gabriele D'Annunzio and Alceste De Ambris, the decree condensed the normative trend of the modernist vanguard and Italian nationalists in trying to solve the social problems and to modify radically reality. Under the whim to create a new world, the two authors attempted to surpass the existing forms of organization of human beings and to suppress all evil. Inspired by the dannunzian idealism and by Alceste De Ambris theoretical ideas (that discussed with the bases of revolutionary syndicalism -political movement that developed in the turn of the 20th century as a radical expression against the bourgeoisie and the reformist left, to promote a new form of labour action), the statute of the Free State of Fiume proposes to give the world an example of constitution which abides to the most audacious ideas of modern philosophy, the varied forms of freedom and retrieves the glorious traditions of Latin culture. Through a set of basic rules, where political doctrines mingle with historical experiences and literary constructions, the image of an ‘ideal’ State that would allow the existence of a harmonious collective life materializes. Under the form of imaginative art, the drawing of the Italian Reggenza del Carnaro is configured as product of the technique. Thus, the individual capacity to construct human society from freedom is celebrated, endowing it with an aesthetic dimension. Devoted to the idea of beauty, the commander-poet Gabriele D' Annunzio presented to the people of Fiume - in the terms used by the historian Jacob Burckhardt - the “State, as conscious and calculated creation, as a work of arte” (BURCKHARDT, 2013, p. 37). The transfiguration of the State form in a prose d’arte evokes a magnanimous dream that through politics, man can repair their miseries, offering dignity and social justice to the society. The State was conceived as an artificial being, formed from the will of a people; it would represent the structure inside of which man could develop his faculties and fully achieve his nature. It was believed that only the State could guarantee freedom and peace, offering excellent conditions of existence for man. Aiming at the common good and Justice, the State registers the definite exit of man from his natural state. Thus, Gabriele D'Annunzio and Alceste De Ambris conscientiously searched to perfect the world, through the new formalization of the social institutions and politics. Reclaiming alternatively political forms from Athens, from the Roman Republic, the early Middle Ages, the Serene Republic of Venice, and the Renaissance, they proposed a State derived from the combination of idealized historical models, to present the synthesis of an excellent form of government. According to the Carta del Carnaro, the city-state of Fiume should be administered as a direct democracy based on the productive work and as criterion, the widest functional and local autonomies. The statute recognized the collective sovereignty of all the citizens without sex, race, language, class or religion distinction, but it granted greater rights to the “producers”. This generic term contemplated the formation of a sole class, including workers and employers who contributed for the prosperity of the State. The constitution would legitimize the perfect civil and political equality of the two sexes and would guarantee the freedom of thought, of word, of meeting, of association and of press. It was to be a secular regime that safeguarded religious tolerance and tutored the right to the construction of temples. However,
religion could never be invoked or serve as justification for those citizens who did not fulfill the duties prescribed by law. Thus, the statute anticipated the disruption with religious dogmatism and with the interference of the Church in the State. All citizens, without discrimination, would have the right to primary education in laic public schools, to physical education and to paid work. The statute also assured a minimum wage to live well, medical assistance in case of illness case, retirement and the use of the goods legitimately acquired. Issues that were certified: the inviolability of the home, the *habeas corpus*, and the liability compensation in case of judiciary error. Property was not considered as an absolute dominion of a person over a thing, but as its social function. The citizens, the corporations, and the communities would be something as souls that formed the bases of the *Italian Reggenza del Carnaro*. All the citizens that joined forces for the material prosperity and the civil development of the State would have to be enrolled in one of the ten corporations to be instituted.

According to its creators, the *Carta del Carnaro* was essentially a Latin constitution that would perpetuate the following mission: “to be a luminous lighthouse in the darkness, for those who advance onto the unknown, probing a way with their hands” (*DE AMBRIS* apud *FRESSURA* and *KARLSEN*, 2009). Launching itself ahead of those who looked for an alternative life different from that imposed, the statute of the *Italian Reggenza del Carnaro*, as an authentic form of philosophy, took the risk to jump over abysses to illuminate the track.

It was indeed, a limitless exaltation of man's ability to continually recreate and reorganize his social relations through politics. The design of a new system for the establishment of the Free State of Rijeka was born from the perception of the social fracture created by the Great War and the impossibility of implementing projects dreamed up by political modernism nationalist. The poet and head of the Cabinet attributed to the new Constitution the function manifest bearer of a new historical and cultural consciousness, announcing the formation of a “new” man. For this reason, Article XVI of Foundations, decrees:

> La vita è bella e degna che severamente e magnificamente viva. Uomo deve essere rifatto intero dalla libertà. L'uomo intero è colui che sa ogni giorno inventare la propria virtù, per ogni giorno offrire ai suoi fratelli un nuovo dono. Il lavoro, anche il più umile, anche il più oscuro, se sia bene eseguito, tende alla bellezza e orna il mondo.

In other words: the State should provide the necessary tools so that the nature of its citizens could be fully reform. Becoming a whole man, capable to invent their own virtues every day, this new man would have to shape constantly his actions for the benefit of collective life. Therefore, the *Carta del Carnaro* can be seen as a curious literary exercise of...
imaginary state building. The social design of the statute formalize the contradictions of the historical moment through the spectacular contrast of a state structure that radically opposed all existing forms with the ultimate aim of building a state as a work of art. However, this does not imply reducing the analysis to a playful game with no relation to reality, but on the contrary, recognize on it the opportunity for critical re-evaluation of a concrete historical reality. Finally, since it has a constitutional, political, and social meaning the Carta del Carnaro is a document of great importance for the formation of modern Italy.
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Abstract
This paper aims at exploring the notion of reachable utopia understood as one of the tools used in the state spectacle by the government of socialist Yugoslavia. Utopia and utopian ideas are commonly understood as unreachable moral and aesthetic ideals, outside of the grasp of society, placed both in its golden past and glorious future. While acknowledging the fact that as a physical reality utopia remains unreachable, it is the goal of this paper to examine the notion of utopia that can be lived in during the state spectacle.

In order to do so, this paper relies on concepts of liminal space, porosity of space and architectural chronotopes. These theoretical constructs and their relation to utopian ideas are explored in the geo-political context of Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, on the case of memorial complex Slobodište. Spatial characteristics of Slobodište as well as dramaturgy and ideology behind Days of Freedom festivities that took place in it make it the ideal candidate to explore relations of utopian ideas and state spectacle on. Through exploring Slobodište, we hope to point to the possibility of the utopia that can be sensed inside a specific space/time frame.

Keywords: utopia, state spectacle, Yugoslavia, Slobodište

1. Introduction
For as long as the human kind exists on this earth there also exists the concept of the perfect, ideal world, of the best moral and aesthetic values, that does not succumb to deterioration or disease. “What makes human history such an uncertain and fascinating story is that man lived in two worlds—the world within and the world without—and the world within men’s heads has undergone transformations which have disintegrated material things with the power and rapidity of radium (Mumford 2003).” This world within is the world of ideas that are solid facts “as long as people continue to regulate their actions in terms of the idea” (Mumford 2003), as people did in the light of the concepts of the utopia throughout the ages.

The origin of the word utopia refers to a place that is not, and the similar word, in Greek eu-topos, means a good place. So in order to be possible, utopia cannot have reachable geographical coordinates. Also, utopia cannot succumb to the passing of time (Mumford 2003). The form of this no place/good place is the city (Mumford 2003), all of its aspects - from the way it functions to the way it is built, to the form it has. The city is a projection of the way a society is regulated. Utopian city corresponds to the picture of the world within, to which humanity aspires. It is therefore no wonder that these qualities of utopia are employed over history as a means of promoting the current ruling apparatus of a state. This paper is precisely concerned with the implications of using these utopian qualities in the forming of the state spectacle. Mechanisms of state spectacle have developed from the Hellenic and roman times and had reach the peak of their manipulative power on the observer in the time of the monarchs of the baroque epoch (TODOROVIĆ 2010).

Both temporal and spatial qualities of utopias are employed as means of state spectacle. “The time of the celebration was supposed to renew the primordial, ideal time, the time of the utopia” (TODOROVIĆ 2010). This was achieved through a majority of means, from
constructing the specific spatial framework to carefully selecting the character and dramaturgy of the events that are to take place within it. This research will look into the spatial framework, multiple relations this framework forms with the events, and the effect it has on the observer of the spectacle. The main hypothesis it sets to prove is that Yugoslavia is actualized as a utopia in the liminal field of the observer, during the festivities of the Days of Freedom, at the location Slobodište, near Krusevac, Serbia.

In order to achieve this, this research relies on the interdisciplinary theoretical framework, mainly on the work of Jelena Todorović concerning the baroque state spectacle, and the ways through which it is connected to the utopia, and the definition of liminal space as introduced into the field of art and architecture by Miljana Zeković. Dealing with space-event, this research will also rely on the definition of the architectural chronotope as an inseparable union of the event and place, and the definition of the porosity of space, as a spatial quality enabling spatial memory. Recognized theories will serve as a ground for analysing the paradigmatic example of a realized utopia, Days of Freedom held at the monumental complex Slobodište, built by the architect Bogdan Bogdanović in 1965.

2. Setting the frame

"State spectacle as a key medium of the new age political propaganda had two basic functions - to glorify the bearer of the power and his order, and to, through the interdisciplinary union of all arts create an uncanny perfection, from the otherwise average reign" (TODOROVIĆ 2010). Since they share the similar purpose, of creating an image of an ideal state, the terms of state spectacle, and utopian thought are tightly connected, in that there had always existed “a need to transcend the political event from the domain of the real, in order to celebrate the power, into the domain of the eternal, mythical and imaginary” (TODOROVIĆ 2010). Creating this illusion presupposes a specific relationship to time and space, space without time, a space where time stays frozen, thus removing the event from the everyday. There are three types of time in the spectacle, Todorović claims: the now, the past time, and timelessness. The past time of the spectacle evokes a utopia, a projection of a Golden era that is recreated in the spectacle, as the achievement of the ruler. It is there to show the image of the ideal future. The represented golden era is often closely tied to classical times in its symbols and rituals, which function as a “guarantee of the ideal moral and aesthetic values” (TODOROVIĆ 2010). The time of the past is also present through the idea of the eternal circle of time, which is another characteristically utopian thought - “it supports the belief in the new utopia” (TODOROVIĆ 2010). This new utopia, spectacle claims, is possible through the new government regime.

Another important aspect of the spectacle, tied to the utopian thought, is, as mentioned, the notion of space. The spatial framework supports the perception of time as belonging to utopia. There are also three key categories of ceremonial spaces (TODOROVIĆ 2010). There are constant places, which in every reign become the loci of state spectacle, such as the church/temple and the residence. In the second category are the ever-changing places tied to the territory of the city, such as procession paths. Third category of ceremonial spaces are the meta ceremonial spaces that are “first and foremost a concept rather than reality” (TODOROVIĆ 2010). This category is the most interesting for this research since it is the one most connected to the utopian thought. “They contain a projection of the ideal, an ellipse that moves the narrative of the spectacle in the past and..."
in the future” (TODOROVIĆ 2010). Since they exist on conceptual levels, these spaces are mainly seen as symbols, such as labyrinths and symbolic landscapes. Using elaborated types of time and space leads to the realization of the utopia in the mind of the observer of the state spectacle. Here the connection with the notion of liminal space is established. “Liminal space is a specific spatial category emerging in the mind of the spectator facing the work of art or an artistic/performative event” (ZEKOVIĆ 2014). The unity of space, time, and event is therefore a precondition in the forming of the liminal space. Furthermore, “liminal space could be any type of space occurring in the real space-time continuum that provides a spectator with an illusion of the Great Idea, spanning beyond its limits” (ZEKOVIĆ 2014). This illusion of a Great Idea, looking from a perspective of spectacle, is actually a utopian ideal, that spectacle claims to give an illusion. Liminal space is therefore a path to incepting the ideas of the spectacle to its observer/participant.

In the triad of space/time/event of the spectacle, and forming of liminal space, real spatial framework engaged by the event is extremely important. The attention given to building places that will serve as the representation of power is emphasized through the history. These places must possess a number of values that can easily be recognized by the observers through affecting their primordial impulses. The qualities of places that displace the spectators from the present into the past time affect precisely the utopian thought of the world within. The main quality of these places is connected to the notion of spatial memory. Spatial memory is enabled by the existence of the porosity of space as a super quality enabling the accumulation and reflection of meaning in space (MITROVIĆ 2014). Porosity is a result of the complex relations of various functions and ambient qualities of space. Accumulation and reflection of meaning happens when the event is introduced into a place - this event, while bringing its own pallet of values, is also influenced by the atmosphere (the reflection of meaning) of that place (MITROVIĆ 2014). This leads to the notion of architectural chronotope. In previous research architectural chronotope was defined as “spatially and temporally limited connectedness of meaning of architectural space and an unexpected event that is introduced into that space” (PERIĆ 2014). As such, architectural chronotope is a concept whose characteristics are dependent on both the space and the event, and is recognized as a suitable frame for exploring the connection of utopia and state spectacle.

3. Exploring Slobodište

Throughout the history of Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, monuments and monument complexes have represented an important and unique element of establishing Yugoslavian identity through the built environment. As a highly narrative synthesis of architecture, sculpture, urbanism and landscape these vocal points scattered across the six republics that made up Yugoslavia, helped to establish historic, mental, emotional and cultural space, layered on top of physical spaces of the union. Form, aesthetics, materialization, and language of these works changed as the ideology behind them altered, reflecting the position of Yugoslavia on the global political scene, balancing between east and west, Soviet communism and American capitalism. Roughly, all of Yugoslavia’s monuments can be divided into three periods, with determined with distinct style and ideology: the first phase that lasted from 1945 until 1948, was characterized by a strong influence of SSSR, resulting in monuments that celebrated the fallen soldiers of the Red army; second phase was marked by estrangement from Soviet ideals and focus on the battle and sacrifices of the Partisans during fight against Nazism; final stage in development of Yugoslavian monuments shows a radical change in both the narrative of the pieces and their spatial characteristics. This shift resulted in works of art that celebrated civil victims, members of the diverse masses of
Yugoslavia that laid their lives for freedom, and thus became the common ground for development of joined Yugoslavian identity. On other hand, these memorials took place outside of cities, conquering landscape, and concretized space of Yugoslavia as a whole.

One of the most impressive and significant examples of a monument from the third phase of this development is memorial complex Slobodište, designed by famous Yugoslavian architect Bogdan Bogdanović. As a memorial complex, Slobodište was built between 1960 and 1965 at a location near Kruševac in Serbia, where, during the occupation estimated 1650 people were executed. Slobodište was built in order to commemorate both soldiers and civils that lost their lives. It was conceived as a complex that will, at the same time have a commemorative, cultural, educational, and didactic role in the Yugoslavian society. Located outside of the city, Slobodište acts as a goal of a pilgrimage. Unlike the monuments built in the urban fabric of cities in Yugoslavia that allowed for everyday honouring of heroes of the resistance, Slobodište demanded an active and willing visitor, which dedicated time in order to be fully immersed in the narrative of this place. That same desire for immersion guided Bogdan Bogdanović to a form of a monument that blurs the lines between art, architecture, urbanism, and landscape. Spaces of the complex emerged as a dialogue between the historic and imaginary narrative of a heroic past and golden future that needed to be conveyed and the topology and atmosphere of the nature where monument was being built. Slobodište is divided into three parts: Vestibule with Mounds, Valley of the Living and Valley of Homage. Those three parts of the complex house several sculptural interventions, an amphitheatre, places for gathering, gardens, gates and places for meditation. These segments are all part of a horizontal plane over which the monument starches, departing from the usual architectural languages of emphasized verticals that mark places of mourning, remembering, and celebration. Architecture of Slobodište was never thought without a specific event that will take place in it, Dani Slobode (Days of Freedom). The manifestation lasted every year from 28th June until 7th July. During those days thousands artist and members of the audience gathered in this democratic theatre in order to celebrate both the fallen brothers and fathers of the resistance, but also the living sons and brothers that lived the glorious future for which the former gave their lives. The Days of Freedom consisted of national dances of all the nations of Yugoslavia, theatre plays of national and classic authors, and rituals that replaced religious ceremonies both in form and in providing a much-needed sense of belonging to an idea greater than oneself.

As a work of art, that transcends visual and spatial arts, and theatre, Slobodište can be considered a paradigmatic example of an architectural chronotope. The full potential of the spatial frame of the monument to convince its visitor in the possibility of a socialist utopia was achieved only through the event that took place in that spatial frame every year. The periodical repetition of the event that inhabited Slobodište in annual cycles exploited the porosity of the spatial configuration in order to create a more vibrant liminal space in which utopia was incepted.

Fig. 2: Stone Birds of Slobodište

4. Reaching the Utopia

If we observe Todorović’s meditations on nature of relationship between state spectacle and creation of utopia (TODOROVIĆ 2010), we can deduce that Slobodište, first and foremost satisfies two ground conditions, not just formally but in totality of the essence of its being. Through the language of the spatial
frame and sculptural interventions that inhabit it, Slobodište stands as a fertile ground for introduction of different kinds of didactic and artistic events that take place in it during the Days of Freedom. Ideology behind these events, its dramaturgy, and aesthetics are in complete harmony with the ideology and language of the spatial frame. It is through them that the space of Slobodište comes alive, becomes a place, and serves its purpose in creating the liminal space of the observer necessary for realization of the utopian ideas. As Zeković states:

... liminal space is an active, dynamic, uneven and unstable space created in synergy of real architectural space, an actual artistic/performative event that takes place in this space and the ability of the spectator to feel, recognize and employ all relations that occur in the given space-time framework, leading to full experience of the artistic vision. (ZEKOVIĆ 2014)

With this in mind, it is no wonder that the creators of Slobodište and Days of Freedom used a pallet of means, which have symbolism, language and aesthetic values that were used regularly in the everyday life of Yugoslavia of that age. By relying on the familiar iconography, the creators of the spectacle made sure that the observers would feel connected and convinced in the ideas that the spectacle conveyed.

On the other hand, state spectacles performed during the Days of Freedom crossed temporal boundaries and mixed near past, distant Hellenic past and a glorious future of Yugoslavia that was promised to the observer. At the same time, in the same place, observers of the spectacle were exposed to national dances of all the Yugoslavian nationalities, plays that glorified Partisan battles in the Second World War, but also the staging of classical Greek plays, such as Oedipus Rex, Antigone, Prometheus, Medea, and others. Here we recognize the three types of time present in the state spectacle, as noticed by Todorović (TODOROVIĆ 2010).

While Yugoslavia was a secular, atheistic society, it used iconography and dramaturgy of religious rituals to perform secular rituals that had the same strength of conviction as religious ones did in the past. The ceremonial lighting of the fire by Light bearers (Lučonoše), in addition to strong religious references offers a strong relationship with the golden heroic times of ancient Greece. With the words of the poem Letter for the Living, written for this ceremony, “light the fires of Partisans and Prometheus” the poet makes a clear connection between the ideals behind the Yugoslavian regime and the Hellenic times. Todorović also notes that the basic characteristic of the Utopia is its timelessness, its ability to exist beyond our time and space that is in the state spectacle achieved though invocation of Eden and Jerusalem (TODOROVIĆ 2010). By displacing Slobodište in the landscape beyond the city, Bogdanović created not only the Arcadia, a utopia of man and nature, but also a goal for a Biblical pilgrimage that lead the procession from the mundane reality of the city to the timeless, utopian world of Slobodište.

Together with the iconography and dramaturgy of the spectacle that took place in it, the spatial frame of Slobodište itself possesses the characteristics that Todorović emphasizes as essential for ceremonial places. In its position, morphology and decorative language Slobodište carries a great symbolic weight. It is displaced in the nature, but the demarcation of the monument and the surrounding landscape is clear through the use of stone boundaries and ceremonial gates. By crossing this boundary, the observer of the spectacle finished its transition from the reality of everyday into the time/place of the spectacle, where he was presented with the idea of Socialist utopia. In planning of the complex Bogdanović relied on strong axes and primal shapes, most of all circles, which directed movement and pointed to the places of gathering. The use of stone and its rustic finishing implied that the complex preceded its builder, that it was found as such in nature, a forgotten relic of an ideal civilization long gone. All of these spatial characteristics have strongly and clearly translated from the existential plane to the real physical
space, coming very close to the idea of meta ceremonial place that Todorović argues is only possible as a concept, and is most suitable for utopia, as a place that is not (TODOROVIĆ 2010).

Fig. 3: Cenotaph in Slobodište

These same spatial characteristic enable Slobodište to be a porous place. The values and meanings of each annual event bleed into the stone, and through it remain permanent in the collective consciousness of Yugoslavia. In every next Days of Freedom, the observers encounter the meanings established in all the previous spectacles that are now reflected by the same spatial frame that absorbed them one cycle ago. This circular repetition of the spectacle served as a tool for establishing collective memory and identity that were the main goals of state spectacle. The porosity of the spatial frame and circular nature of the events help to create a perfect cumulative chronotope, whose values got more interconnected and became larger with each passing cycle (PERIĆ 2014). Such a chronotope served as an ideal spatial and temporal frame for fulfilment of the role of liminal space. It offered the observer the idea of a greater story that exceeds its boundaries (ZEKOVIC 2014). By blending different spaces and times in one real temporal and spatial frame, the chronotope of Slobodište and Days of Freedom managed to establish the liminal space of people of Yugoslavia that attended these spectacles, and placed in it the ideas of socialist Utopia. In the liminal space of the observer of Days of Freedom of Slobodište, through morphology, aesthetics and language of the space, combined with the dramaturgy and ideology of the state spectacle Utopia became a reachable reality for dedicated brothers and sisters of Yugoslavia.

5. Conclusion

From its conception in ancient Greece until today, in the core of the idea of utopia stands its unreachability. As a moral and aesthetic ideal utopian idea always remain outside personal and collective human reach, giving faith in and hope for a better future, by evoking a glorious past, seductive and didactic at the same time. However unreachable as an actual and permanent state of human society glimpses of utopias can be anticipated and felt in the intersection of carefully selected states of space and time. As it was shown in this research, this fragile possibility of experiencing the state of a citizen of utopia was commonly used as a tool of representation of state power by rulers, from the Hellenic times, across baroque period, until the great socialist societies of the twentieth century. One of the societies that relied heavily on the evocation of idea of utopia in order to demonstrate and celebrate the power of state was Socialist Federal Republic Yugoslavia. This claim was explored on the case study of Slobodište memorial complex and Days of Freedom ceremonies.

Displaced from the city, located on the place of a great national tragedy, embedded in nature, but still clearly demarked from it, Slobodište served as a perfect spatial frame for placement of utopian ideas. Its morphology points to a clearly ritual purpose, while sculptural elements used in it, language of the architecture and the material suggest that it is older than it claims to be. It is built as a highly narrative place that simply waits for an event to take place in it and complete its message. Days of Freedom that took place in it combined highly ritual ceremonies, national dances and theatre plays to pay respect to the fallen, to celebrate the living, and to foreshadow a glorious future ahead. By invoking at the same time the near past of the Partisan battle, the Myth of battle of Kosovo and the golden Hellenic period these events broke down time barriers and inhabited Slobodište with past, present and future, thus making it timeless.

In the synthesis of this spatial frame and
spectacle that took place in it, in the liminal space of the observers an idea of utopia was placed. During the Days of Freedom in Slobodište, the observers of this event, mostly citizens of Yugoslavia, were convinced in the existence of utopia. This perfect society was shown to them in this dream-like place, during this dream-like event. Utopia was in the past of their society, and with the current leadership, it was in their future as well. Until that future arrived all that people of Yugoslavia had was Slobodište and Days of Freedom (along with other memorial complexes and state spectacles) to give them fragments of the perfect world, that was for them real and possible and reachable in the here and the now.


Abstract
After Poland’s accession to the European Union in 2004, the United Kingdom experienced an unprecedented immigration wave. Thousands of Polish people decided to settle in Britain with hopes of an improved quality of life. With an aim of highlighting cultural aspects of migration as opposed to statistics and economic data, this paper presents selected findings of a qualitative research study Translating Cultures - Adapting Lives with regard to cultural, national and social identity issues Polish migrants experience in the host culture. The concluding remarks emphasize the fact that the Polish community in the UK retains and re-creates their identity in everyday life and through well-established online communities.1
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1. Introduction
When Poland joined the European Union in May 2004, thousands and then millions decided to migrate to other EU countries in search for a better life. The United Kingdom (UK) experiences the largest migration wave, though exact estimates of the number of Polish migrants are not available due to less than perfect data collection tools available within united Europe. Nonetheless, the 2011 Census revealed the vast scale of the Polish language spoken in England and Wales.

The unprecedented in its scale migration to Britain affected not only the British and Polish economies, but had an enormous influence on the socio-cultural aspects of the lives of both migrant and local communities. The issues of cultural values, adaptation, and identity are very often disregarded in official data and political discourse. Nonetheless, they constitute a basis for every individual who has experienced a migrated life. Identity therefore plays a significant role in migration, both for the migrant and the host community. Although individuals often have multiple identities, when crossing the borders, three types of identity become prominent, i.e. cultural, national and social identity, while the context of migration provides convenient setting for either idealising (utopia) or demonising (dystopia) the values within home and host cultures.

This paper considers the issues of cultural, national, and social identity with reference to Polish migrants who live in the East Midlands, UK. The data was collected and observations performed within a doctoral research project Translating Cultures - Adapting Lives between 1st May 2013 and 31st March 2014 in the East Midlands. The mixed-methods study was designed to collect qualitative data through semi-structured interviews, a focus group, and an online and face-to-face questionnaire. All collected data was also supplemented by everyday observation of the Polish community in the East Midlands between October 2008 and March 2014. The target group were Polish post-2004 adult migrants residing in the East Midlands. Apart from individual interviews, a set of institutional interviews (e.g. with the Polish Consul) were conducted in order to establish the response of the authorities and adaptation support options that migrants could possibly consider in constructing their lives in the East Midlands.

2. Identity in migration
In the simplest terms, identity refers to the representation of an individual; hence, it signifies who one is. Aspects such as culture, language, nationality,
religion, ideology, beliefs, a socio-political setting, etc. will further influence the identity of an individual and their sense of belonging. According to Castells (2004:6), identity as “the process of construction of meaning on the basis of a cultural attribute, or a related set of cultural attributes, that is given priority over other sources of meaning.” Hence it can be seen as a “people’s source of meaning and experience”. Hall (1996/2002, p. 17) accentuates further that identity ‘is never singular but multiply constructed across different, often intersecting and antagonistic, discourses, practices and positions.’ Hence, people of the same nationality may observe different religious festivals or follow different sets of traditions. Therefore, the concept of multiple identities can reflect the complexity of an individual and collective life. This interpretation can be further extended upon migrants and their migrated lives as their identities are inevitably confronted with the host culture(s).

Furthermore, in diasporic terms, identity is mentioned with reference to cultural, ethnic, social, or national identity, though those categories usually represent an identity of a group. Therefore, the meaning of the term is applicable to its collective aspects. In addition to the challenge of confronting the distinguishable Other, an individual recognizes their identity within their group, with which they share values. Therefore, cultural and national identity may occupy a prominent position in migrants' representation, everyday life activities, and thought processes. Its transcendence, on the other hand, renders the migration experience unique. Hence, the extent to which maintaining and/or re-creating home identity is utopian depends on migrants’ individual circumstances if utopia is understood as ‘the expression of desire for a better way of living’ (Levitas 2003, p. 4).

3. Cultural and National Identity

With regard to the collective aspects of identity, Boski (2003, cited in Lewandowska 2009, p. 211) emphasizes the concept of cultural identity that “refers to the content of values as guiding principles, meaning of symbols and lifestyle that individuals share with others, though not necessarily within recognizable groups.” Hence, although the group becomes a loose concept and a fluid requirement, it is seen as essential to enable individuals to recognize their characteristics.

Hall (2003), however, marks two types of cultural identity. The first kind is stable, associated with race and ethnicity and is understood as a shared history of individuals while the other type of identity seems to be changeable, that is full of contradictions and affiliated with similarities and differences. The stable type of cultural identity is therefore partly related to national identity as experience or memories constitute a common ground for the cultural and national types of identity. At the same time, Hall’s changeable identity fits the situation of migrants who are amidst a complex process of adaption in the host culture and their acculturation occurs due to comparing, contrasting, accepting, and/or rejecting either their old values or the newly encountered ones. Also White (2011, p. 10) points out that the process of migrant integration is complex and comparable to social groups with the host society; therefore, “not every aspect of migrant integration should be seen through an ethnic lens”.

Moreover, identity formation is a process that is triggered by confronting the Other and enabled by the initial recognition of differences. Since “the idea[l] of a cultural norm that is ascribed to or prescribed by those occupying the boundaries of the nation-state” (Kalra, Kaur & Hutnyk, 2005, p. 30), diasporic consciousness may emerge to confront and/or idealise the notion of the nation. Hence, cultural identity intermingles with national identity. The latter may be a relatively complex term although in political understanding, it is “a subjective or internalized sense of belonging to a nation” (Huddy & Khatib, 2007, p. 63). However simplistic such a definition of national identity may appear, it is widely recognized by people(s) and governments.
On the other hand, the cultural and philosophical perspective includes the typology of national identity that involves more than the single aspect of belonging. Smith (1991) and Kolakowski (1995, cited in Wodak et al., 2009) hold a belief that, apart from citizenship, there are other main elements that contribute to the construction of national identity. First, a national spirit - a set of collective cultural forms and behaviours that are shared by a group of people and exist in their minds. Secondly, the historical memory of a group and common myths are a necessary element of national identity regardless of the fact whether the memory is true or only legendary. Thirdly, a national body (also called homeland) in the form of national territories, landscapes and a nameable beginning identified as a founding event contribute to the notion of national identity. Finally, Kolakowski (1995, cited in Wodak et al. 2009) emphasizes the importance of anticipation and future orientation as elements indispensable to the survival strategy of the group while Smith (1991, p. 14) highlights “common legal rights and duties and a common economy with territorial mobility for members”. The latter seems to be much more complex in the times of the common market and free movement of people in the European Union and can, therefore, trigger the pursuit of national ideals and an elusive perfection of the home culture.

Furthermore, collective identity, a term synonymous to national identity, holds certain features of national culture. Hall (2006) in his description of a narration of national culture, in addition to Kolakowski’s classification, also distinguishes the element of the national character, which includes origins, continuity, tradition, and the aspect of timelessness. That additional element is expected to be unchanging and rather uniform. Migrants can frequently refer to their country of origin in their conversations in either positive or negative way, which can prove their attachment to the sending country, which can imply potential idealising (utopia) or demonising (dystopia) of the home culture in comparison to the host one.

In addition, particular codes of behaviour, certain interpretation of the surrounding and human relations and memories of ‘the old days’ are shared by groups, whether social or migrant ones. Politeness can be an example that shows a certain degree of sensitivity to the issue of interpretation of actions. With reference to Polish migrants in the UK, some participants of the TCAL project emphasised that it can be disturbing to hear ‘no problem’ or ‘it’s fine’ when a problem occurred. While for some Polish respondents this could be read as two-facedness, for an average British person this would be a standard polite behaviour and a symptom of a positive problem-solving attitude. Similarly, being direct in expressing criticism could be read as boldness while in Britain it could be seen as rather impolite.

Although the list of examples of misinterpreted words and behaviour as a symptom of collective or national identity may seem endless, Wodak et al. (2009, p. 27) state that “[t]he process of national identification is promoted by the emphasis on national uniqueness.” Consequently, collective identity through its features of special character and distinctiveness resembles individual identity, though they are not alike. Smith (1991, p. 17) stresses the element of individual-collective aspects of national identity through emphasising that a sense of it “provides a powerful means of defining and locating individual selves in the world, through the prism of the collective personality and its distinctive culture.”

In terms of the perception of Polish cultural values, the language, family, and religion seem to be of highest importance (Dyczewski 2002). While the language is a distinctive feature of the nation as few foreigners speak Polish, the important role of the family and religion in everyday life could be compared to other nations. The role and importance of the Polish language for migrants was also confirmed by the results of the 2011 Census, which indicated that Polish is the second spoken language in England and third in Wales. Therefore, regardless of migrants’ proficiency in English, it can be assumed
that a vast majority of them speak Polish at home. Furthermore, the use of the Polish language enables migrants to retain the bond with their culture of origin and allows them to develop a strong sense of belonging to the Polish community during their stay abroad regardless of the length of time they have decided to spend out of Poland. Similar observations were made in Australian studies (see Leuner 2007 and Besemeres 2007). Nonetheless, although speaking Polish can be a potentially limiting strategy for migrants who want to adapt in Britain as it may prevent them from acquiring or improving their English, the use of the native language with built-in English names, abbreviations or short phrases creates a new language that can be fully understood only by the community of Polish migrants in Britain as it is subject and place specific type of communication. Therefore, a new identity is created while the identity of origin is retained. Such a new identity might be classified as a hybrid; however, I would argue that it is simply a new, evolved identity because being a hybrid is only a temporary state while identity formation is a long-term process of constant validation, reformulation, and alteration of the system of values that results in a gradual change and formation of new structures.

Similarly, since national uniqueness and distinctiveness are important features for national and individual identity, the history of a nation, next to the language and traditions, must play an important role. Hence, Polish communities in the UK eagerly operate Polish Supplementary (Saturday) Schools for all children of Polish origin. It is a well-known case in the UK and other countries of the world where Polish migrants reside. Since the 1950s, the Polish community in the UK emphasized the need and significance of educating the younger generations about Polish history, literature and the Polish language in Polish. This type of education has been offered up to the baccalaureate level; however, in the local system of education, currently there is an opportunity to take Polish at A-Levels. Although Polish education for migrant children in the East Midlands is available in most cities and some towns (Boston, Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, Loughborough, Mansfield, Northampton, Nottingham, Skegness and Worksop), according to the Polish Consul in Manchester, there is a noticeable deficiency of Polish Supplementary (Saturday) Schools in comparison to the number of Polish children who live in the UK with their families and would be potential beneficiaries of such schools. The Polish government supports Polish families living abroad through their cooperation with the Polish Educational Society (Polska Macierz Szkolna). Nonetheless, the Polish community initiates educational enterprises on their own, as the language is a strong unifying factor for a community. The Skegness Polish Educational Association (SPEA) is a prominent example in the East Midlands. A needs analysis exercise within the Polish community in Skegness indicated a demand for a Polish school as parents were determined for their children ‘to keep the language, to keep the culture’; however, the successful completion of the school project (opened in September 2013) was due to the determination and strong will of the then president of the Association, a Pole born in the UK - a second generation migrant who received such education himself. It is therefore apparent that the level of determination within the Polish community and authorities reflects the prominent role the Polish language, culture, and history play in preserving cultural and national identity among Polish migrants in the UK.

Another way of retaining those two types of identity are traditions, celebrations, festivals, and certain typical Polish customs. Although Christmas is celebrated across European cultures, national and regional traditions differ from country to country. Hence, Polish migrants cherish Polish traditions. Polish style Christmas meetings, which are very different from British Christmas parties, are organized in local communities in December. A majority of the participants clearly stated that celebrating Christmas the Polish way, Christmas Eve in particular, is very important for them. Although some respondents mentioned the English tradition of the Boxing Day as
an interesting one, they still emphasised that a family gathering and traditional Polish dishes on Christmas Eve are necessary. Notwithstanding, none of the respondents indicated a possibility of participating in festivals typical of faith other than Christian.

Furthermore, an example of maintaining Polish traditions while adapting to the social conditions and organization of life in the UK is the celebration of All Saints Day (1st November) to commemorate the late family members through lighting candles and laying flowers on family graves and the Independence Day (11th November) to celebrate regaining national independence in 1918. Since most migrants do not have family graves in the UK (only the war-time generation of migrants and their descendants), they do not cultivate the custom as such; however, they can take part in an official ceremony at the Polish Cemetery in Newark to commemorate Polish pilots who fought in the Battle of England during the Second World War (see Fig. 1). This ceremony usually takes place on the last Sunday of October or the first Sunday of November and is organized by the Polish communities, local Authorities, and the Polish Embassy.

Fig. 1: All Saints Day at Newark Cemetery - Polish War Graves. Source: own photograph [27 Oct 2013]

Polish usually attend such events along with British officials, Polish combatants, and Polish migrant families. From the cultural point of view, participation is such events can be seen as sustaining cultural and national identity as attending the ceremony in Newark allows migrants to preserve and propagate their tradition while holding memories of the tragic events from 20th-century history of Poland.

Another aspect of maintaining national identity and distinctiveness within British society is the use of the national adjective, i.e. Polish delicatessen, Polish restaurant, Polish hair salon, Polish travel agency, etc. The first two examples refer to food and cuisine, which are always culturally unique (see Fig 2 - Kantyna: Polish Traditional Dishes). Certain products might not be available as there is no such tradition in the host culture, e.g. pickled cucumbers, sauer kraut, or pretzels. Even if equivalents can be purchased, very often the value of the products is diminished due to a difference in the place of origins. Various natural factors affect the taste of food; however, mental approaches play a role as well. Often an individual can negatively evaluate an equivalent product by saying that “It’s not as tasty as ours.” Rabikowska and Burrell (2009) also emphasise the importance of food, Polish cuisine and home-cooked food for Polish migrants. In their study, a majority of Polish migrants stressed that replacing Polish cuisine with local food is a physiological and emotional challenge.

Fig. 2: Polish fast food Kantyna in Nottingham. Source: own photograph [22 Feb 2014]

The respondents of the TCAL project were asked about what dishes or kind of food they miss from Poland most. While some participants named a few dishes, e.g. cabbage and peas (PL: kapusta z grochem), stuffed cabbage leaves (PL: gołąbki) or carp in jelly (PL: karp w galarecie), many respondents felt that all Polish food or components are available in the UK. A few responses were similar to participant Q167 who stated ‘Nothing I can get all Polish food in the UK’ while others simply said like participant Q181: ‘Nothing. If I want some [dish], I can make it’ (orig. PL: ‘żadnej [potrawy], bo jak chcę, to sobie zrobię’) or Q185: ‘Now you can make or buy everything’ (orig. PL: ‘teraz wszystko jest do zrobiienia lub kupienia’).
Although some products are available in large supermarkets, such as Tesco or Asda (see Fig. 3), local shops with a sense of Polishness can make migrants feel less uprooted and seem to be of greater cultural and emotional value to many. It needs to be pointed out here that the overuse of the adjective Polish is noticeable. Such an observation may be consistent with the theory of banal nationalism; however, in terms of the Polish cuisine, the omnipresence of the national adjective can be justified by the food and diet being significantly different from the local cuisine.

4. Social identity

Apart from the concepts of cultural and national identity, scholars have also developed the notion of social identity. According to Tajfel's theory quoted by Berry et al. (2002, p. 359), “social identity is ‘that part of an individual’s self-concept which derives from his knowledge of his membership in a social group (or groups), together with the value and emotional significance attached to that membership’. “ Therefore, elements of cognition and evaluation that relate to social knowledge and sense of belonging play a role in understanding the concept of identity in intercultural relations (Berry et al., 2002). Moreover, Jenkins (2003) argues that there are two types of identity, namely external - involving social relationships and internal - a self-image that is signalled to the group. The process of identity formation itself involves categorization, which is the influence of the external (others) on the internal (self). This can only strengthen the identity of an existing group through the processes of resistance and reaction. Therefore, classification and categorization may effectively contribute to the formation of group identity, which seems to be a key element of communities.

The individual - collective continuum and the constant confrontation of the self and the other are unavoidable elements of the formation of identity. Jenkins (2003) explains that to define us, one needs to split off them first. Only by contrasting them and us can the process of identity formation takes place. It seems that categorisation is inevitable although people rarely neatly fit into prescribed categories, thus, multiple identities may occur. It is worth noticing that also other aspects of life may play a role in defining who one is. Therefore, migration experience provides an ideal setting for confronting native cultural values with those of the host society. Moreover, in a new environment migrants’ social identity is reshaped, reconfigured, and recreated due to their exposure to a new setting and different values. The level of retention of migrants’ original values depends on their life experience in the host country and their open-mindedness.

It seems that the question to what extent Polish migrants remain Polish and live the Polish way is relatively complex as the British lifestyle undoubtedly influences the attitudes of migrants to various degrees.

In order to alleviate the challenges of integration and maintain the national and cultural bond with the homeland, a number of online communities (websites and fora) were established. Numerous elements of cultural, national, and social identity can be observed among virtually active Polish migrants in the UK. Online communities seem to play a complementary role to migrants’ actual everyday issues in terms of maintaining and recreating Polish identity and providing advice and support to their members. The Polish language is a unifying aspect of online communities while interaction in the native language significantly contributes to sustaining the original identity of Polish migrants and maintains the community spirit among them. What is more, the language makes online forums unique, as they are exclusive to the speakers of the Polish language; therefore, they enhance the
sense of belonging to the Polish community. The latter is also maintained through historical memories of migrants that are observable in forum threads and through the classification of online members in accordance with their place of origin in Poland. The other classification resembling the place of living in the UK, however, represents the creation of migrants’ new identity in the host culture. Furthermore, cultural and national identity is maintained and recreated within a new society through cultivating Polish traditions that are incorporated to the migrants’ UK lifestyle. In addition, advice on issues related to UK life of migrants serves a double purpose of helping migrants to adapt to the host culture and allowing them to reflect upon their own background.

5. Conclusion

With regard to the three types of identity, i.e. cultural, national, and social, it seems that Polish post-2004 migrants in the East Midlands, UK have developed mechanisms for preserving their Polishness while conforming to the local lifestyle. They achieve that through insisting on speaking Polish and teaching it to the younger generation, through cultivating Polish traditions and consistently choosing the Polish cuisine over the local one, though with exceptions. The processes of retaining and re-creating identity can be observed in everyday life of migrants and in online Polish communities. The latter play a complementary role to real-life communities; however, seem to equally efficient in their ultimate mission.
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